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PART I: OVEBVIBW

Poreword

This review and analysis was prepared for the Health Promotion
Directorate and the NHRDP Working Group on Priorities for Health Promotion!
Disease Prevention Research, of Health and Welfare Canada, under Articles of
Agreement for Consulting and Professional Services dated May 4, 1987 between
Her Majesty the Queen in right of Canada represented by the Minister of
National Health and Welfare and Bruce M. Small and Associates Limited.

This document constitutes a comprehensive review of scientific and
other literature, and of other research sources available to the contractor,
in the area of healthy environments, addressing the question 'What is a
healthy environment for people in Canada?'

Part I: Overview represents the contractor's interpretations of
the facts available and the contractor's recom mendations to the Gov
ernment of Canada for making healthy environments accessible to all
Canadians, consistent with the Minister of Health's 'Health for
All' initiative.

Part n: Analysis represents ttae contractor's organization of
the knowledge found in the literature and research review. No claim
of completeness is made for each area of discussion, as the know
ledge sum marized is limited by the amount of research uncovered.

Part ID: Annotated BibliocraPhy lists all relevant literature
and research contacts uncovered during the review. Most of the
entries are annotated with a summary or abstract of important
information contained in the reference.

Part IV: Name and Subject.1ndues contains a full alphabetical
listing of all principal authors referenced in Parts I and 11, and all
authors included in Part ID. A detailed subject index is provided
to all sections, so that readers can aecess material relevant to their
field of interest directly. Page numbers in the index distinguish
between Parts I,D and ID.

The contractor takes full responsibUity for the logic and accuracy of
this review. The reader is cautioned, however, that Parts D and ID make
considerable reference to conclusions drawn by others in research, which we
have carefully and critically selected, but not independently verified.

The views expressed herein are not "necessarily those of the Department
of National Health and Welfare.
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EzecutiYe Summary

Physical and social environments have an important effect on the
health and wellbeing of people in Canada. Although this connection has been
known and documented for many years, the knowledge does not appear to have
been widely applied within Canada's health care delivery systems and in the
design of physical settings and social programs and institutions in Canada.

There are major health and safety issues to be addressed in virtually
every physical setting in Canada - in homes, in schools, in the workplace, and
in public places, including the natural environment. Creating building designs,
operational procedures, building and maintenance materials, and other products
that do not lead to polluted indoor air is a common priority in all settings,
that would appear to lead to the greatest immediate health benefit.

Many people in Canada are stuck in physical settings and social con
ditions which are unhealthy for them. Poverty and unemployment, for example,
are major contributors to ill health. In many cases, either overt or subtle
forms of discrimination (devaluing of one group of people by another) are
involved in confining an individual to unhealthy environments. Prejudices
based on age, gender, family type, race and culture, illness or handicap, and
orientation and lifestyle are still common in Canada. If healthy environments
are to be available for everyone in Canada, we must begin on every level
to treat each person, no matter what their characteristics, as a person of
value. In particular, achieving equal status for women in Canada is essential.

Many of our common environments ignore the true range of physical and
cultural differences among people in Canada, and are less accessible than they
could be. Some of our specialized environments recognize our physical differ
ences, but forget the rest of our human characteristics and needs, creating
environments which may be safe, or accessible, but which are psychologically
or socially unhealthy. A'new vision of environmental choice and greater ind
ividual control over environment is needed.

Creating better environmental designs, eliminating personal and
structural prejudices, and applying new knowledge about environmental health
within Canada's health care systems, all require a much more detailed under
standing of the true diversity of Canada's people, their social and psych
olorical characteristics, their needs and goals, and their physical dif
ferences in wlnerability to different environmental stressors. Direct part
icipation of individuals who will be affected by any physical design, social
program, or social institution is required.

Research and development of emerging technologies which give detailed,
quantified information on the effects of different environments on health will
provide the scientific basis on which to proceed to design healthier environ
ments in Canada. Creating healthy environments in Canada, and producing a new
generation of safer, cleaner materials and products will enhance Canada's ind
ustrial and scientific reputation, and distinguish Canada's products and serv-
ices from those of other countries in world markets.
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1. Synthesis of the Literature BeYiew

The following is a brief synthesis of the major conclusions arising
from the literature and from ideas obtained by research contacts. A ~etailed

analysis of research and other information on healthy environments is
presented in Part 0: "Analysis".

a) our phJsIca1 environment can affect our bealth

Dangers in the physical environment contribute significantly to the risk of
injury, ill health, or death, for many people in Canada. The physical
environment contains some health or safety risks in virtually every
Canadian setting: homes, schools, workplaces, and pUblic environments,
including natural environments.

b) indoor air pollution is a llignlficant comporKUlt of the risk

The contamination of indoor air by numerous chemical emissions represents a
significant component of the overall risk to health posed by physical
environmental factors. Indoor emission sources include industrial
processes, bUilding materials, furnishings, combustion devices, maintenance
prodUCts, pest control substances, personal care or pleasure products and
human metabolism.

c) pollutants in food, water, and outdoor air are also stressors

Trace-level contamination of food, drinking water and outdoor air, with a
wide array of pollutants of varying toxicities, likewise presents a
general che mical stress to Which virt':lally everyone in Canada must adapt.

d) social and economic conditions can definitely affect health

Unemployment, poverty and financial stress, work pressures, family
problems, prejudice and oppression, isolation, and lack of control over
one's life are all examples of socio-economic conditions which can have an
adverse effect on physical and mental health. Conditions previously thought
of as merely unfortunate (at least by the fortunate) can be highly
stressful and clearly have more health cost than has been com monly
acknOWledged.

e) there is a wide ranee of YUlnerabWty in the population

Each individual is unique in his or her reactivity to physical environmen
tal factors. The population contains a wide variety of people, ranging from
those who can 10 about their lives with little or no effect from their
im mediate physical environment, to individuals who are severely impaired in
their day-tCHSay functioning by one or more specific environmental factors.
Anyone individual may have a unique array of sensitivities - he or she may
be quite insensitive to one factor while being very sensitive to anoth~r.
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f) limits to adaption to cbancing environmental eondltions

Some people appear to be suffering, at least temporarily, from an inabWty
to adapt to changing conditions, particularly increased pollution load. A
healthy environment and lifestyle appears to be one in which an individual
has sufficient control to limit the amount of adaptation required at any
one time, and to shape the environment to accommodate his or her inherent
nature, rather than the other way around.

g) environmental health issues are different for _ch of us

Environmental health issues vary widely according to different human
characteristics and situations. People of different ages, gender, family
or household types, races or cultures, health status or mobility, sexual
orientation and lifestyle all encounter variations of general environmental
health issues, Which are unique to their situation. Each different physical
setting and each different social and economic condition brings with it new
viewpoints and priorities in environmental health. Understanding this
diversity of issues is an important key to achieving health for all.

h) the paradox in environmental design

Many environments (e.g. pUblic &paces, offices, schools) do not accommodate
well the full range of human Characteristics. People who are handicapped,
less mobile, or chemically hypersensitive, for example, have been lumped in
the category of 'special needs' and often excluded from consideration,
even though making environments accessible to them might also benefit the
rest of the population, both physically, by many of the health and safety
features required, and socially, by their presence. Where special environ-
ments have been created, they accommodate well certain unique needs of such
individuals, but often ignore the rest of their human characteristics and
isolate them from others.

1) social eonditions and being devalued trap
people in unhealthy environments

Many people in Canada become locked into situations where they are exposed
to unhealthy environments. Certain groups are subject to environmental
hazards more than others. Devaluing or undervaluing people from certain
groups (e.g. women, blue collar workers, handicapped people) can lead to
widespread disparities in both social and physical environmental
conditions.

j) prejudice is ltae1t unhealthy

It is now clear that victims of prejudice and oppression suffer the direct
physical and emotional health effects of such an unhealthy social atmos
phere, in addition to the indirect environmental consequences arising from
the discrimination they experience. The 'inferiorized' often internalize
some of the attitudes toward them and can be subject to a spiral ol.decrea-
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sing self-esteem and the many other problems that develop from that. Many
people are undervalued ostensibly because of one characteristic for which
they are singled out, which is bad enough, but the nature of prejudice is
such that the rest of their humanity is also rejected in the process.

k) social and perBOlUll support 11 Important

The extent of an individual's personal and social support network is
an important determinant of health. Isolation increases health risk and
also guarantees that a perlOn's needs, and value, re main invisible to
others.

1) more personal eontrol and participation can reduce bazards

Many people in Canada voice a hopelessness about reducing their health
risks from environmental exposures, because they lack sufficient control
over their personal and social surroundings to effect the changes they
want. Participation of the people of canada in the creation or modification
of their physical and social surroundings is a feasible, and important t

step in creating healthier environments. It is critical to introducing
into the design process sufficiently detailed information about the full
diversity of the people being served. A great deal of knowledge is already
available about user participation and need only be implemented.

e) new ways of measuring effects of environment ehange our views

Advances in measuring pollutants and the ways we are affected by them t are
revolutionizing the field of environmental health. Health' and performance
effects are becoming apparent at levels of exposure previously considered
safe, and questions are being posed about the unknown and possibly synerg
istic effects of mixtures of traces levels of different pollutants.
Emerging new technologies provide the basis for scientific selection of
healthier environments.
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2. Gaps In Itnow!edge

It would be much easier to determine which environments are healthy,
and which are not, if a number of gaps in our knowledge base were filled.
These include:

a) detaned health effeets on Indiyiduals

With few exceptions, we do not now know the actual effects of many
environments on individual human beings. Much of the research designed to
help decide what is healthy and what is not, is of an epidemiological
or other statistical nature, or involves the .effects of environment on
animals rather than humans. While helpfUl in determining general environ
mental standards and identifying major hazards, this level of detail is not
sufficient to make truly competent decisions about healthy environments for
specific individual human beings, which after all is the basic question
each individual in Canada faces, and that health care professionals must
also deal with. Imagine a time when each person in canada could have a
profile of their own individual adaptability to different kinds of envir
onments.

b) population prorlles of .-wiJ"onmental sensitivities

We do not know at the moment, with any degree of accuracy, how sensitivity
to environmental insults, either physical or social, varies across the
population. Without this, we cannot make competent decisions about design
standards for physical, social, or economic environments in canada. One
profile urgently needed is that of people's degree of reactivity to common
mixtures of indoor air pollution.

c) profUes of the ettent of diversity in canada

A true picture of the extent of diversity of human characteristics and
situations among people in canada has yet to be painted. Statistics are
currently gathered under certain besic characteristics (e.g. gender,
marital status, age, diseases, income, education, employment, etc) and
usually analyzed separately. But each individual has many diverse charac
teristics, and a richer picture of these characteristics, and their
various combinations, is more useful for physical, social, and economic
design decisions. Categorizing people by single characteristics pulls us
toward thinking about stereotypes rather than about accurate descriptions
of people. How many young, black single women with an interest in learning
more about computers are there in Canada, and how can we help them create a
healthy environment for themselves? How would our approach differ if we
knew more about the m?
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d) how physical, chemical and lOCial stress affects aur bodies and minds

We lack detailed and verified knowledge of the mechanism by which
various stresses affect human health adversely. For example, it is known
that low-level chemical exposures can trigger many measurable liympt~ms

in sensitive individuals. There is no concensus on the mechanism by
which such individuals are affected. Im munology research is teaching
us that many body parameters are affected by stress of all kinds, but
more work is needed to unravel the remaining details.

e) how to help people heal, who are victims of environmental stress

There is limited experience in helping individuals who have been adversely
affected by their environment, to heal the effects. Clinical work is being
done with people who become hypersensitive to minute chemical exposures,
but there is no concensus yet on appropriate therapy, other than reducing
the stress load on the individual. This is a serious gap in light of the
fact that many physical and social factors in present-day Canadian
environments pose considerable health risks.

f) knoWledge of the effects of cleaner environments

We are no longer in the position, in Canada, of having comparison popula
tions who can give us a clear picture of what health could be in a much
less polluted and much less stressful environment. Most people in Canada
are exposed to complex mixtures of indoor and outdoor contaminants, albeit
at trace levels. While lifestyles vary considerably, most Canadians
also experience a complex environment of social and economic stress.
Competent decisions about the value of less polluted or less stressful
environments will require good information about the effects of
alternatives. To gath,er this knOWledge, experimental situations will be
required.
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s. MethodolOlical Considerations

Much of what Is needed in the field of environmental health will
involve the extension of technology and research methods well beyond the
present state-of-the-art. It will involve tackling physical and social . .
stressors without an overlay of hopelessness which presumes, without testing
the limits of our ingenuity, that nothing can be done. Some examples of
new methodologies needed ar.e as follows:

a) protocols for measuring chemical hazards

It has become important to know, in far more detail than before, how
products behave, physically and chemically. We require effieient and
economical laboratory protocols for determining what substances are
given off into our air and onto our skins, by the materials we handle
and the environments we live in, from day to day.

b) protocols for measuring effects of environment

We need well-controlled, scientifically-verified procedures for obtaining
accurate answers about the effects of specific environmental exposures
on individuals. New and promising technology, such as computeriZed
brainwave analysis and other developments described in this review,
may provide the means of doing this.

c) protocols for responding to physical environmental complaints

We need better protocols for responding to situations in which individuals
feel that their immediate environment is making them ill. While industrial
situations involving high-level exposures have been well addressed,
situations where exposure levels are below accepted standards often are
not satistactorily resolved. These will require better detective work,
a greater understanding of the possible effect of low level exposures
on sensitive individuals, and more direct involvement of people who are
affected.

d) protocols for measuring the effects of alternative environments

New procedures, facilities and technology are needed to open up a new field
which might best be described by the term 'experimental environmental
health'. Sometimes the best way of determining the effect of an environ
mental stressor is to remove it from the environment, and to measure how
we feel without it. This would open the way to using individuals as their
own scientific controls, and, in combination with protocols for measuring
the direct effects of environmental stressors, determining the precise role
of a particular stressor on an individual's health and wellbeing.
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e) a means or Intemlptmc prejudiee and oppression

For years, we have relied on the idea that prejudice in Canada will
naturally reduce with each new generation. Legislation has been used to
guard against blatant violations of rights, and IOme focus has also been
placed on acknowledging and welcoming multiculturalism in Canada~ What has
yet to be done well, is research to determine how we can deliberately
reverse existing prejudices and eliminate opprasive institutional prac-
tices in a much shorter time frame. The key to doing 10 is making far
more information available about the full humanity of devalued individuals.

f) methods ror populatlon-wide .education about environmental health

Environment plays a far bigger role in health than has been previously
accepted. Many people in Canada are both adversely affected by environ
ment, and ignorant of the possibility that environmental factors may be
contributing to their ill health. Those they consult about health often
overlook environment as a factor. Since achieving healthy environments
is a very individual affair, health for all cannot be achieved without
widespread knowledge of the role of environment in health. Effective ways
of spreading this knOWledge must be chosen, tested, evaluated and implemen
ted, if health for all is to be achieved.

g) methods ror alloWing greater individual environmental control

Both physically and socially, people have a better chance of maintaining
their health and thriving in Canada, if they have control over their
lives. Alternate liVing conditions, location, employment, education, and
lifestyles are not available to those who are locked in, by lack of
resources or by other oppressions that restrict their life choices.
We need a more creative effort at every level (from building design to
design of all our social and economic institutions) to allow individual
diversity and control.

h) greater participation by individuals in physical and social design

A great deal of work has already been done on user participation in
design. Methods appropriate to each new design situation need to be
selected from the literature and put into practice.
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4. Sugested IDdicators

Canadian society is rich with indicators of environmental proble ms,
in the form of specific physical health, mental health, and social proble ms
that could be the result of unhealthy environments. At our present state of
knowledge, however, it is difficult to link cause and effect. Enough practical
experience has nonetheless been gained to guide the way in searching for envi
ronmental conditions which can and should be changed. Currently, we are
often focusing solely on the indicator as a problem or disease in tueU'.

The first line of defence for understanding the coMections between
unhealthy environments and their effects, and therefore for finding reliable
indicators, is direct contact with people who are experiencing U1 health.
In our zeal for Obtaming objective and measurable indicators in the past, we
have often ignored subjective information that provides clues which are both
useful and necessary to carrying on the detective process. Once those clues
have been processed and understood, there is an important role for scientif
ically determined indicators. The process requires both.

There are many problems in Canada that could have environmental
factors as possible contributing causes. Rigorous investigation of these
possible connections, including direct contact with individuals affected,
will yield indicators which can be used with better confidence. Some possible
health indicators are listed below along with the environmental connections
suggested in the literature:

environmental condition

indoor air pollution

outdoor air pollution

contaminants in food &. water

sexism and oppression of women

adultism

possible indicators

unexplained physical illness
frequent medicinal drug use
learning disabilities

hospital admissions for
respiratory illness

mortality from respiratory and
cardiovascular distress

cancer incidence
allergic reactions

female/male income disparity
poverty among women
sexual harrassment and assault
battering of women

apathy among young people
drug &. alcohol abuse
sexual and other child abuse
youth suicide rate
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unemployment

prejudice

job stress

restricted information

undervaluing elderly or
handicapped people

physical and mental illness
poverty

under-t"epresentation of groups
in employment, educational
and economic Categories

invisibility or closeting of
certain characteristics

substance abuse
mental health admissions
unexplained physical illness

unwanted pregnancy
sexually transmitted diseases
mortality from AIDS

fear of aging
loss of self-esteem
inadequate health care
poverty

For each type of ~nvironmental stressor, specific indicators are
needed to signal potential problem levels, recognizing that this method will
only alert us to the levels at which relatively large numbers of people may
begin to be adversely affected, and will not. be sufficient to warn of damage
to those who are more sensitive than most to each factor.

For indoor air pollution, residential exposure guidelines have been
developed and are being refined by a joint Federal/Provincial Advisory
Co mmittee on Environ mental and Occupational Health, and contain some cons
ideration of sensitive individuals. Environment Canada guidelines on outdoor
pollutants provide some measure of problem levels, but do not yet address the
problem of the more sensitive ~ividuals.

Direct behaviour indicators for measuring our progress. in reducing
attitudes and actions Which devalue other people, have yet to be systematic
ally researched, refined and applied. We have not used a 'sexism scale', for
example, to chart our progress in eliminating the oppression and undervaluing
of women in canada. Nor have we used a 'racism scale' or 'anti-gay scale' to
measure the extent of prejudice that is nUl targeted against individual
human beings who happen to have, among their diverse characteristics, specific
origins, skin colour, "xual orientation, or family lifestyle that have
been judged by others as undesirable, based on stereotypes.

. We also need performance indicators, calibrated in clean, healthy
environments, to be able to measure impairment of human beings due to
environmental factors. The more ubiquitous the chemical contamination, the
less we can call on present baselines as 'normal' performance.
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5. Data Needs

It is sometimes appropriate to focus our full capabilities on a
problem even if only a few people are affected (e.g. arranging a liver
transplant for an ailing infant). However, the nature of the resources we .
allocate often depends on the magnitUde of each problem we face.

We therefore need to know the number of people adversely affected by
specific environments. For example, we need to know the number of children
Whose health and learning are actually now being impaired by indoor pollution
in the schools. We need to know the number of industrial workers whose
well-being has already been eroded by industrial chemical exposures. We need
to know the number of women who are bettered, the number of children who are
abused, the number of people who are discriminated against, and so on.

Each area of study suggested in the previous sections will require
its own type of data. Determining the list of lnumbers needed', however, is
more appropriately left until basic, qualitative information about the
problems we have discussed has been gathered and understood in the context
of healthy environments. In this literature review, we do not pretend to have
investigated environmental health problems in sufficient detail to more
specific about data needs.

The next step after initial awareness of environmental health problems
is more direct contact with individuals who have been affected. Even a count
of the numb-:r of people who come forward with information, once invited, will
be helpfUl in determining the minimum order of magnitude of each problem. The
understanding gained from direct contact will help to determine exactly What,
01" who, should be counted•

. .
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8. Priority Questions for Baeuch

General research needs have been described in the foregoing sections
and in Part n: Analysis. The following list places a priority on certain
SUbject areas over others:

a. experimental environmental health and treatment of environmental
lUness

Establishment of a field of research in which human beings are
observed in alternative, cleaner, less stressful environments,
and in which effective treatments are developed for people who
are adversely affected by physical and social stressors;

b. ponution, health and performance:

Development of measurement devices and protocols for determining
both obvious and subtle health and performance effects in indivi
duals exposed to pollutants;

c. elimination of prejudice:

Development of practical ways of eliminating prejUdice and
discriminatory behaViour, individually and collectively;

d. adaptable physical design

Continued development of physical designs (e.g. buildings,
pUblic spaces), that accommodate a wider range of diversity;

e. health monitOring devices:

Development of devices that can be used by individuals at
home, at school, or at work, for monitoring both environment and
health conditions;

f. specific hazard investigations:

Further detailed investigation of newly recognized health hazards,
e.g. airborne mycotoxins from household mould growth, and mixes
of volatile organic chemicals in home and work environments;

g. safe product rtI888I'Ch:

Promotion of the design of safer, less-polluting products of .all
kinds; priority to building materials and interior finishings
such as paints, and household combustion devices;
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h. social environment research:

Investigation in more detail of the effects of various social
environments on health;

i. internalized oppression:

Development of practical ways of addressing the effects of
oppression in indivuals who have been undervalued, and
encouraging their full powers and capabilities;

j. alternative social structures:

Investigation of alternative income systems, social structures,
institutions and legislation which will promote a society where all
people with minority characteristics are fully valued as human
beings, and not merely tolerated;

k. healthy Ufestyles:

Investigation of alternative lifestyles or lifestyle factors which
will contribute to better physical and mental health.
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'I. PoUtical and Social Considerations

Sufficient new knowledge has accumulated over the last few years,
concerning the connection between environmental factors and ill health, to
have caused increased pressure on politicians, governments, organizations,
employers, physicians, and health care institutions to provide or promote
healthier environments in Canada.

Some of the important new political and social considerations arising
from the present review are as follows:

a. 'Health For All' requires eUminatiOll of prejudice

One inescapable conclusion of the literature is that environments of
prejUdice and oppression contribute to Ul health in many ways, both
destroying self-esteem and locking some individuals into situations where
they have less control than others, over income, lifestyle and surround
ings, and hence their own health. The government cannot pretend to work
toward 'Health For All' without taking an active role in achieving the
complete elimination of various kinds of prejudice and oppression presently
operative in Canada, inclUding:

- sexism (oppression of women by men)
- ageism (devaluing of elderly people by younger people)
- adultism (devaluing of younger people by adults)
- racism (devaluing of one race or ethnic origin by another)
- prejudice against one religion by another
- gay oppression (prejudice on the basis of sexual orientation)
- devaluing of people who are unemployed
- devaluing of people in less advantaged economic positions
- devaluing of people who are handicapped
- devaluing of people who are physically or mentally ill

b. Healthy environments require individual freedom and control

If Canada is to move towards healthier environments for all, we must move
in the direction of greater control by each person over his or her own
surroundings and lifestyle. This has implications for building design,
housing, income distribution, employment policy, income alternatives, human
rights, health systems, pollution standards, and many other areas. The
vision is one of environmental choice, respecting the vast diversity of
human characteristics and situations in Canada. It leads to more individual
empowerment, more diversity, and, ultimately, healthier and more effective
human resources in Canada.

c. Structural, legislative and attitudinal chanfes may be required

In many ways, Canadian society from top to bottom has been paralyzed with
a kind of hopelessness that says certain things can never be changed. In
pollution control, in environmental design, in health care, in social
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programs, the focus has been on meeting standards which accommodate the
bulk of the population. The hidden assumption is that we cannot accommodate
everyone. 'Health for All' contradicts this notion and suggests that we
need flexible, clever designs in our physical environments and in our
social structures, that will accommodate everyone well.

The literature did not reveal any real barriers to achieving this. It did
suggest, however, that achieving healthy environments for everyone will
require not only physical changes, but legislative, structural, and atti
tudinal changes throughout our society's major institutions as well.

d. Participation must be welcomed

Environments will be healthier, when those who are affe~ted by them partic
pate in their design and in their ongoing maintenance and development. This
applies in legislative and social program design as well as in physical
design. Many methods for user parti~ipation have already been developed and
need only be selected and applied.

e. There is a worldwide market for expertise in healthy environments

Besides the obvious advantages for the health of people in Canada, a
fo~uson making environments healthier will lead inevitably to economi~

spinoUs and exportable expertise of produ~ts and services. Becoming world
leaders in the design and production of safe, non-polluting prodUCts and
clean, healthy, supportive environments would be consistent with Canada's
present world image as a clean, healthy, and pea~efuI country.
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le Implications for Action

There are four major areas ot action that arise out ot a commitment
to seeing that healthy environments are available to everyone in Canada:

a) political vision and leadership

A new public stance at the highest level is needed to provide leadership
in bringing about healthy environments, and to share the tollowing visions:

l) Environment is important in the health ot canadians;
ii) Diversity is welcomed and valued in Canada;
iii) Individuals deserve to control their own environments;
Iv) Prejudice and discriminatory behaviour in Canada must end;
v) Canada can become a world leader in environmental health.

b) scientific and 8OC!ial research, and industrial incentive

Technologies and methodologies which allow better understanding ot the
effects ot both physical and social environments on health need to be devel
oped and supported. Industries need to be aware that canadians want and demand
cleaner, less damaging, and less risky products and materials. They may require
some research support to do this product development well. Assistance in promo
ting clean, sate Canadian products in world markets might also be ottered.

c) public education

We need much more detailed and widespread education about the ettects
ot environment on health, and on ways ot creating healthy environments tor
everyone. We also need to create a better understanding ot the tact that
there is a wide range ot vulnerability to environmental stressors among the
population. It is important that this range not be used as a basis tor
prejUdice by people in one part ot the range, towards people in the other.

d) legislation

EXisting legislative powers need review, to determine the extent to
which every person in Canada has adequate control over his or her own personal
environment. Health and satety legislation tor neglected settings and groups,
for example, tor schools and tor tenants, needs to be encouraged at the appro
priate government level. Any aspect ot eXisting legislation, regulations,
or institutions that may inadvertently devalue or restrict the opportunities
ot any Canadians on the basis ot their inherent characteristics or situations,
requires critical review, with participation by the persons who are affected.

As an Initial focus, a complete r~xamination ot the ways in which sexis m is
institutionalized should be undertaken, and proposals should be prepared tor
accelerating the timetable for achieving full equality for women in canada.
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PAIlT D: ANALYSIS

1. Introduction

Section 2 following places a structure on the information we discov
ered in the literature. Here we offer the reader a synopsis and analysis of .
the written knowledre about healthy environments. We have pieced it together
in a logical sequence, to make clear the underlying messages being put out, in
common, by the many people who have contributed their work to the literature.

Health is more than an absence of disease. To conceive of complete
health, imarine even getting close to doing every day what is possible on our
best day. The concept of health does not in itself include the highest
functions of human beings, as typified by the Ghandis or the Mother Teresas
of the world; we may not be able to deliberately create an environment which
grows that type of individual. We do know, however, that by making the envir
onment negative, we may prevent that type of individual from emerging (Gerdes,
K., 1987). The following analysis will look at both the positive aspects, the
resources, that are needed to create health, and the conditions which may deny
ilt for people in Canada.

The subject matter is very broad. It spans physical and social aspects
of everything we do in Canada. To organize it into manageable pieces, we have
acknowledged three main viewpoints: settings, human Characteristics, and
environmental resources. In simpler terms, these groups represent: WHERE,
WHO and WHAT. Like a three-dimensional matrix, or like the "blind men and the
elephant", they each represent one way of looking at a larger problem, and
anyone issue will have components of all three (e.g. pollution of children
in schools, lack of social support for elderly women in retirement homes).

The com mon message in Section 2.1, Which deals with settings for
healthy environment issues, is that there is virtually no setting or arena of
life in Canada where health and safety do not arise as major environmental
issues. The fact that we often think of occupational health and safety when
we hear these words, merely means that we have not yet finished the task of
formalizing the attention also needed in other settings - school health and
aafety, tenant health and safety, etc.

One common message in Section 2.2, which deals with human character
istics and situations, is that we are collectively a nation of diversity.
We are not all the same. Individually we are also each a model of diversity.
We cannot be referred to by one of our characteristics alone, and be adequa-
tely considered by others. For each characteristic and situation, there are
certain environmental features that are appropriate to health. For each
individual, very unique combinations, very self-tailored environments, may be
required before we can say his or her environment is truly healthy. This
multiple diversity demands a new cleverness in design, to achieve fiexible,
common environments that accommodate more people well, more of the -time, and
adaptable, special environments, that suit some of our more unique needs, at
least part of the time.
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The second common message in Section 2.2 is that many people in Canada
have been devalued, for one reuon or another. This has usually been done on
the basis of one or more characteristics that are part, but by no means all,
of their inherent nature or human situation at any riven time: age, gender,
family type, race or culture, illness or handicap, or orientation and
lifestyle.

Being looked down upon is, in Itself, an unhealthy environment for
those being devalued, leading to loss of self-esteem. The devaluing of one
group by another also prejudices the latter's access to environments that are
healthy for them. The system really has no winners; most people are part of
some devalued group at one point or another in their lives (for example, by
growing old, becoming ID, or becoming handicapped).

Section 2.3 describes the environmental and IOClal resources, and
hazards, that constitute healthy or unhealthy environments for people. The
com mon message Is that everyone in Canada has many kinds of basic physical and
social needs. If we are to create truly healthy environments, we cannot just
do well in one area of need and lenore the others. Each area discussed is a
necessary, but not by itself sufficient, condition for a healthy environment.

For example, all the personal and social support in the world may not
prevent us from becoming ill when exposed to toxic contaminants in our
environment. All the clean air in canada will not guarantee health if we
have not enough money to place nutritious food on the table. All the good food
and housing in the world wID not guarantee good health for our young people,
if we treat them without respect and deny them sufficient autonomy to plan
their own lives.

The keys to creating healthier environments (or the HOW that is
missing above), are woven into each viewpoint in the matrix of Section 2,
and addressed in sum mary form in Section 3. The bad news in section 3 is that
many things that we have previously thought impossible, and dUigenUy ignored
because we couldn't conceive ·of how to bring them abo~t, are necessary if the
concept of 'health for all' is to be achieved. The good news in section 3 is
that not only has our knowledge and technology advanced sufficiently to make
what we need possible, but we could nourish as a country, not just physically
and socially, but politically and economically, if we pursue IUch goals.

Achieving healthy environments for all Is possible, but wUl
require a concerted political, lOCial and intellectual effort to bring It
about, and may require extensive institutional, structural and attitudinal
changes throughout Canada•. Section 3 paints the vision that can and must be
brought to life If we are serious.

The analysis in $ections 2 and 3 is limited, for the mOlt part,
to what we found in the literature. If the emphasis is on the negative, It is
because that is the focus in the literature. Where there are pps, we have
identified them in Part I: Overview.
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The structure in Section 2, the selection from the literature, and the
visions in Section 3 are ours; we take full responsibility for their rational-
ity and accuracy. Where our statements are specifically supported by the lit
erature, references have been noted; the reader can follow up by referring to
the AMotated Bibliography in Part ID, Which is ordered alphabetically by
author's name. .

For the reader who prefers to brouse rather than read sequentially,
we have reproduced the index for Part n below. We would also encourage you to
consult the extensive subject index, found in Part IV, which gives ready
access to specific topics in all parts of the report.

2. Healthy Environment Issues

2.1 By Setting

2.1.1 At Home
2.1.2 At School
2.1.3 In Workplaces
2.1.4 In Public Places

2.2 By Human Characteristic & Situation'

2.2.1 Age
2.2.2 Gender
2.2.3 Family Type
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2.2.5 Dlness & Handicap
2.2.6 Orientation and Lifestyle

2.3 By Environmental Resource
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S. HealthY BDvironment __

2.1 By Setting

The environmental literature discusses health luues in a number of
settings - at home, at school, in the workplace, in public places, lncludiric
the natural environment. While some of the problems and opportunities are
com mon to many different settings, there are many upects which are unique to
each. In particular, the amount of control anyone individual has oyer
environment varies greatly from setting to setting, with the home often
representing the arena of greatest control.

2.1.1 At Home

Accidents in the Home

The risk of death due to accident in the home Is about one third to
one half of the risk of death in automobile traffic, for those under 65 years
of age (Alphey, R.S., 1974). Accidents claim the lives o{ more children each
year than the next six leading pediatric disorders combined, and produce
injuries that require medical attention for one in three children. In the
preschool age group, 91 percent of these accidents and over one-half the
resultant fatalities occur in the home (Dershewitz, R.A., 1977).

Accident types with high injury rates are not necessarily the same as
those leading to death. The severity of injuries differs among age groups even
for the same accident type. In some cases, building characteristics, such as
stair design, may contribute to the accident (Kose, S., 1986).

Many conditions in the home that do not present a high risk to
able-bodied people, may present considerable risk to handicapped persons, who
must diligently avoid situations which may worsen their disabiUty (Durlak,
E., 1987). Sometimes several factors together will make seemingly iMOCUOUS
home environments more hazardous (e.g. physical reactions to indoor pollut
ants or medicinal drugs, affecting co-ordination and balance, combined with
poor physical design or dangerous habits such as using stairways for storage.
(Blumenthal, M.D., 1980), (Small, B.M., 1982). .

Additional research on household accidents and injury can be found in
(Cassidy, M.W.A., 1970), (Waller, J.A., 1978), (Webber, G.M.B., 1979),
(Poyner, B., 1980), (Pauls, J., 1982), (Planek, B., 1982), (Szymusiak, S.M.,
1982) and (Kose, s., 1987).

btoor Air QualIty In the Home

A great deal of the research literature reviewed is concerned with the
presence of gaseous and particulate contaminants in the all' of people" homes.
Some pollutants are found in greater quantity indoors than outdoors, indica
ting that there are indoor pollution sources, and that the pollution leveis.
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are not solely due to infntratlon of ambient outdoor pollutants into the home
(Colome, S.D., 1982). Most often, the levels of exposure are sufficiently low
that It appears that only more sensitive individuals respond adversely. No

. competent estimates bave been made, however, of the numbers of people
affected.

A Federal/Provincial AdVisory Com mittee on Environmental and OCcupa
tional Health has outlined maximum acceptable residential concentrations, for
short .and long-term exposures, for nine substances or I!"OUpS of substances
(aldehydes, carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ozone, perticu
late matter, sulphur dioxide, and water vapour) (Consumer Federation of
America, 1987). .

Some conditions, such as the use of unvented combustion appliances
(gas stoves, kerosene heaters), contribute to pollution levels sufficiently
high that they exceed industrial exposure standards, and may present a risk to
everyone. The use of gas for cooking has been associated with a significantly
increased frequency of chronic cough and a significantly greater percentage of
people with impaired ventUatory function (Helsing, K.J., 1982). Other studies
giving further information on both the emissions and the health effects of
home gas cooking appliances include: (Ferris, B.G. Jr., 1979), (Kelley, M.D.,
1979), (Melia, R.J.W., 1980), (Speizer, F.E., 1980), (Traynor, G.W., 1981 and
1982), (Girman, J.R., 1982), (Good, B.W., 1982), (Nitta, H., 1982), (Ozkaynak,
H., 1982), (Hosein, H.R., 1986).

Tobacco smoking in the home is another source of indoor air pollution,
and has been associated with symptoms of cough, wheeze, and sputum production,
in the children of smokers (Dodge, R., 1982). The carboxyhemoglobin content of
the blood (from absorption of carbon monoxide) can be as high as 7.696 in the
fetuses of smoking mothers, compared to less than 196 in nonsmokers, and 596 to
1096 in smokers (Jaeger, R.J., 1981).

The increased interest in energy conservation, through tightening
homes to prevent air leakage, has in many cases had the effect of increasing
indoor contaminant levels and health risks (Berk, J.V., 1980), (Breysse, P.A.,
1981), (Young, G. Stewart, 1981), (Turiel, I., 1985), (Tobin, LS., 1987).
Newer design methods address the goal of combining energy conservation with
low-pollution interiors (Small, B.M., 1983).

Products commonly used in the home have been cited as potential
contributors to levels of indoor air pollution which could affect health
(Turiel, L, 1985). Examples include: scented cleaning and laundry products,
treated fabrics and paper products (Imbus, H.R., 1982), refrigerants, insec
ticides, sponge rubber, plastics, and numerous home finishing materials
(Randolph, T.G., 1976). Aerosol hair spray can have significant health effects
(Friedman, M., 1917). Art and craft materials used in the home can also be
hazard~ particularly when used without extra ventilation. Ceramics,
printmaking, painting and sculpting are particularly hazardous. The elderly,
children, and people with health problems are especially vulnerable to the
effects (Harrison, J., 1983).
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Some modern buDding products, such as urea formaldehyde (UP)
resin-bonded particle boards, emit formaldehyde and other gases. A yearly
release of as UtUe as one to two percent of the formaldehyde contained In
the resin Into the air of moderately tight homes can cause the ambient
concentrations to exceed the recommended 0.1 ppm Umit for formaldehyde. A
surplus of formaldehyde from the manufacturing process, and a slowly .
decreasing generation of formaldehyde from hydrolysis, result In an
exponential emission decay with a half-Ufe of about three to tive ye8l"S
(i.e. the emission will decrease by half In this time) (Oaudert, P.C., 1885).

Some Individuals who are exposed to gases released from such buDding
materials them become sensitized to them (Sprague, D.E., 1982). Urea formal
dehyde foam Insulation (UFFI), banned In Canada In 1980, caused health
problems, as well as fungal growth and structural deterioration of homes
(Chown, O.A., 1981), (Campbell, J.S., 1981). Some people who were exposed to
UFFI gases, and who had no previous indication of chemical IUSceptiblllty,
appeared to become generally chemically susceptible as a result of the
exposure (Small, B.M., 1982). Sensitivity problems related to housing are .
commonly the result of continuous, cumulative exposure (Wales, R., 1984).

Some formaldehyde exposure is common In conventional homes, but it
is often found In elevated levels in mobile homes (Breysse, P.A., 19'19).
Symptoms in a new Saskatoon mobDe home occupied by an elderly couple included
nausea, vomiting, diZZiness, headaches, sleep disturbances, shortness of
·breath, burning eyes, running nose, and chronic fatigue. An initial Indoor

. formaldehyde concentration of 0.'1 ppm, was found, far exceeding the recommen
ded limit for residential buildings of 0.1 ppm (Marchant, R., 1985). Senior
citizens apartments buUt with partic1e-board underlay have also been found to
have elevated formaldehyde levels (Kalnins, R., 1985).

Home heating systems have also been cited in cases of buUding-related
illness (Randolph, T.O., 19'16), (SUberstein, S., 19'19). Ventilation condi-
tions and weather conditions sometimes combine to cause backdrafting of oil
or gas furnaces, with accompanying spillage of exhaust products Into the
home (Small, B.M., 1983). Home humidifiers are sometimes associated with
growth of bacteria, which enter the air of the home (Van Assendelft, A.,
19'19), (Brundrett, O.W., 19'19).

Many recent Investigations have suggested that radon gas and Its
radioactive daughter products are present In many Canadian dwellings, and
might be a contributing cause of lung cancer In Canada (McOregor, LO., 1980).
The two most important sources for radon In bUildings are buDding materials
and Infiltration of gases from soU surrounding a home (HUdingson, 0., 1982).
Radon Is also present In water supplies, and may enter the home air whDe
water is running, e.g. during a Ihower (Hess. C.T., 1982). Decreased
ventilation can lead to radiation exposures which exceed present guidelines
(Axelson, 0., 19'19), (Budnitz, U., 19'19), (Moschandreas, D.J., 1982). Radon
concentrations In dwellings vary by more than two orders of magnitude, depen
ding on buUding materials used, ventilation, Infiltration, and regional
geological factors, Including water supply and substrate (Sachs, H.M., 19~2).
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CreatlDc Healthy Home· EDYironmentl

Residential indoor air quality can be improved by attention to
principles of low-pollution buDding design, careful selection of materials,
and creative ventilation (Small, S.M., 1983). Particulate matter reduction
can be achieved with a m~dium efficiency extended surface fabric fUter,· and
continuous low-speed fan (Raab, K.R., 1985). Simple cleaning technologies and
non-odourous products can also avoid indoor pollution problems.

Choice is important in people's interaction with all environments, and
it is central with home environments. Some constraints which may limit and
distort any person's choice of home environment include: lack of resources and
market availability, inability to cope with or plan for finding a better env
ironment, degree of willingness or ability to move, knOWledge of alternatives,
and prejudice and discrimination (Rapoport, A., 1985).

Feeling secure at home is also important. Being burglarized is often
experienced as being defiled, and can have psychological impacts on a person's
relationships with others (Korosee-Serfaty, P., 1985). Home is often more than
just our surroundings - a home gains meaning from the psychological and int
erpersonal events that occur in it (Werner, C.M., 1985), and is treated
differently in different cultures (Altman, I., 1985).

Everyone has the right to shelter, but there are still people in our
society who are homeless (Greer, N.R., 1986a). When designing shelters,
programs, and permanent homes for the homeless, it is most important to take
into account their psychological as well as physical needs, including the need
for a sense of dignity (Greer, N.R., 1986b). One of the biggest obstacles
facing developers of shelter or low-income housing is com munity resistance
(the 'not in my backyard' phenomenon).
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2.1.2 At SChool

School represents the mandatory environment for most of canada's
young people, from about ace 5 through their mid-teen years and beyond. Both
in the literature and on school board agendas, there Is a new interest in the
effects of school environments. on health and learnq. One area in which·
attention appears to be concentrated at the moment, Is that of indoor air
pollution in schools.

Unhealthy A8pects of tile Physica1J!Dvlronment In Schools

Staff and students in schools are exposed to many pollutants which
originate both within their school buildings, and in the neighbouring
communities. Many of these pollutants affect brain function, learning ability,
behaviour, health, and education. The sources of pollution range from
industrial emissions and automobile exhaust outside, to painting, cleaning
chemicals, reproduction processes, art and science materials, tobacco smoke,
and even chalk dust, inside (Dadd, D.Lynn, 1982). In many schools, ventilation
is insufficient to adequately exhaust the pollutants being generated inside.
Some students and staff are experiencing acute adverse effects from such
exposures, while others do not appear to be suffering, at least in the short
term, from the same exposures (Small, B.M., 1985).

Air pollution in schools is rarely diagnosed correctly as a contri
buting cause of poor scholastic performance of susceptible children, and of
the dopiness and confusion of susceptible teachers (Randolph, T.G., 197·6),
(Faust, H.S., 1981). When exposed to pollutants to which they are lensitive,
school-age children can become irritable, excited, depressed, unreasonable or
antisocial (Blume, K.A., 1976). In the majority of cues, the brain and
central nervous system are the major areas of hypersensitive reaction which is
reflected in the child's behaviour and ability to learn (Maclennan, J.G.,
1985). Many children who, demonstrate an inability to learn, who are slow
learners, who have reduced reading comprehension and speed, reduced memory, or
who show mental confusion, may improve when placed in a cleaner environment
(Rapp, D.J., 1987). There is also evidence that air with a high ambient
concentration of negative air ions may contribute to a moderate improvement in
short-term visual and auditory memory, compared to regular classl'oom air
(Kershner, J., 1985).

Formaldehyde, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, sulfuric acid, carbon mono
xide, sodium hydrOXide and chlorine, ,among others, are used in the manuf
acture of various types of paper used in schools. The handling of most
newspapers, magazines, hardcover and paperback books, art paper, paper
tissues, plates and cups and glossy paper readily pr~uces dermatitis in
formaldehyde-sensitive individuals. Carbonless paper can produce mUd
dermatitis and severe upper respiratory symptoms 'as well as eye irritation.
Chemical agents in various types of photocopier papers also causes dermatitis
in IOme people (Fisher, A.A., 1983).
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Some of the volatile Inhalants emitted by products used in schools
pose a health problem beeause of their neurobehavioural toxicity, and .hare
certain properties with classic central nervous system depressants. For .
example, toluene and l,l,l-trichlorethane have some pentobarbital-like effects
(Rees, D.C., 1981).

Methyl alcohol evaporating from spirit duplicators, and from the
copies themselves (which .tudents like to sniff), represent a very specific
hazard in schools, although many of these machines have been replaced in light
of the evidence of this hazard. Adverse health effects reported include
blurred vision, headaches, burning of the nose, .luggishness, dizziness, lOre
throat, dermatitis, chest tightness, and depression, all characteristic of
toxic exposure to methyl alcohol (Pryor, P., 1981). In two cases persons
exposed to methanol fumes initially developed clinical symptoms of multiple
sclerosis, including visual disturbances, reduced abdominal refiexes, impaired
coordination and difficulties with walking (Henzi, H., 1984).

Many schools were built with friable asbestos insulation material in
the ceilings. Asbestos fiber concentrations in the air in several schools
studied were in the range 5-40 ng/M 3 before removal of the insulation. The
airborne asbestos concentrations approximately one week after removal showed
reductions of 56 to 90 percent (Bozzelli, J.W., 1981).

Building-related illness ("the .ick building syndrome") has been
reported with increasing frequency in schools and kindergartens (Subeommittee
on Formaldehyde and Air Contamination in Public Buildings, 1983), (Gravesen,
S., 1986). The construction of the buildings, with flat roofs, often leads to
water damage with subsequent .microbial growth. Further, reduced cleaning
bUdgets combined with wide use of needle-felt carpets, as well as improperly
maintained ventilation systems, will lead to pollution by dust and
microorganisms (Gravesen, S., 1986). Infection can also be spread among
school-age children, by' airborne viruses and bacteria circulated through the
ventilating system, and from exposure in school buses (Riley, E.C., 1918)
(Ltdwell, O.M., 1919).

In Danish schools, significantly more numerous cases of allergy
(asthma and hay-fever) were found in schools with textiles as fioor coverings
and significantly more numerous cues of skin conditions were found in those
.chools which were less than five years old or which had been renovated within
the past five years. Some 3196 of the pupils and 40e;t6 of the teaching staff
stated that they took headache medicine at least once per month. 'Onder one
third of these pupDs and over half of these teachers took headache medicine
at least once weekly (Jbsen, K.K., 1981).

In 1913 a study was conducted by the Environmental Health and Light
Research Institute in 8aruota Florida, showing dramatic reactions in
hyperactive chUdren. In two first-grade classrooms, the standard cool white

• fiuorescent tubes and fixtures with IOlid plastic diffusers remained
unchanged. The plastic diffusers stopped the transmission of any trace of
long-wavelength ultraviolet. In two other classrooms, the tubes were replaced
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with full-speetrum nuorescent tubes that more c10lely duplicated natural
daylight. By means of hidden time-lapse cameras, .tudent behaviour was
observed and recorded•

.One .tudy reviewed showed that under .tandard cool white nuo~ent

lighting, some children in first-grade classrooms demonstrated nervous
fatigue, irritability, lapses of attention, and hyperactive behaviour. Within
a week of the new full-spectrum lights being installed, a marked improvement
in their behaviour appeared and overall classroom performance improved (Ott,
J.N., 1973). Others feel that there Is insufficient data to support a
connection between standard nuorescent lighting and hyperactive behaviour
(Wotton, E., 1981). However, it was also suggested that audents working under
nuorescent lighting with very good colour rendering become less visually
fatigued than those working under some other forms of nuorescent lighting.

Other Potentially tJnhealthy Alpecta of School InYlronmenta

Increased psychological .tress in the school setting, specifically
examination stress, will alter im mune functionilli and heighten psycholorical
responses (Didriksen, N., 1986).

Parental smoking, socio-economic status and scholastic performance are
all related to smoking in high school students. Of the three factors, poor
scholastic performance was clearly the strongest correlation, with parental
smoking next in strength and low JOCio-economic status a weak third (Borland,
B.L., 1975).

A severe isolation from real-Ufe experiences in the education system
has led to a separation from the fact that learning is an activity which is
natural to human beings. Children have ceased to be authentic participants
in the Ufe of society and would learn better in an environment free from
compulsory schooUng and rigid age lefl'eration (Priesnitz, W., 1987).

Making School BnYironments PhJsica1ly Healthier

A Working Group of Ontario SChool Boards Is presently reViewing
procedures for "total building performance" evaluations, as a means of addres
sing indoor environmental concerns as they arise, and in the desiln of new
buildings (Gosnell, D., 1987). The procedure, developed by the Toronto Board
of Education's Energy Conservation and Environment Department, recognizes that
a variety of elements contribute to occupants' satisfaction with a building
environment, and also recognizes the lpecial needs for those who experience
greater sensitivity to the local environment. The procedure encouraces all
occupants to participate in the planning, design, problem-solving and
operating practices of their building. Part of the rationale for the procedure
is to give individuals or groups the tools to solve building environment
problems.
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The ..me group has begun to make It known to manufacturers and
suppliers of materials used in schools, that they want to know, when tenders
are IUbmitted, What chemicals each object or material will emit into the
air of the schools, or what contaminants will be absorbed by staff or students
handling the materials (Gosnell, D., 1987). This is part of a long term .
program to reduce indoor pollution in the schools, by using only well-res-.
earched, "school-safe" materials that do not pollute indoor air (Small, B.M.,
1985).

The Toronto Board of Education.. Pollution and Education Committee
has expressed a parallel intention, to investigate applications for rezoning
of land within approximately 1000 feet of school sites, in order to monitor
any possible outdoor pollution sources that might pollute school grounds or
school air intakes (Gosnell, D., 1981). The Toronto Board is also encouraging
all schools in its system to establish 'pollution relief centres', or rooms
which are kept particularly clear of contaminants and dust, for use by
sensitive students and staff.

The first special low-pollution, or "ecology" classroom was esta
blished in Kitchener, Ontario, to address the needs of students who had
developed severe chemical sensitivities. Teacher Brad Tucker, one of the
driving forces behind the project, is particularly knowledgeable about
dealing with the special problems encountered by sensitive students.
Some students, who could at first only tolerate the special clasSl'oom, are
now able to· spend more time in the rest of the school, using the ecology
classroom as an oasis if reactions fiare (Toronto Star, 1985).

The York Region Roman Catholic Separate SChool Board, operating north
of Toronto, Ontario, is also planning to build two special ecological
classrooms for children who suffer from severe allergies. The classrooms are
part of a strategy to decrease the number of allergens in school buildings,
generally, while at the same time addressing specific needs of highly.allergic
children. New schools in the system are being designed to take into account
the average child's allergies (Kleiman, C., 1981).

There are many practical solutions that can be applied easily at the
individual school and classroom level, to indoor air pollution proble ms in
schools. These include careful control of all materials entering the class
room, strict school rules prohibiting smoking in the building, and education
of staff and students about the effects of perfumed personal hygiene products
on sensitive Individuals (SChreiter, A., 1984). Classrooms and academic
offices are more lUitable tor chemically susceptible individuals when fresh
air is Introduced directly Into the room, rather than through a central
recirculation system Which mixes fresh air with large volumes of polluted air
(Tall, F.D., 1981).

There are also many basic design criteria Which can be applied
in the planning of new school facilities and upgrading of old ones, to ensure
a healthy working environment. Some areas for particular attention include
reduction of noise, storage of volatile substances, and ventilation of odours
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in special purpose classrooms Including woodworking mops, automotive mops,
fine arts studios, music rooms, science laboratories, changing rooms, and
various occupational training areas (Ball, Re, undated). .

Meuurementa of newly built preschools In Sweden show that orpnic
compounds emanating from buDding materials <lecUne In concentration· mainly
within the first six months of occupancy. During that time, symptoms such as dry
throat, irritation of eyes and Ups, hoarseness, hacking cough and itching are
often reported. One way of assuring a healthier environment even In new
schools is to allow the buDding materials to gas off during the first six
months after construction, with no recirculation of return air allowed. During
at least one to two additional years, the recirculation rate of return air can
also be restricted, perhaps to 50~ (Berglund, ~., 1982).

There is a lack of safety standards for IChool science laboratories in
Canada, and no systematic monitoring of safety conditions in some jurisdic
tions (Rieber, E.R., 1984). At the same time, the school is an ideal place
to instill a Ufelong awareness of potential hazards (Borrows, P., 1984).
Development of consistent standards, procedures for monitoring, and programs
for spreading information about school health and safety, would represent
practical and useful steps toward healthier school environments.
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1.1.3 In the WorkpJaee

PhJsica1 aDd OIem1cal Hazards ID industrial 8ettlnp

In the put, many occupational diseues were named after the specific
trades or occupations in which they were first observed. A few diseases Itill
remain quite specific, but many biological, chemical and physical hazards are
now 10 widespread that they may be encountered in jobs in a wide variety of
industries (Proctor, N.H., 1978), (Medical Services Division staff, Workers'
Compensation Board, 1984).

Chemicals of organic and inorganic nature, met as dusts, vapours,
and fumes in the workplace, can cause respiratory allergic disorders. Widely
different agents in different forms are implicated in asthmatic reactions
(Pepys, J., 1982). It is also not unusual for industrial workers to experience
deterioration in behavior or in mental function after exposure to com mon
industrial chemicals. For example, a limple measurement of mercury exposure
wUl give a reliable prediction of certain memory problems (Batts Young, B.,
1981).

Neurotoxic volatile organic IOlvents used by house and car painters
may lead to professional toxic encephalopathy after several years of exposure.
The symptoms are memory impairment, fatigue, personality changes, headache and
dizziness. Inner ear dysfunction is also common, and may be helpful in
detecting early changes in exposed persons and in determining more accurate
safety limits for harmful chemicals (Selikoff, 1..1., 1975), (Arlien-Soborg,
P., 1981). Peripheral neuropathy has been discovered among spray painters
(Mallov, J.S., 1976). Central nervous system and psychological disturbances
have been observed among workers exposed to styrene in glass fibre manufac
turing operations (Lindstrom, K., 1976), (Axelson, 0., 1978). Long-term
exposure to solvents is also linked to chronic but nonspecific neuropsychia-
tric conditions (Axellon,· 0., 1976), (Hane, M., 1977).

Formaldehyde is often found in industrial environments, particularly
where resin compounds which are employed as industrial laminates, binders and
adhesives are produced or used. The potential for diseases of the skin has
been well documented; it can induce dermatitis by irritation, delayed-type
hyper-sensitivity and im mediate urticarial reactions. Its capacity to irritate
the eyes and upper respiratory tract is well established. Observations to date
also incriminate formaldehyde in the induction of an inflammatory bronchitis
as well as bronchial asthma (Bardana, BeJ., Jr., 1980).

The welding process, common to many industries, produces potential
respiratory hazards in the form of respirable metal oxide fumes and various
gases, of which ozone and oxides of nitrogen are the most dangerous (Liss,
G.M., 1987). The industrial setting can also include exposures to toxic heavy
metals such as cadmium (e.g. in electr0'"9latlng plants). cadmium can accumu
late In tissues, and health effects of excess exposure can include lung damage
and kidney damage or fallure (Gibson, B., 1985).
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Many Industrial situations Involve considerable exposure to diesel
eXhaust, which carries many health risks Including possible carclnogenicity
(Pepelko, W.E., 1980), (Unknown, 1982). Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH)
compounds have been identified as the most potentially hazardous lIIents found
in diesel engine exhaust. Although a properly maintained diesel engine would
be likely to emit extremely small amounts of these -rents, the possibility
that they might be carcinogenic to humans singles them out for careful
attention (Lassiter, D.V., 1978). Experiments with rats have sugrested that
diesel exhaust exposure during the development of an orcanlsm can lead to
behavioural differences In adulthood (Laurie, LD., 1980). Experiments with
mice have shown an Increased susceptiblllty to bacterial infection follOWing
diesel exhaust exposure, presumed related to the nitrogen dioxide and acrolein
vapour components. (C&mpbell, K.I., 1980). Evaluation of the toxicity of the
major components of diesel exhaust, with a view to developing add-on exhaust
hardware, and to developing other techniques to reduce emissions from diesel
engines, is of current Interest (Dainty, E.D., 1986).

A variety of solvents and other potentially hazardous compounds are
typically used in art workshops, Including acetone, styrene, toluene, benzene,
methyl cellulose acetate, xylene, and others (Wadden, R.A., 1985). Artists are
among the highest sufferers of cancer, and other diseases, due to exposure
to solvents, heavy metals, mineral dusts, gases, and other hazardous chemicals
such as acids and alkalis. (Visual Arts Ontario, 1981).

Construction workers are exposed to a wide variety of toxic materials
about which they know very little, and over which they have little control.
The traditional solutions In fIXed industry, using substitution, ventilation,
process modification and administrative controls, are not always possible for
construction sites (McVittie, D.J., 1986). Modification of building design to
reduce Indoor contamination for the sake of future building occupants could at
the same time reduce some of the toxic exposures for construction workers.

Tobacco smoke, which contains over 50 known carcinogens and many other
toxic agents, is a health hazard for smokers as well as nonsmokers who are
regularly exposed to it. Serious acute health effects In nonsmokers, from
short-term exposure, are probably limited to the one fifth of the population
with pre-existing health conditions that are aggravated by exposure to tobacco
smoke. Risks for everyone of long-term exposures include decreased lung
function and lung cancer. The composition of tobacco smoke is such that there
may not be a safe level for such exposure (CoWshaw, N.E., 1984).

There are also hazards from the exposure to fungi In the workplace
(Salvaggio, J.E., 1986). The diseases they cause may be so mild as to be
asymptomatic, or may be extremely debilitating. Some buildings have humidifier
and/or ventilation systems Which are contaminated with fungi, and Which may
cause symptoms among the occupants. (Giddings, M.J., 1986).

The reader Is referred to further descriptions of Industrial environ
mental hazards In the literature, which are illustrative of the general points
made above, for example: asthma produced by exposure to toluene di-lsocyanate
(Chester, E.H., 1979), (O'Brien, I.M., 1979); effects of chronic occupational
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exposure to benzene (PIshbeck, W.A., 1978); reproductive hazards at work
(Chenier, N.M., 1982); occupational hand eczema (Pedersen, N.B., 1980); and
neurobehavloul"al toxicity (Wood, LW., 1981).

'!be Interaction of workplace conditions and other factors can increase
the risk of Injury on the job. For example, delayed effects of social alcohol
intake have been observed up to 18 hours after ingestion. These included
lengthened reaction time, poor motor performance, and decreased motor sensory
akW, as well as lnabWty to manipulate and position without tactile and/or
visual facilitation (Wolkenberg, LC., 1975). Abuse of other substances,
including Wicit as well as prescription drugs, can also Increase risks.
Close ~rdination wul be required between management of alcohol and drug
related problems and the management of safety in the workplace (Shain, M.,
1982).

Recognizing the possible hazards lSSOCiated with one's chosen
occupation, Whether it be exposure to organic dUSts, chemicals or dangerous
machinery is of greatest importance for prevention of injury or infection
(Ontario Federation of Labour, 1982), (Canadian Centre for Occupational Health
and Safety, 1985). Persistent symptoms, no matter how small, should be
regarded as important, and measures taken to locate their source. Care must be
taken when identifying the cause of a worker's complaint, as these diseases
may be misdiagnosed, Which in turn may lead to irreversible physical damage
(Giddings, M.J., 1986).

The true dimensions of industrial disease are not totally revealed by
Workers Compensation Board statistics. Often the real causes of disease and
injury on the job ar~ ignored, and economic considerations prevail at the
expense of the health and safety of the worker. There is widespread resistance
of both senior and middle managers, to increased worker participation in both
work organization and Job design questions. Greater workplace democratization
may be a necessary condition for bringing about adequate reform of workplace
health and safety (Sus, R., 1986).

Phy8ical and Chemical Buards In OfrlCeS

Substances such as ammonia, asbestos, benzene, cadmium, carbon
monoxide, ethanol, flberglass, formaldehyde, methanol, nitropyrenes, ozone,
PCBs, particulates, radon, tobacco smoke, toluene, trichlorethane, trichloro
ethylene, trin~tronuorenone and vinyl chloride are all present in the typical
office environment, albeit in small quantities. Some are suspected or proven
carcinogens, whUe a number, such as trichloroethylene, carbon monoxide and
benzene have been implicated in central nervous system damage (Makower, J.,
1981), (NUlSbaum, K., 1981), (Konopinski, V.J., 1983). Office contaminants
are usually present in very low concentrations relative to promulgated or
recommended Industrial hygiene exposure levels, but in high concentrations
relative to outdoor air. Sources include new and aged building materials,
wet~rocess photocopiers, tobacco smoke, and building maintenance prodUCts
(Miksch, LR., 1982).
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Jt.ecent. Investigations suaest that employees who work In .&led office
buildings make more mistakes, have more office accidents, take loncer to do
tasks and are sick more often (Cannon, M., 1987). Inadequate ventilation in
such buildings can also bring on symptoms of headaches, drowsiness, tired eyes
and upper respiratory irritation (Rand, G., 1979), (Hollands, J., 1984)•.
Severe outbreaks of Wness have also been traced to ventilation problems·1n
sealed hospital buildings (Sterling, T.D., 1983).

In one investigation of health and environmental complaints In a
large, modern, hermetically-sealed office complex, there wu little indication
that the type of symptom and type of environmental complaint were correlated
in any meaningful way (Benard, J.M., 1985). Other invutigations have shown
under more controlled conditions that specific lOurces can produce certain
symptoms. For example, exposure to airborne emissions of carbonless copy forms
can cause acute nasal congestion (Camp, J.E., 1985). Handling such forms can
produce urticaria on the hands, and changes in lung function characteristic of
upper airway obstruction have also been observed (Marks, J.G., Jr., 1984). 'lbe
offending agent in the paper Which caused the allel'iic contact dermatitis
proved to be a colour-forming coating composed of paratoluene sulfinate of
Michler's hydrol (PTSMH), which has a low sensitizing capacity (Marks, J.G.,
1981).

'lbe current technologies used in photocopying machines involve a
number of health concerns, including the refilling and disposal techniques for
toner in dry machines, levels of isodecane produced by wetooprocess machines,
the levels of ozone produced, heat and noise levels, and escape of ultraviolet
light (Halton, D.M., 1983).

Most commercial settings experience carbon monoxide concentrations
above zero indoors, because it tends to seep into buildings from vehicUlar
emissions outside. 'lbe levels commonly found are usually below 5 ppm and
seldom higher than ambient air quality standards. However, indoor rarages
and buildings with attached indoor parking areas are exceptions and can
experience relatively high carbon monoxide concentrations (Ott. W., 1982).

Tobacco smoke exposure Is greater, on average, in the workplace than
it is in the home (Repace, J.L", 1983), and has often been assumed to be a
major cause of building Wness. While there is no doubt about the carcino
genicity and the allergenicity of tobacco smoke, (Repace, J.L., 1983),
(Repace, J.L., 1984), there is still IOme question as to its relative
importance, compared to other lOurces, u a cause of building nlness
(Sterling, T.D., 1987).

Other factors besides chemical lOurces and inadequate ventilation may
also come into play in modern office environments. Artificial lightin(, hirh
noise levels, nuctuation in temperature and humidity, and low-level radiation
and electromagnetic fields (e.g. from video display terminals) are also being
investigated as potential health hazards capable of causing stress and
illness (Makower, J., 1981), (SterUng, R.M., 1983), (Pleishman, .1., 1984).
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Creative office desIp anc5 effective ventilation, along with strict
attention to chemical 1OUrC8I and other physical factors that are capable of
adversely atfectJ.nc health, may be requirec5 before the now-common 'sick
buUc5ing syndrome' is unc5er control. It is also becoming clear that more
mec5ical knowlec5ge Is requirec5 concernlnc the health of lnc5ividuals affected,
because of the potential for Increasec5 lensitization that may last well beyond
remedial changes In the office environment (Small, S.M., 1984), (Small, S.M'.,
1985). Effective control strategies can be Implemented that do not compromise
energy efficiency (Mlksch, LR., 1982).

Tbe Ranee of VuJnerabWty Wltbln the WorIdDc Population

Some workers react adversely to certain substances at low levels,
below the thresholc5 concentration 8SIOCiated with Injury or definite discom
fort in the majority of workers. These particular workers are distinctly more
susceptible than the majority, and may be inadequately protected by control
procec5ures that appear to suffice quite well for most employees (Reinhardt,
C.F., 1918). At the same time, some situations that c5emonstrably affect only
susceptible workers, may still present longer-term dangers to the health of
so-called nonsusceptible workers. Rec5ucing total environmental chemical
exposures may be the most appropriate solution to the risk problem for
everyone (Wright, M., 1919).

In the past, episodes of buDding illness involving groups of people
were often labelled as mass hysteria. The subjective symptoms documented are
similar to symptoms experienced by persons being tested for susceptibility
to various petrochemicals. Specific testing for chemical hypersusceptibility
may remove the uncertainty in such cases (Miller, C.S., 1979).

Psychological Factors In the Workplace

Most people renerally like their jobs, are interested in their work,
and are comfortable with their supervisors and their fellow workers (Skrzycki,
C., 1987). However, many conditions and attitudes within the workplace can be
stressful, and need to be carefully examinec5 if truly healthy environments are
going to become available in workplaces throughout canada.

Poor mental health Is directly related to unpleasant work conc5itions,
the necessity to work fast and to expend a lot of physical effort, and to
excessive and inconvenient hours (Cooper, C.L., 1916), (Resin, T.s., 1918).
lnabiUty to adjust and control ventilation, lighting, temperature, and
humidity to Individual comfort needs represents a stress that has a signifi
cant infiuence on health and comfort of office workers. Health-related
tymptoms can also be aggravated when employees are unable to participate in
the way time at work is allocated, when jobs are not secure, and when there
are poor relations with supervisors (Sterlinc, E.M., 1983).

In the workplace, Cl'eatlnr an environment of lensitivity, considera
tion and tolerance of differences Is considered a positive mental health
practice (Mental Health and the Workplace Committee, 1984). Helping people
find work situations that allow them to reach personal roals they define- for
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themselVes, can make an organization a dynamic, fulfilling place to work, and
creates the type of climate conducive to effective performance. WorkUfe
choices may include leaves of absence, job sharing, Qexlble part-time work,
transfers, and other choices (Hopkirk, G., 1986). The organization of worktime
must also respond to the specific needs of women, who now make up.a signifi-
cant part of the labour force (Simard, M., 1986). .

With new technology now available, even more nexlble work-options
may become commonplace. For example, running a computer-based business from a
home office Is a work alternative that allows nexibWty and control over the
working environment. Many people are able to integrate family and work lives
when they work at home. Higher efficiency, economy, reduction or stress, and
the elimination or commuting time are other benefits. Telecommuting has
possibilities ror creating employment for the disabled (Chalupiak, S., 1987).
Care will be required during the expansion or such alternative work-options;
employment of home-based workers as independent contractors, for example, can
present the risk or creating second-class corporate citizens without full
employee rights and benefits (Christensen, K.E., 1986).
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1.1.4 ID Public Places

, There are many healthy environment issues regarding public places
in Canada. The literature concentrates more on urban-related health Issues,
and our discussion below renects this, taking the opportunity to design-
ate cities as a kind of public place. It Is important, however; to remember
that all Canadian settlements, of any size, need the public places within
them, u well as their pneral environments, to be healthy for everyone.
Designing for the diversity of people, and the diversity of uses, of public
spaces, represents a considerable challenge.

At the .me time as Canadians may be very diverse in some of their
characteristics, we must. remember that urban dwellers, suburbanites, people in
small towns and settlements, and in rural or wilderness areas still have
very many human characteristics, goals, and needs in common (Baldassare, M.,
1975). Many of the details of the follOWing discussion will therefore have
some applications in all these settings.

Indoor Air Pollution and other Hazards in Public BuUdinp

In general, the move to increase energy conservation in public
bUildings has led to increased concern about health effects from indoor air
that is being contaminated While being recirculated (Dimmick, R.L., 1980).
Special purpose pUblic buildings such as transportation terminals (e.g. train
stations and bus depots), and medical facilities, also present special
indoor air quality proble ms because QC strong indoor pollution sources
(Suess, M.J., 1984). .

Specific indoor pollution problems' are increasingly showing up in the
literature. For example, high formaldehyde levels have been found in day care
centres where extensive use has been made of particle-board (Olsen, J.H.,
1982). Lack of ventilatiOn can also lead to unacceptably high concentrations
of carbon dioxide (Lundqvist, G.R., 1982). Dried detergent residue left in
carpets after they were shampooed has caused respiratory and eye irritation
among both day care staff and children (Kreiss, K., 1982).

In other situations we have taken for granted that traditional
technology is benign, only to discover, upon measurement, that major health
hazards may have existed for years. For example, episodes of Ulness have
been reported in ice arenas, which have been traced to high levels of carbon
monoxide and nitrogen dioxide from ice-resurfacing machines. Typical symptoms
have been headache and nausea among children and headache among adUlts, as
well as lOre throat and tightness in the chest. Carbon monoxide concentrations
up to 250 ppm have been found, Which far exceed acceptable outdoor ambient
air quality standards (Anderson, D.E., 1971).

Fortunately, more jurisdictions are moving towards severe restrictions
and even total prohibitions on tobacco smoking in indoor public environments,
including business offices. About one-third of Canadian adults smoke regular
ly. The primary obstacle to overcome is that smoking is a powerful addiction
with failure rates after cessation as high or higher than those for heroin
addicts or alcoholics (Wigle, D.T., 1982)•

._ ..~-------------~------
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The physical design of public buildings and outdoor spaces Is also
important for ensuring safety for Canadians. Stairway accidents, for example,
are largely caused by design shortcominp and can be largely prevented .
by thoughtful design features (Asher, J.K., 1977).

Air PoDutlan In canadian Communities

Air in communities throughout Canada, from remote .tUements to
dense urban areas, is contaminated with low levels of pollutants emitted by
industrial sources, municipal incinerators and utilities, motor vehicles,
household heating systems, fireplaces and woodstoves, and local use of
pesticides and herbicides. The literature is clear that air pollution is a
health hazard, both to the general population and to many individuals who, for
one reason or another, find themselves considerably more vulnerable than
others to its effects. There is no doubt that aiming for the lowest air
pollution levels that can be achieved, within our resources and our
technology, is working in the direction of healthier environments for all
Canadians.

In high sulphur dioxide and smoke pollution areas, adverse effects on
ventilatory functions and an increased occurrence of acute respiratory dis
eases can be expected (Saric, M., 1981). Prevalence of -respiratory disorders
and allergies can also be a function of proximity to major roadways, because
of exposure to automobile exhaust (Nagira, T., 1981).

The effects of carbon monoxide from automobUe exhaust are particu
larly marked for those involved in vigorous exercise. The endurance perfor
mance of distance runners in urban environments, for example, is subject to
interference from commonly encountered carbon monoxide concentrations for
many hours after exposure to the gas has ended. WhUe at rest, breathing air
containing 50 ppm of carbon monoxide causes the concentration in the
bloodstream (carboxyhe moglobin, or COHb) to rise to 5«;6 in five hours. During
vigorous exercise, this level of air pollution can produce a concentration of
5«;6 in less than one hour. It is not metabolized but must be dissipated by
being exhaled (DanieU, H., 1976). Additional Effects of low levels of carbon
monoxide encountered on urban streets and in traftic tunnels have been
documented in the literature (US National Research Council, 1969).

Absorption of auto exhaust fumes also leads to elevated whole blood
lead levels in distance runners. While the elevations do not appear to
constitute a short-term health hazard for adult runners, the longterm or
chronic effects of these "above average" levels are not known (Van Rensburg,
J.P., 1982). Lead from vehicles may not be the most significant contributor
to blood lead levels of children living or being educated in hlgh-traftic
urban areas (Millar, LB., 1982). Urban soDs and Mttled dusts, both indoors
and outdoors, could have a significant impact on human health, because they
also carry heavy metal pollutants, including lead and cadmium, from industrial
sources (Solomon, R.L.., 1977). Urban atmospheres also receive gas and
particulate emissions from automobile brakes and clutches, including asbestos
particles (Jacko, M.G., 1973). . ..
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Waste Incineration emissions are also receiving attention u potential
bealth risks, since data on health effects of many chemicals are Incomplete,
particUlarly for long-term, low-level exposures. Technical and operational
measures need to be implemented to reduce emissions of chemicals, and quest
ions need to be asked about siting of new Incinerators and about acce,ptable
levels of health and environmental risk (Macpher80n, A.S., 1987). .

Are Cities Bea1thJ!

Some may argue that because of the tendency for urban areas to have
higher pollution concentrations than non-urban area, cities themselves are;
by nature, unhealthy. It is important, however, to consider both the specific
design of a city, and the specific technologies being used within it, before
being te mpted to declare cities, in general, as unhealthy. The choice of the
gasoline engine, for example, for personal transportation, has had an enor
mous adverse impact on pollution and health. It is more useful, in terms of
actions we can undertake to improve environments, to conclude very specifi
cally that gasoline engine technology creates unhealthy environments, than it
is to conclude that cities are unhealthy. Cities with alternative, cleaner
technologies can certainly be imagined and ultimately created.

There are, of course, many aspects of cities the way they exist
now that are unhealthy: noise, air pollution, traffic congestion, crOWding
and lack of open areas of trees, lakes, grass, and rivers. Many people within
our cities are subject to additional stresses, such u living in higher crime
areas, working in jobs exposing them to toxic chemicals, or being denied an
adequate education due to discrimination (Kennedy, D.A., 1977). The chronic,
cumulative health effects of such stresses may be of considerable importance
(Bakacs, T., 1972). At the same time, cities are high-energy places with many
activities, which in itself can be very health-supportive to urban dwellers
(Humiston, K., 1987).

•
In urban areas, health risks from physical problems were given a great

deal of early attention (e.g. sanitation), while those from social conditions
(e.g. overcrowding) were often ignored (Weinstein, M.S., 198?). Now, resear
chers are putting more attention on social structure and participation of the
city dweller in ongoing environmental design. "Solutions must come from the
grass roots level, and must deal with the underlying issues, not the symptoms"
(Duhl, L.J., 1984). Isolated specialization in urban planning, without public
input, can be destructive to the quality of urban life (Appleyard, D., 1976).

Further improvement of urban environments is required: to remove
causes of danger; to maximize opportunities for contact between individuals at
block, neighbourhood and town levels; and to enhance the visual and aesthetic
qualities of the urban environment, U one means of promoting a favourable
change In individual psychological behaviour (Pressman, N.E.P., 1982).

r
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J(atural Bnvlronments

The outdoor environment is an Important factor in children.. toelal
and psychological development. High-rise buildings, traffic, long distances to
attractive play spaces, and bad weather, may restrict children from staying
outdoors, as will a lack of suitable activities for adults who accompany
their children to the playsrounds. Allowing children opportunities for
concrete action upon the environment (e.g. digging, building thlnp) helps
them to develop a sense of competence, and encourages them actively to bring
about changes in the environment (Bjorklid, P., 1985). Creating more habitable
environments requires understanding of natural settings - air, water,
geology, plant and animal Ufe (Whiston Spirn, A., 1984). .

The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (United
Nations, 1973) declared that both the natural and "man-made" environments are
essential to people's well-being and to the enjoyment of basic human rights,
and that we must shape our actions with a more prudent care for their environ
mental consequences. The conference called for: protection of non-renewable
resources; the halting of the discharge of toxic substances and the release of
heat in such quantities as to exceed the capacity of the environment to render
them harmless; economic and social development for ensuring favourable living
and working environments; integrated and coordinated approaches to development
planning so as to ensure that development is compatible with the need to pro
tect and improve environments; education in environmental matters for both
young and old; scientific research and development to solve environmental
problems; and international cooperation to spare the earth the effects of
nuclear weapons and all other means of mass destruction.

Many natural and synthetic compounds have entered the ecosystem in the
past 40 years. The adverse effects of many of these were unanticipated, in
that these compounds are highly resistant to degradation by natural processes
and there is often a pervasive buildUp on a worldwide basis. 1n the case of
carcinogens, mutagens and teratogens, safe levels cannot be established
because even extremely small doses must be assumed to result in an increase
in the number of people who are adversely affected (Ray, S.M., 1980).

Acidic precipitation, due to the growing introduction of sulphur
dioxide into the atmosphere, has been linked with detrimental effects on fish,
vegetation, buildlnp and people (Kruus, P., 1979) (Kato, T., 1981). According
to a new United Nations report, acid rain is now a health threat to more than
half a billion city dwellers worldwide, and another bUUon people are exposed
to high pollution levels that result from coal, wood, oil combustion and
automobile traffic dust (Toronto Star, 1987). Studies on the indirect effects
of acid depositions on water quality have shown that when acidified lake water
is left standing in the plumbing system the quality of the water can deterior
ate; levels of copper and lead found in it can exceed federal guideUnes
(Pranklin, C.A, 1985). Environmentally1ensitive people may be the first to
feel the effects of low-level environmental contaminants (Bradley, J., 1987).
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Healthy BDYlroDment I8Iues (aaatimaed)

2.2 By Human OIaracteristie and Situation

.,

Por each human characteristic, and for each unique combination of
human characteristics and situations, "healthy" environment will take on '.
a different meaning. What is healthy, or at least benign, for one person, may
be unhealthy for someone with different characteristics. The key to under
.tanding healthy environments is to understand people in considerable detail,
and in particular, to under.tand that human beings are, by nature, a very
diverse lot.

Many people are subjected to environments which are unhealthy. In
many, if not all, such situations, the same people also happen to be subject
to prejudice because of some specific characteristic (e.g. being old, being
handicapped, being female). WhUe there are specific physical or "SOCial
conditions in these environments (e.g. pollution or crowding) that are the
direct causes of ill health, the devaluation by others is the mechanism by
Which these people get .tuck in, or ltay trapped in, unhealthy conditions. The
message conveyed is a simple one: "we don't care if your environment is
unhealthy, because people like you aren't as valuable as people like us"•.

In each of the subsections folloWing, we address a particular array
of human characteristics, with which we often distinguish one person from
another. Where we have found sufficient information in the literature for
each characteristic, we have addressed these issues:

1) How people who happen to have this particular characteristic
are sometimes devalued by people with different characteristics;

2) How people with this characteristic are mistreated; how they
get stuck in unhealthy environments more than people with
different characteristics;

3) What the real differences are that go along with having this
particular characteristic; how these differences compare to common
stereotype images;

4) How people with this characteristic differ in vulnerability to
environmental factors;

5) What environments would be healthier for people who happen to
have this particular characteristic.

The array of human characteristics discussed is not exhaustive. These
particular ones were chosen because they illustrate well the maMer in which
the devaluing of one group of people by another may contribute to unhealthy
environments.

1.2.1 Ace
In Canada, we sometimes vary our treatment of people, on the basis of

the age that they happen to be at the time, relative to our own age. People
who are very young, and people who are very old, are often treated very
differently from the rest of the population, who are temporarily inbetween
these two extremes in age.

r
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""e rational basis of this variation in treatment has to do with
distinct physical and other differences in human beings of different ages.
Many features of the environment that a person who Is under 10 years of age
will need, to be healthy and to grow, will differ from those of the environ-
ment needed for someone who Is, for example, between 40 years and .50 years of
age.

""e irrational part of treating people of various ages as differen
tly as we sometimes do, stems from our use of stereotyped images of people
who are a certain age, without reference to the considerable variability
among people who happen to be in the same age group, and without reference to
the many hu man characteristics we still all share, despite the difference in
our ages.

'!'be Devaluation of Yaunc People

Young people have suffered innumerable injustices as a result of
ingrained attitudes on the part of people older than themselves. Like racial
and cultural minorities, Uke women, Uke those missing one or several of the
"normal" human traits, children have been stereotyped as somehow inferior
(Davies, F.L., 1988). Despite surveys showing that Canadians place the Issue
of child health high on the national agenda, people at the Canadian Institute
of Child Health often feel that children are Canada's forgotten people
(McCauley, G., 1987).

Bow Young People Differ In VulnerabWty to Hazards

Many of the physical differences between younger people and older
people are obvious, for example, size and strength. Internal physical dif
ferences are less visible, but just as important. For example, pre-school
children have a relatively higher metabolic rate and ventilation at rest than
older people, leaving them· more vulnerable to inhaled pollutants (Stephens,
R., 1981).

The embryo and foetus are highly vulnerable to environmental assault,
and as a result, the prenatal period is considered a critical stage in human
development. Avoidance of social, prescription and illicit drug use, as well
as other harmful chemical exposures, may prevent many adverse outcomes for the
baby (McCluskey-Fawcett, K.A, 1986). For some prenatal chemical exposures,
such as carbon monoxide, some researchers conclude that no threshold can be
established below which there Is a marrtn of safety for the foetLlS (Waterman,
F.K., 1984).

Environmental factors to which a young person is exposed in the womb
can sometimes be contributing causes of birth defects or cancer. Some that
have been impUcated include radiation, chemical agents such as nitrOAmines
and organic solvents, and infectious agents such as the Epstein-Barr virus. .
Certain compounds may lead to birth defects when a prenatal exposure occurs
early in pregnancy, and may act as carcinogens when the exposure occurs late
in pregnancy (Gorc1is, L., 1986).
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Young children appear more susceptible to exposure to heavy metal
contaminants, particularly in combination, than are older people (Chisolm,
J.J., 1974). Children absorb and retain a creater percentage of ingested lead
than adults (Schauss, A., 1980). Pre-school children also have more contact
with contaminated soil outdoors than older children or adults (Stephens, R.,
1981).

Early exposure to lead can lead to subtle neurological deficits and
behavioural impairments. These effects may be immediate or delayed (Finberg,
L., 1974) and are otten not recognized until the child enters school, when he
or she exhibits a short attention span, hyperirritability and aggressiveness,
sensory and motor impairments (Weiss, B., 1974). Marked reductions are also
seen in general development of the hippocampus portion of the brain, following
postnatal lead exposure (Petit, T.L., 1983).

Research on the effects of such contaminants on children has become
highly spectric. For example, cadmium has a significantly stronger effect on
verbal IQ than does lead, and lead has a stronger effect on performance IQ
than does cadmium. Hair cadmium and lead levels have been signtricantly cor
related with both intelligence scores and school achievement scores, but not
motor impairment scores (Thatcher, R.W., 1982). A strong case has been
presented in the literature that lead at low doses is an important and Widely
distributed neurotoxin, and that particularly for children, its removal from
the human environment is warranted (Needleman, H.L., 1983).

Long-term exposure of children to contaminants such as formaldehyde,
from certain building materials, leads to a higher occurrence of abnormal
findings in immunity indicators. Elimination of the exposure leads to a prompt
normalization of the findings (Pfeifer, J., 1983).

Deaths and injuries due to l'Oad-erash involvement are a major health
and safety problem amOlll youth. Alcohol is one of a number of factors involved
in the overrepr-.ntation of young drivers in road crashes. Frequent and heavy
alcohol consumption among teenagers and young adults is not unusual, although
they are less likely than older are croups to drive after drinking. Nonethe-
less, those young people who drive after drinking have a greater risk of crash
involvement than older drinking drivers at all blood alcohol concentrations
(Mayhew, D.R., 1986).

Bow Younc People Are Mistreated and Held in Unhealthy Environments

Most young people who find themselves in unhealthy environments have
little, if any, power of their own to change the situation. Before birth,
in early childhood, within the home, and at school, the kind of adult support
available and the nature of the physical environment, are in most, if not
all cases, nOlHlegotiable. .

Young people are IOmetimes victims of acts of physical, sexual or
emotional abuse by adults, often by people they know and live closely with.
Child abuse is any act by an adUlt, or the omission of any act, which results
in harm to a child. Physical abuse involves any kind of injury or extreme

•
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punishment of a child and also includes the fallure to provide a child with
the food, clothing, lIbelter, and health care needed for the child's optimum
development. Sexual abuse Is the exploitation of a child by an adult for
sexual gratification and includes incest, lexual molestation, sexual assault,
and the exploitation of the child for the purposes of pornography or prosti
tution. Emotional abuse or neglect Is the eonstant W-treatment of a child
through the withholding of affection or through repeated humiliations.
(Canadian Home and School tic Parent-Teacher Federation, 1986).

Some physical mistreatments are only now beginning to be recognized.
For example, children may be adversely affected by trace levels of contamina
tion brought home from their parents' workplaces. A parent's workplace
exposure to chlorinated solvents increases the child's risk of developing
leukemia. Parental exposures to spray paint, cutting oil, methyl ethyl ketone,
and dyes or pigments may increase this risk (Raloff, J., 1987). The use of
incense and garden pesticides has also been associated with notably increased
risks of leukemia during nursing and pregnancy.

Young people who live with people who smoke often have higher rates of
respiratory Illness than those in non-smoking households (Bonham, G.S., 1981).
This shows up most clearly when the additional chemical burden of living close
to a main highway is present (Kasuga, H., 1979). The effect of parental
smoking on the pUlmonary function of their children Is independent of any
direct use of cigarettes by the children (Tager, I.B., 1979).

Many young people are adversely affected by their immediate physical
environment or by their diet. Environmental health information and accurate
information about the possible effects of airborne allergens and diet are only
now becoming widely available to adults in canada, and have still not
penetrated school curricula and nutritional training to any great extent
(Daglish, S., 1987). Young people often lack awareness even of the possibility
they may be impaired by what they breathe or what they eat, and if they become
aware, are sometimes given little or no credence or support by family members
or health professionals. Their power to make needed lifestyle, environmental
or dietary adjustments Is more limited than that of adults. Environmentally
related learning or behavioural problems often continue without appropriate
diagnosis or treatment, with long-term adverse consequences for the young
person in terms of personal relationships, skills development and self-esteem
(Rapp, D.J., 1986).

Television has a major impact on children in at least four areas:
aggressive behaviour; racial and sexrole stereotypes; decreased interest in
reading and school activities; and poorer health habits and attitudes.
The modest statistical associations between television Viewing and children's
cognitive or behavioural problems may be masking the more extreme responses of
small groups of especially vulnerable children. The identification of a
high-risk subsample of children has been virtually Ignored in the research
that has been conducted thus far (ZUckerman, D.M., 1985).
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Adults in canada often do not take young people seriously, commonly
referring to them as "kids" and not treating them like people In their own
right (Ball, L, 198'1). As a result, many young people feel superfiuous or .
unimportant, feel that they don't fit in, and that It doesn't matter what they
do. Adults often expect less than full humanness from young people, and do not
treat them with respect (Turner, G., 1981). . .

Adults do have power over young people and can force them to do things
(Ball, I., 198'1). Many older people still feel that It Is acceptable, perhaps
even necessary, to treat children in ways that are usually not considered
acceptable to treat adults, for example: to be humiliated, insulted, judged
constantly, interrogated and compelled to obey (Oavies, F.L., 1988). Such
attitudes erode a young person's sense of importance, of confidence, and of
power. Then when young people become older, they are more Inclined to go
along with oppressing others, and to give up following their own ideas. It is
important that young people maintain pride In themselves and not collude with
many false ideas about youth that are pushed at them by older people (Turner,
G., 1981).

Adults may underestimate younger people's general environmental
competence and ability to choose healthy environments, While at the same time
overestimating specific areas of children's performance, for example, In
traffic safety (Spencer, C., 1985). In many institutional settings for
young people such as schools, control, authority and accompanying
surveillance are based on the underlying assumption that in their absence,
children will 'be out of control. The resulting environment (which does not
always renect the goals that teachers, administrators or designers said they
were trying to achieve) often creates conformity and teaches children to be
passive and powerless, rather than to be active creators of th6ir own lives
and experiences (Wolfe, M., 1986). Strong pressure on children through
the educational system can eventually cause frustration and aggression
(Toronto Star, 198'1). This may result in their withdrawing totally from
the school system at the earliest opportunity.

Cru.ting BaYironments naat Are Healthier for Younc People

Environments that are healthier for young persons allow them to use
their capabilities fully, to more actively shape their own lives. To achieve
such environments, we must create new ways of designing and planning environ
ments, which will involve children In the process. This involvement, as well
as the environments created, will foster the healthy development of children
(Wolfe, M., 1986). It is important for older people to remember that young
people can have active, participatory roles in society, and make significant
contributions to the world's work and well~ing (Boulding, E., 19'19).

Intellectual learning is facilitated best by allowing children to
figure things out on their own, because doing 10 fosters remembrance and
confidence. We should provide young people with acceptance and recognition for
having performed an intellectual feat, rather than correct their errors. Our
habit of correcting young people can make them self-conscious of their. learn
inI, and they may begin to see the world as a place of dancer, from wflich
they must protect themselves (Holt, J., 198'1)•
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There is a growing community of people In Canada who view u desirable
the full development of a chlld's capacity for independent reflection, Judg-
ment, decision-makinC, and action. It cannot be fostered in an atmosphere of
coercion, and children IUffer I!'eatly from lack of respect and autonomy in
schools. A non-compulsory, more broadly-based system of communit~ education is
proposed in which people of all ages would participate in an ~oing, lelf- .
generated process (Priesnitz, W.K.., 198'1).

Young people's physical and emotional dependence on adults around them
makes it very difficult for a young person to interrupt abusive adult behav-
iour, without considerable help from outside the household. The healthiest
environment Is one in which adults are not abusive; much work Is required
to determine how this circumstance can be brought about. In the meantime, a
safer, healthier environment for young people would give them more IUpport and
more power to escape abuse. Agencies involved in aid to children have a
primary responsibility to protect young people; public and professional
awareness of all forms of child abuse is essential and must be encouraged, to
increase the number of allies (and therefore personal power and control)
available to children who are abused (Robinson, A.M., 1983).

To determine what environments are healthy for young people, an
abundance of research involving children will be required. Those who conduct
or sponsor such research must protect children from harm by limiting the risk
to which they may be exposed as research subjects,. and children should be
empowered, as soon as they are capable of some degree of understanding, to
decline participation in research if they so choose. The exclusion of child-
ren from the process of consent to involvement in research'is one upect of
their more general condition of dependence on adults who are responsible for
their care. (National Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of
Biomedical and Behavioral Research, 19'1'1).

Research into child abuse may yield answers which may bear on other
oppressive and unhealthy environments. Environmental factors and diet may be
important (for example, by leading to hyperactivity in a child, whose
behaviour in turn stresses an adult's ability to cope beyond its limit, or by
impairing the adult's behaviour). Long term studies or abuse victims are
necessary, Includin£ means of remediating adverse effects (Roblnson, A.M.,
1983).

Tbe Devaluation of Older People

Like younger people, people who are elderly are often excluded from
many aspects of life. They may encounter severe legal and economic handicaps,
and social prejudices, that make it more difficult for them to continue
to make important contributions to society. (Boulding, E., 19'19).

Seniors in Canada are starting to organize to help overcome the
barriers that separate them from others, and to help governments
and others understand their perspectives on current Issues, tncludin£ he~th,

housing, economic and other pressing social policy issues. One Voice - The
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Canadian Seniors Network is a newly-formed national, non'1)rofit organization
whieh operates under the belief that canadians' attitudes towards aging ean be
ehanged for the better (Holland, J., 1981). Seniors are foeussing on sueh
issues as maintaining good health to inerease the quaUty oC life in the
later years, maintaining independenee in the home, ereating ehange within the
system, and developing a supportive IOC!lal network (Ball, C., 1981). .

Many elderly people are less able to adapt to ehanges in the surround
ing environment than are younger people, and they have more diCfieulty (!()ping
with stress (Adelman, R.C., 1919). Plaee and possessions have a speeial
signifieanee for the elderly, providing eontinuity with the past as well as
privaey. Many physieal ehanges also aeeompany aging, sueh as hearing losses,
visual ehanges, reduetions in motor skW, changes in memory and learning, and
inereased Ulness (Orader, D., 1982). Elderly people who have smoked
previously are even more likely to report poorer health and permanent
disability (Birdes, J.P., 1981).

Beeause oC diCferenees in coordination, balanee, muscle and bone
strength and other faetors, Calls are more eommon oeeurrenees for elderly
people than for younger adults, and they are more dangerous when they do
oeeur, often leading to prolonged bed eare, eomplieations and sometimes death
(Gordon, M., 1982). Chronie eare environments involve speeial attention to
handrails and grab bars for additional support (Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, 1983). Environmental faetors sueh as indoor air quality ean also
eombine with human faetors and building design, to illerease the risk oC
Calling aeeidents (Small, B.M., 1982). The reader is also referred to a more
extensive literature on aeeidents and the elderly: (Calabrese, E.J., 1919)
(Slumenthal, M.D., 1980) (Prudham, D., 1981).

The elderly are eonsidered a high-risk group in terms of sensitivity
to indoor elimatie eonditions, ineluding the eCCeets oC indoor pollutants sueh
as earbon monoxide (Calabrese, E.J., 1918). There is eoneern among health
speeialists about a possible relationship between respiratory diseases and
housing eonditions sueh as redueed ambient air temperatures and ventilation
rates. Indoor airborne viruses and baeteria are important eauses of disabling
illness (World Health Organization, 1984).

Healthy Bnvironments for People Who are Older

Elderly people, like any other human beings, need above all to be
treated as people of value to those around the m and to soeiety in general.
Aging itself is a complex Issue involving many special needs, and it is
te mpting to let 8Olutions revolve around these eharaeteristies alone. But
truly healthy environments for older people C&Mot be aehieved without
eonsideration of the many other aspects of an aging person's life, meluding
his or her values, language, eulture and interests. It Is important, for
example, When considering health and soeial serviees for older people, 8I)d
when researehing the needs oC the elderly, to look beyond the mainstream white

•
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middle class (Lee, A.J., 1987). Afing gay people, as a specific case, have
pointed out that they encounter a system that does not presently allow for
lifelong sam~ender lovers sharing faciUties in an institutional eetting
(Hall, C., 1987).

For many seniors, some form of Ulness is a fact of Ufe, and a
cure is not always possible. Health management counsellinr may be required,
and seniors should be encouraged to accept responsibility for themselves to
the fullest extent possible, in~luding responsibility for creating a Ufestyle
that is beneficial to their own health. Ideally health promotion education
should be directed at the entire population. It should begin well before
retirement, and should be presented in a maMer that is relevant to today's
seniors. A strategy for a healthy Ufestyle for seniors would include: ways
and means of preventing further Illness; nutrition; exercise and activities;
wise use of medications and alcohol; and encouragement to become socially
active as volunteers and participate in one's community (St. Lawrence, I.,
1986).

A substantial number of older people living in rural areas experience
the compound proble ms or aging and coping with physical disabilities, yet they
continue to reside independently or with spouses in the community. For these
individuals, the social and physical environment plays a vital role in main
taining the balance between their needs for autonomy and their needs for se
curity. Settings perceived as important in their lives vary widely and include
many nonservice settings such as homes and social groups (Norris-Baker, C.,
1985).

A healthy environment for an aging person whose personal capabilities
are diminishing, ·is one in which the environmental characteristics are well
fit to his or her growing needs, allowing the person to maintain independence
and personal control in his or her life. If environmental characteristics in
residential settings restrict their behaviour, elderly people are less likely
to exercise control and independence, Which may be vital to maintaining their
health (Kalymun, M., 1985).

It is also important for people to have security, continuity, identity
and stimulation in their lives. Environmental design that enables the elderly
to more adequately meet these needs can be found in a variety of housing
alternatives (Combs, E.R., 1985). Designs have been developed for housinr
units Which accommodate health and mobility limitations, ensure affordability
and ease of access to public facilities, allow for socialization, communica
tion, and interaction, and provide a sense of home for residents (Canada
Mortgage and Housinr Corporation, 1983).

The elderly, Uving largely on low and fixed incomes, share certain
housing and support needs with other low-income individuals, such as students.
Imaginative options involving both rroups may be available which would help
elderly people remain in their current homes or neighbourhoods, achieving
affordable, age-integrated housing that is secure and supportive of special
needs (Wilde, V.L., 1985). . .
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If older people move from homes in the community to congregate
housing, their new housing environment may assume the role of the homes they
left behind in the community. Older residents of congregate housing tend to
personalize their apartments, and should be encouraged to do so, since resid
ents with more decorative possessions tend to be more satisfied with their
apartments. Personalization brings a sense of control, and reinforces self
identity while communicating v es to others, enabling social ties to develop
(Kinney, J.M., 1985). New, imp ed settings for elderly people have been
shown to foster more favorable a itudes, better mental health and social
life, diminished interpersonal fric 0 ,greater emotional independence,
and fewer health complaints (Carp .M., 1967).
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1.2.2 Gender

It is abundanUy elear that women have historieally been diseriminated
against and exploited in many ways (Innes de NeufvUle, J., 1981). Despite
many ehanges and improvements, the undervaluing or devaluing of women
eontinues in Canada today. This is, in itself, an unhealthy environment for
women. The devaluing of women has also had numerous direet and indirect
effeets on women's mental and physieal health.

Many women are stuek in unhealthy environments, as a result of
eontinuing prejudieial treatment, based purely on their gender. There is no
evidence concerning the nature of women, eompared to men, which would justify
the kind of differential treatment that exists. Rather, we are dealing with an
institutionalized oppression, which is historically rooted, but which now
requires change.

Bow Women are Exposed to Unhealthy Environments

One of the unhealthiest environments women are subject to is economic
exploitation; many women in Canada are living below the poverty line. Full
equality between men and women will require equal pay, equal opportunity,
equal 'valuing of the work of both sexes, equal access to all levels of employ
ment, and equal distribution of all forms of work, including men and women
sharing labour such as parenting and housework, which has been seen tradition
ally as belonging only to females (Balser, D., 1987).

As a result of their segregation into a few occupational categories,
large numbers of women in the paid workforce are exposed to many types of
eonditions Which can prove unhealthy to those who are sensitive to them
(Gregory, J., 1981). These include clerical workers who are exposed to long
hours at video display terminals, poor lighting, excessive noise, toxie
substances, and poor ventilation, as well as poorly designed furniture
(Stotsky, K., 1987).

Women in retail and service jobs often face chemical exposures such as
dry-cleaning fumes or formaldehyde from freshly-unpacked synthetic clothing,
as well as physical stresses such as bending, lifting and carrying. Hair-
dressers working around tonics, dyes, pungent chemicals, and aerosol sprays on
a daily basis are susceptible to respiratory problems and skin eonditions.
Teachers, chUd eare workers and nurses are exposed to a variety of
communicable diseases, often exacerbated by poorly ventilated buildings.
Health care workers are also exposed to radiation, anaesthetie gases, and
various toxic substances (Stotsky, K., 1987).

Regardless of their place of work, stress is a common problem for most
women workers. Factors eausing stress include heavy workload, lower pay than
men for equal work, little job eontrol, lack of recognition, monotonous work,
unrealistic deadlines, and the added burden of home responsibilities
(Davidson, M.J., 1980)(Stotsky, K., 1987). Many women also find sexism and
diffieulties with partners to be particular sources of stress (Clark, E.J.; .
1986).
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The majority of women, young and old, learn to live every day with the
fear of physical and emotional violence (Balser, D., 1987). Many have been
beaten, or are still being beaten, by fathers, brothers, husbands and lovers.
Many have been victims of sexual assault, and some are still being sexually
abused on a regular bUis. Many are regular victims of emotional abuse. Almost
1 million Canadian women from all walks of life have been abused (McLeod, L.,
1987). The remainder fear it could happen to them next.

Battered women report a significantly higher level of physical
complaints, anxiety, and depression than other women, and are at higher risk
of developing pronounced mental health problems (Jaffe, P., 1986). Abused
women may also feel isolated, and some attempt suicide. For their children it
means terror, pain, behaviour problems, the likelihood that the cycle of
violence will be repeated in their fu-ture families, and a higher risk of
becoming violent outside the family. The typical battered woman is trapped in
a cycle of poverty from which there has traditionally been little chance of
escape (McLeod, L., 1987).

As health care consumers, women encounter medical procedures that
they sometimes find degrading, and many have become concerned that some
of the treatments, lab tests and surgical procedures they are advised to
undergo are unnecessary and/or dangerous. Doctors may be unaware of negative
feelings toward female patients, since medicine's condescending attitude
toward women has been thoroughly institutionalized (Mendelsohn, R.S., 1981).

The majority of those using mental health services in Canada are
women. However, relatively little attention has been paid to their special or
unique needs (Canadian Mental Health Association, 1987). The incidence of
depression in women is at least two times as high as in men, yet there is very
little discussion in the psychoanalytic or psychiatric literature Which
addresses itself to this gender difference in any meaningful way (Symonds, A.,
1986). During their chUdhood, women are often rejected because of gender,
demeaned, trained to serve others, and taught to repress their own needs.
They have been raised in an emotional climate Which leads to low self-esteem,
insecurity, and depression, and this produces lifelong effects in many women.

Women are living increasingly longer than men, yet older women
report more acute and chronic Ulness and disability than men. They are
disproportionately represented in nursing homes, since many women are alone;
2596 aged 70 or over have no living children and over 6096 of older women are
widowed, divorced, or single. Older women have fewer personal financial
resources for health care than men. They face age and sex discrimination on
the part of many health care providers and are subject to a growing tendency
to ~e seen as a burden to the health care system (Lewis, M., 1985).

Healthier Environments for Women In canada

The fundamental key to achieving healthier environments for women in
Canada is the complete elimination of sexism, and the recognition of women as
a decisive force In determining canada's future. Dismantling sexism need not
require Increased tension between men and women, if it is recognized daring
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the process that the fundamental cause of sexism is the longstanding institu
tionalization of oppressive relationships in society, and not the particular
individuals today who have been conditioned to perpetuate it. Men are Inheren
tly good human beings, and are fUlly capable of eliminating sexist behaviour
(Balser, D., 1987). . .

Actions directed to improving women's mental health need to be
coordinated with efforts to improve women's social status. Significant
improvements in women's health and well-being C8Mot be expected without
general gains for women in education, employment, and representation In
decision-making roles. Wo men should also be active participants in the process
of developing mental health programs (Canadian Mental Health Association,
1987).

Specific actions which would provide a healthier environment for women
in the short-term include promoting the awareness of sexual harassment,
increased funding for rape crisis centres and shelters for battered women, the
development of more comprehensive standards for occupational health and
safety, assisting more women to seek training in the field of mental health
planning and policy development, support of initiatives to improve women's
social and economic status, and child care (Canadian Mental Health
Association, 1987).

A major step forward in improving women's health would result from
changing the conditions in our society which perpetuate violence, and
particularly violence against women (Balser, D., 1987).

Many women now have two roles; they work outside the home as well as
taking responsibility for domestic life. The pUblic services that might help
women manage are not given priority by suburbs, which seem to operate under
the myth that all women are housewives. Higher density, mixed-use residential
environments in city suburbs would give women more options, allOWing an
integrated life of domestic work, productive work, and leisure (Saegert, S.,
1980). .

Policy-makers have been slow to recognize the nature and extent of the
changes that have taken place in the economic role of women. Policies and
programs based on an outdated perception of "the family" and of the relation
ship between family life and work may be hampering a smooth transition to a
new social structure. New patterns of worktime arrangements must make sure
that women have access to a fair share of meaningfUl, dignifying paid work. We
must value alternative forms of work such as family responsibilities and
voluntarism, but also recognize that for too long women have been engaged In
these activities without recognition or pay in addition to their paid
employment (Townson, M., 1986).

Early training and environment for females also will require consi
derable rethinking. Girls and boys receive multiple reminders from adults and
from peers as to what are and are not suitable activities for them. It seems
that girls are practicing and being prepared for roles in the home, and. t>oys
for roles outside. Girls are not encouraged as much as boys, to freely
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manipulate the environment, and this can limit their spatial abilities and
other problem1Olving abilities. It is important that all children have the
freedom, ability, and confidence to define and carry out their own goals
(Hart, D.R., undated).

Unhealthy Environments for Men

Male stereotyping (the 'macho' breadwinning superman image) has led
men to both devalue and exert power and control over women, often forcing
women into situations that are in many ways unhealthy for them. Men's sexist
actions and attitudes in turn create an unhealthy environment for themselves,
(though they experience the drawbacks from a position of relative power and
privilege). These attitudes cut off a great deal of the closeness, companion
ship, understanding, intelligence, co-operation and mutual support that can be
derived from equal relationships with women. At the same time,. men often feel
restricted from enjoying the full range of human emotions and skills they are
capable of, and from establishing close relationships with each other.

Men are also dehumanized, particularly by being treated as expendable
economic and military resources. EXhaustion, poisoning, manipulation, and
physical exploitation are common conditions for many working class men in
Western society. Men are taught to feel ashamed of protesting and are enc
ouraged to think that endurance is manly. They are discouraged from saying
'this hurts' or 'this is not right' and from exercising power to change
unhealthy conditions (Kreiner, C., 1986).

Accepting this role is part of the stereotype, which includes being
strong, aggressive, capable of violence, unfeeling, sexually compulsive,
oppressive to others, and less able to establish close relationships than
women. The threat of being called 'gay' or 'not a man' is used, from an early
age, to enforce the achievement of this male image. The elimination of the
pressure to emulate the macho stereotype must proceed in parallel with the
elimination of sexist behaviour (oppression of women by men), for either
process to be successful (lrwin, J., 1987).

Healthier Environments for Men in Canada

Recognition of the full diversity of behaviour that men are capable
of, and acceptance of men exploring that full range, would constitute a much
healthier environment for males (and for females) in canada than the present.
The steadily increasing involvement of fathers with their children is a posi
tive sign of change in a healthy direction. A significant number of male
workers are beginning to restore the balance in their family responsibilities
and parenting relationships (Couchman, R., 1986).

RecogniZing the rights of women to be equal partners, not only
in domestic relationships, but in all other aspects of life, is seen as
an important step in major world issues such as the elimination of nuclear
arms and the threat of global war (Balser, D., 1987).
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2.2.3 Family Type

Gradually changing Ufestyles in Canada are creating more diverse
forms of households and family types. Single-parent families are common,
two-parent families where both parents work are common, and the traditional
two-parent family with father-breadwinner and mother-housewife is getting
more and more rare. There are both young and old couples living without
children. There are young and old singles, Uving by the mselves, or in shared
households with other singles or families. There are also gay and lesbian
households, with and without children. There are many children who have only
one parent, or who split their time between two parents who live separately.

Each family environment may have both its healthy and its unhealthy
aspects. Each is also affected by other conditions, such as inequitable rates
of pay for women, Which make it extremely difficult for single female parents
to raise a family, or the availability of good day care for young children,
which would make it possible for more than one adult in a household to work
outside the home. The price and avaUabUity of goods and services, such as
housing or transportaion, may in turn innuence the type of household
arrangements that are formed.

The proportion of Canadians in poverty was 14.9 percent in 1986. The
percentage of mother-led households among those below poverty-level incomes
has increased from 9.996 to 12.796 since 1979. The poverty rate among single
parent families headed by women has risen from 55.496 to 56.196, while the
number of families has continued to grow (Shifrin, L., 1987).

A recent report illustrates the kind of hazards that may be inherent
in a single-parent situation with insufficient money, and how other external
conditions such as housing shortages make the situation worse: A single mother
with an employment income of $800 a month pays almost half of her income to
live, with her two teenaged sons, in a tiny, poorly maintained, second-floor,
one-bedroom apartment in Toronto. She recently broke some ribs falling down a
steep staircase that has no protective raUs, and one son's asthma is aggra
vated by poor ventilation. The basic services like heat and plumbing are
inadequate. While municipal officials are aware of this and many similar
rental properties, they fear pressuring landlords too hard in case scarce
accomodation will be taken off the market. The tenant has been waiting more
than a year for subsidized housing, but is relatively low on the priority
points system that ranks the 6,000 families now on the waiting list and feels
that she would be in a better situation if still on welfare assistance
(English, K., 1987).

The struggle to correct the imbalance in work loads between husbands
and wives in two-adult families continues. Women working full time often
assume an imbalanced workload, involving work outside the home as well as
most of the household tasks. An increasing number of men are beginning to take
on more family responsibilities, by participating in part-time work, job
sharing, and flexible work-time arrangements (Couchman, R., 1986).
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Finding appropriate day-eare for children has been a nightmare for
many families, and there are many potential consequences of inadequate arr
angements. For example, when a child's eligibility for a program is tied to
his or her mother's participation in a training program or a particular job,
frequent damage to the child's Nnse of stability and security can result
from subsequent changes. Child care services that are child-eentred, rather
than focused on the needs of adults in the labour force, would provide a more
stable environment (Bourne, P.G., 1971).

Up-to-date information is required about the diversity of ways in
which people in Canada group themselves together in households for mutual
support. The foregoing section is only sufficient to brieny illustrate the
kinds of problems Which may be discovered. What is needed now is direct
contact with, and participation by, people in many different family and
household situations, in order to obtain an accurate picture of environmen
tal needs and problems from the point of view of family or household type.
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2.2.4 Race and Culture

canada's multicultural nature allows a wide variety of environments
responding to the specific nature and origins of its people. At the .me
time, many who are not the .me race, religion, or cultural background as
Canada's dominant population groups have sometimes experienced lingering
prejudice, which has had the effect of imposing a less healthy environment
upon them than should otherwise be possible in as resource-rich a country
as this.

Discriminatory conduct (tor example, restricting employment, education
or housing opportunities on the basis of race or ethnic origin) itself causes
emotional suttering for those who are the object of it (Griftith, E.E.8.,
1986). Its secondary effects may impose lower economic status, poor nutrition,
unhealthy working conditions, inferior housing, high pollution levels, inade
quate education, and other less-than-healthy conditions upon its victims.

Examples of Mistreatment of CUltural and Racial Minorities

Some community colleges discriminate against ethnic minority groups in
Canada by severely restricting access to the training and education they need.
Problems with admission requirements, lack of bridging programs, failure to
acknowledge skills obtained in other countries, too few courses combining
learning English with studying a trade, little attempt to reach out to mino-
rity groups and invite them to take advantage of educational programs, lack of
child~are facilities, and insensitiVity of college staff and course content
to cultural diversity, have all contributed to decreasing education opportu
nities for people whose race or culture is in the minority in canada
(Contenta, S., 1987).

Civil suits are pending, even in 1987, against a major urban police
force for alleged racism, brutality and false arrest. Misunderstanding of
cultural differences, for example, ignorance of what might constitute an
offensive remark or action, also contributes to feelings of tension between
people of ethnic minority background and law enforcement officials or other
authorities (Farber, M., 1987).

Canadian Native people living on reserves have higher morbidity and
mortality rates than the rest of Canada's population. Native people who
migrated to urban centres have high rates of mental health problems, specific
diseases, injuries, in.fant death and hospital admissions. The low socio
economic status, cultural differences, and discrimination that they find
in cities are identified as the primary blocks to good health and adequate
health care (Shah, C.P., 1985).·

The Union of Ontario Indians has charged that the attitudes taken by
the federal government and certain corporations towards the Ojibway people
(Anishinabek) and the pollution of their land, have contributed to an
unhealthy environment for Ontario Native people (Ray, A. Wo, 1987). A sulphuric·
acid factory built in the 1950s within the Serpent River Indian Reserv~ was
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abandoned in 1963 for economic reasons, leaving a toxic waste dump containing
120,000 tons of sulphur, calcine and pyrite, Which eventually contaminated
soUs over 100 acres of the reserve (Stokes, P.M., 1985). (The site is only
one of several pollution concerns on the Reserve. The Serpent River itself is
contaminated with radioactive material from Elliot Lake, and the Aird Bay
fishery has been tainted by pulp and paper mill efnuent fom Espanola.) The
Union spokesman suggests that the original decision to establish such an env
ironmentally deleterious operation in that location was indicative of unheal-
thy attitudes towards Ontario's aboriginal people, and speculates that if the
same situation existed in Southern Ontario, with a constituency of the domi
nant society middle class Ontarians, the site would have been rehabilitated
before 30 years had passed.

Healthy Environments for People from non-Majority Cultures

The healthiest environment for people who happen to be of a race,
religion, ethnic or cultural background different from the dominant groups
in Canada, is to be treated as first class citizens, in every way welcome to
enjoy life and privileges in Canada on a par with everyone else. This includes
the choice of living among, working with, and participating alongside every
one else, regardless of origin (Winkel, G.H., 1974).

Every opportunity needs to be taken to directly involve the people who
will be affected by an environment, in its design. The unique needs or view
points of people in non-majority cultures must b~ taken into account, if the
environment is to be a healthy one for them. For example, the Regina Health
Department has hired native Canadian health workers, to help motivate native
people to avail themselves of the department's programs, to adopt healthy
lifestyles, and to facilitate liaison with the native community and
organizations (Hutchison, P.A., 1986).

. Cultural differences can create barriers to the use of health care
facilities (Shah, C.P., 1985). Some immigrant families find that the social
organiza~ion and ideology of Canadian health care services are not co mpatible
with their own customs for managing illness. This often leads to non-compli
ance and ineffective treatment. Practitioners need to include patients and
families in decisions that affect their lives, and to negotiate culturally
acceptable- care with them (Anderson, J.M., 1986).
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2.2.5 Dlness and Handicap

Many Canadians expe~ience some form of illness or handicap which
makes their environmental requirements slightly different from those of
others. Sometimes, those with Ulness or handicap have experienced either
overt or subtle discrimination, which leaves them feeling both devalued,
and stuck in situations which are unhealthy for them.

An accurate understanding of the physical or mental capabilities
and needs of people who are handicapped, by those who are at least tempor
arily able-bodied, would go a long way towards making healthy environments
possible for everyone. An attitude of valuing people who may happen to have
either temporary or permanent physical or mental disabilities, would also
provide a healthier environment for both the handicapped and the able
bodied.

Variations in Vulnerability to EDYironmental Factors

It is becoming increasingly clear that there are wide variations
among the popUlation in the ability to withstand pollution exposures without
impairment. For example, lung function was significantly affected by ambient
air pollution in only a portion of a studied population (Kagawa, J., 1980).
People who are asthmatics respond differently to sulphur dioxide exposures
than non-asthmatics (Witek, T.J., 1984). Exposures to ozone can also produce
adverse responses in some asthmatics (Silverman, F., 1979). Nutritional status
can also modify the toxicity of environmental pollutants, including that of
pesticides and heavy metals (Shakman, R.A., 1974) (Mahaffey, K.R., 1919).
Exposure to various pollutants in combination may lead to hazardous impair
ment of performance in older SUbjects (Ettema, J.H., 1915).

Children with bronchiolitis, with cystic fibrosis~ children who
have had asthma during childhood, or who have developed hyperlucency in the
radiograph after childhood infection, are all those in whom exposure to
industrial irritants or to an inclement environment may be serious. Tobacco
smoking also increases the susceptibility of an individual to pollutants
(Reid, L.M., 1979).

Indoor air pollution exposures are of concern for populations at
higher than average risk, including infants and the elderly, pregnant women
and their fetuses, anemic and asthmatic persons, those with compromised
cardiovascular or pulmonary function, and siblings of sudden infant death
syndrome victims (Ammann, H.M., 1981). When populations with common risk
factors under exposure to various pollutants are added up, greater than a
quarter of the population is seen to be at elevated risk (Small, B.M., 1984).

While It is clear that not everyone in a given population may be
affected adversely by an environmental stressor, it is not clear whether all
those affected have any predisposing factors which target them for being the
first affected. For example, within the last decade there have been hundreds
of reported outbreaks of illness among occupants of new or recently remodelled
offices, schools, and other pUblic access buildings. These outbreaks have·
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characteristically affected a large number of individuals, in some cases up
to 30-40% of the building's population (Godish, T., 1984). The diversity of
different effects among those who appear wlnerable is also important. In
outdoor air pollution episodes, a subgroup of people exposed may experience
long-term lung damage, but this subgroup may not overlap with those. who
experienced the most acute symptoms over the short-term. (Stebbings, J.H.,
Jr., 1979).

The identification and the quantification of the nu mbers of indivi
duals at high risk in the population is still in its rudimentary stages.
This leaves in doubt the percentage of the population that is actually being
protected from the toxic or carcinogenic activities of a pollutant, by clean
air standards (Calabrese, E.J., 1978).

There are a variety of syndromes which lead to hypersusceptibility,
including exposure to high levels of chemicals, nutritional deficiency, and
genetic predisposal to environmental che mical sensitivities. In setting
standards. for environmental contaminants, there must be the awareness that
high risk groups are not a small portion of the population, but include
virtually everyone from time to time, due to differences in susceptibility for
each pollutant, nutritional factors, etc. (Plumlee, L., 1979).

Unhealthy Situations for People With Physical Dlness or Handicap

Inadequate knowledge, or warnings, concerning produeto; whieh may
adversely affect a vulnerable portion of the population, present a health
hazard to particularly sensitive individuals. For example, the in-home use
of paint removers containing methylene chloride results in the absorption of
this solvent, Which is metabolized to carbon monoxide. Exposure for two to
three hours can result in the elevation of carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) in the
blood to levels that stress the cardiovascular system. The metabolic formation
of COHb continues following the paint-remover exposure, dOUbling the dura~ion

of the cardiovascular stress produced by a comparable COHb level after
exposure to CO. Patients with diseased cardiovascular systems may not be able
to tolerate this unexpected stress (Stewart, R.D., 1976).

For those who are ill or handicapped, it can be a continual battle
to limit the amount of impairment, because many environmental conditions may
present hazards to them, that are not as harmful to the general population
(Durlak, E., 1987). For example, air pollution can aggravate existing disease
conditions or put at higher risk those who are predisposed to ill health
(Severs, R.K., 1980). Even very low levels of nitrogen dioxide can cause
a significant increase in specific airway resistance for an asthmatic person
(Orehek, J., 1976).

People with physical handicaps may also be at considerably increased
risk of acquiring further disability, or dying, from environmental conditions
that are not recognized as dangerous by temporarily able-bodied people. For
example, a recent inquest into the death of a disabled woman was told that
there were many things wrong with the highrise where she had lived. T.ne
legless widow died as a result ·of infection from injuries due to falls. Only
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two of four main entrances were usable by those in Wheelchairs, whUe one ramp
was dangerously steep, too narrow, and lacked handrails, according to a study
of the buUding. There were many more aceess~riented problems in the buUd
ing, which was originally not designed with the disabled in mind (Sutton, R.,
1987).

Non-ambulant and semi-ambulant people are at particular risk in
emergencies such as buUding fires. Knowledge of techniques of preparing,
lifting, and carrying persons with various disabilities is required in
emergency evacuations of buildings, as it is often difficult for untrained
rescuers to motivate certain people to evacuate (Johnson, B., 1983).

When a child with severe chronic mobility problems ~eeomes too heavy
or too cumbersome to lift and to carry, parents must consider removing
architectural barriers in the home. Practical and psychological difficulties
frequently cause them to postpone making such changes until a crisis occurs.
Practical difficulties include lack of resources, gaps in services, and a
general disregard by medical personnel of how environments affect behavior.
Psychological diffiCUlties, which have so far received little attention,
mainly stem from confiict between the parents' desire for an idealized house
and their child's functional requirements, as well as from the parents' desire
to appear as normal as possible to their neighbors. Adapting the home means
accepting the permanence of the disability, and making the family's disability
public - stigmatizing the house, and thus its occupants (Lewis, B.E., 1985).
For further discussion about building accessibility for the handicapped, the
reader is referred to (Margulis, S.T., 1981) and to the report index.

New environmental hazards are also being discovered within common
household environments, for people who have impaired or suppressed immune
systems. For example, types of fungus that once only affected foods such as
tomatoes and peaches are turning up as the cause of some diseases in
immune-suppressed individUals (Ounlop, M., 1987).

There is also a complex relationship between stress and other
emotional factors, and physical disease. For example, it is known that
emotional factors can trigger or worsen asthma in a physiologically or
bioche mically predisposed individual. The disease process also has a very
definite emotional toll on the individual with asthma, as well as on other
members of the family. Achieving an optimum environment and optimum func
tioning While subject to illness may require complex psychological adapta
tions, alterations in lifestyle, and in family and personal interactions.
Emotional factors and psychological problems which accompany or result from
having asthma can be a major impediment to progress toward health (Nieder,
J., 1986).

For people who ar.e severely Ul, the question also arises as to
whether modern technology has made it possible to keep people alive past the
point at which life has ceased to be worth living. Some argue that everyone
should have the right to control the ending of their own lives (Seguin, M.,
1987). What constitutes a 'healthy' environment for those who are dying is
not as clearcut a question as it can be at earlier stages of life, yet it
may be of concern to everyone in Canada, at some point in their lives.
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1JDbea1tby SItuations for People With Mental Dlness

Present mental health oare systems, while endeavouring within
available resources to help and cure people with mental illnesses, do fall
ahort, in many areas, of providing truly health~romoting environments for
people who have been categorized as emotionally disturbed. Mental health sys
tem consumers have expressed feelings of cynicism and powerlessness resulting
from the overwhelming paternalism directed towards them, as clients of the
system. Traditional psychiatric labels make it almost impossible for them to
be seen as human beings (Hutchison, P., 1985).

Many people who have been mentally ill need independence but also
require a great deal of support to become re-integrated into community life.
They may periodically need some form of shelter or refuge, but they believe
the imposing controls and practices of institutions and hospitals are
generally inappropriate. The rehabilitation and weltare systems' tend to trap
many into a Ufe of poverty and dependence, which result in feelings of low
self-worth. Lack of appropriate housing conditions and work opportunities
contribute to lack of dignity, income, and security (Hutchison, P., 1985).

Mental health services cannot adequately respond to the needs of the
mentally Ul without recognizing the harmful effect that a variety of social,
environmental, physical, psychological and biological factors can have (Insel,
P.M., 1983). For example, some pesticides, heavy metals, pollutants, foods,
food additives, and drugs have been linked with unexpected behavioral distur
bances, including paranoia, hyperactivity, anxiety, and hallucinations
(Philpott, W.H., 1980) (Johnson, K.A., 1982). careful control of a person's
environment has commonly been ignored as a potential benefit in the treatment
of mental disorders.

Healthier Envirpnments for People Who Are Mentally ID

The majority of those using mental health services are women. It
would be appropriate to assist more women to seek training in the field of
mental health planning and policy development (canadian Mental Health
Association, 1987).

In designing for the developmentally disabled, we also must design for
those parts of people or their daily lives that are not disabled. Otherwise,
the environments we design, both socially and physically, can help to create
more disabUities (Wolfe, M., 1976). The media have portrayed mental illness
and the mentally ill in a disparaging manner (Day, D.M., 1986), preventing
others from seeing them as human beings. The hopes of people disabled by
mental health problems are not unlike those of other Canadians; their use of
formal mental health services does not mean that other things in life, like
making a contribution to family, friends, work and neighbourhood, are any less
important (Hutchinson, P., 1986). The stigma of mental illness can present
many problems for the chronic psychiatric patient, for example, reduced job
availability (Kirsh, S., 1983). It is important to involve and support
individuals with a disability, to be part of the everyday things which many of
us take for granted, including community activities.
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Often, mentally disabled persons are either segregated into expensive
formal health care and rehabUitation systems, or discharged, with limited
support, into unprepared communities. Increasing concern has been raised about
the fate of the de-institutionalized patient in the community, including
reports of inadequate housing, life skills, activity and work preparation
programs, as well as staff overload and frustration at Jack of resources
(Toews, J., 1982). A healthier social environment for mentally disabled
persons will require more community investment, 10 that at some point, they
can live with maximum reliance on the resources found or created within their
local environment (Pape, B., 1987). Community~ased rehabilitation offers a
vision of citizenship to the mentally disabled, rather than one of control and
exile (McKnight, J.L., 1983) (Trainor, J., 1984).

New initiatives in mental health advocacy have focused on helping
former and present users of mental health services participate in planning for
a better mental health system (Wolfe M., 1976) (Church, K., 1986). The reader
is also referred to additional references for further discussion of environ
ments suitable for those who have been diagnosed as mentally ill: (Stewart,
D.W., 1982) (Campbell, D., 1986).

Appropriate Environments for the CbemlcaUy 8ensftlYe

Over the past decade, the phenomenon of environmental sensitivity has
been receiving increased attention. Sensitized individuals become reactive to
a wide variety of low-level air contaminants in their immediate environment
(Dickey, L.D., 1976) (Rea, W.J., 1979). Once this process has begun, common
indoor and outdoor environments appear to exacerbate symptoms, and chemical
ly less-contaminated environments appear to be therapeutic (5elner, J.C.,
1986) (Daglish, S., 1987). There is some indication that the proportion of
hypersensitive individuals in the population is increasing. The World Health
Organization has recom mended that special environmental requirements for the
protection of the affected groups should be assessed (World Health
Organization, 1984).

One of the most difficult aspects of dealing with hypersensitivity is
the prevalence of negative attitudes among the less-sensitive population,
towards individuals who find themselves highly reactive to physical environ
mental factors. In the words of one individual coping with the Ulness:
"The most demoralizing and frustrating experience ••• is that, While being
seriously ill, weak, exhausted, confused, in pain, and isolated, one must also
fight spouse, children, extended family, neighbors, friends, community, all
levels of government, doctors, hospitals, social _rvices, OHIP, OMA,
psychiatrists, employers, insurance companies, pension and/or welfare agencies
- in fact, the whole world - in order to 8W'Vlve" (Hall, M., 1987).

Many seemingly innocent practices present unexpected hazards to
people who have become temporarily hypersensitive, including the use of
perfumes built into stationery, advertising and periodicals, and the common
use of scented cosmetics, body, and clothing care products by both meFl.
and women (Hall, M., 1987) Unannounced pesticiding of apartment buildings and
offices can render a previously safe location totally intolerable.
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The present atmosphere of general ignorance about hypersensitivity
diseases, and even about allergy, which has been studied for a longer time,
is an unhealthy and a dangerous one for both allergic and hypersensitive
individuals. It leads to feelings of hopelessness at being misunderstood,
and often to extreme Jaolation, as friends and families withdraw, not knowing
how to deal with the environmental needs of the afflicted person (Hall, M.,
1987). Health care environments have often proven to be particularly hazar
dous to the asthmatic and/or chemically sensitive individual seeking emerg
ency treatment (Durlak, E., 1987). For example, many care-givers and hospital
workers are unfamiliar with the potential effects on sensitive individuals of
volatile chemicals commonly used in hospitals.

The food and chemically sensitive individual will sometimes have
difficulty in maintaining a healthy and suPportive social network for himself
or herself. Some will have childhood histories of learning problems and
deficits in appropriate social skills, possibly relating to early malfunction
or. specific physiological systems. Behaviours commonly exhibited include
increased activation, an increased probability of frustration, decreased
attention span, perceptual problems, and memory deficits (O'Banion, D.R.,
1981). Social skills may be required, however, to negotiate environmental
changes that represent, to date, the best means of reducing the individual's
hyper-reactivity.
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2.2.6 Orientation and Lifestyle

There are adverse mental, physieal and social eonsequenees to people
who are lesbian, gay, or bisexual, from living in an environment of prejudiee
against their orientation and lifestyle. The literature is elear that it i,s
the oppressive environment and its consequenees, and not the ehoiee of loving
someone of the same gender, that is the eausative faetor in their partieular
health proble ms.

Homosexuals are probably the most frequent vietims of hate-motivated
violenee, and are targeted for assault, verbal intimidation, and vandalism
more often than blaeks, Hispanies, Southeast Asians, and Jews (Finn, P.,
1987). The eoping strategies of lesbians and gay men in reaetion to sueh
oppression in everyday life, and the damages suffered by them, are in many
ways similar to those of Jews and blaeks in response to anti-Semitism and
raeism (Adam, B.O., 1978). People survive domination through resistanee,
aceommodation and eomplianee.

The Devaluation of Lesbians and Gay Men

Gay oppression is an integral part of society's pressure on all men
and all women to eonform to rigid stereotyped images. We are told, as we grow
up, what men and women should be like. If a boy or girl strays from the
stereotypes and makes independent ehoiees, he or she faees rejeetion, some
times violence, and often the aceusation that he or she is gay, "not a man",
or "not a woman" (lrwin, J., 1987).

To maintain the threat of prejudiee against everyone, overt prejudice
and even violence has been direeted against individuals who ehoose to
engage in loving relationships with people of the same gender and/or in
same-gender sexual praetiees (Finn, P., 1987). All other human eharacterist
ies, Skills, goals, and needs of gay-oriented individuals, whieh they share
with heterosexualy-oriented individuals, are often eompletely ignored in
favour of foeussing attention on the differences in their ehoiees of life
style.

Bow Lesbians, Gay Men and Bi8aua1 People are Mistreated

A homosexual adolescent is often plaeed at a greater distanee from his
or her parents than his heterosexual eounterpart. For those who reveal their
sexual orientation, the fa mily response is often not supportive. In the
absence of a support group, the adolescent feels alone and isolated (Paroski,
P.A., 1987). Negative reaetions of family and peers toward a young person's
homosexuality, damaged self-esteem, the desire to be with gay-identified
peers, and exposure to street life are important faetors predisposing gay men
to a higher risk of involvement with prostitution, aleohol abuse and drug
abuse. There is also potential for intense fa mUy diseord, and physieal and/or
emotional abuse when homosexuality is first revealed (Remafedi, G.J., 1985).
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Many men who ultimately decide that they are homosexual or bisexual
have at some point in their lives married or established continuing relation
ships with women. Many of these men have also fathered chUdren. The life of
the gay father is often fraught with fears and anxiety involving marriage
breakup, access to chUdren, discrimination against himself or his famUy,
and the process of 'coming out' as gay (Heath, L., 1981).

The current epidemic of acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS) has
led to many instances of overt discrimination against gays, including social
ostracism, and even the deprivation of various rights such as housing, employ
ment, transportation, and funeral services (Douglas, C.J., 1985). It has also
highlighted the need for equitable legislation regarding spousal rights and
distribution of property upon death, for gay couples (Adam, B.O., 1987).

Groups fighting for gay rights stress that public policies often
renect and reinforce homophobic attitudes, particularly in such areas as
education, family law, police/community relations and the administration of
health (Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario, 1986). Other human rights issues
for lesbian and gay men and women include child custody, tax laws, municipal
zoning regulations, social welfare, insurance and employment. Quebec, Ontario
and the Yukon Territory have added "sexual orientation" protection to their
human rights codes. A number of municipalities have also instituted limited
forms of protection and many unions have won such protection in their
contracts. At the same time, some governments, social agencies, businesses,
and landlords continue to deny lesbian and gay individuals basic civil and
human rights (Kinsman, G., 1987).

Stigmatization of homosexuality has also contributed to the invisi
bility of this aspect of their lives, for many men and women in Canada who
choose a gay, lesbian, or bisexual orientation (Adam, B., 1987). There is an
immense cost suffered by those in hiding, in terms of psychological suffoc
ation, and in terms of the fear that public identification of their orienta
tion will invite prejudice and loss of those freedo ms, privileges and
opportunities normally taken for granted by the heterosexual population.

Since the gay and bisexual population is under these circumstances
neither easily identifiable nor enumerable, information-gathering and
information dissemination about health and other issues is difficult
(Soskolene, C.L., 1986). At the same time, it has been a matter of life and
death for gay and bisexual men, as a high-risk group, to obtain accurate
information about the transmission of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
(AIDS) (Allen, M., 1987). Prejudices against homoseXUality have led to
obstacles being presented against distribution of literature about 'safer
sex', a term used to describe sexual practices Which minimize the risk of
transmission of sexually-transmitted diseases such as AIDS (Adam, B.O., 1987).
Information about sexual decision-making, personal hygiene, prevention of
sexually-transmitted diseases, and substance use, can be life18ving for the
young homosexual in particular (Remafedi, G. J., 1985).
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Bow Lesbians, GIlJ Men and Biaezuala Differ from Heterc-zua's

The differences between gay-oriented and non-ray-oriented people are
not highly visible. Unless you know someone fairly well, it is difficult to
know for sure if he or she is lesbian or gay, bisexual or heterosexual in
orientation. Lesbians and gay men are conscious of erotic and affectional
a ttractions to people of the sa me gender. They mayor may not also have
attractions to, and sexual relations with, people of the opposite gender, but
their preference is for closeness and sexual relations with persons of the
same gender (Clerk, D., 1987).

Bisexual people have erotic and affectional attractions to people of
both genders, and prefer to have, during their lifetime, closeness and/or
sexual relations with individuals of both genders. Heterosexual people are
conscious of erotic and affectional attractions to people of the opposite
gender. They mayor may not also have attractions to, and sexual relations
with, people of the same gender, but their preference is for closeness and
sexual relations with persons of the opposite gender.

With the exception of having a different gender-preference, lesbians,
gay men and bisexuals all have the same kinds of needs and desires for
everything in life (family, food and nutrition, clean air and water, shelter,
clothing, companionship and support, achievement and self-worth, Ufe goals,
self-expression, sexuality, parenting, community, communication, information,
relaxation, excitement, health care, and ~o on), as every other human being.
At the same time, there is as wide a diversity among lesbians, gay men and
bisexuals in Canada as there is among heterosexuals, in their individual
natures and their lifestyles.

Difference In VulnerabWty to Environmental Factors

The AIDS crisis at -first made it appear that homosexuals and bisexual
men were more vulnerable than others to infection. The predominance of gay and
bisexual men among infected individuals turned out to be due to the virus
having been first introduced to North America into the gay population, and to
the rapid transmission of the virus through the exchange of bodily fluids via
anal intercourse among gay men.

Once the AIDS virus began spreading into the heterosexual population,
its transmission through exchange of fiuids in heterosexual sexual activity
also became apparent. Recent shifts in. the nature of sexual activities among
homosexual and bisexual men have begun to reduce the risk of transmission of
the disease among them, through restriction and modification of those prac
tices which would have transferred bodily fluidS, and substitution of
"safer sex" practices (Adam, B.O., 1987).

The specific Ufe experiences and the nature of oppressions exper
ienced by lesbians, gay men and bisexuals may have a strong bearing on
the suitability or health of particular environments for them, in the
absence of any changes in the overall incidence of prejudice in our ~ety.
The design of gay-supportive housing, for example, would differ from present
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designs (which do not take lesbian and gay orientations into account) since
gay individuals do not yet enjoy the same freedoms of association or affection
in public spaces without fear of abusive behaviour by non1'ay people (Bradley,
E., 1987).

A Healthier Environment for Lesbians, Gay Men and Bisexual· People

The healthiest environment for those in Canada who choose a lesbian,
gay or bisexual orientation and lifestyle is one of acceptance and respect,
protected by explicit legislation guaranteeing individual rights and freedoms.

Critical in the termination of unhealthy conditions is the interrup
tion of overt prejudice against homosexuality in Canada. Prejudice breeds on
ignorance and inaccurate, stereotypical images of people. Gay oppression has
remained intact in Canada because lesbians, gay men, and bisexuals, for
reasons of survival, are largely invisible in our society. Non1'ay people
therefore have little or no accurate information to counter the stereotyped
and false images of homosexuality with which they were brought up (Clark, D.,
1987).

Protection of the civil rights of leSbians and gay men is a necessary
precondition for lesbians and gay men to have equitable access to both civic
rights (the rights to the impartial administration of civil and criminal laws
in defense of property and person) and political rights (including freedom of
speech, of press, of assembly, to petition for the redress or grievances, and
to join with and be identified with other persons for common political goals).
Exercising all these rights requires public actions, which are impossible for
a person who must remain invisible, hidden and secreted, in respect of his or
her minority status,. as a condition for maintaining his or her livelihood and
housing (Mohr, R.D., 1985).

Little attention' is given in medical school curricula to providing
appropriate health care for the 5-10% of the population whose orientation is
homosexual (Bauman, K.A., 1985). Health care providers need to be aware of the
sense of isolation, the process of hiding one's homosexuality, the conflicts
that homosexual adolescents have regarding their lifestyle, and the need
of lesbians and gay men for non-judgmental health care (Paroski, P.A., 1987).
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2. HealthY Environment laues (continued)

2.3 By Environmental Resource and Social Condition

The eight subsections following give a partial sampling of
environmental factors, both physical and social, that affect health. Depending
on what was available to us in the literature, we have tried to include both
the positive and the negative: the environmental resources and social
conditions that seem to foster good health, as well as the environmental and
social hazards that contribute to ill health.

One message from the literature is that while many of the conditions
we discuss may be necessary for good health, none is by itself sufficient.
Human beings are very adaptable, but not so adaptable that we can get away
with forgetting major needs, whether they be physical, social, or psycholo
gical, without paying some price in health and wellbeing.

2.3.1 Safety

Injury is among the most important public health proble ms, both in
terms of numbers of people affected, and in terms of the potential effects,
which include permanent disability and death. Preventing injury extends far
beyond awareness of precautions which will reduce the risk of accidents within
existing environments. It requires that we take a conscious look at selecting
the technologies we use, taking potential risk of injury into account. High
injury rates are associated .with road vehicles, guns, farm machinery, sports
equipment, cigarettes, and many other consumer prodUCts (Robertson, L.S.,
1986).

Children are particularly vulnerable to accidental injuries, often
being unfamiliar with the extent of hazard involved in situations adults have
learned to live with relatively safely (Garling, T., 1985). Understanding
the child's perceptions of hazards in familiar environments may be critical
to making better progress both in product design and in safety education
(Sheehy, N.P., 1985).

Egocentric thinking on the part of able-bodied adults who have maximum
power to structure their environment, may leave other people, such as younger
people, the elderly, or the disabled, at more risk. A failure to recognize the
different perceptual capabilities, decision processes, motivations, etc. of a
particular group can lead to the provision of environments which present no
great risks to a healthy adult, but which can be extremely hazardous to others
(Stratton, P., 1985).

Careful thinking may be required to better anticipate physical and
chemical hazards which may only arise under emergency conditions. For example,
an electrical fire in a large commercial building caused oil containing PCBs
to spill into the blaze. The resulting toxic gases included dioxin, which is
extremely hazardous. Contaminated soot was dispersed throughout the building
by the ventilation system (Yulsman, T., 1985).
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One important resource which is an indispensable part of a healthy
environment is clean air. The literature contains a great deal of discussion
of the contamination of air, both indoors and outdoors, by various chemical
pollutants. The evidence is very clear that contaminated air can present some
risk to the entire population, and a much higher risk to a subset of the
population, who appear to be more susceptible than others.

Information about the health effects of low-level contamination of
air has not yet been widely distributed, though the effects are well documen
ted. Testing for the effects of contaminated air on people is not yet a widely
accepted practice within the health care systems in Canada.

Much of the basic information about the adverse health effects of
polluted air, and of the therapeutic and diagnostic role of clean air, has
been presented and discussed in earlier sections, from the point of view of
a particular setting, such as the home, the school or the workplace. The
information below summarizes additional facts about the nature of the
contaminants in air, the sources of these contaminants, and their health
effects, independent of the setting. .

Contaminants in OUtdoor Air and Their Effects on Health

Both 'particulate and gaseous contaminants are now routinely measured
in outdoor air at various points across Canada. Pollutants that predominate
outdoors include sulphur oxides, ozone and related oxidants, trace metals,
halogen compounds, petrochemical compounds, and pesticides (L~bowitz, M.D.,
1983). There are many sources for the pollutants found in outdoor air,
including industrial activity, transportation, utilities, municipal
incineration, home hea~ing, and agricultural activities.

Various studies, in Canada and beyond, have established a link between
exposure to common outdoor pollution and increased incidence of health
problems. For example, one Ontario study found highly significant associations
between excess admissions to hospitals for respiratory disorders, and the
levels of sulphur dioxide and ozone, during the months of July and August
over several years in the mid-to-late 19705 (Bates, D.V., 1983).

In patients with asthma and hyperreactivity, small concentrations of a
pollutant like sulphur dioxide can cause substantial and clinically important
respiratory effects. In acute severe episodes of air pollution, predominantly
people with pre-existing heart and lung disease show an increase in mortality
(Simonsson, B.G., 1986). .

There is a close usociation between air pollution and various
respiratory indices in children, and smoke appears to have a greater effect on
health than sulphur dioxide. It is likely that initial effects on children's
respiratory indices will show up in areas with an annual mean concentration of
sulphur dioxide and smoke of 50-200 ug/m 3 (Colley, J.R.T., 1980). ChUdren
living in highly polluted areas show a higher prevalence of cough and other

-r
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ehronic respiratory symptoms, and decreased lung measures, compared to
ehildren in less polluted areas (Kerrebijn, K.F., 1975), (Suglta, K., 1981).

The im mune syste m may be considered to be a series of mechanisms for
adapting to an ever-changing and hostUe environment. Any teratogenic effect early
in embryonic life can have profound consequences on the immune system of the
developing infant. A number of chemical pollutants are known to injure the
immune response of the fully' developed organism. The human fetus and newborn
are especially susceptible to substances like lead, cadmium, nitrogen dioxide,
and sulphur dioxide (Bellanti, J.A., 1974).

There is little data on the health effects of mixtures of pollutants.
Some experiments indicate there may be synergistlc effects. For example,
repeated inhalation of mixtures of nitrogen dioxide and ozone (at relatively
high levels) was more effective than the single gases, in reducing resistance
of animals to infection (Ehrlich, Re, 1977). .

Many industrial processes utilizing or producing inorganic materials
release metals (usually in the form of oxides or salts) into the environment.
Significant quantities of metals are also released from incinerators burning
industrial and municipal waste. Metals are also released from combustion
sources such as fuel burning for heat and power (including cars) (Yocom, J.E.,
1983). Of particular concern is the effect of lead, since lead levels formerly
considered safe have recently been shown to increase abnormal behaviour, cause
learning difficulties and reduce intelligence. Children can absorb enough
lead to impair their performance on tests of reasoning, coordination,
intelligence and reading. Some symptoms of lead toxicity are: hyperactivity,
perceptual disorders, mental retardation, fatigue, irritability, temper
tantrums, learning disabilities, speech disturbances, perceptual motor
dysfunctions, and emotional or behavioural problems (Schauss, A., 1980).

Another review emphasizes that particulate air pollution, even at
current levels, could be of concern for public health and that new research is
needed to assess the effects of acidic aerosols and oxidants involved in the
formation of acid precipitation (acid rain), on human health in Canada
(Ozkaynak, H., 1985). Health and environmental organizations are also becoming
very concerned about potential health effects of municipal projects such as
garbage incinerators (Poole, R., 1987).

Various additional researchers report significant effects of inhaled
air pollution on health:

- effects of ozone (Jaffe, L.S., 1967).
- effects on body and mind functions (Laverne, A.A., 1970)
- effects of carbon monoxide on mortality (Hexter, A.C., 1971)
- effects on cardiovascular and other systems (Finkel, A.s., 1976)
- effects on height and bones in children (Thielebeule, U., 1980)
- effects on the respiratory tract (Phalen, R.F., 1981)
- effects of low levels of lead intake {King, E., 1982}.
- aluminum, iron, &: lead in respirable particles (Tosteson, T.D.,.1982)•

•
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CoDtamiDaDts iri IDdoor Air and Tbelr Effects 011 Health

Urban residents typically spend more than 90 percent of their time
indoors. The indoor environment is likely to include exposure to radon .
daughter nucUdes, formaldehyde, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, respirable
particulates and asbestos, tobacco smoke, microorganisms, and aeroallergens,
organic vapours, mineral and synthetic fibers (Lebowitz, M.D., 1983),
(Spengler, J.D., 1983). Indoor exposure may constitute 80-9596 of the total
exposure for some pollutants (Dudney, C.s., 1981). Recent investigations have
also shown that as much as 1096 of the pollutants exhausted from a building may
commonly reenter the building rather than be dispersed to the atmosphere
(Reible, 0.0., 1985).

The health effects of formaldehyde include: irritation to the skin,
eye, lung and mucosal surfaces; sensitization; alteration in irritancy thresh
old; mutagenicity; and potential carcinogenicity (Gupta, K.C., 1982),
(Nethercott, J.R., 1982), (Wartew, G.A., 1983). Indoor levels of formaldehyde,
due primarily to off-gassing of bUilding materials, may range from less than
0.01 ppm to approximately 3 ppm (Ulsamer, A.G., 1982). Canadian guidelines
propose 0.1 ppm as the upper limit in residential situations. Particle board,
a common building construction material made of wood shavings held together
with a urea-formaldehyde glue, continuously emanates formaldehyde (Andersen,
I., 1975). Formaldehyde levels indoors increase with temperature, and decrease
with the age of the source (Moschandreas, D., 1986). (See also section 2.1.1
n At Home").

The respirable suspended particulate levels generated by tobacco
smoking overwhelm the effects of ventilation and infli~t significant air
pollution burdens (Repace, J.L., 1980). In rooms with even moderate smoking, a
great deal more fresh air is required, even for nonsensitive occupants to
judge the comfort level acceptable, than in nonsmoking conditions (Cain,
W.S., 1982).

Statistically significant dose-response relationships between exposure
to tobacco smoke and loss of life expectancy have been calculated. Even a
limited amount of exposure to tobacco smoke carries a greatly increased risk
of premature mortality (Repace, J.L., 1981). More than 30,000 Canadians die
each year from smoking-related illnesses, including cancer, cardiovascular
disease, and pUlmonary disease. While overall tobacco use has declined in
Canada, a number of disturbing trends persist: smoking onset among 12 to 14
year olds has remained high; the prevalence of smoking among young women (20
to 29) is increasing; and regional and socioeconomic differences in smoking
rates continue to exist (National Program to Reduce Tobacco Use, Consultation,
Planning and Implementation Committee, 1987).

In the presence of tobacco smoke, many ,normal nonsmokers experience
eye and throat irritation, headache, rhinitis and coughing. Allergic persons
report Wheezing, sneezing and nausea as well. Particularly acute symptoms may
be found in infants, children, persons with cardiovascular or respiratory
disease and wearers of contact lenses (Repace, J.L., 1980). Passive ex~ure

to tobacco smoke can increase heart rate, systolic and diastolic blood
pressure, and venous carboxyhe moglobin. People who are prone to angina may
experience typical symptoms, including a reduction in heart rate and systolic
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blood pressure at onset of angina (Aronow, W.5., 1978). Nonsmokers breathing
a mbient tobacco smoke are at significantly increased risk of illness and
mortality than those not exposed (Repace, J.L., 1982).

Houses causing environmental illness problems have higher concentra-
tions in the air of Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) than houses without
problems. Below 0.6 mg/m3 no irritation by VOC can be expected. Above 2 mg/m3
VOC are expected to cause irritation. Above S mg/m3 irritation and decreased
mental performance may occur' (Molhave, L., 1982), (Molhave, L., 1986).

Indoor air, whether in commercial, industrial, or residential buil
dings, typically contains levels of polychlorinated biphenyls (pcas) at least
1 order of magnitude higher than outdoor levels. Defective nuor~ent light
ballasts (from an era in which PCBs were used) can emit PCBs and are an
important source of indoor atmospheric contamination (MacLeod, K.E., 1981).

A very broad range of concentrations of radon is observed inside
buildings, particularly in homes, and even the average concentration has an
estimated risk that is large by comparison with most environmental risks.
(Nero, A.V., 1986). Further discussion of the problem of radon gas and
radon daughter products in homes is found in section 2.1.1. "At Home".
Additional references dealing with radon include: (Jonassen, N., 1981),
(Letourneau, E.G., 1985).

Bacterial and viral disease can sometimes be transmitted from person
to person on indoor air, particularly when poor ventilation allows indoor
concentrations to build up. Devices such as humidifiers may be sites of
culturing of bacteria, as can fan coil units (Hambraeus, A., 1986),
(Johnson-Lussenburg, C.M., 1986). The most serious consequences on human
health are usually observed in especially susceptible populations, but unexp
ected allergic responses ranging from trivial to life-threatening can also
result among the general popUlation (Tobin, R.S., 1986). The growth of
Legionella bacteria, which can cause life-threatening illness, is amplified in
such things as cooling towers, humidifiers, and hot water systems. It some
times incubates indoors in warm and/or standing water found in humidifiers,
shower heads, and air conditioning ductwork (Besch, E.L., 1981).

Indoor air always contains viable mould spores, but in buildulgs that
do not generate their own sources of mould, the numbers are usually low and
the species found are similar to those found in outdoor air (Hambraeus, A.,
1986). Building materials of high cellulose and low nitrogen content that
become moist and are subjected to temperature fiuctuations can provide ideal
conditions for types of fungal growth that produce macrocyclic trichothecene
toxins, which can cause illness and can be immunosuppressive (Jarvis, B.B., 1986).
Mycotoxins have been associated in particular with certain types of thermal
insulation (Scott, P.M., 1986). In buildings with flat roofs, water damage
can lead to subsequent microbial growth, which may be related to complaints
about indoor climate (Gravesen, S., 1986). .

Sensations of odour and irritation (the effects experienced by people
due to stimulation of the olfactory and trigeminal nerves) may be the
first warning signals a person receives that the atmosphere is contaminated.
While scientific and objective measurement of the environment seems generally
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favoured over potentially subjective information received fro·m the people
living in the environment, human senses still make a crucial contribution to
the analysis of indoor air. It Is still the effect of indoor air on human
beings, as they experience it, which provides most of the norms for indoor air
research (Engen, T., 1986).

One neglected source of both indoor air pollution and personal intake
of pollutants is clothing. The additives and contaminants which occur in
textile fibers vary widely. For example, synthetic fibers such as nylon and
polyester contain trace amounts of contaminants such as catalysts and
deactivators which remain after the synthesis of basic polymers. In addition,
there are frequently a number of materials which are added to perform specific
functions, such as traces of metals or metal salts, and antistatic agents and
flame retardants. After the fibers are converted into fabric form, other
substances are applied to act as lUbricants, sizing agents, antistats,
bleaches, wetting agents, dyes, and durable~ress treatments (Barker, R.H.,
1975), (Finkel, J.M., 1979).

The effects of these agents on human health has not been well studied,
although allergic skin reactions, particularly due to formaldehyde in new
clothing, have been reported (O'Quinn,Silas E., 1965). Recent research suggests
that cardiovascular effects such as premature ventricular contractions may
be more frequent in people wearing synthetic clothing, compared to those
wearing cotton (Seyal, A.R., 198?).

Additional references dealing in detail with indoor air pollutants
and their health effects include: (Bridbord, K., 1975), (Adkinson, N.F.,
1977), (Muittari, A., 1978), (Schaumburg, H., 1978) (Andersen, I., 1979),
(Molhave, L., 1979), (World Health Organization, 1979), (Hollowell, C.D.,
1980), (BeaU, J.R., 1981), (HoUoweU, C.D., 1981), (Committee on Indoor
Pollutants, National Academy of Science, 1982), (Wigle, D.T., 1982),
(Rittfeldt, L., 1984). •

Effects of Low-Le'gel Contaminants on Sensitive Individuals

Overexposure to commonly used environmental chemicals appears to have
been responsible for the development, in some individuals, of recurrent signs
and symptoms of inflammatory type diseases. Repeated episodes of illness are
triggered by ambient chemical fumes in the outdoor air and home environments.
Once an individual is sensitized to a solitary chemical it is apparent that
continued exposures result in a spreading phenomenon, involving sensitivity
to other types of che mical exposures. Once this spreading occurs, reactions
then proceed upon minute exposures (Rea, W.J., 1978). Exposure to environ
mental pollutants has also been clinically reported to provoke cognitive,
emotional, and behavioural reactions in sensitive individuals (King, D.S.,
1981).

A period of time in a relatively fume-free and particle-free environ
ment has been used successfUlly to clear the majority of symptoms and signs in
chemically sensitive individuals without the use of medication. DoUble-blind
rechaUenge with ambient dose levels of synthetic chemicals is used to
reproduce .and verify most of the symptomatology (Rea, W.J., 1978).

Additional discussion of chemical hypersensitivity can be found in
Section 2.2.5 "lllness and Handicap".

T
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2.3.3 Food and Water

Achieving health for all in Canada cannot be achieved without
aCknowledging and addressing the reality of Canada's food and water supplies.
Food and water are far more complex than Canada's Food Guide would have
our children believe. Nutritional needs vary widely from person to person,
as do individual sensitivities to different diets and to various deliberate
additives as well as inadvertent contaminants in most of canada's food
supplies. Water in some areas is highly contaminated and in others, though
treated and deemed safe, may contain hundreds of trace levels of various toxic
chemicals, the combined and long-term effects of Which, at these levels, are
totally unknown.

The health of our food and water supplies is dependent in complex
ways on what is happening in the ecosystem. For example, high levels of
aluminum in soil, and acid rain, which can leach aluminum from the soU,
tend to increase the level of aluminum, and decrease the amount of selenium,
in locally grown plants (Boegman, R.J., 1984).

Individual Differences

Recent evidence shows a complex interaction between nutrition and
toxicity of ingested or inhaled pollutants. Vitamins, minerals and other
nutrients can have both positive and negoalive effects on a person's sensiti
Vity to the adverse effects of pollutants (Calabrese, E.J., 1980). For
example, nutritional deficiencies of calcium and magnesium can enhance the
absorption of aluminum, a neurotoxic metal (Boegman, R.J., 1984). People's
nutritional intake and ability to absorb and utilize nutrients varies widely,
depending both on lifestyle, diet, age and many other factors.

The variation in people's ability to tolerate individual foods is
only recently becoming known and being utilized in diagnosing symptoms which
are not responsive to other medical treatments (O'Banion, D.R., 1981).
Even inflammatory cardiovascular diseases, including spastic vascular
phenomena such as migraines and other vascular headaches, angina due to
coronary spasm and RaynaUd's disease, are responding in some cases to
dietary and environmental management (Rea, W.J., 1987). For some people,
dietary changes also appear to be able to remediate emotional distress
(King, D.8., 1981), (Christensen, L., 1985).

The human immune system can tolerate and adapt to chemical exposures
to a point, but that point is often exceeded, and the immune system can faU,
reSUlting in symptoms and disease (Maul!air, C.G., 1987). The degree of adap
tability will depend on many personal factors and individual circumstances.

DeUberate Pood Additives: Not Por Everyone'!

Information on individual reactivity to various food additives is
making it very clear that safety of additives cannot be universally guaran
teed (Kon, S.H., 1978), (Miller, J.B., 1978). This makes labelling critical,
and for some people, of life-and-death importance. .
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British research underway indicates that perhaps as many as 1596 of
people feel they may be adversely affected by food additives. Actual incidence
of reactions to food additives is being investigated. One way to confirm a
suspected reaction to a food additive is to eliminate it from the diet for a
few months (Daglish, S., 1987).

Sulfites have been widely used as preservatives in the food and
pharmaceutical industries. In the United States more than 250 cases of
sulfite-related adverse reactions, including anaphylactic shock, asthmatic
attacks, urticaria and angioedema, nausea, abdominal pain and diarrhea, sei
zures and death, have been reported, including 6 deaths allegedly associated
with restaurant food containing sulfites. In Canada 10 sulfite-related adverse
reactions have been documented, and 1 death suspected to be sulfite-related
has occurred (Yang, W.H., 1985). The American Food and Drug Administration has
banned the use of sulfites as preservatives in fresh fruits and vegetables,
citing growing number of adverse reactions to the compounds. The ban applies
to retail sales of fresh produce by food stores and restaurants. In addition,
the FDA requires new labelling of processed foods that contain detectable
levels of the compounds (Raymer, W.J., 1986).

Inadvertent Additives to Food Supplies

Environmental additives are chemicals which inadvertently contaminate
our food. Such substances as chlordane (a pesticide residue in milk), and
sulfonamide (a drug residue in pork) can contaminate the food supply and
present health hazards (Pim, L.R., 1981).

Breast milk samples from 5 different regions across Canada showed the
continued presence of PCBs and a number of other chlorinated hydrocarbon
compounds. There were minimal regional differences in residue levels, Which
were also similar to those found in other industrial nations (Mes, J., 1986).

Canadian consumers may n.ot be able to fully protect themselves from
harmful chemical substances in their food supply, even though the chemicals
may be banned in this country. Central America has become a lethal dumping
yard for pesticides that North American and European chemical companies are
banned from selling or producing. Many foods which are imported to Canada from
Central America contain residues of chemicals which are proven to cause cancer
and/or central nervous system damage, such as DDT, paraquat, Phosvel, DBCP and
others (Todd, D., 1987).

Not all foods are benign, or remain benign during storage. Mycotoxins
such as aClatoxins, fusarium toxins, and penicillium toxins can occur natur
ally in some foods or agricultural commodities due to fungal infection, and
have been related to cases of both human and animal disease (Scott, P.M.,
19a3). Some foods contain natural carcinogens or anticarcinogens (Ames, B.,
1983).
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Potential Health Effects of Pestieide Exposwes

In an Australian study, long ter m exposures to organophosphorus
insecticides were associated with schizophrenic and depressive reactions,
along with severe memory impairment and concentration difficulty. Afield
survey gave some support to the possibility that psychiatric disorders might
be less frequent in towns than in fruitgrowing regions of Australia where
insecticides were used (Gershon, S., 1961).

Pesticide exposures at various levels have been associated with
cancers, deleterious reproductive outcomes, and subtle neurologic changes.
The nervous system has been recognized as a target organ for pesticide
toxicity for several decades (Shearer, R.W., 1983), (Sharp, D.S., 1986). The
delayed health hazards of pesticide use have been difficult· to detect.

Environmental chemical exposure was postulated as a Possible cause of
Behcet's disease, a mucocutaneous-ocular syndrome leading to blindness,
ulcers, and sometimes death. Most of the patients studied had a history of
contamination with organochlorine compounds and/or organophosphorus
pesticides. The number of patients in Japan with this disease declined
following the banning of certain strong toxic chemicals, inclUding DOT, BHC
(benzene hexachloride) and parathion, with some time lag. The researchers
postulated that Behcet's disease may be caused by environmental chemicals,
which may cause supersensitivity of the tissues, possibly leading to
abnormality in the immune system (Ishikawa, 5., 1986).

Water Contamination.
Federal researchers have been reported to have written that there

is strong evidence to link Great Lakes pollution with health problems such as
cancer and birth defects. Cancer rates and rates of birth defects were found
to increase from west to east along the lakes, and are heaviest near
highly-contaminated sections such as the Niagara and St. Lawrence Rivers.
People living along the lakes suffer higher rates of heart disease and strokes
than other Canadians. Followup research is planned (Israelson, D., 1987).

Many unexpected compounds can show up in drinking water or other
beverages. Cadmium, for example, can enter the water supply from water pipes
(Schroeder, H.A., 1973), as can copper when acidified lake water is used
(Franklin, C.A., 1985). Asbestos was at one time widely used for filters in
the chemical, food and beverage industries, reSUlting in asbestos fibres in
most beers, wines and liquors, soft drinks, sugar and lard (Kruss, P., 1979).
Plastic food and beverage containers can also allow various compounds to pass
into food and water (Kailin, E.W., 1963).

A meeting of the Working Group was convened by the WHO Regional orfice
for Europe in collaboration with the Austrian Government. Legionnaires'
disease, a multisystem disease with pneumonia as the principal clinical
feature, acquired its name following the mysterious outbreak among people
attending an American legion convention in Philadelphia in July 1976. In-
January 1977, a previously unrecognized bacterium was shown to be the agent
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responsible for the Philadelphia outbreak. The bacteriu m was ne med Legionella
pneumophila and is now known to be a member of a large family of
Legionellaceae.

Dramatic common-source outbreaks of Legionnaire's disease have
occurred in hotels, hospitals, and other establishments in association with .
contaminated water systems, in Which the Legionella bacterium has incubated in
warm standing water, for example, in shower heads (World Health Organization,
1982).

r
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1.1.4 Pbpica1 Pactors

There is an extensive literature on the effects of physical factors on
people's health. These b1clude many aspects of sound, light and other portions
of the electromagnetic spectrum. It is not within the scope of the present
study to review this Uteraturecompletely, other than to ample it and bring
it to the attention of the reader, who can follow up through bibliographies in
the references that are cited. Where physical factors, or some particular
aspect of them, have been recognized only recently as possible contributors to
either ill health or good health, we have tried to include a more complete
selection, to indicate the scope of any scientific debates still underway.
Where information was available, we have included both negative effects of
the physical factors, and some comment on benign or positive levels of the
same factor.

Effects of Sound OD Human Health

High sound levels can induce responses in the human body that are not
specifically related to the auditory system. In most instances, a physiolo-
gical change is evident only during, or for a short time follOWing, the noise
exposure. Noise can affect blood circulation, the resistance of the skin to
electrical potentials, skeletal-muscle tension, hearing, breathing, and sleep.
There is also evidence that noise can affect the gastrointestinal tract,
change the size of the pupils of the eyes, and change the rate of saliva and
gastric secretions (White, F.A., 1983)•.

Psychological and sociological response to noise is difficult to
quantify. Many such reactions to noise seem to be related more to personality
factors than to specific noise conditions. A person's psychological response
will also be conditioned by whether he or she feels that the noise is a
personal infringement of a basic right to acoustic privacy. Other influencing
factors are whether the noise is essential, the relationship of the noise to
personal activity, the noise's predictability or unpredictability, and
frequency of occurrence (White, F.A., 1983).

In a U.S. study, a positive, but not statistically significant,
association was found between aircraft noise exposure and the risk of
high-frequency hearing loss (Green, K.B., 1982). A comparison made by others,
between a sound~roofed and a non sound~roofed school, both exposed to
aircraft noise, noted that chUdren did not express any feeling of distur
bances as to the frequency of airplane passage. However, after prolonged
exposure to the auditory stimulus, perturbations of certain intellectual,
psychomotor and personality aspects were observed. Noise-triggered atten
tional troubles were suggested as an explanation for most of the negative
effects observed (Moch-Sibony, A., 1981). Another study indicated that the
percent of elementary school students reading below grade level increased as
the noise exposure level from aircraft increased (Green, K.B., 1982).
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Effects of Ezpcware to Different f{iDds of LIght

Possible connections are being investigated between skin cancer
incidence and occupational ultraviolet light exposure from fluorescent lights
as well as from lamps used in printing and dyeline copying (Elwood, J.M.,
1986).

Recent research indicates that there are a great many non-visual
effects of light on people. Of these effects, the suntan effect and the
control of rickets are two that are well understood. Other important but less
well known effects include synchronization of a number of physiological
rhythms, and prevention or control of infantile jaundice (Hathaway, W.E.,
1983). Human muscle strength appears to be weakened under exposure to light
that lacks part of the natural spectrum (McGee, C.T., 1979). A study comparing
classroom behaviour in windowless rooms with standard type fiuorescent
cool-White tubes, with that in rooms with full spectrum, radiation-shielded
fluorescent fixtures, showed increased hyperactive behaviour (Ott, J.R.,
1976).

Windowless environments, especially in deep-core buildings, have a
number of disadvantages that are reviewed in the literature (Health and
Welfare, 1980). Teachers like the absence of windows in teaching spaces
because they prevent the students from being distracted by outside happenings
and extra wall space can be put to good instructional use. Others contend that
the curious child in a well-conducted classroom already has an information
overload. Some professional educators, however, have questioned whether the
elimination of outside distractions is always something to be desired - an
exterior happening may frequently provide a fruitful stimulus to educational
activity (University of Michigan, 1965).

Effects of ExpoPlI'e to Low-Frequency Electromagnetic Fields.
A growing body of research indicates that electric and magnetic field

exposures can have biological effects and may cause stress to hu man beings
(Becker, R.O., 1982). However, there is not yet a clear concensus among
researchers as to whether these effects constitute a long-term risk to human
health, and, if 10, the magnitude of that risk (Budd, R.A., 1985), (Ontario
Ministry of Health, 1987).

Earlier studies of electrical power transmission and distribution
workers, as well as railway high-voltage substation workers, did not yield any
significant correlations of health with the subjects' measured or estimated
exposure to electromagnetic fields (Broadbent, D.E., 1985), (Baroncelli, P.,
1986). Later evidence has raised the possibility that an increased incidence
of certain cancers, including leukemia, might be related to exposures to power
frequency fields, including fields generated within homes (Edwards, 0.0.,
1987), (McDowall, M.E., 1986), (Savitz, D.A., 1987). This work has been
revieWed by others and is not sufficiently conclusive or convincing to warrant
the conclusion, at this time, that extra low frequency electromagnetic fields
pose a significant health risk (Ontario Ministry of Health, 1987). .
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There is some evidence that the nervous system may be affected by ELF
electric fields that are far too weak to have a direct effect on brain
synaptic function or membrane excitability through field infiuence on ionic
motion through the cell membrane. Animal studies have also shown effects on
calcium exchange from various brain tissues. However, none of the evidence
indicates that even strong electric fields have effects that compromise a
person's ability to function, or have long-lasting or permanent effects on
neuro-physiological health (Jammet, H., 1985).

There are preliminary reports from the United States (Rea, W.J., 1987)
and from Great Britain (Smith, C.W., 1987) that a small segment of the popu
lation may exhibit a sensitivity to electric and magnetic fields, and may in
fact be particularly sensitive to certain specific frequencies of field
oscillation, including those in the power frequency range of 50-60 Hz. These
individuals tend to exhibit immediate or chronic physical and/or psychological
symptoms when in the presence of various electromagnetic fields. Massive
pesticide exposures were suggested as the possible cause for some individuals
being rendered both chemically sensitive and electromagnetically sensitive
(Rea, W.J., 1987).

The possible effects of home and office electromagnetic exposures is
now becoming of some concern to individuals seeking healthier lifestyles.
Typical magnetic field exposures from hair dryers, motors, and other home
appliances far exceed the magnetic field exposure even directly beneath
high-voltage transmission lines (Epstein, S.S., 1974), (Becker, R.O., 1982).
Video display terminals can expose operators to both electric and magnetic
fields, and new designs have been suggested to incorporate more shielding
(Marha, K., 1982), (Marha, K., 1983).

Although there are no Canadian standards for electromagnetic field
exposure, Ontario Hydro notes that strict Soviet standards would still permit
unlimited exposure by the public, of the fields under Ontario's 500 kilovolt
lines (Ontario Hydro, 1983).

Exposure to Ionizing Radiation

There are a number of occupational and health care environments in
which people in Canada may be exposed to ionizing radiation, which is known
to have adverse health effects at certain exposure levels. Some radioactive
materials emit high-frequency radiation which can penetrate the body even
though the materials remain outside (gamma rays and X-rays). Some radiation is
emitted in the form of beta particles, Which are able to penetrate the outer
skin layer and do some internal damage to humans. When radioactive particles
are taken within the body through inhalation or ingestion, they can do more
severe local biological damage to the cells im mediately surrounding the bone,
organ or tissue in which they lodge (Bertell, R., 1984).
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Other PhJsical Factors

The percent utilization of total blood sulfhydryl group shows
changes under stress from heat, cold, hypoxia, head-tilt, acceleration and
vibration. Changes varied from a faU of 61% from normal to a rise of 4396
(Iyer, E.M., 1985).

Studies have been undertaken of the effect on respiratory diseases
of increasing indoor relative humidity. Kindergarten children, school
children, soldiers and office workers were studied, and the results showed
significantly lower absenteeism and/or occurrences of respiratory illnesses in
the spaces with the higher humidities (Green, G.H., 1979).

Breathing an increased concentration of ambient negative air ions
was shown in one study to improve incidental visual memory in children.
The action of negative ions on the neurotransmitter, serotonin, is suggested
as the possible mechanism by which negative ions could produce such effects
(Kershner, J.R., 1984).
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2.3.5 Social Conditions

It is becoming increasingly clear that many 80Cial conditions are
stressful to people, and may have an adverse impact on health (Selye, H.,
1976). The literature has many suggestions as to what may be detrimental, but
not much solid proof to link the suggested causes with the effects claimed.
Some medical research, however, is demonstrating very specific stress effects
within the body, in partiCUlar, on immune function, which lends some credence
to the more general claims.

To the extent that researchers have suggested positive soeial
conditions that will promote health, we have included discussion of them.
Participation of individuals in decisions that affect them stands out as
one of the most concrete suggestions. Personal situations such as poverty and
unemployment, which may arise out of more general social conditions, are
touched on in this section, but will be dealt with more specifically in
Section 2.3.6 "Employment and Money".

The Specific Health Effects of Social Stresses

PsyChological and social stressors have been found to affect the
immune response and disease susceptibility. Different individuals can respond
Quite differently to the same environmental stressor, and patterns of immed
iate and delayed responses to stressors may differ markedly (Ciaranello, R.,
1983). Interactions between different classes of stressors can exert markedly
more severe adverse effects than can a single stressor in itsel! (Bell, I.R.,
1982). There are stressfUl levels of environmental stimulation which can
represent an overload. Conversely, social isolation and restricted environ
mental stimUlation can lead to stimulus underload, Which can also be unheal
thy (Suedfeld, P., 1983). It is possible that high-energy places, people and
activities can strengthen one's immune system (Humiston, K., 1987). Although
environmental factors may contribute to stress, the specific 'behaviour which
results will relate to each individual'! own way of perceiving his or her
environment (Keating, J.P., 1983).

Increased psychological stress (as typified by examination stress in
graduate students) will alter im mune functioning and heighten psychological
responses (Didriksen, N., 1986). Humoral immune functioning, as measured by
im munoglobulin levels, shows an increase during periods of stress. Anxiety can
be related to external events, and this can increase under stress. Anxiety is
associated with lower emotional stability and coping skills, and is coincident
with tension, an increased number of physical complaints, and obsessive
compulsive trends (Didriksen, N.A., 1987).

Of course, not all environmental factors are negative. Seeking
positive influences in life, including good family and spiritual life, food,
clothing, housing, reading, music, art, and socializing, can have healing
effects (Humiston, K., 1987).
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Social Conditioas Which Adversely Affect Health
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Both physical factors and social factors in our environment contribute
to our pace of life. Physically threatening, noisy, or polluted environments
can be stressful. Similarly, information overload or decision overload can
be part of a stressful environment. Environments which are unsuited to the
user also produce stress (crowded freeways, prohibition of play in buildings
containing children). Some environments carry psychologically and socially
meaningfUl messages that affect people within them (e.g. people experiencing
increased status become healthier, people whose educational background exceeds
their current status are less healthy than others in the same circumstances)
(Saegert, S., 1975). Uprooting, dehumanization of people by institutions,
side-effects of innovations, and politics which constrains environmental
health programs, are also seen as stressful (Levi, L., 1983).

Environmental stressors interact with numerous psychological variables
to produce adverse effects on health and well-being (Campbell, J., 1983).
Psychological factors such as t>erceived control, information about the
stressor, coping resources, and certain personality traits all may mediate the
infiuence of physical environmental stressors on human well-being. Global,
chronic phenomena such as air pollution, community noise, and crowding can be
viewed as a distinct class of stressors, namely ambient stressors. Such
stressors represent noxious stimulation and place demands upon us to cope.
Ambient stressors over the long run are expected to affect several dimensions
of human well-being, including motivation, emotions, attention, somatic
health, and behaviour (Campbell, J., 1983).

Stressors in the family and job environments have been proposed to
play a role in the modulation of pain. One study indicated that environmental
stressors, including family conflict, family control, and general stress, were
greater in the group with chronic low back pain than in the group without. The
relationship turns out to be a complicated one which illustrates how difficult
it is to make competent generalizations about the effects of stress. For .
example, increased family conflict was associated with increased psychological
distress and increased incidence of pain, but increased family independence
was correlated with less distress and increased pain. Less peer cohesion, less
physical comfort, and less job clarity were correlated with increased pain,
but not distress. Work pressure was associated with decreased depression and
less pain, possibly decreasing pain by distraction (Feuerstein, M., 1985).

In the design and organization of many physical settings, the human
properties of the individual are ignored or oversimplified. Spaces and places
are often improperly designed in physical terms. Human needs for privacy,
territoriality and freedom of choice are often overlooked as well. The danger
is that we will adjust at the price of a continuing erosion of the properties
that make us distinctively human (Proshansky, H.M., 1975).

Different soeio-economic groups deal with assaults on the territory
adjoining their homes in different ways. For instance, residents on a
high~rime, low-income street have little material or political means to .use
as a leverage against possible threats. Co-f'esident distrust is likely,

-r
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thereby preeluding effeetive group soeial aetion against a threat. When
people experienee less eontrol over this territory than is desired, the
diserepancy is viewed as stressful (Taylor, R.B., 1985).

The pursuit of environmental seeurity in an urban eontext beeomes an
unending process for urban dwellers. Physieal settings inereuingly make
demands on people beeause of their frequently growing eomplexity and
aecelerated ehange. Having eontrol, understanding, and eompetenee in any
setting are matters of eritical importance to a person'! self-identity and
related feelings of self-esteem (Sarasan, I.G., 1983). Fear of erime is
greatest in eommunities that either laek the power to regulate themselves or
perceive that they laek sueh power (Nietzel, M.T., 1986).

In eities, the nature and intensity of environmental stimUlation,
ineluding its predietabWty and the extent to which it ean be eontrolled,
assumes considerable importance (Kaminoff, R.D., 1981). The quality of urban
life is rooted in faetors such u freedom from intergroup eonfliets, full
employment, maintaining demoeratic freedoms, and integrity in publie life
(Proshansky, H.M., 1986).

In local environments sueh u homes for the elderly, different modes
of operation generate different stresses. In one ease, problems arose when
alert patients were housed together with confused patients, and antagonized
each other. When confused patients were housed with frail patients, the former
found their environment sad and depressing. This environment tended also to
injure the eonfused resident's self-esteem, reduced functional competence, and
increased the potential for aggression. As a result, the home was reorganized
around four primary patient needs: independenee, emotional support, safety and
security, and physieal care (O'Connor, D., 1987).

Poverty, lack of good housing, violence in the media, child abuse,
parents who engage in 'antisoeial behavior and alcohol abuse are eited as risk
factors for ehUdren developing behavioural and psyehological disturbanees
(Gelfand, D.M., 1986). Children are also aware of the arms race much earlier
than adults suspect. This awareness and the perception that" few adults are
doing anything to prevent a nuelear war result in a profound distrust of
adults and adult values (Goldberg, S., 1985).

Widespread abuse of illieit drugs and alcohol, the use of physical
violence in domestic erises, and extensive use of eigarettes and eaffeinated
beverages such as coffee are all signs of a stressed population. Each of these
practices in turn has health and injury eonsequences and poses a danger to
public health (Meggs, W., 1987).

The uncertainties offered by both military and civilian uses of new,
complex technologies may represent considerable stress, though this has not
been well researched. Aetual episodes of environmental eontamination also
represent sources of stress, through fear of pusive exposure to toxic sources
(Smith, L.P., 1987). Nuclear technology is one example; many people are
concerned both by the potential for nuclear war, and by the use of nuelear
power to produce electricity, Some are influeneed by the psychological "
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association between nuclear power and nuclear weapons, while others are
concerned about the gaseous and liquid radioactive wastes discharged during
normal operation, the potential dangers from the radioactive clouds that could
escape in the event of a nuclear accident, the difficulty of disposing of
radioactive waste, the toxicity of plutonium, or the possibility that
plutoniu m might be diverted clandestinely into nuclear weapon· production·
(Eisenbud, M., 1978).

Some researchers feel that dense urban neighborhoods may be related to
low neighboring among residents. Crowded urbanites may withdraw from local
contacts with neighbors as a specific adaptation to im mediate high levels of
stimulation (Baldassare, M., 1975), (Saegert, S. undated). Others feel that
density, though perceived·as unpleasant, does not appear to have definite and
consistent detrimental effects (Fischer, C.S., 1975).

Participating in Design of Our Environments

Most of us believe we have no opportunity to design or shape our
environment. Professionals often make design decisions in isolation, although
the environment has an awesome impact on our lives (Abel, C.B., 1981). invol
vement in planning one's own environment is vital to self-esteem and good
mental health. The probability of achieving an environment that will prevent
mental illness is increased when planning of the environment is conducted by
those who must function within the environment (Insel, P.M., 1983b). People
have an active need for control over their own environment. Having control
reduces the stress generated by an aversive event by providing individuals
with an guaranteed upper limit, or by enabling them to match their internal
state with external events (Miller, S.M., 19$0).

Citizen participation in environmental decisions is critically
important, because this is the way in which people can become identified with
a new environmental action - the way in which they can possess and feel
responsible for it - thus reducing their alienation. Identity, recognition,
and some sense of power are human needs. Because an environment becomes a
social symbol when it is perceived as representative of someone or some social
group, physical plaMing decisions can threaten the identity and status of
certain groups, While enlarging the powers of others (Appleyard, D., 1979).

Health promotion and disease prevention involving participation by
many different sectors, as well as the public, is seen as necessary by one
researcher. Community development is offered as the proper approach to many
health problems, including: appropriate technology in waste management,
transportation, food production, energy use, and manufacturing process;
quality food, shelter, work, safety and education with the emphasis on
self-reliance rather than dependence; integrated caring neighbourhoods, built
to human scale; support services for those with special needs through a strong
social support network; a wellness system rather than an illness system; and
involvement of the whole community (Layton, J., 1987).
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Many of our common environments could be more accessible and more
adaptive than they are. An adaptive environment is possible when a) the users
are skilled enough to use basic design tools to make small changes as their
individual and group needs change; b) the environment supports lIPecific
activities that occur in the lIPace for all users regardless of age; size;
mental, physical or emotional state; and c) users and designers together
assess what works and what fails to meet users' requirements, with successes
and failures documented for future reference in designing similar settings
(Abel, C.B., 1981).

The Need for Change in Social Conditions

A number of researchers expressed frustration that in overall health
strategies in Canada, individual self-care is stressed without recognition of
the overall physical and structural problems in our aoeiety. This emphasis may
defiect attention away from environment and socioeconomic causes of ill
hea.lth. It also pushes people to assume impossible levels of individual res
ponsibility without recognizing that they have decreasing control over the
environment in which they live (McKillop Farlow, D., 1987). Little attention
has been paid to deliberately designing stress-f'educing environments (Ssegert,
5., 1975).

Honesty in communication is proposed by one researcher as an essential
stress-f'educing ingredient, using the example of potential environmental
contamination, such as would be involved in PCB spills or nuclear accidents. A
steady now of information must be maintained, even if it means admitting the
temporary absence of data (Smith, L.F., 1987).

Another researcher proposes a new 'paradigm', or set of assumptions,
to guide public health policy: that an individual becomes ill when he or she
cannot resist or avoid biological organisms and their by-products, pollu-
tants, or safety hazards; that resistance is lowered by stress; that the
type of health problems attributable to pollutants will depend on the
community's economic base and natural setting; and that health problems
attributable to safety hazards are predictable from a community's economic
base. The paradigm would expect that as stress levels rise in a given
community, those with genetic predispositions will become ill before those
with average or above average tolerance. If pUblic health is to contend with
the illnesses precipitated by stress, pollutants, and safety hazards, it must
become more familiar with the economic and social processes which shape the
human community (C8talano, 198?).

Yet another researcher suggests various ways of changing work to make
it less stressful: increasing a worker's control of work arrangements;
providing mechanisms for worker participation in decision making on the
organization of work; avoiding monotonous, machine-paced, and short but
frequent work actions; optimizing automation; helping workers see their
specific task in relation to the total product; avoiding qualitative work
overload or underload; facilitating communication and support systems among
work mates and others (Levi, L., 1983).
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2.3.6 BmploYment andMo!!!y

'!be Price of Unemployment

What has never really been faced and adequately dealt with, about
unemployment, is the physical and emotional toll it takes from those
affected. This may be due as much to attitudes toward employment in canada, as
it is to the financial difficulties individuals and families face when
income m-ops significantly. Pull employment in the traditional sense may be
an economic fantasy; but finding more creative ways of helping everyone feel
valuable, cope financially, and keep his or her life goals on track, fully .
employed or not, may not be. We are going through an era of post-industrial
development which may involve considerable dislocation and adjustment. Better
attention to the human consequences could 'bring Canadians the message that
their health and wellbeing is at the top of the national agenda, and not just
secondary to economic goals.

Substantial health differences have been observed between employed and
unemployed individuals. The unemployed show significantly higher levels of
distress, show greater short-term and long-term disability, report a larger
number of health problems, have been patients more often, and use proportion
ately more health services. Unemployed individuals appear to be more vulner
able to serious physical ailments such as heart trouble, pain in heart and
chest, high blood pressure, spells of faint-dizziness, bone-joint problems and
hypertension. While these health differences persist across socio-economic and
demographic conditions, females and older unemployed individuals report more
health problems and physician visits whereas people under forty report more
psychological distress. The blue-collar unemployed are considerably more
vulnerable to physical illness, whereas the unemployed with professional
background report more psychological distress. The low-income unemployed who
are also the principal family earners are the most psychologically distressed
(D'Arcy, C., 1985).

Evidence linking unemployment to poor mental health does exist and is
stronger than that linking it to poor physical health (Hertzman, C., 1986).
Mental hospital admission rates vary according to economic changes (Kirsh, S.,
1983). People who are unable to work undergo not only economic hardship, but
also experience physicalt psychological, and spiritual distress. Preventive
mental health care will require assessment, anticipation, and response to, the
social impacts of employment patterns (Canadian Mental Health Association,
1984).

When personal and financial resources are stretched to the breaking
point, women as a group are affected particularly severely, as they continue
to try to provide mothering, support and household comforts in an atmosphere
of tension and strain. Feelings of guilt, anger and despair, turned inward or
outward, are a powerful part of the chronic umemployment picture (canadian
Advisory Council on the Status of Women, 1987)•.
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For the mentally disabled, finding employment presents a special let
of problems including the stigma of mental illness, the effects of some medi
cations, time gaps in resumes, lack of work incentives, and an entrenched
sheltered-workshop mentality (Kirsh, S., 1983).

TIle Price of Poverty

A special study of Ontario's health care system concluded that
children in families living on welfare 'get sick because of poor nutrition and
hostile living environments (Spasoff, R., 1987). Children from families liVing
on welfare are three times more likely than their schoolmates to end up
repeating a grade or being sent to remedial classes for slow learners. Only 46
per cent of the children of the poor end up in advanced high school programs
needed for university entrance, compared with 88 per cent of children of
middle-income-earning families (Crawford, T., 1987).

Health researchers from the National Centers for Disease Control in
the United States determined that many children under five years of age from
low-income families are shorter or fatter than most other youngsters, possibly
because of chronic under-nutrition (Toronto Star, 1987). Other sources also
confirm that children living in poverty suffer adverse health consequences
(Miller, C.A., 1985). One million Canadian children live in families with
incomes below the poverty line (Crawford, T., 1987).

The prevalence of risk factors for cardiovascular disease tends to be
higher among men and women with a low level of education, and hence among
people with generally lower income. (The risk factors considered include
cigarette smoking, obesity, elevated diastolic blood pressure, physical
inactivity, excessive alcohol consumption, elevated serum cholesterol level,
diabetes mellitus and the joint use of oral contraceptives and cigarettes.)
Both men and women in lower socioeconomic groups are more likely than higher
income people to die from cardiovascular disease (Millar, W.J., 1986).

Research in the United States supports the hypothesis that properties
of the sociophysical environment in federally-designated poverty areas may be
important contributors to the association between low socioeconomic status and
excess mortality, and that this contribution is independent of individual
behaviours. Residents of a federally designated poverty area experienced
higher age-, race-, and sex-adjusted mortality over the follow-up period
compared with residents of nonpoverty areas. This increased risk of death
persisted when there was multivariate adjustment for baseline health status,
race, income, employment status, access to medical care, health insurance
coverage, smoking, alcohol consumption, physical activity, body mass index,
sleep patterns, social isolation, marital status, depression, and personal
uncertainty (Haan, M., 1987).
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BesolYing the DUemma

New 'work agendas' may be required, in which some of the ideas people
in canada presently hold about work can be updated to take into account
economic realities (Novick, M., 1986), (O'Hara, B., 1987). Access to decent
jobs remains a primary life aspiration for the vast majority of the adult··
population in Canada, yet full employment in the traditional sense may be
virtually impossible to achieve, particularly with the present pace of
dislocation and change arising from both local and world adjustments in trade
and technology. The present distributions of work among Canadians are also
very rigid, and may require change, for example, to even out the extremes of
the overworked and unemployed (O'Hara, B., 1987).

Without some form of resolution which allows both sufficient income,
and sufficient dignity and respect, for those who are employed less than full
time, or at less challenging work than they would like, we can expect adverse
health impacts and growing stress for many people. Some suggestions include
specific changes such as special tax rates to cushion annual job hour reduc
tions, shelter policies to stabilize housing costs, national income credits
for parents, universal leave programs, enriched pension entitlements, and
tuition rebates and interest free loans for students of all ages (Novick,
M., 1986).

Social, economic and collective determinants of lifestyles have tended
to be ignored in recent approaches to health promotion. A focus on changing
personal habits and lifestyles has been more effective among the higher
educated and higher income groups. There is a danger that isolating lifestyle
and personal responsibility as major determinants of health, without attention
to the structural changes needed, will lead to frustration on the part of
those who see a broader change as necessary (Angus, D.E., 1986).
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l.a.7 Personal and Social Support

Stressful life events are associated with the onset, incidence, and
prevalence of a wide range of physical and psychiatric disorders. Social
support networks have been studied as possible buffers or mediators of such
stress (Dean, A., 1977), (Fischer, COS., 1982). Considerable work is still
required, however, to fully understand both the role of life events and the
role of support. The connection between Ufe events and health is influenced
by many factors, including a person's soeial characteristics, his or her
stage of life, personality traits and coping repertoires, as well as the
supportiveness of social networks (Dohrenwend, B., 1983).

Is having friends enough? Not always, because the concept itself means
different things to different people. One study found that this label is
likely to be applied: to an overwhelming majority of non"1'elatives in a
largely unsyste matic way; to associates lacking other, specialized role"1'ela
tions; to people of the same age; to people known a long time; and to people
with whom respondents had primarily sociable, rather than intimate or mate
rial, involvements (Fischer, COS., 1982).

People may vary in their need for, and ability to sustain, social
relationships. Some evidence indicates that elderly people may have fewer
social relationships than younger adults, but are more content with what they
do have. Elderly women who were studied had more affectional ties than elderly
men. The presence of offspring in the same town increased the number of close
ties and of social relationships, but were more important for men than for
women. Elderly people with cognitive impairment or dementia had less social
interaction than they woulcl like. Elderly peopl~ who were depressed reported
having markedly less social interaction than the mentally healthy elderly, but
did not complain that it was too little (Henderson, A.S., 1986).

Stress associatOed with organizational settings, such as work or
school, constitutes a major part of the total stress experienced in people's
lives. Organizational settings place demands on people to perform and to
relate to a broad range of others in specified ways. At the same time, organ
izations present opportunities for much human contact and could be valuable
as part of an effort to reduce stress or improve health (Kahn, R., 1983).

The physical and social environment does influence whether we are
well-connected with others, or largely alienated. Many researchers have
claimed that modern urban life can destroy community, and some evidence tends
to support this. For example, people with below-average household incomes
and living in semirural communities were found to have more local non-kin
associates, bound up in denser networks, than did low-income respondents
residing in other places. The semirural people tended also to report a
slightly more positive sense of well-being than their counterparts elsewhere
(Fischer, C., 1982).
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It is clear that our social networks do lnfiuence our behaviour, and
in turn, that behaviour can afCect our health. For example, drinking and
smoking by both male and female study subjects have been directly associated
with that of male and female friends, with congruent gender relationships
being strongest. Activity level for both genders was positively associated
with exercise by male friends. Prevention programs may need to incorporate
strategies to maximize peer support for healthful behavior, and to counteract
the effects of unhealthful behavior modeled by peers (Gottlieb, N.H., 1986).

Our perspective on how to achieve individual health may have to widen
to include community environment, if we are to be successful. One researcher
emphasizes that the process of healing "involves not only the individual, but
the community, tribe, and family as part of the larger social and physical
environment" (Duhl, L.J., 1984). This may be another way of saying that
because we are infiuenced by our larger environment, we cannot achieve indiv
idual health without taking action to improve the larger environment.
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2.S.8 Health Care and Social sel'Yices

Incorporating Environmental Awareness Into Health Care

A competent, efficient and accessible health care system is a
necessary component of a healthy environment. Its approach to health promotion
and to healing may set the upper and lower limits to health in Canada. The
message from the literature, over and over, is that the approach to health
care in North America does not adequately recognize the role of environ
mental factors in health. This is part of a larger issue of general adap-
tation to many changing needs, including those of an aging population, a
post-industrial society, and changing human service needs (Vayda, E., 1986).

The revolution in understanding of the health effects of polluted
indoor environments arose in non-medical professions. Architects, engineers,
building managers, Chemists, ventilating experts, educators, learning
specialists, and many others, have gained and spread information about
low-level chemical exposures and their effects on health. One of the diffi
culties many of the m face is a shortage of knowledgable medical support for
the environmental health problems they are now dealing with daily. Diagnosis
and treatment of environmentally-related health problems are still concen
trated in the hands of a small nu mber of specialists in Canada, and have not
been incorporated well into general practice. Multi-disciplinary programs
are beginning to be developed to respond to indoor air quality problems
(Marchant, R." 1985), (Gosnell, D., 1987).

As the health care system begins to assimilate new information about
the effects of environment, we will see it applied more often by the general
physician in diagnosing the role of physical factors in disease. A detailed
knowledge of the effects of primary outdoor and indoor air pollutants, on both
healthy and impaired people will be required (Guidotti, T.L., 1983). Scien-
tists working on health complaints associated with energy-efficient, tightly
constructed, mechanically-ventilated office and residential buildings predict
that physicians are likely to see increasing numbers of patients who work and
live in 'sick' buildings (Riesenberg, D.E, 1986).

Considerable clinical experience has accumulated, primarily in other
countries, with the effects of environmental contaminants on health. A
spectrum of disorders affecting smooth muscles, mucous membranes, and collagen
in the respiratory, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, and vascular systems have
been described. The variety of symptoms presented are often mistaken for
hypochondriasis, but actually can be triggered by foods and chemicals
found in the patient's home and work environments (Rea, W.J., 1979a).

Ear, nose and throat involvement with environmental triggering factors
appears to be the main early warning sign of environmentally triggered dis
ease. Sensitivity to odours seems also to be common, many persons being
intolerant of the odours of such substances as car exhaust, perfu me, cigarette
smoke, aerosol sprays, formaldehyde, alcohol, phenol, food, mould and dusts.
Often rhinitis occurs. Recurrent sinusitis as well as severe otitis, vario..s
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forms of vertigo (including Meniere's disease), and laryngeal edema are
frequent presentations of the problem. Any portion of the respiratory system
can be involved, resulting in such inflammatory diseases as recurrent

. bronchitis, bronchiectasis, and asthma (Rea, W.J., 1979b).

Since some human exposure to environmental contaminants appears inevi
table, despite the best application of environmental laws and protection
technologies, the health care syste m must also consider the need to develop
adequate treatment methods (Selner, J.C., 1986) as well as the potential of
reducing levels of contamination within the human body once they have
accumulated (Schnare, D.W., 1984).

Hospitals as Healthy Environments

Just as the whole health care system requires greater focus on the
effects of environment on health, a greater understanding of environmental
effects within hospitals and other health care facilities is also important.
For example, a well-designed physical environment can play a role in the
prevention and reduction of psychological and social proble ms encountered by
patients in acute care and psychiatric institutions. Factors that are impor
tant include spatial layout and design of hospital environments, privacy
problems, personal control and independence, information interventions,
hospital social relationships, and levels of environmental stimulation
(Winkel, G.H., 1985).

For children, hospitalization is often a frightening and stressful
experience. The child may feel insignificant, anonymous, overpowered, isol
ated, and intimidated by the scale and procedures of the hospit!l. The
provision of familiar environmental cues through attempts to make certain
areas of hospitals more home-like can help. For adolescents, greater
opportunity to exercise choice and control in the physical environment will
most likely result in less time spent resisting authority. Design also needs
to take into consideration the need for family participation in the child's
hospital stay (Ferguson, R., undated).

Greater ResponsiYeness to Haza!ocb; in the Workplace

While occupational disease is not a newly uncovered problem, its
potential magnitude has only recently been widely recognized. The increasing
awareness has led to pressure for regulating industrial health hazards and to
efforts for cleaning up the workplace to minimize adverse effects of physical
agents, biological hazards, chemical agents, ergonomic factors, and psycho
social stress. Many work~elated diseases are not likely to be diagnosed
because some physicians lack awareness of occupational hazards and neglect to
take a comprehensive occupational history. Claims for many potentially work
related diseases are almost systematically rejected in the absence of strong
supportive research (Yassi, A., 1982).
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lleuurq Behaviour aDd Performance u a PunCtion of BaYironment

The role of hypersuseeptibility to both chemical exposures and food
in behaviour problems has also received greater attention in non-medical
settings, such as school boards, than it has within the health care system
(Small, B.M., 1985). Poor nutrition, toxic metal and other chemical exposures,
and food allergies are among the adverse factors now considered as possible
causes of brain malfunction in young people (O'Banion, D.R., 1981), (Ri mland,
B., 1981), (Davis, K., 1985). Maladaptive central nervous system reactions
to chemical exposures or to otherwise nutritious food can occur in suscep
tible individuals (Philpott, W.H., 1981). Introduction of new knowledge in
this area into clinical situations will require a broader repertoire of
assessment and treatment techniques than is now oommonly used (Strickland,
B.R., 1982).

At the same time, behavioural toxicology is now firmly established as
a legitimate component of the environmental health sciences. The adverse
health impact of environmental chemicals can be gauged not only by death or
overt damage, but by how people feel and function (Weiss, B., 1983). For
example, exposure to carbon monoxide has caused performance deficits in
experimental subjects (Laties, V.G., 1969). Behaviour and performance measures
are increasingly being investigated as a first sign of impairment from
low-level chemical exposures (Valeiukas, J.A., 1980).

areater Emphasis on PreYention
'1brough Environmental and Dietary CGDtrol

Some criticism has been levelled at canada's health care systems
because they are often treatment-oriented rather than prevention-oriented.
For example, some researchers maintain that lifestyle and environmental
factors cause or promote at least 7096 of cancer cases, and that many of these
factors are controllable at the personal level (tobacco smoking, diet,
occupational choices, alcohol consumption, Viruses, excess sunshine, medicine
and medical procedures, food additives, and environmental pollution).
Motivating the public and the medical community to make changes in their
lifestyles and professional practices is suggested as the next advance
required to prevent cancer (Cullen, J., 1986).

The clinical spectrum of conditions in which environmental factors are
of importance is being expanded. Studies are appearing which confirm that
environmental control is of value in the management of many diseases (Finn,
R., 1986). Similarly, there are some diseases that new research is finding
responsive to dietary controls. For example, in a blind, placebo-controlled
study of dietary manipulation therapy in outpatients with rheu matoid
arthritis, there was significant objective improvement during periods of
dietary therapy compared with periods of placebo treatment (Darlington, L.G.,
1986).
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lie. a.eueb "to EaYiraIlmental IIazaI"ds

As environmental health research expands, information on more new
developments will require rapid dissemination to health professionals and .
assimilation into everyday investirations within the health care systems in
canada.

For example, the role of mould crowth in Canadian residences is
getting new attention. Potentially toxigenic fungi can be isolated from house
dust. These produce mycotoxins, either volatile or absorbed onto particulates,
which can have subtle effects on the immune system. These effects are often
masked by the more obvious clinical and pathological findings of opportunistic
infections, thus allowing the underlying cause to escape the attention of
clinicians (Schiefer, H.B., 1985). Some researchers are suggesting that
identification of all moulds in a household is in order, when the home
contains individuals who complain of mUltiple symptoms for whioh no medical
explanation can be found by other means (Day, J., 1986).

Very little information is available in the medical literature about
the health effects of moulds and yeasts, compared to the clinical knOWledge
available. Sensitivities to moulds can cause a variety of sy mpto ms such as
headaches, ear and hearing problems, respiratory problems like bronchitis and
asthma, gastrointestinal difficulties, weight gain and loss, food cravings, as
well as dermatologic, muscular, urologic, and neuropsychiatric symptoms
(CaJabrese, D.V., 1986).

New mechanisms are needed to further clinical research on the ident
ification and treatment of W health that is triggered by., or aggravated by,
environmental conditions. The rapid dissemination of knowledge about new
diagnostic and therapeutic techniques is critically important in an era when
environments change rapidly. For example, within a decade, the combination of
new building materials and an emphasis on energy conservation led to a need
for understanding the effects of exposures to complex mixtures of volatile
organic contaminants, with each component at a relatively low concentration,
over extended perods of time (for example, in residential exposures).

Long-Term Vilions of Halth care in Cuada

Many of the long-term visions for health care in canada include an
increased emphasis on health promotion and disease prevention. Strengthening
the role of the individual and achieving a community focus for health have
been suggested as two actions which will contribute to a syste m Which leads
to greater health promotion (Evans, J.R., 1987).

One researcher suggests a synthesis of environmental health, communi
ty~ased public health, the primary health care concept, the holistic health
movement and the selt-eare movement. It is compatible with and leads towards a
Jane, humane and ecological future (Hancock, T., 1980).
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Greater focus on environmental health has been IURested, includq:
improving and organizing the data base on environmental health, especially in
terms of linkages between morbidity/mortality data and environmental exposure;
developing national environmental health policies aimed at prevention; develop
ing more comprehensive and standardized risk assessment processes which take
into account economic, 8OCial, and other factors; conducting research in the
biological sciences with emphasis on individual lensitivities and the identif
ication of defence mechanisms against toxic ..bstances that contribute to ill
health; and strengthening environmental health in medical training. Public
agencies should be encouraged to inform the public about comparative risks
and the risks of individual hazards (World Health Organization, 1983). .

Health for all cannot be achieved by the health sector alone; it
requires contributions from, and a new kind of cCH»peration with, many
other sectors, including agriculture, animal husbandry, food, industry,
education, housing, public works, and communications. At the same time,
the health sector also needs to participate more actively in support of
other sectors, for example, by participating more in ..rveillance and in
the development of safeguards in the area of industrially-generated health
hazards (World Health Organization, 1986). Massive changes will have to occur
that involve public policies in many areas. Regional and social class
inequities, as well as health problems due to substance abuse, industrial
hazards, environmental pollution, unemployment and social isolation, must be
addressed. The health care systems must allow and encourage physicians to
practise health promotion (McWhinney, I.R., 1987).

Physicians are not the only care-givers that have a major innuence
on, or participate in, social issues which contribute to health. Nurses, for
example, have always been a strong social force, and continue to be involved
in economic, energy, environmental and social welfare problems. Other major
issues affecting health are population growth, poverty, education, clean water
supply, and family planning. Individual nurses and nurses' associations can
exercise their influence and power in promoting health at local, national,
and international levels (Labelle, H., 1986). The fate of humane, family
centered health care may rest on the ability of different caregivers to
respond well to complex needs of families in crisis. The health social worker
can play a major role in negotiating between families and health care
professionals during illness (Dillon, C., 1985).

In a new vision of our health care systems, medical education would
be up-to-date and would realistically reflect the actual health needs of the
Canadian people. We all will have advanced beyond the concept that health is
merely the absence of disease and that the physician's goal is to recognize
and treat disease. Preventive medicine and health promotion will play an
important part in the curricula. Clinical programs will allow more time in
settings where students can acquire a more realistic view of the nature and
extent of the major health problems that afflict people in canada. In this
vision, physicians carry IOme community responsibility for spreading inform
ation about healthy lifestyles (Squires, B.P., 1987).

Whatever vision takes hold, it is clear that the health care systems
of the future must welcome the active participation of many more people, so
that the full diversity of needs in canada is taken into account, and so that
the system stays more in touch with the realities of the day.
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s. Brincirs About Healthier Environments

This final analysis section focuses specifically on broad principles
and ideas that emerge from the literature review, upon which strategies for
change can be based. Five important components have surfaced during the
review:

- ending prejudice and oppression
- creating a new vision of environmental choice
- fostering technology for assessing our environment
- aecommodating diversity through participation in design
- becoming world experts in designing healthy environments

Each section follOWing will explain brieny how these ideas are
connected with achieving healthy environments for everyone in Canada.

3.1 Endinc Prejudice and Oppression In Canada

Throughout the discussions in previous sections, we have pointed out
the eoincidence of unhealthy environments with conditions of prejudice. It is
becoming clear that people who are held in high value in our society do not
appear to get stuck in environments recognized as unhealthy, as often as those
whom we value less.

While major strides have been made in human rights legislation,
personal attitudes, and day-to-day behaviour in Canada, both overt and subtle
forms of discrimination still persist. We are now understanding and acknowled
ging that even seemingly minor forms of devaluation of one group of people by
another can lead to unhealthy conditions for the former. The effects include
decreased self-esteem, decreased physical and mental health, higher risk of
health impair ment, and decreased resources and independence, which in turn
limit an individual's control over health and environment..

The irony is that our tendency to rank and devalue others (which may
have, at one time, had some rationale) is self-defeating in the mixed society
of canada today. In fact, about one in four canadians feel they have been
discriminated against in one way or another (Toronto Star, 1987). It is
unlikely that anyone in Canada can go through life today without becoming, at
least temporarily, part of a group whose characteristics have been devalued in
some way. For example, everyone starts out young, and ends up old; most go
through periods of economic upheaval and many experience times of unemployment
and poverty; and many people go through periods of physical disability and
illness.

The kind of attitude that ensures that everyone can create a healthy
environment goes beyond mere tolerance of differences between people. Simply
transforming an inferiorized group from outcasts to a minority, making accep
tance conditional upon assimilating and hiding differences, or providing token
power without full equality, will not aecomplish healthy environments for
everyone (Adam, B.O., 1978)•

•
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What we must aim for is the idea that everyone in' Canada is a
person of value, no matter what age, gender, race, rengion, ethnic origin,
culture, physical shape, mental ability, sexual orientation, employment,
financial level, lifestyle, or any other characteristic that has been used to
categorize people. When we can see value in someone, we are more likely to be
outraged if he or she is in any way subjected to an unhealthy environment.
When everyone is considered valuable, no one is ignored.

Prejudice feeds on ignorance; in order to keep your prejudice intact
you must be sheltered from too much information about the people who are the
targets of your prejudice (Clark, D., 1987). To curtail the politicial
processes that protect people who are in the minority, you need only
make them invisible (Mohr, R.D., 1985). What is dif'ferent about the present
era is that larger numbers of people who are experiencing oppressive behaviour
by others (e.g. women, elderly people, ill people, handicapped people, gay
people) are beginning to organize and become more visible, and they are insis
ting on the rights that are now more accessible to them because of
legislation.

The key to ending a cycle in which people get forced into, or stuck
in, unhealthy environments because they happen to be young, or old, or women,
or physically disabled, or gay, or anything else, is to spread detailed,
accurate information about them to others (Clark, D., 1987). In ·a11 cases we
discover for ourselves they are really human beings with much in common.

In the past, it was considered sufficient to enact human rights
legislation and to hope that discriminatory behaviour would slowly decrease as
new generations grew up. Governments at all levels assumed the role of
protectors of minority rights, When resources allowed and when there was
sufficient political support.

If 'Health for All' is to be achieved, a more active stance against
prejudice will be required by every individual and every organization In the
country. We must base this stance on the assumption that everyone, given
detailed enough information and strong enough incentive, is capable of
changing personal attitudes that are not in anyone's best interests. There is
no reason why the Canadian population itself could not now begin to assu me a
more active role in protecting the rights of others, particularly if such
behaviour is more likely to lead to a healthier environment for themselves.
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3.2 Creatine a New Vision of Environmental QIoice

Many references in the literature offer new visions involving
greater environmental control and choice for individuals (Duhl, L•.)., 1969),
(Hooker, C.A., 1982), (Repace, J.L., 1983), (SChrecker, T.F., 1984), (Bradley,
.1., 1987), (Rea, W., 1987), (World Commission on Environment and Development,
1987).

Some emphasize an individual's rteht to know what he or she is being
exposed to (Johnston, A., 1983), (Twigge-Molecey, C., 1987), and the idea of
educated consumer choice leading to less-polluting materials (Andersen, I.,
1982). Others offer specific designs for altern8,tive, healthier environments
(NcNall, P.E., 1975), (S8ndia National Llbs, 1982), (Small, B.M., 1985).

A common message in much of the literature is that being in control
of our lives contributes to good health (Miller, S.M., 1980), (Insel, P.M.,
1983b). Another message is that canada is a nation of diversity, and that
new approaches will be required to accommodate this diversity in a way that
allows everyone a healthy environment (see also Section 2.3.4 "Accommodating
Diversity Through Participation").

The vision required to implement 'Health for All', and in partic
ular, healthy environments for all, is one in which, individually and coll
ectively, we regain control over our external environments. This means
eD:QOwering individuals and entrenching their rights to environmental control
in many settings where they are now laCking (e.g. school health and safety,
tenant health and safety), and improving their degree of control in other
situations (e.g. industrial and commercial settings). On a wider scale,
it means regaining control, as a society, over the introduction of new
materials and new technologies into our lives, with the power to accept or
reject based on solid information about their effects, both positive and
negative.

The bottom line in a vision of environmental choice is information.
Everyone in Canada has the right to better access to detailed information
about his or her environments and the potential effects of those environments
on health. Citizens in every setting are in a better position to take control
and responsibility for ensuring that their own environments and those of
others they affect are healthy ones, when they are knOWledgeable about the
'ecology of health'. When citizens are better empowered environmentally, they
tend to create for themselves the environments that suit their particular
needs.

. The answer to the question "what Is a healthy environment for
Canadians?" is that we need a great deal of nexibWty and choice in our
environments, because our needs and wants are diverse. Our common environments
require more clever daten, to accommodate a greater range of needs, a wider
range of vulnerabWty to hazards, and a richer mix of human characteristics
than we have acknowledged before. Our specialized environments need 10 be
responsive to the specific characteristics of those who need them most, "but
must not ignore the full humanity of those whom they serve. .
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3.3 Fostering Technolop for Aa! nine oar Environment

We are fortunate that our era of rapid technological change, which
has contributed to some of our enviror.mental hazards, has also supplied us
with new and better means to 80lve environmental health problems. There are
a number of new technologies, all maturing over the last ten years, that
together revolutionalize the field of physical environmental health. They
provide quantifiable information about the coMection between environmental
contamination and health, that was never available previously. They are
begiMlng to resolve the decades-long debate as to whether low-level pollution
can affect physical and mental health, behaviour and performance. In fact,
they remove any doubt that we are affected by our surroundings.

The first breakthrough was the refinement of technology for measuring
contaminants in air and water down to ultra-trace levels, confirming what kind
of environment we are exposed to (Dravnieks, A., 1971), (Berrlund, B., 1982),
(Hijazi, N., 1983), (Meyer, B., 1983), (Nagda, N.L., 1983), (Wadden, a.A.,
1983). Manufacturers are developing many new forms of this technology in
response to groWing demand. There is still an overwhelming need to extend this
technology by devising economical, standardized, calibrated instruments that
can be used by people with relatively little training, to measure the full
array of contaminants associated with the sick building syndrome (Akimenko,
V.V., 1986).

The second breakthrough was the improvement of technology for
measuring contaminants in body tissues and nuids, using sensitive and
sele~tive techniques of high-resolution gas chromatography and high-resolution
gas chromatography-mass spe~troinetry, confirming that we do indeed absorb
contaminants from our surroundings (Laseter, J.L., 1983), (Root, D.E., 1986).
The method has been used to test for the presence of different arrays or
families of chemical contaminants, including volatile hydrocarbon solvents,
and chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides and their common metaboUtes. In a
screening series involving patients who exhibited chemical hypersensitivity,
9996 had pesticide residues at or above the .05 ppb level in their sera
(Laseter, J.L., 1983). The 'footprint', or array, of contaminants can be
compared to similar measurements of the individual's environments, to
determine possible sources of the absorbed contaminants.

The third breakthrough was the enhancement of brainwave measurement
technology, with the use of high-powered computers, to the point that we can
measure subtle brainwave changes of individuals in response to different
environments (Bokina, A.I., 1976), (Haider, M., 1976), (Thatcher, R.W., 1985),
(Kaye, H., 1987). This computerized diagnostic system provides physicians with
a window into the brain, providing a high resolution colour image of the
brain's electrical activity as well as complete quantification and statistical
analysis of all electrical measurements. This form of testing can be used to
evaluate persons who have been exposed to environmental chemicals. Preliminary
testing has provided support for the contention that there are lPeclCic
changes in brain function, that accompany cognitive or affective shifts, in
patients who are sensitive to exposure to common foods and odours (Kay'e, H.,
1987).
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The above triad of methods can be used together, to confirm the
effects of speeific che mical exposures on lPeeific individuals: we can find
out what a person is exposed to; we can obtain proof of exposure in the form
of absorption; and we can determine how he or lite responds to the exposures.

A fourth technology was invented a great many years lIgo, but is never
theless proving to be a potent diagnostic and therapeutic tool in cases of
lllness suspeeted to be related to environmental exposures. It involves simply
placing a person who is suspeeted of being adversely affected by his or her
environment, into an alternative cleaner and healthier environment, to observe
whether any differences in response can be measured (Rea, W.J., 1978), (Rea,
W.J., 1984). In one study using this approach, patients with non-arterio-
sclerotic cardiac arrhythmias and/or chest pain refractory to medication,
having various associated I)'mptoms relating to smooth muscle sensitization,
were studied in a ri(idly controlled, relatively fume-free and particle-free
environment. The majority of signs and I)'mptoms were cleared in most of the
patients, without medication, While under environmental control. Arrhyth mias
were reproduced in most of the patients, with controlled, repeated, individual
blind and double-blind, incitant challenges (Rea, W.J., 1978). Expertise for
creating suitable alternative environments is being developed in Canada
(Small, B.M., 1983).

A fifth technology involves using an array of objective neurobehav
ioural and performance measurements to ascertain individual human reactions,
other than brain electrophysiology, in response to environmental stressors
including chemical pollutants. A large number of chemicals are known to have
direct toxic effects on the central nervous system (Pryor, G.T., 1983),
(Anger, W.K., 1984). Testing of people being exposed to a mixture of common
indoor air pollutants indicated that mental performance can be impaired by
indoor air pollution, and that the effects of low concentrations of organic
gases and vapours can be measured objectively (Bach, B., 1985).

Finally, arialytical methods in immunology hold a great deal of promise
for further clarifying the effect of different environments on human beings.
For example, certain chemical compounds such as polycyclic aromatic hydrocar
bons (PARs) have been shown to cause immune suppression in mice within two
days after exposure. Animal studies have shown profoundly suppressed antibody
response after exposures which produced no mortality or other obvious clinical
symptoms of general toxicity (Dean, J.H., 1983).

Such new and powerful techniques bring us into an era in which It is
finally possible to determine speeific acute and chronic effects of the
environment on individuals. Previously, major issues of chemical contamination
and other environmental insults were examined primarily in terms of epidemio
logical comparisons, using surveillance of passibly"'l'elated, but not conclus
ively"'l'elated I)'mptoms (Elinson, L., 1984), (Spitzer, W.O., 1984).

It is time, therefore, to stop arguing over whether environment is an·
important factor in health. Our new task is to further develop and apply these
and other similar technologies, to quantify environmental effects and test
altemative environments, until we find, and verify, healthier w~ys of living.
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3.4 Aecommodatinc DiYerslty 'J'hr:ogh Participation in Desip

Many of our surroundings were designed without taking into account the
full diversity of the population that would use them. One of the reasons that
many people find themselves in unhealthy situations is that they belong to
the group of people who were not considered when the situation was created.
Many public and private environments were designed and built to ltandards
which do not take into account even modest differences in people" age,
physical capabilities, lifestyles, tolerance for pollution. and many other
characteristics (Rand, G., 1985), (Bradley, E., 1986), (Bradley, E., 1987).

In fact, people do vary widely in their response to environmental
stressors (Cooper, W. Clerk, 1973), (CaJabrese, D.V., 1986), and even differ
ent organ systems in one individual may have markedly different responses
to the same stressor (Voronova, B.Z., 1980). The mix of characteristics within
the population (demographics) also changes with time, for example, U the
number of older people increases (Last, J.M., 1987). All these variations
are important for long range health planning.

Diversity tends to be ignored through homogeniZation and invisibility.
Lumping people with one common characteristic together may simplify design of
physical or social environments, but it ignores their remaining characteris-
tics, which may vary widely (Bradley, E., 1987). Ignoring the existence of
people who are in the minority, or hoping that the number of exceptions to
the norm is small, helps to keep diversity invisible. Prejudicing against
individuals on the basis of one or more· of their characteristics also
virtually guarantees that those characteristics will be suppressed or
hidden. as much as possible, to the detriment of the individual.

A number of researchers have suggested, instead, that the full
variability of response ,of people to environmental factors can be used to
advantage, in establishing better health and safety standards, and in
detecting in advance those environmental conditions which will prove, over
time, to have adverse consequences for many people (Calabrese, E.J., 1978),
(Plumlee, L., 1979), (Ostapovich, I.K., 1975).

One consistent the me in the literature is the need for participation
in design of both physical and social environments, by people who will be
using them (Wolfe, M., 1976), (Johnston, A., 1983), (Innes de Neufville, J.,
1985), (Church, K., 1986), (Lecuyer, G., 1987), (Twigge-Molecy, C., 1987).

The antidote to ignoring diversity, similar to the antidote to
prejudice, is more and better information. Direct involvement of people
who are affected by any development,whether it be physical or social, will
shatter the stereotypes used in design and guarantee that all human charac
teristics that must be taken into account are highly visible. To achieve
this, we discard the assumption that professionals who design the various
pieces of our lOCiety know the people they design for well enough to proceed
without further discussion or information. We must further assume that people
want to become, and are fUlly qualified to become, active partners in the
design of environments that will affect them.
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1.5 Becominc World &perU in Desiping HealthY Environments

Recent reviews emphasized that economy and environment must be
Integrated, since long term economic growth depends on a healthy environment,
and In turn affects our environments In many ways (Lecuyer, G., 1987),
(Mustard, F.J'., 1987), (World Commission on Environment and Development,
1987). Other reviews Indicate that there Is a growing international awareness
of the need for new approaches to' health (World Health Organization, 1986),
(Hancock, T., J987).

If Canada is to achieve 'Health for All' and healthy environments for
all, it must be prepared for physical, social, and institutional changes that
take into account the actual connection between the physical and social env
ironments and health. These changes will involve new types of social design
which take into account everyone's full value, including previously devalued
or merely tolerated minorities. They will require more fiexible physical
designs and safer, less"1>olluting products and materials, which accommodate
the full range of diversity of people, and the latest information on the
effects of environments on health.

A nation cannot accomplish such a feat without learning a great deal.
What we want in terms of healthy environments, the rest of the world also
wants - we are all fully human and our similarities outnumber our differ
ences. Every healthy physical design, every healthy social structure, every
non"1>olluting product or material, every well-thought-out device that is built
DOt to harm its users, every method for involving users in design, every
treatment for the adverse effects of unhealthy environments, every piece of
information about achieving healthier environments, will be in demand
worldwide.

In an age of intense industrial competition, in an era when advanced
technologies enable many countries to produce sophisticated and valuable
goods, each country seeks a niche, a way of distinguishing its products and
services from those of others. Canada has always been associated with clean,
peaceful living and competent technical design. Learning the 'technology' of
healthy environ ments will add one more reason for other countries to look to
ward Canada for products and services to fill their needs. The incentive for
Canadian manufacturers to create healthier products, for example, might be
govern ment assistance in finding export markets, under a 'Canadian Means
Healthy' campaign.

The bottom line is therefore one of opportunity. Achieving healthy
environments is, in the long run, not a cost but an investment, both in
our domestic resources (everyone in Canada) and in our potential for exporting
goods, services and knOWledge to the rest of the world. If the job must be
done, Canadians can do It well and become leaders in the field.
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PART m
DETAD..ED BIBLIOGRAPHY AND ABSTRACTS

This appendix lists and reviews the references that' are cited in
PART n: ANALYSIS, as well as additional references that were consulted
during the study and which had a bearing on the analysis and overview.

Most of the references are available by inter-library loan through
the services of local pUblic and university libraries. The Canada Institute
for Scientific and Technical Information (CISTI), Ottawa, Canada, the
National Technical Information Service (NTIS), Washington, D.C., USA and
the National Library of Medicine (NLM), Bethesda, Maryland, USA will have
copies of most sources.

In most instances, further bibliographic information, inclUding
ISBN numbers, special report numbers, and addresses of author or publisher
organizations, is avallable from the computer data bank of the Foundation for
Independent Research on Technology and Health, c/o Sunnyhill Research Centre,
R.R.Il, Goodwood, Ontario LOC lAD, Tel: (416)-294-3531.

References have been listed alphabetically by the first author.
All authors are indexed in the "Name Index" section, and all keywords as
well as other principal words and phrases in the abstract have been indexed
in the "SUbject Index" section of this report.

Abel, Cora Beth (1981). What Is An Adaptive Environment? Adaptive
Environments, Massachusetts College of Art, Boston MA; 1981.

Most of us believe we have no opportunity to design or shape our
environment. Professionals often make design decisions in isolation,
although the environment has an awesome impact on our lives. When people
work in an environment where outside noise affects their ability to
concentrate, they usually react by cutting back their sensitivity to
the environment rather than boldly acting to change it, muffling the
noise. An adaptive environment is defined as a positive relationship
between the physical setting and the people who use that setting. It
is possible when a) the users are skilled enough to use basic design
tools to make small changes as their individual and group needs change;
b) the' environment supports specific activities that occur in the
space for all users regardless of age; size; mental, physical or
emotional state; and c) users and designers together assess what works
and what faUs to meet users' requirements, with successes and failures
documented for future reference in designing similar settings. An
adaptive environment is accessible and barrier-free to a much greater
degree than normal. It is also free from the effects of attitudinal
barriers that lead to insensitive and elitist design and supports all
people's daily activities on the physical, psychological, and emotional
levels. It allows all users to participate to the fullest extent
possible in activities that occur within the space.
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Adam, Barry D. (1918). The Survival of Domination: Inferiorizatlon and
Everyday Life. EIsevier North-Holland, Inc., New York, 1978.

Dominated peoples develop a range of behaviour patterns to cope with
their recalcitrant social environment. The author describes the reactions
to oppression in everyday Ufe, of individuals who are subordinated, by
QOnCentrating on three groups: Jews, blacks and py people. He notes that
how people survive domination through resistance, accommOdation and
compliance tells us much about how domination survives and how
Inequitable social order is reprOduced. He comments on the difference
between liberal tolerance and true acceptance, the former merely trans
fermlnr an inferiorized Il"oup from criminals to minorities or deviants.
Assimnation promises a 'deal', wherein the Identity, culture, and values
of the inferlorized are to be negated, or at least concealed, in return
for the promise or opportunity of imprOVed Ufe chances.

Adam, Barry D. (1987). The Rise of a Gay and Lesbian Movement. Twayne
Publishers, Boston, MA, 1987.

The author reviews human rights issues for lesbian and py people,
including child custody, tax and family laws, municipal zoninr
regulations, social weltare, health care, insurance and employment.
The present AIDS crisis has also highlighted the issue of 'spousal
rights' and distribution of property upon death. He points out that
prejudices against homosexuality have led to obstacles beill( presented
against distribution of literature about 'safer sex', a term used to
describe sexual practices Which minimize the risk .of transmission of
sexually transmitted diseases such as AIDS. He com ments on the
'immense cost' to individuals of the psychological suffocation and
fear, suffered by those in hiding.

Adelman, Richard C. (1919). Loss of Adaptive Mechanisms During Aging: from
the Symposium, Overview of the Biology of Aging. Federation Proceedings,
Vol. 38, No. 6; May 1979; Federation of American Societies for Experimental
Biology.

One general feature or all aging popwations is the progressively
modified ability to adapt to changes in the surrounding environment. In
this study, ractors contributing to mOdifications in the capabUlty for
enzyme adaptation as an expression of aging are reviewed. Specific
examples of altered enzyme adaptation include the responses of hepatic
glucokinase activity to glucose and of hepatic tyrosine aminotransferue
activity to starvation in rats. These renect disturbances in hormonal
regulatory mechanisms.
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Adldnson, M. PrankIin Jr. (19'1'1). Environmental lnnuences on the Immune
System and Allergic Reactions. Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 20, pp.
97-103; 1977.

Environmental interactions with the immune system may result in two
types oC adverse outcomes: immunodeficiency and immunopathology. serious
immunodeficiency most commonly results Crom ionizing radiation or as a
recognized lide eCCect of iatrogenic drug therapy, usually cancer
chemotherapy. Environmentally-triggered Immunopathology is a source of
considerable morbidity and mortality. Additional research is needed,
particularly in the area of identification of risk factors which
predispose to immunopathological outcomes when individuals are exposed
to sensitizing chemicals or other natural allergens.

Ac:Ikinson, N. Franklin (19'1'1). Environmental lnnuences on the Immune
System and Allergic Reactions. Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 20,
pp 97-103; 1977. '

Environmental interactions with the immune system may result in two
type5 of adverse outcomes: immunodeficiency and immunopathology. Serious
immunodeficiency most com monly results from ionizing radiation or as a
recognized side effect oC iatrogenic drug therapy, usually cancer chem~
therapy. At present there is litUe basis for believing that biologically
significant suppression of immune competence results Crom more subtle
interactions with, environmental agents. On the other hand, environ
mentally-triggered immunopathology is a source of considerable morbidity
and mortality. Additional research is needed.

Akimenko, V.V.; Andersen, L; Lebowitz, M.D.i Lindvall, T. (1986). The 'Sick
BUilding' Syndrome. Evaluations and Conclusions Cor Health SCiences and ,
Technology; Indoor Air, Volume 6; pp 87 - 97; Swedish Council Cor Building
Research; 1986.

'lbere have been some advances in our knOWledge oC sick buildings during
the last Cew years. The syndrome can only be diagnosed by building user
complaints and specific causes oC complainant symptoms have usually
not been identified. Guidelines Cor future research needs are presented.
These include an overwhelming need to devise better, standardized,
calibrated instruments to measure health eCCects associated with the sick
building syndrome. There is also a need for technical studies of the
relative importance of the various chemical sources of pollutants in
different types of buildings in order for preventive measures to be
introeB!ed. There is a need Cor simple and inexpensive methods for the
study of ventilation rates and efficiency. Threshold limit values
developed to protect workers in the industrial setting should not be used
in the non-industrial setting.
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Allen, Mu; Armst:rone, RusseU; McPhee, .lames (198'1). Censorship Bulletin '6.
Canadian Com mittee Against Customs Censorship; June 1987.

nte Canadian Com mittee Against Customs Censorship was formed to fight
seizures of lesbian and gay books by Canada Customs. The com mittee makes
the argument in this pUbliC!ation that customs pidellnes are being used
to discriminate against gay-related reading materials, and that to do so
wD1 deny many people accurate information on homosexuality, lesbianism,
and sexuaUty in general. They suggest that the provision ot detailed
information on 'safer' sex for all individuals, and especially for young
people, is a necessary component in the fight against Acquired
Immune DefiC!iency Syndrome (AIDS).

Alphey, R.S.; Leach, s.J. (1974). Accidental Death in the Home: Building
ResearC!h Establishment Current Paper. Building ResearC!h Station, Dept. of the
Environment, Great Britain; 1974.

6,500 accidental deaths in homes in Enrland and Wales were studied for
the period 1950 to 1972. The deaths in 11 C!ategories, ranging from the
largest which was falls, to categories with small numbers, such as
excessive cold or eleC!trocution, are plotted and trends examined. Marked
seasonal fiuctuations of up to 100 percent between winter and summer
occur, suggesting that dwellings are not adequately performing their
funC!tion of isolating the OC!cupants from the effects of climate. The
risk to an individual from accidental death in the home is between a
third and 8 half of that from death in a road traffic accident for those
under 65.

Altman, Irwin; Wemer, Carol M. (1985). Home Environments: from Human Behavior
and Environment; Advances in Theory and Research; Volume 8. Plenum Press, New
York; 1985.

This is an intensive treatment of the home environment. Some chapters
span many cultures, others fOC!us on homes in industrialized nations or
developing nations, some deal with the indoor environment exclusively,
while others fOC!us on the neighborhood and country in relation to homes.
Also ana!yzed are the broad societal forces such as housing services and
political pressures.

Ames, Bruce N. (1983). Dietary Carcinogens and Anticarcinogens: OXygen
Radicals and Degenerative. Diseases. Science, Vole 221, No. 4617, Sept. 23
1983; American Assoc. for the Advancement of Science, 1515 Massachusetts Ave.,
NW, Washington DC 20005.
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AmmaM, Harriet M. (1881). Effects of Indoor Air Pollution on Sensitive
Populations. CUnical Ecology, Volume Y, No. 1, pp. 15-21; 1987.

This paper, prepared by a physiologist and health scientist at the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, reviews health hazards.and physiological
effects of indoor air pollution on populations at higher than average
risk, including infants and the elderly, pregnant women and their
fetuses, anemic and asthmatic persons, those with compromised cardio
vascular or pulmonary function, and sibUngs of sudden infant death
syndrome victims. In the aggregate, these persons make up a considerable
portion of the pubUc. Considering time exposure, their risk may be con
siderably greater than that calculated using workplace exposure factors.

Mimicry of common illnesses, including infiuenza, food poisoning, gastro
intestinal disorders, Alzheimer's disease, angina or brain deterioration,
results in misdiagnosis of intoxication from Indoor air pollution and the
underestimation of its occurrence.
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Andersen, Ib; Lundqvist, G.L; Mo!have, L. (1915). Indoor Air Pollution Due to
Chipboard Used as a Construction Material. Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 9,
No. 12, pp. 1121-1127; 1975; Pergamon Press.

Chipboard (particle board) is a com mon building construction material
made of wood shavings held together with a urea-formaldehyde glue. Due to
this composition,. there is a' continuous emanation of formaldehyde.
Measurements in 2S rooms in 23 Danish dwellings where chipboard was used
in waIls, noors and ceilings showed that the average concentration was
0.62 and the range 0.08 - 2.24 mg formaldehyde m 3 air, exceeding the
German threshold Umit for occupational exposure. In all rooms, the
concentration exceeded the German Umit for continuous exposure for
outdoor air. The adverse health effects of low levels of formaldehyde are
irritation of the upper airways and conjunctivitis. The need for air
quality standards and control programs for indoor air in the home is
stressed.

Andersen, Ib; Lundqvist, Gunnar L; Proetor, Donald P.; Swift, David L.
(19'19). Human Response to Controlled Levels of Inert Dust. American Review of
Respiratory Disease, Vol. 119, pp. 619-627; 1979.

1be authors studied nasal mucous now, airway resistance, and SUbjective
response in 16 young healthy subjects during 5 hour exposures to 2, 10,
and 25 mg of inert dust per m-3 in an environmental chamber. The dust
was fully polymerized plastic dust containing carbon black. The number
of these particles In room air, expressed as a per cent of the total
number of particles was 36, 41, 14, '1, and 2, respectively, for the
aerodynamic size ranges less than or equal to 1.8, 1.9 to 5.3 to 8.9, 9.0
to 12.4, and greater than or equal to 12.5 um. No significant changes
in nasal mucocillary clearance rate or nasal resistance were observed.
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At all dust concentrations there was a decreae In l....c forced expIra
tory volume, but not in the forced vital capacity or the forced expira
tory now during the middle half of the forced vital capacity. The
nasal penetration fraction of particles was approximately 55 percent for
the smallest particles and 20 percent for the largest. Discomfort was
proportional to the concentration of dust, but Jaaed almost 2 hours
behind the changes in dust concentration. The discomfort was never ex
cessive; the main complaints were dryness in the nose and pharynx.

Andersen, 1b (1919). Formaldehyde in the Indoor Environment-Health
Implications and the Setting of Standards: Indoor CUmate - Effects on Human
Comfort, Performance, and Health in Residential, Commercial, and
Light-Industry Bundings; Fanger, P.O., Valbjorn, O.-edltors. Danish Building
Research Institute, Copenhagen; 1919.

Exposure to formaldehyde vapour causes irrftation .pecially of the eyes
and upper airways. Skin irritation may also OCCUl'. The background
concentration in outdoor air is about 0.05 mr/m 3. Indoor concentrations
up to 1-2 mg/m 3 have been found in rooms with emanations from
construction materials made of resins. The literature on the biological
effects of formaldehyde is reviewed and the results of an exposure of 16
young healthy SUbjects to 0.3, 0.5, 1.0 or 2.0 mg formaldehyde/m 3 air
during 5 hours are described. There was no change in airway resistance.
Eye irritation and dryness in the nose and throat was experienced by 3
subjects at 0.3 and by 15 at 1.0 mg/m 3. A standard for continuous
exposure protecting all but subjects sensitized to formaldehyde against
any adverse health effect and the majority of the subjects .,.inst dis
comfort is suggested at or lower than 0.15 mg formaldehyde/m 3 air.

Andersen, 1; Seedorff, 1..; Slcov, A. (1982). A Strategy for Reduction of Toxic
Indoor Emissions. Environmental International, Vol. 8, pp 11-16, 1982;
Pergamon Press Ltd.

Many building materials emit pollutants. To reduce the exposure of the
population to the major groups of toxic indoor pollutants, a strategy is
put fcrward which concentrates on a reduction of the emission of carcino
genic substances, eye-airway irritants, and odors from building materi
als. It is the experience of the Danish National Inventory of Toxic
Substances and Products that preventive measures in the form of either
a complete removal of a substance or replacement of a toxic subltance by
a less toxic substance are possible. Among the banned or regulated
aJbstances in Denmark are asbestos; epoxy and polYUl'ethane products; and
another 1771 building materials including Halants, glues and adhesives,
paints and lacquers, and wall/floor coverings. Sued on an analysis of
pUblicly available information on the labels of these products, the
authors conclude that a notification system makes it possible to select
the products with the least Impact on human health and comfort, and,
consequently, with the lowest need for ventilation. It is sugested that
these toxicological principles should be used for the Improvement of
existing and future building materials.
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Ander8on, DwreJl E. (19'11). Problems Created for Ice Arenas by Engine
EXhaust. American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, No. 32, pp. '19D-801;
December 1971.

Episodes of illness in separate arenas from carbon monoxide and nitrogen
dioxide exposures are described. Typical symptoms have been headache
and nausea among children and headache among adults. 10 one episode,
symptoms oC illness were sore throat and tightness in the chest. Some of
the unrecognized effects of low-level carbon monoxide exposure such lIS

disturbance of coordination, judgment, psychomotor tasks, and visual
acuity, and marked increases in choice discrimination errors and reaction
ti me, which have been pointed out by recent medical research, are of
added concern. Excessive air con~ntrationsof these gases resulted from
the operation of ice resurfacing machines. Carbon monoxide concentra
tions up to 250 ppm following one episode and nitrogen dioxide concentra
tions up to 40 ppm following the other were found. All 45 ice arenas in
Minnesota were visited· subsequently to evaluate the variables respon
sible. Engine exhaust and ambient air data are presented. Infrared
analyzer recordings of carbon monoxide concentrations in three arenas are
shown. Possible methods of controlling exhaust gas problems are dis
cussed.

Anderson, .loan M. (1986). Ethnicity and Illness Experience: Ideological
Structures and the Health Care Delivery System. Soc. Sei. Med., Vol. 22, No.
11, pp 1277 - 1283; ,Pe:rgamon Journals Ltd.; 1986.

This paper analyzes the experiences of Anglo-Canadian and immigrant
Chinese families with a chronically ill child by using the idea that the
social organization and ideology of health care services generate par
ticular illness experiences. Immigrant families find that the ideology
is not compatible with their customs for managing illness. This often
leads to non-compliance and ineffective treatment. Health professionals
explain non-compliance by the obvious facts of cultural differences, but
the author argues that it should be understood by institutional practices
that exclude families from participating in caretaking. Patients and
families should be included in decisions that affect their lives.
Pressures from government to economize by increasing home care services,
and the increasing number of im migrants may force practitioners to
negotiate culturally acceptable care with them.

Anger, W. Kent (1984). Neurobehavioral Testing of Chemicals: Impact on
Recommended Standards. Neurobehavioral Toxicology and Teratology, Vol. 6, pp.
141-153; 1984.

Historically, the American Conference of Governmental Industrial
Hygienists has served as a major source of. information on recommended
safe exposure limits (Threshold Limit Values or TLVs) for chemicals most
frequently encountered in industry and of known toxicologic significance.

l
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A review of the ACHIH Documentation Book, which details the bull for
their judgements, has indicated that 167 of the 588 chemicals for which
they assigned recom mended standards have, as one of their bases, direct
nervous system effects.

Angus, Douglas L; Manp, Pran (l986). National Health Stratertes: Time for
a New "New Perspective": special article. Canadian Journal of Public Health;
Vol. 71, pp 81 - 85; March/April,. 1986. .

A decacle has passed since "A New Perspective on the Health of Canadians"
WIS published by Liberal Health Minister Lalonde. But current lntormation
suggests that many of our health problems have stayed much the same. In
addition to looking at overall Ufe expectancy as an indicator of health
status, one should consider the more comprehensive healthfulness of Ufe.
Looking at health from this perspective could lead to big changes In the
relative priority accorded to each cause, with all the Implications for
health planning and policy making that would entail. There need to be
firmly articulated goals and objectives, principles and rules governmg
the design oC programs In pursuit of these goals, and a clear notion of
resources that should be allocated for implementation. Also as part of a
rational planning process, health needs must be usessed, priorities must
be established, progress monitored and programs evaluated. Information
is important, as is good communication between users and producers of
health data.

'The term Ufestyles has been used as a synonym for personal behaviour.
Social, economic and collective determinants of lifestyles tend to be
ignored. This partial and restricted conceptualization of the problems
is at odds with the broader message in the New Perspective. There is a
danger that isolating lifestyle and personal .responsiblllty will lead to
frustration on the part of those who want a broader change, and may
fail to gain the acceptance of the target groups, if not the general
public.

Universal health insurance has suC!C!eeded in bringing about a high degree
of equity in access to services, but did little to increase consumer
responsibility and awareness for personal health care. There 11 no doubt
that people in the bottom Income groups have lower health status than
these at higher income levels despite equitable access to services. This
peradox may become more significant over time, since lifestyle modifica
tion has been more effective among the higher educated and Income groups.

Appleyard, Donald (1916). Transportation as a Social Environment: can We
Change a Tradition? Transportation Planning for a Better EnVironment, Vol. 1,
section 5; Stringer, Peter and Wenzel, H., ed.; New York: Plenum Press;
1976.

A revolution is taking place in transportation planning due to public
disenchantment with traditional planning methods and the closed nature
of the old transport planninr process. This demands a restructuring of
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basic concepts and values. Transportation must be seen as a service
rather than a facility and should be user- and neighbour-oriented.
Systems must be seen as complementary rather than competitive. The
planning must be multi-functional and multi-disciplinary and needs to
be more open to public participation than the present closed pro
fessional system of planning. Environmental and social professionals,
environmental planners, landscape plaMers, urban designers, socio
logists, com munity organizers, political scientists, psychologists,
and ecologists should be hired as full-ti me staff members in
transportation agencies. Every discipline suffers from isolated
specialization, a phenomenon that is destructive to the quality of
urban life.

Appleyard, Donald (1979). The Environment as a Social Symbol: Within a Theory
of Environmental Action and Perception. APA Journal, pp 143 - 153; April
1979.

Professionals and social scientists tend to screen out the connections
between the physical environment and its social meaning. In this paper,
a com munications model of environmental action and perception is develop
ed and elaborated. An environment becomes a social symbol when it is
intended or perceived as a representative of someone or some social
group. This can be seen when upper middle-class Whites move into an area
formerly inhabited by lower-class blacks and "improve" it, planting
trees, and renovating buildings, to the distaste of the old residents.
The at tributes of environmental actions in different contexts, and the
differing modes of perceiving and interpreting environments, especially
during environmental confiicts and in home environments, when social
meaning is dominant, are explored. The implications for public policy
include a) physical planners and designers should be much more aware of
the fact that the need for identity, recognition, and even some sense of
power is a human need which has a necessary outlet for expression in the
physical environment; b) physical planning decisions can threaten the
identity and status of certain groups while enlarging the powers of
others; and c) the significance of citizen participation in environ
mental decisions is critically important, because this is the way in
which people can become identified with a new environmental action, the
way in which they can possess and feel responsible for it, thus reducing
their alienation. An extensive bibliography is included.

Arlien-Soborg, P.; ZOstorff, It.; Grandjean, 8.; MWing Pederaen,L. (1981).
Vestibular Dysfunction in Occupational Chronic Solvent Intoxication. Clinical
Otolaryngology, Vol. 6, No. 4, pp. 285-290; 1981; Blackwell Scientific
PUblications.

Neurotoxic volatile organic solvents used by house and car painters
may lead to professional toxic encephalopathy after several years of
exposure. The symptoms are memory impairment, fatigue, personality
changes, headache and dizziness. Vestibular dysfunctipn was found in

l
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55 percent of 113 painters examined, mainly in .the form of reduced
caloric vestibular reactions. No correlation between vestibular
dysfunction and the duration of exposure, cerebral atrophy or
intellectual impairment could be demonstrated. Vestibular examination
may be helpful in detecting early changes in exposed persons and in
determining more acourate safety limits for harmful chemicals.

Mono", WDbert S. (1978). Effect of Passive Smoking on Angina Pectoris.
New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 299, No. 1, pp. 21-24; July 1978.

The effect of passive smOking on exercise-induced angina In a wen
ventilated and in an unventilated room was evaluated in 10 patients with
angina. Patients exposed to 15 cigarettes smoked within two hours In
either room increased their resting heart rate, systolic and diutolic
blood pressure, and venous carboxyhemoglobin and decreased their heart
rate and systollc blood pressure at angina. Patients exposed to passive
smoking in an unventilated room had a larger increase in resting heart
rate, systolic and diastollc blood pressure, and venous carboxhy
hemoglobin and a greater reduction In heart rate and systolic blood
pressure at angina.

Asher, Janet K. (1977). Toward a Safer Design For Stairs. Job Safety &: Health,
Vol. 5, No. 9, pp. 27-32; 1977; 0.5. Dept. of Labor, Occupational Safety and
Health Administration, Washington DC.

Stairway accidents are largely eaused by design shortcomings. A study of
11,000 stairway accident reports and videotapes of 30,000 people \ming
stairs which utilized stop-motion analysis indicated that victims
typically slip while descending stairs. Seven guidelines for construct
ing, retrofitting and use of stairs are presented. These include
minimizing the use of public stairways; removal of distractions,
conspicuous treads and handrails; extended handrails; eUmination of
deceptive noor coverings and shadows; proportion that fits the users;
tight tread coverings; internally stable and sUp-resistant surfaces
for good traction.

Azelson, OlaVl Bane, Monica; Hogstedt, Christer (1976). A C&se-referent Study
on Neuro-psychiatric Disorders Among Workers Exposed to Solvents. Scand. j.
work environ. &: health 2, pp. 14-20; 1976.

Published reports give justification for the beUef that lone-term
exposure to solvents might induce chronic but nonspecific neur~

psychiatric conditions. This case-referent study of data from a regional
Swedish pension fund register indicated a risk ratio of 1.8 in regard
to nonspecific neuropsychiatric disorders among workers such u painters,
varnishers and carpetlayers who are exposed to solvents as compared to
workers not so exposed. Moreover a dose-response relationship seems to
exist between exposure in terms of occupational years and neur~

psychiatric conditions.
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Axelson, Olav; Gustavson, .lan (1918). Some Hygienic and Clinical Observations
on Styrene Exposure. SCand. j. work environ. lie health 4, supple 2, pp.
215-219; 1978.

Styrene exposure levels in the range of 100 to 300 ppm have been
measured in small shops manufacturing glass fibre reinforced plaStic
products such as boats, steeping baths, etc. Exposure control through
determinations of mandelic acid in the urine at the end of the workday
have been suitable and convenient. Over the years during the 19705, there
seem to have been amendments in the exposure situation in Sweden If
Judged on this basis. More or less severe central nervous disturbances
have been observed among the workers.

~e1son, Olav; Edling, Christer; 1Wng, Bans (1919). Lung Cancer and
Residency-A Case-referent Study on the Possible Impact of Exposure to Radon
and its Daughters in Dwellings. SCand. j. work environ et health 5, pp. 10-15;
1979.

In view of the well-known urban-rural difference in lung cancer rates,
remaining also after standardization for smoking, it is suggested that
low levels of radon and its daughters in dwellings might be of etiologic
importance to this disease. To test this hypothesis, a study was under
taken in a rural area; it considered residency in wooden, mixed type,
and stone houses among cases of lung cancer and a control group.
The results indicate an increased risk of lung cancer among residents in
mixed type and stone dwellings. Additional studies are highly desirable
to confirm or refute these findings, Which, if Valid, mean increasing
lung hazards caused by a decrease in ventilation in future energy saving
unless special measures are undertaken to reduce radon daughters in
dwellings.

Bach, BodU; Molhave, Lars; Ped~ Ole F. (1985). Human Reactions During
Controlled Exposures to Low Concentrations of Organic Gases and Vapours Known
as Normal Indoor Air Pollutants: Performance Tests. Proceedings, 3rd
International Conference on Indoor Air QUality and Climate, held in Stockholm,
Sweden, August 20-24, 1984. Volume 3: Sensory and Hyperreactivity Reactions to
Sick Buildings, pp. 397-402.

Human SUbjects suffering from indoor climate symptoms were exposed to
variClU9 concentrations of a mixture of 22 com mon indoor air pollutants.
Among several objective and subjective measurements, performance tests
and investigations of irritation to the trigeminal nerve endings were
undertaken. 'lbe digit span test, testing memory impairment, showed
significantly decreased scores during exposure to organic gases and
vapours, whereas the graphic continuous performance test, testing the
ability to attend and concentrate, showed no effect of exposure. No
significant effects on the trigeminal nerve endings were found. The
authors conclude that indoor air pollution seems to impair mental per
formance, and that the effects of low concentrations of organic gases
and vapours can be measured objectively.

------------~-----------___r---------
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Bakacs,T. (19'12). Urbanization and Human Health. Akademlal Kiado, Budapest;
1972.

The growth of cities has had an impact on human environment and ecology.
There are many factors of urbanization which induce damages to health,
including air and water pollution, unsolved issues of sanitation, urban
noise, Inereased risk of exposure to carcinogenic substances, and the
stresSOl'S of city life. In comparison with the mass destruction caused by
epidemics, these micro-hazards seem to be of minor Importance, Itnl they
become very important If their chronic, cumulative effect is considered.
These damaging aspects of the urban environment are discussed in detaU
in an international context, accompanied by statistics. Suggested general
solutions are proposed. Extensive references are included.

Baldassare, Mark (1915). The Effects of Density on Social Behavior and
Attitudes. American Behavioral Scientist, Vol. 18, No. 6, pp 815 - 825;
July/ August, 197s.

The results of a 1965/66 study In Detroit were analyzed using two
personality scales termed "powerlessness" and "need for affiliation".
It appears that dense urban neighborhoods may be related to low.
neighboring among residents. Crowded urbanites may withdraw from local
contacts with neighbors as a specific adaptation to Immediate high
levels of stimulation. More detaUed data on social relations are
needed•

.
Baldassare, Mark; Fischer, Claude (19'15). Suburban Life: Powerlessness and
Need for Affiliation. Urban Affairs Quarterly, Vol. 10, No. 3, pp 314 - 326;
March, 1975.

Studies were undertaken to examine the differences In behaviour among
urban and suburban residents. No substantial evidence was found to
back up any hypotheses that suburbanites differ ecologically,
demographically, or behaviourally from city dwellers. It was concluded
that explanations for suburban life style should be sought elsewhere.

Ball, tan (1987). Personal Interview, lan Ball, Ottawa, Ontario. Personal
interview, September 5, 1987.

The author was approximately twelve years· of age at the time of the
interview. He stated that adults did not often take people of his
age seriously; that adults commonly treated people of his age 'like kids'
and not as people in their own right; and that adults have power over
him to force him to do things, like cleaning his room.
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Ball, Roger; Smith, Boy (undated). Design Criteria for the Control of Health
Hazards in Schools. Alberta Workers' Health, Safety and Compensation,
Occupational Hygiene Branch, Edmonton Canada.

This manual sets basic design criteria for ensuring a healthy working
environment and is to be used in the planning of new school facilities
as well as the upgrading of old ones. It concentrates on those areas
in schools where potentially hazardous conditions are most often en
countered. It covers: ventilation, noise, illumination, volatile sub
stance storage, woodworking shops, automotive shops, fine arts, music
rooms, science laboratories, changing rooms, general classrooms, and
various occupational training areas.

BaJser, Diane (198'1). Women: Their Present Situation in the World: Detailed
Proposals for Policies and Actions; The Final Sum mary Report of an
International Women's Conference, The Netherlands, October 12-17, 1984.
Sisters, No•.8, pp. 59-80; 1987; Rational Island PUblishers, PO Box 2081, Main
Office Station, Seattle, Washington 98111, USA.

The author describes the clear challenges to the women's liberation
movement as the complete elimination of sexism, and women becoming
the decisive force in determining the future of mankind. The Conference
concluded that wherever possible, it should be asserted that the cause
of sexism is not individual people, but the institutionalization of
oppressive relationships in society, and that men, while conditioned
to accept sexist patterns (of behaviour), are inherently good and are
also oppressed in the present society.

Sexist oppression of women takes many forms, but the underlying basis is
economic exploitation. Throughout the world, most women are poor. With
the economic crisis, women more and more are pushed into the ranks of the
poor. Full equality between men and women includes equal pay, equal
opportunity, equal Valuing of the work of both sexes, equal access to all
levels of employment, equal distribution of all forms of work (e.g. men
and women sharing labour such as parenting and housework, which was
traditionally female).

The delegates noted that the majority of women learn to live every day
with the fear of physical and emotional violence, in the form of physical
beatings by fathers, brothers, and lovers, as victims of rape and other
forms of sexual abuse, and as victims of emotional abuse. They state that
it is time to change the conditions in our society which perpetuate
violence. Eliminating nuclear arms was also cited as an urgent issue
facing women and all people.



---- ~---- - - -
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Bardana, EmU J., Jr. (1980). formaldehyde - Hypersensitivity and Irritant
Reactions at Work and In the Home. Immunology c5c Allergy Practice, Vol. 11, No.
3, pp. 60-71; MaY/~une 1980.

formaldehyde Is a widely distributed low molecular weight compound which
Is highly soluble in water and capable of binding and alterinl human
protein. The bulk of this material is used in the production of resin
compounds employed u industrial laminates, binders and adhesives. Major
exposures occur u a result of off-pssing from a variety of wood pr~

ducts and foam insulation. Potential for disease has been well docu
mented In the skin where It can induce dermatitis by irritation,
delayed-type hyper-sensitivlty and Im mediate urticarial reactions. Its
capaci ty to Irritate the eyes and upper respiratory tract are well
established. Observations to date also Incriminate formaldehyde in the
induction of an infiammatory bronchitis as well as bronchial asthma.

Bardana, Emn J., Jr.; Montanaro, Anthony (1987). The formaldehyde Fiasco: A
Review of the Scientific Data. Immunology and Allergy Practice, Vol. IX, No.
1, pp 11 - 23; January, 1987.

formaldehyde Is a chemical with significant medical and industrial
applications. Its potential adverse health effects triggered considerable
public debate, fueled by the observation of nasal cancer in rodents
with high cumulative formaldehyde exposures. In 1979, an attempt was
made to analyze the literature on formaldehyde. It was felt that it had
the capacity to act as both a respiratory irritant and immunogen. Since
that time, there has been a literal explosion of data. This report
sum marized the new material as it relates to the practicing allergist.

Barker, Robert B. (1975). Additives in fibers and Fabrics. Environmental
Health Perspectives, Vol. 11, pp. 41-45; June 1975.

The addi tives and contaminants which occur in textile tibers vary
widely. Synthetic tibers such as nylon and polyester contain trace
amounts of contaminants such as catalysts and deactivators which remain
after the synthesis of basic polymers. In addition, there are frequently
a mmber of materials Which are added to perform specific functions such
as traces of metals or metal salts and antistatic agents and name
retardants. After the fibers are converted into fabric form, other
substances are applied to act as lUbricants, sizing agents, antistats,
bleaches, wetting agents, dyes, and durable press treatments.

Barnes, J.M. (1975). Assessing Hazards From Prolonged and Repeated Exposure to
Low Doses of Toxic Substances. British Medical Bulletin, Vol.31, No. 3, pp.
196-200; 1975.

A low dose Is defined as one which by itself is less by one or two orders
of magnitude than that dose of the SUbStance that would produce an
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unequivocal toxic effect. 'lbe levels of activity of bodily systems are
determined by 10 many factors, including chemical substances, essential
or non-essential to good health. Some of these may be present at
different levels, because of variations in intake and disposal by
dUferent members of the population. 'lbe acquisition of more information
on biological changes in response to low doses of toxic substances must
be accompanied by the application of an increasingly better JUdgement of
their significance.

BaronceW, P.; Battlstl, S.; Cbeccuccl, A.; Comb&, p.; Grandolfo, M.; Serio,
A.; Vecchia, P.; (1986). A Health Examination of Railway High-Voltage
SUbstation Workers Exposed to ELF Electromagnetic Fields. American Journal
of Industrial Medicine, Volume 10, No. 1, 1986; pp. 45-55; Alan R. Liss,
Inc.

The study surveyed health conditions of railway workers active in 258
interconnection and conversion substations all over Italy. Measurements
in 220 KV substations showed maximum levels of electric field strength
and magnetic nux density of 5 kiloVolts/metre and 15 micro-Tesla res
pectively; No differences in health measures were found between exposed
and control groups, taking account organ systems assumed to be at higher
risk. 'lbe researchers conclude that workers exposed to extremely
low-frequency electromagnetic fields of moderate strength do not show the
presence of clear effects on their state of health. They note that an
electric field s~ength of 5 kV/m is not considered dangerous, even in
the most restrictive occupational regulations.

Bates, David V.; Sizto, Ronnie (1983). Relationship Between Air Pollutant
Levels and Hospital Admissions in Southern Ontario. Canadian Journal of PUblic
Health, Vol. 74, pp. 117-122; March/April 1983.

Published hourly data of measurements of particulate pollution from 15
air sampling stations in southern Ontario and computerized hospital
adm&i~ for the 79 acute care hospitals in the region were examined.
The months of January, February, July and August in 1974, 76, 77, and 78
were studied to find possible relationships between the two sets of data.
For July and August, highly significant associations were found between
excess respiratory admissions and S02 and ozone and temperature, with 24
and 48 hour lags between the variables.

Batts Young, Bambi (1981). Chemicals 'lbat Cloud the Mind. EnVironment and
Behavior, Vol. 1, No.3, pp. 1-3; August 1981; Center for Science in the Public
Interest, 1755 S St., NW, Washington DC 20009.

It is not unusual for industrial workers to experience deterioration in
behavior or in mental function after exposure to common industrial chemi
cals and pesticides. In one instance, researchers investigating the
effects of "safe" levels of mercury found that a relia~le prediction of
certain memory problems could be based on a simple measurement of mer
cury exposure.
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Bauman, Kay Ae; Hale, 'F. Ae (1985). Bringing the Homosexual Patient Out:
Teaching the Doctor's Role. Medical Education, Vol. 19, pp. 459-462; 1985.

The authors note that Uttle attention Is given in medical school
curricula to providing appropriate care for the 5-10% of the population
that is homosexual. A comparison WIS made between individuals taking
an elective course' involving discussions with articulate homosexual
people around societal biases towards homosexuality and Issues of health
care delivery, and a control group. The study group became more accepting
towards homosexual lifestyles signiflcanUy in 12 out ot 15 measures.

Beaconsfield, P.; Krebs, IL; Borlaug, H.; RaInsbury, llebecca (19'15). Man-made
Chemicals and our Milieu Interieur: A Preliminary Report trom the Special
Commission on Internal Pollution. Experientia, Vol. 31, No. 7, pp. 869-872;
July 15 1975.

Bean, James IL; Olsamer, AeG. (1981). Toxicity of Volatile Organic Compounds
Present Indoors. Bulletin of the N.Y. Academy of Medicine; Vol. 57, No. 10,
pp. 978-996; December 1981.

Energy conservation measures reduce movement of air through the home
and increase the atmospheric concentration of more than 40 toxic
chemicals. In many instances, the effect of chronic exposure to small
amounts of these chemicals is unknown. For instance, formaldehyde is a
toxic chemical that illustrates the problem. Used in resins that are part
ot many home prodUCts, it causes adverse health effects when it offgasses
into a tightly-sealed building. Most noticeably, it irritates eyes, skin
and respiratory tract and causes allergic reactions. It also causes
mutagenic and carcinogenic changes in test animals. Research is underway
better to understand these chronic changes and to evaluate other
potential effects. Physicians aware of indoor air pollutants can provide
their patients with better medical care.

Becker, Henk Ae; Porter, Alan L. (1986). Methods and Experiences in Impact
Assessment. D. Reidel PUblishing Company, Dordrecht The Netherlands; 1986.

Keywords: impact assessment; environments;

Becker, Robert 0.; Marino, Andrew Ae (1982). Electromagnetism and Lite.
State University ot New York Press, Albany, New York, 1982.

The authors stress that the environment Is now thoroughly polluted by
man-made sources of electromagnetic. radiation, with frequencies and
magnitudes never before present. They conclude that the present abnormal
electromagnetic environment can constitute a health risk. The authors
provide background information which establishes that organisms can
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receive information about their environment in the form of natural
electromagetic signals, and that this can lead to physiological and
behavioural changes. They review the eCCects of man-made electro
magnetic energy upon the human nervous, endocrine, cardiovascular, and
hematological systems. They conclude that electromagnetic energy can
produce varied and nontrivial biological effects, that such eCCects
can be produced at energy levels well below the limit which initiates
thermal effects in tissues, and that the electromagnetic field is a
stressor. Studies are cited which confirm that both high- and low
frequency electromagnetic fields have been show capable of impairing
resistance to infection.

The authors conclude that while no biological function appears to be
impervious to nonthermal electromagnetic fields, the nature, extent
and physiological significance of the effects to be expected in
different organisms remain, for the most part, to be determined by
future studies. An extensive bibliography is included.
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Befekadu, Perede (1984). The Effect of Environmental Strain Upon Students'
Comfort and Work Performance: Buildings, Ventilation and Thermal Climate;
Berglund, Birgitta; Lindval1, Thomas; Sundell, Jan - editors. Indoor Air,
Vol. 5, pp. 349-353; Swedish Council for Building Research, Stockholm Sweden,
1984.

Extensive investigations have been made in. the past in order to provide
a healthy and comfortable living and working indoor environment. This
paper discusses the effect of thermal, visual and noise environments
upon the heal~, comfort and work performance of students engaged in
sedentary activity in the classroom. The investigation was carried out
in two different buildings of different orientations and surroundings
which oCCered varied environmental conditions. Suitable subjective
criterias and corresponding scales expressing different subjective res
ponses in terms of numerical values were used. Physical measurements on
thermal, visual and noise environments were taken and simultaneous sub
jective assessment of 40 acclimatised subjects was made. Assessment
results indicate a marked relationship between the physical measurements
and the corresponding SUbjective assessment and also revealed that there
were no marked interactions between the personal life of the subjects and
the thermal, visual and noise environments.

Bell, Iris a. (1982). Stress, Im mune System, and lllness. Presented at the
16th Advanced seminar in Clinical Ecology & 17th AMual Meeting, Banff Canada,
October 3-8 1982.

This paper discusses the human ecology concept of total load in
relation to the scientific literature on stress. Psychosocial stressors,
though difficult to assess, may cause significant biological changes.
Interactions between different classes of stressors can exert markedly
more severe adverse effects than can a single str~or in itself. The

-------------------------
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nature of the stressor and the chroniclty of exposures can affect the
specificlty and extent of the biological response to the stressor. The
physiological mechanisms by which stress could affect health include not
only immunological, but also hormonal and neurochemical systems. The
cUnical implications oC this work for allergists Include the need for
attention to the psychosocial consequences of abrupt disruption
aM/or loss ot customary lifestyle by avoidance meuures and to the need
for adequate treatment of pre-existing psychosocial stressors In newly
diagnosed patients.

Bell, Iris It. (1982). Clinical Ecology: A New Medical Approach to
Environmental Dlness. Common KnOWledge Press, Box 316, Bolinas CA 94924;
1982.

Practitioners of clinical ecology maintain that a bl"oad range of common
physical and psychological disorders can be triggered in suseeptible
individuals by chronic and often low-level exposures to foods, environ
mental chemicals, and natural inhalants, with emphasis on the first two.
Low doses of substances which singly might be benign may Interact addit
ively or synerglstically on some common pathways In the body to produee
Ulness, with the onset of Dlness depending on the total stress load,
inclUding all of the psychosocial, physical, chemical, antigenic or In
fective stressorsthat impinge on the individual.

Bellanti, Joseph A. (I9n). Immunologic Responses to Chemical Pollutants.
Pediatrics, Vol. 53, No. 5, Part 11, pp. 818-819; May 19'74.

'!he immune system may be considered a series of adaptive mechanisms to
an ever-ehanging and hostile environment. Any teratogenic efCect early in
embryonic lire can have profound consequences on the Immune system of the
developing infant. A number of chemical pollutants are known to Injure
the immune response oC the fully developed organism. The human fetus and
newborn are especially susceptible to substances like lead, cadmium,
nitrogen dioxide, and sulfur dioxide.

Benard, .T.M.; McKenna, T.A.; Mcltinnon, D.L.; Paraht, .T.P. (1985). Relating
Health and Environmental Studies in a Tight BUilding Syndrome Investigation.
Air Pollution Control Association, 1985.

A two-phased study was undertaken to investigate health and environ
mental complaints in a large, modern, hermetlcally sealed office complex.
Health surveys of present and past employees were conducted to fully
characterize the nature and magnitude of complaints. An enVironmental
study was conducted to identify environmental Cactors but It was
seriously limited by lack oC time and money. Two ventilation parameters,
fresh air supply and air distribution, were studied for ten noon which
had been characterized as having low and high frequencies of the
Irritation syndrome. Ventilation was seen to be better with a uniform
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orrice configuration on a floor. There was little indication that the
type of symptom and type of environmental complaint were correlated in
any meaningfUl way. Lessons were learned from this study and its
limitations which can be applied to future studies of this type.

Berghmd, B.; Berglund, U.; Lindvall, T.; Nieander-Bredberg, H. (1982).
Olfactory and Chemical Characterization of Indoor Air; Towards a
Psychophysical Model for Air Quality: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John-editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 116, pp. 327-332; 1982; Pergamon
Press, Oxford, Toronto.

The relationship between the odour strength of total air samples and the
odour strengthS of the constituents was investigated in three field
experiments in an office building and a new preschool. Perception of
000lU' is an important aspect of indoor air quality because a majority of
these contaminants are odorous. Characteristic chemical patterns of in
door air can be detected and described with methods of pattern recogni
tion such as component analysis. Such patterns may be different for
different buildings; similarly, perceived odour patterns may distinguish
indoor air samples from outdoor or other sources. The overall odour
strength of an indoor air sample ean be predicted from the number of
components most frequently reported to have a strong odour.
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Berglund, B.; Johansson, L; Lindvall, T. (1982). A Longitudinal Study of Air
Contaminants in a Newly Built Preschool: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John-editor; pp. 111-115. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

In about 100 newly built preschools in Stockholm, staff and children have
reported medical symptoms that are associated with bad air quality, such
as dry throat, irritation of eyes and lips, hoarseness, hacking cough and
itching. The air quality in one such preschool was investigated in a
longitUdinal study. Typical air contaminants emanating from building
materials were determined, their variation over time (0-18 months) was
measured, and the influence of the ventilation system on contaminant
concentrations was studied. The study shows that all the organic com
pounds decline in concentration mainly within the first 6 months of
occupancy. A preschool building needs to be gassed off during the first
six months after its construction with no recirculation of return air
allowed. During at least 1 to 2 additional years, it is desired that the
recirculation rate of return air is restricted, perhaps to 50%.

Berk, James V.; Hollowell, Craig D.; Pepper, James H.; Young, Rodger A.
(1980). The Impact of Reduced Ventilation on Indoor Air Quality in
Residential Buildings. University of California; Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory, Energy and Environment Division, Berkeley CA; March 1980.

The levels of air contaminants inside buildings are often higher than
ambient outdoor levels. Interest in conserving energy has been motiva-

- -----------
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tlng home-owners and buUders to reduce fnfUtration rat. in residential
buildings and builders to reduce ventilation rates in institutional amd
commercial buildings. However, the resulting decrease of indoor/outdoor
air exchange will tend to increue the concentration of many indoor air
pollutants. Three indoor contamlnants-nitrocen dioxide from ru stoves,
formaldehyde from particleboard and urea-formaldehyde foam insulation,
and radon from various building materials-are currenUy receiving con
siderable attention in the context of the potential health risks that 8l"e
associated with reduced infUtration and venW&tion rates. It Is Ukely
that some increased health risk will accompany an increase in indoor'
contaminant exposure; hence, it Is desirable not to allow these con
centrations to rise above human tolerance levels. There are several
passible ways of circumventing increued health risks without compromis
ing energy conservation consideratllons.

BerteD, Rosalle, JIb.D. (1984). Handbook for Estimating Health Effects Prom
Exposure to Ionizing Radiation. Institute of Conoem for PubUc Health, 6'1
Mowet Avenue, Suite 343 Toronto, Ontario M6K 3£3.

This handbook' contains information which enables the translation of
human radiation exposure levels into probable health effects, for
example, a labor union faced with evaluating a list of worker radiation
exposures, or a physician deciding on the. risks and benefits of
various X-ray procedures. Some radioactive materials emit rays which
can penetrate the body even though the materials remain outside. The
meat common are gamma and X-ray emitters. Some beta particles are able
to penetrate the outer skin layer and do some internal damage to humans.
When radioactive particles are taken within the body through inhalation
or ingestion, they can do more severe local biological damage to the
cells immediately surrounding the bone, organ or tissue in Which they
lodge.

Berwick, Donald M.; Komaroff, Anthony 1.. (1982). Cost Effectiveness of Lead
Screening. New England Journal of Medicine, pp 1392 to 1398; June 1982.

Lead screening programs may reduce childhood disabilities, but at what
cast? Through a review of the literature, the authors performed a cost
effectiveness analysis in which the costs, savings, and health benefits
of two lead screening strategies were compued with each other and with a
strategy of no screening in a population of three-year-old chUdren. When
the prevalence of lead poisoning among the children screened is '1 percent
or more, it is estimated that free screening averts morbidity and results
in net avings: it is bot,h better and cheaper than no screening. At all
prevalence rates, free erythrocyte protoporphyrin screening II most cost
effective type.
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Beach, Emenon '1..; Dart, David M.; Goldman, Ralph F.; Horton, Robert J.M.;
Lopdon, Bobert F.; McNall, Preston It. Jr.; McQujston, Faye C.; Turk, Amos;
Woods, .lames It. (1981). Position Paper on Legionellosis: Part I and Part 11.
American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air Conditioning Engineers
July 1981 and February, 1981.

This is the report of an Ad Hoc Committee. It discusses the micro
organism Which causes the disease which is found in wet soil or water
such as Is found in lakes, domestic water taps, sewage treatment
facilities and recreational waters. It Is amplified by such things as
cooling towers, humidifiers, hot water systems and is thought to be
transported by airborne means. Treatment of water is discussed as an
amplifier control. Filtering of the make-up air for a building is
practical and can provide removal efficiency aproaching 10096. Within
buildings, special attention should be given to warm and/or standing
water such as in humidifiers, shower heads, air conditioning ductwork.
Research needs are discussed such as isolating the bacteria in their
natural environment, methods of practical measurements of airborne
concentrations, control strategies for amplifiers, threshold concen
trations for infection, effectiveness of filtration, and suscep
tibility of various populations.

Billings, Charles Be; Vanderslice, S8ndra P. (1982). Methods for Control of
Indoor Air Quality: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, John-editor; pp.
497-504. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982; Pergamon Press,
Oxford, Toronto; 1982. .'

Keywords: buildings; ventilation; -air filters; indoor air pollution;
risk assessment;

Bjorklid, Pia (1985). Children's Outdoor Environment From the Perspective of
Environmental and Developmental Psychology. Children Within Environments,
Chapter 6, pp 91 - 106; Garling, Tommy and Valsiner, Jaan editors; Plenum
Press; 1985.

Some of the findings are reviewed of a study (Bjorltlid, 1982) which in
1969 was initiated by the Swedish PUblic Committee on Children's Outdoor
Environment. The purpose of the study was to provide a frequency
description of the environment-behaviour interactions on two housing
estates of children ages 4 to 12. Boys spent much more time outdoors than
girls. Some implications are drawn concerning the importance of the out
door environment for children's social and psychological development.
Examples of factors in the physical environment that restrict outdoor
stay are high-rise buildings, traffic, long distances to attractive play
spaces, and bad weather. An indirect social factor is a lack of suitable
activities for adults. Recommendations include setting aside all open
spaces on housing estates for play, providing playgrounds with play
leaders, allOWing children opportunities for concrete action upon the
environment, helping them to develop a sense of competence, and
encouraging them actively to bring about changes in the environment.
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Blume, Kathleen A. (1916). Air Pollution in the SChools. from CUnlcal
Ecology, Lawrence D. Dickey ed; chapter 39; pp. 369-316; Charles C. Thomas;
1976.

There are many sources of indoor air pollution in our lIChools.
Many children are reacting to a toxic exposure when they become irri
table, excited, depressed, unreasonable or antisocial. Many chndren
who demonstrate an inability to learn, who are slow learnerl; who have
reduced reading comprehension and speed, reduced memory, or who show
mental confusion, could be satisfactory students if there were no toxic
fumes present in their sc:hoolenvironment. The major causes of air
contamination in schools are found to be aerosol sprays, janitorial
supplies, scholastic 8uppUes, bUilding materials and furnishings,
heating, ventilating and cooking equipment, cosmetics and tonetries,
smoking and school buses.

"Blumenthal, James A; Burg, Matthew M.; Rouk, Steven P. (1986). Behavioral
Approaches to Primary and Secondary Prevention of Coronary Heart Disease:
from Handbook of Prevention; Edelstein, Bury A. and Michelson, Larry,
editors. Plenum Press, New York, 1986; pp. 287 - 308.

Research has demonstrated that risk factors for the development of
coronary heart disease can be modified using behavioral interventions.
Hypertension, hyperlipidemia, obesity, cigarette smoking, and Type A
behavior all have been shown to be potentially modifiable in this way.
However, with the exception of smoking, there is inconclusive evidence
that behavioral interventions will prevent it in later life or that
such intervention will reduce morbidity or mortality once it has become
evident. The most prudent approach is to identify children at risk while
relying on a variety of educational and behavior change strategies to
promote wellness behaviors. Education of adults is also important in a
variety of settings. In addition to clinical trials for primary and
secondary prevention, future research should include models to study
mechanisms by which behavioral factors link to heart disease. PUblic
health policy needs to be redirected toward preventing illness rather
than treating it.

Blumenthal, Monica 0.; Oavte, James W. (1980). Dizziness and FaUlng in
Elderly Psychiatric Outpatients. American Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 137, No.
2, pp. 203-206; February 1980; Amencan Psychiatric Assoe.

Keywords: elderly; ambUlatory care; blood pressure; effects of drugs;
coronary disease; dizziness; equilibrium; female; psychiatric hospitals;
orthostatic hypotension; mental disorders; middle age; psychotropic
drugs;

•
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Boegman, B..J.; Bates, L.A. (1984). Neurotoxicity of Aluminum. Can J Physiol
Pharmacal, No. 62, pp. 1010-1014; August 1984; National Research Council of
Canada.

'Ibe toxic effects of aluminum, the earth's most abundant metal, on the
nervous system are reviewed. Soluable Al salts can be absorbed from the
stomach; nutritional deficiencies of calcium and magnesium can enhance AI
absorption. AI is deposited in the gray matter of the brain and affects

. many neuronal processes: it stimUlates protein synthesis, inhibits axonal
transport, and increases the breakdown, while decreasing the re-uptake,
of neurotransmitters. Behavioural consequences may include memory loss,
impaired motor coordination, decreased learning ability, psychotic
reactions, and seizures. Com mon sources of AI include antacids, deod
rants, paper towels, drinking water (AI sulfate is used in water puri
fication), airborne dust, and food. High levels of AI in soil, and acid
rain, which can leach Al from the soil, increase the level of AI and tend
to decrease the amount of selenium in locally grown plants.

Boer, J. de (1986). Community Response to SOU Pollution; A Model of
Parallel Processes: Part 0: Community Processes and Social Participation.
Methods and Experiences in Impact Assessment; Part 01; pp 185 - 200; Reidel
PUblishing Company, Dordrecht The Netherlands; 1986.

A field study investigated the perception of environmental hazards in
residential areas polluted by chemical wastes. Soil pollution is an
important problem in The Netherlands. In four cases of soil pollution
experiences of the inhabitants, the information process, social and
medical assistance and participation by the inhabitants are studied.
The data were collected in comprehensive interviews with involved
professionals. Increasing understanding of individual reactions to cases
of soil pollution could have important consequences for policy. The
Authorities could improve their handling of cases such as this by
imprOVing the information provided to residents, improving citizen
participation, and acknowledging their responsibility for future
living conditions in the affected neighbourhoods.

Bokina, A.L; Eksler, M.D.; 8emenenko, A.D.; Merkur'Yeva, LV. (1976).
Investigation of the Mechanism of Action of Atmospheric Pollutants on the
Central Nervous System and Comparative Evaluation of Methods of Study.
Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 13, pp. 37-42; National Institutes of
Health; 1976.

Some aspects of the mechanism of action of atmospheric pollutants (ace
tone, benzene, am monia, formaldehyde and ozone) on the central nervous
system were studied by using methods of functional electroencephalog
raphy. Effects of the compounds were determined for the various struc
tures of the cerebral cortex of experimental 'animals. The most sensitive
structures were those which were first to associate in the reaction to
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toxic agents. EEG indices were observed which were indicative ot an
adverse effect. During long-term action ot toxic materials at low
concentrations, changes were observed in the parameters ot the primary
and secondary responses of the visual evoked potential which were indi
c:ative of a disturbance of the cortical inhibition processes. This can
be considered one effect of atmospheric pollutants at low concentrations.

Bonham, Gordon Seott; WDson, Ro~ W. (1981). Children's Health In Families
with Cigarette Smokers. American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 71, No. 3,
pp. 290-293; March 1981.

Recent studies have Indicated higher rates of certain respiratory con
ditions among children who live in households with adults who smoke
cigarettes. This paper analyzes data from the 19'70 National Health
Interview Survey. Children in families with no smokers had an average
of 1.1 fewer restricted activity days and 0.8 fewer bed disability days
per year than did children in families with two smokers. Children in
fa milies with one smoker were in between. Acute respiratory illness
accounted for the difference in disability days among children in
families with different smoking characteristics. Family smoking was
also measured by the combined number of cigarettes smoked by adults;
children in families which smoked 45 or more cigarettes a day had 1.9
more restricted activity days and 0.9 more bed disability days due to
acute respiratory conditions than did children in families who did not
smoke cigarettes. The age of the child, the number of adults in the
family, the education of the family head, and the family income were all
controlled and did not eliminate the relationship between children's
health and family smoking.

Borland, Berry 1,.; RudoJph, Joseph P. (1975). Relative Effects of Low
Socio-Economic Status, Parental Smoking and Poor Scholastic Performance
on Smoking Among High-School Students. Soc. Sci '" Med, Vol. 9, pp 27 - 30;
Pergamon Press; 1975.

Previous studies have established that parental smoking, soeio-economic
status and scholastic performance are all related to smoking in high
school students. A study of 1814 students at a high school in Western
Pennsylvania confirmed the three factors previously identified as factors
influencing the smoking of teenagers. Findings of this study also showed
that of the three factors, scholastic performance was clearly the
strongest, with parental smoking next in strength and soeio-economic
status a weak third. These results are discussed in relation to similar
findings on antisocial behavior in teenerera.

Borrows, Peter; Turner, lUchard (1984). How Safe is SCience in Schools? New
Scientist, No. 13, pp. 12-15; September 1984.

Safety regulations for school science laboratories are going unobserved
for lack of funds. But school is the ideal place to instill a lifelong
awareness of potential hazards.
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Boulding, Elise (1919). Children's Rights and the Wheel of· Life.
Transaction Books; 1979.

Although they make significant contributions to the world's work and
well-being, often despite severe legal and economic handicaps and social
victimization, people under age twenty-one and over age sixty are ex
cluded sectors of the world population. Striking at the roots of ageism
strikes at the root pathology of human relationship: the drive to dominate
and to mold. The centres of power will always let the young and
the old be the first to go hungry, especially if they are poor, and most
of the world's poor are either very young or very old. This book examines
the active, participatory roles of children in their respective societies
and then looks at children as objects of legal protection and explores
the extent to which this protection helps or hinders their welfare. An
extensive bibliography is included.

Bourne, Patricia Gerald; Medrich, ElIiot A.; Steadwell, Louis; Barr, Donald
(1911). Day Care Nightmare - A Child-Centered View of Child Care: Working
Paper No. 145. Institute of Urban & Regional Development, University of
California; February, 19'11.

Child care services need to be child-centered rather than focused on
the needs of adults in the labour force. When a child's eligibility for
a program is tied to his or her mother's participation in a training
program or a particular job, frequent damage to the child's sense of
stability and security is· inevitable. When franchisers and industry, in
search of cheap programs, seek to avoid expensive public agency stan
dards, it is the children and their chances for emotional and education
al development who are the losers. A set of criteria needs to be formu
lated based on the needs of children for extra-parental care. The exis
ting constellation of services needs to be looked at as a system and
evaluated as to whether that system is able to respond to the current
and evolving needs of children.

Bowles, A.M.; Shirtliffe, C.J. (1981). Development of a Canadian Standard for
Urea Formaldehyde Thermal Wall Insulation: reprinted from Thermal Insulation
Peformance, American Society for Testing and Materials, Special Technical
Publication '118, 1980, pp. 361-394. National Research Council of Canada,
Division of Building ReSearch, Ottawa Canada K1A OR6; 1981.

Keywords: urea formaldehyde; foam; insulation; plastic; thermal insulation;
material standards; formaldehyde; fungal growth; shrinkage; freeze-thaw;
hydrolysis; field investigations; pH; derating; thermal resistance; NHW?

BozzeW, Joseph W.; Russell, Joel F. (1981). Airborne Asbestos Levels in
Several School Buildings Before and After Bulk Asbestos Removal. Intern. J.
Environmental StUdies, Vol. 20, pp. 27-30; 1982; Gordon and Breach Science
Publishers, Inc.

- - - ------~------_._----
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Airborne particulate samples were collected in several pUblic schools
before and after friable asbestos containing (5-20 percent) insulation
material had been removed from the ceiling areas. Transmission electron
microscopy with selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was used for
fiber identification and counting. Asbestos fiber concentrations in the
air were in the range 5-40 ng/M 3 before removal of the friable asbestos
ceiling insulation. The airborne asbestos concentrations approximately
one week after removal showed reductions of 56 to 90 percent.

Bradley, EUeen; Erman, Tahlre; Fanos, !rene; GottUeb, Mina; Jaclclon, Gerald,
MikuJa, Amy; Rivlin, Leanne; Rosenblum, Dlith; Sorensen, Lena; Walker, Peter;
Wolfe, Maxlne (1986). Workshop; Diversity as an Environmental Issue:
Introduction. Environmental Design Research Association, AprU 1986.

The working group Is composed of 11 participants - women and men, from
different cultural backgrounds, including Irish, Jewish, Black American,·
Danish, Turkish, Israeli, Polish, Greek, Protestant, Catholic, and
Moslem. Some were immigrants, others were tJ8-born. Economics, age, family
structure, sexual orientation, family structure, education, and work
experience were all diverse. Their com monality was the value they placed
on diversity, on exploring differences and similarities, and understand
ing ways in which as individuals and design researchers they could
integrate that value into their work.

In order to help create environments which will sustain and support ·the
positive or change the negative realities in our lives, a point of
departure Is needed that acknOWledges and sustains difference and
diversity, both in people and in environments, while building community
based on acknowledging difference. In order to do this, it Is necessary
to understand the ways in which we have been taught to ignore diversity
and to develop ways or unlearning this limited way of thinking and act
ing. There is an umbrella of oppression: within our society different
groups have different amounts of power and a person could in one respect
be pert of a dominating group, for example, white or male, and at the
same time be part of an oppressed group, for example, a White woman or
a Black male.

Bradley, Eneen; Erman, Tahire; Fanos, lrene; GottUeb, Mina; Jackllon, Gerald,
Mikula, Amy; RivUn, Leanne; Rosenblum, Dlith; Sorensen, Lena; Walker, Peter;
Wolfe, Maxine (1986). From Stereotyping to Revealing Diversity; The Role
or Language in Environmental Research. from Diversity as an Environment
Issue Workshop; Environmental Design Research Association, AprU 1986.

Words are frequently used to perpetuate the status quo in discrimination
against women, ethnic/racial groups, people with disabilities, and so on.
Making words more accurately describe the specific population under
discussion will weaken overt and insidious biases by causing both
writer and reader to think about people and environments in a less pre
conceived, stereotypical way. The first step in the direction of chang-·
ing the status quo could have the researcher asking a person, ."How
would you prefer to be described?"
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Bradley, EUeen; Wolfe, Maxine; (1981). Where Do the 64-Year-Old Jewish
Latina Lesbians Live?: Diversity of People as an Environmental Issue.
Proceedings of the EDRA 18 Conference, Ottawa, Canada, May 29-June 2, 1987,
pp. 17S-181, edited by Joan Harvey and Don Henning; Environmental Design
Research Association, Washington, D.C.; 1987.

This paper analyzes titles and contents of published EDRA reSearCh
material, based on a framework which acknowledges and supports the
diversity of people. The findings show that we are ignoring diversity
by homogenization, invisibility, treating people as deviant, specifying
non-dominant groups and not specifying dominant groups, only focusing
on a non-dominant group in comparison to a dominant group, inferring
membership in a category on spurious grounds, and using descriptors
as "throwaways", neither defining them nor relating them to the issues
at hand, and supporting a reader's use of normative images. The authors
discuss the relationship between these findings and issues of oppression,
and show how ignoring the diversity of people affects environmental
descriptors and explanation of phenomena.

Bradley, Jim (1987). Remarks to the Canadian Society for Clinical Ecology and
Environmental Medicine. unpUblished speech to the Canadian Society for
Clinical Ecology and Environmental Medicine; April 3, 1987.

Environmentally sensitive people are the first to feel the effects of
low-level environmental contaminants. These people should not be for
gotten in pollution control decisions. Source reduction, not dilution
is the solution. Alternatives to agriCUltural chemicals must be develop
ed, chemical input into drinking water sources from polluting
industries must be reduced, and sulphur dioxide emissions must be
reduced, a mong other actions."

Breysse, Peter A. (1979). Formaldehyde Exposure in Mobile Homes and
Conventional Homes. Presented at the 43rd Annual Education Conference of the
National Environmental Health Association, June 23-28, 1979.

Keywords: formaldehyde; mobile homes; health hazards; indoor air pollution;

Breysse, Peter A. (1981). The Health Cost of 'Tight' Homes. Journal of the
American Medical Assoc., Vol. 245, No. 3, pp. 267-268, Jan. 16 1981; 535 No.
Dearborn St., Chicago IL 60610.

Keywords: airtight homes; health cost

Bridbord, Kenneth; Brubaker, Paul Eo; Gay, Bruce, Jr.; French, Jean G." (1915).
Exposure to Halogenated Hydrocarbons in the Indoor Environment. Environmental
Health Perspectives, Vol. 11, pp. 21S-220; June 1975.

Keywords: vinyl chloride; carcinogen; aerosol propellants; freons; lSO-butane;
propane; Trichloroethane; met}1ylene chloride; carbon tetrachloride;
cardiac arrhythmia; carbon monOXide; metabolism;
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Broadbent, D.E.; Broadbent, M.B.P.; Male, J.C.; Jones, M.LL. (1985). Health
of Workers Exposed to Electric Pields. British Journal of Industrial
Medicine, Volume 42, 1985; pp. 75-84;.

The results of health questionnaire interviews with 390 electrical power
transmission and distribution workers are reported, along with long term
esti mates of their exposure to 50 Hz electric fields, and short term
measurements of actual exposure, for 287 of them. After allowing for the
effects of job and location, the authors found no significant
correlations of health with the SUbjects' measured or estimated exposure
to electromagnetic fields. 'nte general level of health was higher than
found in manual workers in other industries, but there were significant
differences in the health measures between different categories of job,
different parts of the country, and in usociatJon with factors such as
overtime, working alone, or frequently changing shift.

Bnmdrett, G.W. (1979). Maintenance of Spray Humidifiers. OS Govt.; Pebruary
1979.

Keywords: spray humidifiers; occupational diseases; indoor air pollution;
microorganisms; air conditioning equipment; culture medium; dust; NHW

Budd, Roger A.; Czersld, Przemyslaw; (1985). Modulation of Mammalian
Immunity by Electromagnetic Radiation. Journal of Microwave Power, Volume
20, No. 1, 1985; pp. 217-231;.

This paper examines reports that electromagnetic radiation alters the
function of mammalian immune systems. The authors conclude that there is
no convincing evidence that electromagnetic radiation effects on the
human immune system are a health hazard. Available data indicate that
electromagnetic radiation exposure does not affect the ability of cells
oC the immune system to respond to a subsequent challenge; however, the
time-course and magnitude of the response may be affected by exposure
following stimulation. Research to date provided evidence that at least
at some frequencies and/or amplitUde and pulse modulations, the site of
primary interaction of electromagnetic radiation is at the cell membrane.
1be authors conclude that electromagnetic radiation alters the responses
of the immune system, but that much of the literature on the subject is
confusing, and contradictory. 'ntey found it difficult to assess the
literature in terms of its implications to human health.

Budnitz, LJ.; Berk, J.V.; Hollowell, C.D.; Nazaroff, W.W.; Nero, A.V.;
Resenfeld, A.B. (1919). Human Disease from Radon Exposures: 'nte Impact of
Energy Conservation in Residential Buildings. Energy and BUildings, Vol. 2,
No. 3, pp. 209-215; August 1979; Elsevier Sequoia S.A., Lausanne
Switzerland.

Keywords: houses; energy conservation; radon; environmental imp&et; air pollution;
indoor air pollution; pUblic health;
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Cain, W.s.; Leaderer, B.P. (1982). Ventilation Requirements in Occupied Spaces
During Smoking and Nonsmoking OCcupancy: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John--editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1/6, pp. 505-514; 1982; Pergamon
Press, Oxford, Toronto.

Ventilation requirements in occupied spaces have traditionally derived
largely from odor control. The requirements have rested on the notion
that an environment that seems subjectively acceptable to a visitor will
in fact be healthful and comfortable for both occupant and visitor. They
have also derived from criterion concentrations of notable contaminants
such as carbon dioxide. This investigation looked again at both sensory
and physical criteria of acceptability, paying particular' attention to
the difference between smoking and nonsmoking occupancy in a well
controlled environmental chamber. More than 200 visitors.made judgements
of odor intensity and acceptability under various conditions of occupan
cy. The results implied that under nonsmoking conditions and moderate
humidity, only about 7.5 cfm of fresh air per occupant sufficed to
satisfy visitors, but that under smoking conditions at least 5 times as
much fresh air is necessary.

Calabrese, Oorothy V. (1986). Fungi: Molds and Yeasts A World of New
Discoveries for the Sensitive Patient. Serendipity Environmental Medicine
Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 4, pp 1 - 6; November, 1986.

Very little information is available in the medical literature about
the health effects of molds and yeasts, compared to the wealth of
Imowledge that has been gained by clinicians who have been specifically
trea ting mold sensitive individuals. This is a major problem in modern
medicine: physicians look for what they have been trained to see, rather
than practise the true art of medicine which is being creative and using
basic knOWledge as a springboard to further discoveries about pati.ents'
problems.

Sensitivities to molds can cause a variety of symptoms such as headaches,
ear and hearing problems, respiratory problems like bronchitis and
asthma, gastrointestinal difficulties, weight gain and loss, food
cravings, as well as dermatologic, muscular, urologic, and neuro
psychiatric symptoms.

Calabrese, Oorothy V. (1986). Concept of Total Load: Man and His Environment.
Serendipity Environmental Medicine Newsletter, Vol. 1, No. 2, P 1; September,
1986.

A person's total load of exposures to toxic and allergenic substances is
comprised of external load factors as well as internal individual
factors. There are many factors simultaneously at work in a system that
varies considerably with each individual.
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Calabrese, JU. (19'18). Pollutants and High-Risk Groups: The Biological Basis
of Increased Human Susceptibility to Environmental and OCcupational
Pollutants. John Wiley a: Sons, New York, 1$'18.

To be at high risk with respect to a pollutant, an individual would
experience the adverse health effects of the pollutant significantly
before the· general population because of some genetic, developmental,
nutritional, physiological, behavioural, psychological, or diseue
state factors present which predispose the individual to the harmful
effects. The author stresses that at present, the identification and
especially the quantification of the numbers of individuals at high
risk in the popUlation in question is still in its rudimentary stages.
The question addressed is: what percentage of the popUlation is
actually being protected from the toxic or carcinogenic activities
of a pollutant, by clean air standards.

Calabrese, E.J. (19'18). Methodological Approaches to Deriving Environmental
and OCcupational Health Standards. John Wiley a: Sons, New York, 1978.

This work discusses the methodological bases for deriving pollutant
exposure standards, with particular reference to the fact that there
is a high degree of variability in the response of humans to different
levels of air pollutants.

Calebrese, Edward J. (19'19). The Influence of Ambient Ozone on the Incidence
of Bone Fractures Especially Among the Elderly. Medical Hypotheses 5, pp.
201-207, 1979.

Keywords: ozone; ultraviolet radiation; vitamin D; osteomalacia; hypocalcemia;
rickets;

Calabrese, E.J. (1980). Nutrition and Environmental Health: The Innuence of
Nutritional Status on Pollutant Toxicity and Carcinogenicity; Volume 1 - The
Vitamins, and Volume 2 - Minerals and Macronutrients. John Wiley & Sons,
1980.

This two-volume work discusses the complex interaction of nutrition and
pollutants on truman health, itemizing research results which reveal the
positive and negative effects of vitamins, minerals and other nutrients
on a person's sensitivity to the adverse effects of pollutants.

Camp, Janice L; and Morpn, Michael S. (1985). Upper R.espiratory Irritation
from Carbonless Copy Paper. Proceedings, 3rd International Conference on
Indoor Air Quality and Climate, held in Stockholm, Sweden, August 20-24, 1984.
Volume 3: Sensory and Hyperreactivity R.eactions to Sick Buildings, pp.
393-396.
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Clerical workers were given controlled exposures to fumes from carbonless
copy paper forms approximating ambient ail' levels associated with
normal daily usage. Nasal congestion was assessed by measuring the
nasal impedance to air now. The results provided quantitative evidence
that exposure to airborne emissions of carbonless copy forms can cause
acute nasal congestion.

Campbell, Dugal (1986). Research Priorities in Mental Health: Commentary.
Can. J. Psychiatry, Vol. 31, November 1986; pp 746 - 749.

This paper proposes a scheme for estimating the relative merits of
dif'ferent branches of research within the whole field of mental health.
The scheme is based upon 3 factors: the need for research in a particular
topic; the possibilities of doing good science; the estimated time to a
clinical payoff. It Is argued that reasonable assessments of these 3
factors can be combined to give a relative weight to any particular
research area. The argument is also put that one way to obtain more
funds for mental health research overall is to improve the ordering of
the diCferent areas within the field of mental health.
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Campbell, JoS.; Day, .lames; Clary, John .I.; Kinloch, David; and Golberg, Leon;
(1981). Final Report of the Department of National Health and Welfare Expert
Advisory Committee on Urea-Formaldehyde Foam Insulation. Department of
National Health and Welfare, Ottawa, Canada, April 1981.

The Committee declared that compared to other building materials, UFFI
is an lD'lStable material which deteriorates, and the rate of deterioration
is dependent on the conditions to which it is exposed. Degradation
results in the release of formaldehyde gas which can be carried to the
living space by air leakage. Where the cavity containing the foam has not
dried properly after installation, fungus growth may occur leading to
possible structural and health problems.

The Committee noted the role of formaldehyde as a potential carcinogen,
and irritant, and a potential allergen affecting skin and ocular and
nasal mucous membranes as well as the lungs. They note that some
individuals may become highly responsive to low doses leading to
debilitating dermatitis, rhinitis, conjunctivitis and asthma.
Superimposed on these health considerations is the likelihood of
respiratory sensitization from exposure to fungal spores. The Committee
states that it is not prepared '~o recom mend any level of formaldehyde
exposure that it safe. UPPI was banned under the Hazardous Products Act,
Section 8b.

Campbell, .loan (1983). Ambient Stressors. Environment and Behavior, Vol 15,
No. 3, pp. 355-380; May 1983.

The author concludes from previous research on environmental stressors
tha t there is ample reason to presume that environmental stressors
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interact with numerous psychological variables to produce adverse
effects on health and well-being. Evidence suggests that psychological
factors such as perceived control, information about the stressor,
coping resources, and certain personality traits all may mediate the
influence of physical environmental stressors on human well-being.
The author argues that It is "heuristicaUy useful to view global,
chronic phenomena such as air pollution, community noise, and crowding
as a distinct class of stressors, namely ambient stressors". Such
stressors represent noxious stimulation and place demands upon us to
cope. Ambient stressors over the long run are expected to affect
several dimensions of human well-being, including motivation, emotions,
attention, somatic health, and behaviour.

campbeU, K.L; George, LL.; Washington, LS. Jr. (1980). Enhanced
Susceptibility to Infection in Mice After Exposure to Dilute Exhaust from
Light Duty Diesel Engines. from Health Effects of Diesel Engine Emissions,
Vol. 2; pp. 772-785; Pepelko, W.E., Danner, R.M., Clarke, N.A., editors; OS
Environmental Protection Agency, November 1980.

A series of experiments was conducted in which groups of mice were first
exposed for various durations to diluted exhaust from light duty diesel
engines and then briefly to an infectious aerosol generated by nebulizing
cultures of a bacterial pathogen (streptococcus). Typically, post
infection mortality was significantly greater in groups exposed to ex
halm than in their corresponding control groups exposed to purified air
only. Data of recent diesel and of past diesel- and catalyst-treated
gasoline engine exhaust experiments suggest a somewhat greater excess
mortality from enhanced susceptibility to bacterial infection in mice
exposed to diesel exhaust than in those exposed to catalytic gasoline
exhaust. Limited data on acute tests of N02 and acrolein vapor alone
suggest that the infectivity-enhancing effect of diesel exhaust could be
accounted for in large part by these components. Exposures to diesel ex
haust, N02, or acrolein did not enhance the mortality to a viral
pathogen.

Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (1983). Housing and the Elderly.
Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation; Ottawa ON; 1983.

This Is an advisory document dealing with desirable standards of housing
designed specifically for elderly people who are sufficiently healthy and
mobile to live independently in self-contained dwelling units. Its
purpose is to assist those intending to organize, finance, design, or
build housing for the elderly. Designs compensate for health and
mobility limitations; ensure affordabUity and ease of access to public
facilities; allow for socialization, communication, and interaction;
and provide a sense of home for residents.
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Canadian Advilory Councll on the Status of Women (118'1). Integration and
Participation: Women's Work in the Home and in the Labour Force.
Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women; 1987•

.
Much of this book reviews the legal, regulatory, and practical considera
tions that govern women's economic status and the qUality of their .work
ing ]ives, whether they work at home, in the paid labour force, or both.
sues examined include marriage and divorce, conditions of work, unem
ployment, health and safety, unionization, and pensions.

Canadian Advisory Councll on the Status of Women (198'1). No Vacancies! Women
and Unemployment. Integration and Participation; chapter 3, pp 37 - 51;
Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women; 1987.

Unemployment caLBes the woman in the household to tap emotional resources
to keep the home together. Feelings of guilt, anger and despair, turned
inward or outward, are a powerful part of the chronic umemployment pic
ture. When personal and financial resources are stretched to the breaking
point, women as a group are affected particularly severely, as they con
tinue to try to provide mothering, support and household comforts in an
atmosphere of tension and strain.

Canadian Association for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities
(1984). A Brief on Emission Control Standards. Canadian Association for
Children and Adults With Learning Disabilities, Kildare House, 323 Chapel,
suite 101, Ottawa Canada K1N 7Z2; September 1984.

This submission focuses on the effects of auto emissions on child health,
specifically concerning their potential for adverse effects on brain
development and function. Minimal brain dysfunction affects an estimated
10 to 1596 of the population today. Lead emissions from cars are one of
the major causes. Carbon monoxide is a known teratogen and another
component of automobile exhaust that should be better regulated. Acid
precipitation and leaching of heavy metals such as mercury, cadmium and
aluminum Which are known neurotoxins is another major problem which
should be better monitored.

Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (1985). The Trade Names
Data Base at CCOHS. Canadian Centre for Occupational Health et Safety, 250 Main
St. E., Hamilton ON canada L8N 186; February 1985.

nm document describes the Trade Names Data Base which is a centralized
source of current information on products used in canadian workplaces.
It is a computerized file of material safety data sheets supplied by
manufacturers and distributors.

-~--~-- - --~~~~~-
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canadian Home and School a: Parent-Teaeher Federation (1986). Preventing Child
Abuse: Everybody's Responsibility. Canadian Home and School & Parent-Teacher
Federation; 1986.

Child abuse is any aet by an adult, or the omission of any aet, whieh
results in harm to a child. It can lnelude physical, sexual, and
emotional abuse or negleet. Physieal abuse involves any kind of injury
or extreme punishment of a ehild and also ineludes the failure to
provide a ehlld with the food, elothing, shelter, and health care needed
for the ehlld's optimum development. Sexual abuse Is the exploitation of
a ehild by an adult for sexual gratifieation and ineludes incest, sexual
molestation, sexual assault, and the exploitation of the child for the
purposes of pornography or prostitution. Emotional abuse or negleet is
the constant ill-treatment of a ehlld through the witholdlng of affeetlon
or through repeated humiliations. The organization has prepared a
resouree kit on ehUd abuse and negleet aimed at promoting greater pUblie
awareness and understanding of the problem; eneouraglng individuals
and community groups to beeome involved in positive aetlon on the Issue;
and helping to prevent ehild abuse by showing support for famWes in the
eommunity.

Canadian Mental Health Association (1984). Work and Well-Being: The
Changing Realities of Employment: Cross-Canada Perspectives and an Emerging
Agenda on Mental Health and the Workplace. Canadian Mental Health Assoeiation,
Toronto ON; September, 1984.

People who are unable· to work undergo not only economle hardship, but
also experienee physieal, psychological, and spiritual distress. In eon
trast, simply having a job is no guarantee of personal well-being. There
are many factors In the workplace which may enhance or diminish our sense
of well-being. This report is a result of action research in 5 communi
ties across the country. The findings ineluded, among many things, that
most people have experieneed negative workplaee stress. Many of the work
8S9OCiated pressures were found to be age-speeifle. Negative workplaee
stress affected women's personal physical and psyehological health,
due to the kind of work whieh they performed and their additional burden
of family and household responsibilities. Skilled and unsktlled manual
labourers suffered the highest incidence of stress-related Wnesses oC
all oceupations. The issue for former psyehiatric patients eentres on
aecess and opportunity.

During the next decade, an emerging priority in preventive mental health
care will be to assess, anticipate, and respond to the lOCial impaets of
employment patterns. Government must establisn a policy framework and
program supports whieh would encourage positive mental health praetiees
in both the public and private seetors. Many cooperative meuures can be
taken by employers and unions to respond sensitively and adaptlvely to
the mental health needs of employees. individual employees share a res
ponsibility for greater sensitivity, consideration and toleranee of
differentness. Strictly self-interested approaches must be abandoned in
favour of concerted, collaborative action among all the parties involved.
An extensive bibliography is included.
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Canadian Mental Health Association (1981). Women and Mental Health in Canada:
Strategies for Change. Canadian Mental Health Association, National Office,
Toronto ON; April 1987.

Although the majority of those using mental health services are women,
relatively little attention has been paid to their special or Wlique
needs. The report concludes that significant improvements in women's
health and well-being can be achieved only if there are general gains in
the status of women in education, employment, and representation in
decision-making roles. Actions directed to improving women's mental
health need to be integrated and coordinated with efforts to improve
women's social status and women should be active participants in the
process of developing mental h~alth programs at all levels and stages.
It is recommended that funding for women's mental health research should
be made a priority and that a conference be organized to identify
research priorities. Health and Welfare Canada should develop
appropriate materials for the promotion of information about women and
mental health for use in training health professionals. Other
recommendations involve promoting the awareness of sexual harassment,
increased funding for rape crisis centres and shelters for battered
women, the development of more comprehensive standards for occupational
health and safety, assisting more women to seek training in the field of
mental health planning and policy development, support of initiatives to
improve women's social and economic status, and child care. A compre
hensive list of references is included.

Cannon, Margaret (1981). Give Them Air: Breathe New Life into Your Workers'
Productivity. Canadian Business, pp. 58-62, 95-99; April 1987.

This author cites recent investigations of 'sick building syndrome',
which suggest that employees who work in sealed office buildings make
more mistakes, have more office aCCidents, take longer to do tasks and
are sick more often.

Brodsky, C.II. (1983). Allergic to Everything: A Medical Subculture.
Psychosomatics, Vol 24, 1983, pp. 731-742.

Carp, Prances M. (1961). The Impact of Environment on Old People.
Gerontologist; Vol. 7, No. 1, pp 106 - 108, 135; 1967•

.Analysis of data on elderly applicants for new housing showed dramatic
improvement deriving from a new life setting: more favorable attitudes,
better mental health and social life, diminished intel"personal frictions,
greater emotional independence, and fewer health complaints. The median
age of the applicants was over 72. Of the 352 individuals, 204 were
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successful applicants and 148 were not. Unsuccessful applicants showed
little change in behavioral attitudes. Results suggest that new,
improved settings foster new friendships and social activity, that old
people are not necessarily rigid in behavior.

canon, Bonnle 1..; McCann, Joy 1..; 'EWs, Harry V. Ill; Hemdon, Betty 1..;
Baker, Larry B. (1981). Methanol Health Effects. Environmental Protection
Agency; December 1981.

Health effects literature primarily related to inhalation exposure to
methanol was collected, evaluated, tabulated, and summarized. Approx.
160 documents were collected from computerized and manual literature
searches covering the period 1901-1980. Pharmacologists and an MD
epidemiologist rated the documents according to their applicability to
the study and their methodology. The approximately 25 documents con
sidered useful for deriving a range of concern for human exposure to
methanol from automotive emissions were tabUlated. The pages of tables
detaD. the results of acute, repeated dose, and chronic testing of mice,
rats, rabbits, dogs, monkeys and humans as well as human occupational
studies. A brief summary of oral and skin absorption tOXicity is in
cluded. Most of the documents evaluated are described in an annotated
bibliography.

Cassel, John (1911). The Relation of the Urban Environment to Health: Towards
a Conceptual Frame and a Research Strategy: A Report of the Inter-University
Board of Collaborators. The Effect of the Man-Made Environment on Health and
Behavior, Chapter 5, pp 129 - 142; Centre for Disease Control, PUblic Health
Service, U.S. Dept. of Health Education and Welfare, Atlanta GA; 1911; Hinkle,
Lawrence E., Loring, WUliam C., ed.

Intervention research is proposed by Which a partnership would be formed
between those agencies ot society charged with the task of improving the
quality ot the urban environment and research scientists largely drawn
from academic institutions. Such a partnership would have the respon
sibility tor introducing changes in physical aspects of housing and the
residential neighborhood, and would use this entree as a means for
deliberate alteration in some social factors as experimental variables.
Thus, improvements in housing could be introduced with greater and lesser
degrees of community participation, and with varying degrees of community
control and decision making, with and without attemps to modify use,
crOWding, etc.

Cassidy, Michael W.A. (1910). Social Indicators: Accidents and the Home
Environment: working paper. unknown; October 1910.

This paper draws together two apparently disconnected topics: first, the
search for ways of evaluating the qUality of physical environment, and
second, the use of accident statistics as social indicators. Each of
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these is covered separately, but the main focus will be on whether data
on the incidence of home accidents can be used to indicate the quality
of the home environment. A good theory about environmental constraints
has not yet bfllen developed. Most attempts to develop such a theory have
themselves been constrained by avoidance of the most obvious limitations
on interaction. Little attention has been paid to the legal, political,
and economic constraints on any activities undertaken. The conflict of
attitudes and expectations between people in different contextual
relations with the environment - the employee compared with the manager,
owner compared with renter, user compared with passer-by - clearly needs
more explicit recognition and theoretical treatment.

Catalano (188?). Health, Behavior and the Community: An Ecological
perspective. Pergamon Press, 198?

In the past, public health was concerned with health problems traceable
to germs. But recently, illness has been more related to man-made pollU
tants, safety hazards, and individual resistance. An ecological paradigm
is suggested for pUblic health. It would assume, among other things, that
an individual becomes ill when he or she cannot resist or avoid biologic
al organisms and their by products, pollutants, or safety hazards; that
resistance is lowered by stress; that the type of health problems attrib
utable to pollutants will depend on the community's economic base and
natural setting; and that health problems attributable to safety hazards
are predictable from a community's economic base. It would also recognize
that, in relation to genetic disease, in a population eqUally stressed
and equally exposed to the same toxin, some persons will become ill and
others not because of constitutional factors inherited from their
parents; as stress levels rise in a given community, those with genetic
predispositions will become ill before those with average or above aver
age tolerance.

If pUblic health is to contend with the illnesses precipitated by stress,
pollutants, and safety hazards, it must become more familiar with the
economic and social processes which shape the human community. The
relationship among demographic and economic characteristics of a communi
ty and the health of its population will have to be carefully measured.
Such measurement will facilitate both the remedial and preventive
functions. Prediction is prerequisite to eCCective preparation.

Chalupiak, Sbaron (1987). Telecommuting Means Never Being Late For Work.
Toronto Computes, Vol. 3, No. 6; pp 4 - 6; June, 1987.

Running a computer-based business from a home office is a work alter
native that allows flexibility and control over the working environment.
Women and some men are able to integrate family and work lives when they
work at home. Higher efficiency, economy, reduction of stress, and the
elimination of commuting time are other benefits. Telecommuting has
possibilities for creating employment for the disabled.
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Chenier, Naney Mmer (1982). Reproductive Hazards at Work: Men, Women and
the Fertility Gamble. Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women, Box
1541, Stn. B., Ottawa Canada K1P SR5; December 1982.

Keywords: indoor air pollution; occupational health and safety; reproductive
hazards;

Chester, BdwaM JL; Martinez-catlncbi, Pemando 1..; SCbwartz, Boward J.;
Pleming, Gerald M.; McDonald, Bugene W. (1919). Patterns of Airway Reactivity
to Asthma Produced by Exposure to Toluene Di-isoeyanate: supplement. CHEST,
Vol. 75, No. 2,· pp. 229-231; February 1979.

Keywords: airway reactivity; asthma; toluene diisocyanate;

Chipman, C1ark (1981). What Does it Mean When a Patient Falls? Part I:
Pinpointing the Cause: Geriatric Emergencies section. Geriatrics, Vol. 36, No.
9, pp. 83-85; September 1981.

Keywords: accidents; aged; elderly; arrhythmia; dizziness; drugs; hemorrhage;
hypotension; shoes; vertebrobasilar insufticiency; vision disorders;

Chisolm, J. Julian (1914). Heavy Metal Exposures: Toxicity From Metal-Metal
Interactions, and Behavioral Effects. Pediatrics, Vol. 53, No. 5, Part 11, pp.
84~-842; May 1974.

The extent to Which pediatric exposure to a heavy metal contributes to
the bocIy burden of that metal must be considered. There is an important
interaction between metals, inclUding the essential ones, creating
greater health hazards than would exposure to the metals individually.
Thus the susceptibility of the young child to heavy metals may be related
to diet, or the intake of protein, calciu m or iron. Added to this is his
or her rapid growth, which may be considered a stress factor. Recently
there have been fewer children with acute disorders due to lead absorp
tion; rather, it seems that children with infantile autism and other
disabilities after normal development up to age 3 are occurring in great
er numbers. In these cases, elevated blood lead levels were present and
it is quite possible that their chronic increased lead absorption con
tributed to the behavioral disorders. They suggest that the role of lead
should be considered in a wide variety of central nervous system dis
orders.

Chown, G.A.; Bowen, LP.; ShirtUffe, C.J. (1981). Urea Formaldehyde Foam
Insulation. National Research Council Canada, Division of Building Research,
Ottawa Canada KIA OR6; April 1981.

Urea formaldehyde foam insulation has been identified as causing medical
problems fol' inhabitants and structural deterioration of buildings. Its
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use was baMed by Health and Welfare Canada and the Department of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs in 1980. The likelihood of health problems
~ depends on the duration of exposure to, and the concentration
of, formaldehyde. This 9aper was prepared to help occupants of homes
insulated with urea formaldehyde foam insulation to become familiar with
basic information on the characteristics of the material, the factors
that affect the severity of a situation, problems that may be encoun
tered, remedial measures that can be taken, consequences of inappropriate
actions, and sources of further information and assistance.

Christensen, Kathleen E. (1986). Impacts of Computer-Mediated Home-Based
Work on Women and Their Families. accepted for publication by Office
Technology and People, June 1986.

This is the report of a study of professional and clerical women who
work at home. It concludes that women who work at home as a way of
balancing child care and paid employment typically live in traditional
two-parent households, where the father is the major breadwiMer. These
women work part-time, primarily for 'bonus' money and the psychological
benefits of doing something other than being full-time home-maker and
mother. Secondly, they do not work and care for their children simul
taneously. They most often work when their partners can care for the
children, or when their children are at school or asleep. When a pro
fessional woman has dependable, steady work, she is apt to employ paid
child care. Third, corporations that hire home-based workers as inde
pendent contractors run the risk of creating second-class corporate
citizens.
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Christensen, Lary; Krietsch, Kelly; White, Beth; Stagrler, Brian (1985). Impact
of a Dietary Change on Emotional Distress. Journal of Abnormal Psychology,
Vol. 94, No. 4, pp 565 - 579; 1985.

A single-subject design was used to investigate the impact of a dietary
change on the emotional state of four individuals selected by means of
the Behavioral Index of Metabolic Imbalance and a subsequent interview.
The dietary change for three subjects consisted of a high protein-low
carbohydrate diet void of sucrose and caffeine, whereas only caffeine and
sucrose were eliminated for the fourth subject. Results revealed that
SUbjects reported many symptoms and/or presented a distressed profile
during baseline assessment. However, follOWing a 2-week dietary change
symptoms declined, and tests revealed a more stable and less distressed
individual. Overall, the results suggest that a dietary change can
remediate the emotional distress exhibited by some individuals.

Church, Kathryn (1986). From Consumer to Citizen: Building a Framework for
Support. Canadian Mental Health Association; May, 1986.

This reports on the proceedings of a conference on mental health
advocacy designed to encourage self-help development for people with
mental disabilities. The conference structure was meant to give former

-r
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and present users of mental health services a structure within which to
participate in a process of joint planning for a system which would
better respond to their needs.

Ciaranello, Roland; Lipton, Morris; Barehas, Jack; Buchu, Patrlcla IL;
Bonica, John; Ferrario, Car1os; Levine, Seymour; Stein, Marvin (1983). Panel
Report on Biological Substrates of Stress: Analysis and Implications of
ResearchlA Study by the Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences.
Stress and Human Health; chapter 8, pp 189 - 254; Elliott, Glen ft.; Eisdorfer,
Carl ed; Springer Publishing Company, New York; 1983.

The biological mechanisms relating to stress are examined. Psycho
logical and social stressors have been found to affect the immune
response and disease susceptlbUity. The processes are complex and
need further clarification. There Is a great need for genetic studies
to be integrated with work on environmentally caused variation in stress
reactions. Different individuals can respond quite differently to the
same environmental stressor, and patterns of immediate and delayed
responses to stressors may differ markedly. An extensive bibliography
is included.

Clark, Don (1987). The New Loving Someone Gay: Revised and Updated. Celestial
Arts, PO Box 7327, Berkeley, CA USA 94707; 1987.

The author specifically addresses the task of helping someone who is
non-gay overcome feelings of prejudice towards homosexual people.
He notes that prejudice breeds on ignorance: in order to keep your
prejudice intact you must be sheltered from too much information about
the people who are the targets of your prejudice. The invisibility of
gay people, in response to overt discrimination, perpetuates a situation
in which non-gay people have little or no accurate information about
lesbians and gay men, to counter stereotyped images of gays.

Clark, Elizabeth Johns; Rieker, Patricia Pern (1986). Gender Differences in
Relationships and Stress of Medical and Law Students. Journal of Medical
Education; Vol. 61, pp 32- 40; January 1986.

A small-scale comparative study of medical and law students was under
taken at a large, southern state university to examine the sources and
consequences of stress during professional training. Specifically, the
impact of stress on personal relationships was explored. Gender
differences were found in the degree and source of stress perceived by
the students. Women reported significantly more stress than men. Unlike
the men, women found sexism and difficulties with partners to be
particular sources of stress. Although both men and women reported that
the stress of the professional training had resulted in strained personal
relationships, proportionately more women than men stated that their
personal relationships had ended.
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Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario (1986). Discrimination Against Lesbians
and Gay Men; The Ontario Human Rights Commission: A BrieC to the Members of
the Ontario Legislature. The Coalition for Gay Rights in Ontario; OCtober
1986.

'!be range oC extent oC discrimination experienced by Ontario's lesbians
and gay men is described, in the hope oC persuading members oC the
legislature to include sexual orientation in the Ontario Human Rights
Code. The brief explains some of the attitudes behind anti-gay dis
crimination and the process whereby they might be changed. Unjustifiable
prejudice against lesbians and gay men is expressed in harassment, hate
propaganda and even murder. Public policy in Ontario reflects and re
inforces homophobic prejudice, particularly in such areas as education,
family law, police/community relations and the administration of health
(a matter of increasing concern in light of the AIDS crisis). Govern
mental complicity in anti-gay discrimination contributes to discrimina
tion in the private sector.

Cohen, Martin A. (1985). Air Pollution Exposures To campers Inside oC
Tents; A Study of the Use Of camping Stoves and Lanterns. Air Pollution
Control Association, 1985.

The use oC combustion appliances for the purpose of cooking or lighting
inside camping tents has the potential of producing high indoor concen
trations of combustion gases. Theses products may produce a substantial
exposure to the individuals inside oC the tent. This study investigates
the build up of' two of these products of combustion, N02 and CO while
using a gas lantern inside of a family tent and a small gas backpacking
stove inside of a backpacking tent.

Colley, J.LT.; Brasser, U. (1980). Chronic Respiratory Diseases in Children
in Relation to Air Pollution. World Health Organization, Regional Office for
Europe, Copenhagen Denmark; 1980.

The World Health Organization, Regional Orrice for Europe has organized
an international collaborative study on the relationship between air
pollution and respiratory diseases in children, beginning in 1971.
Studies were carried out in 8 countries: Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Greece,
the Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Spain and Yugoslavia. In each country
areas with relatively high and low levels of air pollution were selected
and investigation of groups of school children around the age of 10 was
carried out. Peak expiratory now rate (PEFR) was measured in all
children and a questioMaire on respiratory symptoms was completed with
the assistance of the parents. Air pollution data were obtained from
existing monitoring systems in the areas concerned. The report yielded
the following results: a close association exists between air pollution
and various respiratory indices in children, and smoke appears to have
a greater effect on health than S02. It. is likely that initial effects
on children's respiratory indices should be sought in areas with an
annual mean concentration of S02 and smoke of 50-200 ug/m 3.
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Colligan, M.J. (1981). Psychological Effects of Indoor Air Pollution. Bull.
N.Y. Acad. Med., Vol. 57, No. 10, pp. 1014-1026; 1981.

Keywords: carbon monoxide; memory; pathology; anxiety; indoor air pollution;

CoWshaw, Hen E.; Itlrkbrlde, John; Wlgle, Donald T. (1984). Tobacco Smoke in
the Workplace: An Occupational Health Hazard. Canadian Medical Association
Journal, No. 131; November 1984.

Tobacco smoke, which contains over 50 known carcinogens and many other
toxic agents, is a health hazard for nonsmokers who are regularly
exposed to it while at work. Involuntary exposure to tobacco annoys and
irritates many healthy non-smokers. Serious acute health effects are
probably limited to the one fifth of the population with pre-existing
health conditions that are aggravated by exposure to tobacco smoke. The
consequences of long-term exposure include decreased lung function and
lung cancer. Existing air quality standards for workplaces do not
directly specify an acceptable level for tobacco smoke. The evidence on
the composition of tobacco smoke and on the health hazards of involuntary
exposure suggests that there may not be a safe level for such exposure.

Colome, S.O.; Spengler, J.O.; McCarthy, S. (1982). Comparisons of Elements and
Inorganic Compounds Inside and Outside of Residences: from Indoor Air
Pollution; Spengler, John-editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1/6, pp.
197-212; 1982; Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto.

The results of more than 1 year of air monitoring inside and outside of
five homes in each of two communities are presented for 502, N02, mass
respirable particles, S04, AI, Br, Cl, Mn, Na, and V. Outdoor measure
ments across the home site in each city are consistent 'with proximity to
outdoor sources. Looking across indoor residential sites in each city,
the home appears to alter outdoor concentrations in several ways. Indoor
levels of 502, 504, Mn, and V are lower than those measured outdoors.
These constituents are thought generally to result from outdoor sources.
The other constituents studied are at times found in excess within homes.
In some cases, the source of excess concentration of a particular
constituent could be identified; often, however, the source of excess
indoor concentration could not be identified.

CombS, E. Radene; Hanzal-Kashi, Amy (1985). Conversion of a Community School
into Living Quarters for the Elderly. Environmental Change/Social Change;
EDRA 16; pp 354; Environmental Design Research Association; 1985.

Research has shown that it Is important for people to have control,
security, continuity, identity and stimulation in their Uves. Environ
mental design that enables the elderly to more adequately meet these
needs can be found in a variety of housing alternatives. This paper

•
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investigates and analyzes one such alternative - the conversion of a
com munity school building into living units for the elderly. The
commW'lity is described (land use patterns, demographic characteristics,
connections with the larger metropolitan area). The decision-making
process used in determining the design of the individual units and
of the common space is described. The results of the initial design
process and the modifications that have taken place on the basis of
feedback are presented. Also presented is an analysis of current
residents' evaluation of their living arrangement in terms ot control,
security, continuity, identity and stimulation.

Committee on Indoor Pollutants, National Academy of Science (1982). Indoor
Pollutants. US Govt.; NTIS PB82-180563; March 1982.

This report is intended to characterize the quality of the indoor en
vironment-primarily with respect to airborne pollutants, although others
are cmcussed-and to determine the potential adverse health effects of
indoor pollutants. The charge was to review, compile, and appraise the
available knowledge. The Committee has also identified the research
needed for abatement of indoor pollution. "Indoor" refers to the en
vironments in homes, schools, and pUblic buildings.

Comptroller General of the U.s. (1980). Indoor Air Pollution: An Emerging
Health Problem: Report to the Congress by the Comptroller General of the
United States. U.s. General Accounting Office, Document Handling and
Information Services Facility, Box 6015, Gaithersburg MD 20760; Sept. 24
1980.

Keywords: toxicology; air pollution; asbestos; nitrogen dioxide; radon; carbon
monoxide; formaldehyde; indoor air pollution; particulates;

Consumer Federation of America (1987). Canada Sets Exposure Limit Guidelines
for Indoor Pollutants. Indoor Air News, Vol Ill, No. 4, p. 3; Fall 1987;
Exposure Guideline Report available from Communications Directorate, Health
and Welfare canada, 5th noor, Brooke Claxton Building, Ottawa, Ontario K1A OK9.

The articles reports on the release of the April 1987 report entitled
"Exposure Guidelines for Residential Indoor Air Quality", compiled by
a Federa1/Provincial Advisory Committee on Environmental and Occupational
Health. The report outlines maximum acceptable concentrations for
specified substances, in the form of 'Acceptable Long-Term Exposure
~' (ALTER) and 'Acceptable Short-Term Exposure Ranges' (ASTER)
for nine substances or groups of substances (aldehydes, carbon dioxide,
carbon monOXide, nitrogen diOXide, ozone, particulate matter, sulphur
dioxide, and water vapour). The committee found that the data base was
inadequate, or human exposure limits inappropriate, for eight other
contaminants. The report notes that an important consideration in
deriving the acceptable exposure ranges was the possibility of
interactive effects. Where possible, due account was taken of the
potential for synergistic and additive effects.
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Contenta, Sandro (1981). Minorities 'ace Racial Barriers, Collere Study Says.
Toronto Star, page A7; December 11, 1987.

Community colleges discriminate against ethnic minority groups by
severely restricting access to the training and education they need.
This study for George Brown College in Toronto indicated that there
were problems with admission requirements, lack of bridging prorrams,
failure to acknowledge skills obtained in other countries, too few
courses combining learning English with studying a trade, little
attempt to reach out to minority groups, lack of chlld~are facilities,
and insensitivity of college staft and course content to cultural
diversity. Immigrant groups interviewed for the study made it clear that
they face similar discrimination in all community coller~.

Cooper, Cary L.; Marshall, .lOOi (1916). Occupational Sources of Stress; a
Review of the Literature Relating to Coronary Heart Disease and Mental ID
Health. J. occup. Psychol., No. 49, pp 11 - 28; 1976.

A great deal of research has been done linking the working conditions of
a particular job and its relationship to physical and mental health. Poor
mental health is directly related to unpleasant work conditions, the
necessity to work fast and to expend a lot of physical effort, and to
excessive and inconvenient hours. Poor physical health Is linked to
repetitive and dehumanizing environments such as paced assembly lines.
Research in this area is desperately needed. Qualitative (too difficult)
and quantitative (too much) work overload also negatively effects health,
being strongly linked to cigarette smoking, coronary heart attacks,
low self esteem, skin resistance, and high cholesterol levels.

Another major source of occupational stress is associated with a person's
role at work. Role ambiguity, which exists when an individual has in
adequate information about his/her work role, creates low job satis
faction, high tension, greater futility, and low self confidence and is
related to increased blood pressure and pulse rate. Role conflict exists
when an individual is torn by con!licting job demands or doing things
he/she really does not want to do or does not think are part ot the job
specification. This causes physiological strain and job dissatisfaction.

Other major sources of stress at work involve the nature of relationships
with one's bosS, subordinates and colleagues, and the organizational
structure and climate. The latter includes little or no participation in
the decision-making process, lack of eCCective consUltation, restrictions
on behaviour, and otfice politics. Little work has been done into some of
the more important· extra-organizational factors, particularly the
relationship between family and work. Stresses may arise over the alloca
Uon of time and commitment to the areas ot occupational/productive and
domestic/consumer activities.
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Cooper, W. C1ark (1973). Indicators of Susceptibility to Industrial
Chemicals. Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol. 15, No. 4, pp. 355-359;
April 1973.

Individuals differ in their susceptibility to toxic agents and other
environmental stresses. All individuals do not react similarly, nor do
lower animals, when exposed to toxic agents. Some individuals show
effects at concentrations which do not affect the majority, while at the
other end of the dose-response curve there are individuals who are
unusually resistant. Terms like idiosyncrasy or hypersusceptibility
have been used to describe, but not explain, extreme deviations in the
direction of lack of resistance.

Couchman, Robert (1986). Provider and Parent: Fatherhood Renewal as a
Dynamic in the World of Work: A New Work Agenda for Canada. Canadian Mental
Health Association, Toronto Canada; 1986.

The steadily increasing involvement of fathers with their children
may well be the single most important positive development emerging from
the familial turbulence of the past 20 years. However, the struggle to
correct the imbalance in work loads between husbands and wives continues.
In two recent studies, for example, it was discovered that women working
full time experience a major imbalance in family and household work
loads. The fatherhood revival is having a powerful influence upon the
world of work. A significant nu'mber of male workers are beginning to
exercise influence so as to restore the balance in their family respon
sibilities and parenting relationships. This results in work time
flexibility, part-time work, and job Sharing.

Crawford, T. (1987). There is Something About Welfare Itself That Creates
Victims. Toronto Star, November 30, 1987.

The article reviews a study reported in the OCtober 1987 issue of the
Canadian Journal of Psychiatry, in which Dr. Dan Offord of McMaster
University conducted a survey of child victims of welfare. The study
is reported to conclude that children from families living on welfare
are three times more likely than their classmates to end up flunking
a grade or sent to remedial classes for slow learners. Ontario'8 Minister
of Community and Social Services, John Sweeney, was quoted as saying in
response to a question about the study, "There is something about welfare
itself, the atmosphere and the environment, that creates (these
problems)". The Minister is quoted as suggesting that the solution to the
welfare trap must lie in programs which lead to self-sufficiency, "so
they can escape the feeling that 'Someone else is rUMing my life"'.

Statistics Canada had announced a week earlier that 1 million Canadian
children live in families with incomes below the poverty line. Penny
Moss, former chair of the Toronto Board of Education, was also quoted
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as saying at a conference on poverty and education the week beCore, that
schools are falling the poor, citing the example that only 46 per cent
oC the children oC the poor end up in advanced high school programs
needed Cor university entrance, compared with 88 per cent of middle-class
children.

Crawshaw, G.H. (1918). The Role oC Wool carpets in Controlling Indoor Air
Pollution. Textile Institute and Industry, Vole 16, No. 1, pp. 12-15; January
1978.

Keywords: carpet manufacture; dust abatement; air pollution; sultur diOXide;

Cullen, Joseph; GreenwaleS, Peter (1986). Prevention of Cancer: from Handbook
oC Prevention; £delstein, Barry A. and Michelson, Larry, editors. Plenum
Press, New York, 1986; pp. 307 - 341.

Current scientific knowledge about cancer has led us to a new avenue
toward disease prevention and health promotion. The way to health and a
life without cancer reqUires changes in traditional llfestyles. LICe
style and environmental factors cause or promote at least 7096 oC cancer
cases. Most of these are controllable at the personal level. These
include tobacco, diet, occupation, alcohol, viruses, excess sunshine,
medicine and medical procedures, foo<1 additives, and environmental
pollution. Clarifying this knowledge Cor the pUblic and medical
community and motivating them to make changes in their lifestyles
and proCessional practices are the next advances required to make
cancer prevention a prObability.

Culot, Mfchel V.J.; Olson, Bilding G.; Schiager, Keith J. (19'18). Pield
Applications of a Radon Barrier to Reduce Indoor Airborne Radon Progeny.
Health Physics, Vol. 34, pp. 501-503; May 1978; Pergamon Press Ltd.

Keywords: radon; indoor air pollution; abatement;

Current InteWgence System staCf/Dtv. of Criteria Documentation and Standard
Development: NIOSH (1981). Pormaldehyde: Evidence of Carcinogenicity. US Dept.
of Health and Human Services, PUblic Health Service, Centers for Disease
Control, National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health; April 15
1981.

Keywords: industrial medicine; formaldehyde; carcinogens; aldehydes;

D'Arcy, earl; Siddique, C.M. (1985). Unemployment and Health: An Analysis of
"Canada Health Survey" Data. International Journal of Health Services,
Volume 15, Number 4, 1985; pp 609 - 635; Baywood Publishing Co., Inc.
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This paper provides a cross-sectional analysis of the physical and
emotional well-being of employed and unemployed workers. The data used
consists of a sUb-sample drawn from the Canada Health Survey's national
probability sample. The analysis indicates substantial health differences
between employed and unemployed individuals. The unemployed showed
significantly higher levels of distress, greater short-term and long-term
disabili ty, reported a large number of health problems, had been
patients more often, and used proportionately more health services.
Consistent with these measures, derived from self-reported data,
physician-diagnosed measures also indicate a greater vulnerability of
unemployed individuals to serious physical ailments such as heart
trouble, pain in heart and Chest, high blood pressure, spells of
faint-dizziness, bone-joint problems and hypertension. While these
health differences persisted across socio-economic and demographic
conditions, females and older unemployed individuals reported more
health problems and physician visits whereas people under 40 reported
more psychological distress. The blue-collar unemployed were found to
be considerably more vulnerable to physical Ulness whereas the un
employed with professional background reported more psychological
cmtress. The low-income unemployed who were also the principal family
earners were the most psychologically distressed. The need for social
policies that e!fectively reduce unemployment and its detrimental
impact is clear.

Dadd, Debra Lynn; Levin, A1an S. (1982). A Consumer Guide for the Chemically
Sensitive. Nontoxic Lifestyles Inc., 450 Sutter, suite 1138, San Francisco CA
94108; 1982.

Many daily processes can cause health problems for the chemically sen
sitive. Commercial inks and papers, certain types of reproduction pro
cesses, as well as various types of school and art supplies can give off
immunotoxic fumes and cause reactions in susceptible individuals.

Dadd, Debra Lynn (1984). NonToxic and Natural. Jeremy P. Tarcher Inc.;
1984.

Most consumers assume that if products are on the market they must be
safe, but thousands of prodUCts in daily use contain chemical substances
that we are now discovering may cause health problems from minor dis
comfort to major illness. Those who seek a healthier lifestyle can
significantly reduce their exposure to these toxins by paying attention
to what they buy. This book lists over 1000 products in over 300
categories Which are non-toxic and naturally-based, without chemical
additives. It reflects the efforts of a researcher who specialiZes in
finding consumer products free of toxic chemicals•

•
-~-- ~~--~~~~~~~~~--~~---_._----r--------------

__-L---------~I
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DagUsh, Susan (198'1). How Many Suffer From Food Additive Reactions? Allergy
Quarterly, Volume 23, p 5; Summer, 198'1.

Questionnaires indicate that 15.5«;6 of the population of Great Britain
believe that they are adversely affected by food additives. Dr. Maurice
Lessof, a professor at Guy's Hospital in England and a world-renowned
researcher into food sensitivities, is conducting research to examine
the actual incidence of reactions to food additives. He has concluded
that the best way to handle a' suspected reaction to a food additive is
to eliminate it from the diet for a few months.

Daglish, Susan (l98'1). How To Reduce or Eli minate Indoor All' Pollution: Part
IV of Environmental Concerns. Allergy Quarterly, Volume 23, No. 4, pp. 1'1-19;
1987.

This article by the Allergy information Association (25 Poynter Dr.,
Weston, Ont M9R1K8) reviews ways of reducing indoor all' pollution for the
allergic person, including dust control, mould avoidance, and advice
on animals, tobacco smoke, heating, pesticide use, and general chemical
odours in the home. It emphasizes that many indoor substances, both
natural and man-made, can adversely affect the health of susceptible
individuals.

Dahl, Alan R..; Hadley, William M. (1983). Formaldehyde Production Promoted by
Rat Nasal Cytochrome P-4S0-0ependent Monooxygenases with Nasal Decongestants,
Essences, Solvents, Air Pollutants, Nicotine, and Cocaine as SUbstrates.
Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology, No. 61, pp. 200-205; 1983.

The results of this study indicate that a variety of materials which
often come in contact with the nasal mucosa can be metaboliZed to
formaldehyde by nasal enzymes. The released formaldehyde may Influence
the irritancy of inhaled compounds and has been suggested to play a role
in the tumorigenicity of some compounds. Thirty-two potential substrates
for cytochrome P-4S0-dependent monooxygenases were screened with rat
nasal and, for comparison, liver microsomes. Tested substrates included
6 nasal decongestants, cocaine, nicotine, 9 essences, 3 potential air
pollutants, and 12 solvents.

Five substrates, namely, the solvents HMPA and dimethylanlline, cocaine,
and the essences dimethyl anthranilate and p-methoxyacetophone, were
metabolized to produce formaldehyde at rates exceeding 1000 pmol/mg
microsomal protein/min. by nasal microsomes. Eight subtrates, Including
four nasal decongestants, nicotine, and an extract of diesel exhaust
particles, were metabolized to produce formaldehyde at rates of 200 to
1000 pmollmg microsomal protein/min. Five other substrates were
metabolized to formaldehyde at detectable rates.
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Dainty, E.D.; Mitchell, E.W.; Schnakenberg, G.H., Jr. (1986). Diesel Emissions
Reduction. Occupational Health in Ontario, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp 170 - 191; Fall,
1986; Ontario Ministry of Labour, Occupational Health and Safety Division,
Toronto ON.

The Collaborative Diesel Research Advisory Panel was established to re
solve a number of issues including: a criterion to evaluate the com
prehensive toxicity oC the major components of diesel exhaust, research
and development to produce add-on exhaust hardware, the study oC other
techniques to reduce emissions Crom diesel engines, measurement of the
impact oC such devices on the underground environment and the strategy
to improve mine environments, reduce ventilation costs, increase pro
ductivity and improve safety underground, depending on the circumstances
of each case.

Damstra, Terri (1978). Environmental Chemicals and Nervous System DysCunction.
The Yale Journal oC Biology and Medicine, No. 51, pp. 457-468; 1978.

SUbtle, SUbclinical effects may result from chronic IOW-level exposures
to many chemicals. The nervous system may be particularly vulnerable to
many oC these exogenous chemicals. Selective damage to particular areas
oC the nervous system has been noted with numerous toxins, and certain
groups, such as the young and the elderly, may be especially vulnerable.
Selected examples of associations between nervous system diseases and
exposures to occupational and environmental Chemicals such as inorganic
and organo-Iead compounds, elemental, inorganic and organo-mercury
compounds, kepone, organo-phosphates, n-hexame and methyl-n-butyl
ketone, have been reviewed.

Daniell, Harry (1976). Try Not to Exhaust Yourself. Runner's World, Vol. 11,
No. 9, pp. 54-SS; September 1976.

Carbon monoxide from automobile exhaust, paint and varnish removers,
certain prescription medications such as Phenobarbitol and Dilantin, and
cigarette smoke can negatively eCfect the distance runner in a number of
ways. Commonly encountered carbon monoxide concentrations interfere with
endurance performance for many hours after exposure to the gas has ended.
Breathing air containing SO ppm of carbon monoxide at rest causes the
concentration in the bloodstream to rise to 596 in five hours. But during
v19orous exercise, this level oC air pollution can produce a level oC
596 in less than one hour. This limits oxygen transport to muscle tissue
by 596. It is not metabolized but must be dissipated by being exhaled.

Darlington, LeG.; Ramsey, N.W.; Manstield, J.R. (1986). Placebo-Controlled,
Blind Study of Dietary Manipulation Therapy in Rheumatoid Arthritis. The
Lancet; pp 236 - 238; February, 1986.

.
_____________L

-------- - -----------------
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In a blind, placebo-controlIed study oC dietary manipulation therapy in
outpatients with rheumatoid arthritis there was significant objective
improvement during periods of dietary therapy compared with periods of
placebo treatment, particularly among "good responders". Possible
explanations for improvement include reduced food intolerance, reduced
gastrointestinal permeabUlty, and benefit from weight loss and from
altered intake of substrates for prostaglandin production. A proportion
of the improvement was due to a placebo response, but this was not
sufficient to explain the whole improvement.

nay.", Paula G.; Shearer, Ruth W. (1986). Hypersensitivity Causes by
Environmental Chemicals, in Particular Pesticides. Clinical Ecology, Vol. IV,
NO. 1, Spring 1986.

There B an inadequate data baSe concerning many petrochemical compounds
and pesticides. Chemically sensitized patients often share common
symptoms which include the inability to concentrate, irritability, an
xiety, reeurrent nue-like symptoms, shortness of breath, gaseous dis
tension, nausea, aching, weakness, and fatigue. The health test data is
of very poor quality as studies in animals are not designed to look for
this chemical sensitivity problem.

Cytotoxic tests of 100 patients' blood against two pesticides revealed
cell damage of 5096 of patients at the 1:10 dilution of Ficam and all
patients tested had cell damage at the 1:80 dilution of Dursban. case
histories are cited.

DavidsOn, Marilyn J.; Cooper, Cary 1..; Chamberlain, Oeborah (1980). Type-A
Coronary-Prone Behavior and Stress in Senior Female Managers and
Administrators. Journal of OCcupational Medicine, VoL 22, No. 12, pp.
801-805; December 1980.

Davies, Freda Lynn (1988). Skipping School in Earnest: (advanced
pre-publication draft). Afore-the-Wind Publishers, Hwy 595, NRS08, South
Gillies, Ont POT 2VO.

The author examines the beliefs underlying educational institutions,
and discusses the alternative of home-schoollng in Canada. She demon
strates that conventional educational thinking is incompatible with
the development of a future-oriented vision of promise. She notes
that children are one of a number of groups who have suffered injus
tices as a result of ingrained attitudes which regard such groups as
somehow inferior. Like racial and cultural minorities, like women,
Uke those missing one or several of the "normal" human traits, chUdren
have been victims of a stereotyped characterization based on unexamined
premiws. Some of these other groups have begun to obtain release from
their castes, and to gain recognition as individual humans. ChUdren, as
yet, are nowhere near achieving such llberation. Many older people still
feel that it is acceptable, perhaps even necessary, for children to be·
treated in ways unacceptable for the treatment of adults: to be humiliated,
inSUlted, judged constantly, interrogated and compelled to obey.
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Davis, Karen (1985). Biochemical Individuality, Nutrition, and Learning
Disabilities: Supported by a grant from the ACLD Foundation. University of
Tennessee, Centre for the Health Sciences, Memphis, TN 38163.

Learning disabilities, a heterogenous group of entities of multiple
causes are, in the most baic· sense, an expression of underlying central
nervous system dysfunction. This shows up as specific deficits in
perceptual, integrative, or expressive processes which severely impair
learning efficiency. A myriad of causes has been proposed such as genetic
constitution, prematurity, complications of pregnancy, labour or
delivery, metabolic disorders, malnutrition, infectious disease sequelae,
trauma and chronic illness. This paper concentrates on nutrition as a
factor which plays a relevant role in the development of, and perhaps in
the prevention of learning disabilities•
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.
Day, David M.; Page, Steward (1986). Portrayal of Mental illness in Canadian
Newspapers. Can. J. Psychiatry, Vol. 31, December 1986; pp 813 - 817.

Results are reported from a content analysis of 103 newspaper reports
taken from eight major Canadian newspapers and s~lected at random from
the Canadian Newspaper Index. The portrayal of mental illness and men
tally ill persons in these reports was compared with that in samples of
articles taken from two comparison mental health pUblications not
receiving popular circulation. As compared with these latter pUblications
the content analysis indicated that the newspapers portrayed mental ill
ness and the mentally ill in a manner which could be described as
essentially pejorative, thus seeming to support frequent observation and
complaints from the mental health establishment about inadequate or
unfair coverage of mental illness in the popular print media. Implica
tions for the attitudes and beliefs of the general pUblic about mental
illness are offered, although the correlation between media information
and the attitudes of the public remains speculative. It is suggested
that further content analyses of print media be undertaken.

Day, James (1986). UFFI-Fungal Interaction. Significance of Fungi in Indoor
Air, Part U, Working Papers; Health and Welfare Canada Working Group on Fungi
and Indoor Air; March, 1986.

Molds can cause a variety of ailments in humans, both allergic responses
and infections. Work in the area to pinpoint the specific causitive
agents is hampered by measurement problems, but in some instances a
positive correlation has been established. There is an increasing effort
to correlate symptoms with the indoor as well as the outdoor environment.
Further research should include complete mold testing of subjects from
different populations with seasonal and non-seasonal asthmatic symptoms
from UFFI and non UFFI containing households; making up of new antigens
from available preparations for in vitro use; identification of all
moJds in households with SUbjects complaining of multiple symptoms for
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which there Is no medical explanation; determination of biological
effects of toxins from molds obtained from UFFI containing households;
and controlled exposure over time In a specially designed chamber to
appropriate mold antigens, and the measurement ot end organ responses.
An extensive bibliography is included.

Dean, Alfred; Ltn, Nan (1911). The Stress-Buffering Role of Social
support: Problems and Prospects for Systematic Investigation. The Journal of
Nervous and Mental Disease; Vol 165, Ho. 6, pp 403 - 417.

Over the past 20 yars, a sizable body of literature has developed which
serves to establish that stressful life events are associated with the
onset, incidence, and prevalence of a wide range of physical and
psychiatric disorders. Several prominent researchers have emphesized the
importance of studying the role of social support systems as possible
OOffers or mediators of stress. This paper contributes to the advancement
of such studies by clearly identifying key empirical, theoretical and
methodological problems and suggesting some approaches to their resolu
tion. Detailed proposals are made for approaching problems of measurement
and research design. An extensive bibliography is included.

Dean, Jack H.; Ward, BdwarcS C.; Murray, Michael J.; Lauer, Lloyd D.; House,
Robert V. (1983). lm munotoxicity of Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons. NIH
lm munotoxicology Workshop; pp 259 - 273; October, 1983.

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons have been shown to be immunosuppressive
specifically .with reference to the antibody response to the T-dependent
antigen SRBC. This suppression has been shown to occur within 2 days
after exposure to carcinogenic PAH. Several indicators of general
immunotoxicity were assessed in mice exposed to selected doses of DMBA.
While pathological examination of the immune system follOWing exposure
to chemicals may give general indications of immunotoxicity, assessment
of functional responses of lymphoid cells are usually more sensitive
indicators of immune alteration. In the studies summariZed here, mice
exposed to the carcinogenic PAR CMBA, at exposure levels which produced
no mortality or other obvious clinical symptoms of general toxicity,
were found to have profoundly suppressed !gM antibody response to the
thymts-dependent antigen SRBC. This occurence is explained and discussed
in detail.

Dershewitz, Robert A.; WDliamson, John W. (197'1). Prevention of Childhood
Household Injuries: A Controlled Clinical Trial. Am J Public Health, Vol. 67,
No. 2, pp 1148 - 1153; 1977.

Injuries claim the lives of more chUdren each year than the next six
leading pediatric disorders combined, and produce injuries that require
medical attention for one in three children. In the preschool age group,
91 percent of these accidents and over one-half the resultant fatalities
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occur in the home. This paper reports the results of a controlled
clinical trial conducted to evaluate the implementation of a health
education program intended to reduce the risk of childhood household
injuries. The study population was randomly assigned into two demog
raphically comparable groups. Only the experimental group mothers receiv
ed an educational intervention consisting of a tutorial, home safety
proofing assignments, and follow-up. The homes of the two groups were
later assessed for hazards during an unannounced visit by an interviewer
who did not know to Which group each home belonged. A home safety score
mean for the two groups was almost identical. The program stimulated
heightened interest and stated intent to improve, but did not result in
actual reduction of household hazards. Active health education, as used
and evaluated in this study, appears to have limited effectiveness when
applied to home safety.

Diamond, Philip (19'10). Health Hazard Potential from Pre-Poly merized Foam
Packaging Materials: Final Report. US Govt.; January 1970.

Keywords: plastics; packing materials; isocyanic acid; industrial medicine;
polymerization; indoor air pollution; confined environments;

Dickey, Lawrence D. (19'16). Clinical Ecology. Charles C. Thomas, Springfield
IL; 1976.

This author is. concerned with adverse reactions to environmental
insults modified by individual susceptibility in terms. of specific
adaptation. The outcome of the interreaction of excitants versus host
is modified by the host's individual susceptibility which is governed by
genetic background, present state of physical and mental well-being, and
the individual's ability to adapt. Chemical contaminants, pesticides,
herbicides, additives, vehicles, and excipients that are to be found' in
the air, water, food, drugs and our habitat are dealt with in this
pUblication, with specific reference to diagnostic and therapeutic
procedures, avoidance procedures, and detailed explanations of the
susceptibility mechanism.

Didrlksen, Nancyj Goven, Arthur; BuU8r, Joel R.. (1986). Psychological
Stress: Effects on Phagocytic Immune Functioning. Clinical Ecology, Vol.
IV, No. 1, Spring 1986.

The purpose of this study was to determine whether psychological stress,
specifically examination stress, would decrease immune system function
ing. SUbjects were 25 first-year master's and doctoral students. They
were psychologically and im munologically assessed during two high- and
two low-stress periods. Immunological assessments includes a white blood
cell differential count and nitroblue tetrazolium test (NBT) to measure
neutrophil functioning. Psychological instruments administered at each
assessment period included Clinical Analysis Questionnaire, State-Trait
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Anxiety Inventory, and a Brief Stress Questionnaire. Stepwlse discrimin
ant function analsyls of data revealed five variables which contributed
significantly to change under stress with the MBT test betnc the most
significant. These variables yielded an average canonical correlation of
.19 (p less than .002) providing evidence of support for the hypothesis that
incl"e8sed psychological stress wW alter Im mune functtoninl and heighten
psychological responses.

DidrDcsen, Nancy A. (1987). Psychological Stress: Eftect on Humoral Immune
Functioning As Measured by Im munoglobulin Levels: Abstracts. Symposium on
Man and His Environment in Health and Disease; 1981.

23 volunteers were subjected to a series. ot psychological tests to
measure stress, personality factors, emotional states and anxiety
levels. Results showed increased immunoglobuUn levels during periods
of stress; anxiety related to extemal events; increue in anxiety
under stress; and anxiety inversely correlated with emotional stability
and coping skills while positively related to tension, mcreued
number of somatic complaints, and obsessive-compulslve trends. It was
concluded that the concept of body/mind Interaction was the most
realistic approach to understanding the total response patterns.

DWon, Carolyn (t98S). Families, Transitions, and Health: Another Look.
Social work in Health Care; Vol. 10, No. 4, pp 35 - 44; Summer 1985.

The fate of humane, family-centered health care may well rest on the
abiUty of caregivers to identify and empathically respond to complex
family-like forces arising when large numbers of desperate people
converge to Interact around issues of health and illness, Ute and death,
competence and vulnerability. The health social worker Is in a position
to observe how the Illness family and the caregiving professionals meet
in moments of crisis and stress, sometimes responding to and assessing
each other In regressive ways. The social worker can also play a major
facilitating role in negotiating between these two groups, building
consensus for positive collaboration.

Dimmick, R.L.; Wolochow, B. (1980). Effects of Energy Conservation Measures on
Air Hygiene in Public Buildings: Final Report. University of California;
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Energy and Environment DiVision, Berkeley CA;
February 1980.

Keywords: hospitals; schools; aerosols; bacteria; indoor air pollution; public
buildings; ventilation systems;

Dockery, Douglas W.; Spengler, John D. (1981). Indoor-Outdoor Relationships
. of Respirable Sulfates and Particles. Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 15,

No. 3, pp. 335-344; 1981; Perramon Press Ltd. .

Keywords: cigarette smoking; gas stove; air conditioning; sulphates;
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Dodge, BusseD (1982). The Effects of Indoor Pollution on Arizona Children.
Archives of Environmental Health, Vol. 37, No. 3, p. 151; May!June 1982.

1be respiratory health of a large group of Arizona school children' who
have been exposed to indoor pollutants-tobacco smoke and home cooking
fumes-is reported. A significant relationship was found between
parental smoking and symptoms of cough, wheeze, and sputum production.
Also, children in homes where gas cooking fuel was used had higher rates
of cough than children in homes where electricity was used. No differ
ences in pulmonary function or yearly lung growth rates occurred among
subjects grouped by exposure to tobacco smoke or cooking fuel. Thus,
parental smoking and home cooking fuel affected cross-sectional res
piratory symptom rates in a large group of Arizona school children.
Study of pUlmonary function, however, revealed no lung function or
lung growth effects during 4 years of study.
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Dohrenwend, Bruce; Pearlin, Leonard; Clayton, PauJa; Hamburg, Betty; Rlley,
Matllda; Rose, Robert M. (1983). Report on Stress and Life Events: Analysis
and Implications of Research!A Study by the Institute of Medicine, National
Academy of Sciences. Stress and Human Health; chapter 4, pp 55 - 80j Elliott,
Glen R.; Eisdorfer, Carl ed; Springer PUblishing Company, New York; 1983.

Substantial changes in future studies of life events and health are
needed. Linkages between life events and health are influenced by many
mediators: social characteristics, position along the life course,
personality traits and coping repertoires, and U1e supportiveness of
social networks. To provide a clearer view of the many elements that
affect the stress process, studies should be as inclusive as possible.
Thus a study of associations between life events and disease consequen
ces could be improved if it also considered the effects of social
supports and potentially relevant personality characteristics. A
comprehensive bibliography is included.

Douglas, Carolyn J.; Kalman, Concetta M.; Kalman, 1bomas P. (1985). Homophobia
Among Physicians and Nurses: An Empirical Study. Hospital and Community
Psychiatry, Vol. 36, No. 12, pp. 1309-1311; December 1985.

The authors note that the current epidemic of acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS) has had a great impact on pUblic attitudes toward homo
sexuals, leading to many instances of overt discrimination, social
ostracism, and even the deprivation of various rights such as housing,
employment, transportation, and funeral services. The stUdy attempted
to determine the degree of homophobia among physicians and nurses working
in a large urban teaching hospital where many male homosexuals with AIDS
have been treated. The investigators defined homophobia as the constell
ation of affective responses, including fear, disgust, anger, discomfort,
and aversion, that many individuals may experience in contact with homo
sexuals.

r
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Mean scores for both physicians and nurses fen in the low-grade homopho
bic range. Greater homophobia was found among female respondents,
eo mpared to males. Having a close relative or friend who Is gay
significantly reduced personal anxiety about homosexuals. The results
indicated that a disturbingly high percentage (31136) of the health
professionals studied acknOWledge more negative, even overtly hostile
feelings toward homosexuals than they had before the emergence of the
AIDS epidemic. The authors speculate that health professionals may be
more aware than the general population that most homosexuals do not fit
stereotypes of homosexuaUty. While increased contact with homosexuals
may serve to dispel false stereotypes and lessen homophobia in some
individuals, they suggest that It may heighten anxiety and elicit greater
hostility in others, If those stereotypes served important defensive
functions.

Drader, Darla (1982). The Design of Geriatric Assessment Units: Psychosocial
Considerations: Final Report. Health and Welfare Canada; September, 1982.

This report reviews literature concerning the design-related needs of
the elderly in acute care settings. Design for the elderly should be
based on an understanding of their special needs because they are less
able to adapt to environments and have more difficulty coping with
stress. Environments should enhance their adaptive capacity by providing
a range of behavioural alternatives in a nexibly designed setting. Since
place and possessions have a special significance for the elderly, design
should also allow for a sense of continuity with the past as well as for
privacy. Physical changes that accompany aging, such as hearing losses,
visual Changes, reductions in motor skill, changes in memory and
learning, and diseases, should also be considered in design. An extensive
reference list is included.

Dravnieks, A.; Whitfield, J. (19'11). Gas Chromatographic Study of Air
Quality in Schools. ASHRAE Trans, Vol. 77, Pt. 1, pp 113-123; 1971.

By use of hlgh-capacity organic vapor collection devices and approp
riate sample transfer analysis techniques, combined with psycho
physical (sensory) odor evaluation of the gas chromatographically
resolved components at the efnuent port of a gas chromatograph, it
is possible to gather considerable insight into the inventory of the
odorous components of an air sample. These procedures were applied to
a study of air in several Chicago metropolitan area schools. The out
side air was also examined, to permit assessments of the contribution of
outside air pollution to the air pollution of the school air by organic
vapors and odorants. The gas chromatographic parameters were then in
spected, using non-parametric statistics for correlations to the air
quality which was tirst independently ranked using engineering data and
on-the-spot observations.
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Dudney, C.s.; Walsh, P.J. (1981). Report of Ad Hoc Task Force on Indoor Air
Pollution. US Govt.; NTlS ORNLITM-7679; April 1981. .

'Ibis Ad Hoc Task Force on Indoor Pollution has reviewed information on
indoor air pollution and the potential impact on human health of energy
conservation measures. The Task Force concluded that: the indoor en
vironment is likely to include exposure to radon daughter nuclides, for
maldehyde, carbon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, respirable particulates and
asbestos, as well as other undefined pollutants; indoor exposure may con
stitute 80-95«;6 of the total exposure for some pollutants; some energy
conservation measures reduce the rate of exchange between indoor and out
door air; reduced air exchange can lead to increased indoor levels of
some pollutants; increased indoor pollutant levels lead to increased ex
posure and increased risk of health impact.

Duhl, Leonard J. (1969). Health - 2000 A.D. American Journal of Public
Health, Vol. 59, No. 10, pp 1809 - 1815; October, 1969.

A broadly-based health system is envisioned with increased choices for
the consumer who will increasingly control the marketplace of health as
well as the regulatory apparatus. New infrastructures are needed so that
the health care system can become a person-oriented one which deals with
human needs.

Duhl, Leonard J. (1976). The Promotion and Maintenance of Health: Myth and
Reality. Health Promotion Through Designed Environments, pp 27 - 64; Health
and Welfare Canada, Health Programs Branch; October, 1976.

In order to effect positive c~ange in the area of physical and social
environment and its relationship to health, there must be a new way of
conceptualizing the development of new images, and possibly the changing
of an institution's constituency. In order to promote the most effective
policy-making possible, there should be a meaningful dialogue between
those affected by decisions and those making them. A proposal is made for
the requirement of Health Impact Statements for every proposed project
within and outside the health field to see how it would affect the health
of people.

Duhl, Leonard J. (1984). The Promotion and Maintenance of Health: Myth and
Reality: Working Paper No. 436. Institute of Urban and Regional Development,
University of California, Berkeley CA; November 1984.

The environment is a tool for dealing with the concerns of human beings
because human development - people'S lives and relationships - are the
cornerstones of life. Through policies and actions, we should attempt to
maximize the potential or the individual for aliveness, for development,
and for quality of life. The processes of healing involve not only the
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individual, but the community, tribe, and famUy u part of the larrer
social and physical environment. Though we have a responsibUity for
aptimizing the development of individuals toward attaining their health,
we have an equal one to look at the healthy development of the environ
ment.

Duhl, Leonard J. (1984). The Healthy City: Working Paper No. 435. Institute
of Urban and Regional Development, University of california, Berkeley CA;
November 984.

A healthy city must be a competent one for all its members. Its responses
to its developmental needs, its organizations, and its people must be
appropriate and effective and it must have the ability to cope with
breakdowns of the system and its members. Solutions must come from the
grass roots level, and must deal with the underlying issues, not the
symptoms.

Dunlop, Marilyn (198'1). Soil, Plant Fungi Infecting Humans O.S. Doctors Say:
What's New in Medicine. Toronto Star, January 17, 1987.

Types of fungus that once only affected foods such as tomatoes and
peaches are turning up as the cause of some diseases, according to Dr.
John Rippon, professor of medicine at the University of Chicago. A
report in Medical World News is described which detailed the finding of
tomato rot fungus in 24 patients and cases of patients infected with
about 100 different soil and plant fungi. According to Rippon, the
new fungal infections are caused by the increase of people whose immune
systems have been suppressed by drugs.

Durlak, Elizabeth (1987). Personal Interview, EliZabeth Durlak, Toronto,
Ontario. Telephone contacts, November 19th and November 30th, 1987.

The author speaks as a person who happens to be asthmatic and highly
sensitive to inhaled gaseous and particulate pollution. Her Ulness
has been life-threatening, and her inability to work has left her
without sufficient indepedence to arrange all the environmental
conditions necessary for survival without heavy dependence on anti
asthmatic medication. She cautions that there are environmental
crises in every aspect of our lives, and that the home is no exception
to this: much of available housing is dangerous for environmentally
susceptible individuals.

She UiIO S1ggests that one reason that the needs of the handicapped and
the elderly have received inadequate attention is the fact that their
stories are commonly deleted from pUblic attention, and many able-bodied
people are not at all familiar with what life is like for handicapped or
elderly individuals, let alone conscious of them as complex human beings
of vahJe in their own right. She notes that most handicapped people are
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in fact expert problem1Olvers, and that they often spend a great deal of
their time and effort addressing their own environmental needs.

She also stresses that it is a fallacy to think that a disability or
impairment is necessarily stable, or that a handicapped person cannot
get more hurt. People who are not ablHodied must diligently avoid env
ironmental hazards that could worsen their disabiUty (e.g. wheelchair
accidents on ramps or curbs, slips and falls for the elderly, chemical
exposures for asthmatics or other Chemically sensitive individuals, etc.)
They are also faced with the burden of educating able-bodied people as to
what conditions may be hazardous for them, that present fewer risks to
the able-bodied, and they corn monly encounter misunderstanding on the part of
able-bodied people as to the extent of danger presented by seemingly
minor hazards.

Edelstein, Barry A.; Miehelson, Larry, editors (1986). Handbook of
Prevention. Plenum Press, New York, 1986.

A collection of essays about preventive behavior. Includes comprehensive
bibliographies in all subject areas.

Edwards, 0.0. (198'1). ELF Under Suspicion in New Report. Science News, Vol.
132, July 18, 1987; p. 39.

This article reviews a newly released report on a five-year research
program funded by the New York State Power Lines Project. The program
included 16 studies of possible health effects from 60 Hz electric and
magnetic fields.

The research included an epidemiological study performed in the Denver
Area by Dr. David A. Savitz of the University of North Carolina (Chapel
Hill). Savitz and his co-workers concluded that the cancer risk among
children in higher-exposure h0J:Oes is 1.'1 times greater than that among
children in lower-exposure homes, and that the chances of developing
leukemia in particular are 2.1 times greater.

David O. Carpenter of the State University of New York at Albany
reported that there are some learning and neurological effects from
extremely low frequency (ELF) electromagnetic field exposure.
Pregnant rats exposed to ELF fields for 30 days developed temporary
learning problems. Their offspring, exposed both in the womb and for
~ine days after birth, developed permanent learning deficits.

The stUdy did not prove a definite cause-and-effect relationship
between the extremely low-frequency (ELF) fields studied and the
biological and behavioural effects observed.
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EhrUch, Richard (1966). Effect of Nitrogen Dioxide on Resistance to
Respiratory Infection. Bacteriological Reviews, Vol. 30, No. 3, Sept. 1966, p.
604-614.

The effeets of exposure to nitrogen dioxide on man and on animals are
confined almost exclusively to the respiratory tract. With increasini
dosage, the progressive effects of this gas are: odor perception, nasal
irritation, difficulty in breathing, acute respiratory irritation, edema
and death. Experimental and epidemiological data pertaining to nitrogen
dioxide effects in man are sparse, especially in the low concentration
level found in community air pollution.

'!be work reported in this paper suggests a more sensitive indicator of
biological effects of nitrogen dioxide, namely, a synergistlc effect or
secondary effect, demonstrated by reduction in resistance to infection.
A si~le 2-hr. exposure of Swiss albino Webster strain mice or of inbred
mice to 3.5 ppm of nitrogen dioxide before or after respiratory challenge
with aerosol of K. pneumoniae significantly increased mortality.
Continuous exposures to 0.5 ppm for 3 months or longer as well as
intermittent daily exposures over a 30-<1ay period produced the same
effect in mice. The author cautions that extrapolation to humans is
speculative only.

EhrUch, Richard; Pindlay, J.C.; Penters, J.D.; Gardner, D.E. (1977). Health
Effects of Short-term Inhalation of Nitrogen Dioxide and Ozone Mixtures.
Environmental Research; No. 14, pp. 223-231; 1977.

The effects of single and multiple daily 3-hour exposures to
nitrogen dioxide (1.5 to 5.0 ppm) and ozone (.05 to .5 ppm)
mixtures on the resistance to streptococcal pneumonia were
investigated. It is suggested that a synergistic effect might be
present upon I'epeated inhalation of pollutant mixtures, that
made them more effective in reducing resistance to respiratory
infection.

Eisenbud, MerrU (1978). Environment, Technology, and Health: Human Ecology
in Historical Perspective. New York University Press; 1978.

Various sources of environmental pollution which Cl'eate toxic substances'
are dealt with in the framework of environmental toxicology: the manner
in which they reach man after passing through intricate ecological path
ways, and their biological effects on human health. Substanees covered
include pharmaceuticals, food additives, pesticides, dyes, detergents,
!08pS, atmospheric and liqUid wastes from industrial processes, ionizing
radiation, microwaves, combustion byproducts from automobiles, and
agricultural chemicals. Nuclear power is written about in detail. Many
people are influenced by the psychological association between nuclear
power and nuclear weapons, While others are concerned about the gaseous
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and liquid radioactive wastes discharged during normal operation, the
potential dangers from the radioactive clouds that could escape in the
event of a nuclear accident, the difficulty of disposing of radioactive
waste, the toxicity of plutonium, or the possibility that plutonium might
be diverted clandestinely into nuclear weapon production.

Social and behavioral factors have not been sufficiently emphasized in
the contemporary environmental movement. Neither have the environmental
problems of the impoverished attracted sufficient attention.
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Elinson, Lynn (1984). Analysis of Health Status in the Neighbouring Areas of
the Junction Triangle. City of Toronto Dept. of Public Health; September
1984.

This study resulted from the results of a study by Dr. Waiter O. Spitzer,
entitled "A Study of the Health Status of Residents of the Junction
Triangle, Toronto", in which health status was examined in the city's
highly industrialized Junction Triangle, a comparison census tract and in
the census tracts adjacent to "the Junction Triangle. For certain health
status indicators it appeared that these indicators occurred more often
or at higher levels in the a~jacent areas compared to either the Triangle
or comparison areas, while the Spitzer report only made statistical
comparisons between the two latter tracts. The Spitzer data concerning
this adjacent area was therefore re-examined and compared statistically
with the comparison census tract data and the conclusion that there is
not a major health problem in the area was cautiously drawn.

EUiott, Glen R.; Eisdorfer, carl (1983). Stress and Human Health: Analysis
and Implications of ResearchlA Study by the Institute of Medicine, National

~. Academy of Sciences. Springer Publishing Company, New York; 1983.

There is marked individuality in response to stressful experiences.
Both genetic and environmental factors pertinent to such individuality
of response are beginning to be clarified and require more study in the
future. There is a great need for genetic studies to be integrated with
studies of environmentally caused variation in responses to stress.
The extent of community disintegration, a lack of social supports, and
the number of stressful events in the life of an individual have been
found to affect illness, productivity, and life expectancy. Individuals
who experience any of a wide range of stressful events or situations
are at increased risk of developing a physical or mental disorder.
How individuals attempt to cope with stress has been a neglected area
of great potential importance. A deeper understanding of coping
behaviour can be useful in devising reasonable therapeutic and pre
ventive interventions. The promise is clearest with respect to mental
health; but such interventions also have direct relevance to general
health, because health-damaging coping efforts such as smoking,
alcohol use, and risky driving weigh heavily in the burden of illness.

__________L
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Elwood, J.M.; WDllamson, c.; Stap1eton, P.J. (1886). Malignant Melanoma In
Relation to Mole" Pigmentation, and Exposure to Fluorescent and Other
Lighting Sources. Br. J. Cancer, No. 53; pp 65 - 74; 1986.

Interviews were performed on 83 patients with malignant melanoma and on
age and sex matched controls from the same hospitals. Significantly
increased risks of melanoma were found in subjects with 3 or more raised
moles on the upper arms, In association with heavy freckllng of the face
and arms, and with a tendency to sunburn easily and tan poorly, these
factors having independent effects. While no significant and consistent
association with exposure to nuorescent light was seen, the observed
risks were higher in subjects with Il'eater exposure, and higher in
association with exposure to undiffused than to diffused lliht. CUes
had a significantly Il'eater number of hours' exposure to undlffused
light than did controls. The associations with nuorescent light ex
posure were stronger when based on interview data than on a subsequent
postal questioMaire. 21 cases and 11 controls reported exposure to
WlUSual occupational lighting sources which may have had an ultraviolet
component; these included various intense lighting sources and lamps
used in printing and elyeline copying.

Engen, T. (1986). Odors and Sensory Irritants: Effects on Health and
Comfort. Indoor Air, Vol. 6, 1986; Swedish Council for BUilding Research,
Stockholm Sweden; Berglund, B.; Berglund, 0.; Lindvall, T.; Sundell, J.;
editors. .

. The study of sensations of odour and irritation has been a part of the
study of indoor air from the beginning. These sensations are the effects
experienced by people due to stimulation of the olfactory and trigeminal
nerves - perhaps the first warning signal a person receives that the
atmosphere is contaminated. While things such as body odour and tobacco
smoke are still topics of research, there is now perhaps even greater
concern with the odour of new bUilding materials and related sensory
effects associated with modern tight buildings. The human being is an
analyzer of indoor air who makes a crucial contribution to the scientific
and technological analysis of indoor air. It must be recognized that
while scientific and objective measurement of the environment seem
generally favoured over potentially subjective information received from
the people living in the environment, it is the effect on them as they
experience it which provides much of the norms for indoor air research.

English, Itathy (1987). No One Should Have To Live Like This. Toronto Star,
June 7, 1987.

A single mother with an employment income of $800 a month pays almost
he.l! of her income to live, with her two teenaged sons, in a tiny, poorly
maintained, second-noor, one-bedroom apartment in Toronto. She recently
broke some ribs falling down a steep staircase that has no protective
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rails and one son's asthma Is aggravated by poor ventilation. The basic
services Wce heat and plumbing are inadequate. While municipal officials
are aware of this and many similar rental properties, they rear pressur
ing landlords too hard in case scarce accomodation will be taken off
the market. The tenant has been waiting more than a year for subsidized
housing, but is relatively low on the priority points system that ranks
the 6,000 famUies now on the waiting list and feels that she would be
in a better situation if still on welfare assistance.

Epstein, s.s.; Grundy, LD. (1974). Radiation Exposures from Electronic
Products. from Consumer Health and Product Standards-Chemicals, Electronic
Products, Radiation; MIT Press, 1974; pp. 218-221.

Ettema, .1.8.; Zlelhuis, LL. (1975). Effects of Alcohol, Carbon Monoxide and
Trichloroethylene Exposure on Mental Capacity. Int. Arch. Occup. Environ.
Hlth., 35, pp 117-132.

Groups of adult male volunteers were exposed to alcohol, carbon
monoxide or trichloroethylene. performance in mental loading tests and
effects on physiological parameters were studied. Using alcohol as
reference SUbstance, producing marked effects at blood alcohol levels
greater than O.3g/1, the effects from carbon monoxide and of trichloro
ethylene in dosages as encountered in social and occupational life
proved to be much less severe. The experiments suggest the possibility
of hazardous impairment of performance in older SUbjects, particularly
in cases of combined exposure to various external loads.

Evans, John R. et a1 (1987). Toward a Shared Direction for Health in Ontario.
Ontario Health Review Panel, June 1987.

This is the report of a panel appointed in November 1986 by the Premier
of Ontario to review the health status of the province's residents and
its health care system. The panel's membership included representatives
of various areas of Ontario, health care providers, consumer organiza
tions, and researchers. The review was undertaken within a framework of
a broad concept of health which goes far beyond the absence of illness
and disease. Seven values were identified as benchmarks for assessing
health and health care: equity, quality, comprehensiveness, informed
choice, accountability, cost-effectiveness, and commitment to the future.

Although Ontario has a high standard of health and a good health care
system, there are pressures for change, created by rising pUblic expec
ta tions for health care, constraints on pUblic resources and frustration
of health providers caught in the middle. There is a need to place
greater emphasis on primary care, to integrate and coordinate services,
to achieve a community focus for health, and to increase the emphasis on
health promotion and disease prevention. Well-founded recommendations
made by credible groups over a period of fifteen years have rarely been

ne
_____l-- _
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translated into action. 'nlree general issues have been selected Which
might provide an overall context In Which specific problems might be
addressed: strengthening the role of the individual, linking the elements
of health care delivery, and Increasing the emphasis on ambulatory and
community-based care. It is recommended that a Premler's Council on
Health Strategy be estabUshed with membership from cabinet ministers,
health care providers and residents.

Parber, Michael (1981). Police Racism Has Deep Roots. The Gazette, Montreal
PQ, p A - 3; August 10, 1981.

Despite efforts by the Montreal Pollce Director to Improve race relations
there is an uneasy truce between the police and minority groups. Six
civil suits have been fUed against Montreal Urban Community police
this year for alleged racism, brutality and false arrest. A police force
merely represents the soeiety it is sworn to protect and does not have a
comer on racism. But the columnist suggests that the problem is not so
much racism as ignorance of what might constitute a slight, hardly
Shocking, he says, considering the historically closed nature of French
speaking Quebec.

Faust, Halley S.; Brilliant, Lawrence B. (1981). Is the Diagnosis of "Mass
Hysteria" an Excuse for Incomplete Investigation of Low-Level Environmental
Contamination? Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol.23, No. 1, pp. 22-26;
January 1981.

Fein, Greta G.; Schwartz, Pamela M.; Jacobson, Sandra W.; Jacobson, Joseph L.
(1983). Environmental Toxins and Behavioral Development: A New Role for
Psychological Research. American Psychologist, Vol. 38, No. 11, pp. 1188-1197;
November 1983; American Psychological Assoc., Inc.

Childhood exposure to chemicals routinely encountered in the environ
ment has become an issue of scientific and pUblic concern. Recent
research has revealed the inadequacy of traditional notions in which
chemically induced illness was likened to overt biological disease. The
new multiple-effects model emphasizes subtle behavioral alteration as an
early sign of toxicity and as evidence that a particular chemical agent
may produce long-term impairment in susceptible individuals. For In
stance, a case is cited where a group of children who had been hospital
ized for overt lead poisoning were evaluated using psychometric tests.
Of the 19 children for whom IQ scores were available, 11 scored better
than 80. This rather mild retardation was typically aecompanled by
emotional labiUty, diffiCUlty in concentrating, and poor school per
formance. Of the six children whose IQ scores ranged from 95 to 106,
only one did well in school. The permeabfUty of the placenta to a
variety of chemical agents and the special sensitivity of the fetus to
some of these agents draws attention to prenatal exposure and the need
for prospective longitudinal studies of affective, social, and cognitive

.development in exposed individuals. Che micals discussed in this paper
are lead, methylmercury and PCBs.
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Perguson, Boy (undated). The Hospital as a Therapeutic Environment.
Alberta ChUdren's Hospital.

The physical environment of a hospital should be considered an important
part of the patient's treatment. Hospitalization 15 often a frightening
and stressful experience to children. The unfamlllar environment can
induce stress; the child may feel insignlficant, anonymous, overpowered,
isolated, and intimidated by the seale and procedures of the hospital.
'!he provision of familiar environmental cues through attempts to make
certain areas of hospitals more home-like can help. And to the young
child in particular, play may be instrumental in enabling hospitaliza
tion to be a positive experience. For this reason, the recreational
areas and play facilities are important to a children's hospital and
should be well staffed. For adolescents, greater opportunity to
exercise choice and control in the physical environment will most
likely result in less time spent resisting authority. Design also needs
to take into consideration the need for family participation in the
child's hospital stay.

Perris, B.G. Jr.; Speizer, P.E.; Bishop, Y.M.M.; Spengler, J.D. (1919).
Effects of Indoor Environment on Pulmonary Function of ChUdren 6-9 Years Old.
American Review of Respiratory Disease, No. 119 (4 pt 2), p. 214; 1979.

A study was conducted into the type of fuel used for cooking in the home.
Indoor levels of mass respirable particulate (MRP), sulfur dioxide (S02)
and nitrogen dioxide (N02) were monitored in homes using different cook
q fuels. Results of pUlmonary function in the various cities in 6 to 9
years olds were analyzed. It was found that the pulmonary function is
lower in those children who live in homes where gas is used for cooking
as compared with electricity. Households with no air conditioning tended
to have children with lower levels of pulmonary function than those
households with partial or central air conditioning. These findings
suggest that models taking into account effects of air pollution should
include the characteristics of the indoor environment.

Perris, B., Jr. (1986). Epidemiological Studies of Health Disorders Related to
Housing. Indoor Air, Vol. 6, 1986; Swedish Council for Building Research,
Stockholm Sweden; Berglund, B.; Berglund, U.; Lindvall, T.; Sundell, J.;
editors.

Epidemiology has come of age and should prove to be a useful tool in
future evaluations of the effects of indoor pollutants on health. It is
essential to institute quality control procedures for both air monitoring
data and health data. There is a need for well-designed and carefully
executed epidemiologic studies; for direct measurements of exposure of
populations; to develop better estimates of dose to develop dose-response
relationships; to control for confounding factors such as active or
passive cigarette smoking, other pollutants,. temperature, season, etc.;
and for longitudinal studies to answer more precisely the medical sig
nificance of small changes.
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Peuerstein, Michael; SuIt, Susan; HouJe, Manon (1985). Environmental
Stressors and Chronic Low Back Pain: Life Events, Family and Work
Environment. Pain, No. 22, pp 295 - 307; Elsevier Science Publishers; 1985.

Stressors in the family and job environments have been proposed to play
a role in the modulation of pain, yet direct empirical support for such
a role is limited. This study Investigated the relationship between
general stress, family and work environments, psychological distress, and
pain experience in 33 ambulatory chronic low back pain subjects and 35
healthy controls matched for sex, age, socioeconomic status, weight, and
height. Results indicated that environmental stressors, Including family
conflict, family control, and general stress, were greater in the group
with chronic low back pain. Increased family conflict was associated with
increased distress and increased pain, while increased famUy indepen
dence was correlated with less distress and increased pain. Less peer
cohesion, less physical comfort, and less job clarity were correlated
with increased pain, but not distress. Work pressure was associated with
decreased depression and less pain. These findings suggested the presence
of both stress and operant mechanisms in the modulation of pain in the
family, While operant and distraction mechanisms appear to characterize
the relationship among work environment factors and pain.

Ficner, C.A.; Rlley, M.; Lubun, M. (1985). Improving Indoor Air Quality
Through Energy Conservation Programs. Air Pollution Control Association,
1985.

This paper outlines the approach being taken by the Department of Energy,
Mines and Resources to ensure that conservation measures do not adversely
affect air quality. The view is presented that it is important to focus
on developing means which will ensure that accepted good practices can
easily be put into effect in the field. A case is made that conventional
housing units do not consistently comply with accepted ventilation
practice. In larger buildings, ventilation systems frequently do not
perform in the way in which they were intended. Thus, the air quality
question affects all buildings, whether or not they are energy efficient.
It t; suggested that we must emphasize the development of teChniques for
allowing the industry to construct, modify and operate buildings in a
way which complies with eXisting standards.

Pinberg, Laurence (1914). Interaction of the Che mical Environment with the
Infant and Young Child. Pediatrics, Vol. 53, No. S, Part n, pp. 831-836; May
1974.

Chemical products and by-products of our society have special implica
tions for infants and children, because maturation and growth processes
are often qualitatively or quantitatively different from mature systems
and because the infant and child have different environments from adults.
In turn the effects may be im mediate or delayed, and they may have pro-
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found effects on the organism at different points in life. Finally, it
would appear advisable to encourage both close epidemiologic surveillance
and careful research on the effects of known pollutants. In particular,
the tools of modern cell biology and molecular biology may have useful
application to these problems.

Pinltel, A.S.; and Duel, W.C. editors (19'16). Clinical Implications of Air
Pollution Research. Publishing SCiences Group, Inc., Acton, MA, USA; McAinsh &.
Company, Ltd., 1835 Yonge Street, Toronto canada M4S 1L6••

nm proceedings document describes the state-of-the-art at the time of
the conference on the relationship between air pollution and
cardiovascular and respiratory illnesses. Highlights include a number of
chapters on carbon monoxide and cardiac performance (Ch. 9, Edward Haak,
Ch 10, D.A. O8Bias), effects on immune defenses and asthma (Ch. 12,
G.M. Green), and clinical implications of air pollution research for
hypersensitivity diseases (Ch. 15, R.E. Smith). Chapter 16 (R.I. Henkin)
dilcusses the effects of vapour phase pollutants on nervous system and
sensory functions.

Pinltel, .Toe M.; .lames, Ruby H.; Miller, Herbert C. (19'19). Residual Monomers
in Acrylic and Modacrylic Fibers and Fabrics: Final Report. US Govt.; July
1979.

Keywords: acrylic resins; textile industry; acrylonitrile; vinylidene chloride
resins; monomers; indoor air pollution;

Pinn, Peter; McNell, Taylor (198'1). The Response of the Criminal Justice
System to Bias Crime: An Exploratory Review. National Institute of Justice,
U.5.; October 7, 1987.

nm U.S. federally commissioned report, was prepared by Abt Associates
for the U.5. National Institute of Justice (a division of the Department
of Justice). The study deals with bias crimes against minority groups,
and the response of the criminal justice system. The authors conclude
that homosexuals are probably the most frequent victims of hate-motivated
violence, and are targeted for assault, verbal intimidation, and
vandalism more often than blacks, Hispanics, Southeast Asians, and Jews.

Pinn, Rona1d (1986). Environmental Medicine and the New Allergy. Clinical
Ecology, Vo!. IV, No. 1, Spring 1986.

Although there are many thousands of diseases, they must all be due to
one of three causes - genetic, degenerative, or environmental. Environ
mental disease is of major clinical importance because genetic degenera
tive diseases have limited treatment possibilities, whereas removal of an
environmental factor which is causing a disease will halt the progress of
a disease or even prevent it from occuring.
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A wider view of allergy is now gaining acceptance. B.eactions are not
Umlted to IgE and can be mediated by other Immunorlobulins, and clinical
sensitivities can also be caused by non-immunological mechanisms. The
clinical spectrum oC conditions in which environmental factors are oC
clinical importance is being expanded. Clinical observations and con
trolled studies are appearing which confirm that environmental control
is oC value in the manage ment oC many diseases.

Fischer, Claude S.; Baldassare, Mark; Orshe, JUc:bard J. (1915). CroWding
Studies and Urban Life: A Critical Review. Journal of the American Institute
oC Planners, No. 41, pp 406 - 418; November, 19'15.

The crowding literature is reviewed with particular concern for its
implications for urban UCe. It was found that much of the research
is methodologically or conceptually limited, and that density,
though perceived as unpleasant, does not appear to have definite and
consistent detrimental effects. Several theoretical frameworks for
gUiding future research on the effects of urban density are presented.
A comprehensive bibliography is included.

Fischer, Claude S. (1982). What Do We Mean by 'Friend'? An Inductive StUdy.
Social Network, No. 3, pp 287 - 306; 1982.

The study of friendship is a popular and Important one to the study of
how social support networks influence health and stress coping
mechanisms. However, the concept of 'friend' is ambiguous. This study
was Wldertaken in order to determine what aspects of real relations are
correlated with applications of the label 'friend'. In a survey of 1050
adults, the authors obtained the names and descriptions of 19,417
associates. Of these, 59% were labelled 'friends'. Several regression
analyses suggest that this label is likely to be applied: to an over
Whelming majority of non-relatives in a largely unsystematic way; to
associates lacking other, specialized role-relations; ;0 people of the
same age; to people known a long time; and to people with whom respon
dents had primarily sociable, rather than intimate or material,
involve ments.

Fischer, Claude (1982). To Dwell Among Friends: Personal Networks in Town and
City. University of Chicago Press; 1982.

Modern urban life has destroyed community and caused it to disintegrate
into a mass of atomistic and alienated individuals. This is a study of
personal networks in city and small town environments. All else held
constant, respondents with below-average household incomes Who lived in
semirural communities tended to have more local nonkin associates, bound
up in denser networks, than did low-income respondents residing in other
places. The semirural people tended also to report a slightly more
positive sense oC well-being than their counterparts elsewhere. This is
a thread that ought to be followed In Cuture research. A comprehensive
bibliography is included•

•
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Pishbeck, WWiam A.; Townsend, Jean C.; Swank, Marlene G. (1918). Effects oC
Chronic Occupational Exposure to Measured Concentrations oC Benzene.
Journal oC Occupational Medicine, Vol. 20, No. 8, pp. 539-501\2; 1978.

Pisher, Aleunder A. (1983). Paper Dermatitis: Current Contact News. CUTIS,
Vol. 31, pp. 392-405; April 1983.

Various types oC chemicals are Cound in difCerent papers. Formaldehyde,
am monia, hydrogen sulfide, sulCuric acid, carbon monoxide, sodium
hydroxide and chlorine, among others are used. The handling oC most
newspapers, magazines, hardcover and paperback books, art paper, paper
tissues, plates and cups and glossy paper readily produces dermatitis in
Cormaldehyde-sensitive individuals. Carbonless paper can produce mild
dermatitis and severe upper respiratory symptoms as well as eye
irritation. Chemical agents in various types oC photocopier papers also
causes dermatitis in some people.

Fleishman, Jane (1984). There's Something in the Air••: Crom Double Exposure:
Women's Health Hazards on the Job and at Home, edited by Wendy Chavkin,
Monthly Review Press, New York NY. Working Mother, pp. 114-118; October
1984.

Occupational health experts, health proCessionals, working women's
organizations, unions and clerical workers themselves have begun to
pay close attention to the health hazards oC the oCfice workplace.
Such things as low-level exposure to various oCfice chemicals, in
clUding those used in oCfice machinery, to artificial lighting, to in
adequate ventilation, to high noise levels and to low-level radiation,
are all being looked at as health hazards creating actual sickness and
stress.

Foote, Robert S. (19'12). Mercury Vapor Concentrations Inside Buildings:
Reports. Science, Vol. 177, pp. 513-514; August 1972.

Franck, Karen A. (1985). Change: A Central But Unheralded Theme in
Environmental Design Research. Environmental Change/Social Change, pp 4 - 9;
Klein, S., Wener, R., Lehman, S, editors; Environmental Design Research
Association; June 1985.

If we are interested in encouraging environmental improvements which we
judge to be important, we need to hone our analytic skills and to apply
the m to descrIbe existing environments. One recom mendation is to
analyze a building's hidden program, that is, the system oC mutually re
infCll'C~ social, political, and economic Corces that lead to a recurring
spatial relationship and physical Corm; and to restructure that program
to produce an alternative set oC spatial relationships and an alternative
physical Corm that are more supportive oC the Corces that one Ceels
should be reinCorced.
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PrankUn, Claire A; Bumett, Richard T.; PaoUnl, alchard J.p.; RaizelDle, Mark
E. (1985). Health Risks from Acid Rain: A Canadian Perspective.
Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 63, pp 155 - 168; 1985.

Acid rain is causing serious environmental damage in eastern Canada.
The revenues from forest products, tourism and sport fishing are estimat
ed to account for about 8% of the gross national product. The Impact on
human health is not as clearcut. A multi-department program on the Long
Range Transport of Airborne Pollutants (LRTAP) was approved by the
federal government in June 1980. The objectives of the program are to
reduce wet suItate depositions to less than 20 kClha per year In order to
protect moderately sensitive areas. This will require a 5096 reduction in
Canadian S02 emissions east of the Saskatchewan/Manitoba border and
concomitant reduetions in the eastern USA. The objectives of the health
sector of the program are to assess the risk to health posed by airborne
pollutants which are subjected to long-range transport and to monitor the
innuenee of abatement programs. Two major epidemiology studies were
undertaken in 1983. Preliminary analysis of the data do not indieate
major health effects, but detinitive conclusions .must await final
analysis. Studies on the indireet effeets of acid depositions on water
quality have shown that acidified lake water left standing In the
plumbing system ean adversely affeet water quaUty and that federally
se t gu idelines for copper and lead are exeeeded. Flushing of the
system before using the water rectifies the situation. Additional
studies are planned to further delineate the magnitUde of the health
effects of aeidified lake water.

Priedman, MltcheUj Dougherty, Riehard; Nelson, Steven R.; White, Robert P.;
Sackner, Marvin A.; Wanner, Adam (19'1'1). Acute· Etfeets of an Aerosol Hair
Spray on Tracheal Mueociliary Transport. Ameriean Review of Respiratory
Disease, Vol. 116, pp. 281-286; 1977.

Garling, Tommy; Valsiner, Jaan (1985). Children Within Environments. Plenum
Press, New York; 1985.

The most frequent harm to ehildren is aceidental injuries. This book
presents a view on the prevention of ehUdhood aecldents emerginr from
a diseussion of ehUdren and how they relate to their environments.

Gaudert, P.c. (1985). Briefing Paper on the Status of OBR Researeh on
Contaminant Emissions from Wood-Based Composition Boards. unpUblished; enquire
P.C. Gaudert, OBR, NRC KIA OR6.

Wood based composite boards bonded with urea formaldehyde (OF) resin 
especially particleboard and interior type plywood grades - have become
one of the most widely used base materials for interior construetlon and
furnishings. Sueh board can introduce about 50 to 150 g. of resin for
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each cubic metre of air in the llving space. A yearly release of as
little as one to two percent of the formaldehyde contained in the resin
into the air of moderately "tight", i.e. energy efficient, homes can
cause the ambient concentrations to exceed the recommended 0.1 ppm limit
for formaldehyde. A surplus of formaldehyde from the manufacturing
process and a slowly decreasing generation of formaldehyde from
hydrolysis result in an exponential emission decay with a half-life
of about three to five years, i.e. the emission will decrease by half
in this time.

SimUlation of emissions from samples of representative, unCinished board,
using dynamic chambers, have indicated that an unrestricted now of
emissions can cause ambient indoor concentrations to approach 1 ppm.
In practice this concentration is us~ally not reached because of the
diffusion resistance introduced by various surface finishes, stagnant
air layers or the restriction of now due to enclosures such as
cupboards and closets.

Gelfand, Donna M.; FicWa Teresa; Z&rbatany, Lynne (1986). Prevention of
Childhood Behavior Disorders: from Handbook of Prevention; Edelstein, Barry
A. and Michelson, Larry, editors. Plenum Press. New York, 1986; pp. 133 
152.

Prevention of behavior problems in children depends largely on our
ability to predict future maladjustments. Accurate prediction is often
hampered by our lack of knowledge regarding the process by which
developmental and environmental factors combine to influence the child's
psychological functioning. Risk factors for children's behavioral and
psychological dis,turbance involve a dysfunction in some aspect of the
child's environment that is critical to the child's mental health such
as the social community, the family, the schools. Many suggestions are
made for primary prevention programs which involve restructuring the
social community to remove the offending features such as poverty and
lack of good housing, violence in the media, child abuse, parents who
engage in antisocial behavior and alcohol abuse. Other suggestions are
to provide support services for children and to help them develop coping
skills for dealing with a less than optimal environment.

Geller, E. Scott (1986). Prevention of Environmental Problems: from Handbook
of Prevention; Edelstein, Barry A. and Michelson, Larry, editors. Plenum
Press, New York, 1986; pp. 361 - 383.

Many solutions to environmental problems require changes in human be
havior, and behavioral science can offer suggestions for attacking the
behavioral aspects of enVironmental protection. A multi-level program
is proposed for environmental control and an organizational framework
is presented for an energy conserving community.

[
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Gerdas, KendaU (198'1). Letter from Dr. Kendall Genies, Environmental Medicine
Associates. Environmental Medicine Associates, 1617 Vine St., Denver CO
80206-1117; July 10, 1987.

The author, a specialist in environmental medicine, notes that we have in
the past defined health as an absence of disease. He suggests that it is
considerably more than that, embodying features of sustained optimal
functioning or doing every day.what is possible on a person's best day.
He observes that the concept of health does not include the highest
functions of human beings, as typified by the Ghandis or the Mother
Teresas of the world. He is convinced that we cannot create an
environment which grows that type of indiVidual, but by making the
environment negative, we can prevent that type of individual from
developing. One suggestion is to avoid xenobiotic chemicals. He also
suggests gathering a small group of healthy Canadians and studying them
in terms of both biochemistry and in terms of social structure and
environment.

Gershon, S.; Shaw, F.H. (1961). Psychiatric Sequelae of Chronic Exposure
to Organophosphorus Insecticides. Lancet, 1(7191), pp 1371 - 1373; 1961.

A study of 14 men and 2 women exposed to organophosphorus insecticides
for periods ranging from 1 1/2 to 10 years showed sehizophrenic and
depressive reactions with severe memory impairment and concentration
difficulty. A field survey gave some support to the possibUity that
psychiatric disorders might be less frequent in towns than in fruit
groWing regions of Australia where the insecticides were used. Follow
up showed that the' effects of poisoning lasted for at least 6 months, but
nearly all patients reverted to normal within a year.

Glbson, Bonnie (1985). Spotlight on Cadmium. Canadian Environmental Law
Association Newsletter, Vol. 10, No. 1, pp. 10 -13; February 1985.

Cadmium is a naturally-occuring· heavy metal that is increasingly being
released into the environment as a result of human activity. It is a
highly toxic SUbstance with no known biological function and cannot be
destroyed by any environmental process. It is produced as a by-product of
zinc manufacturing. The major source of exposure is inhalation in the
industrial setting and as a result of accidental releues from chemical
and electro-plating plants. Another source of exposure is through food
and tobacco, both as a result of son uptake of naturally-occuring
cadmium as well as fertilizer residue. Concentrations of cadmium
are considerably higher in second-hand tobacco smoke than to the smoker.
Canadians, on an average, exceed the World Health Organization's
suggested maximum permissible dietary intake level of .07 milligrams per
person per day. Health effects can be lung damage and kidney damage or
failure. A lethal dose is possible without warning due to lack of
discomfort at the time of exposure. It accumulates in tissues and its
chemical halt-life can be as high as 30 years.
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Giddings, Michele J. (1986). Occupational Health Problems Due to Air
Exposure to Fungal Contamination. Signiticance of Fungi in Indoor Air, Part
n, Working Papers; Health and Welfare Canada Working Group on Fungi and
Indoor Air; March, 1986.

Occupational hazards from the exposure to organic dusts, specifically
fungi, in the workplace do exist. These diseases may be so mild as to be
asymptomatic or be extremely debilitating. There are other diseases Which
may also be considered as resulting from occupational exposure. They in
clude buildings whose humidifier and/or ventilation systems are con
taminated with fungi allowing for the development of symptoms among the
occupants. Recognizing the possible hazards associated with one's chosen
occupation, whether it be exposure to organic dusts, chemicals or danger
ous machinery is of greatest importance for prevention of injury or
infection. Persistent symptoms, no matter how small, should be regarded
as important and measures taken to locate their source. Care must be
taken when identifying the cause of a worker's complaint, as these
d~s may be misdiagnosed which in turn may lead to irreversible lung
damage. An extensive bibliographic reference list is included.

GiIka, L. (1918). Childhood Experiences As Causes of Criminal Behaviour: The
Report to Senator Fred A. McGrand, Chairman, The Senate SUbcommittee on
Childhood Experiences as Causes of Criminal Behaviour. The Society for the
Understanding of Nutrition, Ottawa ON K2B 5W6; April 19'18.

An increasing number of scientists and physicians are now concluding
that in many children learning disabilities may be the result of nut
ritional deficiencies and food and other allergies. There is now also
sufficient evidence of the connection between juvenile delinquency and
learning disabilities.

Girman, J.L; Apte M.G.; Traynor, G.W.; Allen, J.,R.; Hollowell, C.D. (1982).
Pollutant Emission Rates from Indoor Combustion Appliances and Sidestream
Cigarette Smoke. University of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Energy &: Environment Division, Berkeley CA; May 1982.

Keywords: gas appliances; particulate emissions; ventilation rate; gas tired
cooking stoves; unvented kerosene space heaters; unvented natural gas
space heaters; nitrogen dioxide; NHW

Godish, Thad (1984). Indoor Air Pollution-ortices and Other PUblic Access
Buildings. Natural Resources Notes, No. 8; Fall 1984.

Within the last decade there have been hundreds of reported outbreaks
of illness among occupants of new or recently remodelled offices,
schools, and other pUblic access buildings. These outbreaks have

- - - -- - -~----_.~-~-~-----~---,------------ -\
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characteristically a!rected a large number of individuals, in some cases
30-4096 of the butlding's population. nlness symptoms are usually of a
non-specific nature often including headaches, dizziness, unusual
fatigue, eye, nose and throat irritation, chest tightness and shortness
of breath. The building materials and lack of ventilation are often the
cause, but furnishings, office equipment, maintenance materials, acci
dental spills of chemicals, cross contamination from outside, tobacco
smoke and microbial contaminants can also be at fault. Investigation
procedures and mitigation measures are discussed.

Goldberg, Susan (1985). Facing the Nuclear Age: Parents and Children
Together. Annick Press Ltd., Toronto Canada; 1985.

Researchers are demonstrating that children are aware of the arms race
much earlier than adults suspect. This awareness and the perception that
few sdults are doing anything to prevent a nuclear war are described as
resulting in a profound distrust of adults and adult values. This
resource book examines the extent of the problem and is designed to help
initiate discussion around the issue with children. It suggests practical
responses to the questions. A complete resource lIst of films, videos,
books, organizations, and articles on the psychological aspects of the
arms race is included.

Good, Bennie W.; Vilctns, G.; Harvey, W.Re; Clabo, D.A., Jr.; Lewis, A.L.
(1982). Effect of Cigarette Smoking on Residential N02 Levels: from Indoor Air'
POllution; Spengler, John--editor; pp. 16'1-175. Environment International,
Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982; Pergamon Press, Oxfo~, Toronto; 1982.

Two studies evaluating the levels and sources of nitrogen dioxide in
approximately 90 employee homes in the Richmond area were performed
using samplers in various rooms and outdoors. Additional data were
collected concerning appliance usage, heating/cooling plant, ventilation
and cigarette smoking. The largest contributor to NO 2 concentration was
found to be gas-fired kitchen appliances, completely overpowering that
due to the contribution from cigarettes. Nitrogen dioxide is
corrosive, reactive and highly oxidizing, and may be toxic at high
concentrations.

Gordis, Leon (1986). Geographic and Environmental Factors in Pediatric
Cancer. Cancer, No. 58, pp 546 - 549; 1986.

It is important to determine the relative contributions of genetic and
environmental factors to the etiology of childhood cancer in order to
discover the pathogenic mechanisms involved and to develop effective
means of primary prevention. Geographic differences in cancer incidence
as well as changes in incidence over calendar ti me have long been used
to generate clues to possible etiologic agents. The important role of .
genetic factors in childhood cancer is clear. The importance of the
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contributions oC environmental Cactors in general and oC speciCic Cactors
in particular has proven more diCCicult to determine. A variety oC
environmental factors have been implicated to varying degrees in the
etiology oC diCferent childhood cancers. These factors include physical
agents such as radiation, chemical agents such as nitrosamines; and
organic solvents, and inCectious agents such as the Epstein-Barr virus.
The observations that certain compounds may act as teratogens when a pre
natal exposure occurs early in pregnancy and as carcinogens when the
exposure occurs late in pregnancy, suggests that there may be a continuum
oC teratogenesis and carcinogenesis. This Cinding has major implications
for the possible biologic mechanisms that could be involved in childhood
cancers and for the design of future research of their etiology and
prevention. The etiology oC childhood cancer should be viewed as an
interaction of environmental factors to which the child or his or her
parent were exposed together with varying degrees oC genetically
determined susceptibility oC the child to the carcinogenic eCCects oC
these Cactors.

Gordon, Michael (1982). Falls in the Elderly: More Common, More Dangerous.
Geriatrics, Vol. 37, No. 4, pp. 117-120; April 1982.

Keywords: accidents; aged; aging; arrhythmia; dizziness; women;

Gosnell, Denise (1987). Minutes oC the Pollution and Education Committee,
Toronto Board of Education, November 17, 1987. Toronto Board oC Education,
155 College St., Toronto M5T IP6••

The Toronto Board of Education's Pollution and Education Committee
(Trustee level) considered total building performance investigations
as a means oC addressing indoor environment concerns in Toronto schools
and other buildings. The procedure recogniZes that a variety of elements
contribute to occupants' satisfaction with a building enVironment, and
also recognizes the special needs for those who experience greater
sensitivity to the local environment. The procedure encourages all
occupants to participate in the planning, design, problem-solving and
operating practices oC their building. Part of the rationale Cor the
procedure is to give individuals or groups the tools to solve building
environment problems.

1be Committee also authorized the Director of Education, in cooperation
with the Working Group of Ontario School Boards on Pollution and
Education, to investigate with recognized testing laboratories the
development of tests and standards Cor pollutants, which will assist the
Toronto Board in evaluating materials which are being considered for
purchase and use in the school system. The Committee voiced a parallel
intent to investigate applications for rezoning of land within
approximately 1000 feet of school sites, with respect to pollution from
outdoor sources.

- --- ---- --------------
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GottUeb, Hell H.; Baker, Judlth A. (11J88). The Relative Innuence of Health
Beliefs, Parental and Peer Behaviors and Exercise Program Participation
on Smoking, Alcohol Use and Physical Activity. So<: Sci Med, Vol. 22, No.
9; pp 915 - 927; 1986.

This research specifies a model for Ufestyle health behavlor which
includes socialization, social environmental and cognitive innuences
on smoking, alcohol use and exercise. Survey respondents were partici
pants In university conditioning classes, academic health classes and a
community fitness program. Of the sooiaUzatton innuences, drinking by
both parents was directly related to drinking by females and drinking by
the mother to that of males. Physical activity level of the father was
UiOCiated with the activity of both genders. Parental smoking was not
related to that of the respondents. Income was positively correlated with
aJeohol consumption in both genders and with smoking amort( women. In the
immediate environment, drinking and smoking by male and female friends
were directly associated with that of both male and female respondents
with congruent gender relationships being strongest. Exercise by male
friends was positively associated with activity level for both genders.
For cognitive factors, beUef in the efficacy of Ufestyle change was
inversely related to alcohol consumption for both genders and to
smoking for women. Susceptibility to heart disease was associated with
a low exercise frequency and smoking. With one exception, the peer
modeling variables had the strongest relationships of any of the model
elements. These findings suggest that prevention programs incorporate
strategies to maximize peer support for healthful behavior and to
counteract the effects of unhealthful behavior modeled by peers. inter
ventions to increase beliefs in the efficacy of Ufestyle change to
reduce risk are appropriate to encourage behavior change. When the
change is underway, discussion of lowered susceptibility as a function
of program compUance should reinforce the new behavior.

Gravesen, S.; Larsen, Le; Gynte1berg, P.; Skov, P. (1986). Demonstration of
Microorganisms and Dust in Schools and Offices: An Observational Study
of Non-Industrial Buildings. Allergy, No. 41, pp 520 - 525; 1986.

The sick building syndrome Is reported with increasing Intensity in
non-industrial places of work, such as schools, kindergartens, and
offices, all of which have a heavy load of traffic (people). The con
struction of the buildings, with flat roofs, often leads to water
damage with subsequent microbial growth. Further, reduced cleaning
budgets in coMection with wide use of needle-felt carpets, as well as
ventilation systems not regularly maintained, wUl lead to pollution by
dust and microorganisms. A systematic registration of dust and mlcr'O
bial parameters has been carried out since 1980 in buUdinp with indoor
climate complaints, in order to elucidate the possible innuence of
these factors.
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Green, G.H. (1979). Field Studies oC the Effect of Air Humidity on Respiratory
Diseases: from Indoor Climate: Effects on Human Comfort, Performance, and
Health in Residential, Commercial, and Light-industry Buildings; Fanger, P.O•

. and Valbjorn, O.~ditors; pp. 207-223. Danish BUilding Research Institute,
Copenhagen Denmark; 1979.

Studies have been undertaken of the effect of increasing indoor relative
humidity on respiratory diseases. Kindergarten children, schoolchildren,
soldiers and office workers were studied. The groups were split into
rooms that were identical except for differing levels of humidity. There
were significantly lower absenteeism and/or occurrences of respiratory
illnesses in the spaces with the higher humidities. Increased winter
rela live humidity .of 8 to 10% in the 22 to 50% range reduced the
absenteeism from 10% in adults to 50% in kindergarten children.

Green, K.B.; Putemack, BoS.; Shore, LE. (1982). Effects of Aircraft Noise
on Reading Ability of School Age Children. Archives of Environmental
Health-CISTl; Vol. 37, No. 1, pp. 24-31; 1982.

The percent of students reading below grade level from 1972 to 1976 was
regressed on racial, socioeconomic, educational, and noise level vari
ables for all elementary schools in Brooklyn and Queens, New York.
Schools were assigned noise exposure scores based on Noise Exposure Fore
cast contours for New York City airports. The correlations between these
noise scores and a variety of noise level metrics ranged from 0.74 to
0.97. The regression coefficients adjusted for confounding factors,
indicated that an additional 3.696 of the students in the noisi~st schools
read at least 1 year below grade level with 95% confidence limits from
1.5 to 5.896. The dose-response relationship indicated that the percent
reading below grade level increased as noise level increased.

Green, Kendall B.; Pastemack, Bernard S.; Shore, Roy E. (1982). Effects of
Aircraft Noise on Hearing Ability of School-Age Children. Archives of
Environmental Health, Vol. 37, No. 5, pp. 284-289; september/ October 1982.

201 cases with permanent bilateral high-frequency hearing loss and 208
controls with normal hearing were identified through the New York City
hearing screening program. Aircraft noise exposure was estimated for the
residences of cases and controls from Noise Exposure Forecast contour
maps of the New York City airports. The noise exposure estimates had a
correlation on 0.89 with noise level measurement made in the area. Birth
certificates and questionnaires were used to provide additional infor
mation on other sources of noise exposure and potential confounders. The
results showed a positive, but not statistically significant association
between aircraft noise exposure and the risk of high-frequency hearing
loss.

[
-----------------
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Greer, Nora Richter (1986). The ,Search For Shelter. The American Institute'
of Architects, Washington DC; 1986.

Many Americans are homeless. They have a right to' dipified shelter
which is investigated in this book. Case studies are presented.

Greer, Nora Richter (1986). Paths to Homelessness. The Search Por Shelter;
pp. 11 - 22; The American Institute of Architects, Washington DC; 1986.

The im mediate causes of homelessness are diverse: loss of a job,
physical or mental disability, loss of benefits, divorce, etc. But
the pUght of the homeless represents the most severe housing shortage
since the Depression. The problem centres on the dwindling supply of
housing for those with the lowest incomes.

Greer, Nora Richter (1986). Dignified Shelter. The Search For Shelter; pp.
31 - 35; The American Institute of ArChitects, Washington DC; 1986.

When designing shelters and programs for the homeless, it is perhaps most
important to create a sense of dignity. Design considerations are
presented which would create shelters and more permanent housing, as well
as service delivery vehicles Which would be digniCied and take into
account the physical as well as the psychological needs of the homeless.

Greer, Nora Richter (1986). The Right To Shelter. The Search For Shelter;
pp. 37 - 41; The American Institute of Architects, Washington DC; 1986.

One of the biggest obstacles facing developers of shelter or low
income housing is community resistance. The 'not in my backyard'
phenomenon is occuring in countless communities. Strategies for helping
communities reel comfortable with this type of housing are presented.
These include communicating with the community at an early stage about
the proposed facUity and how it works, promising priority placement
in the shelter to people from the surrounding community, and designing
it to be compatible with surrounding buildings. Reevaluation must also
occur of municipal building code definitions of suitable, affordable
housing, as well as that of emergency and transitional Shelter.

Gregory, Judith (198!). Oftice Air Quality, 'Tight Buildings', and Job
Stress - The Impact on Women Office Workers' Occupational Health. Working
Women Education Pund, 1224 Huron Rd., Cleveland OH 44115; May 25 1981.

Keywords: indoor air pollution; occupational hazards; stress; workplace; ven
tilation; offices;
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Griffith, Ezra ~H.; Griffith, Elwin J. (1986). Racism, Psychological
Injury, and Compensatory Damages. Hospital and Community Psychiatry,
Vol. 37, No. 1; pp 71 - 75; January, 1986.

Psychiatrists and other mental health professionals have paid only
modest attention to the idea that discriminatory conduct causes emotional
suffering for those who are the object of it. However, courts have held
that if such racist conduct is wUlful and outrageous and the ensuing
suffering is severe, the plaintiff has a reasonable claim to compensatory
damages. The authors trace these developments in the legal area in both
tort actions and complaints under civil rights statutes. They also point
out how psychiatrists could be more infiuential in sharpening considera
tions about the idea that racism causes psychological injury.
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Grimsrud, D.T.; Sherman, M.R. (1182). Energy Etticient Domestic Ventilation
Systems tor Achieving Acceptable Indoor Air Quality: A Comparison of Alternate
Ventilation Strategies. The Air Infiltration Centre, Old Bracknell Lane W.,
Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 4AH England; 1982.

Keywords: ventilation; measurement of pollution; indoor air quality;

Guidotti, Tee L.; Goldsmith, John R. (1983). Air Pollution and Family
Health. American Family Physician, Volume 27, number 4, pp 165-172, April
1983.

Air pollution is classified according to chemical characteristics of the
pollutants and sources: reducing air pollution, photochemical air pollu
tion, point-source emission and indoor air pollution. The primary pollu
tants are particulates, oxides of sulCur and nitrogen, ozone, hydrocar
bons, carbon monoxide and lead. A knowledge of the effects of these on
healthy people and impaired patients can provide the physician with
specific measures to apply in individual cases. These effects are des
cribed under the headings: respiratory system effects, cardiovascular
effects, mucosal irritation, carcinogenesis, neurologic effects.

Gupta, LC.; Ulsamer, A.G.; Preuss, P.W. (1982). Formaldehyde in Indoor Air:
Sources and Toxicity: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, oJohn-editor; pp.
349-358. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982; Pergamon Press,
Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

Formaldehyde, a highly reactive gas with a pungent odour, is released
from a variety of sources including urea-formaldehyde foam insulation,
particle board, and plywood, as well as various combustion processes.
Concentrations of formaldehyde associated with the presence of these
products are higher indoors than outdoors. Under controlled conditions,
formaldehyde causes eye and nasal irritation at air concentrations of
0.24 mglm 3 and above. E.xposure, residential or occupational, has been

•
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associated with eye, nose, and throat irritation, coughing, wheezing,
skin rashes, nausea, and other symptoms. Formaldehyde Is also a sensitiz
er; individuals who are allergic to it, or who suffer from respiratory
diseases, are likely to suffer its effects at even lower concentrations.
Based on its known metabolism, reactivity with DNA and other macro
molecules, as well as its mutagenic effects, formaldehyde is thought to
be genotoxic. Recent studies have also indicated that it is a carcinogen
in rats and probably in mice.

Haan, Maryj Kaplan, George A.; C8macho, Terry (198'7). Poverty and Health:
Prospective EVidence from the Alameda County Study. American Journal of
Epidemiology, Vol. 125, No. 6, pp 989 - 998; 1987. .

To examine the reasons for the association between socioeconomic
status and poor health, the authors examined the nine-year mortality
experience of a random sample of residents aged 35 and over in Oakland,
canfornia. Residents of a federally designated poverty area experienced
higher age-, race-, and sex-adjusted mortality over the follow-up
period compared with residents of nonpoverty areas. This increased risk
oC death persisted when there was multivariate adjustment for baseline
health status, race, income, employment status, access to medical care,
health insurance coverage, smoking, alcohol consumption, physical
activity, body mass index, sleep patterns, social isolation, marital
status, depression, and personal uncertainty. These results support the
hypothesis that properties of the sociophysical environment may be
important contributors to the association between low socioeconomic
status and excess mortality, and that this contribution is independent
of individual behaviours.

Raider, M.; Groll-Knapp, L; Holler, H.; Neuberger, M.; Stid!, H. (1976).
Effects of Moderate CO Dose on the Central Nervous
System-Electrophysiological and Behaviour Data and Clinical Relevance. from
Clinical Implications of Air Pollution Research, Finkel and Duel, editors;
Chapter 17, pp. 217-232; Publishing Sciences Group, Inc.; 1976.

Many aspects of human performance are apparently affected even by low CO
levels, while others show an impairment only considerably later. The
capacity for observation in situations involving comparatively weak
stimulation could be a very sensitive indicator, While complex psycho
motor dexterity is only slightly a!fected. Sleeplessness, irritabillty,
restlessness, headaches, disturbances of well-being are all symptoms that
have many~. One of these may be CO, but each case has to be tested
individually and further research is needed to clarify the extent to
Which such a statement can be verified.
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Hall, Cbris (198'1). Aging Well: Focus on Growing Old and Staying Gay. Xtra,
No. 89, p. S; Nov, 27, 1987.

A November 7-8,1987 Conference on Gays and Lesbians Aging reviewed the
proble ms and options faced by older gay people in Canada. While gay
people have many of the same needs in aging as their hetero~exual

counterparts, gay people also have many needs that are unique to them.
In housing, for example, there is no existing structure that allows
for lifelong lovers to share faciUties in an institutional setting.
The conference stressed the importance of maintaining good health to
increase the quality of life in the later years. Workshops were held
on maintaining independence in the home, creating change within the
system, and developing a supportive social network.

Hall, Muriel (198'1). Frustrations of Hypersensitivity. unpUblished; July,
1987.

The most demoralizing and frustrating experience for the person with
chemical hypersensitivity is that, While being seriously ill, weak, ex
hausted, confused, in pain, and isolated, one must also fight spouse,
children, extended family, neighbors, friends, community, all levels of
government, doctors, hospitals, social serVices, OHIP, OMA,
psychiatrists, employers, insurance companies, pension and/or welfare
agencies - in fact, the whole world - in order to survive.

Hall, Muriel (1987). Healthy Living. unpUblished; September, 1987.

Some of the frustrations coping with hypersensitivities in a world full
of toxins, in a society geared to oppression of misfits (with psycho
somatic illness), are perfumes .built into stationery and periodicals;
visitors who lack the knowledge or sensitivity to eliminate completely
the use of cosmetics, body and clothing care products which contain
perfumes; relatives who treat the illness as psychosomatic and who
jgncx'e the environmental causes of the illness, refusing to change them;
and the incredible feeling of hopelessness at being misunderstood,
put-down, ignored, talked over, assumed to be retarded or hard of
hearing. Education of patients, families, communities, church groups,
the medical profession, educators, social and welfare agencies, law
enforcement officers, penal institutions, and other providers of housing
and services is necessary.

Halton, David M. (1983). Occupational Exposures from Spirit-Duplicator
Operations. Canadian Centre for Occupational Health & Safety, Hamilton ON L8N
IH6; October 1983.

The current technology used in spirit duplicating is discussed. A
rnsmber of studies have indicated the potential for methanol overexposure
from these machines. These are described here, along with the negative
health effects. The various exposure-control strategies are reviewed.

-~----~-------.:-_- [
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Balton, David M. (1983). Photocopiers-Do They Pose a Health Hazard? canadian
Centre for Occupational Health ~ Safety, Hamilton ON; AprU 1983.

The current technologies used in photocopying machines are brieny
descrlbed. Concerns that have been raised about health and safety at each
step of the copying process are discussed. Particular emphasis has been
placed on the chemical components of the technology. Areas of specific
concern are : the refUling and disposal techniques for toner in dry
machines; levels of lsodecane produced by LTT machines; levels of ozone
produced; heat and noise levels; and escape of ultraviolet Ught.

Bambraeus, A. (1986). Microorganisms Related to Buildings. Indoor Air, Vot. 6,
1986; Swedish Council for Building Research, Stockholm Sweden; Berglund, B.;
Berglund, U.; LindvaU, T.; Sundell, J.; editors.

Very little knowledge Is available concerning the effect of the building
related microorganisms on people or buildings. More information on the
clinical significance is needed.

For instance, in a simulated office space, It was shown that the
. HVAC system operational parameters affect airborne fungal levels in

occupied spaces. The reduction of airborne fungi correlated well to the
number of airchanges when the filter system was intact. When the main
air handling unit was operated without its filter bank, fungi were dis
persed into the air. The fan coil units were found to be important sources
of microbial aerosols. Indoor air always contains viable mould spores
but in buildings that do not generate their own sources of mould, the
numbers are usually low and the species found are similar to those found
in outdoor air. The classical sources of in-house generated mould
are found in high water vapour risk areas such as bathroom and kitchen.
Problems in this area can be increased due to reduced ventilation which
has been introduced for energy saving. There are other problems that
might be caused by microorganisms in buildings. For instance, the
presence of occupational asthma and humidifer fever was investigated
in two air conditioned office buildings which had humidifiers designed to
produce around 5096 relative humidity. And in newly built homes where
sel!-leveUng cement has been used, problems with foul smell and mls
coloured floors have occurred. Occupants and office workers have co m
plained of symptoms such as headache, tiredness, and allergic reactions.
Microorganisms hav'! been suspected to cause degradation of the protein in
the cement.

Rancock, Trevor (1980). The Soft Health Path: An Alternative Future for
Health in the 80's. March, 1980.

A new approach to health care is emerging which can be described as
the Soft Health Path. It is a synthesis of environmental health,
community-based public health, the primary health care concept, the
holistic health movement and the self-care movement. It is compatible
with and leads towards a sane, humane and ecological future.
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Hancock, Trevor -(1987). Healthy Public Policy in the Nordic Countries:
Preliminary Report: CPHA Study Tour Report. Canadian Journal of Public Health,
Vol. 78, pp 9 - 10; February, 1987.

Fourteen Canadians from 5 provinces spent 3 weeks studying health policy
and promotion in Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland as a result of the
October 1984 Beyond Health Care conference on healthy public policy. The
policies in these countries are briefiy described. Preliminary conclu
sions are drawn: 1) Central government leadership is essential in for
mulating a health policy that moves beyond health care to address health
for all and health promotion policy but efforts must be directed to the
Provincial ministers of health and their staffs; 2) Local action must be
initated to develop public awareness of Health for All and to develop
intersectoral policies to promote health; 3) A greater awareness must be
developed of the social nature of health, identifying inequalities in
health and making them apparent to policy makers and the public.

Bane, Monica; Axelson, 01&v; Blume, Jan; Hoptedt, Christer; Sunden, Lennart;
Ydreborg, Berit (1977). Psychological Function Changes Among House Painters.
Scand. j. work environ. ~ health, No. 3, pp. 91-99; 1977.

Keywords: brain damage; hemoglobin concentration; psychological function tests;
solvents; work environment;

Hanvey, Louise (1987). Communique. Canadian Institute of Child Health, Ottawa
ON; 1987.

Even playgrounds with equipment specifically designed for children can
be hazardous places. A 1983 study found that Canadian hospitals 934
injuries resulting from playground apparatus, many from falls. The
Canadian Institute of Child Health has released "When Child's Play Is
Adult Business", pUblication designed for parents and concerned citizens
which spells out the difference between a safe and dangerous playground.

Harding, Douglas H. (1982). Health Effects of Formaldehyde. Occupational
Health in OntariO, Vol. 3, No. 2, pp. 64-80; April 1982.

The possibly erroneous idea that formaldehyde is a carcinogen 15 ex
plained in this review. The argument is presented that this substance
is an epigenetic carcinogen based on its irritancy and high reactivity.
It "is the irritancy and not the formaldehyde chemical that induces the
chain of events leading to malignancy. The threshold for irritation of
formaldehyde is 0.1 ppm, and if such a level were used to control ex-

.posure to the chemical, it would be expected that the danger from
formaldehyde-induced cancer would be greatly reduced. Possible sources
of formaldehyde are listed: cigarette smoke, automotive exhaust, photo
chemical smog, incinerators, urea formaldehyde in fabrics and building
materials. There are individuals who have become hypersensitized to
formaldehyde and must avoid it at all costs.
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Barrison, John (1983). Artsmart. Living Bafety, No. 4, pp. 26-29; Winter
1983.

Art and craft materials can be hazardous to hell1th. Particularly VUl
nerable are the elderly, children, and people with health problems.
Particularly hazardous are ceramics, printmaking, painting and SCUlpting.
Hazards and precautions are described.

Hart, Dr. Roger (date!). Sex Differences in the Use of Outdoor Space.
Perspectives on Non-Sexist Education, Chapter 8, pp 101 -109.

The physical environment is essentially boys' domain. A study was con
ducted of young children who were asked to identify the area in which
they were allowed to play outside your house without special parental
permission. There were two age groups: five- to eight-yea~ldsand nine
to-twelve-year-olds. In both age groups the boys' range was larger than
the girls' but most markedly so in the older age group. It was concluded
that parentally-<lefined range restrictions restrict the movement of girls
in the outdoor environment. It was also found that boys modify the land
scape more frequently and more effectively than girls who instead use
their imaginations to create outdoor spaces. Girls and boys receive
multiple reminders Crom adults and from peers as to what are and are not
suitable activities for them. It seems that girls are practicing and
being prepared for roles in the home and boys for roles outside. The
very diCferent opportunities given to girls versus boys to freely mani
pulate the environment affects their spatial abilities and other types
of problem solving. It is important that all children have the freedom,
ability, and confidence to define and carry out their goals.

Bathaway, Warren E. (1$83). Lights, Windows, Color: Elements of the
School Envi.-onment. Alberta Education, 11160 Jasper Ave, Edmonton Alberta
T5K 2LOj January 1983.

Recent research indicates that there are a great many non-visual eftects
oC light on people. Of these effects, the suntan effect and the control
oC rickets are two that are well understood. Other important but less
well known efCects include synchronization oC a number of physiological
rhythms, and prevention or control oC infantUe Jaundice. Still other
research indicates that variations in the quaUty of light can infiuence
student achievement and behaviour. Closely related to light is colour and
there are studies which indicate that colour too can produce measurable
effects in the classroom. The reported research is sufficiently
conclusive to allow the suggestion that light and colour have predictable
etrects on students and that learning environments can be designed to
foster these predictable efCects.
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Health and Welfare Canada (1875). Health and BuUt Environment. Health
Facilities Design Directorate, Health and Welfare Canada; 1975.

This conference examined the evidence of ill health and other effects
on human well-being resulting from interaction with the built
environment. Society often militates against individuals adopting life
styles leading to good health. There is a need for a new type of cost
accounting which looks at long-term health effects of good environments.
Environmental design should be for promotion of health, and although
so me risk-taking is healthy, people are not always in a position to
evaluate environmental risk in that respect. Design for health may become
a question of consciousness raising, increasing perception and broadening
fields of concern. People should be given a feeling of competence in
dealing with their designed environment. Also discussed are computer
related. problems, self-help systems and alternatives to health care,
research, education, professional training, facility design, risk, and
standards.

Health and Welfare Canada (1976). Health Promotion Through Designed
Environment: Conference Report. Health and Welfare canada, Health Programs
Branah; October, 1976.

The conference was convened to examine the evidence of ill health and
other effects on people's well being resulting from interaation with the
built environment; deal with what may be called the institutionalization
and individualization of health; to discuss the promotion and maintenance
of health; and to examine the application of design to the planning for
health.

Health and Welfare Canada (1880). Workshop on Window Design: Considerations
For Health and Well-Being. Health Services and Promotion Branch, Health
Facilities Design Division, Department of National Health and Welfare, Ottawa
Canada; March 1980.

This volume contains the proceedings, transcribed in discussion format,
of a three-day meeting of window and building design experts
from the United Kingdom, the United States, and Canada. It addresses the
history and the state of the art of window design, the building code,
biological/emotional/aesthetic considerations, and the disadvantages of
windowless environments. It was concluded that evaluation of windowless
environments, and especially deep-core buildings, is a research priority.

Health and Welfare Canada (1982). Canadian Governmental Report on Aging.
Department of National Health and Welfare, Ottawa ON; June 1982.

The health of older persons affects, and is affected by, a number of
factors including income security, employment opportunities, life with-
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in the family and community, leisure activities, living arTan,ements,
and social service needs. A holistic approach to health in old Sie is
needed. The health care system should promote the highest possible
functional independence and health among the aging, provide appropriate
care in an integrated and coordinated way, ensure equitable and reason
able access to appropriate services, and provide for the needs oC those
among the aging who require special care. Suggestions include health
promotion programs from an early age, increased safety awareness to
prevent Calls and other accidents, development and use of vaccines to
prevent respiratory illness, physical and mental fitness promotion,
improved psychiatric services, more intensive and extensive education
about normal age-related processes, proper packaging and labelling of
drugs and the monitoring oC adverse drug reactions, and on-going
evaluation and control of medical devices. There is a need Cor improved
coordination in the planning, development, and implementation stages of
policies and programs, and in the delivery oC services. Integration of
health and social services delivery needs to be improved country-wide.
The uneven distribution oC health services between provinces, as well
as the larger urban centres and smaller urban and rural communities
within provinces, also affects the health of the aged as do Umits to
access to services due to language, distance, cultural background, and
so on.

Heath, Lormar (1981). Gay Fathers: Some of their Stories, Experience, and
Advice. Gay Fathers of Toronto, PO BC?x 187, Stn F, Toronto M4Y 2L5; 1981.

The authors describe difficulties experienced by fathers who are gay,
citing specific experiences involving marriage breakup, access to
children, discrimination, and the process oC coming out. For whatever
ressoRS, many men who are homosexuals do marry or establish continuing
rela tionships with women, and do father children. The Ufe of the gay
father is oCten fraught with the fears and anxiety that come from leading
a double life. They experience the conntct between what society expects
of them, and what they come to realize is a deep and unalterable part of
themselves. They feel a need to express their identity but do not want
to jeopardize their relationship with their children or damage them in
any way. The authors attempt to contradict common stereotypes, and to
reduce the isolation of gay fathers. Additional bibliography avaUable
from publisher.

Helslng, K.J.; Comstoek, G.W.; MeJer, MoB.; Tockman, y.s. (1982). Respiratory
EfCects of Household Exposures to Tobacco Smoke and Gas Cooking on
Non-Smokers: from Indoor Air Pollution: Proceedings oC the International
Symposium on Indoor Air Pollution, Health and Energy COnservation; Spengler,
John- editor; pp. 365-370. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

The records of 708 nonsmoking white adult residents oC Washington Co,
MD, who had participated in two studies oC respiratory symptoms were
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analyzed to evaluate the effects of exposure at home to two potential
sources of· indoor air pollution: cigarette smoking by other household
members, and use of gas as a cooking fuel. After adjustment for the
effect!. of age, sex, socioeconomic level, occupational exposure to
dust, and years of residence in household, the presence of one or more
smokers in the household was only suggestively associated with a higher
frequency of chronic phlegm and impaired ventilatory function. The use
of gas for cooking was associated with a significantly increased fre
quency Qf chronic cough and a significantly greater percentage with
impaired ventilatory function.

Henderson, A.S.; Grayson, D.A.; Scou, R.; Wilson, J.; Richwood, D.; Key,
D.W.K. (1986). Social Support, Dementia and Depression Among the
Elderly Living in the Hobart Community. Psychological Medicine, No. 16; pp
379 - 390; 1986.

In a community sample of the elderly in Hobart, Tasmania, cases of
dementia and depression were ascertained by the Canberra Geriatric
Mental State and the Mini Mental State Examination. Social relationships
and support were examined by means of the Interview Schedule for Social
Interaction. The elderly had fewer social relationships than younger
adults, but were more content with what they did have. Elderly women had
more affectional ties than elderly men. The presence of offspring in the
same town increased the number of close ties and or social relationships,
but was more important for men than for women. Persons with cognitive
impairment or an established dementia reported that they had less social
interaction than they would like. Depressed subjects reported having
markedly less social interaction than the mentally healthy elderly, but
did not complain that it was too little.

Henzi, H. (1984). Chronic Methanol Poisoning With The Clinical and
PathologicAnatomical Features of Multiple Sclerosis. Medical Hypotheses; No.
18, pp. 63-75; 1984.

The details of two cases or chronic methanol poisoning are
presented. Both patients initially developed clinical symptoms
of multiple sclerosis: visual disturbances, intention tremor;
reduced abdominal reflexes, impaired coordination and
diCCiculties with walking. After the exposure to methanol had
ceased, the multiple sclerosis sy mptoms persisted in one
patient but disappeared gradually in patient 2. The results are
discussed in connection with the theory that under certain
circumstances multiple sclerosis itself is induced by
formaldehyde stemming from the metabolism of methanol.

Hertzman, Clyde (1986). The Health Context of Worklife Choices: A New Work
Agenda for Canada. Canadian Mental Health Association, Toronto Canada; 1986•

. ----- - -'- ---_._----
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The relative averare Ufe expectancy rates of males and females widens
around age 40 in response to gender differences in risk, including the
differences between middle-aged men and women in their.. relationshlps to
the world of work. There is, however, a lack of data and methodology to
estimate the proportion of the differences in health status between
men and women, and between socioeconomic groups, attributable to the
physical, chemical, and biological hazards related to work. Evidence
linking unemployment to poor mental health does exist and is stronger
than that linlcing it to poor physical health.

Bas. C.T.; WeiffenbaC!k, COV.; Norten, 8.A. (1982). Variations of Airborne and
Waterbome Radon-222 in Houses in Maine: from Indoor Air Pollution;
Spengler, John-1ditor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1/6, pp. 59-66; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford and Toronto.

Concentrations of airborne radon ranging from 0.05 to 135 pCilL were
found in houses in Maine during the period OCtober 1980 to May 1981. To
investigate the association between elevated radon concentrations in well
wllter and the indoor airborne radon concentrations, the radon in the
water supplies of these houses was measured by liquid scintillation.
Monitors of airborne radon, recording in intervals of 10 min for periods
of 5 to 7 days, were used for dynamic studies in 18 houses, determining
the component of airborne radon in bursts. House residents kept logs
noting the time of major water uses. For some of the hOUSes, ventilation
rates ranging from 0.3 to 2 air changes per hour were determined. The
component oC airborne radon associated with water sources was found to
vary inversely with ventilation rate and directly with waterbome radon
concentration. According to the the data are pertinent to a stUdy which
revealed significant correlations between county averages, from the
National Cancer Institute, or are-adjusted cancer mortality rates in
Maine and average values oC radon concentrations in water for the
counties.

Hexter, Alfred C.; Goldsmith, John R. (1971). Carbon Monoxide: Assoeiation of
Community Air Pollution with Mortality. Science, Vol. 172, pp. 265-267;
April 16 1971.

Keywords: carbon monoxide; indoor air pollution; health hazards;

Hickey, Richard J.; Clelland, lUchard c.; Bowers, Bvelyn J.; Sayee, David Eo;
Alarie, Yves (1976). Health Effects of Atmospheric Sulfur Dioxide and Dietary
Sul!ites (and Rebuttal). Archives oC Environmental Health, pp. 108-112;
MarchlApril 1976.

Some animal studies have shown that exposure to low levels of sulfur
dioxide and dietary bisulfite is relatively harmless. To the contrary,
sulfite oxidase deficiency Is known in man, bisulfite is mutagenic for
several test organisms, and the atmospheric sulfur dioxide level is
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positively correlated with death rates for several chronic diseases
among some human populations. The studies reporting harmlessness for
animals may be misleading because of the fallacy of typology.
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HiJazi, N.; Chai, L; Bradstreet, J.W.; Dulfee, LA-; Aatle, A.; Amster, M.
(1983). Indoor Organic Contaminants in Energy Efficient Buildings. TRC
Environmental ConsUltants, Inc., 800 Connecticut Blvd., East Hartford, CT, USA
06108, (203}-289-8631.

This private sector report deseribes the use of the TAGA gas-chro
matograph mass-spectrometer (GCMS) equipment for measuring volatile
contaminants in indoor or outdoor air. The discussion includes a listing
of common chemicals found in trace amounts indoors.

Bi1dingson, Olov (1982). Radon Measurements in 12,000 Swedish Homes: from
Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, John-editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1/6,
pp. 67-70; 1982; Pergamon Press, Oxford and Toronto.

Radon daughter levels have been monitored in 12,000 Swedish homes during
the last two years using two methods; a track-etch detector and a filter
sampling technique with determination of ventilation rate. In 1979, the
Swedish government introduced temporary limits for the radon daughter
concentration in dwellings. For existing buildings, this limit is 400
Bq/m 3 (0.11 WL). Close to 1596 of the investigated houses have a radon
daughter concentration higher than the limit. Almost 1096 have a concen
tration about 100Q Bq/m 3 (0.27 WL). The results from this study show
that the two most "important sources for radon in buildings are building
materials and the ground.

HirdeS, John P.; Brown, K.s.; Vigoda, Debby S.; Forbes, W.P.; Crawford,
Lawrence (1987). Health Effects of Cigarette Smoking: Data from the Ontario
Longitudinal Study on Aging. Canadian Journal of Public Health, Vol. 78, pp
13 - 17; January/February, 1987.

The association between cigarette smoking and mortality is well estab
lished, but a similar association between cigarette smoking and morbidity
is less well documented. This report describes an analysis of data ob
tained from the Ontario Longitudinal Study of Aging which represents a
cohort of about 2,000 males of similar age, which have been followed
over a 20 year period since 1959. Smokers were more likely to report
poorer health and permanent disability. Drop-outs, because of death and
lack of interest were significantly greater for smokers than for
non-smokers.

Hirschman, Shalom Zarach; Peingold, Murray; 8oyl8O, George (1963). Mercury in
House Paint as a Cause of Acrodynia: Effect of Therapy with
N-Acetyl-D,L-Penicillamine. The New England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 269, No.
17, pp. 889-893; Oct. 24 1963.

Keywords: me,rcury; building materials; air pollution; acrodynia;
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Boff, H. (1964). Mental Health Implications in the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Energy. Social Implications of the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear EnerrY; UNESCO, pp
99 - 104; Klineberg, Otto, editor; 1964.

Emotional reactions to proposed and actual use of atomic enerrY for
peaceful purposes include anxiety and fear - especially of automation,
biological chain reactions, and poisoning of air, water and food. Such
anxieties inevitably develop pathological defense mechanisms, such as
denial, repression, and regression to infantile behaviour, that demand
immediate gratification.

Holland, Jerry (1987). A Message From the President of One Voice. One Voice 
La Voix, Vol. 1, No. 1, P 1; Ottawa Canada; July, 1987.

One Voice - The Canadian Seniors Network - Is a national, non-profit
organization which was founded in March, 1987 to help overcome the
barriers that separate seniors from the government and to help
governments understand seniors' perspectives on current issues, including
health, housing, economic and other pressing social policy issues. It
operates under the belief that Canadian's attitudes towards aging can be
changed for the better. The newsletter, One Voice - La Voix, facilitates
com munication among individuals and groups

Holland, Walter W. (1914). Effects of Air Pollution on Children. Pediatrics,
Vol. 53, No. 5, Part U, pp. 839-841; May 1974.

This article discusses the chronic and acute effects of exposure to high
levels of air pollution, specifically impaired respiratory function.

Hollands, John (1984). Environmental Concerns in Offices and Homes: Conference
Report. University of Toronto Staff Association Newsletter, Vol. XIV, No. VI,
pp. 7-8; October 1984.

'!hi; is a report on a conference on Environmental Concerns in Offices and
Homes, held at the University of Western Ontario's Occupational Health
and SaIety Resource Centre on September 24 and 25, 1984. Ministry of
Labour representatives are reported as suggesting that the sick building
syndrome symptoms of headaches, drowsiness, tired eyes and upper res
piratory irritation, is caused by inadequate ventilation in modern air
tight buildings. VDT user fatigue, eye fatigue and radiation measurement
studies were also discussed.

Hollenberg, C.R.; Siminovitch, L. (1986). Importance of National Centres of
Research to Canadian Health Care and Medical Science. CMAJ, Vol. 135, pp
195 - 196; August, 1986.
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A close relationship exists between the quality of a nation's health
care services and the quality of its medical research programs. High
quality medical research endeavours can now be found in all Canadian
medical schools and in some teaching hospitals. These efforts are based
on the contributions of widely dispersed investigators usually working
in small groups. While this approach to medical research has been
successful in establishing the broad base of science required to support
our educational institutions, it has become apparent that it is no
longer adequate to meet all of the technologic and interdisciplinary
demands of contemporary medical research. Many of the important
research problems of our time can only be approached in a definitive
manner by mobilizing the efforts of relatively large groups of
scientists and providing them with often high-cost technology. Such
concentrations are beyond the present capacities of universities, in
spite of expanded facilities in Calgary, Toronto, London, and Winnipeg.
The correction of the deficiencies will require a very significant
chaJ'ge in the amount of money available for medical research and in the
way the money is used. The federal government, acting in association with
the private sector, could initiate a new program to create a group of
major Canadian centres of research in proximity to those universities
and health science centres that have developed a significant scientific
base in relevant disciplines. Initiatives should be selected carefully,
bearing mind the major thrusts of contemporary science, those diseases
of great importance to Canadians in which a major research investment is
likely to payoff and those research developments likely to spark
commercial exploitation.
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HolloweIl, C.D.; Budnitz, R-J.; Traynor, G.W. (1976). Combustion-Generated
Indoor Air Pollution. University of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory,
Energy and Environment Div., Technical Information Dept., Berkeley CA 94720;
Dec. 1976.

Keywords: air pollution; heaters; carboo monoxide; nitrogen compounds; nitrogen
oxides; sulfur compounds; sulfur oxides; health hazards; buildings;
combustion products; cooking devices; space heaters;

Bollowell, Craig D.; Berk, .lames V.; Lin, Chin-I; Turiel, lsaac (1979). Indoor
Air Quality in Energy-Efficient Buildings. University of California, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley CA; March 1979.

Thi; reference is one of a long series of competent articles containing
experimental data regarding indoor air pollution, produced by the
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory of the University of California at Berkeley.
The reader can obtain a listing by writing directly or by enquiring of
the U.s. National Technical Information Service (NTIS), with which most
of the papers are registered.
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Bollowell, Cl'alg; Berk, .lames V.; Traynor, Gregory, W. (19'19). Impact of
Reduced Infiltration and Ventilation on Indoor Air Quality in Residential
Buildings. ASHRAE Transactions, Vol. 85, Pt 1, pp. 816-827; 1979.

Keywords: buildings; ventilation; energy conservation; air pollution; health care;
nitrogen compounds; formaldehyde; indoor air quality;

Bollowell, C.D.; Berk, :s.V.; Boegel. M.L.; Mikseh, R.R.; Nazaroff, W.W.;
Traynor, G.W. (1980). Building Ventilation and Indoor Air Quality. University
of California, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Energy & Environment Div.,
Berkeley CA 94720; January 1980.

Keywords: ventilation; indoor air pollution; carbon monoxide; nitrogen diOXide;
formaldehyde; radon; energy efficient building;

Bollowell, Craig D.; Miksch, Robert Re (1981). Sources and Concentrations of
Organic Compounds in Indoor Environments. Bulletin of the N.Y. Academy of
Medicine, Vol. 57, No. 10, pp. 962-977; December 1981.

Keywords: human; bUnd~ material; smoking; formaldehyde; indoor air pollution;
health hazards; nitrogen dioxide; safety standards;

Bolma, B.; Itiaer, G.; Stokbolm, J. (1979). Air Pollution, Hygiene and Health
of Danish Schoolchildren. The Science of the Total Environment, Vol. 12, pp.
251-286; Elsevier Scientific PUblishing Co., Amsterdam; 1979.

A comprehensive investigation forming part of a joint European study
under the auspices of "W HO Long-Term Air Pollution Program me" uses 7
13 year old school children as the target group. The study has included
social, housing, hygienic and epidemic factors as well as family smoking
habits. The results indicate that, at exposure to 19W levels of air
pollution, these factors dominate as causes for the impairment of health,
especially that of respiratory health.

Bolt, John (1987). Watching Children Learn: Correcting Mistakes. Growing
Without Schooling, No. 57, P 9; 1987.

In tellectual learning is facilitated best by allowing children to figure
th~ out on their own because it fosters remembrance and confidence.
Rather than correction of "errors, we should provide them with acceptance
and recognition at having performed an intellectual feat. Children learn
as they breathe - it is in their very nature to take the world in with
their senses, and to make sense of it, without being aware of how or
why they are doing it. A great error is made when, by correcting them, we
make them self-conscious of their learning, so that they begin to ask
themselves if they are learning or not and so, through worry, turn off
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their learning. When people see the world as a place of danger, from
whiCh they must protect themselves - in Short, when they begin to live
less freely and fUlly - that is when learning dies down.

Hooker, C.A. (1982). The Human Context for Science and Technology: Final
Report. Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of canada; March,
1982.

As an area of study, the Human Context for Science and Technology
. will demand an integrated approach transcending disciplinary and
institutional boundaries. It will also involve a fundamental re
integration of hum.an values into the inquiry process. Existing
Canadian research activity in this area is inadequate because it is
insufficient, uneven, narrow, and socially incomplete and unrep
resentative. All too often, many groups and constituencies like
women, industrial workers, and those whose jobs may be eliminated by
the spread of microelectronics, have legitimate and pressing concerns
but are excluded from access to the resources needed and from
opportunities to articulate their perspective and develop their own
analysis of the issues.

Hopkirk, Gerald (1986). Mental Fitness in the Workplace: Worklife Choices
for Professionals in a Medium Size School System. Work and Well-Being
Quarterly, Issue 1; pp 8 - 11; Canadian Mental Health Association, Toronto ON;
Fall, 1986.

This paper describes a school system, its philosophy of administration,
and the worklife choices available to its 600 professional staff members.
Described are policies for leaves of absence, job sharing, flexible part
time work, and transfers. The employer operates under the assumption that
the provision of meaningfUl worklife choices for employees is advan
tageous to employer and employee alike and is well worth the resources
and energy spent on it. Helping people find work situations that allow
them to reach personal goals they define for themselves make the or
ganization a dynamic, fulfilling place to work and creates the type of
climate conducive to effective performance.

Hosein, H. Roland; Corey, Paul (1986). Domestic Air Pollution and
Respiratory Function in a Group of Housewives. canadian Journal of Public
Health, Vol. 77, pp 44 - 50; January/February, 1986.

Air pollu tion exposure was determined to sulfur dioxide, nitrogen
dioxide, and respirable suspended particulates for a group of symptomatic
housewives and a matched control group using a specially designed
domestic air pollution sampler. The nitrogen dioxide and respirable sus
pended particle levels were higher indoors than outdoors, whereas the
sulfur dioxide levels were higher outdoors. The cases and controls showed
the same air pollution exposures. The use of gas stoves resulted in

l-----------------
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elevated levels of nitrogen dioxide which might account for the observed
reduction in lung function of residents in homes with gas stoves.
Cigarette smoking indoors resulted in elevated particulate levels.

Huggins, HaL A. (1982). Mercury: A Factor in Mental Disease? Journal of
Orthomolecular Psychiatry, Vol. 11, No, 1, pp 3 - 16; 1982.

Many ramifications of physical and mental health need investigation in
light of the potentially hazardous effects of mercury tOXicity.
Suggestions have been forwarded that mercury leaching out of dental
amalgam filling can affect the peripheral nervous system, immune system,
and cardiovascular system, and that mercury in a biological system
appears to create or mimic many disorders in these three areas. 'nle case
of a young girl has been presented which has been thoroughly investigated
through hospital and direct evaluation by psychiatrists, internists,
osteopaths, chiropractors, psychologists, and clergy. She was put into a
mental institution based on a vast array of physical and emotional
problems. None of these problems were present before her fUlings were
placed, or after they were removed. Because it is 'COmmon to refer
patients like her with multifocal problems defying diagnosis to a
psychiatrist or psychologist, it is important that professionals in
these fields become more aware of the possibility 'of mercury toxicity.

Hume Hall, Koss· (1981). Why The EPA Won't Work. Probe Post, Volume 10, No. 1,
pp 29 - 31; Spring, 1987.

The author is of the opinion that the 1987 Environmental Protection Act
(EPA) will be ineffectual. He feels that the Act is nawed because it is
preoccupied with an outmoded, single chemical approach to dealing with
toxic chemicals which focusses on deciding on each one's level of
toxicity rather than the design of new policies to keep all chemicals out
of the environment. This approach results in a very cumbersome, slow
process which, he feels, does not keep up with the pace of technology.
A second difficulty which Hall feels dooms the EPA is Environment
Canada's relatively low position in the heirarchy of importance of
government departments, a status which necessitated its liaison with
a relatively stronger department, Health and Welfare, in order to pass
the EPA. He claims that Health and Welfare lacks the motivation,
expertise, and incentive to explore the broad questions of harmful
effects of environmental toxicity. The initiative for a comprehensive
approach to environmental cleanup and protection has to come from
nongovemmental groups and provincial and municipal agencies, he feels.

Humiston, Karl (1987). Letter from Karl E. Humiston, M.D. Personal
Correspondence, Karl H. Humiston, New York, NY; July 6, 1987••

The author, a physician practising environmental medicine for the last
decade, notes that he has seen patients decline in health while
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practising avoidance so strict that it occupied their whole energy and
attention. He concludes from personal experience that high-energy places,
people and activities can strengthen one's immune system, and found that
if he end his wife are reasonably attentive to environmental factors and
select what they involve themselves in, New York is a healthy place for
them to live. He now advises ecology patients that seeking positive
influences is just as important as avoiding negative ones. This includes
good fa mily and spiritual life, food, clothing, housing, reading, music
art,.and s>cializing. Money makes a difference, but is not as important
as the spirit of seeking. He instructs patients not to let ecological
illness stop them from living their lives.

Hutchinson, Peggy; Lord, JOM; Osbome, Way, Lynn (1986). Participating With
People Who Have Directly Experienced the Mental Health System. Canadian Mental
Health Association; November, 1986.

The hopes of people disabled by mental health problems are not unlike
those of other Canadians. Their use of formal mental health services does
not mean that other things in life, like making a contribution to family,
friends, work and neighbourhood, are any less important. In essence,
participation is about involving and supporting individuals with a
d6ability to be part of the everyday things which many of us take for
granted. To achieve the quality of life which we all desire, the lives of
individuals who have experienced the mental health system must be more
fully experienced in the community. Only as participants in this sphere
of human· activity will they achieve real citizenship status. This report
deals with the issues arising from community participation of the men
tally disabled, presenting barriers and illustrations from· experiences
across the country.

Hutchison, Peggy; Lord, JOM; Savage, Harvey; Sctmarr, Anne ·(1985). Listening
to the People Who Have Directly Experienced the Mental Health System:
Building a Framework for Support. Canadian Mental Health Association;
August, 1985.

This study presents a consumer perspective on the mental health system
using the words and stories of those who have experienced it. Feelings
of cynicism and powerlessness result from the overWhelming paternalism
directed towards these clients of the system. Most of those interviewed
expressed deep concern that traditional psychiatric labels make it
almost impossible for them to be seen as human beings. These people
express a desire for independence but also require a great deal of
support to become re-integrated into community life. They may periodical
ly need some form of shelter or refuge but they believe the imposing
controls and practices of institutions and hospitals are generally an
inappropriate intervention. The rehabilitation and welfare systems tend
to trap many into a life of poverty and dependence which result in feel
ings of low self-worth. Lack of appropriate housing conditions and work
opportunities contribute to lack of dignity, income, and security.

________----L
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Butchison, P.A. (1986). Health Care for Canadian Native People. can Med Assoe
J, Vol. 134, pp 305, 308; February, 1986.

'the Regina Health Department has as permanent staff two native community
health care workers who had initially trained under the Medical Services
Branch of the Department of National Health and Welfare In addition to
two other native health workers. The program's aim is to hire native
health care workers, to motivate native people to avail themselves of
the department's programs and to adopt healthy lifestyles, and to
facilitate liaison with the native community and organizations.
Evaluation is difficult, but some native people with health problems have
been reached, there have positive results from immunization, and
medical problems have been recognized and corrected.

Ibsen, Karsten Kaas; Valbjorn, 01e; Nielsen, A1csel (1981). The Indoor
Environment and Symptoms of Disease. Assessment of the Conditions in Schools
in Copenhagen. Ugeskritt For Laeger, No. 143, pp. 1919-1923; July 1981.

Acomparison was made between the incidence of disease and symptoms and
the design of schools, with particular attention to the age of the
bUildings, flooring and ventilation systems. The registration of
conditions of health in 14,561 pupils in 88 schools made by the school
health services and a questionnaire involVing 1226 pupils in 14 schools
in Copenhagen were used. Significantly more numerous cases ot allergy
(asthma and hay-fever) were found in schools with textiles as floor
coverings and significantly more numerous cases of skin conditions in the
schools which were less than five years old or which had been renovated
within the past five years. 3196 of the pupils and 4096 of the teaching
staff stated that they took headache medicine at least once per month.
Under one third of these pupils and over half of these teachers took
headache medicine at least once weekly. By comparison between data
obtained in the indoor environmental investigation and the registrations
made by school health services, it was found that pupils stated higher
incidences than those registered by the health services people. More
than one third of the pupils participating in the indoor environment
investigation had complaints which they attributed to the indoor
environment. The majority had complaints concerning heat and noise.
In schools with textile floor coverings, static electricity was the
most widespread inconvenience as 6096 complained about this as compared
with 5% in the remaining schools.

nIich, Ivan (1916). The Age of Disabling Professions. Health Promotion
Through Designed Environments, pp 5 - 26; Health and Welfare Canada, Health
Programs BranCh; October, 1976.

A radical departure is necessary from a world of disabling professions
to a world in which health is deinstitutionalized and personalized in
such a manner that the individual may begin to assume personal respon
sibility for his or her health, with little or no assistance from the
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health institutions or the various health professions. Specialist power
to define issues in terms of problems creates problems. Medicine tends
to engender helplessness and disease simply by taking out of the en
vironment the opportunities for coping which constitute health. Our
major institutions have acquired the uncanny power to remove society
consistently from those same purposes for which they orginally had been
engineered and financed. Thousands of small groups are at present
challenging professional dominance over themselves and over the socio
technical conditions in which they live.

Imbus, Harold R. (1982). Acute Effects of Exposure to Formaldehyde. Presented
at the Conference: "Fo,rmaldehyde••the Facts", Toronto Canada, May 1 1982.

Formaldehyde can result whenever there is combustion and enters the air
from auto exhaust, fuel burning, photoxidation reactions, cigarette
smoking. Consumer products that also contain formaldehyde are fabrics
and paper products as well as a wide range of building materials. It is
an irritant and a sensitizer, the latter meaning that it is capable of
producing allergic sensitization - a specific im mune response in an
individual who becomes allergic to a substance. A number of organs can
be affected by formaldehyde, primarily the skin, eye, upper and lower
respiratory tracts, and the gastrointestinal system.

Ingraham, Leon (1983). Electromagnetic Radiation and Student Off-Task
Behavior. Alberta Education, Planning Services Branch; July 1983.

The effects of electromagnetic radiation emitted from nuorescent lights
on the off-task behaviours of grade three school pupils was stUdied. The
independent variable was the level of electromagnetic radiation which was
eliminated by grounding and shielding the fluorescent light fixtures in
the experimental classroom•. The off-task behaviours were recorded by a
reliable on-sight observer for two groups of pupils. For the intact
classroom group) comprised of all pupils and heterogenous with respect to
hyperactivity) the elimination of electromagnetic radiation decreased
significantly the rate of off-task behaviours. For triad groups (groups
of three pupils selected as being most ''hyperactive) the results were
mixed and inconclusive. Contrary to expectations, pupils from this
latter group who were prone to hyperactivity, demonstrated no benefit
from the elimination of electromagnetic radiation. Further studies are
suggested.

mes de Neufville, .Judith (1981). Social Indicators of Basic Human Needs:
Quantitative Data for Human Rights Policy. Institute of Urban and Regional
Development, University of california, Berkeley CA; May, 1981.

Among the internationally recognized human rights are a series which
deal with basic human needs - education, health, nutrition and income,
and the right to an adequate standard of living. Discrimination against
women in these areas is also of prime importance. U.5. human rights

""[
----------------~
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policy has not generally taken these into account. If international
policies are to encourage, assist, or pressure nations to achieve basic
human needs, some definition and measurement ot existing levels ot need
is essential. These social indicators are required if human rights
policy on basic needs is to be implemented.

Innes de Neufville, Judith (1985). Knowledge and Action: Making the Link.
Institute of Urban and Regional Development, University of california,
Berkeley CA; November, 1985.

Central to the idea of planning is the systematic use of information
to help shape decisions. In practice, however, though data are
plentiful, the lament is all too familiar that a decision was made
with inadequate information. This paper argues that much of the
problem lies in the fact that explicit prescriptions about how to
link knowledge to action are hampered by implicit assumptions about
the nature of knOWledge. These assumptions place a distance between
knowledge providers and users and define knowledge as consisting of
abstract principles and measurable facts. Knowledge could, instead,
be defined as including a recogniZable social reality and assumes
researchers cannot be simply detached observers. PlaMers must
embrace rather than deny ambiguity and uncertainty. Information can
reduce uncertainty, but not impose certainty. Public debate over data
can provide one acceptable way to decide how to handle ambiguity and
risk.

Insel, Paul M. (1983a). Environmental Variables and the Prevention of
Mental nlness. Lexington Books, 1983.

Mental health services cannot adequately respond to the needs of
citizens unless those involved in the planning, organization, and
delivery fully recognize the harmful effect that a variety of social,
environmental, physical, psychological and biological factors can have.
This book provides a thorough summary of the literature about environ
mental variables and their effects on behaviour. Extensive bibliographic
references are included.

Insel, Paul M. (l983b). Social Climate of Mental Health. Environmental
Variables and the Prevention of Mental. nlness, chapter 2, pp 9 - 26;
Lexington Books; 1983.

From the social-ecological perspective, mental health is intimately
linked to the social environment so that in order to prevent mental
illness, one must understand and assess the social environment. The
probability of achieving an optimum environment is increased when plan
ning of the environment is conducted by those who must function within
the environment. Since it is the perceived climate that has the most
important effect, perceptions appear to be more valuable than objec~ive
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assessments of an environment by outside planners. Involvemen~ in plan
ning one's own environment is vital to· self-esteem and good mental
health. Many investigators have suggested that humans have an active need
for control over their own environment. Participatory planning and the
use of systematic assessment can fulfill this human need while developing
competence in individuals to change and control their own environments.

Irwin, John (1981). The Liberation of Males. Presented at 1987 International
Men's Leaders' Conference, Hebron, Connecticut, USA; October 23-25, 1987.

The author describes in detail how male stereotyping has led men to
take an oppressor role against women (sexism), forcing women into
unhealthy situations. The dehumanization of men, partiCUlarly being
treated as an expendable economic and military resource, has also led to
unhealthy situations for men in our society. The threat of being called
'gay' or 'not manly' is used, from an early age, to enforce male
stereotyping (e.g. to be strong, aggressive, violent, unfeeling, sexually
co mpulsive, oppressive to others, and less able to establish close rel
ationships than women). The author sees the elimination of male stereo
typing as a process which must proceed in parallel with the elimination
of sexist behaviour (oppression of women by men), for either process to
be successful.

Ishikawa, Satoshi; Miyata, Mikio; Okuwaki, Kenichi; Namba, Tatsuto; Fukushima,
Kazuya (1986). Analysis of HLA Antigens in Behcet's Disease - A Possible
Implication of Environmental Chemicals. Clinical Ecology, Vol. IV, No. 2, pp.
81-87; 1986.

Environmental chemical exposure was postUlated as a possible cause of
Behcet's disease, a mucocutaneous-ocular syndrome leading to blindness,
ulcers, and sometimes death. Most of the patients studied had a history
of contamination with organochlorine compounds and/or organophosphorus
pesticides. The number of patients in Japan with this disease declined
following the banning of certain strong toxic chemicals, including
DDT, BHC (benzene hexachloride) and parathion, with some time lag.
The researchers postulated that Behcet's disease may be caused by
env iron mental chemicals, which may cause supersensitivity of the
tissues, possibly leading to abnormality in the immune system.

Israelson, David (1981). Federal Department Fails to Back Report on Lakes
Pollution. Toronto Star, December 1, 1987.

Federal researchers Tom Muir and Anne Sudar are reported to have authored
a report which states there is strong evidence to link Great Lakes
pollution with health problems such as cancer and birth defects.
Cancer rates and rates of birth defects were found to increase from west
to east along the lakes, and are heaviest near highly-contaminated
sections such as the Niagara and St. Lawrence Rivers. People living along

__----------L
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the lakes suffer higher rates of heart disease and strokes than other
Canadians. The article also reported that the Federal Government will
begin a followup in early 1988, and report on health effects of
Great Lakes pollution in 1989.

Iyer, ReM.; Dikshit, M.B.; Suryanarayana, S. (1985). Effect of Exposure to
Heat, Hypoxia, Cold, Acceleration, and Vibration Stress on the
Total Blood Sulfydryl Groups in Human SUbjects. Aviation, Space, and
Environmental Medicine, pp 1097 - 1101; November, 1985.

The percent utilization of total blood sul!hydryl (bl-SH) group was
assessed in 100 healthy, unacclimated male Indian Air Force personnel
who participated in various stress trials which included heat, cold
pressor test, hypoxia, 70 degree head-up tilt, acceleration, and vib
ration. Exposure to a hot and dry environment for a period of 50 minutes
ShOwed 49.796 fall, while exposure to a hot and wet environment showed a
greater fall of 6196. Hand immersion for 2 minutes in water at 4 degrees C
showed a 42.796 fall. Aaceleration stress showed a highly significant fall
and low frequency sinusoidal vibration produced a 42.796 rise.

Izumi, K. (1968). Psycho-Soaial Considerations of Environmental Design•
National Society of Interior Designers, Interior Environment Research Council,
315 East 62nd St., New York NY 10021; May 1968.

Keywords: environmental design;

JML (1987). The Ethics of Paternalism in Public Health. Canadian Journal of
Public Health, Vol. 78, Jan./Feb. 1987; pp 3 - 4.

Those who practiae publia health believe impliaitly that they know best
what is in the public interest. This is an attitude which others might
describe as paternalistic or gratuitous interference in other people's
lives. Situations such as occur when parents' religious or philosophic
beliefs prevent their children from having blood tranfusions or being
immunized are discussed. Efforts to aontrol tobacco smoking and provide
sex education to children also create awkward ethical questions. There
should be a formal debate about these issues.

Jacko, M.G.; Ducharme, LT. (1973). Brake Emissions: Emission Measurements
from Brake &. Clutch Linings From Selected Mobile Sources: Final Report.
Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air and Water Programs, Ann Arbor
MI 48105; March 1973.

In order to define the extent of gas and particulate emissions from
automotive brakes and clutahes, a combination separation and storage
collection system was devised. Unique emissions aollectors for both
disc and drum brakes and for a alutch were designed and built as the main
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embodiment of this instrumentation. The hardware was installed on a
vehicle which was then driven through various test cycles to determine
extent and type of brake emissions generated at low and high operating
temperatures. The particulates were processed and analyzed by a com
bination of optical and electron miscroscopy to ascertain the asbestos
content and the particle size distribution. On the average, more than
99.7 percent of the asbestos is converted; the contribution to the at
mosphere is 5060' poimds, or 3.2 percent of the total asbestos emissions.

Jaeger, R.J. (1981). Carbon Monoxide in Houses and Vehicles. Bull. N.Y.
Acad. Med., Vol. 57, No. 10, pp. 860-872; December 1981.

Carbon monoxide is a common indoor air pollutant whose major toxic action
from a public health standpoint appears to be associated with very subtle
changes in neonatal growth, learning, and activity when low to moderate
concentrations are tested. Such concentrations might occur after
cigarette smoking or from living in poorly ventilated homes that use gas
stoves for heating. Utilization of unvented internal combustion engines
indoors should be discouraged, as should smoking. Carbon monoxide levels
in blood range from less than 196 in nonsmokers to 5 to 1096 in smokers. In

, fetuses of smoking mothers, as much as 7.696 of CO-HB was reported.

Jaffe, Louis S. U967). The Biological Effects of Ozone on Man and Animals.
American Industrial Hygiene Assoc. Journal, pp. 267-277; May-June 1967.

Keywords: ozone; health effects;

Jaffe, Peter; Wolle, David A.; Wilson, Susan; Zs.k, Lydia (1986). Emotional and
':: Physical Health Problems of Battered Women. Can. J. Psychiatry, Vol. 31"

October 1986; pp 625-629.

The study focused on the emotional and physical health problems of
battered women by comparing a sample of residents in shelters with a
group of women in the community matched for family income, length of
marriage, and number of children on the General Health Questionnaire.
The results indicated that battered women report a significantly
higher level of somatic complaints, anxiety, and depression. These
effects tended to be associated with other life stressors and children
with serious behaviour problems. The findings suggest that battered
women represent a population that is at an elevated risk of developing
pronounced mental health problems. The implications of the study are
discussed in terms of assessing the needs of battered women and their
children as well as being vigilant for family violence as an etiological
factor for other problems. Future research with larger samples of
women and children, as well as longitudinal studies to investigate
changes in adult and child adjustment over time, is necessary to pro
vide data that goes beyond these findings.
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Jammet, H.; Bosnjakovie, B.P.M.; Czersld, p.; (1985). Occupational Hazards
From Non-Ionizing Radiation. Occupetional Safety and Health series No. 53,
International Labour Office, Geneva, Switzerland;.

This review provides an overview of the non-ionizing radiation field,
including biological effects from extremely low-frequency fields
(0-300 Hz). The Committee concluded that no specific pathology was
found to be associated with exposure to electric fields around
transmission lines, and that no significant health risks were
identified on the basis of epidemiological studies of workers
occupationally exposed to extremely low frequency radiation and
power frequencies (50 Hz and 60 Hz).

They note that a low-frequency electric field does not penetrate the
human body to any significant extent, in contrast to a magnetic field,
and that there are no known specific symptoms for ELF electromagnetic
field effects. With strong alternating electric fields three inter
actions occur:....

'h), a) Small currents now within the body due to the capacitive coupling to
the field.

b) Spark discharges occur when objects of significantly different
potential are contacted.

c) Large surface fields occur, particularly at sharply curved surfaces,
and these local fields may produce superficial sensations of the
field.

The magnitude of the internal currents is small in comparison with that
of the currents that now when contact is made with charged conductors.
The internal electric field associated with the small currents is approx
i ma tely one million times smaller than the applied external electric
field. Magnetic ELF fields induce eddy currents in the body, that may
produce heating. A magnetic field corresponding to a 10 kYfm electric
field could induce a voltage of 1 mY in humans. The authors note that
this is a small value with respect to the voltages needed to cause
biological effects, and that only with field intensities of some tens of
milli-Teslas (about ten thousand times that associated with power lines)
have specific effects been reported.

There is some evidence that the nervous system may be affected by ELF
electric fields that are far too weak to have a direct effect on
brain synaptic function or me mbrane excitability through field innuence
on ionic motion through the cell membrane. Animal studies have also shown
effects on calcium exchange from various brain tissues. The authors
conclude, however, that none of the evidence indicates that even strong
electric fields have effects that 'compromise man's ability to function
or have long-lasting or permanent effects on n,euro-physiological health.'
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Jarvis, Bruce B. (1986). Potential Indoor Air Pollution Problems Associated
with Macrocyclic Trichothecene-Produ~ing Fungi. Significance of Fungi in
Indoor Air, Part 11, Working Papers; Health and Welfare Canada Working 9roup
on Fungi and Indoor Air; March, 1986.

Four genera of fungi have been reported to be producers of macrocyclic
trichothecene toxins. A case stUdy is presented which describes a family
living in a brick house in Chicago. They had been, over the course of a
5 year period, subject to a variety of recurring maladies including cold
and flu symptoms, sore throats, diarrhea, headaches, fatigue, dermatitis,
and generalized malaise. The father experienced severe leg pains and the
fa mily was highly stressed. Air sampling indicated the presence of
numerous fungal spores. This, and the family's symptoms, indicated test
ing for trichothecenes; testing proved positive. Building materials of
high cellulose and low nitrogen content that become moist and are
subjected to temperature fluctuations can provide ideal growth conditions
for fungi production, specifically S. atra. The symptoms exhibited by the
occupants of the Chicago house are consistent with those reported to
result from macrocyclic trichothecene toxins. The trichothecenes are also
immunosuppressive agents, a role that is often overlooked.

Johnson, Byron (1983). Evacuation Techniques for Disabled Persons. National
Research Council of Canada; March, 1983.

This is a study of techniques of preparing, lifting, and carrying
persons with various disabilities in emergency evacuations of buildings.
It is difficult for untrained rescuers to motivate certain people to
evacuate. The tests with semi-ambulant persons showed that those who
need assistance in a fire or other emergency were able to judge their

'.' needs quite well and may move quicker when aided, although persons prone
to spasticity can move more surely with assistance. Without special
planning, it is unlikely that non-ambulant disabled persons can
participate in a total building evacuation.

Johnson, Kirk A.; Batts Young, Bambi (1982). Environmental Agents and
Behavioral Aberration: A Neglected Public Health Dilemma. Center for
Science in the PUblic Interest, Environment and Behavior Program, Washington
DC 20009.

'Th~ paper gives a brief review of some of the pesticides, heavy metals,
pollutants, foods, food additives,· and drugs that have been linked with
unexpected behavioral disturbances, including paranoia, hyperactivity,
anxiety, and hallucinations. Unfortunately, high rates of misdiagnosis
indicate that many health professionals are unaware that behavioral
aberrations in a patient might be caused by exposure to such environ
mental factors. Many health professionals tend to attribute patients'
complaints to mental illness, stress, or other non-physical agents.
'The authors find a clear need for more controlled, double-blind studies
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of behavioral toxins. Federal regulatory agencies could provide a
major impetus for such research by requiring that new and existing chemi
cals be tested for behavioral effects, and by considering behavioral
effects when setting health and safety standards.

Johnson-Lussenburg, C.M. (1986). Viruses in Air and Their Potential for
Infectivity as well as the Presence and Importance of Endotoxins and
Legionella in Indoor Air: prepared December, 1985. Significance of Fungi in
Indoor Air, Part n, Working Papers; Health and Welfare canada Working Group
on Fungi and Indoor Air; March, 1986.

Certain viral infections may be transmitted indoors by the airbome
roote. The relative importance of airborne transmission in the ~read of
infections in comparison to other routes depends on the nature of the
virus, the susceptibility of the host and the infiuence of the indoor
environment. Although increased respiratory infections have been
correlated with exposure to certain pollutants, the effect of those
pollutants on the host susceptibility is difficult to evaluate. It is
also difficult to identify the etiological agents involved in these in
fections and to determine whether the severity of the infection is a
property of the infecting agent or a consequence of increased suscep
tibility of the host. An extensive bibliography is included.

Johnston, Anne (1983). Hazardous Substances &: the Right to Know: The Public
Health Perspective. Board of Health for the City of Toronto; October 1983.

This presentation discusses the various immediate and long-term health
problems reSUlting from both low and high level exposures to a variety of
toxic substances. It is pointed out that it is essential that hazards be
anticipated and averted and that exposure be reduced or eliminated.
We can best protect ourselves if we know where the toxic substances are
located, therefore so-called "right-to-know" legislation is imperative.

Jonassen, NieIs (1981). Radon EXhaling Properties of Building Materials.
Presented at the 1981/2nd/European Conference on BUilding Materials, April
1981, Glasgow Scotland.

Keywords: radon; health hazards; building materials;

Kagawa, Jun; Toyame, Toshio (19'15). Photochemical Air Pollution: Its Effects
on Respiratory Function of Elementary School Children. Archives of
Environmental Health, Vol. 30, pp. 117-122; March 19'15.

The effects of photochemical air pollution on respiratory function of
Tokyo elementary school children were investigated. Nine types of en:
vironmental factors were continuously recorded. Seven categories of res
piratory function tests were performed on 20 normal 11-year old children
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once a week from June to December 1972,as a general rule. The correla
tion coefficients between respiratory function measurements and each of
the environmental factors were calculated. The maximum expiratory flow
rate (V max) showed high correlation with the largest number of environ
mental factors. Among environmental factors, temperature highly affect
ed various respiratory function tests. The ozone was signifi.cantly
associated with airway resistance (Raw) or specific airway conductance
(Gaw/Vtg), NO or NO 2 with V mu, and temperature with Raw, Gaw/Vtg,
and V mu. Two sUbjects among all sUbjects were considered as the
reactors to the environmental factors.

Kagawa, .1.; Tsuru, K.; Doi, T.; Tsunoda, T.; Toyama, T.; Nakaza, M. (1980).
Lung Function Studies on Intermittently Exercising High School Students
Exposed to Air Pollution. Nitorgen Oxides and Their Effects on Health; pp.
333-342; Lee, S.D., editor; Ann Arbor Science PUblishers Inc.; 1980.

The acute effects of air pollution on the lung function of 9 high school
students with two hours intermittent exercise were investigated during 2
consecutive 5-day periods. Multiple regression analysis was performed
for each subject, utilizing each lung function test as the dependent
variable and each environmental factor as the independent variable. The
evaluation of the square of the multiple correlation coefficient suggests
that the significant contributions of the environmental factors to the
total variance of lung function were seen in about half the subjects.

Kahn, Robert; Hein, Karen; House, James; Kas!, Stanislav; McLean, Alan (1983).
Report on Stress in Organizational Settings: Analysis and Implications of
Research/A Study by the Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences.
Stress and Human Health; chapter 5, pp 81; Elliott, Glen R.; Eisdorfer, Carl
ed; Springer PUblishing Company, New 'York; 1983.

Stress associated with organizational settings, such as work or school,
constitutes a major part of the total stress experienced in people's
lives. Organizational settings also are likely sources of stress
because they provide the main context in which society makes demands
on people to perform and to relate to a broad range of others in
specified ways. But because organizations are ready-made mechanisms
of social influences, power, and communication, they can and should
be utilized in any large-scale effort to reduce stress or improve
health.

Kailin, Eloise W.; Brooks, Clifton R. (1963). Systemic Toxic Reactions to Soft
Plastic Food Containers. Medical Annals of the District of Columbia; Vol.
xxxn, No. 1, pp 1 - 8; January, 1963.

Three patients with intolerance to mUltiple chemical factors in the
environment are described. Double-blind testing established beyond
reasonable doubt that certain persons react systemically and adversely
to some factor which passes into food or water from ordinary polyethylene
food containers.
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Kailin, BIoise W.; Hastings, AIicia(t966). cerebral Disturbanc~ from Small
Amounts of DOT: A Controlled Study. Me~Hcal Annals of the District of
Columbia, Vol. 35, No. 10, pp 519 - 524; October, 1966.

Crystalline DOT dissolved in food oil at from 10 to 10,000 ppm when held
1 to 2 inches under the nostrils of highly sensitive subjects elicited in
a few minutes visual disturbances, headache, weakness, perceptual
abnormalities, and slowed mental and motor activities.

Kalnins, R..; and Gaudert, P.C. (1985). Formaldehyde Emissions from Typical
ParticleBoard Applications and Assessment of Specific Abatement Measures:
Sponsored by Air Pollution Control Association TT-7 Indoor Air Quality
Committee, Health and Welfare Canada, National Research, Council of Canada,
Public Works Canada, Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada, and Canada
Mortgage and Housing Corporation. Presented at the International Speciality
Conference on Indoor Air Quality in Cold Climates: Hazards and Abatement
Measures; Ottawa, Ontario, April 29, 30 and May 1, 1985.

Formaldehyde emissions emanating from building materials made with
formaldehyde-based resin binders have caused much concern to health

·authorites, government regulatory agencies, and affected homeowners.
In partiCUlar, certain urea formaldehyde (UF) resin-bonded particle
boards tend to have high emission potential because of the inherent
hydrolytical instability oC such resins. In modern home construction
such board is used extensively in the built-in furniture and shelving
in the kitchen, bathrooms, and closets. In some cases UF-bonded
particleboard is also applied in the floor construction. Additional
amounts of such board are introduced into the finished dwellings
by fumiture. A preliminary investigation in a senior citizens apartment
indicated that installed particleboard was the major cause of the
unacceptable formaldehyde levels. Concentrations in the air ranged
from 0.2 to 0.8 ppm in the upper floor apartments, built with
particleboard floor underlay. The present recommended limit is 0.1 ppm.

Kalymun, Mary; Combs, E. Radene; Hanzal-Kashi, Amy; Wilde, Vicld 1..; Glunt,
Eric K.; Welch, Polly; Robinson, John Deschamps (1985). PersonlEnvironment
Relationships and the Well-Being oC Older Adults. Environmental Change/Social
Change; EDRA 16; pp 354; Environmental Design Research Association; 1985.

As personal resources diminish, as often happens with aging, it appears
critical that individual needs and environmental characteristics
complement one another in order to maintain independence and personal
eontrol in one's life. One ecological perspective suggests that the good
ness of fit that exists between the individual needs and preferences of
older adults and environmental characteristics is preliminary to well
being. Both constituents must be considered simultaneously, as parallels,
in examining the congruence between older adults and their residential
settings. If environmental characteristics in residential settings
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restrict behavior, elderly people are less likely to exercise control
and independence. This situation is exacerbated by the limitations oC
space, physical design, and options to choose and maintain living
arrangements that meet personal needsr

Kaminoff, Robert D.; Proshansky, Harold M. (1981). Stress as a Consequence
of the Urban Built Environment. to appear in L. Goldberger &: S. Breznitz,
Handbook of Stress; New York: Free Press-Macmillon (In press, 1981).

Stress is defined as that pattern of psychological, behavioral, and
physiological responses of the individual to demands of the physical
and social environment that exceed his capacity to cope effectively,
that is, carry out activities, reafize goals, and experience satisCac
tions. Lack of fit between the properties of the physical environment
and the requirements of the person may induce stress in that person by
creating demands that exceed his or her ability to cope and still pursue
other goals in the setting. To the extent of this stress, the individual
may be motivated to reduce the discrepancy between negatively perceived
aspects of the environment and personal requirements, either by adap
tation to the environment, or exertion oC control over it. In the context
of an urban existence in a built environment, the nature and intensity of
environmental stimulation including its predictability and the extent to
which it can be controlled aSsumes considerable importance. A literature
review suggests many relationships between physical features of the built
environment and stressful outcomes for inhabitants.

Kasuga, Hitoshi; Hasebe, Akihisa; Osaka, Fumio; Matsuki, Hideaki (1979).
Respiratory Symptoms in School Children and the Role of Passive Smoking. Tokai
J. Exp. Clin. Med., Vol. 4, No. 2, pp. 101-114; 1979•

A study oC respiratory symptoms in 1,937 school children aged 6-11 years
was carried out in Suginami, Tokyo and the response rate was 99.5%. The
prevalence rate for symptoms was associated with their families' smoking
habits and their residential conditions; the prevalence rate was the
highest among heavy-smoker families living in the area along a main high
way (within 50 meters), and the lowest in non-smoker families regardless
of their residential areas. Furthermore, if they lived in an area well
away from a main highway (over 100 meters), the prevalence rate was also
the lowest regardless of the families' smoking habits. Relative risk in
the highest group was 4.0. PreviOUS studies have already suggested that
there was a relationship between symptoms and passive smoking while some
have insisted that there was no relationship between them. This study
may be useful in solving such contradictory problems and in establishing
the role of passive smoking in respiratory symptoms.
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ltato, Tenttaka; Kasuya, Afinont; Kagamimori, Sadanobu; KozuJca, Hiroshl;
Hashimoto, Takejiro; Kawano, Shoichi (1981). Evaluation or Aerial
Environmental Pollution by Means or Indicator Plants in a Slightly Polluted
Area-Relationship Between the Vigor or Japanese Cedars and Prevalence or
Respiratory Symptoms in School Children. Journal or Pharmacobio-dynamics, Vol.
4, No. 5, p. S-60; 1981.

The effects of low grade air pollution on human health and vegetation
were studied in a Japanese rural area by three approaches: a field survey
for estimating the degree of injury to Japanese Cedars; a biochemical
study to clarify the mechanisms of inhibition or tannin biosynthesis in
the Cedars; an epidemiological study of respiratory symptoms in children.

ltaye, Herbert (1987). Clinical and Research Applications of Quantitative
Electrophysiology. Quantified Signal Imaging Inc., North York, Ontario;
1987.

A new computerized diagnostic system Which provides physicians with a
reliable and affordable window to the brain's electrical activity has
recently been unveiled by an Ontario-based company. This advanced brain
imaging system provides a high resolution colour image of the brain's
electrical activity which accurately mirrors the brain's state of health.
It can, both in the hospital clinic and clinical professional office,
serve for assessing patients with head-trauma, substance abuse effects,
cerebrovascular disease, stroke, epilepsy, genetic disorders, sensory
motor disabilities, diseases of the kidney and liver, and a variety of
illnesses: Qualitative electrophysiological testing can also be used to
evaluate persons who have been exposed to environmental chemicals at
toxic levels. Such procedures have also provided support for ~e con
tention that there are specific changes in brain function that accompany
cognitive or affective shifts in patients who are sensitive to exposure
to corn mon foods and odours.

Keating, John P. (1983). Environmental Stressors: Misplaced Emphasis. Stress
and Anxiety, Chapter 3, pp 55 - 66; 5arason, Irwin G.; Spielberger, Charles D.
ed; Hemisphere PubliShing Corporation; 1983.

Although environmental factors may contribute to stress, stress-related
behaviour will always result from the person and that person's cognitive
structure of the environment.

Keller, Martin D.; Lanese, Richard R.; Mitchell, Ra1ph L; Cote, Roger W.
(1979). Respiratory illness in Houses Using Gas and Electricity for Cooking.
Environmental Research, No. 19, pp. 495-503; 1979; Academic Press, Inc.

Keywords: gas cooking appliances; indoor air pollution; respiratory illness; heal.th
hazards;
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Kermedy, Donald A. (1911). Communit~ H~alth and the Urban Environment: A
Report of the Inter-University Board ~f Collaborators. The Effect of the
Man-Made Environment on Health and Behavior, Chapter 2, pp 7 - 44; Centre for
Disease Control, PUblic Health Service, U.S. Dept. of Health Education and
Welfare, Atlanta GA; 1977; Hinkle, Lawrence E., Loring, William C., ed.

American cities are unhealthy p~ces in which to live, work, play, or
vEit. All persons using the city suffer to some degree from the noise,
air pollution, traffic congestion, crowding and lack of open areas of
trees, lakes, grass, and rivers. Each person brings to the city a
certain set of vulnerabilities anp handicaps. If his or her residential
area has a high crime rate, the ¥fork situation has high levels of toxic
che mical exposure, and his or her children are denied an adequate
education due to racial discrimimation,civil disorders and inadequate
tax revenues, then he or she op~rates under a burden of stresses and
potentially hazardous conditions. that are likely to affect his or her
level of health and longevity. Self-directed change is possible with
the open collaboration of three groups: community developer/managers,
community resident-clients, and' health researchers. A comprehensive
bibliography is included.

Kerr, H.D.; Kulle, T.J.; Mcllhany, M.L.; Swidersky, P. (1915). Effects of
Ozone on Pulmonary Function in Normal SUbjects: An Environmental-Chamber
Study. American Review of Respiratory Disease, Vol. 111, pp. 763-773; 1975.

Keywords: ozone; pulmonary function; indoor air pollution; health hazards; NHW

r. Kerr, H.D.; Rulle, T.J.; McDhany, M.L.; Swidersky, P. (1919). Effects of
Nitrogen Dioxide on Pulmonary Function in Human SUbjects: An Environmental
Chamber StUdy. Environmental Research, No. 19, pp. 392-404; 1979; Academic
Press.

Keywords: nitrogen dioxide; pUlmonary function; indoor air pollution; health
hazards;

Kerrebijn, K.F.; Mourmans, A.R.M.; Bietsleker, K. (1915). Study on the
Relationship of Air Pollution to Respiratory Disease in Schoolchildren.
Environmental Research, No. 10, pp. 14-28; 1975; Academic Press, Inc.

Respiratory symptoms and ventilatory functions were measured in fourth
and fifth grade school children liVing in two areas that differ in air
pollution but are comparable with ref.pect to social and demographic fac
tors. Olildren living in the high pqlluted area showed a higher preval
ence of cough during the day or at night, which is assumed to be due to
the difference in pollution level. Mean ventilatory function in the
children from both areas did not differ. In both areas mean PEFR (peak
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expiratory now rate} and mean FEV (forced expiratory volume) of child
ren with symptoms were lower ,than in children without. Depending on the
criteria used, prevalence figures for chronic respiratory disease ranged
between 5.3-12.'1% in the high polluted and 3.3-9.8% in the low polluted
area.

Kershner, John R.; Morton, L.L. U.984). Negative Air Ionization Improves
Memory and Attention in Learn~-Disabled and Mentally Retarded Children.
Journal of Abnormal Child psych01ogy, Vol. 12, No. 2, pp. 353-366; 1984.

The effect of increased concentrations of ambient negative air
ions on incidental visual memory for words and purposive
auditory memory was investigated in 20 normal grade 4 children,
8 learning-disabled children, and 8 mildly mentally retarded
children. All of the children breathing negatively ionized air
were superior in incidental memory. The action of negative ions
on the neurotransmitter, serotonin, may be the mechanism by which
negative ions produce such I)ehavioural effects.

Kershner, John; Stansf'ield, Michael; Kershner, Barbara; Hadfield, Audrey
(1985). Air Quality in the Classroom Affects Memory in Four Learning Impaired
Children. OlSE; 1985.

The air in a special educ;ation classroom was modified
al terna tively over a thiree month period so that every two
weeks the children were breathing air with a high ambient
concentration of negativ~ air ions. Under double-blind conditions,
the four learning impaired children in this class were assessed
on measures of immediate, memory, letter naming, text copying,
math, spelling and a parent-teacher questionnaire. When
breathing negatively ionized air, in comparison to a placebo-air
condition consisting of regular classroom air, all of the children,
irrespective of their uniique psychoeducational. characteristics,
demonstrated a moderate improvement in short-term visual and
audi tory memory. One child showed a large improvement in
classroom behaviour.

Kim, Yoon Shin; Spengler, John D.; Yanagisawa, Yukio (1985). N02
Concentrations in Offices With ~erosene Space Heaters and Electric Stoves. Air
Pollution Control Association, 1~85.

As part of a study to evaluate the impacts of use of stove or heater on
indoor N02 c.oncentrations" a pilot study on N02 measurements in 20
offices was conducted usillg ditfusion tube and filter badge personal
samplers during January an~ February of 1984 in Seoul, Korea. Offices
with kerosene space heater~ had average N02 levels approXimately four
ti mes higher than the cqrresponding levels in offices with electric
stoves. Average N02 concerlltrations above 50 ppb of the Korea ambient
N02 standard were exceeded in approximately '11 % of offices with kerosene
heaters.

•
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King, David S. (1981). Food and Chemical Sensitivities Can Produce
Cognitive-Emotional Symptoms. Nutrition and Behavior; chapter 11; pp 119 
130; Franklin Institute Press, Philadelphia PA; 1981; Miller, Sanford A.,
ed.

Exposure ,to allergens and other environmental substances has' been
clinically reported to provoke cognitive, emotional, and behavioral
reactions, in sensitive indivi~uals. Controlled experiments directly
testing such observations are limited. However, several studies provide
evidence consistent with the passibility of allergic exposure provoking
psychological reactions, although alternative explanations are possible.
One double-blind experiment has tested whether sublingual allergy
testing could provoke cognitive-emotional symptoms. In this study, most
of the 30 allergy outpatients wel'le abnormal on at least one MMPI scale.
Cognitive-emotional symptoms w~re reported significantly more often on
allergen trials than on placebo trials, as were psychosomatic symptoms,
but not somatic symptoms. Heart rate change variability was greater on
allergen trials. A follow-up MMPI found a significant improvement on
the MMPI overall. Future research is recom mended and suggestions are
included.

King, E. (1982). Lead Poisoning. Public Health Review, Vol. 10, No. 1, pp.
49-76; Technosdar Ltd.- International Scientific Publications; 1982.

Despite the enormous research effort, as evidenced by the number of
pUblications in recent years, there is still no clear understanding of
the mechanism of lead poisoning or consensus of opinion as to the im
portance, or even existence in some cases, of the effects of lead
below those of clinical lead poisoning. This article discusses how we
have arrived at our present ~mpasse in both the occupational and
communal fields.

Kinney, JenniferM.; Parris Stephens, Mary Ann; McNeer, Ann E.; Murphy,
Miehael R. (1985). Personalization of· Private Spaces in Congregate
Housing for Older People. EnvironmeJ1ltal Ch...nge/Social Change; EDRA 16; pp
184 - 188; Environmental Design Resf!arch Association; 1985.

As older people move from homesiin the community to congregate housing,
the housing environment becomes UJe resipents' microcommunity. Similarly
residents' apartments in the faci~ty may assume the role of the homes
they left behind in the community. This relocation may be stressful for
older people, in that they are le...ving a familiar home environment and
meaningful social ties. It has ibeen suggested that bringing familiar
possessions from a past home will facilitate adaptation to the facility.
Personalization brings a sense of control, and reinforces self-identity
while communicating values to others, enabling social ties to develop.
This study examines how older residents of congregate housing feel about
and personalize their apartments, and identifies demographic and health
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variables infiuencing the amouht and type of personalization in which
they engaged. Analyses indicate I the importance of environmental factors
in making- a place feel homel!ike. Health variables account for more
variance than age and gender inl the amount of functional and decorative
possessions appearing in residents' rooms. Residents with more
decorative possessions tend to be more satisfied with their apartments.
Results from this reseal'lch have implications for planners and designers
of congregate housing for older people.

Kinsman, Gary (198'1). The RegUlation of Desire: Sexuality in Canada. Black
Rose Books, New York, 1987.

The author notes that as of Match 1987, Quebec, Ontario and the Yukon
Territory are the only Canad.an Jurisdictions to have added "sexual
orientation" protection to their human rights codes. He notes that a
number of municipalities havE! instituted limited forms of protection
and many unions have won such protection in their contracts. At the
same time, he emphasizes that even today, governments, social agencies,
businesses, "and landlords continue to deny lesbian and gay individuals
basic civil and human rights.

Kirsh, Sharon (1983). Unemployment: Its Impact on Body and Soul: Questions and
Answers Addressing the Human Costs of Unemployment. Canadian Mental Health
Association; 1983.

Responses to losing a job follow a general grieving process made up of
shock; optimism and attempts to find employment; pessimism, depression
and anxiety; and fatalism, accompanied by low job~eeking, apathy/des
pair, then adaptation to a lower standard of living. Factors which
moderate the effects of unemployment include the availability of social,
physical, material, and psychological support and externalization of
blame onto the economy and gov1ernment leading to action for dealing with
one's anger. There is little research into the impact of unemployment on
women workers. The stress of unemployment can also cause family break
down, contribute to child abuse .and adolescent crime, and create school
related problems for children. Older workers who suffer unemployment are
victimized by age discl'iminatibn. Mental hospital admission rates vary
according to economic Changes, however job availability for the chronic
psychiatric patient presents a special set of problems including the
stigma of mental illness, thE! effects of some medications, gaps in
resumes, lack of work incentives, and an entrenched sheltered-workshop
mentality.

There is little research into the connection between unemployment and
physical health. But there is a causal connection between chronic stress
and several infectious diseases, cancer, heart disease, stroke, and
ulcers. In addition, people are more likely to use addictive substances
like alcohol and tobacco during periods of unemployment. Economic in-
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stability and poverty also create ~oor nutritional levels, and decreased
ability to utilize medical care fa~i_lities. Primary prevention techniques
in both the areas of mental and physical health as they relate to un
employment are discussed, and a 'comprehensive bibliography is presented.

Kittler, Fred J.; Baldwin, Deane G. (1~'10). The Role of Allergic Factors in
the Child with Minimal Brain Dysfunction. Annals of Allergy, Vol. 28, pp.
203-206; May, 1970.

Formal elementary education finds many children with learning disabili
ties and behavior problems. Many manifest some combination of the signs
and symptoms of the minimal brain dysfunetion syndrome. Allergy of the
tension-fatigue syndrome general ,classification is present in a signifi
cant percent of children with minirt1al brain dysfunction syndrome and the
authors believe allergy causes the~ to have findings of this syndrome.

Kleiman, Cindy (198'1). Allergic Students Will Soon Breathe More Easily.
Toronto Star, North Section, October 6, 1987.

Students of the York Region Separate School Board who suffer from severe
allergies or hypersusceptibility wiill be housed in two ecological class
rooms designed with high efficiency air filters and a mimimum of syn
thetic materials. The classrooms are part ofa two-part strategy to
decrease the number of allergens in school buildings. New schools are
being constructed, with sensitivity to the average child's allergies.

Kon, S.H. (1978). Underestimation of Chronic Toxicities of Food Additives and
Chemicals: The Bias of a Phantom Rule. Medical Hypotheses, No. 4, pp. 324-339;

~ 1978.

Keywords: food additives; chemicals; toxicity;

Konopinski, Virgil J. (1983). Formaldehyde in Office and Commercial
Environments. American Industrial Hygiene Association Journal, No. 44 No. 3,
pp. 205- 208; March 1983.

Keywords: workers; office; formaldehyde; commercial buildings; indoor air
pollution; .

Korosec-Serfaty, Perla (1985). Experience and Use of the Dwelling. Home
Environments, Human Behavior and Environment; Vol. 8; pp 65 -.86; Plenum
Press New York; 1985; Altman, lrwin and Werner, Carol M., editors.

This study looks at how the relationship to home is experienced by the
dweller, especially in relation to people's reactions to burglary as
it ruptures the inside/outside boundaries created by one's home. In
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this context, the author emphasizes the importance of comprehending
the whole dwelling experienc" including the modes of the relationships
which are established within the home. Being burglarized is experienced
as being defiled and ca~ a specific psychological impact on the
person's relationships with others. .

Kose, Satoshi; Maoi, Bideo; Uno, Hldetaka (1986). An In-depth Study of
Accidental Injuries Associated WUlh Building Features: Translating Research
into Practice. CIB.86, Advancing Building Technology, Volume 7, pp 2877 
2884; 1986.

A questionnaire survey was conducted on the incidence of building re
la ted accidents in dwellin'fS. About a thousand questioMaire forms
were received from the residents in the Tokyo metropolitan area,
covering over 3,500 family members. The result was compared with other
data. It is found that accMent types with high injury rates are not
necessarily the same as those leading to death; severity of injuries
differs among age groups even for the same accident type. Some of the
implications to the building characteristics, such as stair design, are
discussed, in order to reduce the tragic outcome of domestic accidents.

Kose, satoshi (1981). Survey of Domestic Stair Conditions and safety in
Japan. unpubliShed paper presented at EDRA-18, Ottawa Canada.

A mail questionnaire survey on the present conditions of domestic stair
design and accident incidence on stairs was conducted for Japanese
dwellings. Two hundred and twenty-eight samples were used for analysis.
The results suggest that pitch of Japanese domestic stairs ranged between
45 and 55 degrees with very small tread goings, and they were not
necessarily provided with handrails. Reported accident incidence among
the samples was fairly low and it was difficult to pinpOint factors of
design that determine the level of danger for any type of stairs. Further
in-depth study on accidents is needed to reveal quantitative basis for
safer stair design.

Kreiner, C. (1986). Address on Oppression of Working-Class Men. For Men,
\Ilumber 11, pp. 4-5; London, England, Autumn 1986; Excerpts from an address to
a Men's Workship in Yorkshire, England, 1985.

The author describes the eXhaustion, poisoning, pollution, manipulation,
physical exploitation of working conditions for many working class men
in Western society. "We are told that endurance of this is manly - rather
than be encouraged to re~laim our power to change the conditions.
Miners', factory and chemic$l workers' conditions damage them physically,
but they are taught to feel ashamed of protesting or saying 'this hurts'
or 'this is not right' because these conditions are manly to endure."
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Kreiss, K.; Gonzalez, M.G.; Conright, tt.L.; SCheere, AeR. (1982). Respiratory
Irritation Due to Carpet Shampoos: frdm Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John~ditor; pp. 337-341. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

Dried detergent residue left in carpets after they were shampooed with
underdiluted carpet shampoo caused respiratory irritation among most
employees in an office building and among all staff members and most
children in a day-care centre. Symptoms included cough, dry throat,
difficulty in breathing, nasal congestion, and headache. Eye irritation
was also noted by day-care centre Staff members. Symptoms persisted for
many weeks until the carpets were wet extracted. The major ingredient of
the three shampoo products implic~ted in these two outbreaks and in a
third similar report is sodium dodecyl sulfate, a respiratory irritant in
mice. Detergent dust is a newly recognized example of indoor air
pollution and should be considered when patients or employees complain of
building-specific respiratory or eye irritation.

Krieger, Martin H. (1970). Six Propositions on the Poor and Pollution. Policy
Sciences, No. 1, pp 311 - 124; 1970.

The effect of improving the environment may be greater inequities in
our society. Current environment~l programs maintain this inequity,
proposed environmental programs m,y make things worse, and even if we
do improve the environment, contentment may decrease. A political
coalition of environmental and equity enthusiasts may provide a viable
way out of these dilemmas.

Kruss, P.; Valeriote, LM. (1979). Fluoride: from Controversial Chemicals, A
Citizens' Guide. Multiscience Publications Limited, Montreal Canada; 1979; pp
92-98.

Industrial processes release fluoride into the environment, damaging
plants and animals. There is a controversy over the fluoridation of
drinking water and its effect on health. The chronic effect of long term
exposure to fluoride has been blamed for an increased incidence of mon
golism, a variety of symptoms such as headache, nausea and loss of
weight, bone abnormalities such as osteosclerosis, and kidney and thy
roid injUry.

Kruss, P.; Valeriote, LM. (1979). Asbestds. from Controversial Chemicals, A
Citizen's Guide; pp. 17-30; Multiscience Publications Ltd., Montreal PQ;
1979.

Asbestos has long been known as a threat to health. It causes
asbestosis-severe scarring of the lungs caused by continually inhaling
asbestos over the course of many years. The symptoms begin with
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shortness of breath, which develops into near paralysis that makes
breathing and body moveme~t increasingly difficult, leading to ultimate
suffocation. It is now accepted that asbestos is also an agent for
caneer of the abdomen, liver, gastro-intestinal tract and lung. The risk
of lung cancer appears to be synergistic with smoking. It is widely used
for filters in the chemical, food and beverage industries, resulting in
asbestos fibres in most beers, wines and liquors, soft drinks, sugar
and lard. It is also found in our drinking water.

Itruus, P.; Valeriote, I.M. (1979)•. Controversial Chemicals-a Citizen's Guide:
Canada Science Series. MultiscieJ/lce Publications Limited, 1253 McGW College,
suite 175, Montreal Canada H3B 2Y5; 1979.

25 chemicals are listed in alPhabetical order, a chapter devoted to each.
Historical, technological, medical, economic and political backgrounds of
these controversial chemic~ls are reported.

Itruus, P.; Valer'iote, LM. (1979). Lead: from Controversial Chemicals, A
Citizen's Guide. Multiscience PUblications Limited, Montreal Canada; 1979; pp.
128-136.

Lead is used in gasoline additives, and is therefore an ever-present
pollutant in urban areas. Leaded gasoline is the largest single source
of gaseous atmospheric contamination. The Toronto Refiners and Smelters
and Canada Metal Co. cases are cited. Health effects in humans and
effects on wildlife and v~etation are discussed. Lead affects three
systems in people: the nervous system, the kidney and red blood syn
thesis. Government regulation in Canada is described.

Kruus, P.; Valeriote, LM. (1979). SUlphur Dioxide: from Controversial
Chemicals, A Citizen's Guide. Multiscience PUblications Limited, Montreal
Canada; 1979; pp 190-195.

Acidic precipitation is inereasing due to the growing introduction of
sulphur dioxide into the atmosphere. It has been linked with detri
mental effects on fish, vegetation, buildings and people. Human health
problems are related to irritation of the respiratory system.

Labelle, Huguette (1986). Nurses as a Social Force. Journal oC Advanced
Nursing, No. 11, pp. 247 - 253; 1986.

Nurses in every continent engage in social action. This has been a fact
throughout the ages. The major social issues Which contribute to health
today are economic, energy, environmental and social welfare problems.
Other major issues affecting health are popUlation growth, poverty,
education, clean water supply, and family planning. The author shows
how individual nurses and nurses' associations can, and should, exercise
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their influence and power in promoting health at local, national, and
international levels, making primary health care a priority. By using
their levers of power, together with technology and communications,
nurses can help create a new world health order.

Lachtman, Dennis S. (1980). Human Data Associated with Diesel Exha'ust. from
Health Effects of Diesel Engine Emissions, Vol. 2; pp. 1100-1113; Pepelko,
W.E.; Donner, R.M.; Clarke, N.A., editors; November 1980.

A review of the literature concerning data relative to human exposures
from diesel engines is presented. Epidemiologic evaluations among
workers exposed to dies~l exhaust are discussed. Morbidity and mortality
data are critically reviewed. No conclusive evidence suggesting an
association between diesel exhaust exposures and adverse long term health
effects was found, but more stUdies involving humans evaluating health
effects are needed. Those con=;tituents found in diesel exhaust that
are of primary health concern are oxides of nitrogen, particulates and
sUlphur oxides.

Laseter, John L.; DeLeon, ndefonso !l.; Rea, William J.; Butler, Joel R.
(1983). Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesti~ides in Environmentally Sensitive
Patients. Clinical Ecology, Vol.II, No. 1, pp. 3-12; Fall 1983.

The sensitive and selective" analytical techniques of high
resol u Hon gas c hro ma tograp hy and high-resolution gas
chromatography-mass spectroroetry were employed to characterize
16 different synthetic chlorinated hydrocarbon pesticides and
corn mon metabolites present in randomly selected environmentally
sensitive patients. Of 200 patients initially screened, 9996 had

... residues at or above the .05 ppb level in their sera.

Lassiter, Donald V.; Milby, Thomas H. (1978). Health Effects of Diesel Exhaust
Emissions: A Comprehensive Literature Review, Evaluation and Research Gaps
Analysis. Environmental Health Associates, Inc., 2150 Shattuck Ave., Berkeley
CA 94704; January, 1978.

The purpose of the report was to provide a comprehensive literature re
view of the human health consequences of exposure to diesel exhaust
e missions, especially as encountered in underground mines, and to define
those gaps in current scientific lcnowledge which require further clari
fica tion through additional research. The toxicology of diesel exhaust
both as a mixture and as individual toxicants was examined. In a proper
ly ventilated mine, neither CO, 802, nor N02 were found to be major
toxic problems. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) compounds were
identified as the most potentially hazardous agents found in diesel en
gine eXhaust. Although a properly maintained diesel engine would be
likely to emit extremely small amounts of these agents, the possibility
that they might be carcinogenic to humans singles them out for careful
attention.
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Last, John M. (1987). Scenarios and Methods to Support Long Term Health
Planning: Conference Report. Canadian Journal of Public Health; Vol. 78, pp
11 - 12; January/ February, 1987.

There is a great necessity and urgency for govemment involvement in
long range health planning for maximum flexibility, based on changing
demographics of population.

Laties, Victor G.; Beard, Rodney R.; Dinman, Bertram D.; Schulte, John He
(1969). Behavioural Aspects of Car!:lon Monoxide Poisoning. from Effects of
Chronic Exposure to Low Levels of Carbon Monoxide on Human Health, Behaviour,
and Performance; pp. 32-37; US N8.ltional Research Council, Washington DC;
1969.

h is apparent that there has been very little modern work on CO and be
havior. Most investigators have noted symptoms of CO poisoning first
when the level of CO in the bl~d was raised to between 10% and 20% but
many symptoms don't appear until the concentration of CO in the blood
increases beyond 2596. However, Schulte has shown positive correlations
between CO concentrations in the blood and performance decrement in a
number of tests. For exam~le, his subjects were required to do 50
arithmetic problems, each invqlving five five-digit numbers. They took
about 13 minutes to complete the task under control conditions but about
17 minutes when their COHb level was 2096 and made more errors under the
latter conditions.

Laufer, Robert S.; Wolfe, Maxine (1977). Privacy as a Concept and a Social
Issue: Multidimensional Developmental Theory. to be published in the Journal
of Social Issues, Winter 1977/78.

If we are to understand privaey as a future as well as a contemporary
social issue, we must understand it as a concept. Individuals' concepts
of privacy are tied to concrete situations in everyday life. These
situations are described i!n terms of three dimensions: self-ego,
env ironmental, and interpers<>nal. In combination with the dynamic of
time, both developmental and sociohistorical, this analysis helps us to
understand individual perceptions of privacy and privacy invasion, to
predict potential privacy or invasion experiences, and to see the
potential effects of the absence of certain privacy-related experiences.

Laurie, It. Dana; Boyes, WDUam Hi.; Wessendarp, 1bomas (1980). Behavioral
Alterations Due to Diesel Exhaust Exposure. from Health Effects of Diesel
Engine Emissions; pp. 698-712; Pepelko, W. Ee, Danner, R.M., Clarke, N.A.,
editors; US Environmental Protection Agency; November 1980.

Several experiments examining the effects of diesel exhaust on the be
havior of rats are reported. Animals were exposed either as adults or
neonates. The spontaneous locomotor activity (SLA), measured in stan-
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dard nmning wheel cages, of ad~lt rats exposed for 8 hours per day, 7
days per week was significantly less than that of controls. Experiments
involving diesel exhaust exposure to neonatal rats indicated that adult
rats, exposed to diesel exhaust during their neonatal lives, were sig
nificantly less active as measured by SLA. Adult rats, exposed to 20
hours of diesel per day as neonates, were placed in skinner boxes after
the SLA experiment described above had been completed. The exhaust ex
posed animals showed significantly decreased acquisition of a food rein
forcing bar pressing task. All animals that learned this task extin
guished at the same rate. The results of the neonatal diesel exhaust
experiments support the hypotheses that diesel exhaust exposure during
development of an organism can l~ad to behavioural differences in adult
hood.

Laverne, Albert A. (1970). Air Pollutic>n, Healing, and Civilization.
Behavioral Neuropsychiatry, Vol. 2, No. 3,4; pp 26 - 38; 1970.

Medical evidence has shown that inhaled air pollutants can cause and
aggravate respiratory diseases ~d can affect the brain and central
nervom system, body defense meclllanisms, and other vital organ systems.
Ail' pollution also has a deleterious effect on overall work efficiency,
intellectual and emotional functioning, and behaviour. There is even
evidence that the healing processes may be substantially impaired,
prolonged, or actually prevented by air pollutants. Double blind studies
performed on both psychiatric and infectious disease patients appear to
confirm .these observations. In a group of 250 patients with acute and
chronic psychiatric disorders, improvement was significantly greater when
pollution-free air was administered immediately post-treatment. During
the course of any disease, tissue resistance is lowered, and tissue
susceptibility to toxins is increased.

Layton, Jack (1987). Healthy Toronto 2000: A Discussion Paper. Toronto Board
of Health; August, 1987.

Health does not result simply from the actions of professionals in the
health care syste m, but from a complex interplay of biological,
psychological, social, environmental and political factors acting on the
individual and family through the local community and through the whole
human ecosystem. Health promotion and disease prevention are better than
cures. A multi-sectoral approach is necessary. Social interventions for
the com mon health are appropriate and may take precedence over individual
concerns. Com munity development is the proper approach to many health
proble ms. The vision presented in the report includes: appropriate
technology in waste management, transportation, food production, energy
use, and manufacturing process; qqality food, shelter, work, safety and
education with the emphasis on self reliance -rather than dependence;
integrated caring neighbourhoods, built to human scale; support services
for those with special needs through a strong social support network;
a wellness system rather than an illness system; and involvement of the
whole community. Public participation is requested.
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Lebowitz, M.D. (1983). Health EffElcts of Indoor Pollutants. Annual Review of
PUblic Health, Vol. 4, pp. 203-221; 1983.

Sources, concentrations, health risks and public health 'concerns associa
ted with indoor pollutants are analyzed. Both outdoor and indoor sources
of pollutants are responsible for indoor pollutant concentrations. The
pollutants that are predominantly outdoors include sulfur oxides, ozone
and related oxidants, most trace metals, halogen compounds, petrochemical
compounds, pesticides, ultra-violet radiation, and pollen. IndooHased
pollutants include carbon monoxide, respirable particles, organic va
pours, nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, radon, asbestos, mineral and
synthetic f'ibers, carbon dioxide and viable organisms.

Lebowitz, M. (1986). Passive Smoking and Health Ef'fects. Indoor Air, Vol. 6,
1986; Swedish Council for Building Research; Berglund, B.; Berglund, U.;
Lindvall, T.; Sundell, J.; editors.

The area of most difficulty in passive smoking is one of establishing
exposure or dose. More research is required on statistical methods, and
on measurement methods, methods of pulmonary function, more studies on
chronic disease, and more research on carcinogens in smoke and lung
cancer, especially on dose-response relationships to know of' any
association effects.

Leeuyer, Gerard; Aitlcen, Roy (198'1). Report of the National Task Force on
Environment and Economy. Canaqlian Council of Resource and Environment
Ministers, Task Force on Environ,ment and Economy; September, 1987.

Co mple te integration of the economy and environment is possible and
necesary. Long-term economic growth depends on a healthy environment
and affects the environment in many ways. Ensuring environmentally
sound and sustainable economic development requires the technology and
wealth that is generated by continued economic growth. A new cooperative
initiative is proposed to integrate economic and environmental planning
through the participation and debate of senior decision makers at the
provincial and federal levels. Also recommended is the development of
conservation strategies as a valuable multisectoral approach to defining
and implementing sustainable economic development. PUblic participation
and improved environmental education are also recommended.

Lee, A. John (198'1). Recognizing the Importance of Ethnicity for Canada's
Elderly: Short Report. Canadian Journal of Public Health, Vol. 78, p. 6;
January/February, 1987.

It is imperative that our ct>nsideration of the health and social services
and research on the needs' of the elderly in Canada extend beyond the
mainstream white middle class. Changing values, language capabilities and
cultures exacerbate the aliready complex issue of aging.

•
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Letourneau, E.G. (1985). Development of a Radon Standard for Canada. Air
Pollution Control Association, 1985.

The jurisdictional responsibility for natural radioactivity in Canada
i; divided between the federal and provincial governments. Over the years
various standards for radon daughters in homes have been derived for
special circumstances involving bo~h radon arising from man-made con
tamination and natural occurence. Wide spread surveys have indicated that
these initial standards were not a~propriate for general use. The desire
for uniform standards has resulted in the formation of a scientific group
to advise a federal-provincial committee concerning the desirability of
standards for exposure to natural radioactivity. The scientific committee
could not agree either philosophically or practically on the control
level for radon in homes. To resol~e this impass, it undertook a calcula
tion designed to illustrate for Canada, the potential cancers saved each
year compared to the actual lung cancer rate, with an estimate of the
cost, for each limit derived. A second calculation reviewed the cost of
modifying the building code and estimated the long term effect comparing
avoided cancers and cost.

Letz, Richard; Ware, James H.; Ferris, Benjamin G.; Spengler, John D. (l982).
Pulmonary Functions of Children and Indoor N02 Concentrations in Portage,
Wisconsin: from Indoor Air Pollution: Proceedings of the International
Symposium on Indoor Air Pollution, Health and Energy Conservation; Spengler,
Jo.hn--ed. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6.; 1982; Pergamon Press,
Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

A study of N02 concentrations inside 137 homes in Portage Wisconsin
was made. An attempt was made to directly relate the observed lung
functions of the children living in these homes to the observed N02
concentrations. This was not found to be possible in this study.
Several explanations are put forward: 1) N02 may not be the offending
agent. Gas stoves emit carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, hydrogen cyanide, water vapour, carbon,
and sulfate particles. 2) Perhaps only a sensitive sUb-population is
affected by the offending agent, and they may not have been well rep
resented by this group. 3) Peak levels of N02 may cause these health
effects and long-term averages are poorly related to those peaks in this
study. 4) Perhaps such a relationship exists and can only be detected
by a much larger sample size.

Levi, Lennart; Frankenhaeuser, Marianne; Gardell; Bertil (1983). Report on
Work Stress Related to Social Structure$ and Processes: Analysis and
Implications of Research/A Study by th~ Institute of Medicine, National
Academy of Sciences. Stress and Human Health; chapter 6, pp 119 - 146;
Elliott, Glen R.; Eisdorfer, Carl ed; Springer PUblishing Company, New York;
1983.
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Important stressful psychosocial situations fall into four general
categories: uprooting; dehumanization of society institutions;
psychosocial side-et(ects of the spread of innovations; and psycho
social factors as constraints on environmental health programs and
activities. A substantial body of indirect evidence strongly suggests
that such social structures and processes affect the prevalence of
ill health, lack of well-being, and low quality ot life. Evidence
suggests that the following interventions should be researched as
means for reducing workp18ce-related stress: increasing a worker's
control of work arrange~ents; providing mechanisms for worker
participation in decision making on the organization of work; avoiding
monotonous, machine-paced, and short but frequent work actions;
optimizing automation; helping workers see their specific task in
relation to the total product; avoiding qualitative work overload or
underload; facilitating communication and support systems among work
mates and others. A comprehensive bibliography is included.

Lewis, Beatrice E. (1985). The Stigmatized House. Environmental
Change/Social Change; ED RA 16; pp 184 - 188; Environmental Design Research
Association; 1985.

When a child with severe chronic mobility problems becomes too heavy or
too cumbersome to lift and to carry, parents must consider removing
architectural barriers in· the home. Practical and psychological
difficulties frequently cause them to postpone making such changes
until a crisis occurs. Practical difficulties include lack of resources,
gaps in services, and a general disregard by medical personnel of how
environments affect behavior. Psychological diffiCUlties, Which has so
far received little attention, mainly stem from conflict between the
parents' desire for an idealized house and their child's functional
requirements, as well as from the parents' desire to appear as normal to
their neighbors. Adapting the home means accepting the permanence of the
disability. It also means making the family'! disability pUblic 
stigmatiZing the house, and thus its occupants. These conclusions are
based upon interviews with six families raising children who have severe
mobility problems as well as upon residential histories taken from
parents of these families and upon draWings of one's ideal home made
separately by parents and by the disabled child.

Lewis, Myrna (1985). Older Women and Health: An Overview. Women and
Health•• the Journal of Women's Health Care; No. 2/3; pp 1 - 16; 1985.

Older women's health issues are unique. There are more older women than
ever before. They are living increasingly longer than men, yet they
report more acute and chr0l'lic illness and disability than men. They are
disproportionally represented in nursing homes, since many women are
alone: 25% aged 70 or over have no living children and over 6096 of older
women are widowed, divorced, or single. Older women have fewer personal
financial resources for health care than men. They face age and sex
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discrimination on the part of many health care providers and are subject
to a growing tendency to be seen as burdens and problems in the health
care system.

Lidwell, O.M. (1979). Ventilation, Air Movement and the Spread of Bacteria
in Buildings: from Indoor Climate: Effects on Human Comfort, Performance, and
Health in Residential, Commercial, and Light-industry Buildings; Fanger, P.O.
and Valbjorn, O.--editors; pp. 239-256. Danish Building Research Institute,
Copenhagen Denmark; 1979.

Keywords: ventilation; bacteria; indoor air pollution; health hazards;

Lindstrom, Kari; Harkonen, Hannu; Hernberg, Sven (1976). Disturbances in
Psychological Functions of Workers Occupationally Exposed to Styrene. Scand
j work environ & health, No. 3, pp. 129-139; 1976.

Keywords: styrene exposure; pol~ester; psychological functions;
\

Lis&, Gary M. (1987). Health Effects of Welding and Cutting Fumes and Gases.
Occupational Health in Ontario, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp 69 - 78, Spring, 1987;
Ontario Ministry of Labour, Occupati~nal Health Branch, Toronto Canada.

The health effects, both acute aod chronic, due to exposure to the pro
ducts of welding and cutting processes are described. The welding process
produces potential respiratory hazards with a particulate fraction, which
is largely respirable metal oxide fume, and gases, of which ozone and
oxides of nitrogen are the most dangerous. 'rhe welding environment may
also contain contaminants that are extraneous to the welding process,
such as gases and particulates. The available data do not permit the
health effects to be correlated with cumulative duration of exposure,
much less with levels of specific constituents that can be deemed safe
or not safe, as they relate specifically to the welding environment. An
extensive bibliography is included.

Lofgren, Inger (1981). Health and Safety in Buildings: R & D Program me,
1981-1984. Swedish National Council for Building Research.

'I'hi'; publication sets out the basis for the plan of action of the Swedish
National Council for Building Research for the years 1981 to 1984. It
notes that in order for further improvements in pUblic health to be made,
public health problems must be attacked by preventive measures such as
identification of health hazards in the environment. Areas of concern are
mould and· other biological factors, thermal climate, radon,
electromagnetic fields, air ions, lighting, noise, infrasound, vibration,
chemical factors, addition and interaction effects, psychological
effects, risk assessment, and epidemiological evaluations.
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The research objectives of the group as stated are: to identify
factors in buildings which may have a negative effect on the health of
people; to analyze health hazards, taking into account biological
effects, dose-effects and dose-response relationships, interactions,
varia tions in the sensitivity of the population on exposure (with
special reference to risk groups); and to develop appropriate technical
and structural methods whereby health hazards can be reduced.

Lund, S.M.; Dowdle, E.B. (1911). The Effect of Prolonged Isolation from
Environmental Allergens on the Clinical and Laboratory Manifestations of the
Allergic State: -Observation on Members of the South African Antarctic
Expedition. SA Medical Journal, No. 52, pp. 556-561; September 24 1977.

Keywords: environmental allergens; treatment;

Lundqvist, G.Re; Iversen, Martin; ltorsgaard, Jens (1982). Indoor Climate in
Low-Ventilated Day-Care Institutions: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John--editor; pp. 139-142. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

MeasJrements of indoor atmospheric environment were carried out in a day
nursery and a kindergarten, in which natural air infiltration supplied
the rooms with only 1-2 m 3 fresh air per person and hour under the
prescribed occupancy. The exposure situation from the field was dupli
cated under controlled conditions in a climate chamber. The results
indicate unacceptably higlll concentrations of carbon dioxide, and
emphasize the need for more elaborate building design in airtight
buildings.

Lykke, A.W.J.; Stewart, S.W. (1917). Fibrosing Alveolitis (Pulmonary
Interstitial Fibrosis) Evoked by Experimental Inhalation of Gasoline Vapours:
Specialia. Experientia, Vol. 34, No. 4, p. 498; August 1977.

Keywords: gasoline vapours; ltlealth hazards; air pollution; lung function;

MacLeod, Kathryn E. (1981). Polychlorinated Biphenyls in Indoor Air.
Environmental Science and Technology, Vol. 15, No. 8, pp. 926-928; May 1981;
American Chemical Society.

pcas have been recognized as environmental contaminants since the mid
60s. Until recently, however, little work has been done on identifying
levels of PCBs in the indoor air. This paper describes a method for the
analysis of PCBs utilizing low-volume indoor air sampling. The method
uses polyurethane foam as a eollector. This study shows that indoor air
whether in commercial, industrial, or residential buildings, contains
levels of PCSs at least 1 order of magnitude higher than outdoor levels.
Defective fluorescent light b$llasts are also shown to emit PCSs and to
be an important source of indoor atmospheric contamination.
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Maclennan, J.G. (1985). Hypersensitivity Reaction to Indoor Air Contamination
in the Susceptible Individual. unpublished conference address.

The response of any sensitive person to environmental incitants is not
predictable, and will vary according to that individual's degree of
sensitivity and their own physical peculiarities, physiologically and
biochemically. Usually there is a rtlultiorgan response in those who have
exhibited chronic symptomatalogy for many years. Occasionally a sudden
massive chemical exposure, or some other severe traumatic experience may
release a reservoir of latent or' hidden sensitivities. This frequently
results in a cascade of severe varied symptomatology which occasionally
is incapacitating and prevents the individual from functioning normally.

There is no direct correlation between any particular exposure and a
specific organ response. Frequently several organs may respond to a
single environmental incitant. Successful ecologic management is based
on an accurate diagnosis by establishing a cause and effect relationship
between an environmental exposure and a symptomatic response. Then a
program of avoidance, change in life style, and therapy as indicated,
can be formulated.

Maclennan, John G. (1985). The Impact of Indoor Air Pollution on the Behaviour
and Learning Ability of School Children: Sponsored by Air Pollution Control
Association TT-7 Indoor Air Quality Committee, Health and Welfare Canada,
National Research Council of Canada, Public Works Canada, Consumer and
Corporate Affairs Canada, and Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.
Presented at the International Speciality Conference on Indoor Air Quality in
Cold Climates: Hazards and Abatement Measures; Ottawa, Ontario, April 29, 30
and May 1, 1985. .

The author states that increasing numbers of the Canadian population are
inheriting the ability to acquire hypersensitivities to different
environmental exposures. The commonest indoor contaminants found in
school are particulate inhalants and chemical fumes, odours and smokes.
There are also hazards for the food sensitive person, but these can
usually be managed by ecological control of lunches and supervision by
school personnel. Important chemical exposures are derived from tobacco
smoke, perfume, fossil fuels and their derivatives, plant terpenes,
photocopiers, duplicators, cleaning and maintenance materials, craft
and other office and school supp~es. In the majority of cases, the
brain and central nervous system are the major areas of hypersensitive
reaction which is reflected in the childIS behaviour and ability to
learn.

Macpherson, A.S. (1984). Letter to the Minister of Labour re Tobacco Smoke.
City of Toronto Dept. of PUblic Health; December 1984.

This is a letter recommending that the Minister of Labour make tobacco
smoke a designated substance under the Occupational Health &: Safety Act,
and that a standard for tobacco smoke in the workplace be developed.

-----_.~--
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Macpherson, A.$. (1981). Environmental Health Effects of Waste Incineration in
the City of Toronto. City of Toronto Department of Public Health; October,
1987.

The environmental fate and persistence of potentially hazardous chemicals
in waste incineration emissions as well as their potential health
effects are reviewed in this report. It is difficult to determine the
contribution of chemicals emitted from incinerators compared to other
loadings to the ecosystem. Also~ data on potential health effects of many
chemicals are incomplete, particularly for long-term, low-level exposures.
A risk assessment was undertaken to predict the degree of the hazard to
human health resulting from the emissions from two sewage sludge
incinerators. In addition, a risk assessment was conducted on a hypo
thetical solid waste incinerator equipped with the best available
technology. The results showed that emissions from one incinerator do
not pose any significant risks to human health, bUt that the emissions
from the other do. Some of the emissions from the hypothetical
incinerator could also pose significant risks to human health. Further
research is needed. Technical and operational measures need to be
implemented to reduce emissions of chemicals and questions need to be
asked about siting of new incinerators and acceptable levels of health
and environmental risk.

Mahaffey, Kathryn L; Vanderveen, John E. (1919). Nutrient-Toxicant
Interactions: Susceptible Populations. Environmental Health Perspectives,
Vol. 29, pp. 81-87; 1979.

Nutritional status can substantially modify the toxicity of environmental
pollutants. Investigations with experimental animals and epidemiological
observations on humans have established the role of nutrition in altering
susceptibility to a variety of pollutants including pesticides and heavy
metals. The degree of nutritional deficiency that alters susceptibility
need not be severe. Frequently only biochemical indications of nut
ritional deticiency can be associated with changes in the dose-response
of an animal or person to a toxic compound.

Makower, Joel (1981). Office Hazards: How Your Job Can Make You Sick. Tilden
Press, 1737 DeSales St., NW, Washington DC 20036; 1981.

Energy efficiency, design deficiencies, combined with hazardous working
materials, have helped to make air pollution in offices a bigger health
problem than air pollution outdoors. A list of contaminants is provided.
Fluorescent light, video disp'lay terminals and other sources of radiation
join stress as being some of the main offenders.
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Makower, Joel (1981). There's Somet~ing in the Air. from Office Hazards,
chapter 1, pp. 9-37; Tilden Press; 1981.

Energy efficiency and design deficiencies have helped to make air pollu
tion in offices a bigger health problem than air pollution outdoors.
Substances such as ammonia, asbestos, benzene, cadmium, carbon monoxide,
ethanol, fiberglass, formaldehyde, methanol, nitropyrenes, ozone, PCBs,
particulates, radon, tobacco smoke, toluene, trichlorethane, trichloro
ethylene, trinitrofiuorenone and vinyl chloride are all present in the
typical office environment and all are possibly hazardous. Some are
potential or proven carcinogens, while a number, such as trichloro
ethylene, carbon monoxide and benzene have been implicated
in central nervous system damage, dizziness, and other symptoms that
could cause learning proble ms.

Mallov, Joseph S. (19'16). MBK Neuropathy Among Spray Painters. Journal of
the American Medical Assoc., Vol. 235, No. 14, pp. 1455-1457; April 5 1976.

Keywords: painting; occupational health and safety;

Mandell, MarshaIl; WaIler Scanlon, Lynne (1979). Physical and Mental Allergies
in Children. from Dr. Mandell's S-Oay Allergy Relief System, chapter 5, pp.
133-187; Thomas Y, Crowell Publishers; 1979.

Many types of poor behaviour in schools, from hyperactivity, irritability,
violence, fatigue, restlessness, to poor academic performance, can be
caused by food and chemical allergies. In many cases, the nervous system
is totally incapable of functioning normally because it is under allergic
distress. The child who reads well once in a while and poorly at other
times; the child whose handwriting is poor one day and fine the next; the
child who can sit still in the morning, but is impossible to control in
the afternoon - some of these children may be demonstrating cerebral
allergy. Many case studies are provided from the author's practice.

Marchant, L,; Wnesley, B.; Frel, D.; Bartram, J.; Yoshida, K. (1985). A
Community Indoor Air Pollution Program. Air Pollution Control Association,
1985.

The Saskatoon Community Health Unit Indoor Air Pollution Program is a
collaboration of specialist community resources. Trained PUblic Health
Inspectors field all requests for appropriate follow-up. Through the
defmition of the problem, preliminary measurements (humidity, tempera
ture, formaldehyde, CO 2) and a short history, the appropriate specialist
team members are then involved. A suggested referral by the family doctor
to a specialist in environmental medicine provides a thorough health
as;essment. If a more detailed environmental study or a study to define
the pollutant is required, an Industrial-Hygienist-Aerosol-Scientist will
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do a 24-48 hour study ot the problem under an individual contract.
Ventilation Engineers from the National Research Council provide consul
tation on remedial environmental changes and pollution source identifica
tion. The team meets on a regular basis for in-service training and
feedback and review of current issues.

Marehant, R.; Yoshida, K.; Figley, D.A. (1985). Mobile Home Residents'
Exposure to a Hig~ Concentration of Formaldehyde - A case History. Air
Pollution Control Association, 1985.

A series of health complaints by an elderly couple soon after they
occupied a new mobile home in suburban Saskatoon canada prompted this
investigation. Their symptoms included nausea, vomiting, di~ziness,

headaches, sleep disturbances, shortness of breath, burning eyes, rUMing
nose, and chronic fatigue. There was an initial indoor formaldehyde
concentration of 0.7 ppm, far exceeding the recommended limit for
residential buildings of 0.1 ppm. Testing revealed that the wall
panelling (approx. 2-3 ppm) had a significantly higher emission rate
than the cupboards (approx. 1 ppm) or subfloor (approx. 0.4 ppm). The
occupants' medical history and physical examination showed only symptoms
related to chronic ailments. Since occupying an ordinary house, their
symptoms characteristic of formaldehyde have subsided.

Margulis, Stephen T. (1981). Building Accessibility in Relation to Door
Hardware, Door Users and Door Use. Architectural and Transportation Barriers
Compliance Board, 33 C St., SW Washington DC 20201; January 1981.

KeywOl'ds:architectural barriers; building accessibility; codes and standards;
disability; doors; ergonomics; handicap;

Marha, Karel (1982). The State of Knowledge Concerning Radiations from Video
Display Terminals. Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety; 1982.

Keywords: video display terminals; occupational health and safety; offices;

Marha, Karel (1983). Low Frequency Emission from VDT's and Possible Adverse
Biological Effects. Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety; April
29 1983.

Keywords: video display terminals; occupational health and safety; offices;

Marha, Karel (1983). Very Low Frequency Fields Near VDT's and An Example of
Their Removal. Canadian Centre for Occupational Health ~ Safety; September
1983.

Keywords: video display term inals; vU fields; occupational health and safety;
Shielding;
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Markham, John W.; Kirkbride, John; Pelmear; Peter L. (1986). Health
Surveillance Data. Occupational Health in Ontario, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp 192 
204; Fall, 1986; Ontario Ministry of Labour, Occupational Health and Safety
Division, Toronto ON.

An adequate health information system is an essential part of worker
health surveillance. In Canada, as in most western industrialized coun
tries, the necessary systems have not yet been developed. This paper
enumerates the principles and factors that should be considered, as well
as the benefits that may be derived from good information systems. The
desirable types of information include worker identification, worker
disease susceptibility, relevan't clinical tests, biological monitoring,
morbidity, mortality, specific hazards or exposures in the workplace,
exposure measurements, occupation, population-at-risk records, and
reproductive information. An extensive bibliography is included.

Marks, James G. (198l). Allergic Contact Dermatitis from carbonless Copy
Paper. Journal of the American Medical Assoc., Vol. 245, No. 22, pp.
2331-2332; June 12 1981.

Allergic contact dermatitis to carbonless copy paper is documented. The
offending agent proved to a coating on the paper - a colour-forming
chemical composed of paratoluene sulfinate of Michler's hydrol (PTSMH).
It apparently has a low sensitizing capacity.

Marks, James G., Jr.; Trautlein, Joseph J.; Zwillich, Clifford W.; Demers,
Laurence M. (1984). Contact Urticaria and Airway Obstruction From Carbonless
Copy Paper. Journal of the American Medical Association, pp. 1038-1040; August
1984.

A 27-year-old woman experienced pruritus, eye and throat irritation,
hoarseness, shortness of breath, and fatigue within half an hour of
exposure to carbonless copy paper. On two separate occasions, she was
purposely challenged in a controUed-blinded fashion with portions of the
carbonless copy paper. This resulted on both occasions in contact ur
ticaria of the hand that held the paper and changes in pulmonary function
flow-volume loops characteristic of upper airway obstruction. It was
concluded tha\ the cutaneous and respiratory symptoms induced by the
carbonless copy paper were probably related to prostaglandin release.

Matas, M; el-Guebaly, N; Harper, D.; Green, M.; Peterkin, A. (1986). Mental
Illness and the Media: Part ll. Content Analysis of Press Coverage of Mental
Health Topics. Can. J. Psychiatry, Volume 31, June 1986; pp 431 - 433.

The public image of psychiatry has been tarnished in recent years. In
order to determine the extent to which press coyerage has contributed to
negative attitudes towards psychiatry, a content analysis was conducted
of a random selection of newspaper articles which appeared over a twenty-
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year period in two different newspapers. It was found that although there
had been some minor changes over the years, such as more appropriate
headlines and more direct quotes from psychiatric experts, on the whole,
content and attitudes had changed very little. An accuracy check of media
reporting of forensic cases over a 20-year period revealed that when
reporters have access to written material, the accuracy levels are
greatly improved.

Maulfair, Conrad G., Jr. (198'1). Letter to Bruce M. Small & Associates
Limited, re Study on Healthy Environments. unpublished.

The single most controllable ecological irritant is chemical. Although
the immune system can tolerate and adapt to chemical exposures to a
point, that point is often exceeded, and the immune system fails,
resulting in symptoms and disease.

May, Charles D. (19'16). Objective Clinical and Laboratory Studies of Im mediate
Hypersensitivity Reactions to Foods in Asthmatic Children. J. Allergy Clln.
Immunol., Vol. 58, No. 4, pp. 500-515; October 1976.

Keywords: food hypersensitivity; asthma; children;

Mayhew, D.R.; Donelson, A.C.; Beirness, D.J.; Simpson, H.M. (1986). Youth,
Alcohol and Relative Risk of Crash Involvement. Accid. Anal. & Prev., Vol.
1B, No. 4, pp 273 - 287; 1986.

Deaths and injuries due to road-crash involvement are a major health
and safety problem, especially among youth. Numerous factors can account
for the overrepresentation of young drivers in road crashes and one of
these - alcohol - has received renewed attention. This pa-per examines
evidence pertaining to drinking and driving among youth to determine
the extent to which alcohol has special significance for crashes in
volving young drivers. Findings show that frequent and heavy alcohol
consumption among teenagers and young adults is not unusual, although
they are less likely than older age groups to drive after drinking.
Nonetheless, those young people who drive after drinking have a greater
risk of crash involvement than older drinking drivers at all blood
alcohol concentrations. Further investigation into the personal and
social characteristics of young people who drive after drinking would
provide a sounder empirical basis Cor policies and programmes to reduce
crash involvement among youth.

McC8uley, Gary (198'1). Letter to Bruce M. Small and Associates Limited re
Healthy Environments. unpUblished; september, 1987.

Although surveys show Canadians place the issue of child health high
on the national agenda, people at the Canadian Institute of Child
Health often feel that children are Canada's forgotten people.
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McCluskey-Fawcett, Kathleen A; Meek, Nancy; Harris, Marybeth (1986).
Prevention During Prenatal and Infant Development: from Handbook of
Prevention; Edelstein, Barry A. and Michelson, Larry, editors. Plenum Press,
New York, 1986; pp. 43 - 73.

Because of the great vulnerability of the embryo and fetus to environ
mental assault, the prenatal period is the most critical stage of human
development. Many adverse outcomes during gestation can be prevented by
good obstetrical management and maternal compliance. Prenatal examples
discussed: in the area of maternal disease such as diabetes and sexually
transmitted disease; in the area of maternal habits such as social,
prescription and illicit drug use; and in the area of maternal charac
teristics such as age. Problems during the birth period discussed:
analgesia and anesthesia, Casearean delivery, home delivery. Postnatal
prevention issues discussed: Down's Syndrome, Spina Bifida.

Improved prenatal care and expanding medical technology have permitted
babies to be born and kept alive that would never have survived two
decades ago. This achievement has not been matched in the area of de
creasing morbidity, such that more infants may survive with severe

~ handicaps than in previous years. In addition, actual practice of pre
ventive services is not widespread and the whole issue of cost/benefit
is not clearly resolved.

McDonald, J. Corbett (1984). Investigation of Employee Health Complaints at
Les Terrasses de la Chaudiere: Final Report to TB/PSAC Steering Committee.
Treasury Board of Canada, July 1984.

Research is described into the extent and nature of Federal employee
health complaints at a three-tower government office complex opened in
1977. The investigation had three components; a questionnaire survey
of a random sample of employees, a telephone inquiry of a
selected group of employees, and an environmental survey on selected
floors and individual work locations. It was found that most of the
employees had, since moving into the building, suffered from upper
respiratory tract and eye irritation, together with a variety of other
complaints - typically headache, drowsiness, exhaustion, sleeplessness
and irritability - and sometimes skin dryness and irritation. People
who work in cubicles tend to suffer more frequently than those in
open areas or closed offices. The investigation failed to identify the
cause. However, some floors and work location had less than optimal
ventilation and control of temperature and humidity, partially due to
the fact that the building was designed for predominantly open plan use
and ventilated accordingly but was partitioned or divided into
closed spaces which interferes with air movement.
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McDowall, M.E. (1986). Mortality of Persons Resident in the Vicinity of
Electricity Transmission Facilities. British Joumal of Cancer, Volume 53,
Number 2, 1986; pp. 271-279.

The study examined whether the electricity transmission system presents
a long term hazard to pUblic health, by analyzing mortality data among
nearly 8,000 persons who liveCi in the vicinity of transmission lines.
Overall mortality was lower than expected and no evidence of major
health hazards emerged. The stUdy did not support previously reported
associations of exposure to electra-magnetic fields with acute myeloid
leuke mia, other lympathic cancers, and suicide. The only statistically
significant excess mortality was for lung cancer (in women, overall, and
in persons living closest to the sub-stations); this result is difficult
to interpret in the absence of smoking data, and is not supported by
other evidence but does not appear to be due to the social class
distribution oC the study group. The idea that electromagnetic fields
might act as weak cancer promoters, rather than initiators, is discussed.

McGee, Charles T. (1919). Health, Light, and the Electromagnetic Spectrum. How
To Survive Modern Technology, chapter 5, pp. 108-116; Keats Publishing, Inc.,
1979.

Studies by researchers such as John Ott show that electromagnetic
radiation can have negative effects on both plant life and people. Human
muscle strength is weakened under exposure to light that lacks part of
the natural spectrum. Classroom experiments indicate that student per
formance, behaviour and hyperactivity improve when regular fluorescent
lights are replaced with Cull spectrum fluorescent lights. Microwaves
& X rays have also been discovered to be health hazards.

McGrath, T.; Paolini, R.; Wright, G.L; Kusiak, R. (1981). Smoking Survey of
Ministry of Labour Employees. Occupational Health in Ontario,. Vol. 8, No. 3,
pp 102 - 111; Summer, 1987; Ontario Ministry of Labour, Occupational Health
Branch, Toronto Canada.

The results of a survey of Ministry of Labour employees' viewpoints on
smoking within their workplac~ are presented. Employees were of the
opinion that smoking should be restricted to designated areas that are
ventilated so that exposure to seeondhand smoke generated within
Ministry premises does not occur.

McGregor, R.G.; Vasudev, Pa; Letoutneau, E.G.; McCullough, ILS.; Pranti, P.A.;
Taniguchi, H. (1980). Background Cdncentrations oC Radon and Radon Daughters
in Canadian Homes. Health Physics, Vol. 39, pp. 285-289; August 1980; Pergamon
Press Ltd.

Keywords: radon; residential; Canadian homes; health effects;
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McKillop Farlow, D'Arcy (1987). Achieving Health For All: The Epp Report.
Healthsharing, pp 9 - 10; Summer, 1987.

The Epp Report, Achieving Health For All, indicates some government
movement to incorporate health promotion into overall health strategies
and may provide a stepping stone to increasing budgets for health
promotion activities. But it overemphasizes, according to this
researcher, individual self-care without recognition of the polluted
society within which we live. This emphasis may undercut the value of
se1f-care models and deflect attention away from environment and socio
economic causes of ill health. It also pushes people to assume impossible
levels of individual responsibility without recognizing that they have
decreasing control over the environment in which they live.

McKnight, John L. (1986). Regenerating Community. From Consumer to Citizen:
Building a Framework for Support; Chapter 2, pp 13 - 22; canadian Mental
Health Association; May, 1986.

Community represents unique social tools that are unlike the social tool
represented by a managed institution. For example, the structure of in
stitutions is a design established to create control of people. On the
other hand, the structure oc. associations is the result of people acting
through consent. The roles of citizen and community are often traded
in for the right to clienthood and cons4mer status. While we have reached
the limits of institutional problem solving, we are only at the beginning
of exploring the possibility of a new vision for community. This is a
vision of regeneration, a vision of reassociating the exiled people who
are the mentally disabled.

McLaughlin, Don E.; Kagen, Herbert P. (1974). The ECCects of SulCur Dioxide
on Learning and Activity in the Rat: Psychology and Education Section.
Proceedings of the West Virginia Academy of Science-CISTI, Vol. 45, No. 4 pp.
439-444; 1974.

The investigation was an attempt to ascertain the behavioural effects of
chronic exposure to sulCur dioxid~, a major atmospheric pollutant. The
behaviours of interest were learning in simple and complex learning
tasks and activity. In addition, a progress record of each subject's
weight was kept. The SUbjects consisted of forty-three male rats which
were assigned to one of two control conditions or one of four experimen
tal conditions. The results indicate that sulfur dioxide alone had no
effect on performance. There was, however, a significant trials effect
and the interaction between S02 and the number of trials in the maze
also proved to be significant. Activity was found to be increased as the
S02 concentrations increased. Finally, it was found that the rats liv
ing in the higher concentrations tended to be heavier than those in the
lower concentrations.
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McLeod, Linda (1987). Battered But Not Beaten: Preventing Wife Battering in
Canada. Canadian Advisory Council on the Status of Women; June 1987.

Almost 1 million Canadian women from all walks of life are physically,
sexually and emotionally abused by their husbands, boyfriends, and
former spouses. For these women, this means depression, isolation,
physical injury, reduced life options, and sometimes death through
homicide or suicide. For the children involved, it means terror, pain,
behaviour problems during childhood, the likelihood that the cycle of
violence will be repeated in their future families, and a higher risk of
becoming violent outside the tamily. The typical battered woman is
trapped in a cycle of poverty from which there has traditionally been
little chance of escape. It is recommended that the government increase
funding for shelters and staff uained to deal with the problem.

McVittie, Douglas J. (1986). The Control of OCcupational Health HaZards in
Construction. Occupational Health in Ontario, Vol. 7, No. 4, pp 205 - 212;
Fall, 1986; Ontario Ministry of Labour, Occupational Health and Safety
Division, Toronto ON. .

Construction workers may be exposed to a wide variety of toxic materials
about which they know very little and over which they have little con
trol. The traditional solutions in fixed industry, using substitution,
ventilation, process modification and administrative controls, are in
appropriate for construction sites, and control by procedure is more
appropriate. The detailed and uniform specifications make it easy for
regulatory agencies to assess compliance.

McWhinney, Ian R. (1987). Fine Words, But Will He Deliver? CMAJ, Vol. 136, pp
473 - 474; March 1987.

The "Achieving Health for All" report by Minister of National Health and
Welfare Jake Epp is welcome but does not convey a sense of the massive
changes that will have to occur. Regional and social class inequities, as
well as health problems due to substance abuse, industrial hazards,
environmental pollution, unemployment and social isolation, are
challenges for pUblic policy. Although they are very important for
medicine and other health care professions, the record to date is not
very good. "Health for All" is impossible because as our environment
is constantly changing, so are the challenges to health.

Government policies work against the policy in many ways. For instance,
family medicine holds the most potential for health promotion, but
there is little economic incenUive for physicians to practise it. Most
of the financial rewards go to those who have procedures to perform,
either diagnostic or therap'eutic. There is little incentive for a
family physician to work with nurses in health promotion.
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The belief that there is a tec~nologic solution for every problem is
not covered by the report. Thb; is combined with the belief that if
things go wrong somebody is to blame and must pay the price, the
fragmentation of the professiop, and the declining influence of the
generalist in all fields of medicine. These are trends on which
government can not be expected to have much influence.

Medical Services Division staff, Work,rs' Compensation Board (1984).
Occupational Diseases. Workers' Compensation Board, Ontario, Canada; 1984.

This publication is designed as a reference to occupatioQal hazards and
diseases which are recognized and for which claims may be allowed under
the terms of Ontario legislation. It includes a list by occupation of the
hazards to which workers in a given trade may be exposed. In the past,
many occupational diseases were named after the specific trades or
occupations in which they were first observed. A few diseases still re
main quite specific, but many hazards are now so widespread that they may
be encountered in jobs in a wide variety of industries. Also listed are
particular biological, chemical and physical hazards, their effects on
the human body and the occupational or industry groups Which may encoun
ter these hazards. Cigarette smoking is discouraged in all occupations
due to the possibility of ingestions of toxic substances through the act
of smoking.

Meggs, W.- (1987). Interview with Dr. William Meggs,: Bethesda, MD. Personal
communication, July 1987.

In this interview, Dr. Meggs commented that he regularly sees the health
and injury consequences of the abuse of illicit drugs and alcohol, as
well as the consequences of physical violence. He also cites the
widespread use of cigarettes and eaffeinated beverages such as coffee as
dangerous to public health.

Melia, &.J.W.; Florey, C. du V.; Chirm, S.; Goldstein, B.D.; Brooks, A.G. F.;
John, H.H.; Clark, John D.; Craighead, LB.; Webster, X. (1980). The Relation
Between Indoor Air Pollution from Nitrogen Dioxide and Respiratory Illness in
Primary Schoolchildren: "Rabka Symposium". Bulletin Europeen de
Physiopathologie Respiratoire; Vol. 16, No. 1, pp. 7-8; 1980.

In the UK an association between respiratory illness in primary school
children and the use of gas for cooking has been found in two separate
national samples. These findings appeared to be independent of inter
fering factors such as age, social class and smoking in the home. The
association has been found in one large study in the USA, but not in
three other studies in the same country. The authors suggest that
nitrogen dioxide arising in the emissions oC gas combustion might be the
cause of the association.
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Mendelsohn, Robert s. (1981). Male Practice: How Doctors Manipulate Women.
Contemporary Books, Inc., Chicago tL; 1981.

Chauvinistic male physicians subject their female patients to medical
procedures that are degrading, unnecessary, and often dangerous. So
thoroughly institutionalized is medicine's condescending attitude toward
women that many doctors are Wlaware of their negative. feelings toward
female patients. Thus, they order lab tests and x-rays more indis
criminately for women than for men, over~rescribe for their female
patients, treat childbirth almost as a disease, and intervene surgically
when sometimes unnecessary, especially with hysterectomies and radical
mastectomies.

Mes, Jos; Davies, David J.; Turton, Davida; SUn, Wing-Pung (1986). Levels and
Trends of Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Contaminants in the Breast Milk of
Canadian Women. Food Additives and Contaminants, Volume 3, Number 4, 1986;
pp 313 - 322.

A total of 210 breast milk samples from 5 different regions across
canada were analyzed for PCBs and other chlorinated hydrocarbons. There
is an apparent increase in POB residue levels since 1970, an increase
should be viewed with caution and may be attributed to better sampling
and analytical techniques. There was no evidence for the presence of
hexachloro-1,3-butadiene, Mirex, octachlorostyrene, chlorinated
naphthalenes, or tetrachlorobenzenes in breast milk, but there were
residues of other compounds. Residue levels of breast milk in Canada
were similar to those found in other industrial nations. Regional
diCCerences in residue levels appeared to be minimal.

Meyer, C. Beat; Hartley, Robert (1981). Inventory of Current Indoor Air
Quality-Related Research. US Govt.; NTIS PB82-12'1952; April 1981.

Keywords: pollution monitoring; pUblic health; radon; nitrogen oxides;
carbon monoxide; research inventory; formaldehyde; asbestos; particles;
indoor air pollution;

Meyer, Beat (1983). Indoor Air Quality. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company,
Inc.

This author describes some of the factors that determine indoor air
quality and reviews the status of knOWledge in the field. He supplies
a complete bibliography on indoor air quality problems and measurement
techniques.
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Milcsch, a.a.; Hollowell, C.D~; Schmidt, H.E. (1982). Trace Organic Chemical
Contaminants in Office Spaces: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John-editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1-6, pp. 129-137; 1982; Pergamon
Press Ltd., Oxford, Toronto.

Data is presented suggesting that workers in offices are exposed to a
broad spectrum of solvent-related organic chemical contaminants present
in very low concentrations relative to promulgated or recommended
industrial hygiene exposure levels, but in high concentrations relative
to outdoor air. With the aid ~f simple modeling, working hypotheses
about various contaminant sources - new and aged building materials,
wet-process photocopiers, tob,cco smoke, and building maintenance
products - are made with re~pect to the composition, amounts, and
generation patterns of their emissions. The results show that effective
control strategies can be implemented that do not compromise energy
efficiency.

Millar, LB.; Cooney, P.A. (1982). Urban Lead-A Study of Environmental Lead
and its Significance to School Children in the Vicinity of a Major Trunk Road.
Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 16, No. 3, pp. 615-620; Pergamon Press Ltd.
1982.

Measurements of children's blood lead levels were ascertained in relation
to lead in ail' and lead in dust attributed to an Inner London arterial
highway carrying about 35,000 vehicles per day. ,The contribution of lead
from deteriorating paintwork was also examined. The authors suggest that
the findings indicate that lead from vehicles is not contributing measur
ably to the blood lead levels of children liVing or being educated in the
area.

Millar, Wayne J.; Wigle, Donald T. (1986). Socioeconomic Disparities in
Risk Factors for Cardiovascular Disease. Can Med Assoc Journal, Vol. 134,
pp 127 - 132; January, 1986.

Despite a general decline in mortality rates in recent decades, these
rates are substantially higher among lower socioeconomic groups. To
determine target groups for preventive health promotion programs, the
prevalence of risk factors for cardiovascular disease by socioeconomic
group in Canadian adults aged 20 to 69 years was examined through
comparison of estimates from the 1978-79 Canada Health Survey, the 1981
canada Fitness Survey and the labour force smoking surveys of 1975 and
1983. Level of education was used as a measure of socioeconomic status.
The risk factors considered were cigarette smoking, obesity, elevated
d iastolic blood pressure, physical inactivity, excessive alcohol con
sumption, elevated serum cholesterol level, diabetes mellitus and the
conjoint use of oral contraceptives and cigarettes. The prevalence of
the risk factors tended to be higher among men and women with a low
level of education. The results were consistent with those of recent
Canadian studies showing that both men and women in lower socioeconomic
groups are more likely to die from cardiovascular disease.
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Miller, C. Arden; Coulter, Elizabeth J.; 8ehorr, Lisbeth 8.; Fine, Amy;
Adams-Taylor, Sharon (1985). The World Economic Crisis and the Children;
United States case Study: Special Report on the World Economic Crisis and
Health. International Journal of Health Services, Volume 15, No. 1, pp 95 
135; 1985.

This is a review of the United States experience with issues of child
health and services as they relate to changes in economic trends. No
existing data systems are entirely adequate for reporting on the current
health status of children. An important consideration for the monitoring
of children's health is the status of subgroups such as those who are
disadvantaged for reasons of· poverty, discrimination, or geographic
isolation. Ample evidence cdnfirms that children living in poverty
suffer adverse health consequences and the proportion of children
living in poverty has increased steadily since 1975. When either local
or widespread economic reversals are anticipated, health services and
social supports for children need to be expanded rather than contracted.

Miller, Claudia S. (1979). Mass Psychogenic nlness or Chemically-Induced
Hypersusceptibility? U.5. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, PUblic
Health Service, Center for Disease Control, National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health; 1979.

There are literally millions of workers who are wondering why they
never seem to feel good, why they are irritable when they get home,
sleepy all day long, and eXhausted when they get up in the morning. They
are not hypochondriacs or hysterics. Most are simply susceptible to
chemicals with which they are working, or to Which they are exposed. It
has been shown that so-called SUbjective symptoms of mass hysteria are
identical in every respect to symptoms experienced by persons tested
for susceptibility to var.ious petrochemicals. It can be objectively
de monstrated by testing affected individuals with suspected chemical
incitants.

Miller, Joseph B. (1978). Hidden Food Ingredients, Chemical Food Additives
and Incomplete Food Labels. Annals of Allergy, Vol. 41, No. 2, pp. 93-98;
August 1978.

Keywords: food additives; product la~l1ing;

Miller, Suzanne M. (1980). Why Having Control Reduces Stress: If I Can Stop
the Roller Coaster, I Don't Want to Get Off. Human Helplessness; Academic
Press; Garber, J., Seligman, Martin E.P., editors; pp 71 - 95; 1980.

Having control reduces the stress generated by an aversive event by
providing individuals with an guaranteed upper limit or by enabling
them lo match their internal state with external events.
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Moch-Sibony, A.(Ull). The Effects of Prolonged Exposure to Noise on Certain
Psycho Motor Intellectual and Personality Aspects of Children-Comparison
Between A Soundproof and a Nonsoundproof School. Travai.l Humain, Vol. 44,
No. 1, pp. 169-178; 1981.

The effects were studied of prolonged exposition to noise on certain
psychomotor, intellectual and personality aspects of children. The
authors present the results obtained in a field study undertaken in a
zone highly exposed to aviation noise. A comparison made between a
sound-proofed and a non sound-proofed school brought out the following
facts: the children did not express any feeling of disturbances as to
the frequency of airplane passage; yet, after prolonged exposure to the
auditory stimulus, perturbations of certain intellectual, psychomotor and
personality aspects were observed. The authors estimate that the numerous
airplane passages are at the origin of attentional troubles which would
explain to a large extent the negative effects observed.

MOhr, Richard D. (19IS). Invisible Minorities, Civil Rights, Democracy:
Three Arguments for Gay Rights. The Philosophical Forum, Vol. XVII, No. 1, pp.
1-24; Fall 1985.

The author puts forth an exacting which establishes that civil rights
for leSbians and gay men as necessary preconditions for lesbians and gay
men having equitable access to civic rights, i.e. the rights to the
impartial administration of civil and criminal laws in defense of property
and person. An invisible minority historically SUbjected to widespread
social discrimination has reasonably guaranteed access to these rights
only when the minority is guaranteed non-di~crimination in employment,
housing, and pUblic services. He notes further that a society which
forces minority views into invisibility, loses the ability to scrutinize
and bring about repeal of undesirable legislation, thereby seriously
curtailing the operation of those political processes ordinarily to be
relied upon to protect minorities. The social prejudice against gays
virtually eclipses their political rights, including freedom of speech,
freedom of press, freedom of assembly, freedom to petition for the
redress of grievances, and freedom to join with and be identified with
other persons for common political goals. Virtually all the rights
discusses involve pUblic actiofl$, which are impossible for a person
who must remain invisible, hidden and secreted, in respect of his or her
minority status, as a condition for maintaining his or her livelihood.

Molhave, L. (l979). Indoor Air Pollution Due to Building Materials: from
Indoor Climate: Effects on Human Comfort, Performance, and Health in
Residential, Commercial, and Light-industry Buildings; Fanger, P.O. and
Valbjorn, O.-editors; pp. 89-110. Danish Building Research Institute,
Copenhagen; 1979.

Keywords: building materials; indoor air pollution; Danish research;
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Mo!have, tars (1982). Indoor Air Pollution Due To Organic Gases and Vapours of
Solvents in Building Materials: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John-editor; pp. 117-127. Environment International, voL 8, No. 1/6; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

The emission of organic gases and vapours of solvent type from 42
commonly used building materials was measured under standard conditions.
An average of 22 compounds was found in the ail- around each building
material, and the total concentration of gases and vapours was from 0.01
to 1410 mg/m 3. The risks of health effects due to the compounds iden
tified were investigated, and criteria for future air quality standards
were discussed. It is concluded that the possibility of negative health
effects cannot be neglected,. especially not for the more sensitive
minority of the general population.

Molhave, tars; Bach, BodU; Pedersen, Ole F. (1986). Dose-Response Relation
of Volatile Organic Compounds in the Sick Building Syndrome. Clinical Ecology,
Volume IV, No. 2, Summer 1986.

A survey of the literature indicates that houses with indoor climate
problems have higher concentrations in the air of Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOC) than houses without problems. In an attempt to establish
a dose-response relationship, this study exposed a group of 62 human
SUbjects in a double blind, controlled experiment to a mixture of 22
volatile organic compounds known to be indoor air pollutants. The
SUbjects were all healthy an~ without diagnosed asthma, allergy or
chronic bronchitis, but claimed to suffer from dry mucous membranes in
ey~, nose or upper airways. A significant effect of exposure was Cound
in relation to general air quality, odor, ability to concentrate and
mucous membrane irritaion. BelOw 0.6 mg/m3 no irritation by VOC can be
expected. Above 2 mg/m3 VOC are expected to cause irritation. Above
5 mg/m3 irritation and decreased mental performance may occur.

Monahan, John T.; Vaux, Alan (1983). Macroenvironment and Community Mental
Health. Environmental Variables and the Prevention oC Mental Ulness,
chapter 3, pp 27 - 41; Lexington Books; 1983.

Aspects of the physical environment can create serious mental health
problems. 'Those which have received the most research attention have
been noise and density. In addition, economic status, unemployment, and
economic change have been found to have an effect on community mental
health variables. 'This research should lead <!Ommunity mental health
professionals to pay greater attention to physical aspects oC their own
particular areas, including Aoise, crOWding, architectural design, as
well as community economy, particularly economic downturns, plant clos
ings, and local unemployment rates. Such information should allow both
the anticipation of service needs and the development oC methods for
preventing psychosocial problems and for enhancing human functioning.
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Whenever environmental stressors may be prevented or diminished, mental
health professionals should make every effort to do so. Participation in
the environmental impact assessment process is one likely medium for such
activity. When the macroenvironmental stressors are not preventable, the
major role of the community mental health professional is to mitigate
their effects through such techniques as anticipatory guidance and
a ttribution therapy, carried out individually and through the media.

Moschandreas, D.J.; Rector, H.E. (1982). Indoor Radon Concentrations: from
Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, John"'Hlditor; pp. 77-82. Environment
International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982;. Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

The indoor air of 60 residences in and around a Maryland suburb of
Washington DC was monitored in a pilot study to determine residential
radon concentrations. In each residence, a radon grab sample was acquired
in the living room, and if possible, in the basement. Over 60% of the
residences sampled show air infiltration rates below 0.6 air changes per
hour. Approximately 55% of all surveyed basements and 30% of all surveyed
living areas displayed radon concentrations in excess of 4.0 nCi m -3.
Assuming an equilibrium factor of 0.5, these radon levels may lead to
working levels above the annual guidelines suggested by EPA for Florida
homes built on land reclaimed from phosphate mining.

Moschandreas, D. "(1986). Formaldehyde: Sources, Methods of Analysis, Exposure
and Health Effects. Indoor Air, Vol. 6, 1986; Swedish Council for Building
Research; Berglund, B.; Berglund, U.; Lindvall, T.; Sundell, J.; editors.

Elevated formaldehyde concentrations, higher than 100 ppb, are measured
in many indoor environments. They relate positively with temperature and
decrease with the age of the source. Urea formaldehyde bonded products.
can be improved to such a degree that indoor levels can be reduced to
ambient levels if the materials are properly installed and used. Formal
dehyde is not a potent carcinogen for humans. Pulmonary functions are
similar in control and sample populations. Nasal and skin symptoms are
higher in populations exposed to elevated formaldehyde concentrations.

Mueller Associates (1981). Wood Combustion: State-of-knowledge Survey of
Environmental, Health, and Safety Aspects. US Govt.; NTlS DE83005070; OCtober
1981.

Keywords: wood combustion; air pollution; sulfur dioxide; nitrogen oxides;
hydrocarbons; carbon monoxide;

Muittari, Antero; Veneskoski, Tapani ,(1978). Natural and Synthetic Fibers as
Causes of Asthma and Rhinitis: "a communication from Finland". Annals of
Allergy, Vol. 41, pp. 48-50; July 1978.

Keywords: asthma; rhinitis; fibers; indoor air pollution;
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Murray, T. Keith (1987). Diet and Health: The canadian Experience. Am J Clin
Nutr, No. 45; pp 1390 - 1393; 1987.

The development of Canada's food selection guidelines is described and
perceived errors in the process are noted. The guidelines were derived
from the report of an expert committee, convened, not to develop
guidelines, but to advise the government on the relationship between
diet and cardiovascular disease and to identify the advice that should
be given to the public. The request for such a study came from the
margarine industry, which wanted to know what health claims could be made
in advertisements. The committee contained no nutritionists nor
educators. Dietary guidelines should be readily understandable by the
public in order for them to be used fUlly, meaning that guidelines
should be expressed in terms of food.

Mustard, Fraser J. (1987). Achieving Health for All: Implications for
Canadian Health and Social Policies. MCAJ, Vol. 136; pp 471 - 473; March
1987.

The broad philosophical concepts of health have swung in emphasis over
the centuries between the important role of social and economic factors
and individual choice in determining health status and the effectiveness
of determining the cause of disease and developing Specific therapeutic
measures. Based on the government1s policy of "Health for All", the
individual choice concept (or the ecology of health) is again becoming
paramOWlt, with implications for the role of medicine in society and for
groups of health care professionals. For example, achieving a solutiQn to
the first of the paper's health challenges, to reducing inequities in the
health of low versus high income groups, is a formidable socioeconomic
task Which requires communication between those concerned with our health
and social problems and those concerned with our economic future.

Response to these challenges has to be met with limited resources; thus,
there are implications for the level and distribution of funding among
the different sectors responsible for health care. If too rapid, the
changes necessitated by the emergence of the ecology of health as the
dominant theory will be complex and at times will create conflict. One
change already evident is that more and more physicians are being placed
within managed health care services, with resultant impact on their
professional freedom.

Magda, Miren 1..; Rector, Harry E. (1983). Guidelines for Monitoring Indoor Air
Quality. US Govt.; NTIS PB83-264465; September 1983.

This document provides guidelines for designing programs to measure
indoor air quality. Brief summaries of past and current research and
descriptions of indoor contaminants provide a background for developing
the monitoring design. Factors that influence air quality are discussed
with the aid of mass balance models. An extensive review of measurement
systems, including a listing of numerous instruments with their
performance specifications, is presented.
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Nagira, T.; Hisashige, A.; Kume, Y.; Ueno, M.; Yamamoto, M.; Aoyama, H.;
Kurumatani, N. (1981). Health Hazards Among Children in Air Polluted
Districts, Report 2: Exposure to Automobile Exhaust and Prevalence of
Subjective Symptoms Among School Children. Nippon Eiseigaku zasshi, Vol: 36,
No. 3, pp. 596-612; 1981.

Recent rapid motorization in Japan has posed the serious problem of air
pollution caused by automobile exhaust. Route 43 has the highest con
gestions of vehicular traffic in Japan and runs through densely resi
dential areas. Children in schools located along this highway have been
found to have increasing rates of respiratory disorders. N02 concen
trations near Route 43 have exceeded the short-term exposure limit
(0.10-0.17 ppm) proposed as the guideline for the protection of pUblic
health by WHO Task Group, whieh also recommended that this limit be
stricter for sensitive subjects such as children. In 1979, the authors
polled children concerning respiratory, rhinopharyngeal and eye disorders
in two elementary schools facing the highway and one school in a non
polluted area, using a self-administered questionnaire. Results were as
follows: children attending the two polluted schools had higher rates
of disorders relating to bronchial asthma, recurrent respiratory in
fection and allergies; a close relationship was found between the pre
valence of such conditions and distance from the highway and this
gradient corresponded to the level of nitrogen oxides; air conditioners
furnished at schools appeared to have some remedying effect on these
disorders; children who lived south of the highway had higher rates of
disease due to. higher concentration of exhaust carried at night by
northerly winds.

Nathanson, Constance A. (1975). Illness and the Feminine Role; A
Theoretical Review. Soc Sci Med, Vol 9, No 2; Pergamon Press; 1975.

Women in the Western world live longer than men and have lower mortality
ra tes for most causes of death. There is strong evidence that these
differences are due to women's constitutionally greater resistance to
infectious and degenerative disease. However, in sharp constrast to
their favorable mortality, women report more physical and mental illness
than men, and utilize health $ervices at substantially higher rates.
These latter differences are documented with health survey data from the
United States and Great Britain. Three explanatory models to account for
sex differences in illness experience are considered: 1) women report
more illness than men because it is culturally more acceptable for them
to be ill; 2) the sick role is more compatible with women's other role
responsibilities; and 3) women have more illness than men because their
assigned social roles are more stressful. Evaluation of these alter
native models is based on a review of data from studies of variations in
Ulnas; among women, and it is concluded that a model looking at illness
behaviour as a function of the number and character of other role
obligations offers the most promise for future research.
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National Commission tor the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical and
Behavioral Research (1911). Research Involving Children: Deliberations and
Conclusions: Report and Recommendations. US Government, DREW; 1977; pp 123 -
154. '

The Commission identitied three ethical principles that should underlie
the conduct of biomedical and behavioral research involving human
subjects: beneficence, respect for persons, and justice. In the case of
research involving children, the challenge is to tind a proper balance
in applying these principles and to establish priorities among the
principles when they appear to be in confiict. In order to promote the
health of both children and adUlts, the participation ot children in
research is needed but those who conduct or sponsor such research. must
protect children from harm by limiting the risk to which they may be
exposed as research subjects. Guidelines are given tor research which
presents more than minimal risk but no im mediate prospect of direct
benefit to the individual children involved. The threat of an epidemic
that could be offset by developing a safe and effective vaccine might
justify research involving risk greater than otherwise acceptable to
establish safety, efficacy and dosage levels for children ot different
ages.

The incapacity of children to consent to involvement in research is
one aspect of a more general condition of dependence on adults who are
responsible for their care. There must, however, be respect for the
child's developing autonomy. Any child capable of some degree of
understanding (generally, a child of seven or older) should participate
in research only if he or she assents. When parental permission cannot
be relied upon as a protective mechanism, alternative mechanisms should
be set in place to protect the health and welfare of the children.

National Program to Reduce Tobacco Ose, Consultation, Planning and
Implementation Committee (1981). Directional Paper of the National Program to
Reduce Tobacco Use in Canada: Break Free. National Program to Reduce Tobacco
Use; June 1987.

This directional paper outlines a national strategy aimed at achieving
a generation of non-smokers in Canada by the year 2000. It was developed
as a cooperative, collaborative effort of the federal, provincial, and
territorial governments and national health organizations. Three goals
are: 1) to protect the health and rights of non-smokers; 2) to help
non-smokers to stay smoke-free; and 3) to encourage and help those who
want to qUit smoking to do so. For each goal, quantified short and long
term objectives have been devElloped. These objectives ensure that both
individual and environmental perspectives of the problem will be
addressed. The following strategic directions have been identified:
legislation; access to information; availability of services and
programs; message promotion; support for citizen action; intersectoral
policy coordination; and research and knowledge development.
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Tobacco use represents the number one preventable health issue in
Canada. More than 30,000 Canadians die each year· from smoking-related
illnesses. While overall tobacco ~e has declined in Canada, a number of
disturbing trends persist: smoking onset among 12 to .14 year olds has
remained high; the prevalence of smoking among young women (20 to 29) is
increasing; and regional and socioeconomic differences in smoking rates
continue to exist.

NcNall, Preston E. (1975). Practical Methods of Reducing Airborne
Contaminants in Interior Spaces. Arch Environ Health, Vol. 30, pp. 552-556;
Nov. 1975.

Keywords: indoor air pollution;

Needleman, Herbert L; Gunnoe, Charles; Leviton, A1an; Reed, Robert; Peresie,
Henry; Maher, Cornelius; Barrett, Peter (1979). Deficits in Psychologic and
Classroom Performance of Children With Elevated Dentine Lead Levels. The New
England Journal of Medicine, Vol. 300, No. 13, pp. 689-695; Mass. Medical
Society; March 29, 1979.

To measure the neuropsychologic effects of unidentified childhood ex
posure to lead, the performance of 58 children with high and 100 low den
tine lead levels was compared. Children with high lead levels scored
significantly less well on the Wechsler intelligence Scale for Children
than those with .low lead levels. This difference was also apparent on
verbal subtests, on three other measures of auditory or speech processing
and on a measure of attention. Analysis of variance showed that none of
these differences could be explained by any of the 39 other variables
studied. Also evaluated by a teachers' questionnaire was the classroom
behavior of all 2146 children whose teeth were analyszed. The frequency
of nOJ'Hldaptive classroom behavior increased in a dose-related fashion to
dentine lead level. Lead exposure, at doses below those producing symp
toms severe enough to be diagnosed clinically, appears to be associated
with neuropsychologic deficits that may interfere with classroom per
formance.

Needleman, Herbert L. (1983). Lead at Low Dose and the Behaviour of Children.
NeuroToxicology, Vol. 4, No. 3, pp. 121-133; 1983.

Lead can be a usefUl paradigm with which to deepen our understanding of
the health significance of hazardous substances in general, and to
clarify the necessary steps and barriers to their removal from the human
environment. Epidemiologic data demonstrate a clear effect of lead at low
doses. When taken with animal studies which show disturbed learning at
low dose in the rodent and non-human primate, altered development of
synapses in the developing rodent brain and delayed appearance of brain
cytochromes in the immature rodent, the case seems strong that lead at
low doses is an important and widely distributed neurotoxin.
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Hero, A.V. (1986). Radon in Dwellings; Exposure and Risk Analysis. Indoor
Air, Vol. 6, 1986; Swedish Council for Building Research; Berglund, B.;
Berglund, U.; Lindvall, T.; Sundell, J.; editors.

A very broad range ot concentrations ot radon is observed inside build
ings, particularly in homes, and even the average concentration has an
estimated risk that is large by comparison with most environmental risks.
There is estimated to be a chance of about one in a thousand for the
average member of the popUlation to contract lung cancer trom indoor
radon daughters. And significant numbers ot people in many countries
receive much higher exposures, corresponding to individual risles ot lung
cancer exceeding one percent. Control measures take the following
pattern, at least in homes with high levels; source control has the
greatest infiuence, ventilation has lesser infiuence, and air cleaning
has questionable effect. Considerable progress is being made in develop
ing strategies to locate and reduce excessive concentrations in exist
ing residences and to prevent such levels in new bUildings. These include
guidelines for allocation ot responsibility and for acceptability of
indoor levels, as well as specification ot means tor identification and
control of cases that may have concentrations.

Nethercott, James R. (1982). Health Effects of Formaldehyde. Corpus.

This paper describes the health effects ot formaldehyde. These
include irritation to the skin, eye, lung and mucosal surtaces;
sensitization; alteration in irritancy threshold; mutagenicity;
carcinogenicity. Although some ot these effects have not yet
been proven in hu mans, the author feels that it is prudent to
regard formaldehyde as a possible cause because ot animal data.
Detailed studies of persons who believe they are being in
toxicated by low level tormaldehyde exposure is necessary.

Neus, Hermann; Godderz, Wemer; Otten, Heinz; Ruddel, Heinz; von Eiff,
August-Wilhelm (1985). Family History ot Hypertension and Cardiovascular
Reactivity to Mental Stress - Ettects ot Stimulus Intensity and Environment.
Journal ot Hypertension, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp 31 - 37; Gower Medical PUblishing
Ltd.; 1985.

This study examines the hypothesis that normotensives with hypertensive
parents exhibit enhanced cardiovascular reactions to mental stress. Nor
mally healthy male subjects were examined and, under laboratory con
ditions, administered an intehsified standard stress test. Blood pres
sure, heart rate and stroke volume were measured. SUbjects with at least
one hypertensive parent eXhibited enhanced responses ot systolic and
diastolic blood pressure and heart rate. The conclusion was made that
cardiovascular hyper-reactivity in subjects with hypertensive parents
is only apparent using sutficiently intense stimuli but there are
familial trends in cardiovascular reactivity to mental stress.
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New York Academy of Medicine (1981). Proceedings of the Symposium on Health
Aspects of Indoor Air Pollution. Bulletin of the New York Academy of Medicine,
Vol. 57, No. 10; December 1981.

Keywords: indoor air pollution;' conference proceedings;

Newball, Harold He; Brahim, Sami A. (1976). Respiratory Response to Domestic
Fibrous Glass Exposure. Environmental Research, No. 12, pp. 201-207; 1976;
Academic Press, Inc.

Keywords: fibrous glass exposure; re~piratory response; health hazards;

Nieder, .loseph (1986). Evaluation and Treatment of Allergic Disorders in
Children: A Psychiatric Perspective. Psychobiological Aspects of Allergic
Disorders; chapter 10, pp 233 - 249; Praeger Publishers; 1986; Young, Stuart
H., RUbin, .lames M., Daman, Harlan R., ed.

There is a complex interplay between asthmatic symptoms and emotional
factors. Emotional factors can trigger or worsen asthma in a physio
logically or biochemically predisposed individual. The disease process
has a very definite emotional toll on the individual with asth ma, as
well as on other members of the family. The adaptation to illness, the
alterations in lifestyle, and the family and personal interactions, all
require complex psychological adaptations if one is to achieve the
optimal degree of functioning with one's illness. Emotional factors and
psychological problems Which accompany or result from having asthma can
be a major impediment to progress toward health.

Nietzel, Michael T.; Himelein, Melissa J. (1986). Prevention of Crime and
Delinquency: from Handbook of Prevention; Edelstein, Barry A. and Michelson,
Larry, editors. Plenum Press, New York, 1986; pp. 195 - 221.

Five areas are offered as crime-prevention basics. These are reduction
of domestic violence; enhancement of various cognitive and behavioral
competencies in children, adolescents and young adults; development of
effective discipline techniques within families; promotion of safer
environments and protected victims; and diversion of predelinquents
and delinquents from formal cQntact with the criminal justice system.
Citizens groups should be organized because fear of crime is greatest
in communities that lack the power to regulate themselves or perceive
that they lack such power.

Hitta, He; Maeda, K. (1982). Personal Exposure Monitoring of Nitrogen Dioxide:
from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, lohn-editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No.
1/6, pp. 243-248; 1982; Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto.
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Measure ment of personal exposure to nitrogen dioxide for short and long
term was made with a sensitive N02 passive sampler to volunteer house
wives and office workers in diffrerent seasons. These measurements were
compared with the simultaneous measurement of outdoor and indoor concen
tration of the participants. A common result over all the measurements
is the potential effect of using an unvented space heater to increase
personal exposure. Mean personal exposure and indoor concentration are
higher than outdoor levels elevated by the samples exposed to pollutant
produced from the heater. A time-weighted indoor/outdoor activity model
gives modestly improved estimates of personal exposure over those pre
dicted Crom measured indoor concentrations alone.

Norris-Baker, Carolyn (1985). Perceived Importance oC Community Settings in
Daily Lives oC Frail Elderly in Small Towns. Environmental ChangelSocial
Change; EDRA 16; pp 216 - 222; Environmental Design Research Association;
1985.

A substantial number of older people living in rural areas experience
the compound problems of aging and coping with physical disabilities,
yet they continue to reside independently or with spouses in the
co mmunity. For these frail individuals, the social and physical en
vironment plays a vital role in maintaining the balance between their
needs for autonomy and their needs for security. The present research
explored the roles of attachment to and participation in small town
settings by the frail elderly. Descriptions of settings that frail
persons perceived as important in daily life, and their participation
in settings in the community, were compared with the perceptions and
participation' of healthier, more active older persons. Findings indicate
that the settings perceived as important in older peoples' lives varied
widely and included many nonservice settings such as homes and social
groups. The frail and active grdups perceived similar numbers of settings
as important, but the frail elderly were more limited in their use of
those settings, particularly those that were more public and service
oriented. The frail elderly also identified a number of less accessible
and less public settings which were important in their lives, but never
frequented. When participation ID community settings was examined within
the context of personal characteristics such as age and health, findings
suggested that the perceived importance of settings, and particularly
their pUblicness, does play a modest role in community involvement. An
extensive bibliography is included.

Novick, Marvyn (1986). Work and Well-Being: Social Choices for a Healthy
Society: A New Work Agenda for Canada. Canadian Mental Health Association,
Toronto Canada; 1986.

The employment crisis in the next decade threatens to undermine social
and economic foundations of family liCe. A new work agenda is needed.
The basic social choice facing Canadians is whether we re-affirm univer
sal employment as essential to a healthy society, or withdraw into the
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view that maintenance incomt is a sufficient condition of basic well
being. The absence of good jobs for those in the 35 to 45 year old
category will have a profound impact on personal health and the well
being of families. This will include vulnerabilities to illness and death
from acute economic stress,. particularly for men in their forties,
as well as the re-emergence of child poverty. New approaches to
full employment would rest on two key propositions: access to decent jobs
re mains a primary life aspiration for the vast majority of the adult
population; and there are destructive rigidities in present distributions
of work among Canadians Which have severe health impacts on the unemploy
ed, and are leading to groWing 'stress for many. A new approach would
include elements such as special tax rates to cushion annual job hour
reductions, shelter policies to stabilize housing costs, national income
credits for parents, universal leave programs, enriched pension entitle
ments, and tuition rebates and interest free loans for students of all
ages.

Nussbaum, Karen (1981). Warning: Health Hazards for Office Workers. Working
Women Education Fund, 1224 Huron Rd., Cleveland OH 44115; April 1981.

There are many hazards present in a modern office building. These include
those resulting from improper v~ntilation and "tight building syndrome",
hazardous office products such as liquid eraser products (which contain
trichloroethylene and tetrachloroethylene, known carcinogens) and
cleaning solvents (containing benzene, a carcinogen and toluene, a
powerful .narcotic), ozone from photocopiers, formaldehyde and passive
cigarette smoke.

O'Banion, Dan R. (1981). An Ecological and Nutritional Approach to Behavioral
Medicine. Charles C Thomas, Springfield IL; 1981.

This book presents a history and analysis of research and descriptive
evidence indicating that food, chemical and inhalant substances play a
major role in determining human health. The full range of psychological
and physical health disorders, including learning disabilities and child
hood hyperactivity are related to susceptibility and reactions to eco
logical and nutritional events. Extensive case reports are included.

O'Banion, Dan R. (1981). The Ecological and Nutritional Treatment of Health
Disorders. Charles C Thomas, Springfield IL; 1981.

This book ties together the physiological and behavioral effects, both
direct and indirect, of increased sensitivity to various ecological
agents including common foods and chemicals used prevalently in our
society. Individual susceptibility to specific food, chemical, and in
halant substances may contribute to a wide range of psychological and
physical health problems, including learning disabilities. The effects
of food and chemical sensitivities, stages of adaptation, levels of
reaction, diagnosis and ecological treatment are all discussed.
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O'Banion, Dan R.. (1981). Skill Development and Maintenance. from The
Ecological and Nutritional Treatment of Health Disorders, pp. 168-179; Charles
C. Thomas, SpringCield IL; 1981.

Many people who are food and chemically sensitive have trouble develop
ing and then maintaining appropriate social and academic skills. When a
person is stressed physiological~, learning problems and skill deficits
result and typically are treated solely from a psychological standpoint.
Behaviors which are related to sensitivities and which affect learning
are increased activation, an increased probability of frustration, de
creased attention span, perceptu.I proble ms, and me mory deficits. Most
frequently chemically and food sensitive children experience problems in
spelling, reading comprehension and auditory memory skills. Deficiencies
in these areas may be indicative of malfunctioning neurological systems
tha t predispose the individual to have difficulty learning certain types
of tasks. Specific physiological systems may be malfunctioning, causing
specific learning deficiencies. If an individual does have skill and
learning deficiencies in specific areas due to an inability to attend
to sti mull presented in a certain mode, special techniques and testing
methods can be used. An improvement in the student's environment,
removing the offending substances, will be the best long-term solution.

O'Banion, Dan R. (1981). The Chemical Problem: Chemical Contamination in the
Work and School Environments. from An Ecological and Nutritional Approach to
Behavioral Medicine, pp 69 -164; Charles C. Thomas, Springfield IL; 1981.

One of the most important settings that influences a child's life is the
school environment. This environment should be kept relatively uncon
taminated especially for chemically sensitive children whose learning may
be greatly affected by reactions to chemicals; however, even less
chemically sensitive individuals who appear not to have any dramatic
problem learning may be affected by such exposures. Slight fatigue,
sleepiness, and uncooperativeness are often produced by chemical exposure
and easily corrected by cleaning up the chemical environment in the
school setting. Yet, the school environment is one of the most chemi
cally contaminated environments in our society. A wide variety of indoor
a ir pollutant sources in schools is described, including the use of
pesticides, motor exhaust, chemicals in clothing, and lighting. How
these affect learning and beha~ior in children is documented.

O'Banion, Dan R.; Peek, Leon A.; Butler, Joel R. (1981). Behaviors
Characteristic of Learning Disabilities Related to Specific Foods in an
Adolescent: Case Report 4. from An Ecological and Nutritional Approach to
Behavioral Medicine, pp. 147-164; Charles C. Thomas Publisher, Springfield IL;
1981.

A fifteen year old male adolescent with an extensive history of behavior
a nd learning disorders had undergone traditional psychological, educa
tional, and medical treatments to no avail. A food testing program in-
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volving the ingestion of single foods of organic or less chemically
contaminated sources -was established to ascertain relationships between
specific foods and the individual's physical, educational, and behavioral
irregularities. It was found that extreme aggression. and hyperactivity
each occurred within minutes after the ingestion of a specific food.
The food related to the hyperactive state was tested a second time under
more closely observed conditions 'with a resulting decrease in performance
on a symbol-digit coding task and the occurrence of a number reversal on
one of the coding forms when the reaction was in progress.

O'Brien, LM., Newman-Taylor, A.J.; Surge, p.s.; Harries, M.G.; Fawcett, LW.
and Pepys, J. (1979). Toluene Di-isoc~anate-induced Asthma: n. Inhalation
challenge tests and bronchial reactivity studies. Clinical Allergy, Vol. 9,
pp. 7-15; 1979; Blackwell Scientific Publications.

Keywords: toluene diisocyanate; asthma; health hazards;

O'Hara, Bruce (1987). Work Well: A Guide to Creating Worktime Options
Resource Centres. Canadian Mental Health Association.

Rather than haVing a scarcity of work, our society has a need to find
ways to redistribute work to even out the extremes of the overworked and
unemployed. This book is intended as a practical manual for promoting new
work schedules. An excellent resource section is included, listing useful
books, related reading, and contacts.

O'Qumn,8ilas E.; Kennedy, C. Barrett (1965). Contact Dermatitis Due to
Formaldehyde in Clothing Textiles. Journal of the American Medical Assoc.,
Vol. 194, No. 6; Nov. 8 1965.

Keywords: formaldehyde; clothing; contact dermatitis; health effects;

Olafsson, Olafur; Svensson, Per-Gunnar (1986). Unemployment-Related
Lifestyle Changes and Health Disturbances in Adolescents and Children in
the Western Countries. Soc. Sci. Med., Vol. 22, No. 11, pp 1105 - 1113;
Pergamon Journals Ltd.; 1986.

According to official statistics, 11 million people under 25 in the 12
OECD member states are unemployed at any given time, a figure which in
depth studies show to be at least 40 to 5096 higher. Unemployment hits
mainly adolescents, school leavets, young unskilled adults, immigrants,
and those who are in need of familial and social support such as the
frail, sick, disabled children, allld old people. Unemployment is en
dangering the socio-economic status of people, in spite of short-term
unemployment benefits and is creating inequalities in health and serious
social misfits.
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The majority of young people do not learn to cope with unemployment.
It fosters isolation, loss. of self-esteem, frustration, and
hopelessness. Unemployed school leavers are prone to a destructive life
style such as drug, tobacco and alcohol abuse and respond less to health
promotion, family planning, hygilBnic and nutritional programmes. Children
and family members of the unemployed suffer from various somatic and
psychosomatic disorders. Loss of job or the mere prospect of becoming
jobless have been found to c~use elevated blood pressure and serum
cholesterol, increased concentration of blood catecholamine and
elimination of noradrenaline, an increase in the frequency oC stress and
psychosomatic diseases. After regaining employment, these values
normalize. Umemployment is therefore considered as a real source of
chronic stress which is considered to be a major contributor to
cardiovascular diseases, ulcers, and asthma. The jobless exhibit a
significantly higher prevalence of mental disorders, higher admission
rates to mental hospitals, p8ir'asuicides and depression, and visits to
doctors.

Olsen, Jorgen H.; Dossing, Martin (1982). Formaldehyde Induced Symptoms in Day
Care Centers. Am. Ind. Hyg. Assoc. Journal, Vol. 23, pp. 366-370; May 1982.

A questionnaire study was performed among 70 employees at seven mobile
day care centers where urea formaldehyde glued particle board has been
used for indoor paneling and among 34 employees at three control institu
tions selected at random where no particle board has been used as build
ing materials. Responses showed a significantly higher frequency of the
following symptoms among the staCf at the mobile institutions: mucous
membrane irritation, headache~ abnormal tiredness, menstrual irregulari
ties and use of analgetics. The median concentration of formaldehyde
in the mobile institutions was 0.43 mg/m 3 in contrast to a concentration
in the control institutions of about 0.08 mg/m 3.

Ontario Federation of Labour (1982). Occupational Health and Safety: A
Training Manual. Copp Clark Pitma.n, Toronto Canada; 1982.

Th~ manual offers a comprehensive information base, enabling workers to
understand their working environment. It covers a wide range of toxic
substances and pollution sources, detailing how they affect health. Also
covered are stress, material handling, making machinery and equipment
safe, principles of ventilation, personal protective equipment and
legislation in Ontario.

Ontario Mental Health Poundation (1987). The Ontario Mental Health Foundation
Annual Report. The Ontario Mentall Health Foundation; 1981.

The Foundation's major task is funding research investigations Which
have a bearing upon mental h~alth and mental disorders. Some projects
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include testing ways of teaching social skills to mentally handicapped
adults; examining the effects of social support and personality
variables on maternal adaptation to the stress of a hearing impaired
child; examining the effects of depression in a mother upon the children
in a family.

Ontario Ministry of Energy (1987). Airing Out the Sick-Building Syndrome.
Ministry of Energy, Municipal and Commercial Programs, Toronto Canada; 1987.

The sick-building syndrome is described with specific reference to Les
Terrasses de la Chaudiere in Hull Quebec. General suggestions for im
proving indoor air quality and ~or follow-up help and information are
included.

Ontario Ministry of Health (1987). Health Effects of Extremely Low Frequency
Electromagnetic Fields: A Review of Clinical and Epidemiological Studies.
Disease Control and Epidemiology Service, Public Health Branch, Ontario
Ministry of Health; July, 1987.

This critical review of the literature was carried out to document the
quali ty of scientific evidence regarding the possible pUblic health
risk of installation of extra high voltage line corridors. Literature
on human health effects of exposure to extra low frequency fields which
are created from many electrical sources, including transmission of
electricity at high voltage,. was examined. Adverse health effects
studied in the reports examined include general health effects such as
headaches and dizziness, adverse reproductive outcomes, and cancer.
This literature fails to provide conclusive or convincing evidence
that there is a significant public health risk associated with ELF
fields. General agreement exists among scientific researchers that the
ambiguities present in the current literature require clarification. A
bibliography is included.

Orehek, J.; Massari, J.P.; Gayrard, P.; Grimaud, C.; Charpin, J. (1976).
Effect of Short-Term, Low-Level Nitrogen Dioxide Exposure on Bronchial
Sensitivity of Asthmatic Patients. Journal of Clinical Investigations, Vol.
57, February 1976, pp 301-307.

A study was undertaken to determine whether exposure to a realistic
concentration of nitrogen dioxide could increase the bronchial sen
sitivity of asthmatic patients to bronchoconstrictor agents. Dose
response curves were established for changes in specific airway resis
tance in response to .aerosolized carbachol in 20 asthmatics after each
had spent 1 hour in an exposure chamber breathing both polluted and un
polluted air. Nitrogen dioxide induced a slight but significant increase
in specific airway resistance and enhanced the bronchoconstrictor effect
of carbachol in 13 sUbjects. Although the mechanisms underlying the
nitrogen dioxide effect remain controversial, the present results
demonstrate that very low levels of the substance can adversely affect
some asthmatics.
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Ostapovich, LK.o (19'15). Conditions ot Respiratory Route Exposure to Sulfur
Dioxide and Formaldehyde and Subsequent Sensitization. Gigiena I Sanitariia,
No. 2, pp. 9-13; 1975.

The etfects of concentration and conditions of exposure on the develop
ment of toxic and allergic reactions to sulfur dioxide and formaldehyde
were investigated. It was <:pncluded that sulfur dioxide has toxic
effects which are manifested a$ an alteration in the chronaxy ratio of
antagonistic muscles, as an increase in whole blood cholinesterase
activity, and as changes in qlood hemoglobin concentration and ery
throcyte counts. Exposure to concentrations of formaldehyde in con
centrations of 7 or 2 mg/m 3 l~ads to sensitization. The possibility of
an early onset of allergy in response to low doses of the agents in
question points to the need for conducting specific tests indicative of
allergy-as highly sensitive indicators of adverse effects-in establish
ing hygienic norms for air pollution.

Ott, John (1973). Health And Light: The Effects of Natural and Artificial
Light on Man and Other Living Things. Pocket Books/Simon & Schuster, 1973.

In 1973 a study was conducted by the Environmental Health and Light Re
search Institute in sarasota Florida, showing dramatic reactions in
hyperactive children. In two first~rade classrooms, the standard cool
white fluorescent tubes and fhctures with solid plastic diffusers remain
ed unchanged. The plastic diffusers stopped the transmission of any
trace of long-wavelength ultraviolet. In two other classrooms, the tubes
were replaced with full-spectrum fluorescent tubes that more closely
duplicated natural daylight. By means of hidden time-lapse cameras,
student behaviour was observed and recorded. Under the standard cool
white lighting, some children demonstrated nervous fatigue, irritability,
lapses of attention, and hyperactive behaviour. Within a week of the new
lights being installed, a marked improvement in their behaviour appeared
and overall classroom performance improved. Experiments are also refer
red to in Which the effect of light and darkness on the pineal gland has
been studied, as well as studies concerning low-frequency non-ioniZing
radiation, hyperactivity and learning disabilities. A connection is
also suggested between the \'Iyperactive reaction to radiation from un
shielded fluorescent tubes and the same symptoms triggered by artificial
food flavours and colourings.

Ott, John; Mayron, Lewis W. (1976). Influence of Fluorescent Lights on
Hyperactivity and Learning Disabilities. Journal of Learning Disabilities,
Vol. 9, No. 7 (Aug/Sep 1976), pp. 417-422.

This study describes in detail the study of the Environmental Health
and Light Institute, in Which four regUlar elementary windowless
classrooms, two with standard type nuorescent cool-White tubes and
two with full spectrum, radiation-shielded fluorescent fixtures,
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were compared for their effec~ on hyperactive behaviour. Time-lapse
photography was used to produoe a permanent record of the children1s
actions. The study concluded .that cool-white unshielded Ouorescent
lights could contribute to hyperactive behaviour.

Ott. W.; Flachsbart, P. (1982). Measurement of Carbon Monoxide Concentrations
in Indoor and Outdoor Locations Using Personal Exposure Monitors: from Indoor
Air Pollution; Spengler, John--editor.Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1/6, pp.
295-304; 1982; Pergamon Press Ltd., Oxford, Toronto.

On 15 dates, 5000 measurements of carbon monoxide were made in downtown
corn mercial settings in 4 California cities, using personal exposure
monitoring (PEM) instruments. The data indicate that most commercial
settings experience CO concentrations above zero indoors, because CO
tends to seep into buildings from vehicular emissions outside. Levels in
these locations usually are not a~ove 5 ppm and seldom are higher than
the U.5. health-related ambient air quality standards for CO. However,
indoor garages and buildings with attached indoor parking areas are ex
ceptions and can experience rel&tively high CO concentrations.

Ozkaynak, H.; Ryan, P.B.; Allen, G.A.; Turner, W.A. (1982). Indoor Air Quality
Modeling; Compartmental Approach with Reactive Chemistry: from Indoor Air
Pollution; Spengler, John--editor. Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1-6, pp.
461-471; 1982; Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto.

Data on indoor/outdoor pollutant and tracer concentrations were collected
during different periods in 1981 at a residence in Newton MA. Special
studies within the kitchen were conducted to determine the vertical and
horizontal variability of pollutant and tracer gas concentrations. A re-

.• active chemistry model incorporating simplified NOx chemistry was
developed to simulate pollutant concentrations indoors. Further monitor
ing and modeling studies to investigate the critical aspects of the
short-term dynamics of the reactive pollutants inside homes with gas
cooking stoves are recommended.

Ozkaynak, Haluk; Spengler, John D. (1985). Analysis of Health Effects
Resulting from Population Exposures to Acid Precipitation Precursors.
Environmental Health Perspectives; Vol. 63, pp. 45 - 55; 1985.

Types of available studies relevant to the quantification of air pollu
tion health effects and their principal limitations are discussed.
Asses;ments are provided based on review and re-analysis of previously
reported data bases, synthesis of pUblished findings, and original
analysis of health data sets using new methods or recent size-specific
particle mass measurements. Interim results from ongoing research
activities on airborne particle health effects are presented. It is
shown that preliminary results obtained from cross-sectional and time
series mortality studies appear to be consistent, indicating that
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particulate air pollution, even at current levels, could be of concern
for pUblic health. For tuture air pollution health effects studies,
combinations of both improved exposure and health measures are needed. In
particular, exposure and response data on acidic aerosols and oxidants
involved in the formation of acid precipitation are vitally needed.
Also needed are more prospective health studies to enable characteriza
tion of chronic and acute health effects. Also needed are better es
timates of personal exposures to particles, acid aerosols, ozone, and
nitrogen oxides, including lnformation on indoor/outdoor particle
exposures by source and chemical composition. Other research priorities
are detailed.

Pape, BoMie; Church, Kathryn (1981). Community Reinvestment: Balancing the
Use of Resources to Support People With Mental Disabilities. Canadian Mental
Health Association; June, 1987. .

Our tendency to segregate mentally disabled persons into expensive
formal health care and rehabilitation systems or discharge them with
limited support into unprepared communities has created obvious problems
for those who administer proVincial mental health systems. It is the
premise of this paper that in order to resolve this demand/supply
dilemma, a strategy which emphasizes a reallocation of existing resources
will have to employ community reinvestment as its guiding principle. The
idea of community reinvestment promotes the belief that resources can be
more effectively used from both an economic and quality of care point of
view, by building the capacity of communities to assist mentally disabled
persons to live with maximum reliance on the resources found or created
within their natural environments, and with minimal dependence on formal
service systems.

Paroski, Paul A. (1987). Health Carre Delivery and the Concerns of Gay and
Lesbian Adolescents. Journal of Adolescent Health Care, Vol. 8, pp. 188-192;
1987.

Homosexual adolescents in New York City were questioned concerning their
perceived needs and health care requirements. Many had developed a
stereotypic view of homosexuality and its associated lifestyle. The
study revealed that a homosexual adoleseent is often placed at a greater
distance from his or her parents than his heterosexual counterpart.
For those who reveal their ,exual orientation, the family response is
often not supportive. In the absence of a support group, the adoleseent
feels alone and isolated. Both male and females were concerned with
receiving non-judgmental health care.

The authors conclude that the typical health care system does not meet
the needs of such adolescents for support and guidance. The authors
propose that health care prdviders need to be aware of the sense of
isolation, the process of hiding one's homosexuality, and the conflicts
that homosexual adolescents have regarding their lifestyle. They should
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be knowledgable about the specUic and unique medical and biopsychosocial
concerns of the homosexual adolescent. They stress that it is important
not to make the assumption that, all persons are heterosexual, thereby not
allowing for the homosexual adolescent.

PauIs, Jake (1982). Stair Use and Design for Safety. unpublished; January 26
1982.

Keywords: falling accidents; stair safety; building design;

Paulson, George W. (1977). Environmental Effects on the Central Nervous
System. Environmental Health" PerspeIJtives, Vol. 20, pp 75 - 96; 1977.

The central nervous system (CNS) is designed to respond to the environ
ment and is peculiarly vulnerable to many of the influences found in the
environment. Utilizing an anatomical classification, major toxins and
stresses are reviewed with selections from recent references. Selective
vulnerablity of certain areas to particular toxins is apparent at all
levels of the CNS, although the amount of damage produced by an noxious
agent depends on the age and genetic substrate of the SUbject. It is
apparent that the effect of certain well known environmental toxins such
as lead, mercury, etc., deserve IJontinued surveillance. In addition, the
overwhelming impact on the CNS of social damages such as trauma, alcohol,
and tobacco cannot be ignored by enyironmentalists. The effect of the
hospital and therapeutic environment "has become .apparent in view of in
creased awareness of iatrogenie disorders. The need for particular
laboratory tests, for example examination of CSF and nerve conduction
toxicity studies, is suggested. Epidemics such as recent solvent neuro
pa thies suggest a need for continued animal studies that are chronic,
as well as acute, evaluations when predicting the potential toxic
effects of industrial compounds. An extensive bibliography is included.

Pearse, LH.; Crocker, L.H. (1947). The Peckham Experiment: A Study in the
Living Structure of Society. Yale University Press, New Haven, Connecticut
USA, 1947.

This reference describes an extensive experiment in alternative
lifestyles, conducted more than forty years ago. It yields insights as to
the diffiCUlties involved in setting up experimental situations for
evaluating alternative social environments.

Pedersen, Niels Bang (1980). Occupational Hand Eczema From Formaldehyde in
Price Labels. Contact Dermatitis, No. 6, pp. 57-58; 1980; Munksgaard
Copenhagen.

Keywords: occupational health and safety; eczema; formaldehyde; health hazards;

- -- ----------------~--
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Pengelly, LeD.; Goldsmith, C.R.; Kerlgan, A.T.; Toplack, SeA.; Furlong, W.J.
(1982). The Hamilton Study: Relationships Between Indoor and Outdoor Levels of
Sulphur Dioxide, Nitrogen Dioxide and Particulates in Elementary Schools. Air
Pollution Control !\SSOciation, Pittsburgh PA; 1982.

>.

Some preliminary analyses of indoor and outdoor air pollution lev~ls in
12 Hamilton, Ontario schools was carried out. Analysis of the results
of 002, N02 and particulate measurement was carried out to determine
the innuence of school age and outdoor concentration on the measured in
door level. The design and construction of a buUding has an influence
on the indodor level of N02 over a range of outdoor N02 levels. We can
speculate that the principal factor which influences this relationship
is the infiltration or ventilation rate. Newer schools tend to have
positive ventilation systems which draw in "fresh air" from the outside;
old schools did not have methods for providing for ventilation aside from
opening windows.

Pengelly, Le David; Kerigan, ARtony T.; Goldsmith, Charles He;. Jnman,
Elizabeth E. (1983). The Hamilton Study: Distribution of Factors Confounding
the Relationship Between Air Quality and Respiratory Health. Air Pollution
Control Association; June 1983.

To clarify the role of ambient air qualilty among the many factors which
contribute to chronic lung disease, the respiratory health of a cohort of
elementary school children in Hamilton, Ontario was studied. A specific
issue in this study was that of the distribution of the covariables of:
tobacco smoking in the home, the use of gas for cooking, respiratory
symptoms in other family members, respiratory disease in infancy, crowd
ing in the home, income and social/occupational status as well as the
distribution of air quality. The study found that the prevalence or
magnitude of these covariable$ was not uniformly distributed among the
diverse areas of the city studied, nor were the characteristies of air
quali ty which were measured. In addition, the patterns of prevalence
which were found among the areas tended to occur in the same direction,
such that the effects of the oovariables tended to reinforce each other.
For instance, the children studied in the industrial core had the highest
percentage of prevalence of all the covariables.

Pepelko, W.E.; Danner, ReM.; C1arke, MeA. (1980). Health Effects of Diesel
Engine Emissions: Proceedings of an International Symposium, Volume 11. US
Environmental Protection Agency, November 1980.

The purpose of the symposium was to bring together scientists and en
gineers from the public and private sectors to discuss their research
findings on the health effectS of diesel engine emissions and to conclude
with a discussion of health risk assessment of diesel exhaust. The
Proceedings are organized into eight main sections corresponding to the
format of the symposium and addressing physical and chemical character-
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istics, in vitro carcinogenic and mutagenic effects, biochemical and
metabolic effects, toxicological effects of inhaled emissions, mutagenic
and carcinogenic potency of extracts of diesel and related environmental
emSions, mutagenicity of inhal~ diesel emissions, carcinogenic effects
of exposure to diesel emissio~, epidemiological studies, and lastly a
panel discussion on health risk 4SSessment of diesel emissions.

Pepys, J. (1982). Chemical Dusts, Vapours, and Fumes Causing Asthma: special
issue of Environment International. Indoor Air Pollution; Environment
International, Vol. 8, No. 1 - 6; pp 321 - 325; 1982.

Allergic respiratory disease due to common allergens of organic orlgm
is well known. Less familiar, but of increasi.ng importance, are chemicals
of organic and inorganic nature, met as dUSts, vapours, and fumes. Their
relevance is shown in occupati~al respiratory allergic disorders. Con
firmation is given by "real life", simulated, occupational-type provoca
tion tests. Controlled exposure with minute amounts for brief periods,
thus closely si mula ting aller,ic sensitivity, can precisely identify
etiological causes in often complex exposures. The capacity of these
widely different agents in different forms to elicit the different pat
terns of asthmatic reactions is a pointed example of their potential
role, as well as the role of chemical agents in general. The introduction
into indoor environments of such materials demands consideration of their
possible allergenic effects and of the need to recognize the various
forms of allergic respiratory reaction they may cause.

Petit, Ted L.; Alfano, Dennis P.; LeBoutillier, Janelle C. (1983). Early Lead
Exposure and the Hippocampus: A Review and Recent Advances. NeuroToxicology,
Vol.4, No. 1, pp. 79-94; 1983.

This report summarizes recent experiments conducted both in the authors'
laboratory and in others' examining the effects of early lead exposure
on the development of a specific portion of the human brain - the
hippocampus, and behaviours characteristic of hippocampal dysfunction.
Following postnatal lead exposure, marked reductions are seen in general
hippocampal development. ObserYations support the suggesting that the
hipp~ampusmay play a critical role in mediating many of the behavioural
changes observed following early lead exposure. However, as other brain
areas are also clearly effected by lead, alternative explanations for
these lead induced behavioural c~anges are also discussed.

Pleiler, J.; Richter,J. ;Keveova, E.; Kral, V. (1983). Alterations of selected
Indicators of Local Immunity in Children Having Been Exposed to the Action of
Formaldehyde of a Long Duration. Cs. Pediat., Vol. 38, No. 5, pp. 274-277;
1983.

A group of schoolchildren who had undergone long-term exposure
to formaldehyde as well as an non-exposed control group were
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studied. This long-term study (3 years) looked at 159 children.
Decreased values of salivary SIgA and of lysozym were repeatedly
observed in exposed children· and after elimination of the exposure,
a prompt normalization of! the findings was seen. A statistically
significant higher occurrence of abnormal findings in the studied
immunity indicators could also be demonstrated. On the basis of
da ta, the authors consider buildings built of prefabricated
woodchip board made with the use of a formaldehyde glue to be
untit for the long-term use of children.

Pfeiffer, Carl C. (1979). The Schizophrenias-At Least Three Types: cerebral
Allergy. from Mental and Elemental Nutrients, chapter 40, pp. 415-417; Keats
PUblishing; 1979.

Allergic children can have an allergy-tension-fatigue syndrome Which
results in disinterest in learhing and thus decreases learning ability.
Such symptoms as specific learning disabilities, perceptual-motor defi
cits, coordination deficits, hyperkinesis, emotional lability, short
attention span, and abnormal electroencaphalograms have been cured or
eased by diagnosis and the offending allergen being removed.

Phalen, Robert F.; Reischl, Peter; Faecfer, Edward J.; Cavender, Finis L.
(1981). Response of the Respiratory Tract to Inhaled Pollutants: from
Aerosols, Airways & Asthma; Trautlein, Joseph J., MD-editor; pp. 125-139. ?
;1981.

Keywords: aerosols; inhaled pollutants; health effects; air pollution;

Philpott, William H.; Kalita, Dwight K. (1980). Human Ecology and Mental
Health. from Brain Allergies: The Psycho-Nutrient Connection, chapter 3, pp
15- 27; Keats Publishing, Inc., 1980.

An individual's ability to handle toxins, pollens, foods and chemicals
contracted from the environment differs considerably according to his or
her unique chemical makeup. The more defective his or her ability, by
inherit.ance, enzyme deficiency, malnutrition, harbored infection or
otherwise, the more likely a person is to develop maladaptive symptoms on
exposure to food and environm.ntal contacts. A group of 250 emotionally
disturbed patients developed major symptoms on exposure to their commonly
consumed foods and frequently ,encountered chemicals. Symptoms included
psychosis, schizophrenia, blurred vision, anxiety, dissociation, de
lusions, headaches, dizziness, inability to read or write, hyperactivity,
and a whole range of gastro-intestinal problems.

Philpott, William H.; Philpott, Katberine; Khaleeluddin, Khaja (1981). The
Roles of Bio-Ecologic Diagnosis and Treatment of Organic Factors in Mental
Disorders. The Institute for Bio-Ecologic Medicine; January 1981.
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Increasing pollution 'of the environment is beginning to be recognized as
potential cause of nervous system reactions. Not only do we have these
obvious pollutants to which people can react, but of even more basic im
portance is the observation that maladaptive central nervous system
reactions can occur in susceptible people to otherwise nutritious food
and/or chemicals. .

Pim, Linda R. (1981). The Invisible Additives: Environmental Contaminants in
Our food. Doubleday Canada LimiteCi, Toronto Canada; 1981.

Environmental additives are chemicals Which inadvertently contaminate our
food. Such substances as chlardane (a pesticide residue in milk), af
latoxin (a poisonous mould on peanuts) and sulfonamide (a drug residue in
pork) contaminate the food suP~IY and present health hazards.

Planek, Thomas W. (1982). Home Accidents: A Continuing Social Problem. Accid.
Anal. &. Prev., Vol. 14, No. 2, pp. 107-120; 1982.

Keywords: home accidents; residential safety;

Plumlee, Lawrence; Coerr, Stanton (1;979). Panel Discussion: Role of High Risk
Groups in the Derivation of Environmental Health Standards. Environmental
Health Perspectives, Vol. 29, p. 155-159; 1979.

There are a variety of syndromes which lead to hypersusceptibility,
including exposure to high levels of chemicals, nutritional deficiency,
and genetic predisposal to environmental chemical sensitivities. In
setting standards for environmental contaminants, there must be the
awareness that high risk groups are not a small portion of the popu
lation, but include virtually everyone from time to time, due to
differences in susceptibility for each pollutant, nutritional factors,
etc.

Poole, Ron (1987). Environmental Health Alliance. unpublished.

An organization, The Environmental Health Alliance, has been set up
among local health and environmental organizations. The first task is
to address concerns to various levels of government regarding a proposed
garbage incinerator in Detroit wh~h will not be equipped with pollution
reduction equipment. There is a. concern that the toxic, carcinogenic
fumes will pollute the air in Windsor.

Poyner, Barry (1980). Personal factors in Domestic Accidents: Prevention
Through Product and Environmental Design. British Dept. of Trade, Consumer
Safety Unit, Millbank Tower, London SWIP 4QU England; April 1980.

Keywords: residential safety; accidents;
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Pressman. Norman LP. (1982). Priorities for Planning Livable Cities.
Creating Livable Cities, pp 1 - 9; Pressman, Norman E.P. ed; 1982.

The improvement of the urban environment is required to remove
causes of danger; maximize opportunities for contact between
individuals at block, neighboul"hood and town levels, both among the
residents themselves and with the various types of institutions; add
econo mic value; and enhance the visual and aesthetic quaUties of the
urban environment as one me.ns of promoting a favourable change in
individual psychological behaviour.

Priesnitz. Wendy K. (1987). School free. Village Books, Unionville ON;
1987.

There is a growing community of families in Canada who chose to help
their children learn without attendance at school. These deschoolers
value autonomy as the full development of a child's capacity for indepen
dent reflection, judgement, decision-making, and action. If autonomy is
seen as the link between inteUect and responsible action, it cannot be
fostered in an atmosphere of coercion. Compulsory attendance laws negate
the right to self-reliance and autonomous action. Children suffer greatly
from lack of respect and autonomy in schools. The conventional view of
children in the educational syst~m is that they are objects to be manipu
la ted. This is apparent in th~ use of behavioural psychology to create
classroom behaviour acceptable to the teacher as well as in the top-down
style of curriculum design wJl\ich views children as empty vessels into
which knowledge is poured by th~ teacher. A non:-compulsory, more broadly
based system of community education is proposed in which people of all
ages would participate in an on-going, self-generated process.

Priesnitz, Wendy (1987). Moving Away From Assembly-Line Education. Toronto
Star, September, 1987.

A severe isolation from real-life experiences in the education system
has led to a separation from the fact that learning is an activity which
is natural to human beings. Children· have ceased to be authentic partici
pants in the life of society ~nd would learn better in an environment
free from compulsory schooling and rigid age segregation.

Praetor, N.H.; Hughes, .T.P. (1978). Chemical Hazards in the Workplace: The
Chemical Hazards: Portland Cement; Propane; Ozone; Formaldehyde; Formic Acid;
Arsenic; Ammonia; Carbon Dioxide. J.B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia PA;
1978.

Keywords: chemical hazards; workplace; portland cement; propane; ozone; formalde
hyde; formic acid; arsenic; ammonia; carbon dioxide;
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Proshansky, Harold M. (19'15). The E~vironmental Crisis In Dignity. Journal
of Social Issues, Vol. 29, No. 4; pp 1 - 19; 1975.

The environmental crisis in human dignity lies not just in overuse, the
misuse, and the decay of physical settings, but far more significantly
in how we conceive of the individual in relation to any such setting.
In the design and organiza,ion of physical settings, the human
properties of the individual ar~ ignored, oversimplified, or implicitly
assumed. Spaces and places are improperly designed not only in
physical terms; designs overlook human needs for privacy, territoriality
and freedom of choice, and the ,onceiving of the individual as a simple
"machine man". Unintended consequences are often ignored and no attempt
i!I made to evaluate just how well the setting actually works. The danger
is that the person will adjust and at the price of a continuing erosion
of the properties that make him distinctively human. It is imperative
that as behavioral scientists turn to the systematic study of man/
environment problems they recognize the need to maintain the contextual
reali ty and integrity of any such problem as it evolves, develops, and
becomes modified in the time framework of a complex society.

Proshansky, Harold M. (1985). Preface. - Environmental Change/Social Change.
Environmental Change/Social Change, pp iii - iv; Klein, 5., Wener, R., Lehman,
5, editors; Environmental Design Research Association; June 1985.

Environmental settings and social settings are each expressions of the
nature and meaning of the other. Attempts at environmental change to
affect social change must begin with understanding: knowing fUlly the
nature, meaning, and functions of the environmental setting we are seek
ing to change. A planned and rationally determined change in physical
.setting carries with it unintended as well as intended consequences.
Seeking and achieving scientific understanding of a human problem is one
thing; applying that understanding and resolving that problem is another.
In a democratic society only those who populate the society can make
those solutions realities. .

Proshansky, Harold M. (1986). Psychological Aspects of the Quality of Urban
Life. The Quality of Urban Life; Chapter 2, pp 19 - 29; WaIter de Gruyter &
Co.; Berlin, New York; 1986. .

There are many definitions and mE18nings to the term "quality of urban
life". The concept of quality is multidimensional one, so the author
suggests a more answerable questipn: What kinds of quality, for what
kinds of people, in what kinds of places? Urban life is more than the
organization and integration of a variety of physical settings. It not
only consists of people who engage in a wide range of activities in
these various physical contexts, but those individuals and activities
are in turn organized and defined by larger social structures such as
relationships between individuals, groups, and social institutions.
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There must be a match or cotllerence between the person and his/her
physical setting which must be examined over the life cycle of both.
The quality of urban physical environments is, in the end, also rooted
in many types of environmental factors sueh as freedom from intergroup
contlicts, full employment, maintaining democratic freedoms, integrity
in pUblie life, etc.

Prudham, D.; Evans, J. Grimley (1981). Factors Associated with Falls in the
Elderly: A Community Study. Age ahd Ageing, Vol. 10, No. 3, pp 141-146;
August 1981.

Keywords: accidents; age factors; aged cerebrovascular disorders; female;
wound and injuries; etiology;

Pryor, Gordon T.; Uyeno, Edward ".;Ti1son, Bugh A.; MitcheU, Clifford L.
(1983). Assessment of Chemicals Using a Battery of Neurobehavioral Tests: A
Comparative StUdy. Neurobehavioral Toxicology and Teratology, Vol. 5, pp.
91-117; 1983. .

Eight chemicals (acrylamide, methyl mercury, chlordecone, tetraethyl tin,
triethyl lead, lead acetate, arsenic, monosodium salicylate) were
compared with reference to their toxic effect on the central nervous
system. The battery of tests used may have utility in the assessment of
the potential neurobehavioral /toxicity of various chemicals because the
results compared favourably with what is known about the chemicals from
other experiments with animals and from human experience.

Pryor, Paul; Reno, StanleyJ. (198U. Health Hazard Evaluation Report, HETA
81-305-961, Aurora Schools. National Institute for Oecupational Safety &.
Health, Hazard Evaluation and Te4hnieal Assistanee Branch, Division of
Surveillance, Hazard Evaluations, $nd Field StUdies, Cineinnati OH.

At the request of the Aurora $ehools, Aurora Colorado, an environmental
evaluation was eonducted at the East Middle School by NIOSH on June 19,
1981. The request concerned the potential exposure to teaeher aides
fro m methyl alcohol during the use of spirit duplieators. All of the
teacher aides experienced. some adverse health effects, e.g. blul"1'ed
vision, headaehes, burning of the nose, sluggishness, dizziness, sore
throat, dermatitis, ehest tightness, and depression-symptoms charac
teristic of toxic exposure to methyl alcohol. On the basis of the
environmental and medical data, NIOSH determined that a health hazard
fro m excessive methyl aleohol existed to the teacher aides. This ex
posure exists to those operating the duplicator, as well as those per
sons present in the room While this process is in operation. Recom
mendations on elimination or: controlling the health hazard are included.
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Raab, Karl H. (1985). Appropriate Technology for Residential Air Quality.
Air Pollution Control Association, 1985.

In the absence of meaningfUl monitoring of residences, modest control
approaches are appropriate. A general strategy should deal with
particulate matter reduction because ample evidence indicates that
particulate matter causes the .major health risks in residential air.
Some common household technolo~ies can be easily modified to moderate
their effect on indoor air. .

A properly designed forced air heating system can produce better air
quality than a hot water system if a medium efficiency extended surface
fabric filter is used. If continuous low-speed fan operation is
added, the system achieves temperature equalization, humidity distribu
tion, and local odour dispersal as well. Vacuum cleaner studies indicate
resuspension of precipitated particles and up to tenfold increases in
suspended microbiological material. For bare floors, a manual carpet
sweeper and damp mop are more appropriate. The high moisture generation
from showering can be substantially reduced with a European-style hand
held hose unit. Bathroom ventilation technology has evolved to oversized,
noisy exhaust fans which are infrequently used. Kitchen exhaust fans
attached to an unvented hood introduces an increased health risk,
possibly as a result of the recycled air stream being directed toward
the user.

Raloff, J. (1987). Kids Leukemia From Parents' Exposures? Science News, Vol.
132, pp 38 - 39; July 18, 1987. .

A new study, first reported in the July issue of Journal of the National
Cancer Institute, by Peters, John M. et aI, says that a parent's work
place exposure to any of several classes of chemicals - p.articularly
chlorinated solvents - or use of incense or pesticides around the home
may increase children's risk of developing leukemia. The study surveyed
123 pairs of Los Angeles County families. Each pair contained one family
with a leukemic child under age 10 ~md one family with a healthy child. A
father's workplace exposure to chlorinated solvents increased his child's
risk of developing leukemia, and the risk increased with frequency of
expcsure - to 8 times the expectE!ld rate when fathers encountered the
solvents at least weekly. The authors surmise that fathers may have
brought home traces of the chemical on their clothes or breath. Similar
exposures to spray paint, cutting QU, methyl ethyl ketone, and dyes or
pigments also showed signs of increasing a child's risk of developing
leukemia. There were also notably increased risks, during nursing and
pregnancy, associated with a parent's use of either incense or household
and garden pesticides. A follow-up survey is being conducted.

Rand, George (1979). Caution: The Office Environment May be Hazardous to Your
Health: The Need for an Ecological App.roach to its Design. AlA Journal, pp.
38-41, 78; October 1979.

Keywords: occupational health and safety; indoor air pollution; offices; health
hazards; .
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Rand, George (1985). Examining 'Sick' Buildings. Architecture, January 1985,
pp. 80-83.

The author summarizes the results of a November 1984 seminar on indoor
air quality sponsored by the American Institute of Architects and the
California Council/AlA in response to growing concern over the "sick
building syndrome". He quotes ~arry Jacobs, president of the California
Council: "So many different mes of people use our buildings, from
infants to the frail elderly in nursing homes, as well as the hardy
people in between who may not be at all sensitive to polluted air.
Research on health needs to be taken as seriously as the structural
integrity of buildings, and it may mean adding a new type of consult
ant to the already long list of specialists needed to design a
complex building. The architect may now have to master the languages
of chemistry, biology, and medicine in order to competently orchestrate
the health aspects of buildings."

Randolph, 'Iberon G. (1916). Air Popution. from Human Ecology and
Susceptibility to the Chemical Environment, fifth printing; part Ill, pp
35-62; Charles C. Thomas; 1976.

Environmental pollutants, both indoor and outdoor, can have debilitating
mental and physical effects, especially on highly susceptible persons.
The major sources of air pollution in homes and public places, such as
schools, are: fuels, solvents and their combustion products;· refriger
ants and spray containers; insecticides; sponge rubber; plastics;
mechanical devices; automobiles; amd scented cleaning products. lnqoor
chemical air pollution of schools as a contributing cause of poor
scholastic performance of susaeptible children and the dopiness and con
fusion of susceptible teachers is rarely diagnosed correctly. The prob
le m presented by indoor air pollution is sufficiently acute to warrant
the transfer of certain highly susceptible students and teachers to more
satisfactorily located, cons~ructed, equipped, heated and ventilated
classroo ms or schools.

Randolph, 'Iberon G. (1916). Human Ecology and Susceptibility to the Chemical
Environment. Charles C. Thomas; 1976.

!

The author describes a wide range of clinical manifestations of mal
adaptation to the chemical environment-physical and mental, chronic and
acute. The major chemical incitants are described and the tendency for
susceptibility to spread to related materials to which cumulative ex
posures exist is emphasized~ The diagnostic routine of comprehensive
environmental control is explained. The author shows how finding and
avoiding the inciting causes of illness are superior to treating the

. effects of illnesses.
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Randolph, Theron G.; Moss, Ralph W. (1980). An Alternative Approach to
Allergies: The New Field of Clinical Ecology Unravels the Environmental Causes
of Mental and Physical ills. Fitzhenry & Whiteside Limited, Toronto canada;
1980.

Many physical and mental illnesses are caused by our increasingly con
taminated environment. For those who are susceptible, everyday chemicals
(gas from the kitchen range, supermarket food additives, cleaning com
pounds, automobile exhaust, etc.) can be a cause of mental and physical
disease. Use of chemicals in l schools can contribute to the overall
chemical and food problem to caL$e poor performance by both children and
teachers. Poorly designed heating and cooking systems are a major source
of trOUble, as are janitorial chemicals, office and art supplies. Studies
of indoor air pollution in schools have been conducted with resulting
anecdotal proof of cause and remedy.

Rapoport, Amos (1985). Thinking About Home Environments: A Conceptual.
Framework. Home Environments, Human Behavior and Environment; Vol. 8;
pp. 255 - 286; Plenum Press; New York; 1985; Altman, Irwin and Werner, Carol
M., editors.

Choice (preference) is important in people's interaction with all en
vironments and is central regBirding home environments; an imposed
setting is unlikely to be a home environment. Constraints limiting and
distorting, choice may be: lack of resources and market choice; inability
to cope or plan; degree of willin~ess and ability to move; knowledge of
alternatives; external constraints like prejudice, discrimination.

Rapp, Doris (l979). Allergies and the Hyperactive Child. Sovereign Books,
Si mon & Schuster; 1979.

Medical reports from 1908 to toe present indicate that a relationship
between allergy and hyperactivity might exist. Anecdotal examples of the
author's patients whose hyperactivity and learning difficulties were
helped by diet modification are presented. Such things as easy dis
tractibility, impulsiveness, emotipnal problems, poor coordination; per
ception problems, learning problems related to reading and spelling and
short attention span are included !under the category Minimal Brain Dys
fWlCtion. Hyperactivity, fatigue and behaviour and learning problems are
often caused by medical problems $uch as allergies, anemia, hypoglycemia
and lead poisoning.

Rapp, Doris J.; Bamberg, Dorothy (19$6). The Impossible Child: A Guide for
Caring Teachers and Parents. Practical Allergy Research Foundation, Buffalo
NY; 1986.

Children who exhibit learning or behaviour problems may have an un
suspec ted or unrecognized allergy. This book is designed to help
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educators and parents recognize which children have allergies, or food
or chemical sensitivities inter'fering with their ability to learn and
behave normally, and provides. suggestions for helping these children.
Graphic examples are presented Which Ulustrate health and cognitive
reactions by children to chemicals in the environment.

Ray, Sammy M.; Trieff, Norman M. (1980). Bioaccumulation of Anthropogenic
Toxins in the Ecosystem. from Envifonment & Health, pp. 93-120; Norman M.
Trieff, editor; Ann Arbor Science P",blishers, Inc.

Many natural and synthetic compounds have entered the ecosystem in the
past 40 years. The adverse eff~cts of many of these were unanticipated,
in that these compounds are highly resistant to degradation by natural
processes and there is often a pervasive buildUp on a worldwide basis.
There are two types of biological endpoints in the development of water
quality criteria: nonthreshold· and threshold effects. In the case of
carcinogens, mutagens and teratogens, thresholds cannot be established
because even extremely small dCl>ses must be assumed to result in a finite
increase in the incidence of response. Thus, safe levels cannot be
established.

Ray mer, Warren J. (1986). FDA Issues SUlfite Ban. American Academy of
Environmental Medicine Newsletter, Vol. 21, No. 3, P 5; Winter, 1986.

The American Food and Drug A~ministration has banned the use of sulfites
as preservatives in fresh fruits and vegetables. The agency cites a
growing number of adverse reaetions to the compounds, inclUding at least
13 deaths. The ban applies 1/0 retail sales of fresh produce by food
stores and restaurants. tn addition, within six months, the FDA will
require new ·labeling of processed foods that contain detectable levels
of the compounds.

Rea, WUliam J.; Bell, Iris R.; Suit$, Charles W.; Smiley, Ralph Eo. (1978).
Food and Chemical Susceptibility arter Environmental Chemical Overexposure:
Case Histories: Case Report. Annalls of Allergy, Vol. 41, No. 2, pp. 101-110;
August 1978. '

Twelve patients with overexposure to commonly used environmental
chemicals were studied. After the overexposure all developed recurrent
signs and symptoms of innamrnatory type dieseases that were the result
of ambient chemical fumes in ~he air and home environments. A period of
ti me in a relatively fume-free and particle-free environment cleared
the majority. of symptoms and signs without the use of medication.
Double-blind rechallenge with ambient dose levels of synthetic chemicals
reproduced most of the symptomatology. Laboratory findings· included
abnormalities in complement,1 T-Iymphocytes, eosinophils and 19G. The
data suggest that some chemicals can trigger and propagate certain
non-malignant innammatory diseases, and re-emphasize the seriousness
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of exposures to levels of some bhemicals in our environment which were
previously considered safe.

Once an individual is sensitized to a solitary chemical it is apparent
that continued exposures result in a spreading phenomenon. Once this
spreading occurs, reactions then proceed upon minute exposures. Spreading
was demonstrated clearly in the patients in this series. After a massive
exposure to one type of chemical the individual then became intolerant to
ambient concentrations of many ',others. The mechanism of this spreading
phenomenon is unclear at the present time.

Rea, William J. (1978). EnvironmentBilly Triggered Cardiac Disease. Annals of
Allergy, Vol. 40, No. 4, pp. 243-251;' April 1978.

Twelve consecutive, highly selected patients with non-arteriosclerotic
cardiac arrhythmias and/or chest pain refractory to medication, having
various associated symptoms relating to smooth muscle sensitization,
were studied in a rigidly controlled, relatively fume- and particle-free
environment. The majority of signs and symptoms were cleared in 10
patients without medication while under environmental control and all
arrhythmias were reproduced with controlled, repeated, individual blind
and double-blind, incitant challenges in 10 out of 12 patients. The
incitants were common foods and chemicals to which the individual has
been exposed frequently. Double~lind challenges with ambient doses of
inhaled chemicals also reproduced the spectrum of arrhythmias (natural
gas, odour of cigarette smoke,' chlorine, perfume, pine-scented floor
wash, ethyl alcohol, formaldehyde, phenol and pesticides). This
myocardial involvement appeared to be part of a more generalized
sensitization of smooth muscle. The distorted homeostatic mechanism
included abnormal positive C-reactive protein, serum complements and
T-B cell interactions in individual patients.

Rea, William J. (1979). The Environmental Aspects of Ear, Nose and Throat
Disease: Part 1. J.C.E.O.R.L. &: Allergy, Vol. 41, No. 7, pp. 41-56; July 1979;
Medical Digest.

Ear, nose and throat involvement with environmental triggering factors
appears to be the main early warhing sign of environmentally triggered
disease, according to this author. Sensitivity to odours seems to be the
most common, many persons be~ intolerant of the. odours of such
substances as car exhaust, perfume, cigarette smoke, aerosol sprays,
formaldehyde, alcohol, phenol, food, mould and dusts. Often rhinitis
occurs. Recurrent sinusitis as well as severe otitis, various forms
of vertigo (including Meniere's disease), and laryngeal edema are
frequent presentations of the problem. Any portion of the respiratory
system can be involved, resulting in such inflammatory diseases as
reeUlTent bronchitis, bronchiectasis, and asthma. A masking phenomenon
is also described which initially hides an adverse reaction.
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Rea, WWiam J. (1919). The Environl1lental Aspects of Ear, Nose and Throat
Disease: Part IT. J.C.E.O.R.L. & Allergy Digest, Vol. 41, No. 8/9, pp. 41-54;
August/September 1979.

This article reviews many immune parameters that can be measured to help
the clinician define changes i~ the body homeostatic mechanisms· that
occur on exposure to offending environmental agents. The researcher
suggests that allergic diseases can be prevented from developing into
measurable end-stage inflammatory disease, if treated early. It is being
shown that patients may do well for a few months to several years with
injection therapy for pollen, dust, mould, and food sensitivities, and
then suddenly start deteriorating. They may lose their food sensitivity
but develop a chemical sensi~ivity problem. It is not certain why this
spreading pheno menon oocurs, but it appears to be due to an overload of
synthetic chemicals. Treatment of chemical sensitivity is complex,
because most treatment consiSts of avoidance.

Rea, William J. (1919). Diagnosing food and Chemical Susceptibility.
Continuing Education, pp. 47-48, 5~-53, 51-59; September 1979.

The author describes clinical e>4perience in which a spectrum of disorders
affecting smooth muscles, mucous membranes, and collagen in the
respiratory, gastrointestinal, genitourinary, and vascular systems
are manifested. The variety oC symptoms presented are often mistaken
for hypochondriasis, but act1l1ally are due to reactions to foods and
chemicals found in the patierWs home and work environments. Careful
clinical histor'ies should alert ~he physician, who can confirm suspicions
by eH minating the potentiallly offending agents, and challenging the
patient with them under con~rolled circumstances.

Rea, WOOam J.; Butler, Joel R..; I.aseter, John 1..; DeLeon, ndefonso Ra
(1984). Pesticides & Brain-function Changes in a Controlled Environment.
Clinical Ecology, Vol. 11, No. 3, gp. 145-150; Summer 1984.

The purpose of the present study was to determine: the extent to which
chlorinated hydrocarbon ~esticides in environmentally sensitive
patients would be reduced by Environmental Control Unit (ECU) treatment
programs; and the correl~tion of brain-function/psychological test
results with treatment effect. Before and after therapy studies were
performed on 40 ECU patients with proven levels of blood pesticides.
There was a significant decrease in magnitUde of blood pesticides and a
significant increase in performance on brain-function/psychological tests
afterECU treatment. There Wlas also a corTesponding decrease in symptoms
overall. It was concluded that rigid environmental controls in treatment
strongly contributed to the decrease in blood pesticide levels. Further,
a more serious psychologicall profile was associated with these patients
who showed improvement consistent with treatment.
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Rea, William J.; Johnson, Alfred R.; IYoudim, Said; Fenyves, Ervin J.; Samadi,
N. (1986). T &: B Lymphocyte Parameters Measured in Chemically Sensitive
Patients and Controls. Clinical Ecology, Volume IV, No. 1, pp 11 - 14;
1986.

The T &: B lymphocytes and T subsets of 70 proven chemically sensitive
patients (symptoms including va$Cular dysfunction) with immune abnor
malities were measured and suppression of the T8 suppressor cells was
observed to the p =.0001 significance level versus the control subjects.
The 27 asthmatics had no significant change over the controls.

Rea, William J. (1987). Environmental Electromagnetic Assessment Under
Environmentally Controlled Conditions. Unpublished presentation to the 5th
Annual International Symposium on Man and His Environment in Health and
Disease, February 26/27, 1987, Dallas~ Texas, USA;.

This researcher reported a case history of an individual known to be
sensitive to low levels of chemidal exposures. Blood tests for pesticide
content indicated high levels, which went down over six weeks in a

~. controlled, chemically-less-contaminated environment. The patient was
improved somewhat in a new, pesticide-free home, then became ill again.
Tests showed improvement in symptoms when the lights, refrigerator and
stove were off; controlled experiments with exposure to 60 Hz fields
for 5-10 minutes produced symp~oms. Similar exposure to 50 Hz fields
eliminated the symptoms. The researcher concludes that massive
pesticide exposures may render an individual not only chemically
sensitive, but electromagnetically sensitive as well.

Rea, William J.; Dawkins Brown, Ollie (1987). Cardiovascular Disease in
Response to Chemicals and Foods. Food Allergy and Intolerance, Section G,
Chapter 42, pp 737 - 753; Brostoff, Jonathan and Challacombe, Stephen J.
editors; Balliere Tindall, Publishers; 1987.

A concept and method have now been established for the scientific
definition of chemical and food triggering agents for inflammatory
cardiovascular diseases including, spastic vascular phenomena such as
migraines and other vascular headaches, angina due to coronary
spasm, Raynaud's disease, etc., Imany auto-immune vasculitides such
as lupus, rheumatoid and other early collagen vasculitis, in addition
to small and large vessel vasclllitis, cardiac arrhythmias and non
traum'atic phlebitis. There are now many articles in the scientific
li terature supporting the view that cardiovascular diseases ca.n be
caused by reactions to food and environmental irritants.

Rea, William J. (1987). Personal Interview, Dr. William Rea, Ottawa, Ontario.
Personal Interview During the Canadian Society for Clinical Ecology and
Environmental Medicine Conference, April 3, 1987.
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The author suggests that the greatest benefit would be gained in the
tight against building-related illness, by changing from the modern
sealed bUilding concept to buildings that allow open windows and
greater individual control over, fresh air.

Rea, David C.; Knisely, Janet Se; Balster, Bobert Le; Jordan, Stephen; Breen,
Timothy J. (1987). Pentobarbital-Likle Discriminative Stimulus Properties of
Halothane, 1,1,1-Trichloroethane, Isoamyl Nitrite, Fluorothyl and Oxazepam in
Mice. Joumal of Pharmacology and, Experimental Therapeutics, Vol 241, No.2,
pp. 507-515; 1987.

Volatile inhalants represent a diverse group of chemicals which pose a
public health problem because of their abuse potential and neurobehav
ioural toxicity. They share certain properties with classic central
nervous system depressants. t;Jsing drug discrimination procedures, the
research showed that toluene~ halothane, and 1,1,1-trichlorethane have
pentobarbital-like discriminative effects.

Reible, Danny D.; Yonts, Paul; Sha~, Pred H. (1985). The Effect of the Retum
of Exhausted Building Air on Indoor Air Quality. Air Pollution Control
Association, 1985.

Reduced ventilation in order to improve the energy efficiency of
buildings has resulted in the development of significant indoor air
quality problems. The need fot a balance between the competing objec
tives of low energy costs and~ air quality are perhaps nowhere more
evident than in chemical laboratories, where the potential for exposure
to hazardous pollutants is very great. All too often, this need has been
met through reductions in the overall ventilation of the building and a
reliance upon individual laboratory fumehoods to achieve acceptable air
quality. This approach.is inadequate, in large measure due to the re
entry of as much as 1096 of the exhausted pollutants into the building. .

Reid, Lynne M. (1979). Session on i Disease Conditions Predisposing Affiicted
Individuals to the Toxic Effects of Pollutants: Introductory Remarks:.
Environmental Health Perspectives~ Vol. 29, pp. 127-129; 1979.

Children with bronchiolitis, with cystic fibrosis, or children who have
had asthma during childhood or have developed hyperlucency in the
radiograph after childhood infection, are all those in whom exposure to
in<::hmrial irritants or to an inclement environment may be serious. The
hazard of tobacco smoking is an extremely significant factor In the
susceptibility of an individual to a pollutant.

,

Reinhardt, Charles P. (1978). Chemical Hypersusceptibility: Original
Articles. Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol. 20, No. 5, pp. 319-322; May
1978.
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Occupational medicine is concerned with workers who react to certain
substances -at low levels, below the threshold concentration associated
with injury or definite discom~ort. These particular workers are dis
tinctly more susceptible than· the majority and may be inadequately
protected by control procedur~s that will suffice quite well for most
employees. Their hypersusceptibility may be inherited or acquired
if the latter, it may be primarily environmental, or it may be an in
teraction of several factors. Nutritional hypersusceptibility is in
directly traced to the environment.

Remafedi, Gary d. (1985). Adolescent Homosexuality: Issues for Physicians.
Clinical Pediatrics, Vol. 24, No. 9, pp. 481-485; september 1985;.

Homosexuality identity formation is a potentially tumultuous process that
begins in childhood and extends 'through adulthood. The adolescent's exp
eriences may ultimately contribute to a variety of physical and mental
health problems. Negative reactions of family and peers toward a person's
homosexuality, damaged self-esteem, the desire to be with gay-identified
peers, and exposure to street life· are suggested as important factors
predisposing homosexuals to a Higher risk of involvement with prostitu
tion, alcohol abuse and drug abuse. There is potential for intense family
discord, and physical and/or emotional abuse when homosexuality is first
revealed.

The authors offer guidelines for physicians caring for homosexual youths,
and stress that information about sexual decision-making, personal
hygiene, prevention of sexually transmitted diseases, and substance use,
can literally be life-saving for the young homosexual. They caution the
physician that it is advisable to avoid anecdotal information and inter
jection of personal biases when counseling young people and their
families on the issue of adolescent homosexuality.

Repace, dames L.; Lowrey, Alfred ij. (1980). Indoor Air Pollution, Tobacco
Smoke, and PUblic Health. Science, Vol. 208, pp. 464-472; May 2 1980; American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

Indoor air pollution from tobacco smoke is pandemic. In the presence of
tobacco smoke, many normal nQnsmokers experience eye and throat irri
tation, headache, rhinitis and coughing; allergic persons report wheez
ing, sneeZing and nausea as well. Particularly acute symptoms may be
found in infants, children, persons with cardiovascular or respiratory
disease and wearers of contact lenses. The authors undertook a systema
tic study of the levels of resg>irable suspended particulates in several
common indoor environments. 'I1hey showed that under the practical range
of ventilation conditions and building occupation densities, the res
pirable suspended particulates levels generated by smokers overWhelm the
effects of ventilation and inflict significant air pollution burdens.
Smoking indoors may be incompatible with the goal of maintaining a high
level of indoor air quality.
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Repaee, James 1..; Ott, Wayne It.; W~llaee, Lance A. (1980). Total Human
Exposure to Air .Pollution. Air Pollutipn Control Association.

A number of studies have shown that fixed monitoring stations do not
accurately renect the exposure of the population to outdoor pollutants
in the indoor environment. Furthermore, various studies have indicated
that indoor exposures to air ~llutants can be very important con
tributors to air pollution burdens of the population. Factors affecting
an individual's "exposure" are explored by modeling and measurement, and
research needs and implications for regulatory action are discussed.

Repace, James 1.. (1981). The Probleq, of Passive Smoking. Bulletin of the New
York Academy of Medicine, Vol. 57, No. 10, pp. 936- 946; December 1981.

Substantial new evidence concerning the adverse health effects of passive
smoking have recently emerged. I This new evidence indicates that well
known health effects of smoking may be suffered by nonsmokers who
breathe tobacco-smoke-contaminated air. Concentrations of tobacco smoke
indoors are directly proportional to the smoker density and inversely
proportional to the effective ventilation rate. Attempts to control
smoking by ventilation are fut~le, requiring ventilation rates far in
excess of what is economical,and are contrary to the current trend
toward energy conservation in buHdings. However, alternative measures
which reduce the source have been proved effective.

Repace, J:L.; Lowrey, A.H. (1982). TObacco Smoke, Ventilation, and Indoor
Air Quality. ASHRAE Transactions 88, part 1, pp. 895-914; American Society of
Heating, Refrigerating and Air Condi1tioning Engineers, Inc., 1791 Tullie
Circle NE, Atlanta GA 30329; 1982.

Cigarette smoking has been found to be causally related to cancer, car
diovascular disease, and pulmonary disease. Based on a 1,078,894 person
prospective epidemiological ~tudy covering 25 states, statistically
significant dose-response relatio~hips between exposure to tobacco smoke
and loss of life expectancy have been calculated. From examining the
data according to mortality by degree of inhalation of tobacco smoke, it
can be shown that a limited amount of exposure to tobacco smoke carries a
greatly increased risk of premature mortality,. a fact that has great
relevance for the problem of passive smoking. Breathing of ambient
tobacco smoke by nonsmokers carries a significantly increased risk of
morbidity and mortality.

Repace, James 1.. (1983). Effect of Ventilation on Passive Smoking Risk in a
Model Workplace. US Environmental Protection Agency, WaShington DC 20460.

An estimate of the variation of nonsmokers' lung cancer risk from so
called passive or involuntary smoking is given as a function of ven-
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tilation rate in a typical office, I at an occupancy of 7 persons/lOO m-2
(per 1000 ft-2) as specified under! ASHRAE Standard 62-1981, Ventilation
For Acceptable Indoor Air Quality. Assuming one third of the office
workers are smokers who smoke ~t the average rate of two cigarettes per
hour, the nonsmoking office wotkers exposed to environmental tobacco
smoke for a 40-year period und~r the ventilation rate recommended by
the standard, would be subject to. an estimated lifetime involuntary risk
of about 250 per 100,000. This Irisk is 250 times the maximum lifetime
value considered acceptable under commonly used environmental criteria
for carcinogenic contaminants in air, water or food. Practical increases
in makeup air or assists by air cleaning, although helpful, cannot reduce
the risk to an acceptable level.

Repace, James L. (1983). Risks of Passive Smoking. University of Maryland,
Center for Philosophy and Public Policy, College Park, Maryland 20742 USA;
August 1983.

The risks to nonsmokers from breathing indoor air pollution from
tobacco smoke are discussed from medical, legal, social, historical and
philosophical points of view. Prol)lems encountered by nonsmokers who are
hypersensitive to tobacco smoke are contrasted with chronic risks to
normal nonsmokers. Ambient tobacco smoke is compared to hazardous
outdoor air pollutants and the products of other human activities which
are regUlated by society, and it is argued that Cailure to regulate in
door smoking will invite increasing confrontation and social dissention
between nonsmokers, smokers aad employers, since the nonsmoker's claim
on clean indoor air is morally SUperior to the smoker's right to pollute.

Repace, James L.; Lowrey, Alfred H. (1983). Modeling Exposure of Nonsmokers to
Ambient Tobacco Smoke. Air Pollution Control Association; August 1983.

The authors have modeled the ex@osure of the nonsmoking US population to
the particulate phase of tobal!co smoke from indoor air pollution in
buildings. It was estimated that the average US nonsmoker of working age
receives an exposure of 1.4 mg per day, a weighted average taken over
exposures encountered both at home and at work. Estimates show that
the ratio of workplace dose to the exposure received at home is nearly
4:1, indicating that, on the average, the workplace is a more important
source of exposure than the home environment. Such estimates oC exposure
should prove useful both for assessing exposure in epidemiological
studies of passive smoking, and for carcinogenic risk assessment, as well
as for estimating total popul~tion exposure in epidemiological studies
of the health effects of particulate air pollution.

Repace, James L.; Lowrey, Alfred 11. (1984). A Proposed Indoor Air Quality
Standard for Ambient Tobacco Smoke: from Indoor Air, Berglund, Lindvall, .
Sundell, editors. Swedish Council Cor Building Research, StOCkholm Sweden; pp
235-239; 1984.
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The authors propose an indoor air quality standard. for ambient tobacco
smoke particles for a typical uS workplace, based upon limiting the in
voluntary carcinogenic risk to a nonsmoker from passive smoking to 3 x
1~7 annually, corresponding to a 1 per 100,000 risk for a 4o-year work
ing life. To achieve this level df risk, the maximum permissible annual
average of the daily workplace eoncentrations must be 0.75 micrograms
per cubic meter. At typical smoking occupancies for an office, achiev
ing the standard would require I impractical amounts of ventilation or
prohibitive costs for air cleaning equipment. It appears that complete
physical separation of smokers and nonsmokers or prohibition or work
place smoking are the only praCl!tical control measures.

Repace, James (1984). Tobacco Smoke: The Double Standard. QQ-Report from the
Center for Philosophy & PUblic Policy, University of Maryland, College Park,
Maryland 20742; Vol. 4, No. 1, pp 6-8; Winter 1984.

A research scientist blasts the dOUble standard that treats air pollution
more leniently when emitted from a lit cigarette than from a factory
smokestack.

Repetti, Rena L. (1987). Individual and Common Components of the Social
Environment At Work and Psychological Well-Being. Journal of Personality
and Social Psychology, Vol. 52, No. 4, pp. 710 - 720; 1987.

The social environment at wortk is related to the mental health of
employees. Two components of a social environment were measured in a
study: a common social environment, the social climate shared by employ
ees in the same work setting, and an individual social environment, the
social space surrounding one individual in the setting. The study
averaged co-workers' ratings al"\d individuals' own ratings of the social
environment to individuals' sell-reported psychological well-being. A
group of 37 bank branches represented work environment and nonmanagerial
personnel in the branches served as participants. Aggregate co-worker
ratings of the common social enr-rironment were significantly correlated
with individual depression and 'anxiety. However, an individual's per
ceptions appeared to mediate tihe social environment's impact. As hy
pothesized, well-being was more I closely tied to the proximal individual
social environment than to the common social environment.

Resin, Torjman, Shem (1978). Mental Health in the Workplace. Canadian Mental
Health Association; November 1978.

The material was selected so as to constitute a core body of knowledge of
both theory and practice on the subject of mental health in the work
place.
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Rieber, Elaine R. (1984). The Question of Safety in Secondary School Science
Laboratories. Canadian Council on Children and Youth, Ottawa Canada; May
1984.

This paper was prepared in response to a 1983 letter from a secondary
school teacher in Quebec concerning the issue of mercury vapour in
science laboratories and its potential harmful effect on the health of
children. It was concluded that there are no provincial regulations
with respect to safety standards for secondary school science labs, and
no systematic monitoring of safety conditions exists at any level.

Riesenberg, Donald Ej Arehart-Treichel, Joan (1986). "Sick Building" Syndrome
Plagues Workers, Dwellers. Journal of the American Medical Association; Vol.
255, No. 22, p. 3063; June, 1986.

''Sick building" syndrome is incteasingly becoming a valid diagnosis used
to explain illness in occupants of energy-efficient, tightly-constructed
office and residential buildings with artificial ventilation. Whether it
be hypersensitivity pneumonitis, irritation from fiberglass or other
che micals, or lassitude, scientists working in this area predict that
physicians are likely to see inctteasing numbers of patients who work and
live in sick buildings. Increased awareness of climatic pathogens will be
required because physicians are, on the whole, poorly informed about the
relationship between workplace exposures and ill health.

Riley, E.C.; Murphy, G.j Rlley, R.L. (1978). Airborne Spread of Measles in a
SUburban Elementary School. Ameriean Journal of Epidemiology, Vol. 107, No. 5,
pp. 421-432; 1978; Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and PUblic
Health. .

A measles epidemic in a modern suburban elementary school in upstate
New York in spring, 1974 is amilyzed in terms of a model which provides
a basis for apportioning the chance of infection from classmates sharing
the same home room, from airborne organisms recirculated by the ventila
ting system, and from exposure in school buses. The epidemic was
notable because of its explosive nature and its occurrence in a school
where 9796 of the children had been vaccinated. Many had been vaccinated
at less than one year of age. 'Iihe index case was a girl in second grade
who produced 28 secondary cas~s in 14 different classrooms. Organisms
recirculated by the ventilating system were strongly implicated. After
two subsequent generations, 60 children had been infected, and the
epidemic SUbsided. From estimates of major physical and biologic fac
tors, it was possible to calcu~te that the index case produced approx.
93 units of airborne infection per minute. The exceptional infectious
ness of the index case, inadequ~te im munization of many of the children,
and the high percentage of air recirculated throughout the school, are
believed to account for the extent and shar~ness of the outbreak.
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R11ey, R.L. (1982). Indoor Airborne linfection. Environment International, Vol
8, pp 317-320, 1982.

Airborne infection from person to person is an indoor phenomenon. The
infectious organisms are atomized by coughing, sneezing, singing, and
even talking. The smallest of droplets evaporate to droplet nuclei and
disperse rapidfy and randomly! throughout the air of enclosed spaces.
Droplet nuclei have negligible settling velocity and travel wherever the
air goes. Measles and other chil4hood contagions, the common respiratory
virus infections, pulmonary tUberculosis, and LegioMaires Disease are
typically airborne indoors. In analyzing a measles outbreak, the
probability that a susceptible person would breathe a randomly dist
ributed quantum of airborne infection during one generation of an out
break was expressed mathematically. Estimates of the rate of production
of infectious droplet nuclei rangled between 93 and 8 per minute, and the
concentration in the air produced by the index case was about 1 quantum
per 5 m 3 of air. Control of indoor airborne infection can, according to
the author, be approached through immunization, therapeutic medication,
and air disinfection with ultraViolet radiation.

Rimland, Bernard; and Larson, Gerald E. (1981). Nutritional Approaches to the
Reduction of Criminality, Delinqueney and Violence. The Journal of Applied
Nutrition, Volume 33, Numebr 2, 1981, pp. 116-133.

The traditional approaches to the treatment of offenders, through
counseling and psychosocial rehabilitation, have in repeated studies
been found to be useless or counterproductive. These methods assume
antisocial behaviour is primarily sociogenic in origin. The author
presents another point of view, that much crime, particularly violent
crime, is caused by biological malfunctioning of the brain. The strong
association between learning disabilities and antisocial behaviour
suggests that both learning problems and problems with the law may
stem from a common cause - brain malfunction. Maternal smoking,
poor nutrition, toxic metal and other chemical exposure, and food
allergies are among the ad~erse factors considered as causes of
brain malfunction in youth.

Rittfeldt, Lars; Sandberg, Maria; and Ahlberg, Mats S. (1984). Indoor Air
Pollutants Due to Vinyl Floor Tiles.! Proceedings, 3rd International Conference
on Indoor Air Quality and Climate, held in Stockholm, Sweden, August 20-24,
1984. Volume 3: Sensory and Hyperrieactivity Reactions to Sick Buildings, pp.
297-301.

Most pollutants emitted from vinyl floor tiles are found to originate
from the surface film and the patterned film used in the manufacturing
of the tiles. These films are plasticized with butyl benzyl phthalate,
Which makes the tiles easy to clean. Butyl benzyl phthalate was shown to
be contaminated with benzyl chloride and benzal chloride, compounds which
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are irritating to the eyes and respiratory mucosa and which also are
carcinogeliic. The concentrations in the films and in the vinyl floor
tiles of these substances were measured and their emission rates from
a newly produced tile were determined. The author suggests that the
e mission of benzyl chloride and benzal chloride from vinyl floor tiles
plasticized with butyl benzyl phthalate may be a factor contributing to
the irritations in so-called "temporary sick buildings".

Bobbins, Albert F. (1981). Neurotoxic Effects of Pesticides Called Critical
Risk to Health. American Academy of Environmental Medicine Newsletter, Volume
22, No. 1, P 6; Spring, 1987.

The Center for Science in the Public Interest recently asserted that
most health symptoms caused by pesticides are effects on the nervous
system. In a petition to the US Environmental Protection Agency, CSPI
was joined by the American Public Health Association, the American
Psychological Association and 8 other groups to require that pesticides
be evaluated for their neuro-toxic and neuro-behavioural effects.

Robertson, Leon S. (1986). Injury: from Handbook of Prevention; Edelstein,
Barry A. and Michelson, Larry, editors. Plenum Press, New York, 1986; pp. 343
- 360.

Injury is among the most important pUblic health proble ms in terms of
the numbers of people affecteCi and severity in cases of permanent
disability and death. About one third of the population of the US is
injured severely enough in a year to report an injury in the National
Health Survey. It is the fourth leading cause of deaths. Traditionally,
injury prevention has been considered a problem of accident prevention,
a supposition which contains several unfortunate implications that have
tended to retard consideration of the full range of options available to
prevent injuries or reduce their severity. The continued high injury
rates associated with road vehicles, guns, farm machinery, sports
equipment, cigarettes, and other consumer products are not for lack of
lmowledge of what can be done to sharply reduce them. For major gains
to be made in injury control, the government must act to set standards
for the distribution and use of potentially injurious products.

Robinson, AJan M.; Sheppard, Howar4; and committee (1983). Child Abuse: Second
Report on Family Violence:. Government of Ontario; December, 1983.

The pri mary responsibility of children's aids societies must be the
protection of children. InterproCessional cooperation is essential at all
stages of a case of child abuse. The central child abuse register must be
made more effective. Abusers should be charged under the criminal code
and child welfare act. Public and professional awareness of child abuse
must be increased. The movement towards Native autonomy in the provision
of child welfare services must be accelerated. Research into the problem
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of child abuse must be encouraged and funded. There Is a particular need
for long-term studies of abuse victims. Research into the environmental
factors, including diet, that could affect the incidence of child abuse
must also be conducted.

Rogers, Sherry A. (1986). Indoor Air Quality and Environmentally Induced
Illness: A Technique to Evoke Chemi~ally Induced Symptoms in Patients.
IAQ'86, p 71 - 77; American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and
AirConditioning Engineers, Inc.; 1986.

Formaldehyde is but one of many chemicals capable of causing environ
mentally induced illness. The spectrum of symptoms it may induce includes '
attacks of headache, flushing, laryngitis, dizziness, extreme weakness or
eXhaustion, inability to think clearly, arrhythmia or muscle spasms. The
nonspecificity of such symptoms can baffle physicians from many
specialities. Presented in this report is a simple office method for
demonstrating that formaldehyde is among the etiologic agents triggering
such symptoms. The very symptoms that patients complain of can be
provoked within minutes, and sub$equently abolished, with an intradermal
injection of the appropriate strength of formaldehyde. This aids in
convincing the patient that his symptoms can result from formaldehyde,
one of the many triggers of environmentally induced illness. The patient
can then begin to relate symptoms to environment exposures and initiate
measures to avoid such triggers and bring his disease under control.

Root, David E.; Anderson, Joan (1986). Reducing Toxic Body Burdens: Advancing
in Innovative Technique. Occupational Health and Safety News Digest, Vol. 2,
No. 4; April, 1986.

Assessing and reducing che mical toxicity is of increasing interest to
industry. Some corporations and medical advisors have developed policies
emphasizing early detection and preventive measures. Case histories are
presented where a regimen was employed Which reduced body stores of some
highly bioaccumulative subst8lnces, including organohalides such as
polychlorinated biphenyls. It included aerobic exercise, polyunsaturated
on supplement, sauna, nutritional supplements, and water and salts taken
as needed. The effect of this regi'men was to enhance the mobilization of
toxic substances from tissues.

Roy, Alan W. (1987). Letter from Union of Ontario Indians About Pollution of
Ojibway Land. Personal Correspondence from Alan W. Roy, Environmental
Director, Union of Ontario Indians, 'Tbronto, Ontario.

The author cites the attitudes taken by the federal government and
certain corporations, towards the Ojibway people (Anishinabek) and the
pollution of their land, as contributing to an unhealthy environment
for Ontario native people. In the 1950s, a sulphuric acid factory was
built adjacent to an existing nati~e community, within the Serpent River
Indian Reserve, half-way between Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbury, on the
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North Shore of Georgian Bay. In 1963, the factory was abandoned for
economic reasons, leaving a toxic waste dump containing 120,000 tons of
sulphur, calcine and pyrite which eventually contaminated soils over 100
acres of the reserve. (See also 'Qutler Acid Plant Study', Stokes, 1981.)

The Union of Ontario Indians suggests that the original cooperation
by the Department of Indian Affairs to offer Reserve Land to industry,
for such an environmentally del~terious operation, was indicative of an
unhealthy attitude, at that time, towards Ontario's aboriginal people.
They charge that 30 years of delay in working out financing for an
appropriate rehabilitation progr~m (estimated at $2 million) is proof
that this attitude has persisted. The author speculates that if this
situation existed in Southern Ontario, with a constituency of the
dominant society middle' class Ontarians, the site would have been
rehabilitated much more quickly.

Sachs, H.M.; Hernandez, T.L.; Ring, J.W. (1982). Regional Geology and Radon
Variability in Buildings: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, John-editor.
Environ. Int., Vol. 8, No. 1/6, pp. 97...103; 1982; Pergamon Press Ltd., Oxford,
Toronto.

Radon concentrations in dwellings vary by more than two orders of mag
nitude. Predicting where and when concentrations are likely to be high
requires studying the variability of the contributors to radon in
buildings. Among common sources, geol.ogical factors (water supply and
substrate) are the most variable, whereas building materials are much
less variable. Ventilation variation among houses is generally respon
sible for radon variations comparable to those introduced by building
materials, but it is more significant at lower ventilation rates. In some
regions with relatively high prC!)portions of houses with elevated radon
concentrations, mappable geological factors are associated with most
cases of high radon concentratiQns.

Saegert, Susan (date?). Crowding: Cognitive Overload and Behavioral
Constraint. Environmental Design Research, Vol. 2; pp 254 - 260.

Hypotheses concerning cognitive and behavioral effects of crowding are
developed by looking separately at its two physical components: number
of people in a space and amount of space per person. The first would
tend to increase cognitive complexity and uncertainty in .the situation
and the difficulty of organizing behavior. The second would make others
in the situation more salient as stimuli and require greater coordina
tion of behavior. Together these factors would tend to produce cognitive
overload and behavioral constraint. Supporting results from an explora
tory study conducted in a mid-Manhattan department store are reported.
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Saegert, Susan (undated). High Density Environments: Their personal and
Social Consequences. Human Responses to Crowding, Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, Norwood, NJ; Baum, A.; Epstein, Y., editors.

Many studies have been undertaken which make it clear that high-density
experiences and living conditiQns can provoke stress and anti-social
behaviours and attitudes. But other studies present contradictory find
ings. There is no such thing as density per se. The term refers to people
living in and moving through ~rtain amounts of space that varies in
configuration, definition and types of interpersonal interaction as well
as perception on the part of the people involved. Since high density
systems seem to require more from people, economic, health and social
disadvantages appear to take more of a toll in these environments,
although the many opportunities provided may at times offset such
problems. Some implications for physical design and planning of high
density environments are given which include conducting investigations
of standing patterns of social relations and activity systems prior to
planning; constructing facilities and policies to either support or
develop affinity groups and pa;tterns of behaviour that ha!le existed in
other situations; definition of· manageable-size groups and provision of
flexible shields from interaction for groups and individuals; and
provision for acccess to lower density environments· for individuals
during the. course of their normal life activities. An excellent
bibliography is included.

Saegert, Susan; Winkel, Gary (date?). The Home; A Critical Problem for
Changing Sex-Roles. Unpublished.

The home is a significant physical and symbolic environment for both men
and women. The activity patterns of women, especially mothers of young
children, are strongly influenced by the home's location, as well as the
women's sense of options and feelings about their identity. Urban men
appear to be less emotionally invested in the home than their wives;
suburban men are happier in suburban homes. This raises questions for
women who want their homes to be meaningful centres of the family and
who want to expand their roles outside the home. If women are
to expand their roles outside the home, a wide range of home-related
activities and values must be changed in some way. Higher density, mixed
use residential environments give women more options. The time schedule
and reward structure oC most work is one of the strongest pressures
against the combination of physical and psychological investment in the
home and outside. The geographic segregation of residential environments
from public life reinforces the cultural choice of work or home,
especially for women, who do not have the luxury of a wife.

Saegert, Susan (1915). Stress-Inducing and Reducing Qualities of Environments.
Environmental Psychology, 2nd edition; Proshansky, H.M. Ittelson, W.H., and
Rivlin, L.G. editors; Holt, Rinehart & Winston; 1975.
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Environments can both induce and reduce stress. Stress-inducing en
vironments include those which are physically threatening, noisy and
polluted. These environmental stressors have not been extensively in
vestigated, and never in the context of their full complexity. Stimulus
or information overload is also a stress-provoking quality of environ
ments, as is decisional overload which results from a person's
relationship to the environment~ This combination of physical environ
ment and psychosocial orientation contributes to the dimension of ex
perience in cities which is referred to as the pace of life. Also to be
considered are the suitability of an environment for the particular
people and the activities that engage them (the frustration experienced
by commuters in a hurry to get home but tied up in traffic or by children
wanting to play in high-rise buildings which prohibit such activity) and
the psychologically and socially meaningful messages associated with
particular physical environments (people experiencing increased status
become healthier and those whose educational or class background exceed
their current status are less healthy than others in the same circum
stances). Implications for stress-reducing environments are discussed.
An extensive bibliography is included.

Saegert, Susan (1980). Masculine Cities and Feminine Suburbs: Polarized
Ideas, Contradictory Realities. Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and
Society, Vol. 5, No. 3 supple pp s96 - s111; 1980.

A wide range of symbolic associations attach to women and suburbs versus
men and cities. Urban life and men tend to be thought of as more aggres
sive, assertive, definers of important world events, intellectual,
powerful, active, and sometime!) dangerous. Women and suburbs share
domesticity, repose, closeness to nature, lack of seriousness, mindless
ness, and safety. The growth of suburban populations during a time of
increased female labour force participation can be added to a list of
contradictory trends in this era that place rather greater demands on
women. Many now have two roles - work outside the home and responsibili
ty for domestic life. The public services that might help women manage
are not given priority by suburbs which operate under the myth of the
housewife in an effort to preserve class and racial exclusiveness. Higher
density, mixed-use residential environments give women more options.
Collective visions of an integrated life of ddllMstic work, productive
work, and leisure must inform public policy and physical planning in
order to bring forth an organization of time and space in which that in
tegration is fostered.

Saegert, Susan (1981). Environment and Children's Mental Health: Residential
Density and Low Income Children. Handbook of Psychology and Health, Volume
2; Erlbaum Associates; 1981; Baum, A.; Singer, J., editors.

A review of research on children and density is presented, along with
a description of recent research conducted by the author which examines
the influence of residential crOWding and high rise living on children's
health and psychological development. Higher levels of occupancy and in
teraction in high density apartments result in more frequent conflicts
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between children. In large buildings, children have· more difficulty in
accurately conceptualizing the larger buildings and know proportionally
fewer people, which leads to perceptions of less friendliness among
tenants, less likelihood of aid being offered, and less guilt among
children about committing antisocial acts.

Salvaggio, John E. (1986). Human Symptomatology and Epidemiology of Fungi in
Air. Significance of Fungi in lndoorAir, Part n, Working Papers; Health and
Welfare Canada Working Group on Fungi and Indoor Air; March, 1986.

This report covers occupational and environmental problems due to air
exposure to fungal contamination. It includes a discussion of relevant
clinical data on patients, specific measurements made with air sampling
devices, the importance of particle size, and lung biopsy data where
appropriate. An exhaustive bibliiography is included.

Sandia National Labs (1982). Indoor Air Quality Handbook: For Designers,
Builders, and Users of Energy Efficient Residences. US Govt.; NTlS DE83002315;
Sept. 1982.

Keywords: indoor air pollution; residential buildings; air pollution control;
energy efficiency; pollution sources; radon; ventilation; formaldehyde;
carbon monoxide; nitrogen oxides; organic compounds; smokes;
low pollution design

Sarason, Irwin G.; Spielberger, Charles D. (1983). Stress and Anxiety: Volume
6. Hemisphere PubliShing Corporation; 1983.

A concern with life crises and with the stress and anxiety generated by
such crises projects the concept of environmental security into a
prominent place' in the person--environment conceptual framework. This
concept expresses the affective correlates of individuals' degrees of
co mpetence, control, and Imowledge in relation to their physical
worlds. 1'0 have such control, understanding, and competence are matters
of critical importance to a person's self-identity and related feelings
of self-esteem. vPhysical settings, however, because of their frequently
growing compl..ity and accelerated change, increasingly make demands on
people to tit. extent that the pursuit of environmental security in an
urban context becomes an unending process for urban dwellers.

Saric, Marko; Fugas, Mirka; Hrustic, Omer (1981). Effects' of Urban Air
Pollution on School-Age Children• .-\rchives of Environmental Health, Vol. 36,
No. 3, .pp. 101-108; 1981.

From November 1977 to March 1978, forced expiratory volumes (FEVs) of 78
second graders living in a high sulfur dioxide and smoke pollution area
were compared with FEVs of 70 second graders living in 8 clean air area.
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The incidence of acute respiratory diseases in these children and their
families was also comparatively studied during the same period. Indoor
and outdoor measurements of sulfur dioxide and smoke, as well as
additional measurements of suspended particulate matter (SPM) and sul
fate were conducted. The results of the study suggest that at the actual
average annual exposure to sulfur dioxide, smoke, and SPM of 70-80
ug/m 3, 60-80 ug/m 3, and 130-200 ug/m 3, respectively, with frequent
exposures to three to five times higher daily sulfur dioxide and smoke
concentrations and two times higher daily concentrations of SPM during
the heating season, certain effects on the ventilatory functions and
occurrence of acute respiratory diseases can be expected.

Sus, Robert (1986). Workplace Health and Safety: Report from canada: Original
Articles on Occupational Health Policy. International Journal of Health
Services, Volume 16, Number 4, 1986; pp 565 - 582; Baywood Publishing Co.,
Inc.

This article represents a critical analysis of the major policy
responses to workplace health and safety in Canada. It examines the
deficiencies inherent in the legislative development of Joint Health
and Safety Com mittees in most Canadian jurisdictions, the limitations
regarding standard-setting of worker exposure to contaminants, and
disincentive for employers to positively improve the workplace because
of Workers Compensation legislation. Collective bargaining agreements
in Canada have had· only limited positive effects, while the ultimate
legal sanction of criminal prosecution by the regulatory agencies has
weakened enforcement and compliance of existing regulation. There has
never been a successful criminal prosecution of an employer in Canada,
even for multiple deaths.

Four reasons are suggested: the concealment of the dimension of the
incidence of industrial disease based on Workers Compensation Board
statistics; the application of an incorrect theory of causation of
both industrial disease and injury by both managers and government
administrators of occupational health and safety programs; the
resistance of both senior and middle managers against increased worker
participation in both work organization and job design questions; and
the general moral underdevelopment rather than ignorance of managers in
favouring economic considerations or values at the expense of worker
health and safety. The author proposes the need for greater workplace
democratization of production and industry as a necessary and sufficient
reform of workplace health and safety.

8avitz, David A.; Calle, Eugenia Be (1987). Leukemia and Occupational
Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields: Review of Epidemiologic Surveys.
Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol. 29, No. 1, pp 47 - 51; January, 1987.

Several recent surveys have presented data suggesting an increased risk
of leukemia among men with occupational exposure to electromagnetic
fields. Eleven pertinent data sets were compiled in order to assess the
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consistency ot this pattern and to identity those occupations most
deserving closer examination. Results tor total leukemia show a modest
excess risk tor men in exposed occupations, with an enhanced risk eleva
tion for acute leukemia and especially acute myelogenous leukemia. These
studies are inherently limited regarding the ettect ot electromagnetic
tields due to the absence ot exposure characterization. Nonetheless,
telegraph, radio, and rador operators, power and telephone linemen, and
electrical and electronic engineers showed the most consistent results
and warrant turther study to ascertain potential occupational health
hazards.

Savitz, David A.; CaDe, Eugenia E. (1987). Leukemia and Occupational
Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields: Review ot Epidemiogical Surveys.
Journal of OCcupational Medicine, Volume 29. No. 1, January 1987; pp. 47-51;
American Occupational Medicine Association;.

Th6 review compiled eleven sets ot data trom previous study to assess
leukemia risk among men with occupational exposure to electromagnetic
fields. Results for total leukemia show a modest excess risk tor men in
exposed occupations, with an enhanced risk elevation for acute leukemia
and especially acute myelogenous leukemia. The studies lacked charact
erization of the electromagnetic exposure. Nevertheless, telegraph,
radio and radar operators, power and telephone linemen, and electrical
and electronic engineers showed the most consistent results. The authors
caution that the available data are inadequate to conclude that electro
magnetic field exposures are the reason for that elevation, and they
suggest further study to ascertain potential occupational health hazards.

SCadding, Glenis K.; Brostott, J. (1986). Low Dose SubUngual Therapy in
Patients With Allergic Rhinitis Due To House Dust Mite. Clinical Allergy,
Vol. 16, pp 483-491; 1986.

In a double-blind placebo-controlled trial, low dose sublingual therapy
with house dust mite was effective in relieving symptoms in 7296 ot the
group of patients with perennial rhinitis due to house dust mite.
Following active treatment, there was a signi(icant increase in morning
peak nasal inspiratory flow rate in those who improved and resistance to
nasal provocation with house dust mite also increased, in some cases up
to 1000-fold. Oral therapy is safe and avoids the side eftects of de
sensitiZing injections Which can be serious. The potential tor oral
desensitization is great and further studies on this torm ot treatment
are needed.

Schaumburg, Herbert; Spencer, Peter S. (1978). Environmental Hydrocarbons
Produce Degeneration In Cat Hypothalamus and Optic Tract. Science, VoL
199, pp. 199-200; January 1978.

Keywords: environmental hydrocarbons; animal studies; health effects;
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Schauss, Alexander (1980). Diet, Crime and Delinquency. Parker House, Berkeley
CA 94704; 1980.

Junk food diets, sugar starvation, vitamin deficiencies, lead pollution;
and food allergies can convert a normal brain into a criminal mind.
Children absorb and retain a greater percentage of ingested lead· than
adults. Lead levels formerly considered safe have recently.been shown to
increase abnormal behaviour, cause learning difficulties and reduce in
telligence.

Schauss, Alexander (1980). Lead, Behaviour and Criminality: from Diet, Crime
and Delinquency; chapter 111; pp. 32-49. Parker House, Berkeley CA; 1980.

Lead levels formerly considered safe have recently been shown to increase
abnormal behaviour, cause learning difficulties and reduce intelligence.
Children can absorb enough lead to impair their performance on tests of
reasoning, coordination, intelligence and reading. Some symptoms of lead
toxicity are: hyperactivity, perceptual disorders, mental retardation,
fatigue, irritability, temper tantrums, learning disabilities, speech

':7 disturbances, perceptual motor dysfunctions, and emotional or behavioural
problems. There are two new techniques helpfUl in determining heavy
metal concentrations, replacing blood tests. These are hematofluorometry
and hair trace mineral analysis.

• Schiefer, H.B. (1985). Health Effects from Mycotoxins (volatile or absorbed to
particulates): A Review of· the Relevant Data in Animal Experiments. University
of Saskatchewan; December 1985.

Assu ming that it is correct that potentially toxigenic fungi can be
isolated from dust in indoor polluted homes, and given the clinical
descriptions of health problems of inhabitants of such dwellings, it is
possible to hypothesize that the health problems encountered are due to
trichothecene mycotoxins. The subtle effects on the immune system will,
however, be masked by the more obvious clinical and pathological findings
of an opportunistic infection, thus escaping the attention of clinicians.
There is a chance that an aero-allergenic reaction is taking place due
to the proteins contained in the dust or associated with the fungal
spores or other inorganic material or chemicals. The question should be
pursued with care and priority.

Schlesinger, Richard B. (1985). Effects of Inhaled Acids on Respiratory
Tract Defense Mechanisms. Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 63, pp 25 
38; 1985.

The respiratory tract is endowed with an interlocking array of non
specific and specific defense mechanisms which protect it from the
effects of inhaled microbes and toxicants, and reduce the risk of
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absorption of materials into the bloodstream. Ambient acids may com
promise these defenses, perhaps providing a link between exposure and
development of chronic and acute pulmonary disease. This paper reviews
the effects of inhaled acids upon the nonspecific clearance system of
the lungs. An extensive bibliographic list is included.

Schnare, David W.; Ben, Max; Shields, Megan G. (1984). Body Burden Reductions
of PCSs, PBBs and Chlorinated Pesticides in Human SUbjects. Ambio, A
Journal of the Human Environment, Vol. 13, No. 5-6; pp 378 - 380; 1984.

With human exposure to environmental contaminants inevitable despite
the best application of environmental laws and protection technologies,
interest has grown in the potential to reduce the levels of contamination
carried in the human host. This study demonstrates the promise of a
comprehensive treatment for reduction of body burdens of polychlorinated
and polybrominated biphenyls and chlorinated pesticides. Adipose tissue
concentrations were determined for seven individuals accidentally exposed
to PBB. These patients underwent detoxification treatment to eliminate
fat-stored foreign compounds. Of the 16 organohalldes examined, 13 were
present in lower concentrations at post-treatment sampling. 7 of the 13
reductions were statistically sirnificant. To determine whether reduc
tions reflected movement to other body compartments or actual burden re
duction, a post-treatment follow-up sample was taken four months later.
Analysis showed a reduction in all 16 chemicals. Future research stemming
from this study should include further investigation of mobilization and
excretion of xenobiotics in humans.

Schrecker, T.F. (1984). Political Ecomony of Environment Hazards: Protection
of Life Series, Study Paper. Law Reform Commission of Canada; 1984.

'Political' should be taken to not only include the actions of elected
officials and bureaucrats, but also the process of selecting the Issues
and defining the alternative courses of action which are considered by
these and other actors. The law itself will usually reflect similar
mobilizations of bias. This paper deals both with the process by Which
environmental hazard law and policy are made and with the conceptual
frameworks which are used to define objectives and strategies for
controlling environmental hazards. Also examined is the role of the large
profit-oriented corporation as a policy-making institution. The system of
property rights which allows business relatively unfettered control over
investment flows, on the basis of maximizing profitability, seriously
restricts the ability of governments to intervene in many kinds of
decisions which are now the prerogative of the corporation.

Schreiter, Anne (1984). Human Ecology in the Schools. Human Ecology Foundation
of Canada, Kitchen~r Branch.

This article outlines causes of and solutions for chemically sensitive
children in the school system. Suggestions are made for reducing the
chemical load of the children and teachers and solutions are presented
that have been used in actual situations of chemical sensitivity.
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Schreiler, Anne (1984). A Follow-up to Human Ecology in the Schools. The Human
Ecology Foundation of canada, Kitchener Branch•

. Suggestions and solutions for chemically sensitive children in the school
system. Suggestions are made for reducing the chemical load of the
children and teachers, including that smoking be banned on school
property.

Schroeder, Henry A. (1973). Cadmium, High Blood Pressure and Water. from Trace
Elements and Man; chapter V1ll, pp. 97-114; Devin-Adair Co.; 1973.

There is evidence that cadmium from refined foods, water pipes and
contaminated air and water accumulates in human kidneys and causes
hypertension or high blood pressure.

ScoU, P.M. (1986). Mycotoxins Produced by Certain Fungi Associated with
Thermal Insulation. Significance of Fungi in Indoor Air, Part U, Working
Papers; Health and Welfare Canada Working Group on Fungi and Indoor Air;
March, 1986.

Mycotoxins associated with thermal insulation are described in detail.
An exhaustive .bibliography is included.

Scott, Peter M. (1983). Other Mycotoxins. Proc. Int. Symp. Mycotoxins, pp. 87
- 110; 1983.

With the exclusion of the aflatoxins, fusarium toxins, and penicillium
toxins, the remaining known mycotoxins are produced by fungi of the
genera Aspergillus, Alternaria, Trichothecium, .Stachybotrys, My~othecium,
Claviceps, Deplodia, Chaetomium, and over a dozen others. Natural
occurence has been demonstrated for some in foods or agricultural
corn modities as a result of fungal infection. The epidemics of human
ergotism in Europe in medieval times, more recent incidences in India,
and many diseases in animals, are attributable to these toxins. An
excellent bibliography is included.

Seguin, MarUyrme (1987). Dying With Dignity: A Canadian Society Concerned
with the Quality of Dying. Dying With Dignity; 1987.

Dying With Dignity is a charitable, volunteer organization that believes
people should have the right to control the ending of their own lives.
This includes the right to voluntary euthanasia, suicide, and to refuse
treatment. It is based on the concern of many people that modern
technology has made it possible to keep people alive past the point at
which life has ceased to be worth living.
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Seifert, Bemd; Drews, Marianne; Aurand, Karl (1984). Indoor Heavy Metal
Exposure of the Population Around a Secondary Lead Smelter: Buildings,
Ventilation and Thermal Climate; Berglund, Birgitta; Lindvall, Thomas;
Sundell, Jan - editors. Indoor Air, Vol. 2, pp. 177-181; Swedish Council for
Building Research, Stockholm Sweden, 1984.

In the course of earlier studies, it had been observed that measuring the
concentration of heavy metals in deposited dust is a much better means to
characterize the exposure of popUlation groups living close to emission
sources than analysing samples of suspended particulate matter. Thus, a
simple method has been developed in which house dust collected with a
passive sampler is used for a rapid screening of the heavy metal content
of dust deposited in houses located near a source~ Analysing such dust
samples for lead and cadmium permitted the authors to detect the most,
polluted spots in an area surrounding a secondary lead smelter at Oker,
Federal RepUblic of Germany. The method as well as the results o( field
measurements carried out in 1982 are discussed.

SeUkoff, Irving J. (1975). Investigations o( Health Hazards in the Painting
Trades: Final Report. City University o( New York, Mount Sinai School of
Medicine, Environmental Sciences Laboratory, New York NY; December 5 1975.

Keywords: occupational health and safety; painting; air pollution; health
hazards;

Selner, John C.; Stuadenmayer, Herman (1986). The Relationship ot the ,
Environment and Food to Allergic and Psychiatric nIness. Psychobiological
Aspects of Allergic Disorders; chapter 6, pp 102 - 146; Praeger Publishers;
1986; Young, Stuart H., RUbin, James M., Daman, Harlan R., ed.

Patients with environmental Illness are described, as are methods for
diagnosis and treatment. Foods and chemicals can cause acute and chronic
symptoms previously viewed as expressions of somatoform disorders by most
physicians. Environmental Care Units, isolated (acilities which screen
out known chemical irritants and sensitizers, are described as useful
treatment facilities and as a means of separating patients with ulterior
motives from those with environmental illness.

Selye, Hans (1976). Stress: Its Relationship to Man and his Environment.
Health Promotion Through Designed Environments, pp 107 - 126; Health and
Welfare Canada, Health Programs Branch; October, 1976.

The unprecedented development o( technology in this century has created
many new sources of stress: pollution of the atmosphere by chemicals and

.noise, the speed of industrial life, (ear o( atomic war, etc. The
manifestations of stress and techniques for reducing it are presented.
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Seppalainen, Anna Maria; Harkonen, Hannu (1916). Neurophysiological Findings
Among Workers Occupationally Exposed to Styrene. Scand. j. work environ. &:
health, No. 3, pp. 140-146; 1976.

Keywtrd9:st.yrene; electroencepha1ograhy; encephalopathy; electroneuromyography;
mandelic acid; occupational health and safety;

Severs, Richard K. (1980). Air Pollution and Health. from Environment and
Health, chapter 5, pp. 123-162; Trieff, Norman M. editor; Ann Arbor Science
PUblishers Inc.; 1980.

Synergistic effects of pollutants have been demonstrated. Air pollution
aggravates existing disease conditions or puts at higher risk those pre
disposed to ill health. Nonspecific measurements of air pollutants that
are associated with disease states in humans should be treated as though
they were surrogates for causal factors. Little relevance comes from
stUdies that expose humans to only one pollutant at a time. Adverse
effects of the following air pollutants on the cardiopulmonary system are
chronicled: sulCur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, photochemical oxidants,
carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and carcinogens.

Seyal, A. Rashid; Awan, M. Hayat; Mumatz, Hussain (date?). Premature
Ventricular Contractions: The Relationship of Synthetic vs Natural Fabrics
Worn Next to the Skin. Clinical Ecology, Vol. IV, Number 4, pp 149 - 154.

Variations in the frequency of premature ventricular contractions (PVCs)
with change in the type of garments were evaluated in 16 subjects who had
no evidence of systemic or cardiovascular disease. These SUbjects, wear
ingeither synthetic or cotton garments, underwent three programmable am
bulatory electrocardiograph recordings to achieve a one hour trace within
24 hours. "Within subjects" the reduction in frequency of PVCs was 59 to
10096, whereas "within days" this reduction was 80 to 9696. With pooled
data, the major variation in the PVC frequency occurred "within SUbjects"
wearing synthetic garments. However, with cotton clothing this contribu
tion was reduced by 5096. The results also show that the random contribu
tion to PVCs attributed to unavoidable sources is much higher with cotton
(5096) than with synthetic garments, the contribution of which was
negligible.

Shah, Chandrakant P.; Farkas, C8rrol Spindell (1985). The Health of Indians
in Canadian Cities: a Challenge to the Health Care System. Can Med Assoc
Journal, Vol 133, pp 859 - 863; November 1985.

It 6 well known that Canadian native people living on reserves have high
morbidity and mortality rates, but less is known about the health of
those who migrated to urban centres. Several studies have shown that
these people have high rates of mental health problems, specific
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diseases, injuries, infant death and hospital admission. In addition,
there is evidence that cultural differences create barriers to their
use of health care facilities. The low socioeconomic status, cultural
differences, and discrimination that they find in cities are identified
as the pri mary blocks to good health and adequate health care. More
epidemiologic studies need to be done to identify health problems, needs
and barriers to health care. Federal, provincial and civic governments
along with the appropriate departments of faculties of medicine should
begin working with native organizations to improve the health of native
people living in Canada's cities.

Shein, Martin (1982). Alcohol, Drugs and Safety; An Updated Perspective on
Problems and Their Management in the Workplace. Accid. Anal. & Pre~., Pergamon
Press Ltd., Vol. 14, No. 3, pp 239-246.

The relationship between alcohol, drugs and accidents in the workplace
is explored in the context of available evidence, the balance of which
suggests that the contribution of substance abuse and misuse to personal
injury and property damage losses has been underestimated. Recommen
dations are made requiring a more complete data base be developed in
tJUc; area. Necessary steps are seen as: 1) conducting independent preva
lence surveys of alcohol and drug use in specific work organizations; 2)
relating this information to safety-related behaviour as monitored
through observation and interviews and searches of official records, in
partiCUlar Workmen's Compensation files. Also, it is suggested that the
relationships between the management of alcohol and drug related problems
and the management or safety be more closely coordinated. The emphasis,
however, should be as much on heavy drinking as on alcoholism, and as
much on inappropriate prescription use of drugs as on illicit drug abuse.

Shakman, Robert A. (1914). Nutritional Influences on the Toxicity of
Environmental Pollutants: A Review. Arch Environ Health, Vol. 28, pp.
105-113; February 1974.

Keywords: nutrition; air pollution; toxicity; health effects;

Sharp, Dan S.; £sIcenazi, Brenda; Harr'ison, Robert; C&llas, Peter; Smith, Allan
H. (1986). Delayed Health Hazards of Pesticide Exposure. Ann. Rev. Public
Health, No. 7; pp. 441 - 471; 1986.

The delayed health hazards of pesticide use have been difficult to
detect. The need continues for surveillance and assessment of delayed
health effects from pesticide exposure. Evidence is presented for
pesticides causing various cancers, deleterious reproductive outcomes,
and subtle neurologic sequelae. Epidemiologic evidence provides the
focus, but pertinent animal and clinical research is also presented.
Studies of farmers and pesticide users are presented in detail as.
are studies linking phenoxy herbicides, chlorophenols, dioxins,
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and amitrole with mesenchymally derived tumors in Sweden, American
chemical manufacturing facilities, New Zealand, and with Vietnam
veterans. Other evidence links arsenic and organochlorine pesticides to
cancer in humans. Reproductive hazards have been found to result from
exposure to OBCP, and there are unconfirmed suspicions that exposure to
DOT and the phenoxy herbicides may be associated with congenital mal
formations. The nervous system has been recognized as a target organ for
pesticide toxicity for several decades.

Shearer, Ruth (1983). On Safe Use of Pesticides. author; 1983.

The idea that people can be exposed to pesticides safely is based on a
number of faulty assumptions. These include: pesticides registered with
the government have passed stringent health testing; a no-observable
eCCect level can be determined for any pesticide; pesticides are safe
when used according to the label; after a pesticide has been excreted
from the body, all poisoning symptoms are gone.

Shearer, Ruth W. (1983). Health ECCects of 2,4-0 Herbicide. author; April
1983.

The au thor is familiar with the medical histories of more than 30
people who have been acutely poisoned by 2,4-0 alone or in combination
with other herbicides. Acute symptoms include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
headache, -temporary loss of vision, weakness, burning eyes, sore throat
with burning in Chest, and difficulty in thinking. Residual eCCects
include impairment, bleeding tendency, concentration and memory problems,
and hypersensitivity to non-physiologic chemicals which prevents
participation in most modern job environments. Likely carcinogenicity
is discussed in detail, including a disCUssion of recent animal studies.

Sheehy, Noel P.; Chapman, Antony J. (1985). Adults' and Children's Perceptions
of Hazard in Familiar Environments. Children Within Environments, Chapter 4,
pp 51 - 63; Garting, Tommy and Valsiner, Jaan editors; Plenum Press; 1985.

Children's accidents constitute an endemic social problem of epidemic
proportions. This chapter examines the relationship between children's
and adults' perceptions of hazard and accident liability. Two studies
are described which question the presumption that adults comprehend the
child's perspective and empathize with the child which have traditionally
governed safety campaigns and educational measures. Future research
should consider how hazard identification, tactical responding, and
knowledge of personal limitations interact, and how independently and
jointly they may precipitate an accident. Extensive references are
included.
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Shifrin, L. (1981). The Changing Face of Poverty. Toronto Star, November 30,
1981.

The author quotes Statistics Canada figures showing the proportion of
Canadians in poverty to be 14.9 percent in 1986. He notes that the
percentage of mother-led households among those below poverty-level
incomes had increased from 9.996 to 12.196 since 1919. The poverty
rate among single-parent families headed by women had risen from 55.496 to
56.1 %, while the number of families had continued to grow.

Shy, earl M.; Creason, John P.; Pearlman, Martin Eo; McClain, Kathryn Eo;
Benson, Perris B.; Young, Marion M. (1910). The Chattanooga School Children
Study: Effects of Community Exposure to Nitrogen Dioxide: 1. Methods,
Description of Pollutant Exposure, and Results of Ventilatory Function
Testing. Journal of the Air Pollution Control Association, Volume 20, No. 8,
pp. 539-545; August 1910.

Ele mentary schools in four areas of Chattanooga Tennessee USA were
selected for a study of the effects of community exposure to nitrogen
dioxide. One area, in close proximity to a TNT plant, had high N02
exposUre, another had relatively high suspended particulate exposure, and
two areas served as "clean" controls. The similarity of the economic
levels of high N02 and control areas and moderately lower economic level
of the high particulate area were documented. Ventilatory performance
of second-grade school children in the high N02 exposure area was
significantly lower than the performance of children in the control area.
The data suggested that ventilatory performance was adversely affected
when an N02 threshold was exceeded but that above this threshold no
further impairment of performance could be detected.

Si1berstein, Samuel (1919). Heating System-Generated Indoor Air Pollution.
Energy and Buildings, Vol. 2, No. 4, pp. 211-218; Dec. 1919; Elsevier Sequoia
S.A., Lausanne Switzerland.

Keywords: bund~; space heat~; air pollution; energy conservation; indoor air
pollution;

I

Silberstein, Samuel (1919). Energy Conservation and Indoor Air Pollution.
Energy and Buildings, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 185-189; August 1919; Elsevier
Sequoia S.A., Lausanne Switzerland.

Keywords:bund~ energy conservation; air pollution; ventilation; indoor air
pollution; air exchange;
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Silver, Francis (1916). More on the Plastic Problem. Ecologist, p. 9, 1976;
Environmental Health Assoc. of Greater Washington, Box 3162, Falls Church VA
22043.

Many people experience burning sensations, loss of attention and
drowsiness when sitting on plastic chairs. It is possible that inci
denees of misbehavior by children such as wrecking school buses, hyper
activity and learning difficulties may be all be innuenced by exposure
to tri-cresyl phosphate in the vinyl seating of the buses, school seats
or cleaning agents.

Silver, Francis (1916). Carbon Monoxide. from Clinical Ecology, Dickey,
Lawrence D., ed.; pp. 269-272; Charles C. Thomas; 1976.

Easily measurable impairment of some of the more delicate senses can be
measured at 1% or 296 of hemoglobin bound by carbon monoxide. This blood
level can result from five to ten parts per million in the breathed air.
At 3% to 5% carboxyhemoglobin, ordinary intellectual functioning starts
to suffer in a way that can be measured. Creativity and finer intellec-

" tual coordination may be harmed at much lower levels. It is difficult to
measure and document such low levels of impairment to intellectual
functioning, coordination and creativity, hence the many studies claiming
to report "no effect" after heavy CO exposure.

Silver, Roxame, Le; Wortman, Camille B. (1980). Coping With Undesirable Live
Events. Human Helplessness; Academic Press; Garber, J., Seligman, Martin E.P.,
editors; pp 71 - 95; 1980.

This is a study of how people cope with stressful life events which
deals with the follOWing questions: Are there any reactions that are
universally experienced? Do persons who encounter different life crises
show similarities in response? Do people progress through an orderly
sequence of stages as they attempt to cope? Is it true that with time,
people accept or recover from their crisis and move on? What is
successful adjustment? Outsiders frequently underestimate the nature and
duration of the distress and individuals are likely to hold unrealistic
expectations to their own responses which may serve to intensify their
distress. Health care professionals must legitimize the feelings and
reactions that commonly occur among people who have encountered negative
life eve!1ts in order to assist them to cope. Outsiders must be sensitive
to the fact that for most people, an aversive life event is never really
forgotten. The transient return of unresolved feelings must not be
viewed as an indication of instability or mental illness but as an
acceptable way of living with the crisis. Further research is needed. An
extensive bibliography is included.

r
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SUverman, Frances (1919). Asthma and Respiratory Irritants (Ozone).
Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 29, pp. 131-136; 1979.

Asthmatics appear to be more susceptible to the effects of air pollu
tants than nonasthmatics. The present studies were undertaken to ex
amine the effects of exposing asthmatics to ozone concentrations that
occur in the environment and indicate that acute exposures to ozone at
realistic concentrations in the environment can produce adverse responses
in some asthmatics.

SUverman, F.; Corey, P.; Mintz, S.; and Hosein, LB. (1985). Factors That
Influence Assessments of Health Effects of Air Pollution. Proceedings, 3rd
International Conference on Indoor Air Quality and Climate, held in Stockholm,
Sweden, August 20-24, 1984. Volume 4: Chemical Characterization and Personal
Exposure, pp. 123-127.

Scientists at the Gage Research Institute, University of Toronto
examined 'the health effects of air pollution in asthmatics and healthy
non-asthmatics. The study took into account the fact that the indoor
environment may be a modifier of human exposure to air pollution, by
using small portable multi-pollutant samplers for nitrogen dioxide,
sulphur dioxide, and particulate matter.

Simard, Monique (1986).' The Reduction and Rearrangement of Worktime: A
Priority and a Challenge: A New Work Agenda for Canada. Canadian Mental Health
Association, Torontd Canada; 1986.

Policies for reducing and re-organizing worktime are aimed at reducing
inequalities and responding to the needs of individuals and groups,
especially those traditionally underpriviliged. New approaches to
worktime can allow us to improve the quality of life at work if intro
duced with drastic modifications to the organization of work patterns,
greater individual and collective control over the work milieu and new
technology, and more individual autonomy and creativity at work. The
organization of worktime must also respond to the specific needs of women
who now make up a significant part of the labour force and who seem to
end up sharing unstable jobs most of the time. Women's specific expec
tations must be taken into account and a real sharing of housework be
tween men and women as a daily reality must be ensured.

Simonsson, B.G. (1986). Allergies and Other Hypersensitivity Reactions to
Indoor Pollutants: volume subtitled: Evaluations and Conclusions for Health
Sciences and Technology. Indoor Air, Vol. 6, pp 57-59; 1986; Swedish Council
for Building Researcn, Stockholm Sweden; Berglund, B.; Berglund, U.; Lindvall,
T.; Sundell, J.; editors.

In patients with asthma and hyperreactivity, small concentrations of a
pollutant like sulphur dioxide can cause substantial and clinically
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important respiratory effects. In acute severe episodes of air pollution,
predominantly people with pre-existing heart and lung disease show an
increase in mortality. Nitrogen dioxide and formaldehyde can also cause
respiratory symptoms especially but not exclusively in hyperreactive
sUbjects like patients with asthma. The compounds can possibly induce
airways disease in combination with other pollutants in high concen
trations and during exposure for a long time.

Simpson, Michael (1983). Indoor Air Quality and Health Impacts of Energy
Conservation: Some Congressional Options. The Libra··y of Congress,
Congressional Research Service, Washington DC 20540; updated 09/08/83.

Keywords: indoor air quality; health hazards; energy conservation; research;
public policy;

Sivak, Michael (1981). Human Factors and the Highway-Accident Causation:
Some Theoretical Considerations. Accid. Anal. & Prev., Vol. 13, No. 2; pp.
61-64; 1981; Pergamon Press Ltd•

Skrzycki, Cindy (1981). Three of Five in U.S. Like Going To Work Survey Finds.
Toronto Star, October 14, 1987.

Asurvey for The Conference Board found that three out of five Americans
generally, like their jobs and are interested in their work. A large
majority said they are comfortable with their supervisors and their
fellow workers. Only two out of five were reasonably satisfied with their
pay cheques.

Small, Bruce M. (1982). Chemical Susceptibility and Urea-Formaldehyde Foam
Insulation. National Research Council of Canada, Division of Building
Research; February 1982.

Not everyone responds the same way when exposed to pollutants in the air.
Initial observations of people exposed to formaldehyde and other gases
emitted by Urea-for.maldehyde Foam Insulation show a wide variation. But
recent evidence indicates that there may be a larger group who are in
general more susceptible to low levels of chemical exposures of various
kinds. Preliminary reports indicate that some people who are exposed to
UFFI gases, and who have no previous indication of chemical susceptibi
lity, may become generally chemically susceptible as a result of the
exposure. There is also evidence that for some people other allergic
like sensitivities may also have been triggered by the UFFI gas exposure,
even in cases with no obvious history of allergy.

Small, Bruce M. (1982). Environmental Health Factors in Falling Accidents.
National Research Council of Canada, Div. of Electrical Engineering, Medical
Engineering Section, Ottawa Canada; October 1982.
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This study surveys the literature and other sources of expertise to
assess the possible role of environmental air pollutants in accidents
involving falls in buildings. Evidence is presented which shows that
certain pollutants can cause both gross and subtle perceptual and motor
ability changes which" clearly add to the risk of a falling accident
occurring. In addition, it is shown that some people can be much more
highly susceptible to common indoor air pollutants than others, and
specific precautions to help such persons minimize risk of accidents are
outlined. The study recommends that indoor air pollution should be
recognized as both a health problem and a safety problem, and a number of
followup investigations are suggested.

Small, Oruce M.; Lorimer, Judy; Russell, Peter (1983). Indoor Air Pollution
and Housing Technology. Canada Mortgage and Housing Corp., Ottawa Canada;
August 1983.

This reference contains a general review .of the possible sources of
indoor air pollution in residences, including a discussion of the
li terature describing the health effects of these contaminants. The
report also reviews the principles of low-pollution design, with
particular reference to an experimental building designed by the author.
Available from Technology and Health Foundation, R.R.Il, Goodwood,
Ontario LOC lAO.

Small, Oruce M. (1984). Update on Indoor Air Quality Studies. American Academy
of Environmental Medicine, 18th Advanced Seminar in Clinical Ecology Program,
pp. 14-15; October 1984.

When populations with common risk factors under exposure to various
pollutants are added up, greater than a quarter of the population is seen
to be at risk, with the known chemically susceptible population repre
senting only a small part of this group. Those at greatest risk from in
creased pollutant exposure include pregnant women and young infants, the
elderly, other persons with existing respiratory and cardiac problems,
the chemically Slsceptible portion of the allergic population, and
smokers.

Small, Oruce M. (1985). Recommendations for Action on Pollution and Education
in Toronto: A Report Prepared for the Pollution and Education Review Group of
the Board of Education for the City of Toronto. Consultation Paper, May 1985,
Board of Education for the City of Toronto, 155 College Street, Toronto,
Ontario M5T 1P6.

The evidence presented in .this report shows that staff and students are
exposed to many pollutants which originate both within their schools
and in the neighbouring communities. Many of these pollutants affect
brain function, learning ability, behaviour, and hence education. They
may also present a general health hazard. The sources of pollution range

•
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from industrial emissions and automobile exhaust outside, to painting,
cleaning chemicals, art and science materials, tobacco smoke, and even
chalk dust, inside. There is evidence that in some schools the ventila
tion may have been insufficient to adequately exhaust the pollutants
being generated inside. Some students and staff are experiencing acute
adverse effects from such exposures, while others do not appear to be
suffering, at least in the short term, from the same exposures. Recent
ev idence indicates that this situation reOects the wide range of vul
nerability to pollutants within our population. Some people suffer even
at very low levels of contamination, well within previously accepted
guidelines for tolerable levels of pollutants.

Small, Bruce M. (1985). Low-Pollution Building Design and Construction. Air
Pollution Control Association.

Principles of low-pollution design are reviewed which may be applied
in the Canadian climate either for minimizing P9llutant levels in
conventional housing or for producing specialized housing for persons
who may be particularly prone to health problems in the presence of
common indoor pollutants. Some of the primary techniques which have
been useful in energy conservation are also either helpful or essential
in low-pollution construction. For example, a tightly-sealed building
envelope is indispensible if random leakage inward through walls brings
pollutants from the exterior structure. Outward leakage of humid indoor
air through building walls may produce condensation and mould growth, a
possible indoor air hazard• .It is also important to seal the building
envelope below grade, to avoid drawing in soil gases which can include
radon, water vapour, mildew odours, and other compoents.

Other principles highlighted are the provision of clean enough interior
construction to allow fluctuations in ventilation and/or filtration
without suffering badly deteriorated air during off-times for filtration
or periods of repair or emergency. The provision of adequate storage
combined with spot ventilation (for economical exhaust of pollutants)
are essential features of design at least for chemically susceptible
persons and would be of advantage in lowering general pollution levels
in other applications.

Smith, Calhy (1985). Letter to the Prime Minister of Canada Concerning Budget
Cuts in Environmental and Toxicological Programs, February 13, 1985. Canadian
Association for Children and Adults with Learning Disabilities, Maison Kildare
House, 323 Chapel, Suite 101, Ottawa, K1N 7Z2.

This letter emphasizes the need for further research on the effects of
toxins on human health, productivity and human quality. The author
states that there is new mounting scientific evidence showing that
the human brain, especially in unborn and young children, is particularly
vulnerable to toxic insult, and that such effects appear to be permanent.
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Smith, Cyril W. (1987). Electromagnetic Man &: His Electromagnetic
Environment in Health and Disease. Unpublished presentation to the 5th Annual
International Symposium on Man and His Environment in Health and Disease,
February 26, 1987, Dallas, Texas, USA;.

't'hi; research4!r' emphasized that a human system can act as an unstable
amplifier in response to various stimuli, including a wide range of
frequencies of electromagnetic energy. Clinical experiments with
exposure of sensitive patients to weak electromagnetic fields
indicated 'windows' of frequency response for both initiation and
termination of physical symptoms. He emphasized the individual
nature of this kind of sensitivity response.

Smith, Lendon (1979). Feed Your Kids Right. Dell Publishing Co., Inc.; 1079.

Illness, hyperactivity, learning problems and stress can be prevented
by diet and removal of environmental pollutants.

Smith, Lesbia F.; Victor, Janet (1987). Studies in Assessment of Risk and
Management of Environmental Contamination. Occupational Health in Ontario,
Vol. 8, No. 3, pp 90 - 101; Summer, 1987; Ontario Ministry of Labour,
Occupational Health Branch, Toronto Canada.

Presented in this paper are some of the issues that arise during the
response to episodes or environmental contamination and response of the
Ministry of Health to local agencies and the pUblic's fear of passive
exposure for environmental sources. The essential ingredients required to
meet the expectations of scientists, government and community are: the
designa tion of credible local authorities easily accessible to the pub
lic; maintaining a steady flow of information, even if it means admitting
the temporary absence of data; obtaining expert advice on potential
toxicity and having accepted experts available to the community; describ
ing positive and scientifically sound plans to assess potential dangers
to health; and keeping the media informed. Cases studies of the PCB spill
in Kenora in 1985 and drinking water contamination from the Love Canal
and in southwestern Ontario are presented in detail.

Solomon, LL.; Natusch, D.F.s. (1977). Environmental Contamination by Lead and
Other Heavy Metals. Vol. 3. Distribution and Characterization of Urban Dusts:
Final Report. US Govt.; NTIS PB-287 153/1SL; July 1977.

This volume describes studies of the sources and distribution of lead and
cadmium in the dust and soils of an urban area. The work was conducted
as part of a larger effort to identify the sources, distribution, and
fate of lead and other heavy metals in both the rural and urban environ
ments. Urban soils and settled dusts are of special interest from the
standpoint of human health because it is with these potential carriers of
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------------------- ---------------
heavy metal pollutants that humans are most likely to come into contact.
It is shown that current urban concentrations of heavy metals in dusts
and soUs, both indoors and outdoors, could have a significant impact on
human health. A field survey of soils and settled dusts was conducted in
the small urban area of Champaign-Urbana, illinois. Objectives of the
studies were: to determine where high levels of lead and cadmium are
found in urban areas; to determine the sources of lead, cadmium, and
polycyclic organic matter (POM); and to determine those physical and
chemical properties of lead, cadmium, and POM Which determine their en
vironmental impact. Samples collected from several types of locations in
an urban environment during the field survey were analyzed for their lead
and cadmium content to determine the general distribution of these ele
ments within the area and to identify local patterns of their concentra
tions in and around selected buildings.

Somers, E. (1987). Making Decisions From Numbers. Regulatory Toxicology and
Pharmacology, No. 7, pp 35- 42; 1987.

Regulatory agencies require numbers to provide health protection. The
manner in Which these numbers are derived from animal experiments and

:' human epidemiology is considered together with the limitations and in
adequacies of these numbers. Some recent examples of risk assessment
in Canada are given including asbestos, drinking water, and indoor air
quality. The value of these numbers in providing a me~ure of the hazard
in a wider perspective is stressed, although they can never be the sole
.determinant of pUblic policy.

Soskolene, Colin L.; Coates, Randall A.; Sears, Abby G. (1986).
Characteristics of a Male Homosexual/Bisexual Study Population in Toronto,
Canada. Canadian Journal of Public Health, Vol 77, pp. 12-16; January/February
1986.

A 1983 survey provided baseline information on the male homosexual and
bisexual population of Metropolitan Toronto. The median numbers of
different male sexual partners over preceding time periods were about 50%
lower than figures reported from United States centres. Population
characteristics reported may be important when explaining observed
differences in the frequency of AIDS around the world. The authors
discuss the difCi~ulty in establishing baseline information for good
health research, in a population which is socially stigmatized, and,
as a result, not enumerable.

SpasoCf, Robert (1987). Special Study of Ontario's Health Care System.
Government of Ontario.

The SpasoCC Report, unavailable to this research team at the time of
writing of the present review, is reported to have concluded that
children in families living on welfare get Sick because of poor
nutrition and hostile living environments. Dr. SpasoCC notes that
historically, the poor live in the most dangerous areas.
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Spedding, D.J.; HamDton, LB. (1982). Adsorption of Mercury Vapor by Indoor
Surfaces. Environmental Research, Vol. 29, No. 1, pp. 30-41; 1982; Academic
Press, Inc.

Keywords: indoor air pollution; metal pollution; mercury adsorption;

Speizer, Prank Eo; Perris, Benjamin, Jr.; Bishop, Yvonne M.M.; Spengler, John
(1980). Respiratory Disease Rates and Pulmonary Function in Children
Associated with N02 Exposure. American Review of Respiratory Disease, Vol.
121, No. 1; pp. 3-10; Jan. 1980.

As part of a long-range, prospective study of the health effects of air
pollution, approximately 8,000 children from 6 years to 10 years of age
from 6 communities had questionnaires completed by their parents and had
simple spirometry performed in school. Comparisons were made between
children living in homes with gas stoves and those living in homes with
electric stoves. Children from households with gas stoves had a greater
history of respiratory illness before age 2 and small but significantly
lower levels of FEV, and FVC corrected for height. These findings were
not explained by differences in social class or by parental smoking
habits. Measurements taken in the homes for 24 hour periods showed that
N02 levels were 4 to 7 times higher in homes with gas stoves than in
homes with electric stoves. However, these 24 hour measurements were
generally well below the current federal (US) 24 hour outdoor standard of
100 ug/m 3. Short-term peak exposures, which were in excess of 1,100
ug/m 3, regularly occurred in kitchens. Further work will be required
to determine the importance of these short-term peaks in explaining the
effects noted.

Spencer, Christopher; Blades, Mark (1985). Children at Risk: Are We
Underestimating Their General Environmental Competence Whilst Overestimating
Their Performance? Children Within Environments, Chapter 3, pp 39 - 49;
Garling, Tommy and Valsiner, Jaan editors; Plenum Press; 1985.

Adult feelings of responsibility for the child are predicated upon
beliefs that the child's competence is less than that of the able
bodied adult; the child is an apprentice in environmental skills. But
parents often overestimate their children's performance in traCCic.
Recent realizations by environmental and developmental psychologists
of the child's environmental skills is but one area of the current re
evaluation of a whole range of competencies in perceptual and cognitive
domains that is going on in psychology. Ways are suggested in which
adul ts can enhance children's performance in novel environments, with
implications for road safety education and practice as it relates to
children.

Spengler, John D.; Sexton, Ken (1983). Indoor Air Pollution: A Public Health
Perspective. SCIENCE, Vol. 221, No. 4605, pp. 9-17; July 1 1983.
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Although official efforts to control air pollution have traditionally
focused on outdoor air, it is now apparent that elevated contaminant
concentrations are com mon inside some private and pUblic buildings. Con
cerns about potential pUblic health problems due to indoor air pollution
are based on evidence that urban residents typically spend more than
90 percent of their time indoors, concentrations of some contaminants
are higher indoors than outdoors, and for some pollutants personal ex
posures are not characterized adequately by outdoor measurements.
Among the more important indoor contaminants associated with health or
irritation effects are passive tobacco smoke, radon decay products, car
bon monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, formaldehyde, asbestos fibers, micro
organisms, and aeroallergens. Efforts to assess health risks associated
with indoor air pollution are limited by insufficient information about
the number of people exposed, the pattern and severity of exposures, and
the health consequences of exposures. An overall strategy should be
developed to investigate indoor exposures, health effects, control
options, and pUblic policy alternatives.

Spitzer, Walter o. (1984). A Study of the Health Status of Residents of the
Junction Triangle, Toronto: Final Report. Dept. of Public Health, City of
Toronto; September 1984.

TIle purpose of the study was to determine whether the residents of the
highly industrialized Toronto Junction Triangle experience adverse health
effects more frequently than do residents of a demographically similar
but minimally exposed (non-industrialized) area of the City of Toronto,
and/or residents of areas adjacent to the Junction Triangle. A compre
hensive questionnaire was administered to 110 children and 290 adults in
each of: the Junction Triangle, the combined neighbourhoods adjacent to
the Triangle, and the comparison tract. The author concludes that there
is no difference in the health status of the adult residents of the
Junction Triangle and those of the most comparable census tract of
Toronto who were not exposed to the emanations from industry identified
as being a problem in the Junction Triangle area. However, the
study confirmed that the residents of the area experience markedly great
er discomfort than people living in other areas of the city and the
report recommends that industry guidelines should be established to
"sharply reduce imposed factors that diminiSh the quality of life". It
was also concluded that there is enough evidence of unfavourable health
experience among children in the Junction Triangle area to warrant in
depth, all-inclusive clinical evaluation of their health status.

Sprague, D.E.; Rea, W.J.; SmUey, R.E.; Johnson, A.R.; Lopez de Victoria, A.;
Tucker, W.F.; Fenyves, E.J. (1982). Formaldehyde Sensitivity Following
Exposure to Building Materials. presented at the 16th Advanced Seminar in
Clinical Ecology, Banff, Canada.

Keywords: formaldehyde; building materials; sensitivity;
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Squires, Bruee P. (1987). Medical Education To Achieve Health For All. CMAJ,
Vol. 136, pp 474 - 475; March 1987.

The "Achieving Health For All" report lends even more credence to the
growing concern among many medical educators that the undergraduate
curricula of canadian faculties of medicine do not provide educational
progra ms that realistically renect the health needs of the Canadian
people. They present the concept that health is the absence of disease
and that the goal of a medical education is to teach students to
recognize and treat disease. Medical schools must devise undergraduate
clinical programs that permit students to spend considerably more time
in settings where they can acquire a more realistic view of the nature
and extent of the major health problems that affiict people and- develop
the skills to cope with them. They must also allot considerably more
time to the teaching of preventive medicine and health promotion and
to imbuing their students with the recognition that· physicians have a
heavy direct and indirect responsibility in helping their patients and
communities develop the behaviours that promote health.

St. Lawrence, Ivy (1986). The Twelfth Annual Report of The Ontario Advisory
Council on Senior Citizens: For the twelve month period ending March 31,
1986. Advisory Council on Senior Citizens, Government of Ontario, Canada;
1986.

The Advisory Council on Senior Citizens promotes the view that seniors
should be encouraged to accept responsibility for themselves to the
fullest extent possible, including responsibility for a lifestyle affect
ing one·s own health. However, health promotion strategies should be
directed at the entire popUlation, should begin well before retirement,
and should be presented in a manner that is relevant to today·s seniors.
Health promotion should encompass the following: education demonstrating
ways and means of illness prevention; nutrition; exercise and activities;
wise use of medications and alcohol; and encouragement to beCQme socially
active as volunteers and participate in one's community. To a large ex
tent, the current medical model in health promotion works against this
objective. Physicians and other health professionals are trained to cure
illness. This presents great problems for many of them in working with
seniors, for whose illnesses cure is not always possible but who often
require health management counselling.

Stebbings, James H., Jr.; Pogleman, Diane G. (1979). Identifying a
Susceptible Subgroup: Effects of the Pittsburgh Air Pollution Episode Upon
Schoolchildren. Am J Epidemiol, No. 110, No. 1; pp. 2'1-40; 19'19.

Pulmonary function test resUlts on 224 school children collected during
and after the Pittsburgh air pollution episode of November 19'15 were re
analyzed to determine whether a small subgroup of susceptible children
could be defined. Individual regressions of three-quarter second forced
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expiratory volumes and forced vital capacities (FVC) on time over the six
day study period were calculated, and the distributions of individual
slopes for the four exposed and two control schools were compared. Ex
cesses of strong upward trends in the exposed areas would suggest effects
of suspended particulate air pollution by indicating significant im
provement following the episode. A highly statistically significant ex
cess of strong upward trends in the FVC among exposed students was
observed, and was consistent by sex and by school within sex. Approx.
10 to 1596 of the students appear susceptible to an average impairment of
about 2096 of the FVC. The findings are limited by the small number of
subjects with strong post-episode upward trends in the FVC, and by lack
of validation by replication of the study design, but do suggest that
episode levels of suspended particulates induce lung damage, and that
this may occur in a small susceptible sUbgroup. Children with low
baseline pUlmonary function values, histories of asthma, or with acute
respiratory symptoms immediately follOWing the episode were not found to
be especially susceptible to these effects of suspended particulates.

Steensberg, Jens (1984). Indoor Climate Problems in Institutions for
Children-Practical, Administrative and Policy Perspectives: Buildings,
Ventilation and Thermal Climate; Berglund, Birgitta; Lindvall, Thomas;
Sundell, Jan - editors. Indoor Air, Vol. 1, pp. 179-180; Swedish Council for
Building Research, Stockholm Sweden, 1984.

On the basis of practical indoor climate problems in institutions for
children, the study illustrates the administrative and policy perspec
tives of the decision making process, and some conclusions are attempt
ed on possible ways of improving environmental health decision making.
Examples of practical indoor climate problems in institutions for
children are given. There are tentative answers to the following
questions: How important are value attitudes versus scientific knOWledge?
Are existing regulations sufficient? How do local and central adminis
trators handle indoor climate problems? Do the responsible politicians
influence the course of events? What is the role of the press? Is the
pressure from interest groups decisive?

Stephens, Re (1981). Human Exposure to Lead from Motor Vehicle Emissions.
Intern. J. Environmental Studies, Vol. 17, pp.73-83; 1981; Gordon and Breach
Science Publishers Inc.

A strictly quantitative assessment of the contribution made by car ex
haust gas lead to the body lead burdens of young children will probably
never be attained. However, there is now available a substantial
scientific literature relating airborne lead to lead in humans, especial
ly in young children who ingest deposited and impacted aerosol lead on
both food and non-food items. It is clear from blood lead surveys that
pre-school children absorb more lead than other sections of the com
munity because young children have a relatively higher metabolic rate
and ventilation at rest. The distributions of lead burdens reported

r
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for new-born and pre-school children have been set against levels of lead
absorption recently associated with pregnancy problems in women and im
paired cognitive/behavioural functioning in children. A study by Needle
man et al. in Boston Massachusetts of 158 seven and a half yeez old
children shows that high lead children (greater than 6 ppm) performed
significantly. less well on a range of I.Q. tests and behavioural ratings
than low lead Children.

Sterling, B.M.; Sterling, T.D.; Kobayashi, D. Bartel; Mctntyre, B.D. (1983).
Health and Comfort in Modern Office Buildings: Results of a Work
Environment Survey. Theodor D. Sterling Limited, Vancouver B.C.; 1983.

A Work Environment Survey was undertaken to identify the causes of
various health and comfort problems experienced by 1106 members of OPEIU
Local 153 working in 12 office buildings. Problems were strongly
associated with poor ventilation; poor lighting; fiuctuations in tempera
t~re and humidity; inability to adjust and control ventilation, lighting,
temperature, and humidity to individual office comfort needs; and use of
video display terminals. Stress at work had a significant influence on
health and comfort of employees. Not only were health related symptoms
affected by physical factors, but they were also aggravated by inability
to participate in the way time at work was allocated, by job insecurity
and by poor relations with supervisors. In general there was a complex
interaction between the states of environmental conditions and of
stressors. Presence of smokers did not show any significant relationship
to health and comfort complaints among either smokers or non smokers. But
all indices of stress were heightened when smoking was restricted or
prohibited.

The authors call for detailed architectural, epidemiological, and air
quality studies that could provide regulatory agencies the evidence
required to formulate standards which will ensure acceptable working
condi tions in modern office buildings, especially in structures
specifically designed to conserve energy.

Sterling, Elia; Sterling, 'lbeodore; Mclntyre, Devid (1983). New Health Hazards
in Sealed Buildings. AlA Journal. pp. 64-67; April 1983; American Institute
of Architecture.

Keywords: indoor air pollution; health hazards; housing design;

Sterling, T.D.; Sterling, E.; Dimich-Ward, H. (1983). Building nIness in the
White-collar Workplace. Int. J. Health Serv., Vol. 13, No. 2, pp. 2'1'1-287;
1983.

The authors describe an increasing incidence of "building illness" among
white-collar workers due to the high pollutant content of air in modern
energy-efficient office buildings. These buildings are hermetically
sealed, mechanically ventilated, and contain many materials that give
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off a variety of toxic fumes and aerosols. Severe outbreaks of illness
have also been traced to ventilation problems in sealed hospital
buildings.

Sterling, 1beodore D.; Collett, Chris W.; Sterling, Elia M. (1987).
Environmental Tobacco Smoke and Indoor Air Quality in Modern Office Work
Environments. Journal of Occupational Medicine, Vol 29, No. 1; pp 57 - 62;
January 87•.

Recent attempts to clean the air in modern sealed office buildings
appear to have focused on one component of indoor air quality, environ
mental tobacco smoke. Prohibiting smoking entirely or designating
specific smoking areas has been suggested tE> improve comfort of office
workers and reduce acute symptoms of building illness. The effectiveness
of such methods, as well as the overall relations of tobacco smoke to
indoor air quality is evaluated, based on reviews of a large number of
studies of indoor air quality in modern office buildings under normal use
and occupancy. Tobacco smoke does not appear to contribute significantly
in a build-up of contaminants in offices. Also, in two large series of
studies of buildings with health and comfort complaints in the US and
canada, tobacco smoke does not appear to be associated with cases of
building illness.

Designation of special smoking areas might remove multiple sources of
ilTitation to smokers and non-smokers alike. One the other hand, the
segregation of smokers to specially designated and smoking areas may
have little effect and may well have undesirable impacts on ventilation
performance. Concentrating smokers in designated smoking areas may place
an excessive local burden on existing ventilation systems with the
result that smoking office workers are exposed to high levels of
irritants for short-time periods with any benefits accruing to their
non-smoking coworkers. To be of any real use, specially designated
smoking areas may require installation and operation of higher volume
ventilation systems with more effective air cleaning devices and possible
direct venting outside.

Stewart, Donald W.; Toews, John A. (1982). The Chronic Mental Patient: A
Selective Annotated Bibliography of the Psychiatric Literature, 1970-1980.
Canadian Mental Health Association; August 1982.

nm work constitutes part of a national study undertaken to assess the
situation of the chronically mentally ill in Canada. It is a selective
annotated bibliography of over 400 references from the professional
literature on the service system for people with chronic mental dis
orders.

Stewart, Richard D. (1976). Paint-remover Hazard. Journal of the American
Medical Association, Vol. 235, No. 4, pp. 398- 401; January 26, 1976.

Keywords: paint remover; indoor air pollution; health hazards;
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Stewart, Richard D.; Bake, earl L. (19'16). Paint-Remover Hazard. JAMA,
Vol. 235, No. 4, Jan. 26, 19'16.

The in-home use of paint removers containing methylene chloride results
in the absorption of this solvent, which is metabolized to carbon
monoxide. Exposure for two to three hours can result in the elevation of
carboxyhemoglobin (COHb) to levels that stress the cardiovascular system.
The metabolic formation of COHb cor)tinues following the paint-remover
exposure, doubling the duration of the cardiovascular stress produced
by a comparable COHb level after exposure to co. Patients with diseased
cardiovascular systems may not be able to tolerate this unexpected
stress.

Stokes, P.M.; Forester A.; Hale, L; Hutchinson, T.c.; and Lee, B. (1985). The
Cutler Acid Plant Study: A Multidisciplinary Approach to Rehabilitation. Trace
Substances in Environmental Health - XV: A Symposium; pp. 340-349; 1981.

The abandoned 100-acre site of operation of a multi-million dollar
sulphuric acid factory, on part of the Serpent River Indian R.eserve, is
still devoid of vegetation over large areas, with a total vlume of 60,000
cubic yards of foreign material, mainly in the form of waste piles of
pyrite sulphur and calcine and old sulphur storage areas. The surface
waters have pH as low as 2.5, with elevated levels of heavy metals, and
drain into Aird Bay on Lake Huron. This study identified five rehabil
itation options, with associated costs and types of land use for each.
The Cutler site if one of several pollution concerns on the R.eserve. The
Serpent Riv.er itself is contaminated with radioactive material from
Elliot Lake, and the Aird Bay fishery has been tainted by pulp and
paper mill effiuent fom Espanola.

Stokinger, H.E.; Scheel, L.D. (19'13). Hypersusceptibility and Genetic Problems
in Occupational Medicine-A Consensus Report. Journal of Occupational
Medicine, Vol. 15, No. '1, pp. 564-573, 858,860; July 1973.

Keywords: hypersusceptibility; occupational medicine;

Stotsky, Karen (198'1). Occupational Health and Safety. Integration and
Participation, chapter 6, pp 85 - 101; Canadian AdVisory Council on the Status
of Women; 1987.

As a result of their segregation into a few occupational categories,
large numbers of women in the paid workforce are exposed to particular
types of health and safety hazards. These include clerical workers who
are exposed to VDT radiation hazards, poor lighting, excessive noise,
toxic substances, and poor ventilation as well as poorly designed furni
ture and monotonous jobs. Retail and service workers face hazards

. associated with bending, lifting and carrying. Hairdressers working
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around tonics, dyes, pungent chemicals, and aerosol sprays on a daily
basis are susceptible to respiratory problems and skin conditions.
Teachers and child care workers are exposed to a variety of com municable
diseases, as are nurses. Health care workers are also exposed to
radiation, anaesthetic gases, and other toxic substances. Regardless oC
their place of work, stress is a common problem for most women workers.
Pactors causing stress include heavy workload, low pay, little job con
trol, lack oC recognition, monotonous work, unrealistic deadlines, and
the added burden of home responsibilities. A useful bibliography is
included.

Stratton, Peter (1985). The Role of the Family in Childhood Risk: The
Origins of Competence. Children Within Environments, Chapter 9, pp 129 
144; Garling, Tommy and Valsiner, Jaan editors; Plenum Press; 1985.

Children and other groups such as the aged may be put at risk because
of egocentric thinking by those with more power to structure their en
vironments. An evaluation of the dangerousness of particular environ
ments requires a sophisticated understanding oC how the environmental
characteristics relate to those concerned. A Cailure to recognize the
diUerent perceptual capabilities, decision processes, motivations, etc.
oC a particular group can lead to the provision oC environments which
present no great risks to a healthy adult, but which can be extremely
hazardous to others such as children. The prospects of reducing risks to
children then depend largely on achieving a CuM and detailed apprecia
tion oC how their characteristics relate to those oC the contexts in
which they must Cunction, and on transmitting this inCormation to those
who care Cor them.

Strickland, BoMie R. (1982). Implications of Food and Chemical
Susceptibilities Cor Clinical Psychology. International Journal oC Biosocial
Research, Vol.3, No. 1, pp. 39-43; 1982.

Many problems result when the clinician attempts to understand the role
of food and chemical substances in behavior problems. The enormous range
of individual differences, public misconceptions, lack oC research, and
the problem of applying old approaches to new situations, all affect how
the clinician relates to patients. The pUblic and proCessionals must
become educated as to primary prevention. Clinicians must broaden their
repertoire oC assessment and treatment techniques.

Subcommittee on Formaldehyde and Air Contamination in Public Buildings (1983).
Report of the Subcommittee on Formaldehyde and Air Contamination in Public
Buildings. Inter-Ministry Committee oC Safety and Occupational Health, British
Columbia BC; July, 1983.

Health problems have been linked to poor air quality in a Cew public
buildings in the province, including schools. Twenty school districts
have had reports oC alleged symptomatic health efCects among students,
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particularly in portable classrooms. Most of those districts have carried
out air testing for formaldehyde and implemented remedial measures.
Research 15 needed into a variety of aspects of the indoor air pollutant
problem, including the relationship between short-t.erm exposure to hign
concentrations and long periods of low level exposure; the effects of
humidity on the emission of formaldehyde; and the production and evalu
ation of controls and standards for mechanical ventilation and air
cleaning systems.

SUedfeld, Peter (1983). Stressful Levels of Environmental Stimulation:
Misplaced Emphasis. Stress and Anxiety, Chapter 6, pp 109 - 12'1; Sarason,
Irwin G.; Spielberger, Charles D. ed; Hemisphere PubUshinr Corporation;
1983.

There are stressful levels of environmental stimulation or environmental
load. Social Isolation and restricted environmental stimulation can
conversely lead to stimulus underload. Comprehensive bibliography 15
included.

Suess, Michael J. (1984). Exposure and Health Effects of Indoor Air Pollution.
Clinical Ecology, Vol 11, No. 3, pp. 130-136; Summer 1984.

Increased concern about indoor air pollution has. led to increased effort
to determine its sources and how to prevent it. Indoor pollutants may be
generated outdoors as well as indoors through a variety of mechanisms•

.Vehicles and transportation terminals present special problems as do pUb
lic buildings and medical facilities. More. indoor pollution data is
needed before adequate assessments of indoor Pollution can be made.

Sugita, Kido; Ogihara, Arala; Murabayashi, Hirashi; Ichikawa, Sehchi;
Shishido, Masao (198U. The Relationship of Air Pollution and Respiratory
Function and Bacterionora in Pharyngeal Mucus on Junior Hign School Students.
Yokohama Med. Bull., Vol. 32, No. 3-6, pp. 215-225; 1981.

The studies were performed to Investigate the effect of multiple ail'
pollutants on the human body. Examination of respiratory function were
made by means of the now-volume cu·rve method and the bacterionora in
pharyngeal mucus were examined. Students from three Junior high schools
loca ted in a polluted area, a less-polluted area, and a non-polluted
area, were tested and the results were CC?mpared. The results obtained
were as follows: comparing maximal expiratory tlow rate in summer, fall
and winter, it was highest in summer; measures of central airway respira
tory function were the lowest at the school in the most polluted area;
strept~occi occurence was high in winter and gram negative bacilli
oecurrence was high in summer; gram negative bacilli were the lowest at
the school in the non-polluted area.
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Sullivan, John 1.. (undaltKt). Office Air Contaminants and Their Sources.
University of Western Ontario, Occupational Health & Safety Resource Centre.

Several studies of buildings have been conducted as a result of
complaints about air quality. The increased importance of building
ventilation due to recent sealing of buildings for energy
conservation is highlighted. Typical sources of indoor air
pollutants are described. These include sulCur oxides, ozone,
pollens, lead, chlorine, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide and
diOXide, particles, radon, formaldehyde, asbestos, synthetic
(ibres, polycyclic hydrocarbons, ammonia, mercury, aerosols
and allergens.

Sutton, Bobert (1987). Tenant's Inquest Told of Problems Faced by Disabled.
Toronto Star, 1987.

'The inquest into the death of a disabled woman was told that there were
many things wrong with the Ontario Housing Corp highrise where she had
lived. The legless widow died as a result o( infection (rom injuries
due to falls. Only two of four main entrances were usable by those in
wheelchairs, while one ramp was dangerously steep, too narrow, and lacked
hancrails, according to a study of the building. There were many more
access-oriented problems in the building which was originally not
designed with the disabled in mind.

Symonds, Alexandra (1986). The Dynamics of Depression in Functioning Women
- Sexism in the Family. Journal of the American Academy of
Psychoanalysis, 14(3); pp 395 - 406; 1986; John Wiley & Sons, Inc•

. The incidence of depression in women is at least two times as high as
in men, yet there is very little discussion in the psychoanalytic
or psychiatric literature which addreses itself to this gender difference
in any meaningful way. There is a group of functioning women who are
doing fairly well at home and at work, but who have a chronic, underlying
depression Which has lasted (or years. Outward manifestation of this is
persistently low seU-esteem and a deep sense of insecurity, regardless
of external facts to the contrary. Many of this doctor's patients had in
common a background which included a brother who was favoured because he
was a boy. While this is not the only cause of the increased incidence of
depression in women, it intensifies the entire dynamics with which most
girls must cope while growing up in a culture of prejUdice. Rejection
because of gender, being de meaned, trained to serve others, and to re
press their own needs create the emotional climate which leads to low
self-esteem, insecurity, and depression. The produces lifelong effects in
many women which can seriously hinder growth.

Szymusiak, Susan M.; Ryan, Joseph P. (1982). Prevention of Slip and Fall
Injuries: Professional Safety. Professional Safety, pp. 11-15; June 1982.

Keywords: falling accidents; accident pr.evention;
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Tager, Ira B.; Wes, Scott T.; Rosner, Bemard; Speizer, Prank E. (1919).
Eflect of Parental Cigarette Smoking on the Pulmonary Function of Children.
American Journal of Epidemioloc, Vol. 110, No. 1, pp. 15-26; 1919; Johns
Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health.

The authors have investigated the effects of parental smoking patterns on
the pUlmonary function of children in East Boston, Massachusetts. A
crude inverse dose-response relationship was observed between the level
of forced expiratory now 25-'15 per cent of forced vital capacity per
cent predicted (FEF 25-15 96) of children who never smoked and the number
of smoking parents in the household. Compared to children with two non
smoking parents, the level of FEF 25-75 96 predicted was 0.156 and 0.355
standard deviation units lower for children with one and two currently
smoking parents, respectively. An additional decline in level of FEP
25-75 96 predicted was observed for chUdren who themselves had smoked.
Smoking children with two smoking parents had an average FEF 25-75 96
predicted level which was 0.355 standard deviation units lower than non
smoking children with two smoking parents. These data not only confirm
that cigarette smoking by young children and teenagers has direct
measurable effects on their pulmonary function, but also show that cigar
ette smoking by parents has a measurable effect on the pulmonary function
of their children which is independent of any direct use of cigarettes by
the children.

Tall, P.D. (1981). Air Quality Complaints in University Academic Buildings.
Personal Interview with Prof~ Franklin D. Tall, University of Toronto,

. December 9, 1987.

Franklin D. Tall is Professor of Mathematics and Chair of the Health and
Safety Committee for the Main Academic Building for the Faculty of Arts
and Science at the University of Toronto. He notes that classrooms and
academic offices are more suitable for chemically susceptible individuals
when fresh air is introduced directly into the room, rather than through
a central recirculation system which mixes fresh air with large volumes
of polluted air. He finds that organizations are extremely slow to
respond to air quality complaints, and that provincial inspectors don't
know how to deal with indoor air quality problems in non-industrial
situations.

Task Porce on the Child as Citizen (1918). Admittance Restricted: The Child
as Citizen in Canada. Canadian Council on Children and Youth; 1978.

This report discusses the needs of children in relations to Canadian
law and social practice and argues for the recognition of children as
persons in their own right. Decisions made for and on behalf of children
must recognize the individuality of each child's interest and the need
for equality of opportunity within the context of the family and the
broader society. The existence of true citizenship status for the young
will be determined by lhe degree to which governments and institutions
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are mindful of the needs of the young as they pursue their mandates.
When \he systems lose sight of the purpose for which they were created
and the needs of all the citizens they were designed to serve, then it is
the weakest members of society who suffer the gravest consequences.

If we are to judge from recent trends, children are, on the one hand,
viewed as exotic pets and on the other, as adults in miniature, a
consumer market to be ruthlessly exploited. Children are essentially
the property of their parents who are free to do with them Virtually what
they will. The circumstances of children are usually determined by those
of their famUies. Children who are left solely dependent on the economic
circumstances of their families have nothing approaching equal access to
the full range of goods and amenities society has to offer. Under present
circumstances, a health system dominated by an individualized curative
approach is unlikely to use its highly specialized personnel to reach
out to families to begin active disease prevention and health promotion.

Taylor, Ralph B.; Brower, Sidney (1985). Home and Near-Home Territories.
Home Environments, Human Behavior and Environment; Vol. 8; pp. 183 
212; Plenum Press; New York; 1985; AItman, Irwin and Werner, Carol M.,
editors.

This is a discussion of the exterior spaces adjoining the home: porches,
steps, front yards, back yards, driveways, sidewalks, and alleys. They
are important "for two reasons: what happens there strongly influences
the quality of life in the home; and they represent spaces where the
private and personal interpenetrate with the public and shared.• The
control exercised over these outdoor locations, the responsibility for
manage ment of activities, and upkeep, contribute to the im mediate
society by helping to define and stabilize the standing pattern of
behavior on the street block. Different socio-economic groups deal with
assaults on this territory in different ways. For instance, residents on
a high-erime, low-income street have little material or political means
to use as a leverage against possible threats and co-resident distrust
is likely, thereby precluding effective group social action against a
threat. When people experience less control over this territory than is
desired, the discrepancy is viewed as stressful.

Thatcher, LW.; Lester, M.L.; McAluter, L; Horst, R. (1982). Effects of Low
Levels of Cadmium and Lead on Cognitive Functioning in Children. ArChives of
Environmental Health, Vol. 37, No. 3, pp. 159-166; May/June 1982.

Hair cadmium and lead content were related to intelligence tests, motor
impairment assessments, and school achievement scores from 149 children
aged 5 to 16 enrolled in rural Maryland pUblic school systems. Hair
cadmium and lead were significantly correlated with both intelligence
scores and school aChievement scores, but not motor impairment scores.
Significant relations with IQ were obtained after regressing out
demographic factors and were observed, even in children within a normal
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IQ range. Evidence of different effects of cadmium and lead on cognitive
development was obtained. Hierarchical regression analyses suggest that
cadmium has a significantly stronger effect on verbal IQ than does lead
and that lead has a stronger effect on performance IQ than does cadmium.

Thatcher, LW.; Lester, M.L. (1985). Nutrition, Environment Toxins and
Computerized EEG: A Mini-Max Approach to Leamlng Disabilities. Journal of
Learning Disabilities; Vol. 18, No. 5, pp. 287 - 297; May, 1985.

A computerized EEG process called neurometrics has been used to help
identify environmental and nutritional factors that may have either a
negative or positive effect on child development. A. two-pronged strategy
involves investigation of environmental factors, the maximlzation or
mini mization of which are potentially within the control of parent,
child, and educational or health care professional working with a family.
The environmental factors which may be of importance for an individual
child are determined. Evidence of environmental toxin contribution is
routinely assessed when children with learning and behavioural
problems are evaluated. If assessment is positive, efforts can be taken
to reduce or eliminate the toxins from the body, to minimize contact
with the environmental sources of the toxins, and to strengthen overall
health by means of a good diet.

Thielebeule, U.; Peleeh, 1..; Grosser, P-J.; Horn, K. "(1980). Height and Bone
Age of School Children In Areas of Different Concentrations of Ait' Pollution:
A Repeat Study Conducted in BiUerfeld and Berlin, East Germany. Zeitschrift
Fuel' Die Gesamte Hygiene Und Ihre Grenzgebiete; Vol. 26, No. 10; pp. 77.1-774;
1980.

An examination of the height and bone age of school children living in
areas of different concentrations of air pollution in comparison with
their calendar age was repeated ten years later. There was a sub
stantial drop in dust emission in the highly polluted area of Bitterfeld
in the period between the first and repeat examination thanks to con
siderable investments in the field of energy economy. This was accom
panied by a more favourable development of the height and bone age of
children liVing in Bitterfeld than in the preceding period and they are
now closer to those of children living in Berlin. It is assumed that
these improvements are connected with improvements in the environmental
conditions.

Tobin, Richard s. (1986). Health Effects of Airborne Bacteria. Health and
Wel!are Canada Working Group on Fungi and Indoor Air; March, 1986.

Some adverse human health effects related to bacteria in air are
documented. It covers person-to-person transmission of bacterial disease

. by the air route and problems caused by the excessive concentrations of
various types of bacteria in indoor air, particularly after amplification
by devices such as humidifiers. It does not include endotoxins nor
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Legionella. The most serious consequences on human health are usually
observed in especially susceptible populations, but allergic responses
ranging from trivial to life-threatening can result in the general
popUlation. There is currently little information relating to the
presence or absense of airborne bacteria from thermal insulation
materials.

TObin, Richard 8.; Baranowski, Eugene; Gilman, Andre. P.; Kuiper-Goodman,
Tine; MWer, J. DaYid; Giddings, Michele (1981). SigniCicance of Fungi in
Indoor Air: Report of a Working Group. Canadian Journal of Public Health,
Vol. 78, Number 2; Canadian Public Health Association; 1981.

Insulation and sealing of homes has reduced the exchange of air between
indoors and outdoors and has led in many homes to an accumulation of
prev iously vented pollutants. This report is in response to a request
from Consumer and Corporate Affairs Canada for an assessment on the ex
tent to which microorganisms could be a cause of Ulness in homes.

It was concluded that fungi are common contaminants of indoor air and
dust, causing illness such as respiratory and skin allergies, infection
of tissues, as well as systemic toxicity. Symptoms from documented
exposures have ranged from very minor to severe, including death. Con
ditions in the home are crucial determinants of the airClora. Fungi
thrive in moist conditions, the presence of :suitable substrate, and
moderate temperatures. Little is known about the types of ereects of
mycotoxins and fungal volatiles in indoor air. There is a wide range of
sensitivities among humans. Recommendations included. that research
eCCorts on indoor air quality should consider fungi as an integral and
important parameter to study; effort should be made in design, cons
truction, modification, and maintenance of bUildings to ensure that ex
posure to indoor microClora is kept as low as possible; assessment of
the health effects of fungi and their components should include data
obtained from immuno-toxicity assays and studies conducted in inhalation
chambers; efforts should be directing improving human allergy testing;
and testing and approval of materials for homes should consider the
potential to lead to biological problems. An extensive bibliography is
included.

Todd, Daye (1981). Central America Still Uses Banned Pesticides. Toronto
Star, July 8, 1981.

Canadian consumers may not be able to fully protect themselves from
harmful chemical substances in their food supply, even though the
chemicals may be banned in this country. Central America has become a
lethal dumping yard for pesticides that North American and European
chemical companies are banned from selling or producing. Many foods
which are imported to Canada from Central America contain residues
of chemicals which are proven to cause cancer and/or central nervous
system damage such as DOT, paraquat, Phosvel, DBCP and others.
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Toews, J.; Bames, Gordon (1982). Chronic Mental Disorders in Canada: A
Needs Assessment Project prepared for the Canadian Mental Health Association.
Health and Weltare Canada; December 1982. .

Mental institutions have, in the past tew years, been downgraded as the
comerstone of the mental health care system in favour ot community and
general hospital treatment. However, increasinr concern has been raised
about the fate of the de-institutionalized patient in the community,
including reports ot inadequate housing, ute skills, activity and work
preparation programs, as well as statt overload and frustration at lack
of resources. There is a stigma which operates at both the societal level
promoting ghettoization, and at the professional level. At the
service level, the attitude is often paternalistic. This project incluCSed
a needs assessment survey of 222 mental health professionals, provincial
fONms, a national forum, and a selective annotated bibliography. Many
recommendations were made concerning the specific aspects of services.
These include an intensified advocacy stance on the part of the Canadian
Mental Health Association which would include pUblic education, govern
mental lobbying, and volunteer programs. Studies were suggested into
mental health needs in northern and remote areas and the perspectives of
clients, friends and relatives.

Toronto Star (1985). '20th Century Disease' Kids Ge~ Separate Special Class.
Toronto Star, March 27, 1985.

This newspaper article describes action taken by principal Harry McCosh
of Kitchener Collegiate Institute in Kitchener, Ontario, to provide a
special low-pollution classroom in this secondary school, for use by
students who are hypersensitive to low levels of indoor air pollutants.

Toronto Star (1981). Japan Mistreats its Kids Who've Lived Abroad, Critics
Say. Toronto Star, April 18, 1987.

Japanese children who have lived abroad are reported to be treated like
aliens when they return home, an experience which can be very stressful.
Education Ministry studies indicate that more than 8096 of children who
have lived abroad experience problems when they return. Parents blame
Japan's rigid education system. Educators blame deterioration in the
children's ability to speak Japanese. Others teel that ditfering
perceptions of childhood are to blame, and that stronr pressure on
Japanese children eventually causes frustration and aggression.

Toronto Star (1981). Countdown Acid Rain: Summary and Analysis of the Second
Progress Reports by Ontario's Four Major Sources of Sulphur Dioxide. Ontario
Ministry of the Environ ment; February, 1987.

Under Ontario's Countdown Acid Rain program, the four major sulphur
dioxide sources are submitting technical progr~ reports every six
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months. Each of the companies has complied with the legal requirements
and technical progress continues to be made across a broad front.
Detailed financial information Is not available for most of the needed
technical changes, in view of the fact that much of the developmental
work has not been completed.

Toronto Star (1987). Acid Rain Threatens Half-BUllon People, UN Study Says.
Toronto Star, July 7, 1987.

Acid rain Is now a health threat to more than half a billion people,
according to a new United Nations report. The report, prepared jointly
by the UN Environment Program and the World Health Organization, says
that the pollution Is endangering some 600 million clty-dwellers
worldwide. Another billion people are exposed to high pollution levels
that result from coal, wood, oil combustion and automobile traffic dust.

Toronto Star (1987). Doctor Urges Basements Be Tested For Radon Gas Linked To
Lung Cancer. Toronto Star, September 17, 1987.

Homeowners should be testing for radon that may be sneaking through the
cracks and crevices of their basements, says Dr. Michael Moss, a medical
professor at Dalhousie University in Halifax. Moss says that radon gas,
produced naturally in many parts of the coun,iry from uranium in the
ground, causes at least 400 lung cancer deaths a year in Canada.

Toronto Star (1987). Ottawa Bans Smoking on Short-Haul Flights: Passengers Who
Won't Butt Out Could Face Fines of $5,000 Under New Rules. Toronto Star,
Septe mber 16, 1987.

Smoking will be banned on most Canadian airline nights within North
America under new federal legislation to take effect on December 9.
Fines for smoking will be $5,000 and airlines will be fined $25,000
for allowing smoking. Representatives of Canada's two largest airlines
say smoke-free ail' travel has been increasingly popular among passengers.

Toronto Star (1987). Modern Offices Hazard to Health, Civil Servants Say.
Toronto Star, July 1, 1987.

Modern office buildings are full of materials, equipment, and fumiture
that ere hazardous to workers' health, according to a statement by the
Economists', Sociologists' and Statisticians' Association, a union which
represents 2,400 federal pUblic servants. The Impact is compounded by
the trend toward sealed buildings with internal ventilation systems.

Toronto Star (1987). Poor Kids Shorter 01' Fatter, Study Says. Toronto Star,
June 25, 1987.

- -- ----------------------
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A surprising number of children under 5 from low-income families are
shorter or fatter than most other youngsters, which could be blamed on
chronic under-nutrition, according t.o O.S. health researchers from the
National Centers for Disease Control.

Toronto Star (1981). 2496 Feel They're Victims of Discrimination: GallUp.
Toronto Star, November 26, 1981.

This popUlar press report, released just prior to the final draft of the
present study, indicates that about one in four Canadians feel they have
been discriminated against in one way or another. The figure of 24 per
cent, obtained in a recent Gallup poll, is an increase from 19 per cent
in a similar poll in 1981. Gallup attributed the increase to a broader
awareness of human rights and to legislation resulting from the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms. The equality of rights section of the Charter
bans any discrimination on the grounds of race, national or ethnic
origin, sex, age, or mental or physical disability.

Tosteson, Tor D.; Spengler, John D.; Weker, Roben A. (1982). Aluminum, Iron,
and Lead Concentrations of Personal, Indoor, and Outdoor Respirable Particles:
from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler, John-editor; pp. 265-268. Environment
International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982; Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

Samples of respirable particulate matter coll~cted during a personal
monitoring study in Topeka, KA, were analyzed for iron, aluminum and lead
content. The sampling protocol and instrumentation and described in de
taU. Lead indoor concentrations (median =19n9/m 3) were found to be
less than both personal (median =lUng/m 3) and outdoor lead concen
trations (median = 10ing/m 3). The indoor, ou~door, and personal levels
of iron and aluminum were not significantly different. In addition, it
was determined that outdoor respirable particulate mass does not
correlate well with the personal or indoor metal concentrations, and that
the amount of time spent in motor vehicles is a relatively good indicator
of lead exposures. The relationships between indoor, outdoor, and
persona I lead are discussed in greater detail, with Teferences to
supporting evidence from other studies.

Townson, Monica (1986). A New Work Agenda For Women: A New Work Agenda for
Canada. Canadian Mental Health Association, Toronto Canada; 1986.

Over the past 15 years, there have been remarkable changes in the
economic role of women. The impact on family life is likely to be pro
found. But policy-makers have been slow to recognize the Dature and ex
tent of the changes that have taken place. Policies and programs based on
an outdated perception of "the family" and of the relationship between
family life and work may be hampering a smooth transition to a new social
structure. Unless a different approach is adopted, there could be long
lasting negative consequences for families, children, and society in
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generaL A new framework is needed within which policies can be developed
to adcress the new realily of family life and work. A new work agenda for
women must focus on the particular interests and concerns of women. New
patterns of worktime arrangements must make sure that women have access
to a fair share of meaningful, dignifying paid work. We must value al
temative forms of work such as family responsibilities and voluntarism
but also recognize that for too long women have been engaged in these
activities without recognition or pay in addition to their paid employ
ment.

Trainor, John; Church, Kathryn (1984). A Framework for Support for People With
Severe Mental Disabilities. Canadian Mental· Health Association, Toronto
Canada; December 1984.

In our collective relationship to people with severe mental disabilities
we find ourselves balanced between institutional aare, a familiar
strategy which we know to be debilitating in the long term, and
community integration, a relatively new approach which has been un
successful to date because of a lack of full commitment to its promise.
The following questions need to be asked: How do people with severe
mental disabilities in your community receive the support they need? Do
you view t.he provision of support to people wilh severe mental disabili
ties as solely the responsibility of trained professionals? What creative
ideas do you have for building new forms of support when existing forms
are inappropriate?

Traynor, G.W.; Apte, M.G.; Girman, .l.R.; Hollowell, C.D. (1981). Indoor Air
Pollution from Domestic Combustion Appliances. US Govt.; June 1981.

Keywords: gas appliances; carbon monoxide; formaldehyde; indoor air pollution;
nitrogen dioxide; energy conservation; kerosene; homes; space heaters;
stoves; ventilation;

Traynor, G.W.; Apte, M.G.; Dillworth, .l.P.; Hollowell, C.D.; Sterling, E.M.
(1982). The Effects of Ventilation on Residential Air Pollution Due To
Emissions from a Gas-Fired Stove: from Indoor Air Pollution; Spengler,
John--editor; pp. 447-452. Environment International, Vol. 8, No. 1/6; 1982;
Pergamon Press, Oxford, Toronto; 1982.

The use of indoor combustion appliances can cause an increase in the
levels of many different pollutants. The work presented here shows the
usefulness of a model for extrapolating environmental chamber results on
pollutant emissions from combustion appliances to determine indoor
poll~tant concentrations in actual residences. In addition, the effects
of infiltration, whole-house ventilation, and spot ventilation on
pollutant levels are investigated. The results show that a range hood is
the most effective means of removing pollutants from a gas-tired range;
removal rates varied from 6096 to 8796.
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Turiel, L; HolloweU, C.D.; Mhcseh, LL; Rudy, J.V.; Young, LA.; Coye, M.J.
(1983). The Effects of Reduced Ventilation on Indoor Air Quality in an Office
Building. Atmospheric Environment, Vol. 1'1, No. 1, pp. 51-64; 1983.

Keywords: human microorganism; office buildings; ventilation; humidity;

Turiel, lsaac (1985). Indoor Air Quality and Human Health. Stanford
University Press, Stanford CA; 1985. .

Air pollution inside buildings may be very much worse than it is out
side, according to a recent government report. But efforts to control
air pollution have traditionally focused on outdoor air, despite the
evidence that urban residents typically spend about 90 percent of their
time indoors. This is a readable summary of what is known about the
several threats to be found in indoor air, whether in private homes,
ofrice buildings, or pUblic places. It assesses various health risks
associated with indoor air pollution, and suggests what can be done to
lessen the eerects of the major contaminants - combustion products
from cooking, heating, and cigarette smoke; chemical evaporants from
household products and building materials; microbes and allergens; and
radon. Two special problems are also discussed: the unhealthy side
eCCects of promoting energy-efricient houses and airtight office
bUildings, and the complicated regulatory al'Jd legal sanctions that
impinge on the quality of indoor air. Appendices list relevant U.S.
government agencies and describe commercially available air~urification

devices. An ex\ensive bibliography is included.

Turner, 0; Jackins, H.; (1181). An Interview with Gill Turner on Young
People's Liberation. Young and Powerful, No. 2; 1981; Rational Island
PUblishers, Box 20111 Main Office Station, SeatUe, Washington 98111, USA.

The author, 17 years of age at the time of the interview, stresses the
importance of young people maintaining pride in themselves, and not
colluding with many false ideas about youth that are pushed at them
by older people. She describes feelings that many young people get, of
being superfluous, of not fitting in, and that it doesn't matter what
they do. She notes that more obvious forms of oppression of young people,
such as physical violence and battering, are still common, but not u
universal as they once were. Less obvious, but still critical forms of
oppression of young people by adults include: not expecting the best from
young people; expecting less than full humanness from them; ignoring
their potential; and treating them u less than human. Such attitudes
erode a young person's sense of importance, of confidence, and of power.

She adds: "The most terrible thing about oppression (of young people) is
not being treated with respect, not being viewed u important, not
having real information. This usually results eventually in the young
person giving up and allOWing her/himselC to just drag along with the
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patterned world." She emphasizes that because young people are themselves
made to Ceel powerless, while young, they are more inclined to go along
with oppression oC any other people when they are older. It is part oC
social conditioning that the society puts upon every person as they
grow up, to accept being oppressed and to co-operate in the oppression
oC others.

Twigge-Molecey, C. (1987). The Impact Assessment Study. Occupational Health in
Ontario, Vol. 8, No. 2, pp 53 - 68, Spring, 1987; Ontario Ministry oC Labour,
Occupational Health Branch, Toronto Canada.

Implementation oC the proposed right-to-know laws will put tremendous
pressure on companies. While the objectives oC the legislation are highly
desirable, the implementation period will be dirricult, costly, and
likely fraught with conCusion.

US National Research Council (1969). ECCects oC Chronic Exposure to Low Levels
of Carbon Monoxide on Human Health, B"ehavior and PerCormance: Final Report. US
Govt.; 1969.

This is an assessment oC the state of knowledge concerning the effects on
human health of carbon monoxide, one of the major atmospheric pollutants.
Presented are well established Observations on :effects of low levels of
CO encountered on urban streets and in traffic tunnels. Research is
recommended to broaden present knowledge oC physiology and biochemistry
oC CO toxicity.

US Radiation Policy Council (1980). Report of the Task Force on Radon in
Structures. US Govt.; NTIS PB81-166258; August 15, 1980.

Keywords: radon; natural radioactivity; buildings; health risks; NHW

Ulsamer, A.G.; Gupta, K.C.; Cohn, M.s.; Preuss, P.W. (1982). Formaldehyde in
Indoor Air: Toxicity and Risk. Air Pollution Control Association; June 1982.

The Consumer ProdootSafety Commission has received over 3,000 complaints
involving consumer exposure to formaldehyde vapor released from building
materials. Indoor levels of formaldehyde may range from less than 0.01
to apprOXimately 3 ppm. The efCects of formaldehyde on human health
derive in part from its properties as a strong irritant and sensitizer.
Exposure to Cormaldehyde can produce a variety oC symptoms depending on
the mode, duration, and concentration of exposure. They range from
sta tistically significant irritant responses of the eye, nose and throat
to prolonged eye, nose and throat irritation, coughing, wheezing,
diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, headaches, dizziness, lethargy, irritability,
disturbed sleep, olCactory fatigue, and skin irritation. It has been
de monstrated to be mutagenic in bacteria, Cungi, insects, and mouse
lymphoma cells. OC additional concern is the carcinogenic potential of
formaldehyde in humans.
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United Nations (19'13). Report of the United Nations Conference on the Human
Environment. United Nations; New York; 19'13.

The declaration of the conference proclaims that both the natural and
"man-made" environments are essential to people's well-being and to the
enjoyment of basic human rights. The protection and improvement of the
human environment Is the duty of all governments. We must shape our
actions with a more prudent care for their environmental consequences.
Individuals, co mmunities, enterprises, and Institutions must accept
equitable responsibility for the task. The report called for protection
of non-renewable resources, the halting of the discharge of toxic sub
stances and the release of heat In such quantities as to exceed the
capacity of the environment to render them harmless, economic and
social development for ensuring favourable living and working en
vironments, integrated and coordinated approaches to development
planning so as to ensure that development is compatible with the need
to protect and improve environments, education in environmental
matters for both young and old, scientific research and development
in the context of environmental problems, and international coopera
tion to spare the earth the effects of nuclear weapons and all other
means of mass destruction.

University of Michigan (1965). The Effect of Windowless Classrooms on
Elementary School Children. Architectural Research'Laboratory, Department of
Architecture, the University of Michigan; 1965.

Astudy was made of windowless classrooms in elementary schools. Teachers
like the absence of windows in teaching spaces because they prevent the
students from being distracted by outside happenings and extra wall space
can be put to good instructional use. Several professional educators,
however, have questioned whether the elimination of outside distractions
is always something to be desired - an exterior happening may frequently
provide a fruitful stimulus to educational activity. Others contend that
the curious child in a well-conducted classroom already has an
information overload. Windows designed solely as eyes to the outside
environment should be quite different in shape and size and location
than the traditional window designs. Ideally, they should be ports or
apertures in the building shell that will permit the building occupants
to have a view of the outside in any desired direction at any desired
time.

Unknown (1982). High Aspergillus Count in Hospitals Due to Construction
and Renovation. Infectious Diseases, 14; April 1982.

Keywords: indoor air pollution; bacteria; construction; renovation;
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Unknown (1982). Lung-cancer Increase Linked 10 Breathing Diesel-engine Fu mes.
Medical World News, pp. 22-24; April 26 1982.

Heavy exposure to exhausts from diesel engines may raise American's lung
cancer risk by as much as 40%, according to Dr. Marc B. Schenker or Har
Yard University. A review was mane of health records of 2,519 railroad
workers. Men with the highest exposure to diesel fumes had a lung cancer
rate nearly 40% higher than Wlexposed workers.

Unknown (1987). DOE Report Assesses Environmental Impact of Waste Oil
Industry: Hazardous Waste News. International Journal of Air Pollution
Control and Hazardous Waste Management, Vol. 37, No. '1, pp 780 - 781, 839 
840; July, 198'1.

Many practices which have previously not been questioned as to their
environmental or health impact are beginning to be examined. One such
practice involves the disposal and re-use of waste oil. It is commonly
applied to land, for example, as a road oil or dust suppressant, or is
indiscriminately dumped. This creates the risk of contaminating air,
water, and soil with substances that pose substantial hazards to humans,
animals, and plant life. The hazardous nature of used oil is primarily
related to the many contaminants which are known to have carcinogenic,
mutagenics, teratogenic, and other chronic and: acutely toxic properties.

Valciukas, Jose A.; Lills, Ruth; Fischbein, All; Selikoff, LJ.; Eisinger,
Josef; Blumberg, William E. (19'18). Central Nervous Dysfunction Due to Lead
Exposure. Science, Vol. 201, pp. 465-467; August 19'18.

Central nervous system dysfunction was investigated in workers at a
secondary lead smelter by means of performance tests. Correlations bet
ween test scores and zinc protoporphyrin levels, a biological indicator
of lead toxicity, are statistically significant. This correlation
shoulcl prove to· be useful in current efforts to evaluate effects of lead
exposure.

Va1ciukas, Jose A.; LUis, Ruth (1980). Psychometric Techniques in
Environmental Research. Environmental Research, Vol. 21, pp. 275-297; Academic
Press Inc.; 1980. .

Behavioral changes may be the earliest and only manifestation of neuro
tOXicity. Moreover, it is well known that extensive brain damage can
occur with little or nondetectable clinical neurological deficit. Psycho
metric techniques now in use in toxicological and epidemiological re
search have been proposed to assess in an objective manner early
manifestations of functional neurological changes that may be due to en
vironmental neurotoxic agents.
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Van A3sendeltt, A.; Forun, K.-o.; Keskinen, Helena; Alanko, Kart (1919).
Humidifier-associated Extrinsic Allergic Alveolitis. Scand. j. work environ. et
health, No. 5, pp. 35-41; 1979.

Keywords: aDergic alveoUtis; cool-mlst humidif"lers; Thermoactinomyces vulgaris;
Aspergillus fumigatus; Amoeba proteus;

Van Rensburg, J.P.; Van Del' Wait, W.R.; Van Del' tinde, A.; ltielblock, A..J.;
Strydom, N.B. (1982). Lead Absorption in Distance Runners Exposed to Motor
Vehicle Exhaust Fumes. S.A. Journal tor Research in Sport, Physical Education
and Recreation, VoL 5, No. 1, pp. 21-44; 1982.

In order to establish the extent to which lead in exhaust fumes ot motor
vehicles is absorbed by athletes training along motorways, blood and
urine samples of 94 distance runners from various regions in Johannesburg
were analysed for lead and its derivatives. These results were compared
with those obtained from a sedentary control group (n=122) and a group
occupationally exposed to high levels of atmospheric lead (n=84). The
above analyses were extended to erythrocyte count, haematocrit,
haemoglobin and mean cell volume with regard to the runners and the
sedentary control group. The mean whole blood level concentration of
the distance runners was signiticantly elevated above that pertaining
to the eorttrol group. In the absence of any irregularities in the haemo
poietic pattern, it is suggested that these elevations do not constitute
a short-term health hazard. In contrast, the industrial reference group
exhibited signiticantly higher levels for all parameters. The overall
impression is, therefore, that the airborne lead levels to which runners
are exposed are not high enough to elicit any adverse biological etfects.
However, the fact th1lt significantly higher whole blood lead levels were
tound in the runners, points to an "above average" exposure. The long
term or chronic effects of these "above average" levels are not known.

Vayda, Eugene (1986). The Canadian Health Care System: An Overview. Journal
of Public Health Policy, pp 205 - 210; Summer 1986.

An overview of the history and operation of the Canadian health care
system is presented, with comparisons to the performance of the American
system. Although the system has worked fairly well, there are concerns:
that the system Is rigid and innexible, that costs may be poised to
increase rapidly, and that a technology focus coupled with an oversupply
of physicians and services may have produced a system which will be
unable to adapt to the problems ot an aging population, a post
industrial society, and changing human service needs. These concerns
are healthy in that they may produce needed changes.
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Visual Arts Ontario (1981). The State of the Art: Health Hazards, Conservation
and New Materials For the Visual Artist. Visual Arts Ontario; November 1981.

The objective of the conference is to make known the hazardous effects
certain commonly used art materials can have and the precautions that
should be exercised. Artists are among the highest sufferers of cancer,
among other diseases, due to use of solvents, heavy metals, mineral
dusts, gases, and other hazardous chemicals such as acids and alkalis.
Adequate ventilation, proper use of protective equipment and basic
safety equipment must become the concerns of art educators. Elementary,
secondary and post secondary institutions must incorporate into their
curricUlum, health and safety programmes regarding the use of art
materials.

Vogt, R.L.; Wltherell, L.; Larue, D.; lUaucke, D.N. (1982). Acute Fluoride
Poisoning Associated with an On-site Fluoridator in a Vermont USA Elementary
School. American Journal of Public Health, Vol. 72, No. 10, pp. 1168-1169;
1982.

On August 30 1980, an outbreak of minor illnesses consisting of nausea
and vomiting. affected 22 individuals attending a farmers' market at a
school. IDness was associated with the consumption of beverages made
from school water. Analysis of the water showed high levels of fluoride
(1,041 mgm. The most likely source of the contamination was the school
fluoridator, Which had accidentally been left on continuous operation.

Voronova, B.Z.; Elkovskaya, E.A. (1980). Effect of the Ventilation Regime on
the Functional State of Young Schoolchildren. Gigiena I Sanitariya, No. 6,
pp. 31-35;. 1980.

In model experiments, an appreciable improvement in air quality occured
when the rate of air supply was increased to 40 or more cubic meters per
hour per child, whereas the functional state of the children improved
only when the air supply was increased to at least 60 CUbic meters per
hour per child. The functioning of different bodily systems did not im
prove simultaneously. The first to improve were the respiratory and car
diovascular functions, followed by that of the central nervous system.

Wadden, Richard A.; SCheff, Peter A. (1983). Indoor Air Pollution:
Characterization, Prediction, and Control. John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Box 63,
Somerset NJ 08873; 1983.

This text is organized into four parts: characterization, prediction,
control and application. The health implications, external and inter
nal contributions, and the measurement of indoor air pollution are des
cribed. The current status of prediction techniques is outlined, in
cluding areas such as one-compartment models, infiltration estimation,
and empirical models. The most common control methods are summarized:
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filters, electronic air cleaners, gas filters and traps. Finally, the
application of modeling techniques to several typical indoor settings
is examined in detail.

In a course run by the authors in Ottawa in late April, 1985, and for
which this pUblication served u a textbook, Messrs. Wadden and Scheff
suggested that the samples of "Occupational Standards" which are
dScussed around Table 1.3 on page 5 of this pUblication are approximate
ly ten ti mes too high for an application to buildings to be used by a
general cross-section of the population, while Table 7.1 on page 136
(ASHRAE) would lead to acceptable standards. The range of chemicals,
covered by "Occupational Standards", however, is very extensive. The
authors therefore suggest that that where no established ASH RAE standards
exist, use should be made of the occupational standards, but divided
by a factor of ten.

'The Toronto Board of Education's Planner-Demographer has suggested in
turn that the ASHRAE standard might be divided by ten to produce a
"school-safe" standard, but this may be diCCicult to achieve in practice.
Despite practical difficulties, however, it may be necessary to restrict
the levels of known sensitizing chemicals to a small fraction of the
occupational or ASHRA£ standards (e.g. 1/100 or 1/1000).

Wadden, Richard A.; Scheff, Peter A. (1985). Estimation of Activated Carbon
Requirements for Controlling Air Quality in an Art -Workshop: Chapter 12
(Supplemental) to "Indoor Air Pollution: Characterization, Prediction, and
Control" (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Box 63, Somerset NJ 08873; 1983).
Environmental and Occupational Health Sciences, School of PUblic Health,
University of Ulinois, Chicago, IL, USA. (treat as copyrighted material not
to be distributed except by authors at this address)••

A variety of solvents and other potentially hazardous compounds are
typically used in art workshops, including acetone, styrene, toluene,
benzene, methyl cellulose acetate, xylene, and others. Methyl cellulose
acetate (MCA) was chosed as a representative paint and printing solvent.
The authors demonstrate how activated carbon requirements for reducing
indoor solvent odours may be estimated for several diUerent control
efficiencies.

Wales, Rosemary (1984). Residential Indoor Air Quality; Defining the Problems,
Searching For Solutions. Habitat, Vol 27, NO. 1, 1984; Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corp., Ottawa.

In recent years, as fuel prices have soared, making our houses increas
ingly airtight in order to conserve heat has let to an accompanying
increase in indoor air pollution. Five of the most troublesome pollutants
which can find their way into domestic air are; tobacco smoke, carbon
monoxide, formaldehyde, radon, and particles of biological origin. The
buming of fossil fuels and wood and the use of products derived from gas
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and oil can cause health problems. Chemical susceptibility varies from
individual to Individual and in the same individual according to age and
physical condition. Chemical sensitivity problems related to housing are
commonly the result of continuous, cumulative exposure, and often affect
more than one bodily system at the same time.

Since current indoor air quality standards generally only apply to the
inchstrial environment, there is a need to determine the safe limits of
exposure to indoor air contaminants in liVing environments. There is also
a need to determine the proportion of the population which Is most
adversely affected, and the groups which are most at risk. The role of
government with respect to indoor air quality remains largely to be
determined.

Walklnshaw, DoS.; Tsuchiya, Y.; Hotrmann, L (1981). Exploratory Field
Studies of Total Volatile Organic Compound Concentrations in Relation to
Sources and Ventilation Rates. ASHRAE; 1987.

Current interest in Total Volatile Organic Compounds (TVOCs) in the
indoor environment has been stimulated by Molhave's (1986) postulate of
a threshold for human sensory irritation to TVOCs at a concentration
si milar to those in some European buildings with complaints, and by
several U.S. and European studies reporting inpoor VOC exposures for
many compounds that far exceeded outdoor exp6sures. The present study
examined TVOCs and ventilation rates in eight Canadian settings: an
office, an office/library, an office/laboratory, two schools, two
hospitals, and a residence. VOCs were collected with a three-part sor
bent sampler and then thermally desorbed, with TVOCs quantified by flame
ionization detection and characterized by gas chromotography/mass
spectrometry. Ventilation rates were estimated from carbon dioxide
concentrations and building populations. On the basis of these techniques
which were recently developed and are not yet standardized, TVOCs in some
locations of four of the eight buildings were found at times to meet or
exceed the levels of 2-5 mg/m 3 associated by Molhave with mucous mem
brane irritation and impaired ability to concentrate. However, the
isoparaffinic hydrocarbons generated by liquid process photocopiers and
identified as the primary TVOC constituent in the air of these four
buildings, were well below their proposed occupational threshold limit
value. Ventilation rates in all buildings but the schools greatly ex
ceeded the minimum outdoor air proposed for the revised ASHRAE ventila
tion standard, although rates for the residence on occasion fell below
the additional proposed minimum of 0.35 air changes per hour.

Waller, Julian A. (1918). Falls Among the Elderly-Human and Environmental
Factors. Accid. Anal. & Prev., Vol. 10, pp. 21-33; 1978; Pergamon Press.

Keywords: falling accidents; elderly;
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Wartew, G.A. (1983). The Health Hazards of Formaldehyde. Journal of Applied
Toxicology, Vol. 3, No. 3, 1983.

Formaldehyde Is common in the environment. As an aqueous solution, it
causes burns on contact with the skin and eyes, and the vapour is
irritating to the eyes and respiratory system. It is a sensitizing agent
and may affect susceptible individuals at levels below the current
British TLV of 2 ppm. It has been tested for teratogenicity in several
animal species by a variety of routes, but was not positive in any of
the studies. Inhalation of the vapour has been shown to cause nasal
cancer in rats and mice. However, epidemiological studies have failed
to confirm whether or not the compound is carcinogenic in humans.

Waterman, Fern K. (198..). Equlllbrium of CO Between the Pregnant Mother and
the Foetus. Occupational Health in Ontario, Vol. 5, No. 1, pp.10-22; January
1984..

'The uptake of carbon monoxide by women and its relevance with respect
to the foetus is discussed. No threshold can be established below which
there is a margin of safety for the foetus.

Webber, Gerald M.B.; Clark, Alan J. (1979). Building Related Home Accidents:
A Preliminary Study. Journal of Consumer Studies arid Home Economies, No. 3,
pp. 277-287; 1979.

Keywords: accidents; residential safety;

Weber-Tschopp, Annetta; Plseher, A.; Grandjean, E. (1976). Physiological and
Irritating Effects of Indoor Air Pollution Due to Cigarette Smoke. Ergonomics,
Vol. 19, No. 3, p. 377; May 1976; Taylor &: Francis Ltd., London WC2B 5NF
England.

Keywords: smoke; density measurement;

Weicker, 1.owell P. Jr. (1986). Health Research and National Priorities.
Journal of Medical Education, VoL 61, pp 100 - 103; February, 1986.

The nation is in a critical period when national priorities have
diverted resources away from the business of a better life and into
the never-ending search for. better destruction. A $6.5 billion
appropriation for health research and $50 billion spent over 45 years
is compared to a research budget for the Department of Defense in
fiscal year 1986 of more than $40 billion. There needs to be an
ordering of pUblic priorities so that sufficient funds ensure a con
tinuing research effort in the cause and prevention of diseases.
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Weinstein, Malcolm S. (l98?). Health in the City: Environmental and
Behavioral Innuences. Pergamon Press; 198?

Today's city has the potential to meet our physical needs better than
ever before. Modern technology has been developed to assure clean water
and etrective sanitation services. But the prevalence oC chronic
diseases, accidents, and mental disorders has risen dramatically and it
his a long way to go to promote the kinds oC social environments and
healthy lifestyles required to cut down on chronic diseases. Physical
problems were given a great deal oC early attention while the seeds oC
social and health problems resulting Crom overcrowding and poor housing
were ignored. Today's health in the city reflects this early priority
oC physical over social needs. Health inspections need to include
standards Cor social as well as physical environments. The most de
humanizing aspect oC today's city is that, as a result oC cars and mass
transit, we have lost our freedom to move in a human scale. Cities must
designed to meet people's basic spatial and personal needs.

Weiss, Bernard; Spyker, ~oan M. (1974). Behavioral Implications of Prenatal
and Early Postnatal Exposure to Chemical Pollutants. Pediatrics, Vol. 53, No.
5, Part U, pp. 851-856; May 1974.

Some health eCfects caused by long term expOsure to small levels of
chemical pollutants may be represente.d as a slow processs similar to
natural aging. It is extremely difficult to evaluate whether such
differences are significant biological changes and whether they represent
a potential for significant functional differences. The brain possesses
an enormous reserve capacity. Still, a process that reduces this re
serve capacity may, at some time later in life, because of additional
losses, make the brain incapable of coping with any additional loads.
SlbUe neurological deficits and behavioral impairments are common de
velopments of early exposure to lead. These handicaps are oCten not rec
ogniZed until the child enters school when he or she exhibits a short
a ttention span, hyperirritability and aggressiveness, sensory and motor
impairments. Conventional neurological examinations often fail to detect
such instances oC minimal brain dysCunction.

Weiss, Bemard (1983). Behavioral Toxicology and Environmental Health Science:
Opportunity and Challenge Cor Psychology. American Psychologist, pp.
1174-1187; American Psychological Association, Inc.; November 1983.

Behavioral toxicology is now established as a component oC the environ
mental health sciences. Its rise paralleled recognition that the adverse
health impact oC environmental chemicals should be gauged by how people
Ceel and Cunction, not solely by death or overt damage. Its compass ex
tends across the total spectrum of environmental chemicals, including
heavy metals, solvents, Cuels, pesticides, air pollutants, and even Cood
additives. Psychology can help resolve many critical issues in environ
mental health science and toxicology. Government agencies have 1.0 deter-
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mine how to predict hazard to humans from animal testing, how to calcu
late risk on the basis of functional measures. Behavioral toxicologists
must design adequate behavioral tests so that, for instance, behavior
will be included in food additive testing protocols.

Wemer, Carol M.; Altman, hin; Ozley, Diana (1985). Temporal Aspects of
Homes: A Transactional Perspective. Home Environments, Human Behavior and
Environment; Vo!. 8; pp 1 - 32; Plenum Press; New York; 1985; Altman, Irwin
and Werner, Carol M., editors.

Homes can be viewed as transactional unities. Instead of researching
and theorizing about the separate physical, psychological and inter
personal qualities of homes, this approach calls for an examination of
homes as integrated unities of physical, psychological and temporal
features. Concepts of social relationships need to be stUdied simul
taneously; the home is defined by and gains meaning from the psycho
logical and interpersonal events that occur in it.

Whiston Spim, Anne (1984). The Granite Garden: Urban Nature and Human Design.
Basic Books lnc./Harper Colophon Books; 1984.

In order to create better, more habitable urban environments, it Is
necessary to understand the natural settings of cities - their air,
water, geology, plant and animal life. Various' factors of designing an
urban ecosystem which works for its inhabitants are described in detail
using examples from cities around the world.

White, Prederick A. (1983'). Physiological and Psychological Effects of
Sound. Our Acoustic Environment, chapter 17, pp 460 - 488; John Wiley &
Sons; 1983.

High sound levels can induce responses in the human body that are not
specifically related to the auditory system. These physiological res
ponses represent essentially a failure of the human organism to remain
a passive system. In most instances, a physiological change is evident
only during, or for a short time follOWing, the noise exposure. Some
effects studied include the eCCect of noise on blood circulation, the
resistance oC the skin to electrical potentia1s, skeletal-muscle
tension, hearing, breathing, and the efCect of noise on sleep. There is
also evidence that noise eCfects the pstrointestinal tract, changes the
size oC the pupils of the eyes, and changes the rate of saliva and
gastric secretions.

Psychological and sociological response to noise Is difficult to
quantify. Objective measurements can be made on specific work tasks, but
many reactions to noise seem to be related more to personality factors
than to specific noise conditions. A person's psychological response will
also be conditioned by whether he or she Ceels that the noise is a highly
personal inCringement oC a basic right to acoustic privacy. Other in-
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fluencing factors are whether the noise is essential, the relationship of
the noise to personal activity, the noise's predictability or unpredic
tability, and frequency of occurence. There is an aftereffect, especially
to unpredictable noise.

An ideal accoustlc environment would provide the most pleasant and
efficient atmosphere for every individual to work, play or sleep. This
is impossible when a large number of individuals are involved. A comp
romise Is required between a rigid no-noise code and a societal attitude
that is highly permissive. Advance planning and modern engineering
methods can sometimes create strategies for noise reduction. For many
years to come, the most complex problem will be the abatement of noise
in the residential environment. Community planning of a long-range
nature will be required to isolate residen"tial from commercial and
industrial areas. But in the final analysis, an individual's acoustic
privacy will also depend upon good neighborliness and a genuine con
sideration for the acoustic sensibilities of others.

Wigle, Donald T.; Mao, Yang; and Grace, Michael (1980). Relative Importance of
Smoking as a Risk Factor for Selected Cancers. Canadian Journal of Public
Health, Vol. 11, July/August 1980, pp. 269-275.

To estimate the proportion of smoking-related cancers that might be
prevented if persons did not smoke, a case-control study was performed
using questionnaire data gathered from 3924 persons in Alberta who had
developed cancer during the period 1911 to 1973. The population
attributable risk percent by cancer site among persons who had ever
smoked any type of tobacco was: lip: 44% for males; tongue, mouth and
pharynx: 84% for males, 37% for females; esophagus: 67% for males;
larynx: 84% for males; trachea, bronchus and lung: 88% for males,
52% for females; and bladder: 58% for males, 3996 for females.

Wigle, D.T. (1982). Tobacco Smoke and the Non-smoker. Chronic Diseases in
Canada, Vol. 3, No. 1, pp. 3-5; June 1982.

Keywords: tobacco smoke; passive smoking; indoor air pollution; health effects;

Wigle, D.T. (1982). Tobacco Smoke and the Non-Smoker. Chronic Diseases in
Canada, Volume 3, No. 1, June 1982, pp. 5-8.

Some 37% of canadian adults still smoke regularly. Any plan to reduce
the extent of smoking must overcome at least two major obstacles. First,
smoking is a powerfUl addiction with failure rates after cessation as
high or higher than those for heroin addicts or alcoholics. Secondly,
smoking is still socially acceptable (at the time. of writing) or at
least allowed in most areas. Thus, smokers do not receive enough
negative feedback from non-smokers to have a major impact on the problem.
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Wllde, Vicki L.; Glunt, Eric It. (1985). Intergenerational Housing: A report
prepared for Phipps Houses pursuant to a study undertaken for the American
Jewish Committee. City University of New York; January, 1985.

In order to investigate options for meeting housing needs of both
students and the elderly, the American Jewish Committee sponsored
a study on lntergenerational housing. The elderly, because they tend to
live on low and fixed incomes, and students, because they choose to
devote their time to academic and CUlturally but not economically
productive work, share certain housing and support needs. A proposal
was made to move graduate students into under-occupied or abandoned
buildings in neighbourhoods with a high percentage of elderly people.
The aim for the elderly would be to find housing options that are
affordable, age-integrated, supportive of special needs, secure,
and help them to remain in their current homes or neighbourhoods. A
comprehensive bibliography is included.

Williams, D.Le; Muller, U.K.; Lug, D.J. (1986). Cell-mediated Immunity in
Healthy Adults in Antarctica and the SUbAntarctic. J. elin. Lab. Immunol., No.
20, pp. 43 - 49; 1986. .

Cell-mediated responses were studied in 2 Antarctic and SUb-Antarctic
groups at quarterly intervals over a wintering year, using the cutaneous
CMI Multitest. The sub-Antarctic population had'levels of responsiveness
and hyoergy comparable to other healthy populations in temperate regions.
The Antarctic group showed decreased scores and total number of positive
responses to antigens, and a significantly elevated incidence of anergy
and hypoergy. It is concluded that environment and stress factors in
Antarctic expeditions are responsible for the decreased immunological
responsiveness.

Williams, John 5., Jr.; Leyman, Edward; Karp, Stephen A.; Wilson, Paul T.
(1973). Environmental Pollution and Mental Health. information Resources
Press, Washington DC; 1973.

This book brings together the existing literature on the subject of
environmental pollution and mental health in a manner which provides
a general overall view and suggests research priorities on the subject.
Among the findings are that the ingestion of some pollutants such as
lead, results in direct physical damage to brain tissue. Also discussed
are mercury, carbon monoxide, organophosphorous compounds, chlorinated
hydrocarbons, and noise pollution. Research priorities include the need
for more complete information on the details of physiological effects;
the need to explore the idea of mediators between environmental condi
tions and adverse mental health effects; details about the different
kinds, intensities, and periods of exposure; the idiosyncratic nature
of individual responses; the interactive effects of exposure to multiple
pollutants; and refinement of the measurement of the mental health
response.
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Wilson, Richard (1978). Risks Caused by Low Levels oC Pollution. Yale
Journal of Biolo0 and Medicine, No. 51, pp. 37-51; 1978.

Keywords: pollution; health hazards; risk factors;

Wlnkel, Gary B.; O'Banlon, Timothy; Mussen, Irwin (1974). Black Families in
White Neighborhoods: Experiences and Attitudes. City University oC New
York; May, 1974.

1be increased physical diverslClcation of the suburbs of large American
cities during the past 25 years has not been matched by a corresponding
diversification in the population residing there. Minority groups have
experienced the most serious obstacles in gaining access to suburban
living. This study describes the experiences of a group of sixty-two
Black families who have purchased homes in racially-integrated suburban
neighbourhoods. These people were affluent and well-educated with
children who had moved from rental housing. The ease of locating a new
home was made most difficult by inadequate information, various forms of
racial discrimination from real estate brokers, sellers, neighbours of
those selling, and occasionally from a bank. Once they had moved,
families reported predominantly positive experiences with their new
neighbors. Most of the families were not generally in favour of main
taining social class homogeneity in their new setting.

Winkel, Gary B.; Holahan, Charles J. (1985). The Environmental Psychology of
the Hospital: IS the Cure Worse Than The lllness? The Built
Environment, pp 11 - 33; Haworth Press Inc.; 1985.

This paper presents a framework and summarizes evidence bearing on the
role that the physical environment plays in the prevention and reduction
of psychological and social problems encountered by patients in acute
care and psychiatric institutions. Factors that are considered important
to preventive strategies include issues such as the spatial layout and
design of hospital environments, privacy problems, personal control and
independence, information interventions, hospital social relationships,
and levels of environmental stimulation. Two case studies are utilized
to illustrate these issues within the context of both acute care and
psychiatric facilities in a large municipal hospital. Greatest emphasis
is placed on the use of the physical environment in the promotion of
primary and secondary prevention within tertiary care settings.

Winkelstein, Warren, Jr.; Levin, Lyon L; Johnson, Kathryn (1982). Health
Effects of Particulate Pollution: Reappraising the Evidence. American Journal
of Epidemiology, Vol. 115, No. 3, pp. 471-475; 1982; The Johns Hopkins
University of Hygiene and Public Health.

Keywords: particulate pollution; lung diseases; particle size;
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Witek, Theodore J.; Schachter, E. Hell; Collee, Gene; Beck, Gerald J.;
Leaderer, Brian P.; cain, William S. (1984). Characterization of Irritative
Effects from Low-Dose S02 Exposure: Sensory and Hyperreacllvity Reactions to
Sick Buildings; Berglund, Birgitta; Lindvall, Thomas; SundeU, Jan - editors.
Indoor Air, Vol. 3, pp. 211-215; Swedish Council for Building Research,
Stockholm Sweden, 1984.

Sulfur dioxide (SO 2) is a known irritant that is commonly found In In
door air. The authors measured subjective respiratory complaints In
asthmatics and healthy subjects during exposure to low levels of SO 2
in an environmental chamber. Asthmatics complained more of lower airway
irritation such as Wheezing and chest tightness while healthy persons
noted more upper airway irritation such as taste and unusual odour.
Exercise increased complaints in asthmatics, but not In healthy persons.
In addition, it was demonstrated that there is a relationship between
~ function changes and non-specific airway reactivity as assessed by
methacholine challenge within the group of asthmatics, suggesting that in
some asthmatics airway hyperresponsiveness contributes to the sensitiVity
to S02.

Wolfe, Maxine (19'16). Environmental Stimulation and Design; For the
Different, Who Are Not So Different. Prepared for pUblication in Bednar, Mo;
Barriers in the Built EnVironment; Stroudsberg, PA: Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross,
1976. •

In designing for the developmentally disabled, we also must design for
those parts of people or their daily lives that. are not disabled. The
environments we design, both socially and physically, can help to
create disabilities. Itesearch is described which focused on children in
a large psychiatric facility. The facility was large in size, haVing
been designed for almost 200 children, but was housing only a fraction
of that number. The need to obServe and physically contain a small number
of children in a large space lead to the program's nature being changed
from open and unstructured to highly structured and physically contained.
It i9 suggested that the number of people in a space cannot be thought of
separalely from the size of the space and the location of areas within
that space. The people who are affec;:ted by the environment which is
being designed can effectively be included in the design process.

It was also found that In most residential treatment settings for the
emotionally disturbed, one goal is to foster socially interactive
behaviours among the children and between children and staff by means
of programming which emphasizes group activities. Yet, one of the
clearest findings in behavioural research, both inside and outside of
institutions, is that increasing the number of people in a space dec
reases the amount of social interaction.
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Wolfe, Muine (1986). Institutional Settings and Children's Lives; An
Historical, Developmental and Environmental Perspective on Educational
Facilities. City University of New York Graduate School; 1986.

A series of interdependent factors - physical, social, political, and
economic, must be taken into account If we are understand peopleI
environmental relationships, for example the relationship between
learning environments and the behaviours, attitudes, feelings, and
development, both cognitive and social, of the children in them. For
twelve years, the author and colleagues observed the use of space and
educational practices in many schools which were of different vintages
and philosophies. It was found that in most of these settings, what
occured on a daily basis did not reflect the goals that teachers, ad
ministrators or designers said they were trying to achieve. She points
out the institutional qualities which affect children such as structure
and routine which take precedence over children as people; and control,
authority and the accompanying surveillance Which have the underlying
assumption that in their absence children will be out of control and
which create conformity and lack of privacy. Children are being taught
to be passive rather than active creators of their own" lives and ex
periences. Solutions include involving children in design and planning
processes - creating alternative ways of creating environments so that
the processes themselves will foster the healt~ development of children.

Wolkenberg, LC.; Gold, Calman; Tichauer, Erwin R. (1915). Delayed Effects
of Acute Alcoholic Intoxication on Performance With Reference to Work
Safety. Journal of Safety Research, Vol. 7, No. 3, pp 104-118; September
1975. '

An investigation was undertaken of the aftereffects of alcohol in a
simulated industrial work situation. Nine male subjects were adminis
tered a series of tests, over a two-week period, that took place before,
during, and after an evening of social drinking. Tests involved a
variety of coordination requirements commonly required in industry and
a questionnaire that measured SUbjective mood. Delayed effects were
observed up to 18' hours after ingestion. These included lengthened re
action time, poor motor performance, and decreased motor sensory
skill, as well as inability to manipUlate and position without tactile
and/or visual facilitation. Some of these and other effects noted could
create safety and health problems in a work situation.

Wood, Ronald W. (1981). Neurobehavioral Toxicity of carbon Disulfide.
Neurobehavioral Toxicology and Teratology, Vol. 3, pp. 397-405; 1981; Ankho
International Inc.

Keywords: carbon di5u1f'ide; behaviorj toxicity; central nervous syste mj peripheral
nervous system;
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World Commission on Environment and Development (1981). Our Common Future.
Oxford University Press, New York NY; 1987.

The World Commission on Environment and Development, headed by Gro
Harlem Brundtland, Prime Minister of Norway, was set up as an indepen
dent body in 1983 by the United Nations to re-.xamine the critical
environmental and development problems on the planet and to formulate
realistic proposals to solve them. This book concludes that the time has
come for a marriage of economy and ecology, so that governments and their
citizens can take responsibility not just for environmental damage, but
for the policies that cause the damage.

World Health Organization (1919). Health Aspects of Wellbeing in Working
Places: Report on a WHO Working Group/EURO Reports and Studies. World Health
Organization, Regional Office for Europe, Copenhagen Denmark; 1980.

Keywords: occupational health; indoor ail' pollution; workplace hazards;

World Health Organization (1919). Health Aspects Related to Indoor Air
Quality: Report on a WHO Working Group/EURO Reports and Studies. World Health
Organization, Regional Office for Europe, Copenhagen Denmark; 1979.

The health asp~cts of indoor ail' quality were reviewed by a Working Group
convened by WHO in collaboration with the Government of the Netherlands.
It was recognized that indoor ail' quality depended on a number of factors
operating simultaneously; these were examined separately and In relation
to each other. Pollutants generated outdoors, such as sulphur oxides,
nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide particulates, photochemical oxidants
and biologically active particulates, and their relationship to the
indoor environment were discussed. A number of pollutants released from
indoor sources were identified, such as formaldehyde from particleboard
and foamed inSUlation, radon from the soil or building materials, and
fibres of asbestos. Indoor generation of nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide,
carbon diOXide, water vapour and particulates, through human physiological
processes or use of unvented gas burning appliances, was also considered.

World Health Organization (1982). Legionnaires' Disease: Report on a WHO
Working Group/EURO Reports and Studies 172. World Health Organization,
Regional Office for Europe, Schertigsvej 8, DK-2100 Copenhagen Q Denmark;
1983.

A meeting of the Working Group was convened by the WHO Regional Office
for Europe in collaboration with the Austrian Government. Legionnaires'
disease, a multisystem disease with pneumonia as the principal cUnical
feature, acquired its name following the mysterious outbreak among people
attending an American legion convention in Philadelphia in July 1976.
In January 1977, a previously unrecognized bacterium was Shown to be U\e
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agent responsible for the Philadelphia outbreak. The bacterium was named
Legionella pneumophila and is now known to be a member of a large family
of Legionellaceae. Dramatic aommon-source outbreaks have occurred in
hutels, hospitals, and other establishments in association with
contaminated water systems.

World Health Organization (1983). Indoor Air Pollutants: Exposure and Health
EUects: Report on a WHO Working Group/EURO Reports and Studies 178. World
Health Organization, Regional Office for Europe, SCherfigsveJ 8, DK-2100
Copenhagen Q Denmark; 1983•.

The assessment and monitoring aspects of exposure to indoor air pollutants
were reviewed by a Working Group convened by the WHO Regional Office for
Europe in collaboration with the Government of the Federal Republic of
Germany. The purpose of the meeting was to review prior work and work
underway, and to evaluate the eXlent to which such work is likely to
provide early estimates of actual population exposures and the exlent of
the health impacts associated with them. Nine main aspects discussed
were: popUlation exposure, adverse health effects, concentration values,
existing standards, international steering committee on indoor air
quality, exposure assessment and priorities, sick building syndrome,
sulphur dioxide concentrations and indoor/outdoor relationships, and
health effects assessment methodologies and priorities.,

World Health Organization (1983). Health and the Environment: Report on a
WHO Meeting. World Health Organization, Regional Office for Europe; 1983.

A working group met to discuss how to put strategy into operation
aimed at· attaining health for all by the year 2000, with prevention,
including environmental factors, being an important element.
Recommendations include improving and organizing the data base on
environmental health, especially in terms of linkages between
morbidity/mortality data and environmental exposure; developing
national environmental health policies aimed at prevention; developing
more comprehensive and standardized risk assessment processes Which
take into account economic, social, and other factors; conducting
research in the biological sciences with emphasis on individual
sensitivities and the identification of defence mechanisms against
toxic substances that contribute to ill health; and strengthening the
components of environmental health in medical training. Public
agencies should be encouraged to inform the pUblic about comparative
risks and the risks of individual hazards.

World Health Organization (1983). Health Impact of Different Energy Sources:
A Challenge for the End of the Century. World Health Organization, Regional
Office for Europe; July, 1983.

Current patterns of energy use were reviewed and trends estimated in
the use of fossil and nuclear fuels and alternative sources of energy.
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The adverse eCCects on health oC diCCerent fuel cycles as well as
conservation were analyzed. The number and severity oC problems oC the
various sources increases from water, gas and the sun, to oil, nuclear
energy, and coal. There are many gaps in knowledge. Sound and cost
eCCective studies should be made oC the eCCects oC energy-related
toxicants on people, and on animals in experiments, to reduce current
uncertainties about the nature and magnitude oC the eftects on health.
Expanded research should be done to determine exactly how people and
the environment are exposed to emissions. The capacity oC large
atmospheric and aquatic ecosystems to receive pollution should be
determined•.Research should be done on the genetic and teratogenic
eCCects oC energy-related pollutants and the conditions in which people
are exposed to them.

World Health Organization (1984). The EfCects of the Indoor Housing Climate on
the Health oC the Elderly: Report on a WHO Working Group. World Health
Organization, Regional OCtice Cor Europe, ScherCigsvej 8, DK-2100 Copenhagen
o Denmark; 1984.

A meeting oC the Working Group on Indoor Housing Climate Impact on the
Health oC the Elderly was convened by the WHO Regional OCtice Cor Europe
in collaboration with the Austrian Government. There has been increasing
concern about the eCCects oC the indoor climate oC housing on people's
health, especially those who may be considered to be at high risk,
such as the elderly, the handicapped, and young children. These high-risk
groups tend to spend more time at home than do other groups oC people
and apparently tend, Cor one reason or another, to be more sensitive
or more reactive to extremes in indoor climatic conditions. There is
concern not only among health specialists about the possible relationship
between reduced ambient air temperatures and rates oC ventilation in
housing and respiratory diseases. U.S. research cited in the report
indicated that indoor airborne viruses and bacteria were the most
important causes oC disabling illness in that country.

World Health Organization (1984). Summary Report: Working Group on Indoor Air
Quality Research: Report on a WHO Working Group. World Health Organization,
Regional Ottice Cor Europe, ScherCigsvej 8, DK-2100 Copenhagen t) Denmark;
23 October 1984.

A meeting oC the Working Group on Indoor Air Quality Research was
convened by the WHO Regional OCtice Cor Europe immediately Collowing
the Third International Conference on Indoor Air Quality and Climate
in Stockholm, Sweden in August, 1984. The Group noted an increased
interest in, but little corresponding progress in the determination
or estimation of, the overall impact on pUblic health of different
pollutants identified in the indoor environment. The Group concluded
that changes in building design and engineering practices can have
serious consequences for air quality, and that when such changes are
introduced, followup studies on the occupants perceptions, reactions,
comfort and health should be carried out. Among other things, the
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Group also cited indications that the proportion of allergic or
hypersensitive individuals in the population is increasing. They
recommended that research be initiated into the possible contribution
of poor ind:»or air quality to the causation of allergy and hyper
reactivity, and to the frequency and severity of the responses. Special
environmental requirements for the protection of the affected groups
should be assessed.

World Health Organization (1986). Intersectoral Action for Health: The Role
of Intersectoral Cooperation in National Strategies for Health for All. World
Health Organization; 1986.

Intersectoral cooperation has been accepted as one of the guiding
principles of an international health strategy. Equity in health cannot
be achieved by the health sector alone. It requires contributions from
many sectors, in particular agriculture, animal husbandry, food,
industry, education, housing, public works, and communications. The
health sector has a vital interest in promoting equity-oriented educa
tional policies that give priority to resources for primary education,
and pay special attention to the health-related problems of women.
Collaboration between health and education can best take place in the
school setting. Health education has to be specifically targeted to
the different vulnerable population groups. The link between housing and
health has been relatively neglected in health strategies but is a major
contributory cause of ill health. The health sector also needs to
participate in surveillance and safeguards in the area of industrially
generated health hazards. Community participation has been identified as
an important means of overcoming sectoral barriers. The priority for
health in the national allocation of resources has to reflect the
priority accorded to health as a goal.

Wotton, Ernest (1981). Lighting For Education. Ontario Ministry of Education;
1981AD -.

This booklet considers some of the qualities and quantities
that must be dealt with to produce good lighting for education.
Such things as distracting hum from fluorescent light ballasts
is dealt with. Fluorescent lighting's possible eCCect on
hyperactive children is discounted due to lack of conclusive data.
It is suggested that students working under nuorescent lighting
with very good colour rendering become less visually fatigued
than those working under some other forms of nuorescent lighting.

Wotton, £mest (1982). An Investigation of the Effects of Windows and
Lighting in Orrices. Health Facilities Design, Department of National Health
and Welfare, Ottawa, Canada; May 1982.

This paper presents the results of a study of the effects of windows and
lighting on the performance and well-being of office workers. Data was
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collected by means of structured interviews with 235 managerial and
clerical staff in 6 orrice buildinp in southern Ontario. The buildings
had a range of window glazing from 1196 to 6896. The respondents had desk
locations both near and far from a window. Light meter readings were also
taken. No strong relationship wu found between work productivity and
access to daylight, between work productivity and percentage or glazing,
or between job satisfaction and orrice lighting. Subjective perceptions
of bright and dim daylight/electric light do seem to be related to the
occurrence of headaches and eyestrain, and to mental well-being. While
adequate lighting and access to a window are identified by orrice workers
as important to them, the size of the window and the clearness of the
view seem to be relatively unimportant. Within the range studied here, if
orrice lighting "is partiCUlarly low or high, it can have negative effects
on the physical health of workers. However, mental well-being is not so
dependent on objectively optimum lighting conditions than on how that
lighting is perceived subjectively by workers. An extensive bibliography
is included.

Wright, Michael; Kilian, D. Jack (1919). Panel Discussion: Role of the
Knowledge or High Risk Groups in Occupational Health Policies and Practices.
Environmental Health Perspectives, Vol. 29, pp. 143-153; 1979.

When setting out occupational health policies and practices, industry,
while being aware of the risks to susceptible workers, must also
recognize that there may" be dangers to the Ilealth of so-called non
susceptible workers as well. Reducing environmental exposure may be the
most appropriate solution to the risk problem and cigarette smoking is
also a hypersusceptibility factor that must be considered.

Tang, William H.; Purchase, Emerson C.R. (1985). Adverse Reactions to
Sulfites. Can Med Assoc Journal, Vol 133, pp 865 - 867, 880; November
1985.

Sulfites are widely used as preservatives in the food and pharmaceutical
industries. In the United States more than 250 cases of sul!ite-related
adverse reactions, inclUding anaphylactic shock, asthmatic attacks,
urticaria and angioedema, nausea, abdominal pain and diarrhea, seizures
and death, have been reported, including 6 deaths allegedly associated
with restaurant food containing sulfites. In Canada 10 sultlte-related
adverse reactions have been documented, and 1 death suspected to be
sul!ite-related has occured. The exact mechanism of sul!ite-induced
reactions is unknown. Practising physicians should be aware of the clini
cal manifestations of sulfite-related adverse reactions u well as which
f~ and pharmaceuticals contain sulfites. Cases should be reported to
health officials and proper advice given to the victims to prevent
further exposure. The food industry, including beer and wine manufactur
ers, and the pharmaceutical industry should consider using alternative
preservatives. In the interim, they should list any sultites in their
products.
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Yassi, Annalee (1982). Occupational Disease and Workers' Compensation in
Ontario. Ontario Ministry of Labour; 198~.

While occupational disease is not a newly uncovered problem, its poten
tial magnitude has only recently been widely recognized. The increasing
awareness has led to pressure for regulating industrial health hazards
and \0 efforts for cleaning up the workplace. This report addresses the
scope of occupational diseases under the headings of physical agents,
biological hazards, ct'!emical agents, ergonomic factors, and psychosocial
stress. Measuring occupational disease is a difficult task. The various
approaches to determining the work-relatedness of disease and decision
-making frameworks for compensating victims in Ontario, Canada, the U.S.,
and Europe are examined. Cancer, respiratory disease, and work-related
death are all examined in extensive detail. Recommendations are made
concerning compensation policy and procedure in Ontario as well as on
external matters.

Industrial disease is under-eompensated. Many work-related diseases are
not likely to be diagnosed as such because physicians lack awareness of
occupational hazards and often neglect to take a comprehensive
occupational history. Cases of occupational disease are under-reported
because of the absence of records needed to alert workers and their
physicians to the possible role of workplace factors in disease. Claims
for potentially work-related diseases are almost systematically rejected
in the absence of strong supportive research. There is therefore a need
for greater resource allocation to research into industrial disease,
possibly via a single research agency entrusted with the responsibility
of conducting needed studies in industrial disease both for purposes of
compensation and prevention. The establishment of a system of independent
occupational health clinics would also facilitate the recognition and
reporting of occupational disease.

Yocom, J.E. (1983). Industrial Sources of Metals. NeuroToxicology, Vol. 4, No.
3, pp. 91-102; 1983.

Any industrial process utilizing or producing inorganic materials
releases metals (usually in the form of oxides or salts) into the
environment. Metals and compounds containing metals may also be released
from industrial processes based on organic materials where metals are
used in the process. Significant quantities of metals are released from
incinerators burning industrial and municipal waste. Metals are also
released from combustion sources such as fuel burning for heat and power
(including cars). Selected data is presented from the pUblished
literature on atmospheric emission of metals from several heavy industry
categories and from incinerators.
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Yoshida, Ken (1984). Review of Research Projects. unpublished.

This is a review of Dr. Yoshlda's research projects undertaken on
pesticides in environment, ae~osol science, air pollution and industrial
hygiene at the Saskatchewan Research Council and University of
Saskatchewan, College of Medicine, since 1967. Projects include Board
of Education sponsored studies of air pollution and health at elemen
tary schools.

Yoshida, Ryo; Motomiya, Ken; Salto, Biroyasu; Funabuhl, Shigeru (1976).
Clinical and Epidemiological Studies on Childhood Asthma in Air Polluted Areas
in Japan. from Clinical Implications 'of Air Pollution Research, Pinkel and
Duel, editors; Chapter 13, pp. 165-176; Publishing Sciences Group, Inc.;
1976.

In recent years, the prevalence rate of bronchial asthma in school
children has been on the increase in Japan, and the rates in air polluted
areas are higher than the rates in unpolluted areas. It has also been
shown that the clinical findings in the all' polluted areas are not
fundamentally different from those in the unpolluted areas, and that
bronchial asthma in the air polluted areas originates in allergic
reactions. For symptomatic treatment of children with bronchial asthma
in the air polluted areas, it is necessary to quarantine them from air
polluting substances by use of a dust-free room, 'but it is also fundamen
tal to institute hyposensitization therapy by a positive study on
antigens.

Young, G. Stewart; Hagopian; John H.; Hoyle, E. Jlobinson (1981). Potential
Health Effects of Residential Energy Conservation Measures: Final Report,
February 1980-February 1981. US Govt.; NTlS PB82-133315; July 1981.

Keywords: residential buildings; ventilation; energy conservation; indoor air
pollution; NHW

Yulsman, Tom (1985). The New Threat From PCBs: Special Report: We've Brought
The Poisons of a Waste Dump into the Office. Science Digest, pp. 66-68, 84;
February 1985.

rn 1981 an electrical fire In the basement of an 18 story New York state
office building created an indoor environmental disaster. Oil containing
peas spilled into the blaze and was changed by the heat into a dangerous
brew containing, among other substances, dioxin. Contaminated soot was
dispersed throughout the building by the ventilation system. Such fires
have become fairly common, exposing large numbers of people to repro
ductory system damage, immune system damage, cancer~ausing agents.
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zamm, AUred Ve; Gannon, Robert (1980). Why Your House May Endanger Your
Health. Simon & Schuster, New York NY, 1980.

There are many environmental problems within buildings: chemical pollu
tion, poisonous vapours, electrical particles, electromagnetic waves,
dust, fumes from waxes and disinfectants. HyperactiVity, respiratory
and digestive upsets, skin rashes, even symptoms of mental retardation
can result from the presence of noxious chemicals indoors.

ZUbe, Ervin H. (1984). Environmental Evaluation: Environment and Behavior
Series. Cambridge University Press; 1984.

Evaluation studies are intended to provide information to improve the
quality of decision making with reference to environmental management
as well as to change and modification. Whenever growth occurs,
modifica tion of the environment will occur, sometimes under the
jurisdication of federal or local policies relating to housing,
recreation, transportation, etc. Evaluation studies provide a means for
assessing the suitability of those policies through studying the success
or failure of the SUbdivisions, apartments, parks, playground, and
subway stations that result from their implementation. Three stages are
important for assessment: the inventory or e~aluation of existing en
viron ments, consideration of alternatives,' and after the plan is
implemented, the design or management program Which evaluates the
modified environment.

Zuckerman, Diana M.; Zuckerman, Barry S. (1985). Television's Impact on
Children. Pediatrics, Vol. 75, No. 2, pp 233 - 240j February 1985.

Television has a major impact on children's knOWledge, attitudes and
behaviour. Research has demonstrated the association between television
viewing and four areas: children's aggressive behaviour; racial and sex
role stereotypes; decreased interest in reading and school activities;
and poorer health habits and attitudes. Methodological limitations make
it difficult to draw firm conclusions about a causal relationShip between
television vieWing and children's behaviour. Representative studies in
these four areas are reviewed, important methodological concerns are
pointed out, and conclusions from the research findings are drawn. The
implications of the data for pediatricians and other health professionals
are discussed. The modest statistical associations between television
viewing and children's cognitive or behavioural problems may be masking
the more extreme responses of small groups of especially vulnerable
children. The identification of a high-risk subsample of children has
been virtually ignored in the research that has been conducted thus far.

Zweideinger, Ruth A. (1971). Organic Emissions from Automobile Interiors:
Final Task Report, July 1975 to January 1976. US Govt.; December 1977.

Keywords: volatile organic compounds; automobile interiors; vinyl chloride;
gas chromatography; mass spec troscopy j monomersj
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brlinwaves 8214
brake emi••ions 8101
brlkes BI00
brlkes, lutomobil. A20
breadwinner A36.839
breakdown, flmily 8112
breakup, mlrrilge 1.4'.886
brea.t milk A5',B136
brelSt milk Amplls B136
brlltl'l, .1'I0rtnlSS of A6,850
breatl'ling A60,B230
bridging program. A38.B44
brolder aoellty 8212
brokers, real estltl B233
bronc!l'Il,1 I,tl'lml AI3.814.8143.8242
bronel'llll tensitivlty 8153
bronehieeta.iI A'5.B 1119
bronChioliUs A40.81' 2
broncl'litis A15...." .829
bronehitis. Infllmlllltor)' A13.814
bronel'liUs. NeurNnt 81611
brotl'ler 8211
brutality A38
bru~llity. polley 864
budr'u, reduced cl.lnine 816
buffers A'2
bulldinr 811
building aeeessibllity 8128
building el'llrleteris~il:s 8114
buildinr eode 885
building eode, munil:ipll 811
building delign 17.813.885.8114.8157.B222.B238
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bUlldillf desicn. Iow-pollullon 1.'.8111
buildinc .nv.lope. liCnlly....I.d 8111
buildinC illness 1111.8201,820'
buildinc m.n.c.rs A74
buildinc m.t.ri.1 812.8U',8111
buildinc m.t.rial, I)'nthelic IU'
buildinc m.t.rials $,1 $,1.1,1. U,A25,A$4,A",81,820,

122,131,812,819,813,811,81'.8103,8104,8101,813',1131,
114U.8203,8220,82%1

buildinc perform.ne•• total 1.10,175
buildinc producU AI
buildinc r.lated .eeid.nu 8114
buildinc IMII 8222
buildinc syndrom•• siCk AI,AlT,AI2,13,835,873,8T1,

1140.8153,81TT.823',8231
bulldinc I)'nc!rom., liCnt 811.8141
buildinr us.r complainu 13
buildinc ...nlilation 8%11
buildinc, community aellOol 843
buildinC, .n.rrY .frici.nt 812
buildinc, offic. 8111,8141
buildinr, ti(nlly....I.d 811
buildinc.,..IDt.d iIIn.. 1.1,8112
buildincs 821.86",1'1,111.111.112.8115.1124.8141,

8194,13221
bUlldincs, IClde",ic 8%12
buildinrs, .ir-tICIll 82Ul
bUildIngs, .irtlcnt IU4
buildincs. airtignt ornc. 1220
buildincs, allercens in sellool 1113
buildings, com",.rci.1 820,1113
buildlncs, deep-core 885
buildincs, em.rg.ncy .vacuaUons 01 8103
bUlldincs, en.rcy .fficient 819
bUildln!:s, .urop••n 822'
bUildincs, rails in 8118
buildincs, lIic"-rise 1.22,821,8113
buildinrs. lIospital AII,82U'
buildinrs, l.rCe 8184
buildincs, low-pollution 8111
buildincs, m.int.nanc. or 12U
buildinrs, oWce 8131.8201,821',8220
buildings, public 1.19,843,854,8201
buildlnrs, public access 873
buildincs, renovatinc 81
buildinrs, resid.nU.1 1.74,811,857,8114.8242
bUildincs, senool All
buildincs, sealed 8111,8201,8217
ouildinrs, s.al.d oHic. A16,835,8207
Ouildincs. IICM 862
Ouill .nvironmant 815
Ouill envirllllm.nt. lIealtll and 81S
built environm.nt. urban 8107
built-in rumiture 8101
Ourd.n or f.mily 834
burd.n or 1I0m. ~ibl1lUes 8201
burd.na BJ23
bUrd.ns, body 8110,1111
burd.na, body ..ad 1205
bure.IICNU 1111
bUI'(I.rized A7
oUl'(iary, peopl.'I Na.o- to 8113
burninc 8241
Ouminr eyes AI
lIuI depOls All
buses 1%10
Ouses, aeIlooI 1.1,822.11"
Ousiness 1111
OIlS!n... computer~ued 1.18,137
Outyl benzyl pntllal.t. 8171
Oyproducu 837
Oyproducu, comOuslion 860
cadmium AJ3,AI5,A20.A21,AU.A5I,818,I3I,872.IU6.

U189,1l190,U2UO,1I213
UrreiRaled baver.ces 1.66,1135

.rr.1M 831,8111

.Icln. 8111
ealciu", All
ealeium .xChe,.. 1.11.8102
c.libr.ted ilwtru_u 13
eamar... Uma-laPM 1.10
.amp.lfIlI, ..rety 8113
eempen 141
ean, toxl,. 1.57
Canada 81.8121,1131,1142
C.nada ritllal ey In,
Canada 1Ie.IU, y 841,8137
Canada'l cities 8112
Canada'l rood cvide All
Canad.. .utam 870
Canada, ..x ancl la. In 8112
Canada. ataUllin 8114
Can.dl.n centres or ,...reII 811
Canadi.n r.evltles oC mediolM 1204
Canadian 1Ie.IUt ancI _Ial poUoleI 8142
Canadi.n lleallll.... 810
Canadi.n 1Ie.ltl! ea". 'Y.tem 8224
Canadi.n lIo_s 81U
Canadian law 8212
C.nadian medic.1 aellOOlI III
cancer 12,1.53,1.57.1.76.120.831.142.841.111.812.1'4.

811,111,8112,8131.8141.815:,8153,121$.8217,1231,
8241

.near eIlamollla...py 83
c._ Incid.nce- 874
nncer pre.,ention 841
canc.r promot.rs, ••ak 8132
canc.r r.tas ASI
canc.r risk 859
c.ncer. clllldllood • 874,1111
canc.r. etiolocy or cllildllood 8'4
eancer, rOt'm.ldellyda-induced 113
cane.r, lIuman B174
c.ncer, lunc 1.1.1.14,811,842,8120,8121.8132.8141.8114.
IU3

canc.r, padlatrle 874
eanctt' , p"evention or 141
c.nc.r, slcin All
c.ncers ASI.8112
c.ncers. Iy",p.tllic 8132
cance,.. amolcinr.,..lated 8231
cap.bilities. 1.IlfUlCe 8120
capabilities, perceptual 1.10,820'
capacitive eouplinC 810%
c.pacity of tll. environment 12%2
cepacity to cope 8101
capacity. cllild's 1.21
capacity. roreed vital 81
eapaclty. "'ental 813
eap.city. vital 8202
.r ex".uet 1.'4.8111
nroonydrat. dl.t. "Ie" P"ll.ln-tow 821
earoon dioxid. A&,AII.843,8124.1111.822'
.rbOn dllulCld. 8231
••roen _xicla A&,AI.A15.AII.AI',A24,AS2.AU.ATI.81.

81.811,827.121.8~~,84I,84%.B43,B4'.8n,113.810,811,
811,812.8101,8101,8111,8121,8131,8141,8143,8115.8114,
8111,8115,8203,8211.8211,8221,8232

carbOn _Ide ~,lo.·1...1 87
nrbOn _xid. riloninC 1221
.roon paper 81
c.roon l.tr.eftloricle 121
carbOn••cti.,.ted 8221
c.roonlea copy All
c.rbonl... copy pep'" 830.8121
c...OOlll•• paper AI,II9
carboxyll.mOC1obin AI,A20.A41,AU,III5,8221
c.rcinOCCln 821.8'0,8149
carcillocclI, api~Cl".lic 813
carcinoc.nesls In
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e.rei"O!renie 86.Bl6,Rn.Bl1'1.BUI.Bl'IS.BZZl
0.re inorenie risk B1'1S
e.reinorenie ..bst.nees B12
e.reinorenielty AI4.A53.B63.BJ46,B15I.B22'
e.reinocelll AU.AZZ.AS1.B4Z.B46.B'IS.1I11,BI Z('.1I1.I,

B191
e.reinorens. ehemlcal 81"
e.relnorens, dlet.ry B4
e.rdi.e .rrhythmi. BZ1.8111
e.rdi.e arrhythmias A13,B1'Il
e.rdi.e probl.ms 11111
o.rdiov••ular A52.4SS.B1'I
e.rdlov.llnll.r diM... AS3.A10.B61,1I131,8111,BIH
e.rdiov.aeul.r diM.... dlet.nd 81"Z
cardiov••ul.r diM.... IIUZ.8111
cardiov.seul.r dileas... inflamm.tory ASI,8111
e.rdiov.scular diltr_ 12
eardiov••ul.r (unctions 8225
e.rdiov••ular ....etiYlty \0 mental It.... 8146
e.rdiov.seul.r Itrea A41
e.rdiovueular I)'Item 814.Bl11,8111
oare MUines. terti.ry 8233
e.re IIIIlts, environmental 8110
e.re••cute A15.B56
e.re••mbulatory BZZ
e.re, child 434,BZ5.B35.839
care. community-ouecl B64.B156
e.re, cultur.lly .eoeptable A31,B1
e.re, eIIy A36.BZ5
e.re. extr.-p....ntal 825
e.re, Institutional BZ19
e.re, patients in .cute 8Z33
e.re, pren.t.1 B131
e.re. prim.ry B63
e.re, qU.lity of B156
care, special BI6
e.regivers 854
e.regiving profession. Is B54
e.ret.king. p.rtieip.linr in 81
e.ring neighbourhoods. integr.ted 8119
c.rpet m.nuf.cture 846
c.'l)It Sh.mpoos B115
carpet sweeper. manUll 8165
e.rpeting 8116
e.rpetlayers BI0
e.rpets 876.8137
c.rpel.S. needle-felt A9.B16
e.rpel.S, wool B46
c.rrying B208
c.rs 8ZI0.8ZU.B241
clle studies 8Z00
c.se.rean delivery B131
clltes B50
eat hypoth.l.mus B1I6
c.t.alysts A55.B14
c.t.alytic C.lOline exhlust 832
c.techol.mine, blood BI52
c.tegori.s. occup.tion.1 820.
eaulking compounds B131
c.us.1 connection 8112
c.usal relationship B243
e.usation of .Uerry 8239
e.use of dile... B142
o.use of Mxism B13
••uses of 111 he.lth. aoeloeconomie 8133
eell biology 861
cell membr.ne BZI
cell, White blood 853
cell-medi,ted Immunity B232
eall-medi.ted rnponIU 8232
cellulose 454.8103
cellulose .cet.te. methyl A14.8226
cement. porll.nd Bl6Z
cement, Hlf-Ievelinr 8n
censorShip 84

centr.1 ncrvous lI)'Item AI.A16.B23.BIO.B119.B125,B157.
BII4,8223.BZZ5,8Z35

eentr.1 nervous I)'Item dam.ge A15.A51.B2U
""tr.1 nervous ~ltem depr_nts 8112
centre. eIIy-e.re B115
eent of power BZ5
cent of me.reh. Canadi.n 891
cent.... of me.reh. natl_1 BID
eantres. d.y eare All
cent..... heAlth .Ienee Bll
centres. pollution relief All
eantr... r.pe erlll~ A34,835
centres. Uf'b.n BII.BI11
century dile.se. twenti.th 8216
ear.mlcs A5.B'"
ear.br.1 .nerey B127,B160
oerebr.1 .trophy BID
earebrll dlsturt»anees 8106
cerebroVascular dise.se BIOI
earebroV.leular dlsorders• .,eel BII4
chael,mium BUI
eh.in rllctions, biological 810
etlIlrs, plastic B115
chalk dust AI.BI99
eh.lleneu. inelt.nt AI3.81611
eh.mber. clim.te B124
ch.mber. environmental 8219
chlnge B69
change strategies, beh.vlor BZZ
eh.nee, dietary 839
eh.nge, economic B140
eh'nge, effie.ey of Iife~lyle B16
ch.nee, physiologic.l 8230
eh'nge. self-direeted 8109
ch.nge, lOCi,l 8133,8163
eh,nge. str.tegies for B35
ell.nge, technologic.1 412
ch.nges In memory 856
ell.nges, .ir 8227
eh.nges, .Uitudin.1 17.42
eh.nges, belllviour.1 811
ch.ngeS, dieLary A56
ell.ng.., economic 468.8112
cll.llIes, institution.l A85
eh.nges, lifestyle Bl51
ehanees, m.ssiYe B134
changes, neurologic A51
ell.nges, person.lity AU
ell.nges, strucLur.1 A11
eh.nges, visu.1 856
Ch.nging hum,n aerviee needs 8224
ch.nging rooms A12
eIl.nging shift, (requenUy 828
eh.nging v.lues B120
char.cteristics, building 811 4
eh.r.eteristies, chemic.1 8158
chlr.eteristies, demogr.phic B43
••r.eteristlcs, environmental 8106
eh.r.eterillics, hum.n Al
eh.r.eteristies, m.ternal 8131
etlIr.cterillics, minority 16
char.eteriltles, 1)Irsonal BI4I
ehlr.eteristies, phyaic.1 8J 51
char.cterlntion, stereotyped 8S0
eh.reeel conductors 11102
eh.rter of r.llhts .nd freedoms 8211
cll.uvlnlstlc m.le physiolans 11136
chemie.1 8161
ehemicel .ddllivu 841,B210
chemic.1 .cents A75,875,8241
chemie.1 .n.lysis 891
chemie,l e.rcinogens B14
ehemic.1 cll,r.eleriSlics 8158
cnemieel comp.nies AS7
cllemie.1 composition 8156
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eIlemic.' conteminenU 853
chemic.1 eYlpor.nts 8no
chemlcel exposure 81S0
Chemical exposure. ma.iye BU5
chem,cal exposur•• tOllic 810.
ehemlC:I. ellposures 113.IITI
chemicII rumes 8a5
ehemicII hl:Urcll 8112
chemic.1 hypenellliliYlty ....,....12.811
chemicI' hypenllRepUbillty AIT.BIT2
e'MmicII inlolerlnce BIDS
chemical irritanU IUO.Bl'O
ehemicII IIllOtatories IIT2
ch.micI. m.nur.cturinc recilltles 8113
chemicI' overexposure 8111
ehemicel pltterns 811
chemical pollut.nts 11I.IU.
ehemicel pollution 833.la7.IIT2
elMlmical IInsitiyitles 841.81'T
chemical IInsitiYiti... Cood or 811.
chemical slnsitiYity 850.853,8111,8131,8141,8150,

8160,8117
chemica' IInsltiUllon 817
chem,cal suDSllnces B41
ehemicel suDsllnees. hlrmrul 8U5
chemical suscepliDililies 820.
eh.mlcal _.pliDility "'6,822,8121.8110,8111,811',

11188,8189
eh.mical 101licllY 8110
ehemical WISles 823
ehemica' workers 8114
enemically nyperllnsiliye I
cnemically HnSlllYl A62
enemically sensllive children 8150.8188,811'
chemically ,.nsllh'e palients 8171
chemically susceptiDle 8199
enemically susceptiDle individuIIs "'11.8212
cnemically SUscepllllle populllion 8198
clle mlcally-induced perlOneli ty disorders 8.
chemically-Ieu-eonl.minlt.d environment 8ITl
cnemical', agrlculturll 821.860
chemicals, eluning "1.81'~

chemicIIs. eonlroversi.1 8116
chemicIIs. environmentll 822.
enemicals. hypersensitivity to D~hyslo'Ofic 8U3
cllemiclls. industri.1 83,815.845
cnemic.I,. jlnitorill 81U
enemlclls. mln-m.de 816
che micIls, oyerlo.d or synthetic 8170
ehe mie.ls. pungent 8209
ene mIca Is, residues or 8215
ehemieals, sensilizing 83
cnem,cala, 101lic 145,847,8'4.8IT7
ellemicals, volatile ortanle 15.85
ehemicals, llenOCiotle 812
enemistry. re.etiYe 1155
ellemists A74
cnamolnerapy. n_ 13
Che.t pein AI3,81"
cheSI Ii(hUlI. A'
ehild aDIISI U,A25.AU.......Jr3.4,8Tl.B1l2,81T.
Child u citizen 82a
Child elre A34,825.835.831
ehild "re workers A32.820'
child custody A47.82
child deyelopment 8214
child IIIlltll 8131
ehild hllltn and .arety 813.a130
enild poverty 8149
child vicll ms or welrlre 845
child welrlre Ict 8179
Child's ClpecilY .\28
ehild'S compelence B202
elllltl'~ e"v'rolln"'1l U71
child's r..nctionll requiremenca 8122

enlld., m.ntll IIelltll 871
enlld.. pareeptiona ...50
ehild., perspecUve Dl.3
child••utonomy or "" 8112
child. cnronlelUy 111 8T
OIlild. euri_ 8222
child, dislDI.d 81n
child. exploltltion or. ...21
ehlld. nllri", ImpIINCI 8153
ehlid. III-tre.tment oC I 834
child. punilhlMnt oC e 834
child-e.re r.cIUU.. An,,44
enild-eentwe<l vie. 125
Chlld-eenlre<l ...37
ehildbirtll 813.
childhood 8Tt.81 'f3
ehlldhood .c:etdenll 8TD
enildnood .1Ie",_ 8117
enlldnood lutOflOmy 8112
enlldnood beMYlor dllorden 111
ehildnood nneer 8T4.11.5
enlldhood cancer. eUolDIY oC 114
Chlldnood I\OUIIlIold Injuries 152.813
ehlldnood Inreetion 81 T2
ehildnood risk 820.
childnood. benlYlour protlleml durlft( 8134
children A4•.\22.A3I,A37....50.A5 1.A53....15.812,820.821.

822.824.825.833,841.845.852.85'.8'4.8'5,811.817.810.
871.873.814.817,884.8I'.B12.817,8104.8101.8110.8112,
8113.8115.81%1.8122.8125.8127,8130,8132.8135.8131.
813',8144,814$,8147,8151,8153,8151,8162.8172.8177,
8171.8113,8184,81'3,8114.8202,8203.8205.820'.8210.
8212.8213,8:16,8217.8218,8222,8225,8229.8234.8242.
82~3

children .round, sot\OOl 841
ehildren .s people 8:35
ehildren .s ptrlOftI 8212
ehildren .t risk 8202
children in desirn, involYlnr 8235
ellildren or ,mokers A5
enildr.n or the poor A70
enildren's .eeidents 81U
enildren', 'arrelsiYe ben.viour 8243
children's .ids societies 81n
ehildren's O.h.yior.1 871
cnlldren's behaviour 8243
children.. enYlronmenca 8135
ehildren" ne.lth 8183
ellildren" hOIpitel 865
children'! knowledfe 8243
children'! menUI nellth BI83
enildren'! perrormlnee in tr.me 8202
Children" rirhca 825,8212
Children.. risk 8165
ehildren, .ee_ to 811
Children, otIemleally IIIISflive 81S0,8111.811t
Chilclren, circumnane.. oC 8213
Childrlft, dillble<l 8151
enlldren. .lement." setlool 8222
childre", hanclicappecl 8122
enildren, "'rm to 870
Children. he.IUI .Utlll or 8131
onilclren. IIyper.eU... ....
cnlldrln, Innplelty oC 8144
children. japanese 821.
CIIlUdr.n. kindlrprten AU.8T7
Children. 1e.rnlnr Imp.lre<l 8nO
Children. Iow lneome 8113
children, nelds or 8212
children. participltory role. oC 815
cllildren. pre-tehool 8205
children. prejudice Irlinst 850
cnildren, protccllon or B17'
ellllclren. reduc:illg rWks 10 020'
cllildren. r....reh involYinr 8144
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children, '"pirelory Iymploms In 8101
children, lehool 811:,8101,8101,8131,8151,8214
children, vulner.ble "'21,8243
children, welf.re of lhe 8144
children, JOUnc 814,8111,8205,8212,8231
chine.e. immirr.nl 81
chipboerd 8rt
chlord.ne Art1,8111
chloride rnins. Ylnylidene 81'1
chloride, .benz.1 8171
chloride. benzyl 8171
chloride. methylene A41,821
chloride, vinyl "'15.821,8111,8243
chlorln'led hyclroe.rbon 8131
chlorln'led hydroc.rbon pestleldn AI2.8111
chlorln.ted hyclroe.rbonI 1131,8170,8232
chlorin.ted n.phth.lenn 8131
chlorllllted pnUcidu 81n
chlorin.ted IOlvenU A26.8115
chlorine AI,811,8111,8211
chloroform 8116
chlorophenols 8112
choice "".AI1
cholee dilerimin.tion erron 81
ehoiee. eonsumer All
ehoiee, environmental 3.11 ....11
choiee. frndom ot An,8163
ehoiee. Individu.1 B142
choiee, Informed 863
ehoiees. oceup.tional A"
ehoices. aoei.1 8141
ehoiees. work1ife "'11.811,813
cholesterol level, elevaled Hrum 8131
choleslerol levels. hiCIl 844
cllolesterol, serum A10,8152
cholinesterase 8154
chromatocrapllie Sludy. CII 856
chromatocraplly. CII 8111,8243
chrom.tocraplly. hiCh-ulOlution cas ... 12
ehromatograplly-mass apeetrometry. CII ...12
ellromotograplly/m.ss apectromelry. cas 8221
ellronic 8151.8201
cllronie eare environments An
ellronie eougll "'5.811
ehronic disease 8120
chronic diseases 8221
ehronic etteets 890
ehronie exposure 8'12
cllronie fuicue ...6
ehronie illness 81 Z2
ellronie low back pain AU,866
chronie Iow-level exposures 841
ehronle menlal disorden 8216
ehronie ooeupalional exposure 811
ehronie umemployment pie tu... B33
ehronie under1ulrltion 8211
ehronieally 111 child 81
chronically mentally lU 8201
elcare"e 8111
clfarelle smoke A14.813.8111.8217,8%20
clfarette Imoke. aidutream 813
clrarelte smokinr A10,822,844,854,814,811,811,813.

814.811.8132.8135.8131.8144,8240
clfarett.. A50,"''',810.824,8171
elrculation. blood AIO,8230
elrcumltanees of ehildren 8213
circumstances. economic 8213
elUes Al 1....21 ,A3I,AIS,lll,ln,8t4,1113,1230,1233
cities. amerie.n 8101
elties. Call1da'' 8112
elties. livable 1112
eilies. maseullne 8113
eitizen .elion. IUpport for 8144
eitizen and eommunity, roles of 8133
eillZen partieipation "'61,89.823

clll1.en. child 11 8212
citizens .pllrtment. Hnior 810'
citizens .p.rtments, a.nior ... ,
cllluns rroups 8141
citizens, aeeond~ln!l corpor.te 831
citizens. Hnior 890,8204
citizenship ...44
cilizenship at.tus 815
cltlzenlhlP SLalus, true 1212
city 811,8221 •
city lire. IUeaon of 812
city. he.lth In lhe 1221
clly, he.lthy 851
city~wellen 1211
clvle rlrhts A4I,8131
civil dilorden 8101
civil rlrhts A4I.8131
civil riChtl SLalul.. 811
civil IUlts An
clvlllen ...16
clvlliution 811 I
claim. ,..lOnable 811
cl.ims 8135
cl.ims, helllth 8142
clandestinely B61
elarily. job 816
clan 8113
eless background 8113
el.ss homocenelty, aooial 8233
elass Inequities, aoeial A1I,8134
el.ss, middle 8111
elan. aoei.1 8135.8202
ellls, white middle 8120
el.ss, working 8114
elasses, eeademic healtll 816
elanes, remedi.l: A10,845
elllSses, university eonditioning 876
elllsitieation, anUomical 8151
classroom air 8110
elanroom behavior. non-.daptive 8145
elassroom behl"iour 8110.B162
cllSsroom performanee 8145
classroom. eeology ...11
clllsroom. experimenlal 891
elassroom. low-pollulion 8216
elll,room. well~onducled 8222
classrooms 8166,B212
classrooms, ecological 11113
clanrooms. portable 8210
elassrooms. leienee 824
cl.ssrooms. windowl... 8154,8222
clavieep, 8111
elean .ir A51
elean .Ir Il.ndard, 830
eleln water 8221
elean water IUpply 8111
eleaner malerials 3
cleaner. Ylcuum 81U
clelners, electronic air 8226
cleaning budcets. redueed 816
ele.ning chemie-ls AI.Bl91
eleaning devices. air 8207
eleaning produets. leenled 1111
eleaninc. air 8141.8175
ele.nup. Invlronmenlal 814
ele....nce I1slem, nonspeeltie 8111
elerieal 8240
elerical women 139
clerical workers A32,831,861,8201
elienlhood 8133
clients 815.8211
climate 844
elimale ellamber 8124
elimate eomplninls, indoor 816
elimale conlrol B124
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cUmate, emotional 8211
climatl, inClOor 8231
climate, percelvtd 8.1
climata, social 8116
climate, tllermal 8123
climates, cold 8232
climatic patnor- 8111
clinical and suO-ocUnical ecrtets 8111
clinical leolon 811,821,853
clinical histories 8110
clinical manlflltations 8240
clinical payoU 831
clinical ProCfll/lll 8204
Clinical trials 822
clinics, indlpendent occupational llealUl 8241
clOla ...latiOllll'lips A35,811
CiON till, number of 811
cloltd ottices 8131
closed spaces 8131
clONftI. An
closlne.. to IIItlll'l 8113
clOSltine 13
cloMU 811
closinrs, plant 8140
clothine A55,8151
Clothinc. collon 8Ul
Clothine. synthetic A32.A55
cloucls. radioactive 861
clutchll 1100
cl)o()rdinatiOll A4
co.,.esident distl'llSt 8213
co-worker ratinrs, arrreeate 8111
coal AZZ,8217
coa'lIr, roUlr 8138
Codl. buildinc 885
code. criminal 8179
code, municipal buildinc 818
Codl. Ontario Kuman Rieh\S 841
Code, rield no-noi.. 8231
codes and standards 8128
Codes, Iluman riell\S A41,8112
coercion "28,8162
cort.. A68
cocnitivc 8202
coenitive devllopment 864
cocnitive factors 8il
cocnitivI impairment 811
cocnitivI influences 81&
cocnitivI oVlrload 8181
coenitivl rllctions 8168
cohlSion, peer "15.866
coil unlls, fan A54
coil, fan 882
cold AI3,8100
cold and flu symptoms 8103
cold climates 8232
coUaborativl actiOll 834
collacen A14.8170
collaeltl vueuli tis 8111
coUar WOrk_, blue I
coUIIcues 844
colllctivl blrrainlnr II""menU BUS
colltetive control 8116
cOUICllVI determinants of Ufestyles 81
coUecti.. visions 8113
collere, community 844
color 884
colour 884
colour ...nderinc AI0
colour. skin 13
combulllon appliances 8U
combustion applianclS, indoor 113,8211
comllustion appliances, unvlnted A5
combustion byproduc\S 860
combustion cseVICII 5.15

comtlUlt!oft products 8'1.81'1,8220
combuIUOII -.rees An
combullion. 011 A22.8211
combustion, wood 8141
COmllustionproduc\S 8120
comfort 811.812.8136.8201.8231
comfort complaints 82aT
comfort. physical 811
comfortlDle 821
comforts, ""ehold 8n
comi", out A41,811
commercial 8231
commercial bUildinp 120.8113
oommerelal inkS 841
commercial MUInp All
commitment to tile IUture 813
commIU... ftderal/pl'Ovlnelal aet¥iIory AS
commill.... joint llealUl end .fety 8U5
commodlU.., qricul1ural A51,8111
comlllOll 11111..... mimicry of 85
commOll _ial environment 811.
common span 843
communicable dll.... AU.8201
communlcatinc values 8111
communication 88
communication, Ilon..ty In All
commllfticuions 8117
commUfrit'" 8141,B204.IU2
communitie.. NtlI 816
communlti... "mirural A12,SII
communlti.., uftClrtplrtd 8151
community An.826.831.851.861,BII,8133.8141
community activities A43
comma't, eolleee 844
community develQPment AI1,811'
community disint'Cration 811
community economy 8140
community tducUion A2I.8112
community fitn_ prorram 111
community focus 863
community healtll 831,810'
community healtll cara workers. naU.e 818
community interration 121'
community Inves\ment 1044
community involvement 8141
community liCe 815
community mental healUl 8140
community mental lIealtJI varieDlel 8140
community noise A15,8:12
community participation 831.815,813'
community planninc 8231
community PSYChiatry 8'71
community reinvlltment 8151
communit, resistance "',811
oommunit~ resources 8121
communit, respon" In
community rnponaibUlty A11
com_it)' IClIool In
oommunlty IClIool bUild"" 143
eommunity IIUlnp 8141
oomcnunl\y.. _mic... 831
eommllftlt,. -ro OOIlIVVinC 8'1
eommu"Uy. !lUman 131
community, medical 14'
community. native III
com_it" ftI_ratinl B133
community. 1'01.. of cltia.. and 8133
com_it,. _ia1 111
oom_ity, .ilion for 8133
commuftity-bUtd nre 814.IUI
communityo-bued puDhc ...Itll 812
community-oesad rellatllUtation A44
commuta,. BII3
commulllll time A11.831
companies, cllemical A51
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compeniOflllJip A35
comp.rison populations •
comp.risons, epldemiolocie.1 AI3
compelled to obey A27.850
compens.tlon 8241
compensation "ciliation, work.. 8115
compenaation policy 8241
compensatory dam.C" 8n
competence A22,AII,821,8i4.8....114.820.
competence, child.. 8202
competenee. reeline or 815
competenee, runctional All
competencies, beheyior.1 8147
competenclu, r.",e or 8202
competition. Inclultrlal AU
compl.int 873
compl.lnts 8227
complaints, .ir qu.lity 8212
complaints, bulldinc UHr 83
complaints, comCort 8207
complaints, employee he.lth 8131
complaints, he.lth 835
complaints, indoor clim.te 878
compl.lnts, som.tle 8101
complete he.lth Al
complex. hermeUc.lly ...Ied oWce 811
complex, three-tower IOvernmant oC!iee 8131
compli.nee A46,B2,8134
compli.nee, mUernal 8131
compli.nee, procr.m 876
composite 870
composition, chemie.1 8156
compound emiaions, orc.nie 8137
compound. orc.nie B227
compounds. e.ulkinc B137
compounds, fU1tored roreicn Bl.BB
compounds, industri.1 BI57
compounds, inorc.nie B42
compounds, nitroien 811,812
compounds, orc.nie B140,8184
compounds. orcanoehlorine A58
compounds, orcanophOSphorous 8232
compounds, resin B14
compounds, ",Ifur BI1
compounds, synthetie BIll
compoundJ, tot.1 yolatlle Grlanie 8227
compounds, toxie BIll
compounds, volatile orc.nie A54,857.8140.8142.B2U
comprehension, readinc AI,822,8150
comprehensive environment.1 control 8166
comprehensive st.nd.rds 835
comprehensiveness 863
compromise 8231
compulsive, ..xu.lly A35,891
compulsory .ltendenee 81U
compulsory .ltend.ne. laws 8112
compulsory sehooline AI0,8112
computer 837
computer-tl.Hd buSiness All,837
computer-mediated home-tl...d work 831
computerized br.inw.ve .nalysls 10
computerized diarnostie I)'ltem A12,8101
computerized HI 8214
computerized Im.cine 8101
concentr.te 81
concentr.te. Imp.lred ability to 8227
coneen,rUe, In.bility to 850
concentrUine, dl!!ierulty In 864
concentr.tion A58
concentrUion difficulty 872
concentr.Uon, hemoclobin 8B3
concentr.tionl!, threshold 821
concepts. pniJosophic.1 8142
coneeptualizinc 8184
c0n4enaat ion 8111

condensers, ...por. \lye 8231
eondeseendinc .ttltude An
condi\loned AIO
condi\lonl"C cl..... onlyerslty 871
condltlonlnc dllCtwork, air 821
condiUoninc equlpmlnt••1r 821
condlUoninc••Ir Ai4,854.llI1
conclllionlnc, IOCI.I 8221
conditions oC eJlllC*l" 1154
conditions oC work 833
condltlona, .cute respir.tory 824
conditions, dom..tle It.lr 8114
condltlOfll, enYlronmental. 8201,8232
conditlona, crowUl 8103
condltlona, UYine 1112
condltlona, mollt 1215
condl t Iona, ..rety B177
conditions, akin 8201
conditions, lOCI.I A64
conditions, unh..lthy worklnc All
conditions, unpl....nt work 844
condltlona, we.ther AI
conditions, worklnc 844.B201
oondllCt, discrlmin.tory AII,8n
conduct, racist 879
condllC\lon, nerve 8157
conductors, ch.!'Jed 8102
conrerence proeeedincs 8147
conCidence A27,A35,884,812.8220
conCidence, Iow ..1f 844
conCicurUion 8182
confined anvironmenu 853
conflict 8142
con!liet oC .ltitudes 837
conflict, Camily • A65,811
con Wet, role B44
conWcll, envlronmentlll BI
conflicll, rreedom lrom Inte!'Jroup BI64
conCliets, frequent 8183
con!liets, Interrroup A6&
conformity 8235
confused A44.I\66
confusion AB,BI66
confusion, mental "B
coneenit.1 m.lform.tlons 8113
conceslion, nasal All,830,B31
coneestlon, traffic A21.8101
concrecate housinC A31;8111
concrecate housinC for elderly 8111
conjunctivitis 85,831
eonneel1on, eau..1 8112 .
conneetion. environmental/soei.1 BI
connactlons 81,843
consciousness r.ilirIi 815
eonsensus 854
COfIIent, people actinc throuch B133
consent, process of A2B
consequences of Itms 840
CIOIIIequenc.., envlronment.l 8222
consequenc.., Injury 8135
consequencu. _iel 8112
eonHrvatlon 8237
eonservation Itrateri.. 8120
COfIIervation, enel'(Y Ai,AII,A77,81I,811,821,857.B66,

811,812,8174,BII4,BII7,8211,8211,8242
collHrvinc community, ena!'Jy 871
COfIIideratlon 834
COfIIlderation, pnulne 8231
COfIIideraUona, economic A15,B1I5
coMt.ntly, Judced 850
CIOIIItitutional r.ctors 837
constr.int, beh8vioral 8181
constraints R167
constraints, economie 837
constrain1.S, environment.1 B37
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construction 811.811,8222
cOllllrucHion indv.lry 8134
con.lruclion malerlal 85
conslruclion mallrial. 81
construclion aila. 8134
construclion work... 101",813"
conslr"Cltlon, CIoor 1101
construction, iftterlar lilt
cOC1lllI... tion, errective 844
cOC1lllmer eholce All
e_mer lUide 847 .
consumer merkat 8213
consumer orranizations In
cOC1lllmer parspeetive B.5
c_mer produClts A50,B47,81T,11"
consumer responsibility 1I
c_mlr .... tUl 8133
consume" 1057
c_mplion, alconol ATI,I""IO
consumption, IICc..in alcollOl BUT
contacl dlrmalili. 815 I
contacl dermaUlis, IIlertlc 1011,812'
contacl lense. A53,B173
conlaCl wilh individual., direet 12
containers, IlIveraee 1058
containers, polyelhy'ene rood 8105
contaminanb B14,B136
conlaminanb, e:tlemical 853
conta minant•• Iow-Ie"el B2T
contaminanl'. micrObial 87..
con... minants, redueine airllorne 8145
conlaminanb. "olalile 0rrlnic ATT
eonlammaled soil A25
conlaminalion, drinkinr WileI' B200
conlamlnation, CuneiI B1I4
conlemporary scienee B.l
contlnt, low nilroeen 8103
conlenl, nilroren AS"
contentmenl B115
contllCt DC lite Cemily B21%
contllCt, human B93
eonlinuily A30,B42
eontinuous 10w1peed Cln Bl85
eontracepUve., oral A70,B137
eontraclions, premalure ventriCUlar A55,Bl'1
contractors, independent A11,831
contradic:lory realiti.. 8113
contrlbulion A43
conlrol 11,17,U,An,A44,AI&,AII,A75,ATI,A81,811,

13138,8184
control in lhe phy.ical environment 81S
conlrol oC people 8133
conlrol 0"'1' one'. liCe 5
conlrol .tratlfia 8137
control, air pollution 8114,8223
control, climate 8124
control, collective 8111
control, compl'llIInaive lftViron_n\a1 8111
control, dust 8..1
control, environmental A1I,AI1,AI3,811,111,11TO
control, Camily 811
control, individual 3,1112
control, injury 817.
control, Iittle)Db 820.
eontrol, nlld Cor AI7 ,8"
c~ntrol, parceivlCl 1015,832
control, parsonal T,A30,8101,l233
conlrol, pesl $
control, pollution 82T
conlrol, Slnse or Bill
control, SOUrcl 8146
conlrol, worker" 8lZ2
controls H95
eOlllrol., diclary A76
controls, rie1d environmen...1 8lTO

controversial clllmlca. 8111
cooklnr DUO
eooIcinr appUanees, ca 8101
cookinC ctav iCII 8'1
eooIclnr equipment In
cookl", fuel, ra 8SS
cookine ruma 855
cooklnr .lOVes, ca 111$
cooklnr ItOVII, ca Ored In
eool-mllt /lumidlClers 12Z4
eoollnr to.... A54,8Zl,1231
cooperIllon. international 1022,1222
cooperallon, interprorlllioMI 11"
cooperative mauura 83..
eooroillltlCl .pl'OlClla 8222
IlOOI'dlllltlon AZI,An,111T
llOOI'dinatlon, dllturllann oC IT
IlOOI'dlllltloll, Impaired 81T
IlOOI'dlllllion, Impaired _tw 12:1
IlOOI'dlnatloll, policy 11..4
eope, capacity \0 110T
eope. inability to BlIT
copier paper 811
copinr An,IIT,81U
copinr behaviOllr Bll
copine eCCoru, llIaJt~martnr III
cropinr IIIIClhanilm. 881,861
copinr I'IpIf'toirll 155
copinr l'IIOurca AII,832
croplne tkill. 101",85",811
copine .tratlfies A'"
cop1nc wilh phy.ical dilabilltlll 1141
copper A22,A58,810
copy piper, carbonl.. 830,8121
copy, cerllOftllll • A16
copyinr, ctyeline All,812
core bOdy oC kno.llctp 81T1
corne"tonll oC IiC. 857
coronary dile... Bn
coronary Iteart at..... 8 ....
COI'OIlIry llIart dlleaH 822,144
coronary ape.in A5&,8171
coronarY'1lronl IlIl11vlor, lype1 850
corporate cilizens, HCOnd~1aa 831
corporation, proCit~lented 81..
correctinr miltaka 8.2
cortical inlllllition pr'OOlUII 12..
COImelic. 822,811
co.mltics, scented A4..
COlt, Ilealth BZ7
COIt..rrectivenea 813
coatIDlneC1\ 8131
COlt. oC unlmploylNnt, /luma" 8112
COIU, lIouIinr A71,I14'
_U, /luman IU2
COltS, v.,.Ulltloll ....
cotton A55
cotton cloUlinr 11'1
cotton Cabtic 1111
cotton prllllnu 8111
COUfIl A51,BI15
ClOUCh, etlronlc A5,11T
-rn. IIIl1klnr A12
couehinr A53,BIO,81T3,81T1
Counell on HealUl Ilraten, .....1ll1er'l 814
CouneU, S.ldilll ...tloM1 8123
COIIIIH1inr 8171
COIIlIHlIinr, llIaltll manerellle"t 820..
_ntries, norcIic 113
county bOU'CI oC 1dII00Uon, .aterloo 8211
couplll, ray A"T
couplinl, capaciti". 8102
court. 07i
ClOverlre, press 0 I 21
craCt materials 814
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cr.ft m.terials, art "nd AS
cr.1II involvement 8130
cr.shes, ro.d 8130
cravin,s, food A11,829
cre.tive ventilation A1
c.... tivity 8196
creators, .etive 8235
credibility 812
credits, Income 8141
crime A21,8101,8141
crime and deliquency 8141
crime, .dol.scent 8112
crime, bi.s 861
crime, fe.r of A16,8141
crim., violent 8118
crim~revention 8141
crimll, hit. 811
crimin.1 behaviour 8118
criminal eod. 8111
erlminal justice 'Yltem 861,8141
crlmin.1 pl'Olecutlon 8185
eriminolocy 811?
erlses, domestie All
criles, environmental 858
eriles, IIf. 8184,81115
crilis 854,8122
crilis centrll, r.pe A34,835
erilis, .ids 841
erlsis, employment 8148
crisis, environmental 8163
crilis, f.milies in A1I
crisis, rent.1 housing 862
erisis, world economic 8138
erowded freew.ys A65
crowded urbenites A67,812
crowding A21,A65,812,832,858,810I,8140,8158,8181,

8182
crowding. residential 8183
cues, familiar environm.nt.1 865
eultural background A38.A3I.886
cultural backgrounds 826
cultural diUerenees 3.A38.A3I,81,8112,8216
cultural div.rsity A38.844
cultural minorities A24.850
culturaUy aeceptabl. care A31,81
cultur. 3.A2.A2I,A80
culture medium 828
culture of pr.Judice 8211
eultures A7.84
eulturing of bacteria A54
eumbersom. 8122
eumulative .xposure A6.8221
eumulative exposures 8166
eupboards 871.8128
eurative approach, individualized 8213
eure 8233
eurlous ehild 8222
eurrent levels 8156
current medical model 8204
eurr.nts 8102
currents. internal 8102
eurricula. m.dical aehoo1 A41,816
currieula. IChool A26
eurrlcula. underrraduat. 8204
curriculum dasiCn 8162
eurve. doIe-rupon.. 845
OUItody riJhU 811
eustody. ehlld A41,82
customary lifllty", Joa of 818
eUltoms A31
customs for manacinc IUn.. 81
eustoms cuidelines 84
cutting fumes 8123
eutting oil A26.8165
eyanide. hydrocen 8121

eycle of poverty A33,8134
eynieilm A43,895
cystic fibrosis A40,8112
clally .etivilies 81
claily UH, product\l In 841
dlmare. br.in 813.8223
dlmera, centr.1 nervous 'Ystam A15,A51,8215
dlmare. environmental 810,8236
dI m're. environmentally-tllclveed 8111
dlmere. Irrev....lbl. lung 813
dlmare. kldnay A13
da mare. lune 8205
dlmara, mlnlm.1 brain 8111
dlmar'. property 8112
dlmare, .at.r AI,A54,816
damac" to health 812
dlmaces. compensatory 811
dllIIIIlI. lOCial 8151
dlmp mop 8165
daneeroUl heblts A4
danrerous maehinery A15,813
Danilh National Inventory 86
Danish ......reh 8131
dlla t4
dlta ba.. on environmental health 8231
data 'Y".ms 8138
data••valull.d IUI
data. experim.ntal 8n
data. h.aUh 88
dlta. heaUh survey 8143
data. mOrbidity/mortality 8231
dat., mortality 8132
daurhter nuclides. radon A53
daught.r produc\l A6
daughter prodUCts, radon A54
daughters. radon' 889
day car. A36.825
day ear. eentres A111
dav~ar. A37
daY~ar. c.ntr. 8115
daylight 8240
daylight. natural Al0.8154
days. disability 824
dbcp A51.8116.8113
DOT A57 .A58.898.Bl 06.8116.8158.8113.8215
de-institutionaliud pati.nt 8216
d.activators . ASS
deadlines A32
deadlines. unrealistic 8209
dellh A4.... 29....50.1\57 ,A58.889.8114.8134.8143.8149.

81711,8215.B2211.8240
death syndrome. sudden infant 85
death, Increased risk or 880
death, infant A38.8192
death, IIf. and A47.854
dellh, residential aecidental 84
death, risk of ...10
death. sudden Infant A40
e1eath••ork-rellled 824 \
deaths A25.8130.8168,81111
e1eatha. multipl. 8185
debilitating 813.8219
e1eeay of physlClal ..tting~ 8163
clecay proclucts. raclon 889
dee.nt jobs. accea to A11
deeision ov.rload A65
e1ecislon proe__ 8201
clecision-making 8162
clecislon-making proe.. 843,844
decision-makinr roles 835
decision-making...xual 8113
decisional overload 8183
decisions from numb.rs 8201
decisions. design 81
decisions, environmental 811
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deeiliona, physic.1 pl.nninr BI
declinine inCluence oC th. e.ner.llst BUS
deconeest.nts, solvenlS. pollulanu, ftlcotin. Boil
d.cor.uve poss.ssion. Bll %
d.cr••••d .ll.ntion sp.n B150
d.cr••Nd immunolorical rupollllven.. BU2
decr••Nd int.rest in r••dine B243
decr.m.nt, perrorm.nc. Bll1
d••~or. builCSines BIS
CS. r.cls. tlirth A24.A5I,811
CS.C.nc. m.ch.nilms ATI.B23T
CS.C.nse mech.nilm.. lIody Bll1
CS.C.nse mecnaniSms, palholorieal BID
der.ns. lnech.nilm•• respir.tory tr.ot BliT
CS.C.nsive Cunctions B511
deCici.ncia. CSaien B121
d.tici.ncia. nutritional A5I,B23.BT:I
d.Clcleney syndrome••cqulred IlIIlIlune A4T
d.Cicl.ncy, nutritional A41,B121
detici.ncy, IUICil. OIlicl... B"
CS.Cicit, neuroloeic.1 B223
d.CicilS. I••mine 851
d.Cicits, memory B150
d.ncilS, n.uroloeic.1 A2S
d.ticilS, n.uropsycholoric B145
d.Cicits, perCorm.nc. ATli
d.CicilS, .kill 8150
d.m.d 8114
decen.rUiv. diI.... B143
dellum.nization AI5,B1%%
dehum.nization oC m.n 811
CS.llum.niud 1.35
d.hum.nizine B229
d.hum.nizine environm.nts B44
d.l.y.CS .CCeclS 8235
delayed 1I•• lth lI.zard. A5'.B1I2
CS.I.yed r.spons.. A64
del.yeCS r.sponse. to str_1"I BolD
d.layeCS-type lIyper...nsitivity 814
CSel.t.CS Crom putllic .n.ntion 851
deleterious reproCSuctive outcoma Bll2
CSelinquency B141,Bl1',Bll1 •
CSelinquency. juv.nile 813
d.linquenlS B141
deliquency, crime and 8141
delivery oC s.rwica 811i
d.liv.ry sy.t.ms. 1Ie.ltll care 3,Bl511
delivery. c.,••r••n B131
delivery. h..ltll care 811
delivery. 1I0me B131
CSem.nd/supply dilemm. BlIli
CS.m.nds 8101
d.m.nds, jolI 844
CS.m••ned 8211
d.m.nti. A12.811
de menti.. alatllislled BIT
democruic Creedom. AII.8114
d.mocratic society 8113
d.mocr.tization 8115
democratization, workpla_ All
demorr.plllc 83T.8111
d.morr.pllic c:Nr.oterilUu B43
demorr89hics AI4.811'
cs.mor.1izinr A44
d.ni.' 890
dense urlI.n neiC!'IlIOI'hOOCIs AI?B12
density Ali1.8li8,8140
density 89artments, lIim 8113
d.nsity env iron m.nlS, lI'ell 8112
CS.nsity .nvironm.nlS. Iow., Bll%
density measurement B221
density, .rreclS oC 812
denslly, lIi!:n 8182
CSensily, hlgller BI83
density. m.enetic rlux 815

density, raldentl.1 Bll3
density, urb.n B12
denlal .m.lr.m rminl BM
d.odranlS 823
d8penclenft AU,AI?,BI5,8111
dependence on .dults 1.21.8144
dep.ndenCIe, minimal 8111
deplodla 8111
depoaltlOfll, acid 8TO
depollUOIII. w.t aulrU. BTO
depoU, bUI All
depr_nts AI
dep,....nts. central 11.,._ 111\.111 8112
deprelNd AI.A12
dep....lon AI.A33,AI5.811.B'0.811,8101,8112,B134,

81U,81T1,B211
cIepr_Iv. ruot\olll ASI,8T2
deprl.,.tlon A4T
_.t,", 81S
_m.tltI, AI,A13.814,B31.81I,81OS,8UI
_m.Util••1Ierrlc OOIllact AII.8UI
d.rmUitis. OOIllaCt 8151
_IIlUltia, P89er 811
ClUc!hoOlel"l 81112
dnchOOllnr 8112
desensitlz.tlon B1I5
c1aien 8'1,8113
c1aien deeiaiOlll B1
cIalen dericlencies B121
daien ror he.lth 815
dellen Cor lh. .Id.rly BSI
duien oC hosplt.1 .nvlronments 81S3
dUien oC prorr.ms 8.
d.sien prOl:lIS 8234
desien ,....rchel"l 821
duien tooll. baic Bl
deliCn••rchltectur.1 B140
duien, lIuildinr IT,B13,BI5,B114,BlIT,B222,BUI
d.sien, curriculum B1I2
desien, dom.,tlc 'lair B114
delien, _ironm.nlal 81,82I,B3I,842.8I1,BI5,BI00,

8111.811'.8122.8113.B234
daien, houlinr 842.8115.8111,8201.B221
daien. IllMnaitl.,. and .litist 81
daien. Institutional 85li
daien. involvinr children In 8U5
c1aien. jolI 8115
desirn. Iow pollution BLI4
duien. Iow"9Qllution lIuildinr AT.8111
csaien. participatinr in Ali1
c1aien. participation in AI4
daien, pltysio.1 8101
daien. product A50
daien. residenti.1 B32.8114
daifn• ..C... 'lair 8114
c1aien. ape_ 8183
daip, 'lair A4.8114
claim. urban 8230
clatpated IUbIt._ 812S
cIalened CUrftlture. poorly 820.
cJaifneI"I 81.81.BU5
c1ai(nl, tradlUonal window 8222
clair. to appe... u normal 8112
clair•• par.nts 8122
dUp.lr AII.833
c1atrllcUon. mill AIZ.8222
c1atructlv. 1ICaty.. 8152
c1atruetiwe rieidilies B141
detection••ir pollution Bl1
detectiv. proe_ 12
detector. track..tch BI9
deterrent dust 8115
detereent resiCSue A.!I
deterr.nt r.siCSue. dried 8115
det.l'lenll 8115
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detertentl, lOapl BIO
deterioratinc paintworlc B13'7
deterioration In behavior A13
deterioration, brain B5
deterioration, Itrueturel AI,'sa
determinants or uruty.... eolltetlve 81
determined _eptItlWty, pnetlca1ly 115
detozlCiealion treatment Bl11
dl\rolt 'Ill
devaluation A23,A"
devalued A2,A40
devaluinc 3,1
devalulnc or women AJ2
developinc nations B4
development 8231
development or teehnolocy 81'0
development plennlnc 8222
development, ae.demie 8150
development, behaviorel BI4
development, breln 8U
development, ehild 8214
development, eornltive 814
development, eommunity AI'7,811'
development, aeonomle 8120.
development, human 8131
development, Inrant 8131
development, ImowJedte 8144
d..elopment, lecilletlve 8115
development, post-Industrial All
development, psyehoJorieal 821,8113
development, seientirie rellareh and B222
development, selC-help 83.
de"elopment, lIcills A26
development, lOeial 821,8222
development, urban 81n
developmental erreet. 821'7
developmentaf p.yeholocy 8111
developmentaUy disabled A43,8234
deviant 82'7
deviants 82
d..iees, air eleanlnc 820'7
deviees, air samplinc 8184
deviees, air'1luriCieation 8220
deviees, eombu.tion 5,15
dev iets, eookinc 8111
devlees, health monitoring 15
devices, measurement 15
devices, medical BII
devoid or vecetation 8208
di-isocyanate, toluene A14
diatletes A'70,8131
diabetll mellltus 813'7
diacnostlc 8134
diaCnostic I)'Stem, eomputerlzld AI2,8101
diacnottie sy.tems 8108
diacnottie teehniqutt, therapeutic and 153
diarrhea A5'7,8103,8240
dlastolle blood prtllUre A'O,8141
dlutolie blood prllSllrtl, el..attd 813'7
diesel eneine uhautt 8151
dl..el tzhautt AI4,832,841,84t,Bll',B1U,8U3
di..el uhlust emluions 811'7
diet A2I,A2I,'" '76,B4I,8142.81I'7li8110
diet and carcliovuculer d..... 142
diet and health 8142
diet, reineold 812'7
diet, hilh protein-iow eartloflydrata 1St
dietary e.relnopns 84
dietary ehlnee 831
dietary chanett A56
dietary eontrolt A'71
dietuy Juidelines 8142
dietary Intake, maximum permissible 8'2
dietary mlnipuletion therapy 8411,850
dietary IUllitlJ 818

dietary therapy A'76,850
diets A56
diets, junlc food 811'7
dlUerenee, aetcnowltclrinC 826
diUerenee, ,ender A33,8211
dlUeranee, urban-rural 811
dlUerane.. 8143
dlUerane.. In IIInlll, IIX 8143
dlUerane.. In Imoklnc rates, _Iotconomle 8145
dlrrerane.., behavioural Bll'
dlUerencll, cultural 3,A3I,A3t,8'7,Blt2,8211
dlUerene.., nplorlnc 826
dlUereneu, fWndtr 840,811
diUerenc.., ,eocraphle 8'74
dlUerene.., hldine A,.
diCCereneu, Individual 811,820'
dirrerene.., MZ 814,8143
dlUereneu, tolerance or A1'7
dlrrerent 8234
dlUerentn..., tolerence or 834
dlrrieulties with partnen 840
dlCCieultits, financial All
dlCCieulties, p.trointestlnal 821
dirrieultill, learnlnc BI50,B1I'7
dlrrieulties, praetical 8122
dlCCieultill, psyetlolocieal 8122
dlCCieulty In eoneentratinc 814
diCCieulty, coneentratlon 8'72
dlUused Iicht 862
dicit 'Pan test 8ll
dicnlCied shelter 8'71
di,niryinc paid work 8219
dicnlty A'7 ,A'71,812,8t5,8163
dicnity, human -8113
diisoeyanate, toluene 838,8151
dilemma, demand/supply 8151
dilution 82'7
dioxide emissions, lulphur 82'7
dioxide, earbon A5.All.843,8124,8162,822'
dioxide, nitrOlen A5.AI ',A41,A52,"'53.85.87 ,818.8 19,

820.84 I ,843.85'7 ,BIO,815,8'3.R'4.812,8'3,8105,8109,
8121,8135,8142,8147 ,81111,8111,811T,8202,8203,8211,
8219

dioxide, .ulCur B18,846,865,BII,813,8105,8121,8133,
8141,8142,8154,8114,8191,8234

diOXide, sulphur A5,"'20,A22,A51,A5Z,8111,81I1,8216
dioxin A50,8lll,8242
dioltins Bl'2
direct eontact with individuals 12
direct venting 820'7
disabilities 821,8234
disabilities, eoping with phy.lcal 8148
disabilities, learning 12,"'52,B33,B51,8'73,8ll0,8ll3,

8118,812'7,8145,8150,816'7,8214
disabilities, mental 83',8133,8151
disabilities, people with mental 83'
disabilities. Mnsorymotor 8101
disabUitiu, Mvere menUI 821'
disability 84'7,851,8122,8121,81'7'
disability days B24
dlsabUity, individuals with a 8ts
disability, leamlne 8160
disability, lone-term All
disability, mental 8'71
disability, mental and ""yaiea1 8234
disability, permananee or the 8122
disability, permanent A2',A50,811
disability, physical ATt.
disabled A50,8103,8211
disabled ehfld 8122
disabled ehfldren 8151
disabled persons, non-ambulant 8103
disabled, developmentally "'43,8234
disabled. employment ror the A18,B3'7
disabled, mentally A'70
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disabled. pIlysie.lly A'O
dis.blinC pror.saions BlI6
dil.dv.nlnc.d B131
dis.dv.nl.ces, lOei.1 81U
dilcll."I' or lOllic IUb.l.nc.. 1222
discll."Ies. sp.rte 8102
diseiplin. t'Chniques 1141
dileiplinu, relevant III
dilelosur•• procIuet 83:1
dileomrort B••1113.B203
dlscomrorl. minor B41
discord. r.mily A411.B113
dilerimin.tion 3.1I.A1.A21.A3I,A40,A"'.A,...2,...1.816.

113I.B1I1.BI92.I21'
diserimih.tion inst Ieltllans and py!Hn 841
discrlmln.Uon inst women 12....,
discrimin.Uon .rrors, etIoic. 81
discrimin.tion in "" prlv.t. leCtor 841
diserimin.Uon proeedUNS, cIrIIC 1111
dlsll1'imin.lion, .,. 125,B112
disll1'imin.Uon••n\l-(.y 141
discrimination. overt B55
discrlmin.lion. r.cial 84",ll01,IU3
discriminllion. ••• An
discrimin'lion. toe:i.1 BUI
disll1'imin.Uv••er.cts. pentoDartlllll-Uk. 11U
dilerimin.tory b./lIviCNr 15.AIO
dilerimln.tory eonGuet A3I.11I
dis.u. Bill
dis.... mimiery 85
dis.... p.li.nu. inr.etiou. B11l1
dil..se prev.ntion AST.A11,146,B11I,B213
di, susc.ptibility A.4.B40
dis susc.ptibility. work., 1121
dis..... .bsene. or B12
dis......I~h.im.r.. 15
dis"III, b.ellri.1 BU4
dis b.he.l'S AU
dis c.rdiovlKul.r A53.A11,B61,8131,8111,B114
dis.u.. cause or 8142
dis eer.brovIKular 810.
dis cllronic BUD
dil coronary B22
dis..... coron.ry II..rl 822,844
dil , der.n.r.Uv. 8143
dis di.t .nd e.rdiovueular 8142
dlS C.n.lic B31
dil II..rt AU.BIZ.BI00.81l2,81"
dilelSt. industri.1 AU.BlIS
dil..... inrlamm.tory Bl61.BI10
dis..s•• I.cionn.ires AU,BIl.Bl11,8236
dis..s•• IIInC BllI1
dis m.lernal 8131
distl mtni.r." A15.8111
dis m.ntal 814
dis..... oeeupatlonal A15.1241
CliI pulmonary AS3.B114.8U,,,UI
dis r.ynaud" A5'.8111
dis rnpir.tory 811,861,8101,815'.815'.811:1,

8231.B241
dls Ilully lNIlImlUed IJ31
dia _epUbility \0 lltart B1I
dis lw.nti.lll elftlury 8211
dIM wortc.,..Jat.dn•• ot 8241
dis 811
dls In anlm.1s 8111
dil••ft•• ,U'reic B110
dis e.rdiovueular 1112,8111
dis e/lronie B221
dis..ses. communle.bl. A32.B201
dist.s.s, .nvironm.ntally indueed 82U
diseas••• hyptrstnsitivil:t A4S
dis....s. IIlroc.nic B136
dil..s.s. inltetious B112
dis...... inrlamm.lory A15.Bl11

dls...... Intlammalory eardloY'lCIIlar A51,Bl11
di....... Inrlamm.tory lype A55
diM IUft( 8233 .
dis oeC.li_l A13,811,83I"135
dll.utl, payem-mallt ItU
dis resplrllory AIO,AI3.141,11O••'0.llll,1115
diMu respiretory tr.et 1102
diM u.lly transmitted 13,12"113
dls MIlU.llyo.tr.nsmIUed 0\41
dIM work.,..1Itld A15
dlsrunellon, minllll&l brain 1111
dilrUlt 115
disinrec:lInla 1243
dlslnrecllon 8111
dlsinterr.Uon, community Bll
dlslnteresl in Jaarn!nl 1110
dlsloc:.tlon AII.A11
dilOrd.r, m.nlll 111
dilOrders, -ead earebroV_lar 1114
disorders••w_ or Ituopnle 1151
dlsord.rs. eIIImie.lIy-lnclue«l personaUt, I'
dlsord.rs, c:lllld/lOOd blllavlor 811
disord.rs. c:nronle menlll 1211
dlsord.rs, c:ivll 1101
disorders. ,Ulroinl.sUn.1 IS
disord'rs, ,_llc 8101
disord.rs. mental 111.8152,1121
disord.rs. neuroqle.1 B2:1
disord.rs, "europsyellialrle 110
dlsord.rs. nonspecific neuropsyelliltrie 110
disOrd.rs. oeeupatlon.1 respir'lory &11'rr1e 8U.
disord.rs. ore.nic brain 1110
disord.rs. pICll.lrlc In
disord.r•• perc.ptu.1 ioU
disorders. paychi.trie A12.145,852,112
disorders. respir.tory ASl.Bl43
dword.rs. respiratory .n'reie ioU
disord.rs. som.tie .nd paycn-lII&tle 11U
disorders. vision" 831
disp.r.cinc A43
disp.riU.. 8231
dlsp.rili... toe:ioeconomle 8131
disp.rity. r.m.le/m.l. inc:Om. 12
disp.r..l. odour 8115
display termin.ls. video All.A32.AII,I12'.8121.120'
disrec.rd by medle.1 p_nnal 8122
disruption. Ibl'llpt III
dlssatisr.elion. job 844
disllne. B86
dist.nce from 1111 IIifllw,y B143
dist.ne. I'Ilnner 849
dist.nee I'IlM'rs A20
distaneu. loft( 821
dist.nsion. p..- B50
dllU'lclad All
distr.cUbUlly 811T
dlslrselion AIS.811
dlstr.etlons 8222
dlsl,... B4'
dllt CIIrdlovlRlllar 12
dlstr emotion.I In
dlslr... PlYeIIolofio.1 A......, ..11
distr... splrilu.1 1~4

dlslrllHtl prom. 131
ctIItrlbuUon BII
distribution 01 propen, ACT,11
dlstribuUon workers 821
distribution, .ir B11
distribution. IIumldlty 11U
distributions of worlc A11.814'
distl'lllt or .duIU. proround 814
dlstrusl. _ ••id.nt 8213
diSturb.ne. or coordln.licJn 11
disturb.nca All
dlllurbenctl in .dolnelftla. ""Il/I 8151
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disturblnces, cerebrll 1101
disturbances, neuroJoricII liSt
disturbll"~es, psycholoriell All
distUrblnces, lP_h A52
dlsturblnca, visuII AI,117.II01
dl.turbed, Imotionally A43,ll10,IU4
dilulfide, carbon IUS
diversiFication. pl'IyllC!lI 1233
dlYlnlty 3,1,7,1.11,15,17,It,Al,Alt,A3i,A4I,ATI,AI1,

AI4.AI5,B21,B27 ,BSI
dlvanlty as an environmlnt IIIue III
divinity of n..d. A7I
divinity, culturll A31,B44
divinity, revlaline B2I
divorce 133,B71
divorced A33,B122
diulnen AI,AI,A13,I'iIU,83I,B7(,8t5,8121.1153.

BISD,BlIO,B221
doctoral Ituclan" B53
dodlcyl sulfatl, IOclium 1115
domli", boYS 814
domlins 8202
domlltlc acciden" 1114
domestic lir pollution 813
domestic Ilr poUutlon ampllr 113
doml.tic crisiS All
dome.tic Ufe, f'IIpC"'eiblllty for 8113
doml.tic lteir CO"", ", ' Bll(
domlltlc Itllr desll;" U1l4
domlltic violence B141
domestic .Iter tePI 821
domestic .ork A34,Bl13
domesticity B1I3
dominlnce, professionll BI7
dominl"t rroups B27
dominlnt theory 8142
dominlte, drive to B25
dominated peoples l'2
dominltinr rroup ".,
dominltion, aurvin: (: 82
doors B128
dopiness A8,B111
dotlre levIIs B144
dote, low B14
dose1'esponse curve 845
dose1'esponse relltion B140
dote1'lsponae relltionshlp BID
dose-response relltionship. BI5,B120,B124.Bl'4
ctoses of toxic .ltanclS, 10. 115
double BII
double Itlndard 8116
double~lind A55,AI3
down's syndrome B131
downturns, economic B140
doxide, nitroren B155
dried deterrent residue 8115
drinkinr 816
drinkinr Ind driving BUD
drlnkinr drlvln A25
drlnki...Iter 5,AU.1I27,BI15.B201.8231
drinkinr wlter contamination 8200
drinkinr. hllvy 8112
drlnkinr. lOCial 8235
drinks. 10ft A5I
drive to dominltl Bn
drivers. drinkine A25
drivers, younr 8UO
drivlnr BUD
drlvinr. drlnklnr and 8UO
drivlne, risky 811
dr~u" BII
droplet nuclei B171
drowlinl" A11,BU1.B1I5
drur B152
drur abuse A4I,B113

drue abu~e, Illicit 8192
drur administration, food Ind BIlII
drur discriminltion procedures 1172
druc ralctiolll, Idvene 811
druI residue A57,8111
drur thlrlpy, Iatro(enic 13
drur use, illicit 8131
drur, Illicit A24
drur. mldiclnal 12
drup 83,B31.B192
drurs, errlc" of B22
drup, illicit AII,BU5
drurl, lIbelli.. of III
drurs, prllcrlptlon A15
drurs, psychotropic 822
dry Invlronmlnt, tlOt and 1100
dry mueoUl membranal 8140
dry throat A12,8U5
dry~1alninl fum.. A32
dryers, tlalr AI2
dryness In the nose II
dryness, lleln B131
ductworlc, IIr condltlonl.. 821
clump, toxic ...tl A3I,8111
dumpl.. A57
dumpi"i, puticide 8215
duplicltinr mlchines BI1
dupliclti"i, lPirlt 811
duplicators, spirit AI,8164
durlble pres. trlltmen" 814
durlble"'9ren trlatmentl An
durinr childhood, behlvlour probleftll 8134
dust 821,B71.B115,B1I7,B200,B215
dust Ibltemlnt B46
dust control 841
dust mite B4I •
dust mite, house' Bill
dust mites, house 8111
dust suppressant 8223
dust, lutomobile traffic A22,B217
dust, ch.lk AI,B199
dust, deterrent B1l5
dust. house B5
dust, Inert 85
dust-free room 8242
dusts A13
dusts, mlnerll A14
dusts, orrlnlc 873
dwellen, urban AII,AII,BII4
dwellinr B114
dwellinr, lelf~onlalned 832
dwellinr, use of the B113
dwelli"is BI1,8141,BlIl,B243
dyeline copyi"i AII,BI2
dyes A32,A55,B1(,BIO,8115,B201
dyh'l A42,BlI9
elysfunction syndroml, mlnlmll brain 8113
ely.function, hippocampal B151
ely.function, Inner lar A13
elylfunction, mlnimll brain B33,8117,8221
dylfunction, nervOUl system 851
ely.function, vlICuler B171
elylfunctlon. v..tlbullr 8.
ely.functions, perceptual IIIOtor A52
ear B161,B170
..,. end helrlnr problems 821
.. C!J,(unction, InnIr AU
early Ire 811
..rly .Irnl.. Ilrn A74
.Irnen. prlllCipal 'ImUy 841
.Istern Canada 870
ecologlc manlrement 8125
ecological cllssrooms BI13
ecological Illness B95,8125,BI49,B160
acologicll irrltlnt 8UO
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leoloriell plrldicm 1:17
IcolOCicl1 Pllh.ays 810
Icolocicl' perspecllYI 8101
IcoloCY 8U,B60
ecolorY cla.room All
ICOlorY or htalth 81U
ecolo(y, clinicll 811,1%1,853
ecoloCY, humin 117,8111
IColoCy, marriall or leonomy end 1131
economic A7I,81,B37,8111,8151
leonomic C1lie, eommunlty's 1:17
_mic chance 8140
economic chanCtl AII,8112
leonomie cireumsunc:tI 8213
Iconomic eonsiderlliOlll "15,8115
Ic_mic constralnlS 837
economic crisis, world 1131
economic deVllopment IUO
leonomic downturns 1140
ec_mic Ixploilalion "22,813
economic rlctors 8142
economic Coundllions 8148
Iconomic CUlurl 8142
economic Coals All
Iconomic hanClicaps 825
Iconomic hardShip 834
Iconomic inclntive 8134
Iconomic IIVlIs 8114
eeonomic I'tYtraail 8131
Iconomic role or womln 8211
Iconomic spinores 18
economic Slalus B3S,B140
Iconomic III IuS, womln's 833
Iconomic stress I,Bln
Iconomics B26
economy B37,BI12
Iconomy Ind ICO IDlY, m.rrltCI or 82:11
Iconomy, communily 8140
ecosysllm A2%,AS6,BIII,8111
IcOSySl1 m, uroln 8UO
Icuml AIS,8157
Idema, Ilrynctal ,,75,8111
edra 827
IClucalld 81
Iducllion A8,821,83S,841,844,845,875,8I4,811I,81I2,
8ltl

Iducllion oC adults 822
educalion procram, lItallh 853
Iducalion syslam AI0,B216
aducation, CIoarCl oC 8113
Iducalion, community A28,8162
Iduealion, enYlronmlnlal 8120
education, hlllth 853,82:1'
eClucation, levII or 81:17
Iducalion, lilhti"l ror 8211
educallon, medieal "71,8204
educalion, pOVlrty and 841
education, putllic 11,8211
education, rotd ..City 8202
edllCltion, "'lly A50
educalion,"1l 8100
education, special 8110
educaIion, wI'erloo oounty IIoercI or 121.
Iducational aClivity 8222
educational DaCkcrounc:l AIS
educational Invironmlnt 811
aducalional racilitils B2:l5
educalional institutions 25018.1
Iducationll intl,",lnlion 8b
eClucalional meuurll 8193
IClucllional policies, equily_llnttd 82:11
IClucational practicls 8235
educlllonal procrams 8204
Iducslionll syslem A27
Iducltors A74,8142

educators, prorlSllonal 1222
"I, eomputlristcl 8214
lrelct, IUnun 814
errect, tyMrJlatic 810,8111
eCCecllvl _lullon 144
ecrectivI _UItUon A17
.rrectivlntll or CIItratlon 121
IcreclS In tlllu-. \lItrmll 81'
.neclS or alrtlornt CIIcterla, IlUI'" 8214
,rrtelS or cllnl\ty 812
IcreclS oC drup 122
errlets DC pollutioft, "'al'" 177
ereects DC _mploymlnt 1112
eCreclS, ICIIItI MeIUl 8151
ecreclS, Cllhavklrtl 831,8141,8111
IcreclS, btt\avloural Ist,8111,8111
eftects, bloefltmleal 8151
ecreclS, bIokIJlul 111,857,110,8102
erelcts, ctrIrOnie liD
ecrects, eJininl end IUHUnleal 8111
ecrects, delayed 82U
eCrects, .llopmenul 121'
.erlets, eltctroftl.C"ltlo 8154
lrelcts, "'allh 85,81,814,815,823,821,840,842,841,

853,855,810,811,815,877,871,815,812,811,8100,8101,
8104,8105,8107,810',8111,8112,8115,8117,8111,8111,
8121,8121,81:11,81 32,813:1,81 35,81:11,8137,81:11,8140,
814:1,8141,8141,8151,8152,8155,8151,8110,8111,8Ill,
8117,8171,8177,8110,8114,8111,8117 ,8111,8112,811:1,
8114,8115,8111,8117,8203,821 0,8214,8215,8223,8224,
8225,8226,8221,8230,8231,8234,82:17

lretcts, Inttraction 8123
trelets, Intlractlvl 843,8232
lretcts, mtnul Iltalth 868
errlcts, metabOlIc 8151 .
lreects, ntrYOUI systtm 87'
eC'lclS, neu~ehaYloural 8171
IrrtclS, IltUrolocical 851
lreecta, neuropsyChOIOCic 8U5
lrelets, non-Yisual 884
errlcts, nonthrtsholcl 8111
lreects, penlotllroltal-lilCl dilcrlmlnatlYI 8172
.rrtcts, perrormanell 15
erelcta, pl'lysiolocical 8141,8232
cffft'U, r-JetlOIawlcal 841,874,8123
IlleclS, pulmonary 8 IIt
ereects, rtsplrltory 8117
erracts, slda 8111
ICrtets, synerclstic 7
IrrlelS, leraloctnlc 820,82:1'
lrelcts, thrtlllOld 8168
ecreclS, unhtalUly sldt 8UO
IrCicacy 8144
eWeaey or IiCestylt chance 171
ICClcilllll1, entr'IY A17,8121,8137,11'1,8114
elCleltllll1, medium 8115
IUieltney, removel 821
eWcilney, work 8111
eUieieM tMllldine, ent1'17 112
.UicitAt tMlildinp, -l'Iy III
Imcllllt, eMl'Iy 811
11l1uent, pulp Ind ptptr mill 110.
eUort, pl'lyaical 844
Icrorts, IlUIUI-dlllllllne eopinl 111
'COCIanlric thlnklnc A50,8201
ellltrly 13,A5,AtI ,"40,A50,A1I,A'O,15,822,830,I:I2,835,

8:11,842,849,851,8'4,8'7,810,8101,8111,8120,8122,8121,
8148,8114,8111,8111,8204,8227,82:12,8231

Ilderly IClpllcants 835
eldtrly men 8.7
Ildlrly pcICIP 8114
Ilderly womtlt ItI1
IIClerly, conCr'Ca" houslnc ror 8111
tldtrly, de.ICn (or tilt BS6
Ildlrly, rrail 8141
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elderly, htlUtI of the 8231
elelerly, homes for the A66
elderly, housing for the 832
eweted oWclal. 8111
electric: field 815
ewetric field, low-frequency 8102
elec:tric: fielcb A12,821,8132
electric fields, altemallnc 8102
electric Ito,," 8202
electrical acti"ity, tlNln.. A12,8101
elec:trical and electronic qineerl 8111
electrical fire A50
electrical potelltiall 8230
electrical power tralllmillion .11,821
ewetrlcal U'alllllliuiOll B153
electricity Alii
electricity transmluiO/l faclllU.. 8132
electro-magnetic fieldl B132
ewetro-platinr A13
electroeardiocraptl reeordinp, prorrammabJe
ambulatory Bill

electrocution B4
elactroencapha1orraml, abnormal 8110
electroencephalocraphy B23,B1I1
elec:tromagetic: Ilgnlls B11
electromagnetic: affectl 8154
electromagnetic: energy, frequenclu of B200
electromagnetic: energy, man-mlde B11
electromagnetic: en"ironment 8200
electromagnetic environment, abnormal B11
electromagnetic: exposure Bill
electromlgnetic field B59,8102,BIII
elec:tromlgnetic: fields AI6,B1$,Bll,B21,859,B123,Bll5,

8111,8200
electromagnetic: fields, low frequency 81$3
elec:tromagnetic: fieldS, Iow-frequenc:y All,81$
elec:tromlgnetic fields, nont"ermal 81'7
electromlgnetic: radiation 811,821,81'7,8102,8132
elec:tromagnetic: apec:trum AID
elec:tromagneticaUy ..lIIiti"e AIZ,8111
electromagnetism 811
elec troneuro myocrap"y 8 191
elec:tronic air cleaners 8221
electronic: engineers 8186
electronic: engineers, electrical Ind 8186
electronic: productl 853
electrophysiolOCY, brain AI3
electrophysiology, quantlta ti"e 8101
elementlry school 8151,81'7'7
elementlry sctlool children 8222
elementary school Iludents AID
elementary schOOls B242
elements, trace B200
elephant, blind men and the Al
elevated blood ptftIure B152
elevated diastolic bloocl prea,," 813'7
elevated partlculate levels 894
ele".ted ..rum etIolutarol le,e1 8131
elf 8S9,8U3
elf fields B59
eliminlting prejudice 15
eliminltion of ...lIm B13
elitilt design, InIelllltl,e and 81
emtlryo A24,8131
embryonic A52
emergenc:iel A42
emerrency 1050,811
emerrency e".euations or builcllnp 8103
emerring technologiu 3
emillion B100
emilsion of metal., atmOlPherle 8241
emission rate 8121
emission source., indoor 5
eminion, formaldehyde 85
emission, low frequenc:y 8121

emissions 8'70,8106,813'7
emilsions from proclucts 8'75
emilsiolll, automObile 8111,B205
emllsions, automotive B36
emlnions, brake 8101
emlssiolll, diesel eXhaust 8111
emissions, industrial AI,8111
emllsiolll, organic compound B13'7
emissions, pIIrtlculate B13
emiuiolll, lulptlur dlolltide 82'7
emialolll, .ute Inclne,.\ion AZl
emitters, .-ray 820
emotional abuse A2I,A33,813,834,8113
emotional and physical ....Ith 8101
emotional climate 8211
emotional diltr.. 839
emotional factors A42, 814'7
emotional functioning B119
emotional Independenc:e 835
emotional leblllty 814,8110
emotional reactions 890
emotional resources 833
emotionll .tablllty A14,854
emotional Ita te 81,839
emotionll .tates 854
emotional Itress 839
emotional sufferlnc 8'71
emotionll support Alii
emotlonll toll A42,AII,814'7
emotional well-being B4'7
emotionaUy disturbed A43,8160,8234
emotions A35,A65,B32
empiricIl basis 8130
employed 84'7
employee 83'7,8t3
employee health ~omplalnts 8131
employee rirMs All
employees A16,811,834,8115,8111,8206
employer 893
employer. 834,8115
employment A66,834,831,839,8112
employment crisis 8141
employment for the disebled AlI,83'7
employment Income 862
employment opportunities 885
employment patterns AII,834
employment Itatus 810 .
employment, full A69,A '71,8149,8164
employment, non~lscrlmination in 8139
employment, un i"ersaI 8141
empowering All
empowerment 1'7,890
empty vessets 8162
encephalopathy A13,8191
encephalopathy, to.ic 89
endemic IOcial problem JU93
endings, trigeminal nen. 811
endocrine 81'7
endotoxins BI04,8214
encIllrance A35,8114
enerry 8111
energy conservation A5,AI9,A'7'7,81I,819,82I,85'7,8I1,

811.,892,81'7 4,B194,8117,8211,8219,B242
-trY conserving community 8'71
enerry eWclency AIT,8121,813'7,81'72,8114
enetrY eWcienl BI9
enerry emc:lent building .12
enerry eWclent tlulldmcs 811
enerry manacement BUI
enercy .."ine 811
energy lOurees 823'7
energy use A6'7,8111
energy, alternatl"e IOUreu of 823'7
energy, Itomic: 890
eneriY, frequencies of electromegnetic: 8200
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.nem, mall-mad••Ieetromqnettc: 111

.n.rlY, nuel.ar 810.8231

.n.rlY. r.n••abl. 8231

.nerr... rfiei.nt "',",U11

.n.rly..rnei.nt hou..s 8nO

.n.rlY-r.laled to_ieanu 8nl

.nrore.m.nl orrieiala. law "31
'lI(in. unaust 8'
.nlin. IllhaUlt. dineI 8151
lI1(in•• I.solln. "t!
.nri.....rinl m.tlloda..mocIern 1231
'ncin••rinr pr.elie.. 1231
.nci....era A14
'llIin.et'&, .Ieetrical and eleetronlc 8111
'lI(in..r•• eleetronic 1116
'nclilll. Itlrninc 844
enhaneed IUsceplillillty to lIacterlal Iftr.ctlon 13%
.nrtc:n.d pension enUUem.nUl 8141
enauinc IUrr.rinc ITI
enl'rpr~.. In2
enUU.menll, .nrlched pelllion 1141
enlrence. university 841
enumeraol. A4'
envelop., lirllUy1ealed tMIl1dill( lUll
environm.nl 83,857.BI0,BS6.8",11Z.815,8t1.110I,IUI.

8 119,B 120,B140.Bl41,B1I1,Bll3,ll".Bl1%.Bl,..BlI0.
B202,BZ13.BZ21.B236.1237,12U

environment iPu', diversity ...n 821
environment survey, work B201
environm.nt, abnorm.1 eleetromarneUc 811
environm.nt, aecoustie 8231
env,ro...m.nl, aeouslie 8230
environm.nl, adaptiv, B1
environment, built BI5
.nvironm.nt, cepeeity or tile 12n
environm.nt. ellemicelly-Ieu~ntaminated 8111
• nvironment, ellild's 871
environm.nt, common _lal 81'1
env ironm.nt, eontrol in °tll. physicel 815
environm.nt, eductlional 811
environment, .Iectromqnetic 8200
environment, eyes to t"e ouUId. 1222,
.nvironment. remily 1211
environmenl. lIealtll and bllUt 815

. environm.nt. II..UII .nd tile IU'
environm.nt, lIeeltlly workinc 813
.nvironment, IIom. 131,B3'.1111.111',1115.lllZ
env Ironment. lIostile 811
environment, 1I0l and dry 1100
.nvironm.nt. IIot .nd ••l 810D
environment, lIumen 812
• nvironmenl. indoor 84,nn.8n,,IUI
environm'Dt. n.tural 3.B21
environm.nl. oUiee 8111
environm.nt. oppr_iv. A41
.nvironm.nt. ~tlmum III
environm.nt. outdoor 821.814
environm.nt. pa(licl.·rree "13.8111
environm.nt, physical 81.831,151,814.810'.8140.8141.

B233
.nvironment, proxlmel IIldlvldua.l .clal liTe
.nvironm.nt. residential 8231
.nvironment. 11111001 814
environment. toei.1 81,811.810',81Te
environm.nt. tn.rapllllic 81$.8151
environment. typieal oWe. 812'
environm.nt. und'rrround B49
environment. unremllier 81S
environment, uro.n 812,83I,851.BI01,8119.1230
.nvironm.nt. IIrban wiU 810'
environm.nl. work 816.BI3.8121.81"
.nvironment. workill( B31
environmenl-benaviour inlerlclioftl 821
environmental 9126,8161,8193
env.ronmental aC\lon 89

environmental aetl_ .1
environmental qentl 8223
environmental allere_ 8124
environmental all'reens. IIolatioll rrom 8124
environmental e.re IIftIU 8110
environmental ehamIJ.. 8211
environmental ellaraeterlatla 8101
_lrOfu.ental ellemiull 8221
_Ironmental ellOlee 3.11,.\11
_Ironmental oltanup 114
_ironmental eondlli_ 1201.1232
environmental CIOftrlietl 1I
envlronm.ntal CCIIJHq\IIftMI 1222
environmental OOflItralllUl 83'
environmental CIOftcrol "","'1."'3.1".811,11"
.nvlronlHntal oontrol, oomprelltftllve 8111
environmental controls. riJld 1110
environmental crls.. ISI
environmental Cl'1s1a 1113
_ironmental CIIII, ramlliar 1.5
environmental dama.. 110.8231
environmental clec:lsi_ 81
environmental d_irn 11.821.131.142,811.8'5.8100.
8111.8111.8122.8113,1234

environmental education 8120
.nvironm.ntal .v.lualion 8243
environmental r.cton .....814,115.8112.1114
environmental lJa&ard law 8111
environmental lI.zards 823,853,811,B111
environmental lIealtn 830.812.123'
,"vironmental h••ltll alllallO' 8111
envlronm.ntal lI.allll polici.. 1237
environment.1 healtll sci.ne.. 8229
environmental healtn, data ba.. on 8231
environm.ntal 1I..ltll. ezperimental 10
environm.ntal lIydroearbOftl 8111
environmental 1I1n_ 811,12I.B54.8110.8111,8111•

BUD
environmental Impact 821,1223
environmental impacl ..eamenc B141
envlronm.nt•• Improv.m.nu 81.
environmental innuenc.. 83
envlronm.ntal irritants Bl'l
envlronm.ntal Iawl 8111
environment.1 m.ladaption 8110
envlrClllm.ntal medicine 821.850.81T.8'2,894,812'.

8111
environm.nltI movement 811
environm.ntal overload 1111
envlronm.nt.1 ptrsp.ctiv.. 8144
.nvironmenttl pollutants, tOKicity or 8121,IU 92
environm.nt., pollulion 8121.8131.813'.B13I.8111•

8190,8204,8232
environm.ntal protll.lM. pr."enUon or 111
environm.ntal prorr.ftlI 8111
environm.ntal proteetioll ITl
environmental proteetlon Ht 8"
environmental ptyCll\OIorY 115,810',1133
envirllllmental r.lationlnipl, people 123S
environm.ntal requtremenll, ....1 1231
environmental ......rcn 821
environmental~.... "1
environmental MCW'lty 8114
envlronm.ntal aensllivlty A44,821.811'.ll'0
environmental ItUilJll 8113
.nvironm.ntal lIeillS BZ02
environmental .tillllllatioll AI4.AII,"n,810',1210,1133.

8234
environmental Itr.1n 11'
environm.ntal .t,...... B45
.nvlronmental .tressor 840
environmental Itr_n 831.840.861.8101.8141,8113,

8210
environment.1 surv.y 8131
.nvironm.ntal toKicily Be.

•
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'llYironmental tOllM:OiOCY 860
.nvironm.ntal tOlliN 8103,8214
.nvironmental vuiablea 811,8140
.nvlronm.ntal. rem.dial 1112.
.nvironm.ntallsoclal cOftnecUon II
.nvironm.ntally Induced d...... 1243
.nvironmentally induced UIn.a 8110
envlronmenlally llUIClPtiblt lndiYldll8l1 III
environm.ntally-lndueed damac' 1111
envlronm.ntaIlY1ensIUv. people A22
environmentaUY-U!&I.r.d ImmunopathoJacy 13
ellYlronmenu 116,85'7,188,114,1112
environments, adaptlv. 11
envlronmenu. anemaUve A,3
envirOftm.nts, alternatlv. aoelat I15T
envlronm.nts, etIUdren'l 82n
envlrOftmenu, etIronie are ,\21
environmenu, confined 853
environmenu, .,.humanlzinr 144
envlronmenu, deliln or hoepltal 8233
anvironmenu, habltabl. urban 1230
environmenu, healthy 1'5,8130
environmenu, hilh cIan.lty 1182
environmenu, home 84,8V.81U,81S'7,1111,82U,82'D
environmenu, Indoor 8112,8222,8239
environmenu, Indultrlel A13
environmenu. Insthulional 81S
environmenu, job A15,861
environmenu, Iearninc 8235
environmenu, lea_taminatad ,\44
environmenu, livine 822'7
env iron menu, lower clanslty 8182
environmenu, man-made 8222
env iron menu, mine 80
environmenu, mixed-uH residential 8113
environmenu, modern job 8U3
environmenu, natural 5,0422,8151
environmenu, orriee 8VO
envlronmenu, offiee work 820'7
environmenu, polluted indoor A'74
env'ronmenu, pUblie 5
environmenu, .. re 883
environmenu, .. rer 814'7
environmenu, Iehool 8141'
environments, aelr-tailored Al
environmenu, amall town 858
environmenu, lOeial 8229
env iron menu, atrea-indueinr 8183
environments, atress-redueing A18,B183
environmenu. auburb.n 812
environments, therapeutie 86S
.nvironments, urban B12,810'7,8229
environments, urban phyaieal 8164
.nvironmenu, windowless 885
environm.nu, work 839,81 TO
environmenu, worklnr 8%22
enzyme adeplatlon 82
enzymes, n.sal 848
epid.mie 8144,81'7'7,81U
epidemlca 812,B15'7
epidemiolocie evidenee 1192
epldemiolocie Itudi.. 81t2
epidemiolocle ltu<Iy 1203
epidemiololieal 1
epidemiolocieal comparisons A83
epldemlologieal evaluallons 8123
epldemiolocie.1 .tudiea BIS,BI02
epldemiolocieal .tudy 861
epidemiology 815,880,81'7'7
apldemioloc or rungi 8184
epidemiology, human 8201
epicenetie elreinolen 813
epilepsy B108
apolly BI
epp rtporl, the 8133

~---~ - ---------

tpltein-bl" viru~ A24,B15
equII aeens 8213
equ.1 opportunity A32
equal INY A32
equ.1 relaUOnIhipa A'5
equal alatus ror women ,
equ.llty 833
eqll8llt, bet"..n INn and WOIll," 113
eqll8l1ty ror "omen 11
equality of opportunity, Med ror IU2
equality of r!&hu 8211
equality, ruu A'7I
equalization, temperature 8US
equilibrium 122
equipment B152
equipment, air eondlllonlnc 821
equipment, eoolcinr B22
equipment, orfiee 874
equipment, proteetlve 8152
equipment, aporu AU,81'7t
equUa.,le aeeeu to aerviets 88
equitable rtlpOnlibWty 1222
equity 88,863
equlty-orlent.d edueational pollCiu 123.
eraser, liquid B141
e!'fonomle 'aetol'l AT5,B241
erconomies 8128
errorl A21
errol'l. ehoiee diserimination B'7
esopnagus 8231
tstablilhtd dementia B8'7
estatt brokers, rtal 8U3
estates, houling 821
.Iteem, low aelf • B44
ethanol A15,B12'1
ethieal prinelples B144
ethiel 8100
ethnie minority f!'OIIPS B44
.thnie origin A38,A,80.8218
ethnie/raeiel croups 826
ethnieity B7.B 120
ethyl 81eohol B169
ethyl ketone, methyl A26.B165
etiologie actntl 814
etiologieal agents Bl04
eUolocy B51,B164
etiology of childhood caneer B'74
european buildings B22'7
euthanasia, voluntary Bll9
evaeuation 8103
evaeuations A42
evaeuatioN or buildinp, "'''!'feney 8103
eVlluated OItl 81.
evaluation, analy.is and 856
evalultion, environmental B243
evaluations, epidemlolocical 8123
..aporanu, chemleal B220
."aporatlve eondtnsen 8231
event, aver.lve A51 ,B138
.".ntl, external A84,8138
tvenU, interpersonal 8230
."enU, lire A12,852,855,886
evenu, negallve life B195
eventl, Itrearul BU
."ent', atreaM lire BUS
evldenee, epldemiolocle 8192
."olced potential, vilual 124
euminaUon B53
ellaminalion Itrell Al0,1I14
.xamination. phy.ieal 8128
tIleess mortality, soeioeeonomie llatuS and 880
elleess sunlhlne B46
ellees,ive alcohol consumption 813'7
tIlehe"ce, air BIII4
ellehange, caleium A62,B102
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elIcipients 8~3

eacitaDilily. mellltll'ane 1102
excited ... 8
excl..4ed .eclors 1125
excl..siveness, raciAl 8113
eacretion or xenol)ioticl, moblUuUon and 1111
exercise ...20.B1••8105.8204.an4
exercise rreqlleney, low 81&
exercise pro,ram B1,
exercisa, aerOt/ic 1110
e..rcile, intermittent BIOI
exha..st 8112
exhalllt emillions, di...1 8111
exhaust rens, kitchen BIU
exhaust (ens, noisy I1U
exhaust hardw"" add_ 141
exhaUlt or pollutants B1I1
exhaUlt, auto 817
exhault, eutomobila ....,AIO.133,1131,1143,1111,1111,

B200,8224
eahault, automotiva II'
aXhaust, car 1.14,8111
exhault, cetelytic ,aaollne 832
exheu.t, dieHI A14,832,848,B41,lll1,8111,1223
axheusI, d.e.el anrine 8158
exhau.I, enc,ne B1
exhau.t, spilla,e or A'
exhau.led 8138
exnaullion 1.35,8114,8131
exile 1.44
uiled people 8133
uotic pets 9213
expectancy, lire "'53,88,8&1,88'
expectlncy, lo.s or lire B174
expectations B31,819&
upectations (or health clre. putlUc 813
expectations. lInr..listic B1I5
expen410le "'35,8111
uperience, illness 91
experience, traumatic 81%5
axperience, UHr 915
experience, worte 826
ex;:>erience., hirh~ensily BII2
experiences, reel-lire ... 10
experiential learninc BI62
experiment, pecknam BU7
experimentel animals B126
experimental classroom 897
experimental data 891
experimental environmental Ilealth 10
experiments, enimal 8201
experlise, exportable 11
experts, psyChiatric 8130
experts. "antilatine 1.14
exparts, world 1.19,1.15
expiratory now, peak 841
upiratory "olume, rorced 1',8110,8101
exploitallon A35,834
uploitalion o( a c:nild AZ'
axploltation, economic 1.32,113
elq»loitatiOll, pftylical 8114
explorinc diU_c.. IZ.
export markets ... IS
expor~le espartlae 11
exposure l\Iidali.,.. 843
exposure l\Iiclelinn, residential U
exposure lavela, radiation 810
exposure limit l\Iidelinel 843
exposllre meesurements 8129
expOSllre monitorinc, pwaonal 1155
exposyre rltel 8174
exposllre reduction 8.
expoSllre standards, pollutant 830
exposure to neat 8100
axposure, chemIcal 9150

aposure, ClllrOnlc ITI
expasure. CIV'OIllc occupational III
exposure, conditiOftl or 1154
exposure, eumuloU"e A',8221
axposure, elaetrollllcnelic 8111
aposure. rlDI'OlII'''' 8141
upasure. ""man 113
exposure, lead 1151
exposure, lone-term 11S.
axposura, low"a"el artloft _Ida I'
exposure. me.iva cN..leal IUS
upOlUre, noise Ino
npoIUre, occupational 811.1115,8111
elIposure, outdoorllndoor 8141
npasure, perent" wortcplace 81.5
upoIUre, puai"a 8100
expoaure, periodS of 1131
upoIUre, personal 114'
eXf)OlUrl, paUckla 8112
ellpolUt'l. prenatal 814,8TS
exposure, aol"ent 810
exposure, alyrene '811,8123
upOlUre, loxia cllemloal 1101
elIposure, toxic ..DltaMe 8101
allpoaure. worker IllS
expeaure, workplaoe 15
upoaUl'M'npon.. relaUO\IItIJc»s B210
apoaur.. to pert Ic lal, pel'lOftll B15.
npoaures, chemical 11:1,9111
UpoIUreI, c:nronic 1o-1e".1 841
eJlPOlllrn, cvmulaUn 8111
upOSUI'll, mllltipla 829
exposure•• outdoor BU1
uposures, parents 811S
exposures, pesticide An
e.posurn, radielion 813
ellpOlUrel, wortcplaca 81"
axprlllion, ouUet ror 89
axterior lPaOll 8213
external e"ents "'''.8131
extarnal load (actors 829
externalization or blame 8112
extra~arental cere 825
extreme IIfrlllion 8151
axU'emely low rrequency 815
extramely low-(raquency BID2
eye Irritation AI,A1I,8131
eyes to UIa ouUic:la In"ironment 8222
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food hypersensitivity .130
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food Intolarance 'SO
food Iat>als, Incomplata 813.
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food prodUCUon AI1,1111
food selection ruidellna 1142
food Mlllltivllies 14'.1111
food sensitivity 1150
food IlIpply 1215
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food, nutrili_ A2,1111
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roods 8101,1170
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for, human rirhts allies 82
rorea, r.mala Iat>our 8113
roree, Iallour 833,8131,8111
forea. paid Iat>oor 13:1
roree. IOcial 8111
roread air h..tinr I)'ft.m '1'5
roread ellpiratory "olume 81.8110.8202
forcad vital capacity 86
rorees 81t
forees, sociatal 84
rorairn compounds, (at1torad 8111
ror.nsic 8130
roral produets 110
forroUen peopl. BUD
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rormal haallh eara 1111
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formaldehyda amlulon IS
formaldahyde foam insulation,..... AI.814,8:1',851.
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formald'hyde In fabrics, ur.. 8"
formaldallyda, hyperMfllitlaad to 113
formaldahyda. sensitized la .,
formaldahyd., __ AI.B25,8101
formaldahydHuad resin ttindwl .101
formaldallyde-incluead eancer 813
forma ldanyda1e1ll1Uva A'
formald.llyd~t1". individuals .11
forma lion. identity 1113
formic acid BllZ
fossil rua" 8202,B22',8231
foundations, _mic 8141
rraction, particula ta 8123
fraclures, bona B30
rrlrmentalion 8135
rrail AII,SUl
rreil elderly B14'
rramework SI5
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Guide, C.n.dll" Food A51
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ruidelines 8135
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,uidelines, dietary 8142
ruldelines. exposure 843
ruidelines, exposure limll 843
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hairdreasers A32,8201
h.Ir-liCe AI
hallueinalions A43,8103
halorell A51
h.loUlane 8172
hand imlMrsion 8100
hand smoke. Hcond 841,R125
handbook or prev.ntion 8511
handie.p 3,A2,A40.8121
h.ndleapped 1.13.17,A41.A42,AIO,851,8238
handie.pped .duIIS. menl.lly 8153
handie.pped ehildren 8122
handie.pped people I
handiellps 8109,8131
h.ndie.ps, eeonomie 825
h.ndline. m.lerial 8152
handr.ils A29,A42,810,8211
h.ndwrilinr 8127
.happeninrs. outside 8222
hara.menl 841
h.rassmenl. Hl\u.1 A34,835
h.rdship, eeonomie 834
hardw.re. addoon exhausl 848
h.rm 10 ehildren 870
harmrul ehemie.1 IUbltancu 8U5
harrusmenl, Hau.' 12
hUe 841
hale erimes 817
llele-moliv.led violence A4I,817
h.y-rever A8
hazard 8183

• h.z.rd law, envlronmenllll 8111
• hazard, he.lth 85,IJiI,813,8112,1211

hazardous 1208
haz.rdous aubltanees 8152
hazardOUl wasle manacemant 8223
hazards 8183,8201,8243
hazards, biolorlc!., A15,811,8241
haZArds, ehemieal 8112
haUrds, delayed llealth A5I,9182
hazards, environmenlAl 823,853,811,8111
".urds, health 83,8I,812,81I,811,81',821,B22,824,

827 ,831,841,844,847 ,841,848,850,851,152,851,817,870,
812,873.87I,811,BI2,8I4,9I1,8110,8111,I'2,8114,8117,8103,
1104,81 05,8J 01,81 01,81 08,8110,8120.8123,8124,8125,
8121,8127,9121,8135,8141,8144,8141,8147,814',8151,
8152,8153.8 I57,B151,81 5',8111,8115,8111,8118,8115,
8171,8171.8171,0110,8114,8111,8117,8111,8119,8 lID,
8112,B191,B 117.81",8200,9201,8201,8207,820',8215,
8211,8217,8220,8221,8223,8225,8227,1221,822',8233,
11240

haZlIrdS, household R53
h.z.rds, industri.1 A71,8134
haz.rds. IncIUlllri.1 hulll'l A15,8241
hell:.rds, indUlllrhlllYRener.lId llelllll'l 8238
h.Zllrds, oceup.lional 871,8J02,8135
h.z.rds, oeeUpalion.1 ....Itn 8134,8111
hezards. oWee 8121
hell:llrds, reprodueUve A15,831,81'3
h.z.rds, l'Isplr.lory 8123
haUrds. respir'lory 1Ie.ltn 8123
haz.rds, .. rely 837
h.zards, unexpeeled A44
haz.rds, vdl Ndi.lion 8208
haurds, vulnar.bilily to All
haUrdll. worlcpl.ee 8231
lIe.d-UII AI3
lIe.d-\raum. 8101
headllehe A8.A13,AI8,A53,816.8115,0I3I.8173.8180
helldlelles AI,A',All,A51,A'77,112',874,8103,8153,8110.
8240

he.d.el'les. vueul.r 8171
he'ds, Mower A54,"",8;;1
healine A13
he.line processes filII
healine. proeessll or 851
he.llh .dmissions. mentlll 13
heallh .dvoe.ey. menllll A44,839
he.llh alli.nee. environmenl.1 '" 11
he.llh and built environmenl 815
heallh .nd ..rlly 3.1.833,15123
he.llh and ..rely eommillees. joint 8115
he.llh .nd sDCely. ehil" RI3,8130
hlllllh .nd 11' rei)'. oeeup.tionlll "1 .... 34.n3.1133.838.

844.873,BI23.R 127.BI28.8 134.11135,8157,8115.8110.BI8S,
8110.8191,8208.~221.823~.B241

heallh .nd .. rely, sehoo! Al.AI2,AI1
heallh and .. rely. tenant Al,AII
he.llh and urely, workplaee A1~.8231

health .nd soeial polieies, C.nlldi.n 8142
he.llh .nd the environmenl 8231
hellllh beh.vior 871
heallh beliers 871
h..Un eare 885.892,81~2,B232

heallh e.re delivery 816
he.ltn e.re delivery systelns 3.8156
he.llh eare r.eilities A75,8112
health e.re polieies 854
1Ie.lth eare poliey 81
he.llh eare pror..ionals 8142,8115
he.llh eare proCessions 8134
he.llh eare providers 813.8123
health eare "niees. m.nared 8142
health e.re Hrwieu, nalion's 811
he.llh eare syslem A74,813.81I,8123
he.lth e.re syslem, C.nadi.n 8224
llealth eare system, manLlI 1211
he.lth e.re syslems 3
helllth eare syslems, ment.1 A43
he.Itn eare worklt'l 8209
1Ie.llh eare worklt'l, native eommunily 881
health e.re, .dequ.te 8112
1Ie.lth eare, .ltem.Uves to 885
hellllh ellre, barriers to R1I2
llelllth eare, Canlldilln 880
he.llh e.re, ramlly-eentered 854
he.lth eare, r.mllyeentel'ed A7I
he.llh e.re, rorm.1 8UI
he.lth eare, holistie 854
llealth eare, non-judrmental A"',BIU
1Ie.llh e.re, personal 81
health eare. prevenlive menllll 834
he.lth ellre, publie ellpleLltions ror 813
he.llh elaims SI42
healtn elnsses••eademie 811
he.lth elmies. independent oeeup.tional 8241
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nellltn compluinu n35
nllOlth c"mplointa, employee 8131
hCllltll COIL \127
lleolll' dulll n8
hcaltll di"lurbances In atloleacellu 8Ul
ncalth education 853.8231
nealtn edue.t ion 1If'OfI'.m 853
h.lIltn erreets oC airoome bect.,.. 1214
nealtn .((eeta oC pollulion 817
nealth ercects, acutc 8158
nealtn .creelS, m.lltel 868
ne.ltny For All A2.B83
Ue.ltlly For All, aenie"inc 8133,8134,8204
Healtny For All: implicalions, aellievilll 1142
nealtn habits, poorer 0243
nealtn hazal'ds, delayed A58,8112
nealtn hazards, Inclultrial A75,8241
nee Itn haz.ards, indYItrillllycenerated 8131
llealtn lIazal'ds, oecupational 8134,811'
nealtn IlaZAI'dS, respiratory 8113
nealtn impaet Ilatements 857
n..ltn in Ih. city 8221
ne.lln inCormalion Iylt.m 8121
n.altn informalion Iyll.ml B121
ne.ltn insur.nca. uni"e,..1 88
na.ltn issue, preventAble 8145
n.altn illu.l. wom.n'l 8122
n.altn manacem.nl coullMUinC 8204
nealtn mollitor,nc devices 15
ne"nn mo".m.llt, holilLic A17,812
n•• II11 n.cdl 81,8204
n.altn oC indians 8111
n••llIl oC tn••Id.rly 8238
h.alth oChcials B240
healtn order, n.w worlel B1l7
h.altn path, sort RI2
healtn plannlnc 81,8111
healtn plnnnlllC, lone t.rm 8111
heallh polici.s, en"ironm.ntal 8237
h.alth polici.s, putllic 8131
heaLlh policy B83,Bl03,B116,8142
h.allll policy, national 8134
h.alth policy, oecupalional 8185
n.altn poliey, pUblic 822,837,1157,810,883,811,8100,

8120,81 22,fl2U4,8224,8221
h.altn pracheel, positi". mental 834
nealtn probl.ms 837,847
healtn proDI.ms, mental 8101,8140.8111
h..nh prolll.ms, oecupational 873
n.altn proD'.ms, putllic B171
n..lth proC.ulonals 835,861,B243
h... llh proCeuionall, m.ntal B141,8211
n.ultn promolion o\30,A67,A77,A71,857,8I3,811.8UI.

8133,8134.82U4,8213
n.altn promotion prorreml 811,8137
nealth promotion atrateri. 8204
he.ltn prolection 820 I
h.altn publicalions. mental 851
llealtn r....ren 8221
II.alth racarch.rs Bl09
IIaaltn riskl 870,R220,0221
naalth aci.nc. HOtr. 811
IIaaltll aci.nc.. en"ironmental 8UI
n.altn Mrvie.. 847,B8I
naaltn servlca, mental An,81S
naalth social worker 854
n.alth ltatul 8142
n.altn Itatul oC ellildren 8138
n.altn It.t..l. indieator oC 88
n.alth Itat\lll, lower 01
lleanh Itnt.cies RI,9133
n.Alth Ilrll tegy, Inl.mali"nal 1'239
lIenlthy Stralegy, I'r••ni.r's Council 011 814
n.nltn survelllanc. IJ 129
ne.lth surv.y elata 8143

IlHlthy Sv",ItY, CIlIlllda "46.8137
Ilelllth lu",ey, IlIIti_1 Al '71
he.ltn Iylte,n, ment..1 8115
"..1111 "lIri.nlel 8112
"'alth ".riablol, co,.munlt, _U11 8140
nealtll, beI.."lou" that prolllOte D204
"'allll, cnlkl BI3I
nealtn. eIIilft'l menlAl 871
nealtn, eIIlldren'l 1113
nealtn, etIlldren'l ....ntlll 11113
noaltn. community 831,Rl01
nealtn, community mental 11140
nealth, eommunity~d putllie 112
neaun. complote Al
nealth. dalllaces \0 812
nealth, 4aLa .... 011 ..,,\roIl_tal 8U7
nealth, dairn ror 81$
nealth, diet and 1142
nealln, eeolocy of 8142
nealln. emotional end pIl)'lleal 11101
llealtn, environm.ntal 830,R12,RU7
nealtn, experimental en"ironmental 10
nealth, family 871
nealth, pod menUlI nil
nee Itn, noulinc and n231
nealtn, numan 810,8220,8230
nealtn, m.int....nc. oC 11:'7
nealtn, m.ntal 1017,1017,1011,10'71,81.812,821,831,1'33,

1134, R35,839 ,1'44,1'45,811,"74,"'7I,R90.813.RI5,RIT,B91,
B10I,BI12,811I,II133,t1131.RI411,BlS 1,111 52,R151,8 112,
8163,1176,8112.1113,8114,RlIl.8115.8116,8117,8207,
8210,8211,B216,821I,821I,8232,8233

"'a11 n, oecupalional B42,869,872,8I1,8121,B125,8126,
8121,8152,8161,8174,81'77,811$,8211,8236,8240

nealtn, occupatio... l "areL, and 8112
n.altn, personal 8141
".altn, poor RIO
"'altn, poor ....ntAI 811
n.altll, poor phYlieal 844.811
"'alth, promotine 1117
haaltn, pl)'ellolO(iclIl 834
neallh, public D2I,837,857,871.8101,8103,8120,813I,

S173.8202,R238
"'alth, respiratory 824,873.8'7'7,812,8107,8111.8184
n.altn, social nature oC 813
nealln, socio.conomie ea_ or IU 8133
"'altn, somatic 832
nealth. unemploym.nt and 841
nealln. un.mployment and ph)'lical 8112
nealth, urbaniution and numen 812
haaltn, wom.n't 835
nealtn, wom.n'l m.ntlll A34
nealt~.marinc eopinc errorts 811
nealtn.,elAted problems or women 8231
neeltntul bella"ior A73.871
"altnrulnas oC life 88
1Ic.ltllior IICestyle D47
llealtlllllarilll IU33
neauny city 851
nealtny e""ironmenU nU,B130
nealtny liCatyla A'7I,8116,8211
nealtn, 11" inc 811
nealtny po,ulALi_ 8232
llealthy puOlic policy 813
nelllth, soci.ty 8141
nealtny worlcllll environmenL 813
nearine AID,877.8230
llearilll impaired etIlkl Rln
IlOarillC loll, niln·rreqlleney AID
hearinc 1011... A2I,1I5'
lIe.rin, prooleml A77
ne.rine Jlf'O\lI.ml, e.r and 821
hellrt attaCks, COrotlllry 1144
he.rt diaoa.. A5I,II22,B IOU.I!t1 2,8137
neart diua.., coronery 822,1144
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henrt C'Iil'else, IIU!'eCftllhilit1 to . D76
helrt rite A53,UI0.D141
helrt trouble AfiIl,847
tlelt AI3
hell, e"poture 10 8 100
tlell, NlelH 01 122Z
tleller, ell Bl47
tlelter, unvented IPlce 1141
hllters 8111
helten. keroeeM All
hllten, 'Plee 811,8211
tlellers, Uftvenled keroMM IPlce 173
tlellerl, ,,"vented nllural eel 8p&ce 173
tlelline 821,841.8220
tlellilll I)'ltem, forced lir 1115
tlelline I)'lteml 1147
tlelllne SYlleml, hOme AI
helline Iyslema,. ~hOld A20
hel line, home All
tlelUne, ~Ice 1114
tlellly 812Z
tIeIvy drink1111 11112
tlelvy fr.ekline 862
tlelvy Indultry 8241
helvy melal A20.A21
tlelvy mellls AI3,A40,A43,8126,8157,8111,1200,1208,

82211
helvy worklold 8208
heleht A52
helplessness 8117
helplessness, humin 8138
hemltologiell 817
hemoglobin B154
hemoglobin eoneenlrltlon 813
hemo",h.ee 838
herbieides A20,BI3
herbieides, pIlenollY 81112,8113
hermetiellly Hlled 8206
hermelieally Haled olliee oomplell 818
heroin Iddie" Al1,8231
heterosexull A48
tleteroselluMly-orlenled A46
tlelllehlorlde, benzene ASS
lIelllehloro·l.3-t1ulldiene 8136
IIldden A4II .......
hidden food ineredienu 1138
IIldden program Bill
hidden Hnsitivllles 8121
hldine A47 ;12
lIidilll dirrerenen A111
hieh blood preSlure AII,847,81811
hieh eholesterol levels B44
lIigh density 8182
high densily aplrt menll B183
lIi(h clensity enYironmenU 11112
hleh Income croups B142
lIieh injury I'Iles 8114
hit:'h lIIOl'tIidity 81111
IIleh prolein-Iow clrtlollydrlle diel 1311
IIleh rise liYlne 1113
IIleh risk crouPS A41,8111
IIleh IC!hOOl Iluden" 1101
llieh lensIon 844
hieh ¥OllIee Une 8153
llie~OIt 1.ellnoJory III
llie~rh"e Ail,8213
llie~ensity aperienet.. 1182
h!ch-enercy plac.. A21,AI4,8111
h!ch-frequeney helrine" A60
"ich-Irequeney I'Idillion AI2
h!chof'elOlullon els chromalogrlphy A82
hirhof'ise buildin,s A22,821,8183
highof'isk "'26,A29
lIigh-ri!lk croup A47
Illih-rilk croups 8238

hil:hof'i.k l'Il""'mp,," "743
hi\:'l1ehuol Iludenls 024
hlet_olllllc III1)Stllt inn UII
hi(h-voll:lle Irlnsmisslon lines AI2
1Ii1l1er Idmillllion riles 8152
hieller densily 8183
hieher Ineolne croups "71
hieher Ineome levels I1
lIieher11lposure hOmes ISI
"!ch'y speeiAllzecl personnel 1213
hiehr ise A41
IIlghwly A26
hlfhwlY, dislllncte (rom UM 1143
hlehWlY, mlin 1107
lliehwAY1celdenl B1I7
lIippoelmpA' dysruneUon 1151
hippoelrnpus A2S
lIil1plnics 017
hlllorln, eliniell 817U
hislorles. resldenUAl 1122
hislory, flmlly 111411
lIislory, mediell 8121
h"lory. oeeupaUonal A'IS
hOlrsene.. An
IloCkey 87
IIolislie Ipproleh 886
IIolistie helllh elre 814
holistie heltUl movemenl A77,882
holistle view 882
hOme All2,84,B33,R53,II122
1I0me leeidenll 137,B161,8228
1I0me Ipplilnces An
1I0me care seNlees 17
home delivery 8131
1I0me environmellt 836,B37.tlll1,BI67.BJ7S,BIB2
home environmenls 84,811.8113,8117,8168,8213,8230
home heltins A51
home heDlins syslems A6
home oWee 837
home responsibilities. burden 01 82011
home safety 853,B114
home ..fetyproorillJ 853
home. leeidenl In Ihe A4
home, IdApling Ihe 8122
1I0me, independence in Ihe B81
hOme. paSI 8111
hOme. peslieide-free 8171
home, Hnse or 832
IIome, women's work in Ihe 833
1I0me, work outside Ihe 8113
home-olsed work B37
hOme-tllsed work, eomputer·medllled 839
IIome-tllHd workers A1I,R39
hOme-mlker, lull-tlme 839
hOme-owners B20
1I0me...ehOOling 810
homeless "'7,M78
homeless, plieht 01 Ule U78
homelessness 878
hOmelike 8112
homeOllllie mechlni~m 811i9
homeOllltie mechlnisms IU 70
hOmeowners 8217
1I0mes 3,5,874,888.1114,8121,8146,8141,8218
homes lor lhe elderly AI6
hOmes, lirl!chl 827
horr,es, CIMdiln 8132
hOmes, hieher111posure BSI
homes, IOWer1lt~re 859
homes, mllerllls ror B215
home~, mobile A6,R27 ,Fll 28
homes, nUrllins A33.IU22,816ti
homell, private 82211
home~, sealing or H21 ~

1I0mu, lemporll Ispeell or 8230
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homel'. tirrlll AS
homO\:C1ncily. _ial clll~ 0233
homos:cni1.alion '\14,827
homophOhia 040,855
homOpllOtlic aUilud.. A47
homopnooic prajudica 84J
IIomOHxua' "47,8201
homOHxual adolalCIlIl A4I
hOmoMlI:UGI Ildol.se.nll "41,815'
ho_x_1 lirulylaa 81.
ho_U.' youlh& 0173
hOmOlltxWllily 82,84,840,841,855,817,8112,8151,8173
homoscllualily. adoJ.lCenl 8173
homOHxualily, overl prejudica aClinlt A4.
homOHIlUGlily, pr.judices qlillll 82
bomOHllualily, _ialal blaMa lo.ards 811
homOHxualily, Il.reolYIMI or 8S1
homOMlluaL~ A46,BI'
IIOnUly In eommuniClUon All
1louC1, unvanl.d UI65
IIOpc:laun.. 7,IO,17,A45,81I,8152
normOlllll 811
hormonal rll(ulalory m.etlanilma 82
hospilal 865,B7lI,UI57.8233
hospllal admiulon 815,8192
hospilal adm,ssion ral.a "It
hospilal .dmiuion ral.., manlal 8112
hospllal admissions 12,A3I
hospilal tluildinp AIS,8207
hOllpilal .nvironm.nll. clelIicn or 8233
hospilal _i,,1 r.lalionships 8233
hospilal lrealm.nl, cen.r.J 821.
hOSpil.I, chilt1ran's 865
nospilals A45,"511." 75,854.8115,8222,8227 ,8237
hospilals, manllll 8152
hospilals, psycniatric 822
hospilals. leachlnc 811
hOSl IUSCClplitllhly 8104
hOllile environm.nt 811
hOl and dry .nvirorun.nl 8100
hol and w.l anvironment 8U10
hOl waler SySl.m 8165
hOl waler syslems A54,821
hOlels "511,8237
hour reducuons••MUa. jotI 81U
hours, inconveni.nl A17 ,844
house dUSl R5
house dUSl mile 8U.
hOUSe dUll m'l.S 8186
house paint KI9
house painI." 813
hOUse, idealized A42,8122
houIC, Ilicmalized 8122
IIOus., sllcmaUzinc Ule 8122
hOUMhOld 833
household accidenll A4
IIOUICholt1 eomrOrll 833
househuld IlltUrdl 853
IMIuHhold IIUlinc sysl.ml A20
household ineom... tlalo...verar. 811
hOUMbold injuries 852
ftouMhOld inJUria.. cllildlloOCl 852,853
IMIuHhold procIUClll 8220
~llOld ~iblbli" 834
ft_hold tacllllOlocies 8115
household lypa A37
ftOUse ho Id wortc JoIdI 845
hOUMhOllls "31,851
housenolds, molhar-l.d A3I,8114
households, non1mO!tlnc "26
ftOUseholtls, slncl~arenl 81114
IIOusenolds lWO"l)arenl 839
houses R28,043,IIH,RI6,R88,RIOl,8140
ho....s. encrl:y~(ficient 822U
"-K, Ilone 811

M..~wlCa "'11
IlOUlCwiC., mylh or the 111.3
ftouse.ives A34,813.H14I.
llOo.sewivK, lIYmplom.llc 113
ftOUM.ork A32,813,1I11.
bou.inc 17.812,832,835,8U,811,871,871,8122,1177,

8227,8231,8243
ftousinc .llamaU".. 842
ftou,inc and Mallh 823.
houIinc ClOIII A71,8J41
ftousinc erilil, renlal In
boulinc claim 842,8115,1111,8201,822'
houIinc ..lal.. 821
bousinc ror aldarl" CIOftCl'eelte 8111
houIinc rot \/le alderly 132
lICIuSinc M"Ie.. 84
lIousinc lIIlotUCa 871
bou'inc IIIlOrtac.. A3.
houIinC. Irrorc1lbla 871,8232
lIousinc, approprial. lIS
ftousinc, eoIlI'eeala A31,8111
houIinc, Cay1UpporU". "41
ftOU,inC. improvem.nll In 831
lIouIinc. inadequ.le 8211
ftouainc, inlercell.raliolllll 8232
houIinc. lo.-ineome A7
houIinc, lowineoma 871
ftouainc, ne. 835
houIinc. perman.nl 871
houIinc. poor 0229
housinc, putllic 8232
boulinc. r.nlal 8233
houIinC, ~.cialized 81"
ftOUsinC, subsidlz,.ed "36,863
housinc, su~ly or 871
ftum 82311
human 8'2,B117,R172
human tlallllVlor 871,8113,8117,8213,8230
human cancar 8174
human characl.rislics AI
ftumMn eommunily 837
'human eolllexl 013
human COIlS 8112
lIuman COllll or unamploymanl 8112
Iluman development 8131
human dicnily B1U
ftuman .eoIOCY 817,8111
human .nvironm.nl 812
ftuman epidemiolocy 0201
"'"nan eaposur. UI3
ftum.n MIllh 870,8220,8230
human he.lllI, urtlani7.aUon ancl 812
ftuman Mlplessness 8131
human Imllllln. ayll.m 821
ftuman malabolill/ll 5
ftuman mieroorcanilm 8220
human neltfl 1l\l,n811
Iluman needs UII3
human needs, llaie 8n
ftuman properlies 81U
Iluman raacl~ 811
Iluman relaliOlllllip, pelftOloo or 825
Iluman ritfnll 17,"22,817,11211
Human R1CIIll Coda, Onlarlo 141
ftumln riChlS eodes "47,8112
ftuman rlchll ilsu.. ror 82
ftuman riCIIL~ leeislalion A7',AIO
human ricnll poliey 817
human riChll, tlalic 11222
human scMI. 8111,1229
human selllft "55
human sensory irrilaUon 8227
human service n.cclll, ehanCi'lI 8224
humMn smoking 11101
human subl.Cll 8144
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humidifer rev~r D82
humidifi.r AI4.873
humidifi.rs A&.A~4.R21.Fl214

humidlhers. _I-mlsl 8224
humidifi.rs••oy D28
humidity Al&.A 17.877.FlI31.1201.1210,1220,8238
humidity dillrltlUtion 81U
humidity. relalive AU
humlliat.d A27 .8~O

'''''mmalions A21,834
humoral AI4
humoral i,nmune funeUonq 1S4
huncry 825
hURtlandry. ani mal 11238
hUSbands A36.845
hydrocarbon pesUcid... chlorinat.d AI2.1117
hydrocarbon oolv.nu. voleUl. A82
hydrocarbon. chlorinated 813&
hydroearbon. polycyclic aromaUc A14
hydrocarbons I~O.8141.8111

hydrocarbons. aromallc 8137
hydrocarbons, chlorinet.d 813&.8110.8232
hydroearbons. envlronm.ntal 118&
hydrocarbons, isoperaCClnle 8227
hydrocarbons. polycyclic 8211
hydrocarbons. polycyclic aromaUc A'3,1~2,8117

hydroc.n cy."id. 8121
hydroc.n suICide A8.8U
hydrol. peralolu.n. IUllinet. of michlar" Al&
hydrolysis A6.8n
hydroxide', ~dium A8.R69
hYCi.ne producu. perfum.d personal All
hygiene. indUSlrial 8137,8242
hygiene. personal 8173
hYCi.nic 8152
hyoergy B232
hyp.r..ensi',jvity, d.lay.d-type B14
hypersctive behaviour All
hYi'eraclive childr.n A'
hyperactivity A43.A~2,8127,8132,BI67,8231
hyp.rirritability B221
hyperkin.sis B154
hyperlipidemia B22
hyperr.aclivity An.Bll1
hyperresponsivan.ss, air.ay 8234
hypersensitive 1.817~,8239

hypersensitive individuals A44
hyp.rsensilive. ch.mically &
hype....nsitivity I~O,B67,8113,8125,8170,8115,8211.
8238

hypers.nsitivity dis.as.s A4S
hyp.....nsitivity pn.umonlUs 8177
hyp.rs.nsitivity to lIOft-1)IIy.iolOCic chemicals 8183
hypers.nsillvity, chemical A~5,A'2,881

hypersensiUvlty, food BUD
hypersensiUvity. frustraUons of 881
hyperse"lIiU1.~d to lorma"'.hyde nu
hyperausc.pUhilily A41.A76.84~.8113,8138,8111,8208

hypersuac.pUnility, chemical A17.8172
hyp.rsusc.ptibility, nutritional 8173
hypertension AU.822,847,8146,8174,8188
hypert.nsive 8 141
hypoealc.mia 830
hypoehondriacs 8138
hypoehondriasill A74,8170
hypoerCY 8232
hypot.nsion 838
hypot.nsion, orthoataUc 122
hypothelamus. eet 8188
hypoxia A63,8100
hy.terectomies 8136
hysl.ria. mallS An,8i4,8138
hystcrics 11138
iatroc.nic dill....s 8136
iau-oconic disordors. a• .,..no.. of 81S7

illtrOf/e"ic drll\l therapy 8:1
ic. arenRlI All
ic. NlIUrfaci.. machi".. 87
Ic. rink 1t7
iee-raurfaeinc ....chin~ All
id.ali"ed ho\I!le A42,IU22
idos about youth, falle A27
id..s. polarlz.cl 8183
idenUficalion. polllllion aouroe 8128
idenlifiealion. publi!! 1\47
kt.ntity A30,A'7,89,842
id.nUly formation 8173
IdeoIOCY 87
Idiosyncrasy 8U
IdiO!lyneratic netur. of inllividual responaes 8232
19noranee A4~.A49,A80,840,8185

III Chll". et!ronlc"lIy D7
III he.lth. _I_nomic aalllU of 8133
1II persons. m.nta lIy 851
1II. chronicaUy mantaUy 8207
Ill. m.nt"Uy 17
III-tr.atm.nt or a child 834
lIIicll drug A24
IIlicll druC abuse 8112
illicit druC use 813 I
illicit drues AfUI,FlI3~

Illness 837.8143,R233
IlIn.ss amonc .om.n 8143
iIIn", .xp.ri.nc. 87
iIIn.u pr.venlion 8204
illnen. allnptalion to DI·"
Illness. bUilding 8118,8206.8207
iIIn.~s. tlUiI"ing"n\llted AI,8172
Illness. chronic B122
illness, customs '.or manllRin,; R7
illness. et'olocical B95.BI25,BI49.BI60
illne~s••nvironm.ntaI 811.829.8~4.8180.8188,8119.

8110
IIIn.ss••nvironm.ntally induced 8110
Illness. mallll psyl'hogenic 8138
IIln.u. m.ntal 13.A43,8~I,888.8103,8128.8143.8U~

IIIn.... physical B47
IIIne!ls. portr"yal of m.ntlll B~1
IIlne!l~, pr.venUon of m.ntal 818
IIIn"s, psychiatric 8UU
II1n psyChosomatic 881
IIIn r.spiratory 886.8108
Illness. leX differ.nc.s In 8143
IlIn.u. lligma of m.ntal A43.A70,8112
IIln.ss. vulnerabiliUes to 8148
IIIn"ses 837
IIIn....s. mimicry or common 8~

IIIn_.., smolcing-f'.lated 014$
Illnesses. stress-f'.lat.d 834
lIluminetion 8238
IlIIag. of psychilllry, public 8121
Image, Inalc A35
Image. superman A3$
Imaces of Cays, at.reotyped 840
Imagel. normative 827
Images••l.reotypecl A24.A4&
Images••t.reotypical A48
Imacilli. brain 8108
Imaging. comput.rized 8108
Imbalanee In work lOads 845
Imbal"nee. "'.lRbolic 838
Imbalanc.d workloed A36
Immediate ~atificalion BID
Im_rsion, hllnd 8100
Immigrant "38
Immicrant chine,e D7
immigranl r"milies R7
imn'igrunl crollp~ 844
imm'll:rant~ 826,8151
Immune abnormalities 8171
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immUlle alleraliOfl n52
immune deficiency sYndrome, aequired A4T
immune funclion A64
immuM (unclioninr AIO,AII4
immuM Cunclioni"l, ""moral BI4
immune Cunclioni"C, pl'IQroeylic 852
immune peramelers BI1U
ImmuM respoflM AI4,840
immune suPl"'enion AI3
immune ~Ilem A5%,A5I,A5I,A11,83,8I'7,81I,821,B40,852,

1154,IlU,I:Il15,IJ130,8 I'71 ,R liT
immuM 8Yllem suppr_ion 851
immu"e syslem, human 821
immune syslems, luppressed A42
immunily indicalors '\25,8110
immunllY, cell-maclialed 8%32
immunily, local BtU
immllflity, mammalian 821
Immunizalion /t96,81'71,81TI
Immu"izeel 8100
immuno-lo_ic 84T
i..,muno-loucily U2t5
immunodeCiciency 83
immunocan 014
immu'lOilollUlin levell AI4,854
immullOl:loOuli1ll 868
immunolocic responses 811
immunuloC1cal rnponsiven_, decreuecl 8232
i,nmunolocy I,A83
immunop.lholon 93
immunopalnoloCY, environmenlalIy-lri"ered 83
immunosupprelSlve AU,B52
immunosuppre..,ve acenls 8103
immunolo_iClly 85%
immunolodcolorY 852
Impacl a._menl R16,823,8221
impacl ..essmenl, environmanlal 8141
impnct Ilaleme"ts, heallh DST
impacl, environmenlal 821,8223
impacll, soeial 834
impaired abilily 10 coneenlrala 8221
in'paired child, hearine 9153 •
i,"peired children, learnine 8110
impaired coordlnalion 88'7
impaired molor COOfdiRalion B23
impaired venlilalory funclion BIT
impairmenl, cornilive 811
impairmenl, inlelleclual 810
impairmenl, 10nC-lerm 864
impalrmenl, mamory 89,811,912
impairmenll, molor A25
impasse IU 11
i"'pedanee, naAI B30
implications, acni..,i"l llealUl Cor an 1142
imporled AI1
Imposed Mlline 8111
impoverished RII
ilnpro..menLS In IIouIinr 1131
illlpl'lWem."LS, .""Ironm."lal 11.
inabilily \0 coneenlrale B50
inallility to cope 815'7
inallllity \0 laarn 822
'naoilily to pertiCIipala B201
inabilily \0 work IlU
lnaclivity A10
Inactivity, pl'Iylical B131
inadequate nousine 8211
inadequale inCormalion R44,8'1
in.dequale ventilalion 8.0
inclpacitatinc 8125
incapacity oC childr.... 8144
ineense A26,8165
ineenllvlt, eeollomie n134
inelmllvCS, work IH 12
Incest A2ti,IIJ4

iftcictenee on Ilnirs, .eeid....t Htt4
incidenca, cancer 814
Incincrltion 0","'1011I, wlsle A2J
iftcineraUon, municipal AI.
inClineralion, w"le DUI
inClinerator, prMp Bill
Incinaralors A52,III3,II241
I..Inaralors, prbale AI2
\neinarators, municipal A20
lneinerators, M.afe Iludro 8121
Incl\llnl enalle." AI3,II111
Incom. A11,81I,1I10,B15,815'
Income ellemaUv.. IT
income enlldren, low 1113
Incollle credlls .,4.
Incollla dllpatU" fa_Ia/lllala 12
Income INUPI, DOllom 81
Income INUPI, hlell 8142
Incoma C"OUPIt hie" A11
Incom. ........ IIi1her ••
Income RClIIPlly BI5
Incon.., enlploylllenl KG2
Incoma, Ca",lIy 124,8101
income, mainlaRanee Bl04.
incom.., Dalo.-avarafe holIIeIIOld 811
Incomes, rlxeel A30,8232
Incomes, 10...1 811
incomes, povarly-I.".I A31,8114
Incomplete Cood laDaIs 8131
inconvenient "ours AJ1,844
increuac:l 1I1Ood pressure 1144
Incraased risk oC dealll .10
increased llalul A65
incullal ion 8236
Inde~nd.nca A30,A31,A43,AI5,AII,An,"T',8t5,Bl ai,
B23)

inclapendenca In \IIe IIoma Bit
independanco, emoUonal 8~5

Independ.nea, family 811
independenl contraclors A11,831
incle~ndenl leamine BIU
Inde~ndent oecupelioflll lleam, clinies 8241
independenl taneclion 8t62
indi.n rele""a BIIU
indian rne""., Mrpent tivet .110,8201·
indians, lIeallll 01 BUl
indians, Rallve BI.l .
indians, Ontario 8180
IndiaN, Union oC Oftlario Bl10
indicator 8223
indicalor oC Ileallll llalus .1
indicalors 12
indiealors oC IUlftPtlllillty B45
indicators, lIenaviour 13
indicalors, ImmUftilY An,III'O
Indiealors, perfOl'llla_ U
Indlc'"ors, 1DCi81 RU,Bn
incIlc:.. oC S\NII 8201
Indlc.., rapiralMy 141
indirael rasp-'lIiUly B204
individual 13T
individual cnoic. 8142
individual conlrol 3,81 T2
Individual diUerances 811,120'
Individual needS 8101
individual ,..illa_ 831
indi"idual /'eIPClIIHI, ldiolyncraUe ..ture 01 B2J2
individual faI)OIlIllIiIIly B133
individual MIl-eare AI'
indivlClual _ilivilies B231
individual _ial anYironmant, pPOlflmal IITI
individual IUReplil)ility 853,814'
individunlily I.i1,IlZ 12
indlvil,\unhl.ed eurllive Dl'prollCh 8213
indl"lduals with a dilaCllllly 115
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IntliYktunl", IIliennted nlll
indlYiduul", chClIllic"lIy IUsceptiblc AII,8212
indiYiduals, direet contact with 12
IndiYiduals, .nYironmentally IUsceptlble 151
IndiYidual". formald~hyde1ensltiYe ..,
IndiYiduals, hyp.rt.nsillve A44
Indiyiduals, mold ..nsiIlY. 121
Indlyidu.ls, needs of 1116
IndiYldu.ls. older lIIl.mployed 84'7
IndiYiduals, ..nsiUve 10,13
indiyiduals, IUleepUble A'76,84'7,8ce,8N
IndiYlduals, lIftalllployed 84'7
indoor B117
indoot' air A53,8211
iftdoor air pollution 1.81.86,811,813,814.IUI.IUI,B17.

81',821,822,827,821,821.831,831.842,843,846.847,841.
853.854,855,857,862,865.867 ,86 ',873,B74,871.87',812,
811,819,8'0,8'1,812.817 ,BID 1.81OI.BI 0',8113,8115.
8120,8123,8124,8126,8127 ,8121,8131,8131.8137 ,813',
8140.8141,8142,8145.8147,8141,8 ISD.81I 2,81 SS,81 SI,
8164.8115,8166,8117 ,8173.8174.8171,81'71,8177 .8171,
8111,8114,8116.flll1,8111,8110.8I'4,81'6,Bl'7,81I1,
8202.8203,8211~.·'.....P~II.821~821'7,8211,8121,8222,
8225,8226,82~• ~I.8242

indoor air qualll) . .'J.81,BlI,821.Bll,8S1,R66.873,
876.87',811,8'6,81 O.i,8104,8110,8123,8121,8131,8141,
8153.8151,8165,8166,81 '72,8110,8114,8117 ,8111,BII7,
8119,8201,8205.8206,8207,820',8214,8215,8220,8226.
8227 ,8236.823'7,8231

Indoor air, bact.ria in 8214
Indoor air, of 81'
indoor air, polluted 3
Indoor ai~orn. Yirus.s 8231
indoor clim.te 8238
indoor clim.t. complaints 876
indoor combustion applianc.. 873.8211
indoor .million aourc.s 5
Indoor .nyironm.nl 84,861,8227,8231
Indoor .nyironm.nts 8112.8222,823'
Indoor .nYironm.nta, poUuted A74
Indoor farages A16
indoor mlcronora 8211
Indoor pane ling 8152
indoor parking 8155
Indoor pollution 8210
Indoor pollution, air 811
indoor surf.ces 8202
indoor-ouldoor r.lation"";,,s 854
induced dis.ases, ell.; -.•ntlllly 8243
induc.d illness, enyirol..nentally 8110
industrial 8231
industrial actiYlty ASI
Industrial chemicals 83,815,845
Industrial competition AIS
Industrial compounds 8157
Industrial dls.... A15,811S
Industrial .miuioNl AI,Bl11
Industrial .nYironmenL" A13
industrial ha&ards A71,8134
industrial health hazards A7S,8UI
Industrial hygi.n. 8137,8242
industrial Irritant. A40,8172
Industrial Iamlnat.. 814
industrilll Uf., speed of 81'0
industrial m.dicine 841,813
Industrial nations AI7,8136
Industrial proe_.. I,A52,"0,8241
industrial ..tUnp A13
industrial aoureu A20
industrial work_ A13.811,8'3
industrialiutlon 823'
Industriali7.ed nations 84
industriallyg,n.rlt.d h..lth ha7.ards 823'
industries. phurmaceutical 8240
industries, poUutill( 827

Inftll!ltry 1I11~.n2.n

indll!ltry. COt,,,truclinn UU4
industry, heny 8241
industry, m.'1arlne 8142
Industry. pll8rmaeeutlcal 824D
Industry, tlll\il. 867
In.rr.cUy. \reatm.nt 17
inequallU.s 813,8111
inequlllIUts, rtclvcinr 8116
Inequitable aoei.1 ordtI' 82
Inequities 8111
inequities, reducing 8142.
inequities, IOeIaI clala A71,8134
Inert dust 1'5
inf.ncy 8UI
Infant A52,811.866,8131
Infant death "31,8112
Infllnl death syndrome, sudden 85
infant eltath, IUcIcltn A40
lnfant deY.lopm.nt 8131
InranUI. behaYlour, rerr••ion \0 8'0
inflln\ll. jIIundlc. All,814
Infants A40,AS3,8S,8131,8116
Inf.nts, )'1II11'g 8191
Inf.etlon "',A4I."52,8U,8SB,873,8177,8171,8236
Inf.cUon of Ussuts 8211
Inf.cUon. airborne 81'71
Inr.cUon, childhood 8172
Inf.ctlon, .nhane.d susceptibility \0 bact.rial 832
infecUon, funglll "17,1111'
Inf.ction, nltroc.n dioxid~ 860
Infection, opportunistic 8117
Inf.ctlon, recurrent respir.tory 8143
Inr.ctlon, resistance to 1l17,86U
inr.ction. respir,lory D60
Inrection. su~ceplil)illty to bact.rial AI4
inr.cUons 851
Inreetions, fungI I 858
Inf.ctions, opportunistic 1\77
inf,clions, respir.tory 8104
inrections. r.spir.tory tract 8212
inrections, r'i'pir.tory virus 8UI
inf.ctions. Yir.1 8104
Inrectious .erosol 832
Infectious altent~ A2',875
infectious disease p8tien\S 811'
inf.ctious diHues 8112
inr.ctiousness 8177
Inf.ctiYity 8104
inrerior A24,850
inr.riori&ation 82
Inferiorized 6,A71
Infiltration A6,8124,821',8225
inmtration rat.s 820
InrHtratlon, air 8'1
Inn.mmatory bronchitis "13,814
inrlllmmotory eerdioYlICulnr r1il1e..... AI6,81'71
Innamlll.tory di..... InU,1J17U
Inn.mmatory dls.uft A15,8161
inn.mmatory type dIM.... ASS
inflnible 8224
inrluene. 8117
Influenc. of the leneralist, eleclininc 8U5
inrlu.nets 874
innu.ncts, bthlYlol'l1 R22'
Innu.nets, cornIUY. 87&
Inrluncts, enYironm.ntlll 83
Inf....nen. poIt\lY. A64,8I1
Influ.n7.a 81
inrorm.tlon All
Information abOUt wom.n 1'35
inform.Uon oy.rlo8d A61,A6!i,81B3,8222
IlIrormatil)n system, ,",nlth 11129
illrorm81ion sySlems, h.lllth 8129
informllion, leeeSl to 8144
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Inlormalion, inalieqlllle 844,R'1
informalion, l"ldil, B~ I
inforlnalion, rlproduelivl 812.
Informali"", reslrietld 13
informed ellOiel 863
infrlrld analy~illl 81
inCrasound 8123
inlrinelmlnl, pll'tOl'Ial 8130
inrlnuily 10
InrOllld lIad 4U
i~rainecl .UilUClll 8S0
incredilnU, hidClen lood 8131
innalanl 810
inh"lanu, panieulall 111$
Innal.nU, volalill 8112
inhllllCS acids 8111
innaled air pollu...nu 8U.
Innaled mierobeS Bll1
Inhalld poll.. tanU 811D
inhibilion proe...... _Ueel 124
inillauv.. 811
in)lt<!lion Ultrap)' 8110
injoction, in tr.derm.I 8110
inJurlls 44,A2~,A41,,,n,"'3,813D,8112,8211
injllrlls, aeeidlnl.. 1I10,BI14
inJuries, ehildhood houHnolCS I~Z,IU

inJUril., nousehold 8~2

inJUrll., Ilip .nd e.u 8Ul
injuri", wound .nd 81101
injurious produeu 811'
inJUry 4~O,B3"Bi'3,SI13,Bl1.,81'~

injury conseq..lnetl 813~

injury control B119
inlury prevention Bn,
injury r.tls, hl¥" 8\l4
injury, plrsonal 8192
inJury, pnysieal 8134,''152
injury, psyellOlocie,,1 819
injusliees A24,950
inkS, commercial flU
Innlr lar dyICUnc:Uon A13
innovalions, siCSI..CCeeu oC AI5
innovalions, spread oC 8122
inorcanlC ...~2
Inorcallie compounds 942
inorcanic mallrill Bll1
inorcanie matlrials 8241
inpul, puolie A21
inquest A41,B211
illleetleidcs A~,B12

insaelieldu, 0rc1nophosphorus AU,B12
inseeuruy A,33,B211
Insaeurily, JDO 0206
insensilive and llitilt CSaim 81
Insida/ouUide Dounclari.. BIU
insirniCieanl A11
inspeelors, provinc:i,,1 11212
inspiraLory C10w r.ll, nasal Bill
ins...Oilily 81U,B200
Instilulion, m'""I1d 8133
Institulion, policy.....kllll 8111
illllilulion.1 e.re B21'
inslilutional ellanca AIS
illllituUon.1 des.n BSI
illlti\ulional environmenu 81S
Inslilutional practices 81
inslitutional problom aolvinc 8133
institulional q_lities 8t3~

institutional ..ninC 811
inlUlullonul SllUncs 823~

insLitulion.li~1d opprllllon A32
instilulion. 8I5,B212,9222.9235
inslitulions, ICSyeation,,1 B~O,81l

InslilullollS, mlnll.1 11216
instituuons, Plyehi.tric A15,8233

insUlutions, _ill R113
InsUtuti_, Ilruel..re oC 1133
inslNmen14tiOll DIl.
inslNftlIntll, calibnled '83
IllIlNmenu, me_illl 11142
InsuUicienc" verltbrollalilar 131
insulation 025,8210,8211
Insula lion, roam 814
insulation. Ullrmal AS4,IIU,Il11,811$
Insulalion, __ lor_lcSatIyCII foe.. AI.814,83',I51,

8111
InIulalloR. ur...lor_lcSellycte loe.. 820.831.811,810'
Insulted A21.8S0
illlUrallCa A44
Insurance, univ.,..1 1lelI1Ul I'
Intllea, .Icobol AlS
Intllee, "ad A5I
Intake, ..nl..um perm_lble cUetary 112
Intaka. ICIlOoI air 411
InlaCraled earinl neill1bourtloods IU.
InleeraUon 833,8233
Inlerratlon. community 821'
int..rily All
Inl..rit)' In public lira 8164
inle lIeclua' 811',8113
intlllectual feal A21
inlellectual Impairment 110
intellectual "arnilll 812
Inlllllfenee An,814~,8111

intellirenel telU n213
intense lifhtinc soure.. 8n
Inlensilies 8232
inleraetion BII3
Inleraelion eUeell 8123
inllraelion, boCty Imind 8S4
inllraelion, In terpll'lOnaI 81U
intlraelion, _ill 9'1.8234
Interulion, um-runral M~ I
intaraelioM, efIvlronment-tlehavlour 821
intaraetions, nutrilnl-\ollicllnt 8126
interaelions, pll'IOnal 9141
inleraelive IlIhavioun, soei.,,)' 1234
i"leraetive .rrecu F143,"232
In Lereour.., anal 448
inllrdlpendent Caelors 823~

inlerdlseiplinary B'1
inlaresl CrN 10l1li 814.
in lerest f"OUPI 8201
Interesl in rladine, clec:rUIICI 8243
inLertlt, lack oC 811
inlerClrenee, rr.tuilOUl 1100
inLlre.nerational 1l000inr 8232
inLer(Toup conCHeu UI
inlorcroup conClieu, Creedo.. lrom 8114
Inlerieur, milieu 811
Inlerior collltructlon 111.
inlorior lia''''''1nIfIl 15
inleriors, aulOftlOl)I" 1243
inlerlors. Iow-pollutlon AS
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neurolollie Ase.8'
neuroloxielty 11,8145,1114.8110,1223
neurolOltieolOCY 1111
neurolOllln "25.BI41
neurolransmlUer AI3.8110
naw h_illl IU
new lirl ..lllne 135
new perspectivI 81
IIIW ltellnOtoeiel '.411.412
new worlcl IIe.UII oroer 8111
Mew York 8ts
MW-born 820.
nlwll«n An.8"
ne-spapen "1.9S1.BII.8130
niche AaS
nilrlll., l<Ioanlyl nl12
nilrates. nilrll.. and 0111
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nluilell anc! nUrales nllfl
nhroeln eompoundS 811,812
nllroeln conllnl A54
nltroeen eoll'ent, 10. 8103
.1\rOlen dioxide A5,A1I,A41,A5:,A53,85,81,811,811,

8%O,B41. B43.851,860,885,813,814,81%,BI3,81 05,81 01.
81 %1.8135,814%,1141,8111,8186,8111.820%,8203,8211,
12U

nltroeen dioxldl, Isthmltlcs In3
nltroren doIride 81 SS
altroren uid., 111,1111,1131,1141.8143,11&1,1114,

1111
IIltrosen, olddn oC 1123
nltropyren.s A15
IIltroslmln.s A%4,815.-il. ClOde, rlfld 1%31
noise 1.11,1.16,A%1,AU,8U,II01,IU3,1140,1152,1201
lIOis. IIlpaaure 8UO
noise on sl.ep 1%30
no'" pollu,lon 117,"7.8126,1131,8232
nois. reduclion 8231
no"" lbelem.nt of 8231
nols•• lirerlCt A60.811.8131
no.... eommunlly AI',832
nois•• outside 81
noise. eociolOficII rapOlll' tcJ 8%30
nois., unprediCllbl1 1%31
no.... urbln 81%
noisy AU,81U
noisy exlllUSl 'In~ 8115
non smokers 1%06
lIon-sdlplive elllllroom belllvlor 8145
lIon-smbullnt ioU
non-smbulanl diubl.d persons 8103
non-eomplilnee 87
non-diseriminltion In employm.nt 8138
non-domlnlnt rroups 827
non-immunololie,,' m.chanisms 868
non-Induslrill 876
non-Industrial Httinc 83
non-ionizlnl BI0%
non-ionir.inc r,dillion 8102
non-judlmentll he"nh ear. A48,8156
non-odourous produets A7
non"1)hysiolOlie ehemicIls, II)'perMnsitivity to 8183
non"1)OlIutinl produel AI5
non"1)OIIu llnl produets 11
non""ene.lllle resoureu A22.1222
fton-smoker B231
non..moker Ilmilles 8107
non..mokers 842,886,819,8144,8207,8231
non-smok.rs, riChts or 8144
non..mokinl hOUHholcls AZ6
non-lox ie 847
non-lollie IUbStlncu 847
non-vilual ecrects 814
nonmanlrerlal personnel 1171
nonpov.rly ""IS 810
nonsmokers A5,AI4,8113,8174,8176
nonsmokers, risks to 8115
nonspecilie cllarenct sysl.m 8111
nonspecifie neul'OP'yehiatrie diloran 110
nOlllule.plible .orkers 8240
nonlhermal alectromacneUc flekla lIT
nonthrllhold e"eell 1161
nonlollic 841
nontreumlUe phlebitis 11'71
nOl'ldrenl1 ine 8152
~ie eounlri.. 883
normll, delire to appe., u 1122
normalive Imaces 827
lIormolen~iv.s 8146
norms 862
norlllern nZI6
_ 8168,8170

hO!'e. ctryn~ in Ihe U6
1IOlIe, runnil. 1.6
nol In my blIekYlrd A.1
nol In my tJeekYllrd phlnomlnon 871
nollfiellion Iyslem 86
nollious I;elll 815'7
ftOlCious Ilimullllon A65,832
nuclllr accldenl AI7.Bll
nuclllr accideMs All
nuelear I,e 874
nuelelr .,ms A)~,813

nuelelr enerry 8'0,8237
nuclllr po• .,. 1.61,860
nuclur t.ehnolocy A66
nucll., .ar AI6.974
nueleer .elpon 811
nuclear .eapons A22,AI7,860,8222
nucl.l, droplel 81'71
nuclides, rldon dllIfhler A53
number of elOlll ties 887
number or people In I IIPIl'e 8234
numbers, decisions from 8201
nursery 8124
nurses 1.32,1.7I,Blll,I134,820'
nurHs' usoeillions 8116
nursinl A26,811&.8165
nursinl homes A33,8122,8166
nUlrienl-to.ie"nt Intereelionl 8126
nutrients 130
nulrition A30,830,851,8126,8142,Bl71,8187,8182,B204,

8214
nUlrilion, poor A10,A16,B201
nutrilionl' deCici.ncies A56,RU,873
nutritional deCicienev 1\41,B126
nUlrilion,,1 hyperlNseeptibilil)' 81'73
nutrition,,1 levels, poor 8113
nulrillon,,1 needs A~6

nutritional prolremmes 8152
nUlritional slatus 1.40
nulrilionll training A26
nlllrilioniSl~ BI42
nutriliou~ food A2,BI61
nylon "'~5,814

oasi~ Al\
Obesily A70,B22,8137
~y, eompened 10 1.27 ,B~O

obMssive-eompulslve trendS BS4
Obllssiveeompulsive trends A64
obstaeles B233
ollstelrieal mlnOlllment 8131
Obslelrie~ 8136
Obslruelion, upper alr.l)' A16
occuplnl'Y B183
occuplnh' ..ti~Clelion 875
occupllion B2R,B46
OCCUpllionl1 815,849,879,8111,817%,BII4,8115,BII6
ocellpeliolllll '''lhmll UIZ
oceupoallonaI ellelori.s 8201
oceuplllonll chOiees 0\76
OCCUpllionl1 diselse A7~,BZ41

OCeupllionll di~uses AI3,B2B,836,813S
oceuPllionl1 ••posure B87,8115,B116
oceuPIIllonal ellposure, ehronic Bill
oecuplllonll hUIlI'ds 878,BI02.8135
oceupllionll helllh 842,868,872,YI7,IH21,BI2S.8126,

8128,B152.Blll,81'74,8117.B115,8211,R236.8140
occuPlllionl1 health Ind lII'ely AI,A34,83,833,R38,844,

873,8123.81 %'7 ,8121,8134,813S.8157,81I5,IIIII.B18~,

B190,8191,8208,B221,9235,8241
occupllionll heallh elinil's, independenl 8241
OCeupllionll hullh hIlnrds 8\34,BI16
ocellpllionnl helllth polll'y 811~

oeeupalionnl hOHllh problems B73
oecuP8t ional hiSlory 1.7 S
occupalionll Illhlinl sourees, unusuII 862
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oeC!lll'lIliCIMI mediciM 8113,D201
CleCuVlIlional r~ulnlilWlS RIS
CleCupalillllnl rell.ir.lltry IlIerrle dllorclera 815.
oeeupelilllll' .. relY 824
oecup'liona...CllY .ftCI ....1111 8112
oeeupllion•• I"nwda 8221
oeeup.li_1 IIr.. 84..
oecupation.' IIIrftholCS limit veJue IU1
oelaelllorOllyrene 8136
oeupIIUonol ..CIII)' 151
odorl 112
odour A54.821
odour displPS81 8115
odourpallerlll 811
odour, DOCly 812
ocIoIIrs AI2, 812,8101
odours, mildlw 8111
odours, "111111,,11)' to ,\74,8111
or Indoor eir 811
oC, heenll 831
orr..,l.inc 814
OCr-t1l1lll behA"iours 811
oCC'nderI 1111
oHiC:I AI2,A14,835,861,812,8113,8121,8131,8111,8221
oWel lIeClalnU AI6,R3S
orhel bUilCSilll 8115,1141
orhel bUilCSlnCI 8131,1206,8211,8220
oWee bUiICS"',., lirlirnl 8220
orrice lluilCSing., ..el,CS AII,83S,8201
orrice complex, llermeUeally ..,led 811
office complex, IIIrH-IOw.,. CO"lmmenl 8131
orrice Invironment 861
oCCIc:e ellv,rOllmenl, lypic.1 812'
orrice envlronmenU 8911
oUiee equipm.nl 814
o Cfice IIInrd. 8121
oUiee Iirntinc 11240
orrice polilic. 844
omee products 8149
ortiee work environments A20T
ofriee work.,. 811,8148,8141,820',8231,8240
ocriee work.rs, wom.n 811
ortiee, IIome 1131
oCrice. 6,816,B18,8127,8121,8111S,B206,8211,8231
'orricel, lelCS.mlC All,B212
orrlces, .ICSenyd•• in 8137
OrriCe., c:lo.eo 8131
otrices, window. anCS IirllUnc ill 8239
oChciD\s, elecltCS 8188
oCr,elll~. n..lln 8240
oCCieill., 11" enrore.menl A31
OCCICil'", munieipll 863
oCCsprinr 1181
oil c:omDuJlion A%2,8211
oil, eUllinc A25,8 lIS
oil, rotd 8223
oil, wlllle D223
ojiDwoy A31,8110
olCS 825
old ..e 816
old people 83S,831,8lS1
olCSer .csultl 8108
older er' rroups 8130
0lCS8l' ClY people 8et
oldlr people 8111,8141
old.r parsons 815
Old.r unemployed lndivldllals 847
old.r wom.n A33,8122
ola.r workers 8112
olClIctory 819
one'. liCe, conlrol OYer S
Onllrio 863,881,8134,8152
Onl,.,io Ilulnan R'f'l\. Coat 841
Onl.rlo int1"ans UI8U
Oniario Inallns, Union oC 8110

Onl.rlo IonIlludlnal S\Udy of If.. BlI
IIpIII pllln 8131
open lPIen B21
capen windOwS '"2
caperatine practlea AIO
operalOra, I'IICllr 8111
operalOra, I'll" 1111
opporlUftilUe inr.ellOll 8117
opportunlslic: IftCeetiona An
appor'lllllllla 814
opportunities, 'lllplOymetlt 81S
opportnnlUa, worlc 815
opponunlt" equII A32
opporlunlly, need ror eqvallt, ot 8212
OPPl'lllHd crouP 8211
oppNDion 5,I,I1,A",82,827,841
opp_ion or mldiU Bll
oppt'UIlon oC worlcilll-e1Ul metI 8114
opp....IOlI oC '_I people 8220
Cll»PNIIion, p, 17,A41,A41,1112
Cll»PNIIlon, IftsUlutlollaliZed 0\32
oppreuion, UmMellol or 8211
oppNDiv, A35
oppr"'i"e DlIII"I_ AID
app_lve .n"ironm.nl A4lI
opp....lv. l'lllallonslliCIl A34
oppr_ role 81t
oplic tract 8111
oplimal CUllClioninr 872
oplimism 8112
optimum envlronmetll All
oplion&, redue.O Ii Ce 8134
options, worlc 813,8151
oral eonlrlceptives A'0,8 UT
Ol'der, ItlequitlDIe _ial 82
orCSer, MW worlCS lICIallll 811'
orcan I)'Il.m. AI4
oreln I)'lIeml, vitlll 8111
orcin, 'arret 8113
orclnie Drain disorCSers D1I0
oreanie elllmlellls, volatile 15,85
oreanic compounCS 8227
orclnle compOund .miuiOlll IUT
oreenic compounds 8140,81'"
orranie compounCll, 10111 "olallle 8221
orranie compouftCls, vOlalile AS4,BST,8140,8142,8243
oreanie contamlnlnu, volall" A"
oreenie dusts 813
orrenie Ca.1 811
ore.nic solyents A24,81,B15
oreenie IOlvenU, Yola"le AU
ore.nie "apours A53
ore.nies, "ollllile 8227
ore.nism.. airborne Bl11
orelnilm.. biolorieal 831
ore.nism.. "Iabl, 8120
oree"i~"IOlI oC wortctime BIH
orelni7.aUOlI, social a,
oreenizltioftll rramework 111
orelnizlli_1 alllllp A12,8105
oreeniallional structure 844
orelnizlli_, OCICIIUlIIIr BU
OI'I.nlzall-. IlIli'" 8112
oreano-ptlolpfl.tlt 841
OI'Ianoclllorilll ClOlIlPOU'lCII An
orrenoclllorin. pesticides 8113
OI'I.nollaliOa 8110
orelnopllospl1_ compouna 8232
orranopllOlP"orus inMcUeicSa ASI,872
orienlAtlon 3,A2,A41.
orienlAtiOll, psyet_ial 8113
ori.ntlliOll, ..Ilua' 1,13,1T,A46,A4',AIO,821,8U,8112,

RISi
oriri", IIl1nie 1\3I1,"IO,B21.
ortllomolec:ular Uler.py 873
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ortho"tnlie hypnt'!lIIion 022
OIteomlllein 1l3U
OItreei"m ... 47
OItrleism, eoelll IU
others, relltionahlpl with 8114
otitis "'74,8111
out, coming "'47,886
outbreek 8177
oute..ts ...71
outcomes, deleterious reproductive 8112
ouldlted perception 8218
ouldoor lir 5
ouldoor lir pollution 1158,8111,8174
outdoor environment R21,884
outdoor expOlurll 8227
outdoor loellions 8213
outdoor IPlce 884
oUldoor Iplees "'20,814
ouldoor/indoor ~ure 8147
outlet lor expraaion 81
outside envlronmenl, eyes to U11 1222
outside hlppeninc' 8222
outside noise 81
outside the home, work 8113
oUlaiders 8115
overerowding "'21,9221
o"erexposure, ehemicII 8118
overlold ...64
overlold or synthetie ehemiella 8170
overlold, eocnitive 8111
overlold, deeision A65
overlold, deeisionll 8183
overlold, environmenl&l Bl61
overlold, inrormltion "'61,"'65,8113,8222
overlold, stlrr 8216
overlold, work "'U,B44
overpowered "75,B65
oversupply or physieiln" 8224
overt diseriminltion 855
overt preJudiee erlinat IIomOllxUlli ty 1.41
overtime 92.
overuse 0163
overworkec1 "'71,8151
owner 837
OXI7.eplm 8172
oxidlnl 8105
oxidlnts "'52,8156
oxidlnts, pholoehemiell 8191
oxidISe defieieney, .ulCite 888
oxide rume, melll 8123
oxide rumes, mll&l ioU
oxides 8241
oxides or nitMl(en 8123
oxides, niU'o(en 881,8116,8136,8141,8143,8156,8114,

81.7
oxides, IUlrur 881,8211
oxide5, .ulphur 1.51
oxycen trln."port B49
O&one A5,"'13,"'II,"'40,"'51,"52,823,830,843,810,882,8111,

8 101,8105,8109,8123,8142,8156,8162,8111,8211
paee or lire 1.65,8183
pleld usembly line. B44
plekl", mllerlals 8S3
'AHa AI3
paid Ilbour roree 833
plid work ... 34
peld work, di(niryinc 821'
peld workrorel 820.
plin 866
plin, abdominll "'57,8240
plin, ehesl "'83,81611
pllin, ellronie low beek ...65,Hi6
plin, modulation or A65
piins, leg 8103
plint remover A41,8207,8208

p"int, '''"I''e ""9
ptIillt, IIPrlY "'21i,1J115
painters "'13,81,R I 0
peinters, houl'e 813
pelnlers, 'PrlY 1.13,8127
peintlne AS,"8,1I'4,8127,81'0,11I1I
peinti", trldes 8110
pelnl. 15,81,11200
pelnlwork, deteriorelinc 8137
penerel.. 8231
pendemie 8173
peneIi"" indoor II 52
penelli"" Will 812.
ponela, w~hlp 1151
peper ....
peper dermltitls 1111
peper mm emuent. pulp and 820.
peper produets 1.5,817
peper, art ....,8611
peper, Clrbon 8611
peper, elrbonl.. ....,861
peper, clrbon"'" eopy 830,81211
peper. eopier 1611
peper, lypi", 8611
pepers, pholoeopier ....
peredigm. leolOCiel. 1137
perimeters, immune 8170
perlnoil "'43,8103
perlqult "'57,B215
perlSuielclll B152
perlthion ...se,B'1I
perlloluene IUlCinlte 8129
perltoluene sulCinlte or miehler'l hydroI ... 16
parent B45,875
plrent's workpllee IXposure 8165
plrentlll 876
plrenllll permi""ion 884,BI44
pnrentlll smoking "'10,"'2fi,U24,B65,87G,R212
plrenlllUy-deCined rlnge restrietiona 884
plrenling "'32,"'35,813
perenting rellltionship" 84~

pllrents 937 ,B; I,B74,H76,lH22,BI46,H149
plrenu' desire 8122
plrents' exposures 8 IG5
perents, property or tIleir 8213
plrking ... 16
plrking, indOOr 8155
perkS 8243
perl-lime work A18,A36,845
pertieiplnts 835
perlieiplte, Inlbility \0 8206
pertieiplling 8115
pertieiplting in ellrllllkilllt 87
pertieiplting in clesign ...67
perUeipltion 3,11,18,18,1.21,"'64,"'78,"'711,1.84,833,844,

815,0148
perUeiplltion In deSign .... 4
pertieiplllon, citizen "'67,B9,R23
plrtieiplUon, eommunlty 836,815,82311
perUeipltion, rl mUy "'75,865
perlieipltion, publie 88,8111,8120
pertlelpltion, UHr 7
perUelpllion, worker "'1~,"'68,8185

pertieipltory planning 899
perlielpalory role. or Children 825
perUele 842
pertiele bolrd A53,85,8711,8152
pertlele boards ...6
plrtiele miss Dt5S
plrtiele size 8184,8233
parliele-bOlrd ... 19
partiele-rree environm"nl 1.83,11168
parlieleboard 82U,1!7U.1l106
pllrlielebolrd C100r undf'rlllY BI06
pertieles 854,8100,8136,H142
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".rlielr.\, betll AI2.020
parhclc., persolVll .xpoaur.. \0 81$1
partlclc., r'lPir.Dlc B42
p.rtlcles. rUllI\)_lon oC pneipllal.cl 811S
p.rticullat. BlS,Bl51.B113
p.rliculat••ir pollution ASZ,8111
p.rticulat••misliOlll 813
parhcul.t. Cr.ction 8123
p.rlieulat. iIIft.IDnll Ins
partic:ulat. 1oY., .I.v.ted 8M
p.rlic:ulat. "'.... respirlble 8211
p.rliculal. m.n.r 84;&.8115.8111
p.rliculaLI m.n.r. lUIIP.nded 81DS
particulDt. pollulion 815.8233
p.rliculal•• /ilia rapir'bla BIS
,.rticulal••~ 8Z'
parlicul.L., Al$.843
p.rliculatu, rapir.ble "SS
p.rllculDt••• respirlble..,.,.nded 113.81"
partic:ulatu, llllI)eIIdICI 820S
parli\ionId 8131
parln.rs, dlrhcu1li.. wllll 140
p.rtn.r.. ..xual 8201
p.rl\im. work. nllllbl. 113
p••••r~y D3T
pass.v. "21
passive 'Xpo-UN B200
p...iv. Mlnpler 8141
p."iv. Mmpline 8110
pllMiv. 'InolciRl: 0 I 0.024.8101.8120,0132.81$1.8114.

IJ 115.8203.B2U1.B211.B231
p••1 IIom. Dill
pIl.rnali~m 443.81$,8100
pllt.rnlli~tic 8211
p.tll, .aCt 11I11111 812
p'"IO(.n. virll 832
p.lllorenic m.cll.nilm. BT4
p'lllogen•• clim.lic B111
p.ll1oloriCII d.C._ meeft.nllm. BID
pallloloClc.1 (indines 8117
Pltllolol)' B42.Bl14
p.tlloloCY oC lIumln NlaliOlllftIp B2S.
p.tllol0l)'. C.LI' 8101
p.III••y., .coloricll 860
pllient. dI-in.lilulion.lized 8211
p.lient. pryclliltric A43.8112
plli.nt. in .cut. cer. B233
p.tI.nts. clllmlCllly ..nsitive 8111
p.li.nts. femlle 8131
plli.nts, illfecliou. dll.... 811'
p.hents. psyclllltric: 834
p.n.rns oC b.n.viour B1I2
pILl.rns. c:nemic.1 81'
p.tterns••mployment AII.B34
pattertll. land _ 843
pau.l'III. odour B1'
pan.rlll. response 8S4
p.tt.rns••IHP OlD
pett.1'tlI. wOI'll 8111
P'Y. aqua I A32
PlY. Iow 820'
payort. clinical 8U
pDDI ,nil
peD All
peD lPiII 8200
peD' A15.A50.A54.A51,BH.811I,81U.I13I.8111,B1I0.

8111.8242
pcd4I B242
pcdC. B242
p.lc.ful purpoa.. 810
p.CCII.. 442
p.nk e.pir.tory rlow 841
p.C:klla,n ••perim.nl BI57
peclorl~, ."\: 11111 III n
p.chlllnc cancar 074

peodilltrie cti!tOrdCll'll nu
pe4iatricillns U243
peer bllIDVio", RTI
peer eolllllon AIS,811
pill' IIlOCIIline 8T1
pill' M1pport An,8T1
pecrI A..I
pal"', py-ldenllCled A4II.0173
,..,.. lIIII..allllful blllavior III04aIed by 171
pejorltlV' 151
penicillium A5T
penicillium lOIlIN In,
pension ...1I11.m.n.....nrlollld 114'
pensiOlll 833
penlOblrbltal "'.8172
pentollarbital-lIk. diMrillllnal.". ,"ee... 1172
peopl. AID
peopl. IcUne Ulr'OUI" _t 8133
peopl. In I IPa.. null\l)ll' 01 1234
people ol".1uI A2I
peopl. wllll _nlal dlllblllU. IU
peopl." Iibll'lllon. YOU'll 8220
peopl." r.actioN \0 lIurClal'1 1113
peopl." w.II-oailll 1212
peopl•• Ibl.-bodi.d A.
people••barillnal An
peopl•• 'Iine c'y A30
peopl.. c:llildr.n.. 8235
people, eontrol or 8133
peoplc••nv irvnmltlUlllY1lnalliv. "ZZ
people••xiled 8133
peopl•• CorrOll.n 8130
people. hlndicllpped I
peopla. Invisibility oC Cay 8.0
peopll. n.liv. "'31.816.81'1.81n
people. old 835.831,8151
people. old.r 8111.8141
pcople. oll1c:r ClY 811
p.opl'. oppreuion of younr 8220
peopl•• v.ri.bility IllIonr 424
p.oplo. youne 12."24."21.8112
peopl., .nvironm.nl.1 r.l.tiOlllft!pl 823S
p.opl••• domin.t.d 82
perc.iv.d clim." BII
perc.iv.d control AI5,832
perception 88,BT.
perc:aplion. outd.ted 8UI
perc.ptions 8116.8114.8113.8Z3I
perc:eplions. enild'S ".0
perc:aptu.1 8191.8202
perc.ptu.1 C.p.Dillti.. A50.8201
perceptu.1 disotd.", A52
peI'CeptuII motor clyICuncll_ An
peI'Clplua1 problem. B150
pat'lMial ""lnitll 1111
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proulcms. m.nlMI Ilellllll 1101.8140,8111
pI'OOltms, mobility B1%2
prooltms. oecup.lion.1 'I..IUI 113
protIl.ms. ptretplu.1 8150
probl.ms. pr..,.,.lion of .nvlronm.ntal 811
probl.ms, pri..aey 8233
probl.ms. psye:t_iotl 8UO
probl.ms. public: Ileallll BlTt
probl.ms. r....rell I1I
pl'OOl,m•• rapir.tory B%I.820'
prObl.m.. JCfIOOIr.lllted Bl12
proOl.m.. _lal 8142.8111.8233
proolellll, .truelu...1 All
procedllr-. alNltemenl lHU.AIIS
procaclur-. ClruC diMtlminaliOll 8112
proeedlnl, lMdieal 8131
proet<lur_, ..-rell IUI
proeaclures, ..f.ly Bl03
proelGur-. _reical A33
prooeadinCs. eonC.rlflel 8147
proeeII modiCieation RU4
process of ~nt 421
proeea phOlOCOPiers, liquid B221
process. dec:ision-m.lcin( B43,B44
proe..... desifn 8234
proeess. CIIt.c:U". 12
prOClUl. cri... ine Ill'!
proe_C1 fooclJ 0'57
proc:.s,.C1 rOOdS, IIIDtlin« oC Bill
proc:e.15eS of IIClllinl: US7
proc:_l. "e~c:"'t"" 1116
processes. c:orlieal innibil,on B24
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~es, ck!eilllon H20'
proe 1111I 8U'
proc IncIuslrial I,A52,860,B241
proc..... plannllll Btl
proe...., reprocIvctlon AI
proc_eS, risk ......menl 8137
proe_es, lOCi.1 837
proc_inC. III-h 8145
prOCSuel delicn AIO
producl disclosure 833
producl 11bellinc 8131
prodUCl r."iew 8n
produCl, llOII'1M)Uulllll An
produclion, food Al7,811'
prOCluclion, funcl 8103
produclive work 8113
produCliYlly 831,849,1161"111
produellyll" work 8240
producta 81
procsucta In c1aily UN B47
ProducU. building A6
procIuCll. by 837
producta, combuslIon 8'1.8166,8220
prOCSucu, consumer A50,847,817,817'
producU, d.ughler AI
producU, eleClronic 863
producU. emiSSiollS from 8n
producU, foresl 870
producu, Ilou..hold 8220
producU, injuriou. 8171
produeu, laundry A5
producU, less~ollulinc

ProdUC\S, m.inlen.nce
producls, non-odourous
producu, non~ollulinc

prOducls, oWce 8149
producls, paper A5,8117
prOducls, perrumed person.I hyciene All
producu. r.don dlluchler A54
prOducu, r.don dec.y 8111
producu, scenled cle.nilll 8116
prOducu, wood 814
prorellion•••w.reness A%I
proression.1 b.C1,j(cround ft47
proression.1 domin.nce 817
proression.1 educ.lors 8222
profession. I rreedom 8142
proression.1 leyel 8216
proressional pr.ctices 841
proression.1 tr.ininc 840
proress ion. I wom.n . 8311
proreaion.ls 81,8',8113,821'
professionals, c.reciYinc 854
professional!\, he.llh B35,869,8243
profession.ls, /le.llh cere 8142,Bll5
prof_ion.ls, menial /leaJUl 8141,8216
prof_ions Bill
proreaions, dis.blinc 816
proressions. ,...Ith cere 8134
prom., dlstresaed 83'
prorit-oriented corporetlon 8111
proCil.bilily 8111
profouncl distrust or .dulta 874
prorram compll.nce 816
Pf'OI!'.m, communlt)' fll..... 87.
proer.m, nereiM 871
prorr.m, he.lth educallon 8U
Prorr.m, hidden .It
procr.m, m.n.ce_M 8243
proer.m, mulli-dep.rtmenl B70
procr.,nm.ble .mbUlatory e"cltOCardiocraph

recordincs 8191
progr.mme~, nutritional 8152
procr.,nmillG 82H
Proer.ms, abelemlnt 870

programs, bridging 113-,H44
prorr.ml, clinic.. 82u4
proer.ms, ~cn or BI
Proerems. educlltionn) 11204
prorr.ms, envlronmenllll 81'11
prorrems, /te.llh promolion nl6,8137
prorr.ms, medic.1 rese.rch Bill
Proer.ms, mulli-dilleiplin.ry A74
Proer. ms, prevantlon 876
prorr.ms, primary prevention B71
prorr.ms, ..rety 8115
procrems, unl".,..1 "ave 814'
Procr.ms, "olunteer 8UI
progrllms, work prepel'tltion 8216
prohiblti"l amoki", B207
prohiblllon of pl.y A65
projecll, r....rch 8152
promote /le.llh, behllYiours Ul.t 8204
promoters, we.k c.ncer B132
promotlnc /te.lth B117
promotion 8152
promotion proJr.m.. helllth DIG,8137
promoUon Itretecies, /le.lth B204
promotion. helllth A30,A67,A'77,A7I,1I57,B63,BI6.81 19,

11133,B134,1I204,B213
promotion, menllll fit~ 816
promotion, menqe BI44
propIlC.nd. B41
propane 827 .B162
propellllnlll, eerOlOI Fl27
properties, human 8163
properlies, renlal A36,H63
properly 8139
property d.mage ,8192
properly or their p.renU B213
property rilrlllll BI88
properly, distribution or A47,82
prosecution, cri,ninnl n1l5
proslitution 1126,A4Ii,H34,B173
prolecled victims 8147
protection .et. environmentlll BII4
proteclion 01 chilr1ren 8179
protection leCllnolOCiell B188
prolection, environmenl"I 871
prolection, health B2UI
protection, Ier.1 B25
prolective equipmenl 8152
protective mechanism B144
prolein-Iow c.rbOhydr.te diet, hirh B39
proteins 818'7
proleus••moeba B224
protocols, IabOr.tory 10
proloporphyrin. r.ine B223
provide, fa illlre to 834
provider 845
providers, he.llh cnre 863,81%3
prow ill!: In I Inspeetors 8212
provoc.tion 'e.u B159
provoc.tion, n...1 8116
proxim.1 IndiYidual lOCial environment 8176
paeudo-retard.lion, .Uercie 8127
psyehi.tric BUll
PSychilltric dillorders A72,845,851,B7%
psychl.tric e.perls BUD
psychilltric leeillUes B233
psychi.trlc recillty B234
psychwtrie IloIpliall 822
CJ!Syehl.trie \linea 81'0
psychilltrlc insUtution.~ "75,B233
PSYChiatric III beIs A43,AY5
psyCtlilllrie Iiter.ture B211
psycllintric patienl A43,B112
psychi"lric PDtient~ 113~

psyehiotrie sequelu n72
psyChiatric .rvices B86
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psyellu'lry UI47
Plyet,iotry, eollllllunllY 8111
psyellllllry, pvtIlie i,n.,e 01 812.
psyellD-SDe litI 8100
psyetIDen.lY.I. 8211
psyel_nlllytie 8211
p.yellocenie i11n_, m.. 8131
p.yel,olofic.1 8"I,823D,8233
psyCholorie•• ad.pt.lions 8141
p.yellOlo,ic.1 .speets of lhe .rm. ra.. .'4
p.yer,oloric.l .uoc:iation 810
p.yeholoiic.1 b.nofit. 831
psycnolorical d.velopment R21,BII3
psyellOlorical ditliculli.. 8122
psycnoloric.1 diatr.. AII,B41,BII
psycnoloric.1 diSturb.nc.. All
psyenoloric.1 eCCeets B42,B'4,Bl23
plycnuloric.1 {unction t..ts 813
PlycllOloJic.1 Cunctioninc 111
PSYClloloric.1 {unctiDIII B123
p.ycholoric.1 llealln 834
ply chOloriC. I injury BTt
psycllu1or'c•• n.ec1I R11
p.yc:llOIOrie.1 r••ctions 9U
p.yellOlor1cal r.sponse AIO,8230
p.ycholorie•••lre.. AID,A6.,BS3,BS4
p.yclloIOfie•• su{(oe.lion A47,S2
p.yelloloric.1 supporl B1U
p.ycllolor,cal t••t B110
PSYCholo(,,:.1 t••l. 8S4
p.ycllolor,c.1 v.ri.ble. AIS
psyclloloric.1 w.Il-oelnr IU71
p.yellolory 8',8163,8229
p,yeholo(y. beh.viour.1 BII2
psyenolo(y, developmental 8111
p.yeholo(y, .nvironmental 915,8107,8233
psyellometric lecnniques B223
p.yeho.i. 11110
p.yel_i.1 orienl.tion 8113
p.yenOSOt'ill problcm. BI40
p.YChosocilll .1lu.tiDIII, ur..Cul BU2.
p.yenOSOt'i.1 .Ires. 82~1
p.ycnosocl.1 Ilr.NOrs BI1
p.ychosom.tic dil..... 8152
psyehosomatic disord.rs, som.tie and 8152
psyChosomal ie iIIn.. BIl
psyelloLic re.elions 823
plyeholropic drutr! 822
put>hc .eeess bu,ldin(1 B73
put>lic ,clions 8139
public .llenlion. deleled from 851
puolic .lllludes BSI
pVOlic ....reness 813
pUblic buildinp A111,943,8S4,82011
pVOlic educatiOft 1',8211
puolic environments S
pVOllc npeetatiDIII {or h.ltll eare 813
pVOlic ne.ltn 828,831,B51,111,8101,8103,8120,8131,

8113,8202,8UI
puOllc nealln po1ici.. 8131
puolic ne.lln !»OlIcy 822,831,8S?,810,813,8H,8100,

8120,8122,8204,R224,822.
pVOlic nealln proolelllS 81n
public nealln, eommunity~ 812
pVOlic lIOvSinr 8232
pVOlic idenlifieation A41
public im.ce DC psyelliatry 8121
pUblic input A21
public liCe, interrily in 8164
pVOlic pIIr\iClp.tion 119,n11!1,8120
PVOIiC Pu.ces :I,Al',822U

polhllc pollco, "1,R.,RU,R34,R:SS,R:SI,RU,R4S,R4.,nI1,
ItSI,"&3,1112,"1$,UI1."R,U13,1114."11,8H,II" ,"11I,11102,
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B211,8221,8222.8221,823S,8237,1IUI

publie policy alternativ.. 8203
public policy inua 131,II144,B2U
public poliey, ,,"ltll1 883
publie lPa- •
public IP.-••CCeetlon III A4I
publie, pner.1 81
publieaU_. menlll lIealUt 151
public_ 81U
pulmonary 8114
pulmonary diM... A13,8174,8111••1.1
pulmonary Icreets 8111
pulmonary IvneliOft 81,811,8101,1120,1121,8204,8212
pulmOftary Cuneli_ 8121
pulmonar1 lIIbet'evlolil 8171
pulp .ncl paper mill eCnu..t 8201
puIM lIlodulllli_ B21
puIM rat. 844
pulI(ent enemic.1I 8201
punisnn,ent A26
punisllment DC • clllll' 834
pupils oC tI\e eyes AIO,8230
pvrpoMs, peaee{vl 8'0
put-<lown 811
PVCl RI9l
pyrile Bill
qualities, ."tn.lIc 8112
qu.lities, in.titutional 823S
quallly 863
qualily eompl.inU, air 8212
qu.lily m.nac.melll, .Ir 8136
qu.lily o{ c.rl RUI
qualily oC IiC. 8S1,BIIS.B122,R203
quality oC uro.n IIC. 8.,8113
qu.lity, w.llr 870
qvantilati.,. alllllysis 8225,8221
quantilati"e .lectropllysiolOfY 8101
qu.rl'rs, IivillC 042
QUCb'C, Crencnspe.kinr 814
quo, IlItu. 8215
r.ce 3,A2,A38,AIO,BIO,B218
raee relations RI5~

raee, arm. AII5,B14
r.n, J")'eholOfieal aspects o{ \11. arms 814
racial H~O,1J243

r.ci.l discriminalion 844,810.,8233
racial e.elv.iv.n... 8113 .
racial stereotypes, re.dill( 8243
raeiaUy-interr.ted sutMlrben MiCIltNlUrtlDOCll 8233
racism 11,A38,A41,814,81'
racislll _le 13
rae\.<lm, poli'" RI4
raeisl _cluel 8n
radar .ralOf'l 8111
radiaUon A24,A32,BIO,811,8121,820'
radiation upoaure 1e"11I 820
radiaUon eXpoIUreJ 813
radlallon llaureIs, vdt R201
radl.tlon, el.ctrolllqnetie 811,821,811,8102,B132
radiation, lIirn-Crequency AI2
r.di.liOft, Ionilllnc A12,83,120
radiltiOft, low-level 1.11.881
radi.tion, non-lonialnc 810Z
radi.tion, ultraviollt IUO,Onl
r.l1inlion1hiell1td C1uOf'eseent {ilturelAIl
radil,ti_ 8121
r.die.1 ,"••lectomies 8131
r.dio 8186
r.dio.ctive clouCll 861
radioeell..e m,let'ial A3I,8208
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ralliMclivc mlll~rla'~ A62
r.diOllcliv~ w.Rl~ B&1
r.dio.cliv~ w..lllll A&7 .n&1
r.dioaclivlly. n.lur.' B2Z1
r.dor A&,AI5,A54,"11,8' '.R20,R2I,B43.B4&,R57,8n,

B104,1'12I, I'123,8132,813I,BI41,1142,814&,8114,8203,
8210,1'211,8217,BUl

r.dOn berrier 84&
r.don d.urhler lIIIelld.. A53
r.don daurhl.r prodUC&l ,.14
r.don daurlll~" 811
r.don clte.y produc&l III
r.don polluliQII 811,8111
r.don v.rlabili11 8111
r.don, .il'born~ I'll
r.don-2Z2, w.l.rborne I11
r.dOl' operalo" 8111
r.i1ro.d worke"' 8223
r.ilw.y WOl'kers 815
r.in, .eld AU,An.870,811&,8I5S,B21I,8217
r.ised mol~s 862
r.is illl , eonsei_ea 815
r.mp ,\42,8211
rance or eompelenei.s 8202
r.nce or vulner.bilily 5,II,A17
r.nr~ or vulner.bility 10 pollul.n&l 8119
r.nc~ r~slrielionl, pe...nl&Uy-dal1nacS 114
r.nce, cos-rired 821.
r.nce, power rrequancy A&2
r.pe erisis c.nlra A34,835
r.p~, viClims or 813
rash~s, skin 810
ral~, emission 8128
r.I~, llearl A53,8 I0,8146
r.l~, m~llIbo1ic A24
rale, nlll'31 inspir.lory rlow 8111
r.le, PU1s~ 844
r.I~, venlil.lion B73,BI5I,B174
rales, e.neer A58
r.les, IlIposure B174
r.les, hirh injury BI14
rues, hicher .dmission BI52
r.les, hospillll .dmission Alii
r.les, inmlralion 820
r.les, local unemploym~nl 8140
r.les, m~nllll hospil.1 .dmission 8112
r.l~s, morl.,ily 8111
r.l~s, lOCioec:onomie diUer.nc.. In smokin( 8145
rales, speeilll lax 814.
r.les, v~ntillllion B3,8210,8227
r.lines, .Ur.,." _Ol'ker 8176
r.ts AI4
r.ls, pr.,n.nl 851
r.yMud's dise.se A56,8171
r.ys, c.mm. AI2
r_re.ni7.inr worklim. BI.6
,..elion lim~ AI5,B7,8235
r••ction, .dvene 8111
re.elion, .ero-allereenie 8117
r••elions 8170,8195
reaelions 10 bul"llary, people" 8113
ruelions 10 rood 8171
,.aelionl, advene druC 816
ruelions, .lIereie 12,83,816,8154
,..elions, .Uereie *In A55
,.aetions, aslhm.lIc A13
r,.clions, blolorie.1 eh.in 810
r.acllons, eognilive 8111
ra.elionl, cltpressive A51,872
re.cliona, emolion.1 810
re.elions, hum.n 811
reeelions, nervous syslem 8161
relelions, pholoxidalion D97
reaclions, psychologieal 865
,uelions, PsyChOlic 823
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rellelin,,~, .i" nl72
rellctiona, ",lrile-r.laled .lIvene 1t24U
rellellolls, urliellri.1 A13,1t14
r••elive Chemlslry B155
reoelivily 5,1
re.elivl11 10 menlel .1....., _rclioVuclllar B146
re.elivlly, .irw.y 831
....dilll A26,A52,460
readilll eomprehension "1.822,8150
re.dlnl levels 877
re.dilll, cIter....d Inleresl In 8243
rea' elllele broke" 8233
re.1-11le .Ilperlences AID
rellliUI1I, eonlr.dielory 8113
rearr.ngemenl or worklime 8116
r.alOMble elalm 871
re..onilll A52,8117
r.bal.s, luilion 8141
reeireul.led BI77
reeireul.Uon or rellll'ft .Ir 811
reelrellllllion syslem All,8212
reeornilion A27,A32,AI7 ,811,0211
reeocnillon, lIIell or 82UII
rec:ordines, prorramm.bl~ ambulalory
.'eelroc.rdiorr.ph 8111

reeords, popuIDlion-al-rilk 0121
reerealion 8243
reere.lion.1 .reas 865
reere.lion.' .alers 821
reeurrenl bronehiln 81U
reeurrenl respir'lory Inreelion 8143
reeyeled air 8165
red blood synl"el'i~ 8111;
redress or grieYGllc~s UU9
reduced eleaninl( 'budgeLS 876
reduced lire oplions 9134
redueed venlilalion 819,9172
reduced venl i1l1lion, residene~ 819
redueing .irborne eonlaminanlS 8145
redueing inequlllilies 8196
r~ducini inequilies 8142
reducing risks 10 ehildren 02119
redllcl ion in IlInl( runehon 894
reduelion or Slress 837
reduelion, eltptlsure 86
reduelion, noi~e 8231
reduelion, souree 827
reduclions in molor skill 8SS
reduclions••nnu.1 job hour 8149
rnnlry D172
renned foods B1I9
rerleeUon, indepencltnl 8162
rennes, .bdomin.1 A'
rerricerants 45,HI66
rerri~eralor 8171
reruge A43.IJU
regcneralilll eommunlly U133
r.,iOlI, york 8113
,.,ion.1 glOlorieal raelon A6
r.,ion.l CeolOCY 8111
recions, rruhgrowinr A58,872
r.,ions, lemper.le 8232
rllression analysis 8204
regression 10 InranUIe behaviour 8110
regu I.Uon 8116
"'lIl.lions, oeeupalion.' 815
regul.tions, .fely 824
reguIII lory 833
r"lIlnlory .geneles 8115,8201,R206
r.,ullllory meehani'lms, hormon.1 82
relllbililllUon 443,B95,8171,8111
r~htIbililllion syslems 8U6
re/ll1bilil~lion, eommunily~u!'ed A44
reinYesl,"enl, communily 8156
rejeclion A46,8211
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r.ln lions. race 1)1"
r.lalions, roci.1 8112
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r.llllions/lip, doM-P.- 810
r.l.tiollAhip. petholocy oC /IlIllIan 815
r.latilWllhipl 840.851
r,/lllionlhipl willl otlletl 8114
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r.lationships. c:toM-responM 815,8121.8124,8114
r.lationship•• .qu.1 ...35
r.lationshipr. 'Ilposur...,.~ 8UI
r.latiOlllllipl, nospital _ial 82U
r.lationshicla. IncJoO,...tdoor 854
r.lationshipl. IlIIlur. of 844
r.lationshipr, oppr.iv. ...34
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r.latlva 8218
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relil:ious BI00
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r.m.d.al mta..,r., 8210
r.mol••r.as B216
r.moul 925
r.movul .CCiciency 821
r.mov.r. paint 8201
r.llIov.rs, paint A41
r.nderinl. colour A10
r.n.,.,.ol••n'rry D231
r.noval.d A'
r.nov.linl OUildinp B'
r.noval.on 8222
r.novations 896
r.nt" I nouSine 8233
rtnlll I hOUSlnl crISis 862
r.nllll prop.rtits A36,B63
renltr 831
repeal or unc:lelir.Dl. leJialalion 813.
r.p.rtoires..s A12
rtptrtolres, C09inr 855
r.petitive 844
r.port, th. 'PP 8133
repose 8113
rcpr~nt"tion U35
repr.ssion 811
r.prOCluetion proe..... A'
reproduetiv. haum A15,831,8113
reproduetiv. inforlll,Uon 812.
r.produetiv. outeom.., del.terlous 8112
r.quir._ts, adllliuion A3I,844
r.quir.m.nlS. cllilc1'l l_ti_1 8122
requir.llIents, rpec:..1 environlllental 813.
r_arCh 815,8111,8112,8144,8181
" ...rell and d....lopm.nt••i.ntillc: 8222
r_.reh inventory 8131
r....reh involvinC elliklren 8144
r.scarcl, prioritios n3.B31,835,H31,851.852,855,811.
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rue-reh proo,.ms Bil

re!lCtnrell praeedur.. nu
r...rell "",,r.1III, m.die.l .11
r_oreh projoOlS DIU
rCL~lIreh .tuCIy 8203
tcIe.rell IIIbjeets A21,n '44
racarell, tIellaviol'al .'.4
,.....rell. M/laviou/'l' 1234
,....rell, llI'ain BI0.
,....rell. ean.di.n _u. or 811
rtlOareh. c1anlsh 1131
,.....rell, enviroftllllft181 82.
r_.rell, healtn DU'
,.....rell, In\.tt'YenUon 831
tlloereh, llIedie.1 810,011
,.....reh. naUollll1 _ues 01 BIO
reMarenets. claitn 821
,.....rehers, he.ltll 8101
r....... lncllan 8110,....rv., Ml"pIftt mer IIldlan 8111,B20.
,...",es A3I.8111
NlldtllOl 8141,11221
r..id.ne. redueec1 v.nUI.L1on 818
NlId.netI 814,8111,821'
Nlic1.ntial A5.815.8111,8132.8111.ll11,8231
r..idential aeear 0211
resid.ntial eeeict.ntal deetll 14
r..identi.1 .r... 823
resid.nti.1 Duildinls A14.818.851.8114.8242
resld.nUel CfOwdinc Bl13
residential density Blla
resld.nU.1 des.n 832,811.
resid.nti.1 .nvironm.nt 8231
residentu,l environm.nll, millec1~ 8113
r..id.uti"I uporure (uid.hnes 13
resid.ntial hislo~a 8122
residenti.1 n.i!''OOtllooc1 83.
tIIid.nti.1 laCety BI14,IUI1,822'
resid.ntilll ..Uines BlO.
residenti.1 treatm.nt ..UinC' BZ34
r.lldenll 8t4
rarid.nts, urDln 8203.8220
ru.idue, det.rlent AI'
residue, dried d.I'rr.nt 8115
residu., drul A51.8161
residu.. r.rtillzer U12
rtlidu•• oC ehemie.1a 8215
residu••, patlc:icI. A.2
resin ...13
rain Dind'rs, Corm.ld.nydHlH<l 8106
rt'llin compounClS 814
rtsin-bonded AI
rains 86
resins, Ae:t'ylie RI1
raius, vinylid.ne ehl",.id. 811
resist.ne. "'41,"'I8.A2.810.8143
tlliallne. or tile lIlin AIO,8230
resist_nee to Inl.etion 81'••UI0
reswlAne•• eirw.y OS,III.UI53
tlliatane., eomlllunity A1.818
resistenc•• individual 831
reslsllne., _I 85
ttlistanee. lIcin B44
ttliltanee, tllltmal 825
resistane•• tillue 811'
ttllstant. _.Ily 845
ttIOUrea, eolllllluni\y DU1
raoure.., eapinr A15.832
rtIOure... emoU_1 833
rtroure.., environlll.ntlll Al
rtlOurees, fin.neial 833
rtIOUrc... lIlell oC 81U,8111
rtlOllrees. Iilnit.d 8142
resourec•• ,nihlllry 1\35
rcsources, non-rcn,wOl>lc A22.8222
r.sourees, personel B106
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re!lOurecs. pe~,,"l linnneilll 8122
respOl:I ...27, ...411 ....71,KZ2U
rupeel for parsona 8144
respect, lack of A2I,8162
respir.ble parlic", 842
rellpir.ble partieulnte m.. 8211
respir.ble parlleulate, iliaD In
Nlpir.ble parliculate. An
Nlpirable aulfllle. B54
Nlpirable auspended parUculat.. 813,8173
Niplratory 8154,B15'
r.llpiratory .1I.l'(ie disorden AU
respiratory .U.l'(ie dilorClen, oecupeU_1 8151
raJPir.tory eoncIlliona, .ellt. 824
respir.tory diN.. 151,817,8101,1111.8111,8173,82:11.

8241
r.spir.tory dis..... A20....1:I.841,8.0,8.0,811.,8115
Nlplratory di!lorden A51,8143
raJPlratory .rr.etl 81.7
respir.tory lunclion 81:1,1105,8210
respir.tory function t••u 8204
raJPiratory hazards 8123
respIratory 1Ie.ltll 824.R73.877.8t2,BI07.11I1.8184
Nlpir.tory 1Ie1lltll haz.rd. 8123
r.spir.tory IIln.a 886.8108
respiratory indic.s 84J
respir.tory inf.ction 860
respir.tory infec lion. recurr.nt 8143
r.spir.tory Infectiona 8104
r.spir.tory irrit.nt 814
re.piratory.lrrit.tion AI6.810.SU5
r.spiratory irril. lion. upper 830
r.spiratory probl.ms 829,8208
respir.tory response B147
respiratory sensiliUlion 831
r.spiratory symploms .....R86.8108
r.spiratory symploms in cllildren 8108
r.spiratory .ystem An,836.R228
rellpiratory tract A52.85.814.816.8160.8187
respiratory \ract clef.nse m.cll.nisms 8187
r.spiralory \ract dis....s 8202'
r.spiratory \racl infections 8212
r.spiralory \ract. upp.r 8131
r.spiralory virus infections 817.
r.sponse paU.rns 854
r.sponse to noise. lOCiologic.1 8230
response••nllbody A83.852
r.sponse. community B23
r.sponse. immune A64,B40
r.sponse. multiorc.n BUS
response. pl.c.bo 850
r.sponse. psychologic.1 A60,8230
r.sponse. respiratory B147
r.spon... sensltivily B200
r.sponle. v.ri.bility of A84
response. windows of frequency 8200
rellpOl1scs to IItrnson. delayed 840
raponse••• rractive S55
responses. aUel'(ic 851.880.8215
responl.s, bellaviour.I S160
raJPonse., cell-mediat.d 8232
Niponse., delayed AI4
raponses. Idlosyner.Uc nature oC individual 8232
raponsH, Immunoloflc 81.
responses. Irrlt.nt 8221
Nspons••• pIly.ioJorlc.1 8230
respon..s. policy 8115
responsibllltiH 8143
r.spon.iblllti••• burden of home 8209
r.sponsiblliti.s. f.mlly A34.A35,A36,845,8211
responsibililies. housellold 834
r.sponsibility D23.958.R202.B236
responsibilily for domestic lite BI83
responsibilily. community A78
responsIbility. conlUmer 88

r~._ihilill'. "Il1ltllble 11222
r8!lponllillilily I indirect 62114
rellponsibility, Individual BU3
Nlpon.ibility, panGnll' 88
rellponslble netion B162
respon.lve"..., deerelled immunologic.1 8232
raponsiveneu, "v.1I of 82:12
res\lur.nt food ...57.B24U
restricted Inform.tion 1:1
restrictions on bellaviour 844
restrictions. parenlaUy~enned ranee 8.4
retum•• 8112
raurf.e1ne maellln... lee 87
Nauspftl!lion of PNCipll"ted particles 8165
ret.rd.nU. llam. A55,814
re\11 rd. lion 814
Nt.rdation. m.nlal A52.8117,8243
N\lrded 881
ret.rded. menllllly 8110
reUr.ment A30.8204
Ntrolilllnc 811
return .ir. raclrculalil)n of 811
,..e.llne divenlly 826
,..en.ls. eeonomie 8U8
Nview 852
review. product B75
N"iv.I, f.tllerhood 1'145
Nw.rd alrueture 8182
NW.rdS, fin.ncial B134
N7.oning AJ I
rheumlltoid .rlllrltls A76.B411.950,0 171
rhinitis A53.A74.831,8141.8169.8173
rhinilis••lIergic 8186
rhinitis, perennial 8186
rllythms 984
rhytllms, plll'.ioIO(ic.1 All
riekets A61.830.B84
riglll to Sheller B78
riglll-to-know A81
rigllt-lo-know legistalion 8104,8221
riglllS IInd freedoms, eMrter of 8218
riGIIl5 eodt. onl"rio Iluman 041
rillhtS eodes. Ilulnan ...47.~112
riglll' ~sue5 for. Iluman 02
righls legislation, Iluman 1\79.A80
righlS or non-smolcers 8144
rigllts or women A35
rigllls policy. Ilum.n 897
rigllts .lllut.5. civil R79
rigllls, buic: Ilum.n 6222
rigllls. ellildr.n" 825,8212
riglllS. civie A49.8139
rig'lts, eivil A49,8139
rigllls. cU5tody 886
rigllt•••mploye. AIS
riglllS. equ.lity of 6218
right5. lily A47 .B41.H 1:19
rigllU, Iluman 17,A22.1197.1121'
riglllS. minority A80
rigllls. politieal A49.8U9
rilt"lS. properly DI88
righlS. spouse I A47,82
rigllU, violaliOIll or 11
rlgllu, women" 813
rigid 836.8224
rigid .nvironm.n'-l eontrois 8170
rigid llCH'Ioi5. eode 8231
rigidllies. clestrueUv. 8141
rink. iee 87
rise living, Iligll 8183
ri5k 84,R30,8231
ri5k IIne55,"elll R21,H 123,HI tlR,8201
risk .SlIessmenl pl'OC.'ess~s 1J237
risk f"Nors n3U.B71.B 137 ,8233
risk groups 8124
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risk fI'OUPS, IIi,n '\41,9111
risk or aeei<llnu D1'1
risk or dU1II A10
risk or d"lll, increued liD
risk, laeamllll or 1200
rilk, ~nClr 851
risk, clreinOClnlc 1115
risk, childhood 120.
risk, cllildrln.l 12U2
rillk, c:nildrln's 9165
rISk, Iluklmill I1U
rilk-llldnl liS
riskS 1231
riskl 10 children, ...aucinr 820.
riSkl 10 _mOklrl BUS
risks, 1Ie.1l11 810,B220,8221
risky drivinr 1&1
river Indian rUll'YI, Mrpenl 1110,1201
roed craSh11 8130
roed oil 1223
roed IICIly educ.tlon IU2
rOld vinic lis A50,BI1.
rOld-e:raSh A25,8130
rOld.. lYS A20
roll ImO;c:ully 144
role 11 ..ork 14,(
role conrhcl B".(
roll or IInrullt, 1111 821
rull or med'll,nl 8142
rolc or _o,"en, eeonomic B211
role, rlminine D143
role, oppre..or 899
roll, si"" IH3
roles UII3
roilS or cnildren,' parlicipllory 825
roles or ciliun Ind communily 8133
roilS, dlClSion-m.kinl 835
roles, IIll BI"
roles, soci.1 81"3
roller COISllr 8131
rools, n.l A9,A54,1I16
room, dull-rree H242
rooms, c:n.lllinc "12
rooms, mUllic "12
rooms, .inoo.. ll.. All
roou oC "Iism 825
roou, ~I. A21
roull, .irtlornl 1104
roulinl 8235
ruoulr, lII)onle A5
runner, dlSl.ncl 841
runners, disllncl A20
runninl 84'
runn inl /IOSI "I
rurll .rl.. 8141
Mlr.1 communili.. 811
Ncc"lrin nil&
sare environmlnu 8U
Mreeuards A11,823'
sarlr Invironmenu 8141
IICer Mll A41,"41,82,84
saCar llair d";,n 8114
IlrelY A50,A66,1 10,IU,Bl44,1113,1115,11'2,1111,8111,

1202
saCaly and 1Ie.IUI, oeeupaliOlllI 11t2
saCIly ,.Irlnl.. 811
laCIlY camplilRl 8t93
slrlly comn,illlal, JOinl llelltll and 1115
saCaly c:onOiUona 1111
sarllY Iducuion "50
saCely edUC:II1ion, rold 8202
sarely 1117.lrdl 1131
l-rely h,nllS 81U
sa relY ,n.rgin 0221
Ilrlly proolum IU3u

..rlty procedures nl03
IIClty prorra'lIl 8115
IIrlly reeull\li_ D24
IOrlly IlallGerdl 112
IIrlly undererouno It...
IIrlly, clllld 1Ie.llII.nd 813,8110
IICILy, 1Ie.llII and 3,1,833,8123
IIrllY, IIoml 853,8114
..rlly, m'reln or 8221
IICIly, oeeupeliolllll 824
IICIly, oeeYpaliOlllI hllIllII Ind Al,A34,13,833,113I,

84.(,813,8123,8121,8121,8134,8115,8111,11IS,8110,8115,
81'0,8111,8201,8221,8235,8241

IIrlly, oc:upaUOI\III n51
IIrlly, ....i4anli.1 8114,8111,8221
.rlly, MtIOO1 hI.ltII and Al,Al2,AI1
.CIly, llalr 1151
.rlly, \IMIll ...IUl Md A1,All
.CIly, lraCCIe A21
.rILy, .ortcpllea IIHIUI Ind A1S,82J'
.rILy-rlllled tIIM"tour 11.2
IIrllypl'OOCine, 110_ 853
IICLly 820.
IllicylIll, mOllC*Mllum 8114
lllive AIO,R2:lO
IIlu A52,8241
IIlu, melal A55
.ml1lnder lo"en A30
IIml1lnder MIIUII practices A41
samplc, ~ab RI41
lI,npllr, do,neslic .ir pollution 8.3
IImplcr, pauivI 8141
ID mpIcrs, personal 91.8
IDmples. breall milk 8136
IDmplinc B15.
IImplinc clIvices, IIr 8114
IImpline, pusi"l 8110
IIncLlon, ~.I BIIS
sanclions, lee" BUD
IInilllion "21,812
.nil.lion IIrviea 8229
..lisrIChon, JOCl D24U
IIlisrlCLion, 10. job 844
IIlisrlclion, oc:c:upanu 815
IDlisC.ClioRl 8101
IDunl 8110
IDvine, Inlro 811
ICIle A15
ICllle, .n\i~IY 13
aclle, IIumln BII9,8U'
ICIle, rlcism 13
1C.le, IIllilm 13
ICnee .c:eomOCSIUon 8&3
ac.reiLy or work 8151
acanlld AS
_led cleanine jM'Oduc\l 1111
accnled _mlLlel A44
ICI\IOUla, liml UllZ
ac1lldv1n. WCIf'lC 8151
achiZopN'ania 8110
lllhiZopN'eIIic Asa,812
ICllolllUe perCormellea Al0,824,8111
Rhollltle IIIpplies B22
ICIIOOI AI,950,813,8105,11I2,81&1,820',8213,822'
IChOOI Iellievlmant 9213
IClIloOI acti,,11I" 8243
achool IIr U51
Ilmool .ir Inlak.. All
acllool bOll'Cll A11
1C1l001 buildine, communlly 8"3
school lI\Iildi"CI All
ICI,ool builclines, .lIere_ In 1113
scnool "uses "',1122,11111
sc:llool clulo1rln 1I!12,IJ IU1,BIOI,B131,8151,B21 ~

ICnool cnildren around 1S41
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sehool ehilllren, ek!menlary UU2
IChool eurrieulll A26
achool eurricula, medic" I A4I,811
aehool environment 814
IChoot environmenll 8141
sehool healtll anet a.rety Al,A12,AI1
Ichool perrormance 864
sehoot liles 87~

IChoot Itudenll, elementftry AIO
ICIlooI ItUCSenll, Iliell 810~

sehool, community 842 .
IChool, alementary 111&1,1177
sehool, secondlry 8177
IChool, Ikipplnr 850
IChool..are All
IChool... re ltandard 82211
IChoolclllldren 877,ll51,I22~
Ichoolinc, eompulJory Al0,8112
IChoolinc. crowinl withoUt 812
sehoolrelated problems 8112
Icllools 3,~,6.1I,813,822,824,82~,843.1~4,171,8'6,8I4,

816,8113,8150,1154,8111,8114,8177,8111,11111,8118,
820~,1Z21,823~

aellools. eanadian medieal 811
lehools, elementary 1242
IChools' medieal 8204
leience 893
setenee centrel, healtll 811
Icienee classrooml 824
seience laboratories AJ2,IU3,8117
Icience materills A8,8111
Icience, aerosol 8242
Icicnce, bellawioraJ 111
Icience. contemporary 811
Icienee. medieal 890
Icienees, ben."ior 8~1

leienees. environmental health 8229
Icicntifie balle 1111
IcienUfie researcll end development 8222
Icienuric underllandinc 1163
IcienU,ts 891,8111
IcienUsu, behllviorll 8163
Icientisll. aoeia' I1
IcinlillllUon, liquid 888

',IeIerOlis, multiple A9,181
ICrHninl A82.B2U,8111
ICrHninl Itrlt.,i.., laad 120
leulptinl A~

sealanll 16
..a led buildincs 8111,8206,8211
1.. led orrice bulJdinl~ A16,83~,8201

..aled oWee complelL, Ilermetic:aUy 118
"lied, hermeticIUy 8206
..aline or homes 1215
..arell (or Iheller, the 111
..IUnc, vinyl IllS
HCOIIc:I IIInd Imota 142,RJ25
leConklass corporate citizens 831
leCOnd-llanet Imote 8132
HCOIld-ftand tObacco lmoke 172
HCOndIry IChool 1177
IeCreted A49
..eralionl, caltrJe AIO,I230
leetor, discrimination In Ule privata 841
leCtor, private 811
leCtors, elleluded 12~

leCtors, private 834
leCure A1
leCurity A30,A31,A43,A66,82~,842,11$,1141

leCurlty, envlronmenlal 1114
leCurity, ineome 81~

ledcntllry activity 811
legrerl te U1:>6
segrerated A44
H(reration A32,I208

IIC!r,rlT.lttiIM' or !l,nok"" 112U1
Hlrelution, ale "IO,UI62
seerel"tion, leOfrapllie BI12
seizures A~1,B23,8240

aeleetion lUidelines, (ood 8142
seleellve vulnarablity 8151
selcnium A51
self conridenca, low 844
selr nteem, low 844
seU reliance 111 11
..Ir~are 812,8133
..Ir~are mowement A77
self~are, Individual AI8
aelf_lainecl dwclli. 832
..Ir~ereallnc A"
self~irected clll.e 8101
self-ero 1111
selr...taem 7,17,A1,AI6,M6,A",A17,A",811,8113,

1114
..Jr..steam, loll or 13.1:1152
seU..steam, low A33,1211
self~enereted 8112
selr-help devolopment 831
seU-help 'Yltems R85
seU-ldentity A66,8111,I114
self-internted approlelles 134
self-Ieveline cement 882
s.lf~eli"nee A61,8162
selr..urticieney 845
selr-tailored environmenll Al
self_ortll A43
self-worth, low liS
selfidentity A31
sell~rs 8233
semi-Imbulllnt ,(42
semirurll communities A12.S68
senior ciliuns 890,B2U4
senior cltiuns apart ,nent I I06
senior eillzens ~artmenll A6
seniors A28
sense of control R111
sense or Ilome 832
sense of power A61
sense~, human A~~

sensibilities, aeoullie 1231
sensilive ereas 110
sensitive children, ellemiellUy S150,1188,1181
sen~" ,~indlviduals 10,13
sen"::' ~ individuals, mold 829
senllitlve minorily 814U
sensillve patients, ehemicaUy 1111
sensitive popullllions 85
sensitive ItUCSenls All
sensitive lUb-population 8121
sensitive IUbjeell 8143
se",itive, t'Ilemieally A62
lensillve, electromllcneticaUy A62,ll11
..nsitivllles $,815U
..nslllvi\in to moulds An
..",llIvitie., ClIemical 841,Sl61
sensitivltie., rood 1:148,9111
..nsillvilles, food or chemical 1168
..nsitivilin, Ilklden 812~

se",ltivIU.., individual H231
..nsitivlty 130,834,183,1161,8111,1203
..",llIv ily of the letus 864
.."'illvity 01 the popullllion 1124
sensitivity reaponIe 8200
lellllitivity to odour!! A74,8111
sensitivity, bronchial 8153
senllltivlty, chemical 8$O,853,8111,B138,8149,8150,

1:I11;0.n161
scnllilivity, environmental A44,121,lll1,1:I170
lenllitivitv, rood 1:1150
se"'it izaiion A1',A~3,114,H146,B I~4,8169
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lonsiti1.ation. anerric B91
Icnsitizltion. che.nical 1111
ICIL.iti1.11 inn, re~"ir.to." 1131
lonsiti7.lltioll. smooth mUle" AI3,Bl11
sellllitized "'I.A~~

..usilized 10 formaklenyc1e B'

..nsitiur BIO

..nslliurt Bl'O
sensilizinr .ent BUI
..llIitizine cMmicals B3
..ftIOry Irritants DU
slftlOry Irritation. human 8227
I_y Ikill, motor 8235
.."sorymotor diKabilitil. 8101
sequII.... psychiatric oT2
sequelae, subt" neurolOllC BIU
..ri_ physical aUmlnts 847

. Slrotonin AI3.Bll0
serpent rinr indian rIM,.1 8110,8201
aerum CI'IOlesterol A70,8152
..rum cholestlrol "".1, lle"lted 8137
serve 8211
ser"icl joOl A32
service 10vII R211
..rvice ftIIl1" enlneinc numln 8224
service sysllms, formll 8151
..rvice worklrs 82UI
service. IOClal 811
servIces. ece:tSl to BII
servICes. availability 01 8144
services, delivery 01 816
services. equitllbll Ice... to 81
services. runerl' A47 .B5~

slrvlcls. ClPS in D122
..rvices. nealln 847.IU6
services. Iloml care 87
..rvices, lIouIinC 84
ICrvice" m.nH~ed Mlltll care BI42
slrvic... mental nealtn A33,895
..rvica. nlltlon's nealtn clre 8'1
servicls. prevllntivl B131
IIrvicIs. psychintric BI6
services...nit.tion B229
services. lOCial BI6.BI20
slrvices. support 8H,B ut
..nine A4
lI\linC. imposed BII7
IIninC. institutional B81
IIllInC. natura' B37
slninC. new Iile 835
slWnc. non-industrial 83
seninC. pnYllcal Bl.Bl64
lenines Al
..nines. commlrcial Al'
leUinp, community 8141
Mninp, decay 01 physical BII3
MUtnp, en"iron_tal 8113
laWop, induStrill A13
..ttincs, illltitutiOtlaI B235
leUinp. natural A22
..Uinp, orrlniuU_1 A72,810~

IInincs. residlntial BI0.
lelUnc.. residentill lrlllmenl 8234
..Wnes, lIIIal1 town 814.
..nine" SOCial BII3
Ht tinp, tertia." ca... 8233
IInllmenll Al.
Hvere mlntal disabilities 821.
IIwsce sludlte incinlrators 8121
Hwace treltment Ilcihtles 821
SU Ind law in Canllldll 11112
leIl difCerences 814.B143
11. diUerences in illneu 8143
10. c!i"c:ri,ninallon A33
111I edllCllion B100

SUBJECT INDEX'

"I roles 814,8112
181, lily 84
.... 1kI1.r A47,.~4I,n2.n4

SOlil,n 12.17.ll1,An,A33,040,8","134,8131,8211
Mxism leele 13
"ILot,n, call1C! 01 813
lelis,n, eli,ninllion or 813
Mlill aClloM A35
..llisl behaviour A3~

"Irole IterlOln>tl A211 ,"243
..Iue' IlIUM 813,834.8134
..llua' I_ull A33.834
..llUlI dlcilion-mlk1nr 81'73
..Iual hlraamenl A34,835
..lUll 1l1"lUllIInl 12
..llUII molestation A2I
"lUllI orientation 1,13,1'7,AU,A47,AIO,l2',I41,1112,

BIU
_lUll partllll"l 8201
_Iual preeticII, ..me-rendlr AU
MXUlII, IlOmpulsi". A35,8'1I
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IUIl-pOpUI~lion•••nsilive 8121
.utHIIlions 8132
IUbdi"iliOlll 8243
IUbfloor 8121
IUblrouP. suscepllble 8204
lU~iecli". mood 0235
,ubjee~. hum.n 8144
IUbJecll. r.M.reh A21,8144
IUb)eeIl, IIlIIill". 8143
SUblincu,' .U.try IlStinr 8111
IUtIotd1nlliS n44
I\ItlIa mp'.. hiCllot'iIIc 8243
sub.idi~ed hOll.inr A3I,813
IIItIIllftCI lbuR U,A11,8101,1134,8135.8112
IUtlSllnc. 1Il~'. 10llic 8101
IUtIIllIlC. UH 8113
SUbSllnc', cIeIiltllllled 'UU
IUbStanc... Idchctive 8112
SubSl.nces. III'rcll/lic 8U
subSllnces. bioeccumul.ti". 1110
1UllIlIllCea. c.reinoccnic 112
IUbSl.nc... eIlImie.1 B4'
lUtIS&anen, dilcllltr. or IOIlIe 8222
IlIDIIIIlC'" harlllrul cllllllleal IUS
"'11I111'-' "MI'doull III 52
IUllSllnen, low dollS of lOIlle 1115
IUllSllftCft. ~olle 84'7
IUbSllnces, tOllic 814,853,810,8104,1152,8110,8201.

8201.823'
lUllS&ancn. volaIU. All
IUbll.tion, hi(lt-YOl&aC' 815
IUbSlllution 8134
IUDSlrel. A8,8211
IUllSlrll., cen.llc 815'7
IUbtle tleh..,iOtl' Ilterallon 814
IUblle MIItOlocie sequ.la. 8112
lUbuttlln II/lyitonm.n~ 812
IUllurtl.n Iir. un
IUburb.n Jjv inc 8233
suburb.n m." "112
sultllrn." nClrllbourhOOGS, rlcilllly-inl-rr.led 8233
sunurtlunilt:S 1\ '!I
suburbs A34.8113,8233
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1UburbI, f.minine 'UI3
lubwllY Il"liona 8243
IUerose 831
llICIclen Inlanl ..lh 1040
euclden Inlanl dealh ayllClro.... 15
lutr.rin,••mol~l 871
lutr.rilll, .nauinr 871 .
lulloeation. plyeh0Jorieal 1.47.82
I",ar, blood 8117
lUieide 1033.8132,8134,8111
luielde, youlh 12
sultabl••cUvlti.. 114
suits, civil ...31
lullat. deposlllOlll, ••1 870
1UIIIle, lOdium dodecyl 1115
IUllal.. 842
IUII.t.s, respirable 854
IUllhydryl ,roup, blood ...63
IUllide, Ilydror.n .....811

.Iulllnlte 01 mlch.r'l hydrol, para&olu.ne ...11
IUHinal', parelolu.ne 1nl
luHile 8111
lulCit. ollidue deflcl.ney III
luHil• .,.ial.d adv.rse ....OtlOlll 1240
IUlllles 1057,8",8240
lulliles a. p.....rv.tiv.. 116.
.ullil.s, dietary 8.8
.ullonamide 1057.8161
.ullur compouncls 891
.ullur diollide 818.646,865,8",813,8105,8121,8133,

8141,8142.8154,8114,8111,8234
.ullur diollide, respir.ble lUIp.ncled particles 113
lullur Oil ides 891.8211
.ullur, aeidie 8187
lullurie aeid .....869
.ullydryl. blood 8100
lulphales 8S4
• ulphur 1039.8111
.ulphur diollide .A5,"'20,"'22,A51,"'52.8111,8196,8211
.ulphur diollide .mwiolll 827
.ulphur Oil ides ...51
.ulphurie aeid Iletory "'31,81'0,8208
IUnlIurn, t.ndency to 162
IUllIhine 1076
.unshine. elleaa 846
.untan A61
.unlan etr.el 884
auperlluou5 A27,8220
llIpermln Ima,. A35
IUpersensilivily 899
IUpervisors An
aupervilors. relalions wllh 8206
IUporl, toei.1 8n
aupplies, art 847,8117
IUppli.s, janitoria I 122
supplies, IC!hola.lIe 822
auppli.., ••l.r AI
IUpply 01 llouIi", 171
IUpply, air 1225
IUpply, cl.ln .al.r 8111
IlIpply, lood 8215
IUpply, Iresh.ir 818
supply. w.l.r ...n,A7I,81'1
aupport 8'7,815,8156
IUpporl for cllla-'l action 1144
8UppOI'1 nelwork. toelal " 11,8111
IlIpporl nelworks, lOCial n
8UPPO"1 lervie.. 171.1111
IUpporl lyatems, toeial 152
• upporl, adull ...25
.upport, emolion.1 ...11
aupport, fr.m.work for 831
IUpporl, medieal A74
.upporl. mulual 1035,"'31
supporl, peer "'73,876

SlIfll'Ort, ""yeho~ic'll 81 n
_pporl, lOCiul A2,1I52,IJ6'.HI7.1J151,IU53
IUpporlive 01 speeilll nRCII 11232
IUpportlve _ial nelwork A21.A45,811
IUpporliveness 8n
IUpporls, lOCial 861.813'
auppressanl, dUll 1223
llIPPNaed AI4
suppressed Immune ay"ems 1.42
IUppreaion, Immune ...13
IUppreaion. immune ay.t.m In
IUrlaea Ilelds 8102
IUrlaeft. Indoor 8202
I..rl._. sllp-r..istant 810
IUreiea' proeedures ...33
IUrvelllance "'27,107',AI3,8112.8235.8239
IUrvelllanee, health 8129
aurvey B131
IUrvey dltll, heallh 8143
Survey, Canada Fllnns 8137
Survey, Canada Heollhy 846,8137
IUrvey, envlronmenlal 8131
IUrvey, nallonal heallh B1U
IUrvey, work environment 82U6
IUrveys, blood lead 8205
IUrv.ys. Imok,", 8137
lurviv.1 858
IUrvival 01 domln.tion 82
IUlC.'eptibililies. chemiea' 8209
lU~eeplibilily 821.83U.840,860,817,8149,8166,8168,

8170,9172,8196,8197,8238,8240
IUlC.'eplibilily to beeleri.1 inleetion 1014
IUlC.'eplibilily 10 beeterial inl.eli/)n, .nhaneed 832
IUseeplibillly 10 hellrl dis••se 876
suseeplibilily lOo Inl.elion, slreptococcus 832
allseeplibilily to lOll ins, tissue 8119
lu~t'eplibililY, chemical 106,822,8126.8160,8161.B 166•

AI88,1I1I9
IUst'eptibilily. di~ea~ A64.940
sUlC.'eptibilily, ,enelieally delermin.d 875
su~eeplibility, hosl 8104
SUSt'eplibilily. indielllors 01 84~

IUseeplibility, individual 853,B149
IUseeplibillly. worker di~eBtoe 0129
IUseeplible indivlduBls A76,847,848.864
IUlC.'eplible Individuals, ehemieally 1\11,8212
IUlC.'epllble IndividuBls, envlronm.ntaUy 858
IUlC.'eplible popul.lion 8198
IUlC.'eplible populalion, chelllieaUy 8Ua
IUlC.'eplible populoliOlll 8215
IUseeplible IUtllroup 8204
IUlC.'eptible l.aehers 8166
IUlC.'eptiblB work.rs An
IUlC.'eplible, chemieBlIy 8199
IUspended mierobioloeiell mal.rial 8165
IUspended parlleul.le 829
IUspent1ed pIIrlieu",te maller Dl05
IUsp.nded parliculales 82U5
IUspended parliculales. respirable 193,1173
.wedish nalion.1 council 8123
,wHper, manual ellrpel 8165
symbol. _ial A61.89
.ymbolie .-il,lions 8113
aymplomltie housewiv.. 893
aymploms In Children, respiratory 8108
aymploms, aslhmalie 851
aymploml, cold and flu 8103
aymploml, l!Iuropayetllatrlc 1..,.,.821
aymploms. perslslenl llI
aymploms, respiralory 886.810•
aymploms. llpeelrum or 8180
syn.l'lir. IU1lC:lion, ""ain "'62,8102
aynellroni7..aliol1 084
ayndro,,,e••equired immune delieien!'y 1047
syndrome. allerey lension lllieue t116U
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syndrome:. do.II'1 '''3\
lylKIrU'lII, III illi.n. I Maill C1y.flltlC\ioft Ot 13
'Ylllirome••ie:k lMIildinc A9.4 11.412.83.835.813.011,

11140,IU 53.11117.1I2H.11238
syndrom•• IUdden IlIf.n\ 0..\11 15
.ylll1ron••• 11I1IIOII-flli",. 8113 .
.yndrom•• hfll\ Duil,jine 111.1141
,ynerril\ic A5Z.1J43
.ylllfCiahe: .•rrec:1 810.81I 1
lynorCilhe .rr.e:lS 1
.ynerlY OGO
synlhe.is. red blood 8111
syn\helie: 455
.yn\helie: lIuiklinc 1III11rlll B131
lyn\lIIhe: e:lllmie:..... overlo.d of 8110
.yn\lIIlie: e:1o\l'IinC 432.455
lynUlllic ClOmpoundl 8161
.yn\IIeUe: f.brie: 8111
Iyn\helie: fibers 453.114.11120,1141
syn\I'I.IIe: fibres 8211
.ynlhelic m.lIrllla 8113
'Ylllm dam.ce. "11\"" n_ous 415.451.1215
'ylllm OIpr....nLS. Cleft\r.' n_ 8112
.y.llm dysfullC!liOll. nlrvous D51
lyMI.," .rrec:LS, neryous 01
.yll.m rueli_, neryou. 811\
sy.\.m ~r..iOft. Immune 851
.yll.m••udl\Ol'y AIO,I230
,yll.m••"Ionomie: n_ous 1111
SYI\lm. e:an'Oian 111.1\1\ e:.rl 0224
.yllem. c.rdiov.lCI/l.r B54.8111.8111
'yllllll, e:ln\r.' nervous 41.A16,8Z3,BIO,81I1,8125,

8151,8164,8223.8225,8231
Iyll.m. compulerized ClitlrnaaUC 412.B1QI
,y,"m, e:rimina' jus\i" BI1,8141
.ylllm, edul:.hon AI0.8211
.ylllm. ldue:Ilhon.l A27
.ySllm. fore:eel lIir hea\ine 811S
IYII.m, pIlroinllS\in.1 8.7
.yll.m, n••llh IlIr. A74.813.811.8123
.y".m. hul\II inform.UOlI 8121
.yll.m, hol .Iler 8165
IYI\lm. IIum.n immune BZ8
.yll.m. i1nmune A52,AU.AU.477.83.111.11I.12I.840.

853.1154 ,BI4,al5.1130.1171.1117
IYI\em, m.n"l 1Ie.lu, 815
Iyllem, menIAl II.. lln car. IUI
'yllem, neryous 11,8411.8102.8103,8111.8113,8215
.yllem, nonspec:lfic Ill••r.nee 8111
'ylllm, nolific.lion 86
'ylllm, peripner.l n.rvous 8.4.8Z35
Iyll.m, plumDi,. 810
SYlllm, priori\y poinLS 813
sy".m, rec:ircullhOll 411.8Z12
IYlllm, respir.\Ol'y A75.836.82%1
SYI\.m, ....nhll1i,. 8117
Iylllmic \oxici\y 1215
ly.l.m. B17
1Y".ml, .e:tlyi\y 8112
syll.ms, .il'Oleanll\l 8UO
Iyll.ms, dI\. Bin
ly'lIms, dilpolUc 1101
lyll.1III, form•• 1I",1e:. 1151
Iy".ms, ftIIlln Cl... 3
IY.\.ms, III.IUI .r. dllly." 3.815'
Iyll'ms, 1II.1U1 Informelian 812.
1)'111m., 1II'\ine 1147
Iyll.m., nom. IIIlline AI
.yll.lII•• nOI .lIer 454,B21
lyll.lIIl. /IOUIInold ,,"\ine A20
'yll.m.. ..••llUr.m'lII 8142
.yslIms. men"1 n.al\1'I care A43
IYlllelll. orf.n 4U
.ylle'III, ren'Dill la \il~n 81:OS
IY".ms. IIlf-ftl1p 115

Ayl'leml. -eMI llIlflP01't nu
.Ylllml. IIIWI'_CS immulle 0\42
SYlllml. y...\i'.hon 854.R73.871.8201
","ms, yl\.1 orr.n I'll'
1Y".ms, ••"r All
1Y".ms, ••If.... 115
1Y"01le: 11011
T-lymp'-ytlS 8171
\an 812
\an\rums, limp., An
\apl, do_lic ••ler 821
\arr" I"OUPI 11.1137
\arc" ott.n 1113
\alk. eoeioeeonomic BI42
\ax ...1... epeaial 8141
TCDF 824Z
\a.eM,. AU.ltl2.1201.B222.8U5
\a.eMrs, IlIICIpUble 11..
\uelll,. IIoepILe 11 811
\.cllnlq_......y\leal 1131.8UI
\ec:hft!qlllS. dilelpllll' B147
\echnit\ucs. m._re_\ 813.
\aellniq_, preYlIIUOlI 1113
\eChni'luft. plYctlCuftllric 11223
\1Cft1l!qUIll. \herapev\ic 477
\ecnniqu... \II.rapev\ic .nCl Oiar-\Ic 153
&ec:l'In!ques, \rellm.n\ A11
\.ennolorle III
\tcrhllOlOfic IOIuUon 1135
\tcIl11OIorieal clla,.. AI2
\ecllllOlorill 450
\ecnnolorill, .""rrinC 3
lIchnolori.l. l'IOullnold 11115
\ecllnolOf,el. lie. 1,AIl.4n
\lcllnolori... prO\ec\lon Bill
lIcllnolory 4Z.A11.110.8117
\ec:nnolory loeUl 8Z24
\ecllnolory••ppropri.\. 411.8115
\echnolory. br.in• .". __re,lI.n\ AI2
\.cftftolory. developm.n\ of 11.0
\ec:hno1ory, IIi1ll-C01\ III
lecftnolory. mOOlt'tl 0\42.1221
\.cnnolory, nucl••r All
\lInlled 10111 A3I.112
"'II'CII'I DZ4.8ZI2
\el.commu\1nc AlI,837.83'
IIlerr.pll 8111
\.Icpnone lin.m.n 1111
"Iepll_ Iiftlmen, power.nCl 8111
lelevi,ion A21,8243
temper Lell\ru",. An
\amper.lI recionl 8232
\.mperll"'" 411,417.8131,8Z01
"mpll'lIur. 1q1ll1l&a\1on 8115
\lmp.r.\UI'e lJuewetlonl 8103
\lmpor.1 upect\l 01~ 823D
\.mpor.rily ltI~iecI 440.A4'
tenanl A3I
\enen\ ""UI .nd III.\y AI.AIl
\ltIInlS 1'.1114
\enelenl:y \O ..1ItIUI'ft IIZ
\1fIderI 4 U,875
t.llIlan 414.B33.854
\11111011 lal"" IYIIdr'otM, alJerCy 1110
lIllIiOll. hirl'l 144
\lllIion, ••I.\a)-mueole AID,8230
\,lIIi_f.lllu. IYndro- B113
\11'1\1 841
\.r.torlll.... 875
lIrllorenic A52.en,nUl
ter.locenie .rrecl. "2U,0231
lerllore'lI 422.1175,1' 61
\er", lIC!olln plftnninc, 1011( Rill
terminals. Iransporlltion Al,.nZl0
\.rmona.... yideo OISPlay A16,432.AI2.8121.8121.8ZOI
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'errilorinlity AII5,1I163
terrilories, IlIl1r-llOlne U213
tertiary eare HUi",. 8233
te... dicit lIPan Bll
'e.t. payeholociea. 11'70
te.t••U'eII 8146
te.line Ieborllorin B7S
t"Une. IIIblinrual auerp 8111
'e.u. blood B1'71
t..u. InleUieenee B213
te.u. Ieboratory BlS'7
te.u. menlal loadl", 813
te.u. neurobelllvloraI 11.4
tnu, performanee 811.12%:1
te.u, provocllion 1111
tnU. payeholorleal 814
te.u. payeholocical funeUon 813
tnU. rupirltory funelion 8204
tetraehloride, earbon 827
tetraehlorobenzenea B136
tetrlehloroethylene 8141
textile fibera A55
textile fibres 814
textile indullry 1'7
textiles AI.8151
that promote lIIallh. belllvioura 8204
the epp NpCll't B133
the role of Ienruare 826
the ..areh for aIIeller B78
their parenu. property or 8213
theory, dominanl 8142
therlpeulie A51.8134
therapeutie and dilrnoslie teehniques 853
'herapeulie environment 865,8157
therapeulie environmenl, "65
therapeulie me",ures, lIPeeWe 8142
therlpeulie medieation 8178
therlpeutie teehnique, A77
therapy. a\lribulion BI41
therapy. dielary A76.B50
therlpy. dietary mlnipuletion 841,850
therapy, ramily 8156
therapy, illroeenie drur B3
therapy. injeetion 817U
therapy, orthomoleeulor 873
thermal elimlte 8123
thermal erreeU in lIssues 817
thermal rletors 8238
thermal insulllion "'54.825.8118,B215
'hermal pollution 817
thermll rnislenee 825
thermOletinomyees vUJclrls 8224
thinking. egocenlrie A50,8201
thinking. Iionited way or 826
threltening A65,8183
three-tower roverllment orriee eomplex 8131
thre.hold A 1'7,8227
threshold eoneenU'1l iOlll 821
thrnhold effecu 8161
threshold ror Irrltltlon 813
thre,hold limit value, oeeupaUonal 8227
threshold limit values 83,87
threShold. irrltllney A53
t~t A '74.Bll111,B1'70
thrOlI irritallon B121
tl'lrolt, dry A12.8115
tlll'oaU, lOre BI03
throufh eonMnt. people aeUne 1133
tie., a[feetional ...72.B87
"es, number or elose In
Un. aoei,,1 "'31,8111
lirhl buildin~ syndrome Bl1,BI4I
lient builc:lIIl(S B62
tight home, ... 6
tichtly~ollltrueled 8177

Plie C77
SUBJECT INDEX

---,----------------
Ur.htlY~f'nl"lf hllil.hll~ IllG
Ul:htly-sell lad buildinl: ellvelope UUI
tiChtlyeonstrueted A74
light,.e",. elM!'l AI
lI~s. Vinyl BI71
time flexibility. work 145
time IClhedule 81n
time. alloeati/)l\ of 844
time. eommulinl ... 11.931
time, reaetion A15,81 ,8235
lIm.-IepM CIImeres AI0
lIm.-IePM pl\otOC"eplly 8155
lIlIue raislenee 8111
tissue sulIC'eptlbllily to loxllll 811 I
tissue. ed~ 8111
lIsaue. brain 8%:12
tissues 8U
tissues. bocIy ...12
tissues, brain 8102
lIl.ues. inreetlon of 8215
tissues, l/lermal effeels In B1'7
tobaeeo 846.B112.8116,8152.8157.8231
tobaeeo .molee AI.... 14.AI5.Alli,AS3.8211,R42.B43.B5~.B62.

874.816.9125.8137,8113.8174,8175,81 '7li,811I,821l3,8207,
8225,8231

tobleeo amolee, HeoncHlend B'1%
tobaeeo smoleinc ,t,5,,t,11,"'40.,t,'7li.8100.B15I,8172
tobaeco UN 8144
tollelries B22
token pow., ...79
\olerenee AII.An,B2.837
toleranee for pollution AI4
toleranee or dlrrerenees A17
toleranee or dirreren\ness B34
toleranee" toxie 836
toll. emotionel • A42.... 69.BI47
toluene "".h lot,'" t 5,BI49.8172.8226
toluene di-isoeyelllle ... 14
toluene diisoeyanate 838.8151
tomlloes A42
toner Alii
lonies h32
tools. ~sie de5i~n RI
Torontn BI04,IlIII.B125.BI26
torl le\ion' B79
loll' building performenee A10,8'75
total load B17,829
10111 .lress load 8U
tot,,1 volelile orranic eompounds 8227
touri,m 870
towlrdS ariAl. altitudes 810
towards homosexulli\y. aoeie\11 biaMl 81S
towers. C!OOlinc A54.821.8236
town ,t,21
'own environmenU. small Bli8
town .."iAls, .maU B141
towns B'72
towns••mlll 8148
toxie chemieal exposure BIOI
toxic ahemialll, 84~.847,814.8117
toxic eompound' 8168
toxic! eneephllopathy 81
toxie apllls 8200
tOllie aubllanee UpoIIure Bl08
tode aubslenea 814,853,860,8104,8152,81IU,B208,

8201.8237
toxle aubslenen, dlseharce or 8222
toxic: aubllenee•• Iow daMs or 115
tox ic tolerenees 836
tOllie w..te dump A31,BlIl
loxielnu. enerJ:lI-relnled 8238
tOlli~ lIy ,o,56,B16,153&.1547.151 05,B113.I5II1.tlJ 87.tlli2,

H2U,6235
tOllieity or environment,,1 poIlUlen\, 812&.8192
\ollieily or piuIonium 861
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tOllieity. ellemie,,1 RIIO
tOllio:ity••nv ironmenI" I 8.4
toxieily. nellrollel..v101'1I 8235
losicily. nNl'ObC!h"VIOUrll ....."I~.Rln
tOllio:ity. Mul'OllhCl.viorel 8164
tosieity. pest,eiCI' 1'113
tOllleily••y.t.mie 0215
tOllleolOCic.1 principles "
tOIl-loCy 043.8111.8220.8221
tOllieoloCY. Delllviorel 81.8211
tOllieoloCy. Dell••lour 813
tosic0loCy, Deh.viGllr.1 ,,11
tOllicOlolY••nvironm.ntal B'O
tOil ieolocy. CIS 85
tOIl.,"ie funcl "'7'7.8 lIT
tOil in 831
toxi'" 841,81U
tOI ins Cln "5'7
tOIl;ns from molds 852
toxins, _ironm.ntal 8103.8214
tOil inS, fuaarlum "51.1:111'
tOllilll. m.eroeyelle triellotnee_ A54.8103
tOlli.,.. penieilhum 8111
tOlli.,., tillu. _eplillility CO 811.
tree••1.m.nU 821)0
tr.ce m.tall "51
tr.cer liS 8155
traene., mueoeiii.ry trlnsport 810
lraek-elell d.l.eter Dill
tract deCenae meclllni!lma. respirltory 811T
trlet disuses. r.spirltory 82u2
trlet infeetions. respir.tory 0212
trlet. gllStrointeslin.1 "60.8230
tr.et, opuc IU lli
trlet. r.spirllory "52.85,814.8111,81'0.8111
trlet, uwer respiratory 8131
tr.d. 0135
tr.de n.m.s 033
tr.d., sludyinl' 844
trldes "13
tr.des. peintinl 8190
tr.dilionaI li(estyl.s 841
Irlollio"I' window desilllS 8212
Ir.rne "'11.H11,BII3
trlWe lecldeM 84
tr.rrlc eonilStion "21.BI09
tr.me dust. aulomooil. "22,8211
traWe &I(.ly 11
tr.rrie tunnels 20,B221
tr.rr,e. cnildr.n's. per(ormane. In B202
tr.in .tations .....
Irained 8211
trlininc. mediel' "''71.8231
trlininc. nutritional ...26
traininc. praflUion.1 840
trai.. B210
Ir.ils. personallty "I~,A'72,83~855
trlllfusl_. 11100cl 11101)
uansf.rs 813
tra..it. ml. 1'229
transiliontol SIWllIr 8'71
transiti_ 854
transmission 821
tra..mission facilities, eleetrlelty 8132
transmission hnu 8102.8132
tr.nsmission lines, hirn-yoltlC. AI2
trlnsmission•• lecU1eaI 8153
transmission••I.ctrleal powlt' ......821
trlnsmission. ~-to-penon 0214
trlnsmllled diM sutllly BUI
transmitted diM._ 1IU11lly 13.B1.8113
tran!q)Ol't or liroom. pollutants, IonIra"C. 810
trlllSQort. olyg." 049
Irlll!q)Ol'l. tr»ellul mueoeiliary U10
transportahon ,0,51 ....'1.81,0119,8243

tran~tltion tlt'lniMII "11,1210
tnuml 1l~I,RU1

traumatic IIlperi.nee BIU
trlvel. smok.-free .. ir U211
tr."tlCl f.Drie. ...5
tr.llm.nl RI24,HlI0.820'
treaUnenl r.eilltiea. .,. 821
traatment maU'lOCls 1~

tr'ltment of .at.r D21
trelt....nt ..Ui..... residantlal 8234
t.... tmenl teehniquII A'7I
tre.tm.nt. OItoIlICic.t1on Bill
tr.ltmenl. pllIrll lIoIpital 821.
treatln.nt. In.CCeetl.. 1t1
t.... tm.nt. pr.judieial ...22
treatm.nts, durabll press 114
tr..tm.nts, cluratl~resa ASS
trees, plantlnc 81
trelllOf' 811
trenclS BUS
trends. atIInIh'~lIlCMI"I.,. 854
trenclS. atIInIl.lCIOmpulli.. ....4
trills. clinic.1 R22
\riall••t.... 8100
trilnell. juMtion 8'1.8203
trille 851
lriclllor.tllalll " .....15
triell'_tllln. 821,B112
trichloroethyl.ne A15.BlI3.BI41
trienotlleeene myeotolins 8111
trienotnee.,.. tOlllna. ma_yelie "54.8103
trienotllee'llI1'rodueinc tunci...a_yelic 8103
triellotneeium 8111
trleresyl pllospllet. 8115
trieeminll n.rv...ndines 811
trie.minal n.rv.. "'54,812
trice.rille arents. fOOd 8111
trinitrofluor.non. ...15
tris B1l6
troubl•• hllrt .....,1'41
trouDles. Inentional ....0.RI3.
trua eilill.nlhi" 1l.. lus 8112
tullereulnsis. pul monlry 0 I'71
tUb". fluorescent ...9
tuDII. rul11PICtrum (tuoresc:.nt "10
tuitron reDlIl. 81411
lumers 81.3
tu mours 821
tllnn"5, traffic ...20.8221
turolll.ne•• (. milial 845
tuto"ll 853
tw.nti.tll century din... 821.
two-plr.nt flmilies ...311
two-parlnt housenolds 83.
type a tlehlvior B22
type a IlOronary~ behI.,1or 850
tyS-, fllmily 3,"'2,"'31
type. houMhold .\31
tY1l'ell offle. an.inlluH"t 11%1
typine~ I ..
typolop, rallaey or 811
ubiquit_ 13
UFFI "",831,851,852
UFFI-runcll inllt'letlon DU
uJe.rs A5I.8I12,8152
ult.rior moti.1I 8110
ultra-traee ....11 ...12
ultraviol.t 812
ultr.viollt lilnt "'".A'I.B'~112
ullrlviol.t hint. Cul1-speet""m 11154
ultr.violet radiaUOft D30.IU'71
ullr.violet, Ionc-wa••I.IIlfUI .....B154
Ulllbrelh, or opprllSlon 1116
u,ne,nplnym."t pietllr•• eftrOftIe D33
une.rtainly ...".BIII
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unNrtllilll~. perlCHlIIl nlu
uneooperltiven_ 8150
under-nutrition 1.'70
under-nutrition, ehronle BUI
under"i'epraenllltion 13
underdeveloplII.nt, 1II0r.1 81U
lIIIderJr.du.t. eurric:ula B204
underlroulld envlronlll.nt 841
underlround, .f.ty B41
underla)' AI
underla)', partieleboard floor BIOI
underlo.d, stimulus 1.64
underprivil.,ed BI86
underst.ndinc B144,8114
understandilli. IClentlfie BI63
under..lu.d 11
under••luinc I
undeslr.bl. 1eIi1l1tion, repeel of 8131
undiffulld Iilht 812
unemploy.d 1'7,Al1,BI51,BI52
unemploy.d lndi.idu.ls B47
unemployed indi.ldu.ls, older 847
unemployed, blue-eoll.r AII,B47
unemployed, Iow-Incom. AII,B47
un. IIIploy m.nt 3,5,13,"64,AII,A'7I,A7I,8:13,B4I,B18,8112,

B134,8140,B151,8152,BI86
unemploym.nt .nd ....Ith B48
ulI.mploym.nt .nd physic.1 lIe.lU1 B112
unemploym.nt ben.fill B151
unemploym.nt r.t.s, toe. I 8140
unemployment, .rf.cu of 8112
unemploym.nt, hum.n eosts of BI12
un.mployment, periods of B112
un.mploym.nt, stress or 9112
unemploym.nt"i'.I.t.d 91U
unelllmin.d pr.mis.s 950
unlllp.c t.d haz.rds 1.44
unf.milillr .n.ironm.nt BIS
unf••ling 1.35,8"9
unh••/thful b.hl.ior lIIod.l.d by peers B76
unh••lthy side .rr.cu 8UO
unh.althy working conditions 1.31
unirnport.nt 1.27
union of ontario Indians BlID
unionization B33
uniolll 834,811,8152
unique nnds, lP.ci.1 or B3S
unlt.d nations 9222,8238,8238
units, en.ironm.ntal e.r. BI10
units, f.n coil 1.54
units, gerl.tric .lIIument 956
unill, living 843 '
uni••rsal employm.nt BI48
uni.ersal hellltll insur.nc. 98
uni••rs.1 le••• prorr.ms BI41
uni.ersities Bll
university eonditionlnr ell.... B76
uni••rsity entr.nce 84li
unle.rnlnr B21
unpl••sant work conditions 844
unpredictllbility 1.60
unpr.dictabl. noise B231
unpr.p.red communlti.s 8158
ulll'ealistic de.dlines B209
unr•• liMie expectations B1I5
ullrecocnized 'U.rey BIn
unrellOl.ed f• .u.n,s 8115
unskilled B34
ulllklll.d .dults, yDUne 8151
unat.bl••mplifler 8200
ulllltabl. jobs B116
unullll.1 occuplltion.1 Iilhlinc llNrCes 812
unusuully resiStllllt B45
unvent.d combustion .ppli.nces AS
un••nt.d hood 8115
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unveil led ker~nc !!pileI! hentf!r~ 073
un.ent.d n.tur.1 IllS 1P.!!'e .... t.rs 973
unv.nted ~ee hallter 8148
unwllnt~ prefllllftey 13
Uph....' .nd An
upper .lrw.y Irrlt. lion SS
upper .Irw.y obstruetion All
upper .lrw.ys BI
upper limit, cv.r.nteed B138
upper IIIlddl.-elll. whit.s B9
upper respir.tory Irrit.tlon B30
upper respir.tory tr.et 8131
uproolinc A65,B122
urban BIU .
urban aN'S 1.21,8200,9221
urban bUilt en.lronment BI07
urb.n eantres 916,8111
urb.n density 912
urban deliln 9230
urb.n development BIIl2
urb.n dw.lI.rs 1.11,"66,8184
urb.n _yst.m 9230
urban environment 812,836,858,8101,8111,8230
urban en.ironm.nU B12,9107,B221
urb.n envlronmenu, IIIbitllble 8230
urb.n lIf. 1.66,"72,868,BI63,BII3
urb.n Uf., quality of BI,BI63
urb.n _n 9112
urban n.ighborltoods, dense An,B12
urb.n nols. B12
urb.n physic.1 envlronm.nt~ B114
urban plllnninl A21,B8,8112
urb.n resid.nt~ B2U3,8220
urb.n toils 1.20
urb.n str••ts B221
urbln"i'ur.1 diff.r.nce 811
urblnit." erowd.d 1.67,812
urblni7..lIon 912,8239
urb.ni7.Iltion .n<l hum.n he.ltll 812
ur.1 870
urea form.lttel1yd~ Ml,fl2S,Rlnfl
Urco Formllr1.hyde Fo.m IlIlullltion 1.6,1514,820,031,1538,
8S1,879,BI97,8201

ur.a form.II:1ellyde fo.rns In9
urea form.ld.hyd~ glue AS3,8S
ure. form.ld.hyde in f.bries 813
urticlrill "11,"57 ,8240
urticlri.1 r••ctions AI3.BI4
use of th. dw.mnl 8113
user 837
user eompla Inlll, builrllnr 83
user experi.nce 8SS
user partic iplI lion 7
users, pesticide 0192
utilities 1.20,"51
••ecin.tion 9177
..celne 8144
..celne, 1II.lIsles BI77
••eeln.s 986
.acuum ele.ner BIU
valu., occupe\iQ/III threshold limit B2Z7
••Iu., people of An
••Iues, .dult "",R74
.al"es, cllancllll 8120
.alulS, communic:1tilll 81 I I
••lues, \hNShokl limit 83,87
vand.lism A4&,867
...por, .crbl.ln B32
••por, lII.reury B69
vapour, lIIereury BI17
••pour, wllt.r 1.5,8111
.'pours DI I
••pours, resolin. R124
.Ilpours, orcnnic 1.$3
••rilbili ty 830
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variabillly llIlOIlC people ...Z4
variabilily oC rasponlC! AI4
vari~bilily, rlde," 111.1
nri~blll&. eom,nunilY mln"" 11Io11" I1U
¥arillblcs, Invironmellllll 1",111060
variaDIlls, "'Ill" 811%
variaDlls, s-l/cholOJic:ll AI5
¥arnisnltl 8)0
vI&cllllr 8110
va&clllar dylC_lIon Int
n&cllloJr "'ICllICIlII 81'7 I
vucular pnenomene. spatic A".81T1
v_Ulill... luto-imllllllll 1nl
VlICUhliS 1111
n&clllills. eolllelll 8111
vdl radiAliOll haurdl 8Z01
vdU 810
vlCIlIbltl AIT
vlC.lalion 810.
VII.1I1ion. devuilS oC 8Z0.
VlllicllS 010l.8%10
vehiells. mOlor AZO.R21.
vehieles, road A50.,"n
venlilll.CI. mtenlniCIII)' 8Z01
ventHIlIne ••perls A74
venlilaline &)'alem BI"
vlnlllllion AS,AI.A ',A 14.A1I....3Z,811.811.Bl ••8Z0.8UO

822,829.848,966,87".871,B1I.811 .811••'1,812.81U,
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venlilll,on C!OSls Roll
vlnlilnl,on perCormlnCI R201
.1"liIAI,on rill 813,IJl58.BIT4
vlnlillllOll rll.s 83,8210.B221
venWllion SlIndlrel. IlI'Irll 8227
venlllAlion sy.l.m. 854.873.816.8207
vlnl,IAlion. lIrlincial Flln
venlilllion. balhroom 8165.
velllil.lion. DuilClinc 8211
vlnWllion, erlllivl A7
venlilllion••fCtelive AI1
vlnlllllion, inldequI11 8.0
v.nlilllion. m.chanicI' B210
vlnUlllIon. poor BI3.82U6.8Z0'
venlilllion. rlCluctd 811,81TZ
vlnlHl1,on. resldencl rtdllCtlCl 811
v.nllllllon, SPOI 8119.BZ1'
vI"lilllion, w".. le-nou.. 8ZlI
v'''lIlllor)' Cuncllon. implirecl 811
"e"lllllor)' performlnel B1.4
venline. direcl 8Z01
vlnlr;c",llIr eonlraeliOl"ls, JI"Imllun An.8111
vertlll inlimiCItiUOI"l 446,B&7
verllbrooastllr illSYtrieiency 831
verlieo A15,Bl11
vlUlls, eml)ly RI n
vllslihulur dysCunclion 811
vlllrlns. vielnem 81.3
vilDI. moulCl BI2
v iaDI. OI'Ilnilml B120
vNlr.lion A63.B100.8123
viDrlUon. si_idll 8100
vieUrftiUliOll 825
viclim. of ripe B13
vicllms oC ••Ulre. chikl 845
vicli.nl. lbUM A2I
"iClims. prOllcled 8147
"ideo diSl)'ly l.rmlnlls A11,A31,-'ft,llZl.8rn,1mII
"ielnlm veler.ns RII3
view. cnild~enlered 825
view. nohsUc 812
y iewpoinls OIl smoleine 8132
"iews, ,nlllor'ly 11139
vlII)'1 clllurtde AIS,D21,BIl6,8243

"In)'1 ••line nl95
vinyl liltS 8171
vN,)'li"''''e chlnrNle ....ins lIT
violllliOlIl oC ricl,L" 11
viuklnc:1 AU,4:a4,435,AII,IIU.7.811,'121,1134,1115.

8111
violt_. domfttle 8141
viDle_, C.mUy 1101
viol.nc.. hal...OUVllecl AUoI"
violonee, pIIyskral IUO
violen\ 8111
violenl erlme an.
vir.1 A54
viral inClel~ B104
vlrll P.thoCln 13t
vlNl inCtel*-' rapirllClr1 8171
v\Nl, tplllin-blrr A24.1115
Yn- AI,'\2I,'\7I,141.Bl04
yinllft in.ir BI04
vu--, IncloGr alrOorne 8131
visibllily 851
vlsiOl"l dlsorGlPI 831
vision Cor eom_lty 8133
vlllon. blurred A'
vllion. C"'lure-otionltd 850
vision. pollUe.1 l'
visions. eollletiYl 8113
viIUs. pIIYlieiaA 841
visual leuily 87
vilu.1 enlne" 856
vllu.1 diAl"'rtl.ftell A',811.B101
vlsu.1 evoked polenlill 824
vduel mlmory AII3,8110
vwu.1 poll",Uon IUT
vii. I eal).cil)' 8202
villi eapleity. Coreed 11
vil.1 0'1.1'1 sySlems 8U.
villi min d 1130
"ill m,ns AS'
vlC h.lds B121
VDC 8140
VDel BUT
vol. Ill. nydroeArtHln IOlv.nll AI2
volalill inh.lanll 11172
vol. tile orr.nic et\tmiells 15.85
vor.rirl orclnic eompoundS A5....57••140.814Z.8243
volalil. orelnic: eo~OlInd1, \01.1 8227
volllile OI'Ilnic eDftllminanla A17
volalill OI'rluic IOlvenu A13
volalile orc.nicl 11227
volatil. pollullnll 816
vol.liIe tuDll.nell All
volaliles B7I
volalilu, f",,.11 8Z15
vollell 8102
voltare line. hip 8113
voh'me melllUrlments, lunc B204
volu.... Coretd "l)i,..\CIr1 81,11110.B202
volunllrilm A34,82111
voluftllry tulMnalil 8tll
volunl..,. l'"'I"e,"1 8211
volUftl..rs A30.8204
vOlllilinc A6,B12I.82%5.....,.11. lherllloeetiAomyoes 8224
vulnlr80lIllift 8101
....11I.rabilili.. lO IlIn_ 8141
YUIn bility 3.-\40,441.841,114,8131
v"' billly 10 haurCII All
vulnlr.bililY to pollutants, ,..,.e oC BIt.
vuln.r.Dility. ra,.. of 5,1I.AI1
vulu....DI. eIlild...n A2I.IIZ43
v",I"lrabl,e pepallliOl"l ~I)S em
""lrtCl'ablily. ~"'. B157
.llktne 0\9
w.1I I)lnllline 8121
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